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ABSTRACT

19. Abstract (continued)

Probably the most striking results in this area concern IV-VI
semiconductors such as PbTe and SnTe, where we have originated the
concept of false valence: In on a Te site in SnTe is a (triple) acceptor and has
normal valence of -3 with respect to Te. But on a Te site in PbTe, In-is a
(triple) donor with a false valence of +3 with respect to Te because an In deep
p-like one-electron level capable of trapping six electrons crosses the gap as x
decreases in Pbl.xSnxTe. This theory predicts that In is a donor in PbTe but an
acceptor in SnTe; it argues that in IV-VI semiconductors impurities often
occupy the intuitively "wrong" site or antisite; it shows that the relevant In
occupies Te sites; it explains low doping efficiencies; and it shows promise for
explaining solidus curves.

This work on InN illustrates how our theory can be useful for the
fabri,.ation and doping of new electronic materials. The recent development
of high-mobility InN raises the possibility of making UV sensors and even
lasers out of this material. We have presented global predictions on the
behavior of s- and p-bonded deep levels in InN, Inl.xGaxN, and Inj.xA , N as a
means of guiding experiments aimed at doping these materials for use in UV
and glue-green optical devices.

This contribution to the theory of Schottky barriers by developing the
theory of defects at surfaces and at interfaces. Soon we shall publish the first
theory of scanning tunneling microscope images of surface antisite defects in
GaAs. This theory shows that unless the microscope bias is set correctly, an
antisite defect can appear to be the same as the atom it replaced! We have
also investigated the role of plastic flow in the formation of scanning
tunneling microscope tips by electrochemical etching.

This work has laid the foundation for treating degenerate Termi gases
in alloys, and including multi-electron relaxation effects (i.e., infrared
divergence phenomena) in evaluation of their optical properties. While this
approach has a way to go before being easily implemented for realistic mod.-is,
it is far ahead of its main competitor, the renormalization group method.

The electronic properties of Gel-xSnx have been worked out, as a
guideline for experimental groups attempting to grow these interesting Maw
materials. The physics of order-disorder transformations in metastable alloys t4
such as (GaAs)l-xGe2x has been elucidated (in collaboration with K. E.
Newman) and new materials, such as (InP)1.xGe2x, have been predicted as
likely to have interesting infrared properties. The relationships of random C
alloys with partially ordered phases (e.g., zincblende, superlattice,
chalcopyrite, etc.) have been elucidated, and a basic quasi-equilibrium M
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approach to understanding their electronic, vibrational, and thermodynamic
properties has been developed.

This effort has produced the first comprehensive theory of deep levels
in (0011 and [111 1I-V superlattices. This theory elucidated the various factors
affecting deep levels, sets forth the conditions for obtaining shallow-deep
transitions, and predicts that Si (a common donor making GaAs n-type)
becomes a deep trap in GaAs/A xGal.xAs superlattices with thin quantum
wells. These results have bearing on HEMT structures.

We have developed the pseudo-function method of local-density
theory, including the spin-unrestricted version. We have treated the
hypothetical material MnTe with spin-unrestricted pseudo-function theory
and found an antiferromagnetic ground state and conduction bands that are
highly spin polarized. We have obtained the results of earlier theories by
restricting the amount of spin..polarization; hence we have ascribed the
differences between our results and earlier theories to inadequate basis sets of
the earlier theories. We are currently exploring applications of our methods
to other problems in magnetism, and have some optimism that our spin-
dependent pseudo-function approach may overcome the traditional problems
of the local-density theory of magnetic systems.

The pseudo-function method is computationally fast by local-density
standards, and we have used it to determine equilibrium surface relaxations
of semiconductors by minimizing the total energies of the surfaces. We have
also looked at many possible oxygen adsorption sites on GaAs (110) to find the
ones with the lowest energy, in order to understand the oxidation process.
The pseudo-function method gives the same answers to the classic problems,
such as the bulk modulus of Si, as the other successful implementations of
local density theory.
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THEORY OF SEMICONDUCTING SUPERLATTICES AND MICROSTRUCTURES

John D. Dow
Department of Physics

University of Notre Dame
Notre Dame, Indiana 46556

A. Impurity levels in bulk materials

One of the long-term interests of our group has been to understand
the deep level structures of impurities in semiconductors. We have
continued working in this area because the problems are interesting and
challenging, while often being well-suited to training graduate students.

1. IV-VI semiconductors

Probably the most striking results in this area concern IV-VI
semiconductors such as PbTe and SnTe, where we have originated the
concept of false valence: In on a Te site in SnTe is a (triple) acceptor
and has normal valence of -3 with respect to Te. But on a Te site in
PbTe, In is a (triple) donor with a false valence of +3 with respect to
Te because an In deep p-like one-electron level capable of trapping six
electrons crosses the gap as x decreases in PblXSnxTe. This theory
predicts that In is a donor in PbTe but an acceptor in SnTe; it argues
that in IV-VI semiconductors impurities often occupy the intuitively
"wrong" site or antisite; it shows that the relevant In occupies Te
sites; it explains low doping efficiencies; and it shows promise for
explaining solidus curves.

2. InN-related materials

Our work on InN illustrates how our theory can be useful for the
fabrication and doping of new electronic materials. The recent
development of high-mobility InN raises the possibility of making UV
sensors and even lasers out of this material. We have presented global
predictions on the behavior of s- and p-bonded deep levels in InN,
In _xGaxN, and InlXAXN as a means of guiding experiments aimed at
diping these materials for use in UV and blue-green optical devices.

3. Charge-state splittings and meso-bonding molecular defects

It has been our position for years that large self-consistent
pseudopotential calculations of deep levels are rarely necessary for
substitutional s- and p-bonded impurities in Si and III-V semiconductors.
This position, although opposed by significant segments of the
theoretical physics community, has been vindicated by our self-consistent
calculations for S in Si.

A controversy about the character of the S2 substitutional molecular
defect in Si has been resolved in favor of a meso-bonding picture, based
on our self-consistent calculations of the charge-state splittings and
hyperfine tensor in this system.

4. Effects of hydrostatic pressure and uniaxial stress on dee R levels
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We have shown that if both the energy of a deep level ad its
(hydrostatic or uniaxial) pressure dependence are known, one can almosu
uniquely determine the substitutional defect reaponsible. The
determination is often not unique, but reduces the candidate s- and p-
bonded impurities to only a few.

B. Surface defects

We have contributed to the theory of Schottky barriers by developing
the theory of defects at surfaces and at interfaces. Soon we shall
publish the first theory of scanning tunneling microscope images of
surface antisite defects in GaAs. This theory shows that unless the
microscope-bias is set correctly, an antisite defect can appear to be the
same as the atom it replaced! We have also investigated the role of
plastic flow in the formation of scanning tunneling microscope tips by
electrochemical etching.

C. Pseudo-function local-density theory

We have developed the pseudo-function method of local-density
theory, including the spin-unrestricted version. We have treated the
hypothetical material MnTe with spin-unrestricted pseudofunction theory
and found an antiferromagnetic ground state and conduction bands that are
highly spin polarized. We have obtained the results of earlier theories
by restricting the amount of spin-polarization; hence we have ascribed
the differences between our results and earlier theories to inadequate
basis sets of the earlier theories. We are currently exploring
applications of our methods to other problems in magnetism, and have some
optimism that our spin-dependent pseudo-function approach may overcome
the traditional problems of the local-density theory of magnetic systems.

The pseudo-function method is computationally fast by local-density
standards, and we have used it to determine equilibrium surface
relaxations of semiconductors by minimizing the total energies of the
surfaces. We have also looked at many possible oxygen adsorption sites on
GaAs (110) to find the ones with the lowest energy, in order to
understand the oxidation process. The pseudo-function method gives the
same answers to the classic problems, such as the bulk modulus of Si, as
the other successful implementations of local density theory.

D. Phonons in alloys

We have developed the theory of phonons in alloys and shown how to
treat correlated alloys by combining Ising Monte Carlo and Recursion
methods.

E. Heavily doft d semiconductor alloys

We have laid the foundation for treating degenerate Fermi gases in
alloys, and including multi-electron relaxation effects (i.e., infrared
divergence phenomena) in evaluation of their optical properties. While
our approach has a way to go before being easily implemented for
realistic models, it ts far ahead of its main competitor, the
renormalization group method.
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F. Metastable alloys

The electronic properties of Gel_.Snx have been worked out, as a
guideline for experimental groups attempting to grow these interesting
materials. The physics of order-disorder transformations in metastable
alloys such as (GaAs)1 xGe2, has been elucidated (in collaboration with
K. E. Newman) and new materials, such as (InP)1 xGe2 ,, have been
predicted as likely to have interesting infrared properties. The
relationships of random alloys with partially ordered phases (e.g.,
zincblende, superlattice, chalcopyrite, etc.) have been elucidated, and a
basic quasi-equilibrium approach to understanding their electronic,
vibrational, and thermodynamic properties has been developed.

G. Special points for superlattices

We have worked out the special points (for K-space sums) for (001]
and [ill] superlattices, and have shown that by taking advantage of
hidden symmetries for certain superlattice period-ratios the number of
special points is comparable with the number needed to obtain
corresponding accuracy for bulk zincblende.

H. Structure-modulated superlattices

We have originated (we believe) the concept of a superlattice whose
adjacent layers are the same material but with different structures, and
contrasted this type of superlattice witi, conventional composition-
modulated superlattices. An example is a zincblende/wurtzite
superlattice which is lattice-matched, yet has very interesting topology.
We have calculated the electronic structures and deep levels in some such
superlattices.

I. Fanipi doping superlattices

We have developed the concept of false-valence doping nipi
superlattices. Such a superlattice could be formed by uniformly doping
PbTe/SnTe superlattices with In. The In is a donor in PbTe because of a
false valence. It is an acceptor in SnTe because of normal valence.
(The relevant In occupies a Te site.)

J. Deep levels in [001] and (111] superlattices

We have produced the first comprehensive theory of deep levels in
[001] and [111] 111-V superlattices. This theory elucidates the various
factors affecting deep levels, sets forth the conditions for obtaining
shallow-deep transitions, and predicts that Si (a common donor making
GaAs n-type) becomes a deep trap in GaAs/Al Gal xAs superlattices with
thin quantum wells. Thus the common n-type gopant becomes a deep trap in
ultra-small devicesl These results have bearing on HENT structures.

K. Effects of band offsets and applied pressure on deep levels in superlattices

Since band offsets are generally poorly known, except for
GaAs/AIxGalxAs superlattices, we have explored the dependences of deep
level energies on the offsets -- and found them to be small. We have also
studied the pressure dependences of the electronic structures of and deep
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levels in superlattices.

L. Strain-induced Type II - Typ I transitions in ZnSe/ZnTe

We have shown that by suitably choosing the periods of ZnSe and ZnTe
in a ZnSe/ZnTe superlattice to obtain appropriate strain fields, it is
possible to drive the structure from Type II to Type I. This raises the
possibility of fabricating blue-green lasers from such superlattices --
if the doping problem can be solved.

M. Si-based luminescence

We have shown that with novel combinations of superlattice growth
direction (such as [111]), band-folding, superlattice periods, and
uniaxial stress, it is always possible to drive a Si/Ge superlattice
direct and make it capable of emitting luminescence. We have also
calculated dielectric functions of such microstructures to predict the
luminescent intensities.
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DEPENDENCE OF THE CaAs (110) SURFACE ELECTRONIC STATE
DISPERSION CURVES ON THE SURFACE RELAXATION ANGLE

David V. Froelich, Mary E. Lapeyre, and John D. Dow
Department of Physics, University of Notre Dame

Notre Dame, Indiana "46556
and

Roland E. Allen

Department of Physics, Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas 77843

(Received 16 July 1984)

The surface state dispersion curves E(R) of the dangling bond states
near the fundamental hand gap, C3 and AS, are computed for both the
established 62270 model and the recently proposed 9270 model of the
(110) surface relaxation of GaAs, where 9 is the surface bond rotation
angle. The two models produce surface state dispersion curves that are

similar to one another and to the data.

Until recently it was thought that the experimental fiatures (71 (Fig.1). However, we
geometrical structure of the (110) surface if now find qualitptively similar dispersion
GaAs was one of the few semiconductor surface relatfons E() for the relevant surface states,
structures that was established. The accepted for 8-00, 9-70, 140 and 270 (Fig. 1). Since the
model was the 270 rotation model (1,21: To a theory is only accurate to several tenths of an
good approximation, the anions rotate rigidly eV [61 i.ear the valence band maximum, the
out of the surface through an angle of 0=27o. theoretical surface state dispersion curves do
This model was established as a result of not provide , means for discriminating with
careful analyses of low-energy electron confidence aong the relaxa:ion models. The
diffraction (LEED) data, and, in addition, theory does predict that surface states do fall
provided a way out of a theoreticai dile:..,aa: in the fundamental band gap for the 70 model (1)
calculations of GaAs surface states for (Fig. 2 (91 and Ref. (101): 0.1 eV below the
unrelaxed surfaces, 60

°
, produced surface conduction band edge and 0.1 eY above the

states in the fundamental band gap (contrary to valence band maximum - but these energies are
data) that receded into the valence and too small in comparison with the several tenths
conduction han!s when the Sa27'

° 
relaxation was of an eV theoretal uncertainty to be

accounted for (3]. convincing proof of the 270 model over the 70
Recently, however, Gibson and co-workers (41 model.

have suggested that Sz7
° 

may be a more Hence we conclude that the agreement between
appropriate relaxation angle, based on analyses photoemission data and the theory does not
of Rutherford back-scatterind (RBS) cata. Duke provide strong evidence for or against either
and co-workers have also presented analyses of the 0=70 model or the 5-270 modcl. The
LiED data that indicate that a 70 rotation, established 0-270 model should be retaine, until
while not preferred, is acceptable 15). Gibson more c~nclusive experimental evidence aga;nt it
et al. have stated, however, that their data is prevented.
might be consistent with the O:27

°  
model, Finally, as wp have been completing this

orovided one allows for anomalously large manuscript, we have received a preprint from
surface phonon anplitedes. M!ai hiot, Duke and Chang (111, who have
With LEED and RRS analyses producing ambiguous independently been studying this problem using

interpretations of the data, we thought it might the same Hamilonian and comnarahly accurate
be useful to deternine if the neasured surface theoretical techniques. They have : und similar
state dispersion curves E(2) (61, when compared results; however they interpret their results as
.ith theoretical predictions, preferred either providinQ stronger support for the 9=270 model.
the 0-70 nodel or the 9-270 model. Previous
calculations of E(k), assuning the 0-270 nodel,
were in sufficiently good agreement with the Acknowleuments -- we are grateful to the U.S.
data to afford explanatinns of the principal Amy Research Office ind the Office of Naval

Research for their support (Contract Nos.
19S2 PACS Number: 68.20.+t; 73.20.-r DAAC-29-83-K-O122 and NO00-82--:-04A7).
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Fig. 1. Calculated surface state dispersion C. P. Williams, R. J. Smith and C. J. Lapeyre,
curves in the gap (solid lines) and resonant 3. Vac. Sci. Technol. 15, 1249 (1978). The C3
with the bulk bands (dotted lines), assuming a state is not shown for7-140 , because this state
surface bond rotation angle of e-0° , 70, 140, lies too close to the 0=70 and 270 states. The
and 270 for the dangling bond (110) surface 270 results are the same as those of Ref. 17).
states C3  and A5  of CaAs. Heavy solid lines The absolute uncertainty in the theoretical
represent the bulk band, edges; the dashed line predictions is shown by the error bar at I
denotes the data of A. Ruijser, J. van !Aar and centered on the data.
T. L. van Rooy, Phys. Lett. 65A, 337 (1978) and
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e
Fig. 2. Calculated energies of the dar.gling bond angle. The results for the C3 state are from

(110) surface states of GaAs (solid lines for Ref. 1101. E. and F_ are the valence nnd
bound states, dotted lines for reso:ances) at r conduction band edges, 2enoted by heavy solid
(91, as functions of the surface bond rotat!,)n lines.
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REIATIVISTIC L".PZRICAL T:GHT*BIDINC 74EORY OF TME ENERGY SANDS OF
Go *. SnT.. Fbe. PbSo, PbS. V-D THEIP. ALLOYS
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The orthogonali:ed plane w&%ve band structures of G#Te. Sn* FbTo. PbSe.
and PbS are fit with a nearest'neighbor. lS-orbital sp~d . relaiciviscic
tight-binding model :hat exhibits cb.-vical trends. -te band Saps of
Pb,,SnTe. Sni,G*C..Te. and G*.PlT alloys Are pr'e'Ic:ed as functions
of compositioni -. , and z. 141ing of :t gap :s expected to ha,
substantial for Ge1..,Pb.Te, and either SnI1 CeCoTo or Ce1 *P.b.Te shouldexhibit a Dimoc reyst

1. Introduction neighbor tiglht-binding model Hamilconian. The
parameers of this model exhibit chemical trendsThe roclksalt-strizccurs IV.VI semiconductor and can be used to predict the electronic

compounds, such as Pbo. SnTe, GeTe, PbSe. ar.d structures of alloys such as Pbl...Sn,.Te.
?bS all have small band gaps, hnigh dielectric Moreover, theories of defect energy lovils-and
constants. interesting defect levels, and a surface states in WV.Vs can be co:n,cructed
v-ariety of very unusual chermodynatic, using this simple Hamiltonian, as w# shall

vbtional, electronin, and infrared properties demonstrate in subsequent work.
:11. Zxploitation of -hese properties for the

farca~n of technologically Important 2. Tighc-binding theoryopco.,ieiectrcnic devices has been partially
!mpedad by an incomplete understanding of the Terltvsi 4itn~ h:poue htntrinsic and *ntrinsic electronic stAae of eegreatidstuctut h: a that porodce thethease materials. The IV-"I's Inavei 4t-.r.acted enrybd rucrshstefr (2
r*lAtivel.y lIztle theoretical a".z..niion. H - (p2/2m) +V + Hsn~ee. because their o~ectronic band
structures are complicated, havin& large *h 2 2V/gm.1c 2 _ p4/843c2

relativistic splittings. At first glance, I:(1
would appear that the electronic states of bulk where V is the crystal potential, the spin orbit
defeczs or surfaces of %has* msarials can be interactton is
--nderstcod only if one executes a very tedious,

rltIvistic theory. H50In %his paper, we show that the appArant'. and the remaining terips are :he Darwin trms and:omplicated energy bands of %he IV.-VI cctpounds the relativistic mass correction term (31.can be parameterized by a simple nearest- Employing the ideas of Slater and Koster 141.
Harrison [5). Chadi (6). and Yogl et a1. (7;, wo

'a) Permanent address: Departent of Elec:rical construc: the nearest-noighbor tig'nt-binding
and Computer Engineering. University of Hamiltonian:
.ocre Dame, ::ocre Dame. Indiana 46556. lo-Z..b)Permanent address: Depart-nn of Computer H Iea I.x.E 1 4 aioRScience. Ve'stern :11inois Unive.rsity,
'!&Comb. "llinois 61455. .

.C) ?resent address: Theodore Assoc!Ates, Inc., r - (aio~~j.."~
10510 S~emlvCourt, Pot-omac, uIrylarnd , oIJij
Z2D556, 

h.c.) H50.?ACS %kutbor: il.25.Tn(.
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TABLE 1. Nearest-neighbor tight-binding parameters of GOT*.
Sn?.. Pb?.. PbS.. and PbS. as fit to the band structure of Herman
or &1. :91, in eV. The columin labelled GeTe' refers to
Dimmock-reversed GOT* vith the valance (conduction) band extremum
at L6* (L6 )- Vd- Vds- and Vs58 are taken to be zero.

Gae. GeT#* SnTe Pb?. PbSo PbS

.sc 7.847 -7.992 .6.578 .7.612 .7.010 -6.546

Esa -10.974 -10.855 .12.067 .l1.0u2 .13.7k2 .13.827

E ~ 1.454 .657 1.659 3.195 4.201 3.486

rEP's 0.444 0.250 -0.167 -0.237 -1.473 -1.153

Ed4 c 9.08 9.08 8.38 7.73 8.72 9.27

Eda 25.85 26.75 7.73 7.73 11.95 10.38

Ac 0.505 0.577 0.59? 1.500 1.693 1.559

AA 0.447 0.351 0.564 0.428 0.121 -0.211

V8 8s .0.617 -0.631 -0.510 -0.474 -0.402 -0.364

Vsp 0.877 0.788 0.949 0.705 0.929 0.936

V Fs 0.790 0.876 .0.198 0.633 0.159 0.186

VP-1. 2.189 2.181 2.218 2.066 1.920 2.073

Vpp .0.478 -0.498 -0.446 -0.430 -0.356 -').281

p.d .1.14 .1.65 -1.11 -1.29 .1.590 -1.142

Vp dw 1.56 1.78 0.624 0.835 1.45 1.16

.dp 1.55 .1.50 -1.67 .1.59 .1.09 -1.54

V.;P 0.976 0.742 0.766 0.531 0.0497 0.517

.dd 3.79' -3.87 -1.72 -1.35 -1.90 -1.67

V88d6  0.887 0.892 0.618 0.668 0.692 0.659

Table II. Experimental values of the !undamental gap for GeT*,
SnTe, PbTe. PbSe. and rbS used in fitting the tight-binding
parameters of Table I (in eV).

GOTe SnTe PbTe PbSe PbS

rgp 0 .2a 0.3b 0.186C 0.165d 0.286d

Ia] L.. Esaki. J. Phvs. Soc. Japa'n. 1966, 21. 589 11'yoto Conference
Supplement). measurement* at 4.20K.
fbI Ref. [10), measuroLents at 4.201:.
1c) Ref. [10), measurements at 1201(.
(d) D. L. Mi~tchell. E. D. Palik. and J. N. Zemel, Proc. Seventh
Int. Conf. Phys. Semicond.. 1964, p. 325 (1964), meas%:.-=conrs at
4. 20 Y.
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Fig. 1. The energy batid structure in sV of that the zero of energy is the valence band

PbT*, published by H1en~an et a1. (9) (dashed) in maximum and that the fundamental band gap is at
comparison with the pres~nc work (solid). Note L.

where h.c. means Hermitian conjugate, 8. are the 3. Determination of the empirical
rock-salt lattice positions of the anion, i and Ham..lzonian matrix elements
j are the basis orbitals for the cation and
anion respectively. a is the spin (up or down), The parameters of this model are listed in
a and c refer to the anion and cation Table 1. They weres obtained by fittinS :he
respectively, and J is the position of the eigenvalues of the matrix to the energy bands
cation relative to the anion in the R-th cell; a published by Herman ec &1. (91 (See Fig. 1).
-(at,/

2)(l.,0). The spin-orbit Hamiltonian is Anialytic expressions for the eigenvalues at high
symmetry points were used to make an initial

HS0 - EKIc.0 i u.> ccc iaI guess for the parameters. Then a least-squares
fit of the parameters to the calculated energy.

+ E1u.4'J Iiu, aaaajo'I banda was performed. The symmetry of the states
(3) on either side of the fundamental gap was alsoWe use nine orbitals per atom in our basir, included in the fitting procedure. This is

each with up and down spin: s, p~, pPi. Pg; necersary to assure the Diinmock reversal (101 in
d..2;2, d3z2.rZ. d d.. d..x. Bec aue o th the ordering of bands that occurs in Pb1 .Sn.Te

t:pqnc of and ne~r the bottoe fh between PbT* (with a conduction band miniR= at
conduction band 4t the X point we found I.t L6* and valence band maximum at L6*) and SnTe
necessary to include all five d bands 'In the (with the opposite ordering). The energy bands
model. This approach is to be preferrec over were fit to the values obtained by Herman et aI.
that of Robertson (8). whic. included onliy two for wavewectors at the r, x, and L points of the
of the five d orbitals. Ile did nuglect (i) the 3rillouin :cne; but Henman's conduction band
somewhat smaller couplings Vs,?1 betw*en the s aer~gies at L. were all shifted by the saim small
states and the d staceh and 1!) dw Vdc, ho amount i-. order to guarantee that -t-,
R-type bonding between d states, fundamental band gap agreed with txperiment. The

The resulting 36x36 Hamiltonian matrix Is resulting band structures are displayed in Figs.
given in Appendix A. 1-5. the fit of the band structure of CeTe
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Scaling Relation tar s -Lcels Scalin; Relation tor p - Leie5

6,0.0 , I '
6.0 

PsPbSe *

.0

P.0 

PbS 
. o

Sn~~- 4D1.0 

ST

cP~ 9.0J'be

G'Te

"GeTe"
*GeTe

3.41 Gebe

0.0

0.0 ..0 4.0 6.0

.0 /
'Atomic p Energy Dirterence leV)

0.0 *t.0 6.0 9.6 I1.0 15.0 Fig. 7. The p-orbital energy differences in
Atlomic s Energy Dirrert,,'e la%) the solid, (Table 1) versus the p.orbital energy

differences in the atom [7].
Fig. 6. The s-orbital energy differences in

the solid, (Table 1) versus the s-orbital energy
differences in the atom 17).

with the gap of PbTe: the fundamental band gap
occurs with the conduction band minimiu being

assumes a PbTe-like ordering of the conduction the L point of the band structure, rather :han
and valence bands: 1.6 -  above L6+. The at the I th L * point. This phenomenon was
possibility exists, howeve:, that GeTe's band elucidated by Dimmock et al. 110] several years
structure is Dimmock-reversed, as SnTe's is, ago, who pointed out that a level-crossing
with L6

+ being the conduction band minimum. We phenomenon occurs with increasing x as :he
denote Dimmock-reversed GeTe by GeTe*, and band.gap of Pbj Sn..Te decreases and attempts :o
obtain for it :he slightly different matrix become negative. .e calculate that the ;ap
elements listed in Table 1. vanishes at x&0.35, in good arreement w th the

For :he parAmnte:s of the model, the experimental value.
differorees in the diagonal matrix elements As a function of alloy composition, thib
Es €'ES a Ind E ,-E, are approximately Dimmock reversal in Pbi.,SnxTe must undo tse.- :
proportional to tRe oresponding differences of in either Sn Go. Te or'Go..Pb.Te. We predict
atomic energies. The Vogl constant of that the second> Dimmock reversal must occur
proportionality 0 (7] is about 0.65 for the either near y - 0.6 in Snl. .Ge ,e or near
s-state and 0.9 for the p-state. (See Figs. 6 z - 0.3 in Gel .Pb.Te. In the lortAer case, GaTe
and 7.) These proportionalicies or scalinz rules mijsc have the sa me ordering of L bands as PbTe,
for the matrix elements of the empi:icol whereas in the latter case, GeTe has the
Hamiltonian allow the theory to ma;:e sensible SnTe.like GeTe* electronic structure. (See Fig.
predictions of chemical trends for intrinsic and 8.) The calculations also indicate thet one
extrinsic electronic states of different IV-V should enpect considerable bowing in the
semiconJuctors. fundamntal band gap versus alloy composition

for Ge *5PbzTe, in contrast to the lirar
4. Applicatior to Alloys x-dependence of tht gap for Pbl.,Sn.Te. -:.is

striking prediction of the calculstions is in
In this section we apply the theory to qualitative agreement with the measurerents of

Pb1 %Sn,.7 Sn,%Ge Te and Gel.,Pb.Te alloys Nikolic [11,12].
ann cawute th allo- band gaps as Wun tions of We compute the fundamen:al band gaps of alloys
the composi::ons x, y, and z, using the virtual such as Pb1 ..Sn.<Te by diagonalizing th.
crystal approximation. These materials are virtual-crysta 'l] empirical tight.oind:..
subs:itutonal alloys miscible for all Hamiltonian. The covalent radi of ?" and S;
compositions. differ by so .Ittle (- 4%) and all of tht.
Pb1l-%.S.Te is an interesting alloy because the Hamilconian matrix elements of PbTe and SnTe cre

band gap of SnTe is inverted" in comparison sufficiently similar that a virtual crystal
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Fundamental Gap vs. Alloy Composition
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Fig. 8. The calculate-! band gaps and L6+ and :. The zero of energy is the L6* hand extremun.

L6 * band edges of Pbl.xS%Te, Sn1  G. To, and The hatched area is the Sap. (a) For ordinary
Go,. ?b To versus alloy compos .ionsIZ. y y, and GeTe; (b) foL, Dim~ock-revetsed GeTe* (see text).

approximation to the matrix elements of adequate for reproducing chemical trends.
Pbl.,SnTe is appropriate for states near the including the %=r.acl: band ravetsal phenomenon
fundamental band gap j111 the diagonal in Pbt.,.SnTe. Therefore. it should -provide a
Hamiltonian matrix elements of Pb1 xSns.Te are satisfactory starting poin: for general theories
(1-0) times the PbTe elements plus x times the of localized electronic szattu z. hese
SnTe matrix elements (141. The off-diagonal very small band-gap materials. such as "deep
matrix elements, multiplied by the square of the traps" 115; or surface states. Subsequent wark
lattice constant (5). are similarly averaged, will use this uamiltonian to study a wiL
using Vegard's Law for the lattice constant. The variety of problems involving &locali:td
band edges of Fig. 8 were elgonvalues obtained electronic states in V.V-V semiconductors.
by diagonalizing this IHamiltoninn for a
wavevector at the L-point of the Bri~louin zone.
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APPENDIX A: The 36x36 Hamiltonian matrix where we have

The basis set for the 36x36 Hamiltonian is: O

Ip.c.t>. 1p,c,t>, I a> , IP.a,> H3 " 2g2 V,0
Ip,c,>, "pjc,,>, sa I a,> Ilpc,>,0

jd2 ,c,t>, 1d3.ct,, d5 ,c,t>, p 0
Idl,c,4>, jd2 ,c,4>, Id3 .c, >, 4> 4,cS>, and

]o~,4 , l..a,t>, 1d ,a, >, ,a:1>, n
&dt>.> id2 ,4 Id3

Id4 ,a,l>, d.a,>, Id,a, >, Id2,a->, 0 -2g1Vs, p
Id3 ,4,&>, 1d4 ,a,4>, and IdS,a,4>,

where we have d - d 2  2 2 2 d3d,0 -2g2Vs,p
..an 5 k x * 0 -2g3Vs . J

The Hamiltonian can be written in block forn d pc,p is a 6x6 Hermitian matrix with all the
as follows (only the lower triangular part of diagonai elements equal to E " Its other
:he Hamilconian is given since it is Hermitian): non-zero matrix elements in the Ner triangular
Hss region are:

<P.,ctI H IPc,,t> i Ac/2,
Hpc.s Hpcpc <p.,., H Ipx,c,t> o Ac/ 2 ,

<pz,€,c l H IPY.c,> A /2,
pas pa,pc pa,pa <px,c,4I H Jpzct> -,c/2,

<p-.c,41 H Ip:.ct> - C /2.0 dc,pa Hdcdc andy

dada<py.c,;I H IPx,C,;> l

- C2
0 Hda.pc 0 Hda.dc Hda,da

H a is a 6x6 Hermitian matrix of the same
Hs s is a Herti:ian 4x4 matrix which connects form as HPc. C, but with the diagonal elements

s-states to s-states: equal to £ and the other non-zero elements as
above with _ replaced with Aa

[EsC H pa,pc is a diagonal 6x6 matrix with,

0 Esc <Px,a,t H Ipx,c,t>- V
<pv.a,tl H p, - Vv

H 0 E <p-.,a,tl H Ipvct> V-,y
jOI<p,.a.41 H IPx.t.4> V"
V 0 Esa <Py:,aI H Ip4,1,L> -
L ai<p,: 41H Ipz.c 4> -V..

and Hp.s can be written as: and

H 0 HI V 'x.- 24Vp.p + 2(g5+96) N'P-Pf

pc~s " 0 H2
.  

V y,y- 2gV pp + 2(g4+96 ) Vppf

H2.V -2 +

where we have V='¢ 2g6Vp' + 2(g4*g5) VPP
0211 P~s Hdapc can be written in block form as:

H1 - -2F2VpHs  0 H5  0

.263 %, s 0 10 H.
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where H is the 5x3 matrix: g 5(k) - cos(<yaL/2),

-.j3glVp.d J3g2Vp.d 0 and

- 6 (k) - cos(h:.a,/2)"
%l~p.d S2vp.dThe parameters V V and V d correspondTh aa~e sVs' s, vs."p

r ZgVP, ds 0 to the integrals (iso), ?spo) 1 , lpdo)h in Ref.
14).

0 23V.di - 2S2pdx Hd c and Hd a are both 10x0 diagonal matrices"23Vpd "ir 0 ,p,d j whose elemenzs are Ed c and Ed a respectively.
* 
2
&3Vpdt 0 -

2
SIVpdm
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The doping characters- of vacanci#.s, t h e xIstence of impurity
-resonances, FermL-level saturation arid de-saturation, the sensitivlty of
'he resona- ces 'o host chemlstry, thv bchavi6r of In as both a donor and
an acceptor in Pb, Sn Te, and 'he occurrence of other apparently
anomalous- valences -ofirpurlties in IV-Vi -semiofiduascrs are shown to be
simple and direct consequences of a covalenr ,efuct theor . with several
of the important defects necessarily assigned to "incorrect" or "anti"
sites.

In -his paper we present a simple chemical other Column-Ill Lvmpuritles), can be donors in
theory ot s- and p-bonded substitutional point PbTe but acceptori in SnTe (1.4]: (vi) Suggests
defects in Pb're and FbI .Sn Te which: (I) that antisite defects and Impurities on the
Corroborates experimental evidenc&. [1] and the "incorrect" site are common: and (vii) Shows why
predi ctions of Pratt and Parada !2' (confirmed PbTe, with its large dielectric constant (that
by Hemstreet J31) that cation vacancies are should almost fully screen Coulomb effects)
double acceptors ahile anion vacancies are nevertheless apuears to support diifferent ionic
double donors: (ii) Naturally produces resonant valence stat~s of Pb: divalent Pb2+ and
defect levels near the fundamental band gap tetravalent Pb'+.
("nearby resonances") that can limit, pin, or The central idea of the theory is that s- and
saturate the bulk Fermi energy so that icroased p-bonded defects each produce one s-like and
doping beyond a critical value does not normally three p-like "deep" levels with energies in the
increase Phe Fermi energy (Experimentally this vicinitv of the fundamental band -;ap. These
Formi-levol saturation has been inferred from levels are absent in the conventional
"saturatlnn anomalies" in thu Hall coefficient, effective-mass picture of impurity levels.
the Shubnikov de Haas effect, and many other Consider a Cd impurity on a Pb site in PbTe. One
effects 11,41.): (li) Also predicts resonant can imagine creating this impurity in three
levels further away from the gap, termed steps: (i) add two holes to PbTe, to account for
"distant resonances" (c.-.. associated with the difference in the number of valence
Column-I or -VII impurities (1,]) that can electrons between Cd and Pb; (ii) add two
de-saturate the Fermi level and overcome the negative nuclear charges to the Pb nucleus on
saturation anomalies (as observed in In/I- and the impurity site, again to account for the
TN/a-doped PbTe 1,4.54). (iv) Explains why' valence difference, and (iii) adjust the
defects in different hosts have quite different potential in the impurity central-cell, so that
Fermi-level saturation energies (1,41: (v) the Cd potential, not the Pb potential, is
Explains why some impurities, such as In (or present at the impurity site. (That is, turn on

the "defect potential" which represents the
difference between she potenias of Nd and Pb.)

(a) Permanent address: Department of Electrical The first two steps are impl-, - d in an
and Computer Engineering, University of ordinary effective-mass theory o- shallow
Notre Dame. Notre Dame. Indiana 46556. impurity levels (6), and do not produce strong

(b) Permanent address: Department of Computer impurity resonance levels. The third step. i.e..
Science. Vestern Illinois University. the introouctlon of the central-cell .elect
Macoir'. Illinois 61455. potential, has two effects (a) a sliht shift

(c) Prese.nt address: Theodore Associates, Inc.. of the shallow impurity levelq itni. shlft is
10510 Streamview Court. Potomac, Maryland imall because very little of the :;'ctivo'-mass
20854 wave-function lies within the central.cell', and
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(6i toe productionc of s- and p-like "deep" Because Te is s- and p-botidedwe can think of I*lIevelis (ftefi resoncant) assoCiated With 'the as haing various multiplets of s -'ad p "i,.vels"
0i " turbed chbm -ic l a 'I"nds be~weeh the impurity that are "broad resonalnces" -- that is. the:and the host. -Most etffetive-mass theories dci various binds. One -such multplet of s -inepnot include the effect (b0. In IV-VI levels is the valence ban 'd. So 4e can thin"- of~semiconductors -the -satic. dielectric constants the Te "impouriity" as haiving s and -p "deepare very large ,(i - 10- in Pb?. (l)), and so 0 ll levels" that lie- reionant with the. valence band,of the Coulomb-effects are almositilly scrend wch i generally anwedd ohave
and' negligible. Hence the dominant- impurity primarily Te-character with :idme s-charactereffect -in IV4- s is the produt'tion of ehiergy [2,101. (Of course, the six-fold degenerate- plevels associated with -the perturbed bon~ds. levelsi are split by the spin-orbit interaction
Be6ause the fundamental bnd gaps of IV-VI into, a fu-fld degenerate pi, 2 level anda.seiconduictors- are so imal1,, most of those twfold, degenerate P1/,2 level, as 'shown in iheenergy levels lie o~utside the gcip and' are figures.)
resonanit -with~ either -the valence oiP the Now Aiagine continuously, coniverting Teconduction band - -levels we- term "deep," s uccessively. into the other Rowz5 elemfets Sb.because they are due to- the central-cell Sn, In. Cd. Rb. atnd -a vacancy. Moving to hpotential (7,81. left iii the Peticidic -Table corresponds bughlvT6, understand the physics, -of these deep to-all' of the following equivalent op ,ertions:levls cosierfirst neutral defects,'9 on (i) 'increasing' the atomic rnergy' levels of tht!-the anion site of PbTe-(Fig. 1). :Begin with the defect; -(I!-) Increasing the.- strength of the-simplest defect, Te, that isi no defect-at all, defect -potential, and ',iii) decre.asinC the

elictrorcegativity of the-defect. (A vacancy can
be thought of as an atom-with very large atomic
energies -- so large that the ".atom' is-Ph~ Anon iteImbrit Leelscompletely -out of resonance with, and does notcouple to, its neighbors (11).) Therefore as e
moves to the left in :.he Periodic table, -thv'e-.
deep levels- -m64e up- Iii eergyi The deep-
resonances also- become- narrower, as the defectmos out of resonance wi;h, e ot

Pratt and Pirada -showed that the Te-vacincy,
which correpns to "Coiumn-zeo of the

ttt Periodic-Tibleand a stronigly repulsive defect
potential, has its p-levels above the conduction-

CD band -edge. Thus, somewhero between the Te0 .0 "defect" (Column-VI) and the vacancy (Column-0).
-the p-levels-of the valence band cross the gap

into the conduction band. Our calculations for
Pb. which reproduce the wall-accepted
Pratt-Parada result for the, vacancy (also
obtained by Hemstreet) indicate that the
p;levels cross the gap near Coluzn.!II' (Fig. 1).

- Similarly the s-levels cross into thc conduction
VaRb Cd In Sm Sb Te I Xe band as well (again a foature of the

Pratt-Parada theory, Hemstreet's work, and the0 I II 111 IV V VI ViI VilI present coirputations for the Te-vacancy): -with
our calculations, the crossing occurs between
the vacancy (Column-0) and Column-!. Notc that
the basic structure of the theory displayed in
Fig. I is a consequence of continuity 6nd theFig. 1. Predicted energy levels and their well-accepted -Pratt-Parada -theory of theelectronic occupancies for neutral anion-site vacancy. The only features of the results thatRb-Row substitutional defects in PbTe.1 Va depend on the Row of the Periodic Table or ondenotes the anion vacancy, which can be thought any quantitative theoretical factor are theof as originating from Column-O of the Period strengths of the defdct potential (or.Table. The Columns of the Periodic Table label equivalently, the Columns of the Periodic Table)the lower part of the figure. Typically the at which the s- and p-levels crosr thelevels are ordered with increasing energy: S. fundamental band gap.

p1/, ""d P3/2. Electrons in levels above the A similar analysis of the Pb-site- 'gins withcondution band minimum decay to the 7ermi level the Pb "defect:' on the Pb-site which has an(which, for otherwise perfect PbTe is the s-level in the valence band and p-levels in theconduction band minimum). Holes in the valence conduction band (Fig. 2): the conduction band isband bubble up to the Fermi level (valence band largely Pb p-like and the Pb s states lies Inmaximum). Dence Cd~e is a double donor, the valence band t2.101. Making; the defect moreElectrons (holes) are denoted by close(; circles electropositive (going from. Co Iu,.-.1-I % to(open triangles). Electrons that originate from Colum-n-O) drives these levels %q, in unergy untilhigher levels appear at the top of the diagram eventually the s-level cr - .vs into thefor I and Xe. The dotted lines between defect conduction band (between n'o: -n-0 ar~d Colu-nn-I)levels emphasize the chemical trends across the to form the deepD lev.els of t!.- %acancy. MakingRow of the Periodic 'able. A le.vel pILted off the defect aelectronegaz i".11 drives the levelsthe scale is meant to suggest that s.:cla ac level down, so that the p-levels -.0timlteiv O':op .nzoexists outside the window of the diagram revalencc- band. For the "11-r- ' 7 h-? Por"Adic
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Fig. 2. Defect livelks of -cation-site 0.0 -0., .- 0.6- 0-.8 1.0-
substitutional defectsi~ 0 bTik for rhe Cs.Row. lo Cmoito

denotes -a'cation.'vacancy. PbTe SnTe

Table,, our calculations indicate chat the Fig. 3. Energies of theTtheorecical conduction
p~levels cross :the- gap -to the tight of band and valence-band-edges (hatched) and InTe
Column-VIII; defect -evels in Pb1  $ixTe versus alloy
The consequences of this simple picture of compoiicon x, comparea'with the data (circles)

levtl" movement with defect potential strength oflRefs.'(1] and (4).

are considerable. Consider first an "antisite"
In atom -on a, Te site. It pioduces a donor In
PbTe (121. with its "deep" p states- forming a
nearby conduction-band resonance in both the- The-provocative suggestion that In (as well as
cheery and the data (13). Furthermore the p Ga-andWA*) occupiesa Tesite when it produces a
st tes are split into a doublet of p3 2 and pl/2 resonance in the-PbTe conduction band receives
levels by relativistic effects (1]: such a support from the fact that Cd's tendency to be a
doublet has been observed for ca (151, which is donor in PbTe is also incompatible with its
predicted to have a very similar'level structure occupying a Pb site exclusively, as can be
to that of In (Fig. 1). The resonant In states demonstrated without a calculation: The p deep
lead to saturation of the Fermi energy: once the levels of Cd on the Pb site are unquestionably
concentration of free electrons is so high that resonant with the conduction band and Cd's deep
the Fermi energy coincides with the p-resonance, s level can conceivably lie either in the
the previously unstable resonance becomes a valence band, in the gap. or in the conduction
stable electronic state capable of holding six band. In any case, this level, which contains
electrons per In atom (three more than In itself two electrons for the corresponding Pb atom on
provides) and tha Fermi energy cannot move the cation site, can be thought of as having
higher until these In resonant levels are those two electrons removed on account of the
completely filled by electrons from some other valence difference between Cd and Pb. If the
donor with a still higher resonance level, such level lies in the valence band (20), the two
as CdTe or iodine on either site (Figs. I and 2 holes bubble up to the valence band edge. making
(161). The energies' of the p resonances with Cd a double acceptor. If the s-level lies in the
respect to the valence band edge are sensitive gap. Cd is a deep trap for two electrons. If the
to the host and appear to pass through the band s.level is above the conduction band edge, Cd is
gap into the valence band as a function of alloy electrically inactive: neither a donor nor an
composition x in Pbl.xSn.Te (Fig. 3). Once the acceptor. In any case, Cd on a Pb site cannot be
levels are in the valence band and below the a donor. This result is independent of %ny
Ferni energy, In becomes an acceptor, as calculation.
observed (1.4.17). The levels resonant with the In our model, we calculate the Cd s-level to
conduction band of PbTe occur natura:ly in the lie in the valence band (similar to Hg in Fig.
theory for the InTe defect, and appear to move 2), making Cd a double icceptor on the Pb site.
down through the gap as the Sn content of the Thus the observation of donor action as a result
host is increased .- in excellent agreement with of Cd doping indicates that Cd is not on its
the data (1,4 (Fig. 3). At the same time, the "normal" site and is compelling evidence that
Pb 1 ,Sn.Te gap undergoes a Dimmock reversal either ^antisite" Cd (on the Te sire) or
(1 19) . We cannot explain these data for the In interstitial Cd (31 commonly occurs. One
resonance with "normal-site" In: with antisite provocative consequence of the theory presented
In. the explanation is simple and natural. here is that "antisite" impurities are
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elatively coammon-and respohsible for-several of The heory-makes-the- fllowing predictions for
the striking experimental obser vationsl for Te-site defecsi: Column-I and -II impurities-on
example', -the theory -cannot explain -the a Te- site.ar-6%bn6rmal single and double dohors;
Feri-level, saturatiion data-. for -In, -Ga, of-A1 ripcvel v. Column;-Ill impur ities are. mixed,

aihd'ssucing, that those- ttdiii-co -Te wit B tr 6i iiplei accej~tor. and with A0,
sies a. and- inAnormil- triple (-121 -diifors. In all

The2predictud electronic occupancies of the cases, the relaianirp3/ 2  It cvel lies near the
various levels (assu,in otherwise-perfect PbTel biad gap, in-the valence band forB and in the-

re. aliso shown for neutral defects in Figs. 1, c6ndUft6ii band. for At, Ca Jn "n, and T2
-and 2.. They are obtained by adding electrons-or Acrding -Co -the Itheory, Column-IV, -V, VI,,
holes to- account for the valence difference vii; and -VIII (except He (221) impurities are
-between. the impurity and the host atom it all normal on the-anion site, producing double
replaces, For-exaple, to' imuliti Cd: on a Te acceptor, single acceptor, isoelectronic centerI

,site.,j one adds four-holesto,-the-p-levels. This single donor,'and double donor- behavior.
leavea rdoubly occupied / level resonant On the.' cation-site the "Pb Vacncy .iS an
wiih the conduction bind, which isuntable if abnormal double acceptor, while alkali
.t lies above t i Fermi level;, hence the -impurities andI- Column-Il1 defects Are normal,
electrons, in the CdTe p1,2 defect level of trip e nd' double acceptors. Columns III, IV,
otherwise-perfect PbTe decay to the conduction and V produce- normal single -acceptors.
band minimum, making-Cd on--the Te stie a-double istelectroic centers, and single, donors,
donozr. Thus we suspectL 'that "antisite" respectively -r except for N, which is predicted
impurities- are common. in-PbTe -and other IV-VI to be a quintuple acceptor, and possibly C,
semiconductors and that significant which is predicted-to have a deep pl/ 2  level
concentrations of -Cd atoms 6jTe siteszwill bc, slightly above the conduction band edge (but, if
observed in EXAFsW andmagnetic resonance studies this level actually were to Ale in the, gap. it
of Cd-inPbTe, would.be capable of trapping two. electrons). Two

Defec ts on the anion site, such as Cd, that po si-ilities ire-,predicted for- chalcogens-on a
cause levels derived from the-host Te atom to Pb site in, PbTe:, S, Se, Te, and-Pa should be

crs-te-fundamental- -band, -gap' ]201- -exhibit normal- dole-donors; biiut'both ,tht p g_-ndp
-'abnormal" dopingbehaviori: they do-not obey the levels lie below the valence band maximum for-0
usual valence rules -of effective-mass theory. making it a quadruple acceptor. F is an abiorgal
Therefore Cd "is -a double donor, on the Te site, triple acceptor with -all of 'ts s- anid p-le.'wls
wherea's effective-mass intuiion would have in the valence band, while the, theory places the
predicted it to be a quadruple acceptor. This 61/ level of C2 in the valence band. making C;
difference in predictions of six is due' to 'the- a single donor, and-the Pl/2 level of- in -hn
fact that six spin-orbital 'levels have crossed band gap (a single donor anda deep hole trap),
the gap (201]during the conversion of Te into'Cd -1 and' At are normal triple donors. Thc
(Fig. 1). In the case of che. Te vacr iy, which substitutional rare gas defects are general'y.
has six fewer electrons than Te, both i s and, abnormal: double acceptors (Ne, At), deep P3,2
p levels- of Te, cros-sthe gap, and sx.: of the traps (Kr), or double donors (Xe). Rn is nbrinal.
-eight electrons in those levels for Te are a quadruple acceptor.
removed to form the vacancy: the two remaining The theory in its present form nakos no
electrons decay to the conduction band -edge, predictions concerning the soluhility of
making the Te vacancy an abnormal double donor, specific impurities at particular sites.

Such abnormal doping behavior commonly occurs Nevertheless, as we have shon, the theory's
(theoretically) in IV-VI semiconductors for predictions of levels often can be reconciled
impurities that lie a few Columns distant in the with data only if- the impurty occupies a
Periodic Table from the host atoms they replace. specific site. Tbe model is based on a simple
Therefore, if the apparent valence of an empirical spd tight-binding, theory (101
impurity in a IV-VI semiconductor does not agree applied to IV-VI semiconductors following Ideas
wLtL, the expectations of effective-iss theory, of Vogl 1231 and Hjalmarson (7) for Ill-V
one should first examine the possibilities that semiconductors. Charge-state splittiags (which
the doping is abnormal (apparent valence should be negligible) and lattice relaxation
differing from the effective-mass values by two, (which may shift levels as much as tenths of ana
four (211, or six) or that the impurity is on eVI have been omitted in order to display the
the "incorrect" or "anti" site. chemical trends of e defect levels simply and
With a dielectric constant of c- 103  PbTe generally. The 'mdel's predictions are

cannot support defects that are strongly ionic remarkably insensitive to alterations of the
within the unit cell. Charged impurity states model, and will be comparea with data in
can exist, but much of the charge will subsequent work.
necessarily lie in parts of the defect Acknowledgements .- We thank the Office of
wave-function that are distant from the central Naval Research for their generous support of
cell. Therefore impurities are not properly this research (Contract No. N00014-84-K-0352).
viewed as being in ionic states and the oft-used One of us (R. S. A.) was supported in part by
terminology that an impurity replaces either the Inderendent Research Fund of zhe Naval
divalent or tetravalent Pb is inappropriate. Surface Weapons Center. Finally. we mast thank
Invariably su,, terminology is used to explain G. B. Wright. whose enthusiasm for physics led
away abnormal doping behavior within an to our collaboration.
effective.mass picture: the deficient valence is
introduced to account for a state that has
crossed the gap.
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A classical-well or superlattice structure can enhance luminescence-by impeding energy,
transfer to kiillei centers.

Ini ihii ier we show that, under certain conditions.-a superlattice structure
-or a classical-well structure can enhance the low-temperature luminescence of--a-
material by imipeding exciton transport to -non-radiative killer cenitrsl1.2.3k.
(Woltord- -et-al. have -shown -that, alloy fluctu ations. have. a imilar effect oni
energy transfer in the GaP: N_ system (31.).

The-basic idea is-that -the superlattice or classical-well introduces barriers to
exciton migration in onie of the three dimensions-and thereore increases the,
effective mean distance from the exciton to the nearest-at'~essible nion-radiative
recombination "killer" center- (fig. -1). This exciton confinement effect reduces
the non-radiative recombination'rate of excitons-and therefore increases the
luminescent- yield.

To, see -that, such an effect must exist. consider a lattice with N traps
(non-ratdiative recombination centers) dispersed-in three dimensions with den-

sity '3 (h ma stance between traps is of order D).,Then consider a slice
of'this lattice of thickness A -c D. The Mean distance between traps in this slice
is of- order D(D/A)1/z, larger by a factor (D/A)112 . At A becomes small in
comparison with D, the distance from an exciton to a non-radiative trap in the
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PACSNumbers: 78.55.1)s: 78.SS.Kz

0022-2313/85/S03.30 '0 Vlsvier Science Publishers B.
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Fig. 1. A schematic one;electron diagram of a classical-well structure (energy Versus pOsitiini. The
large-band-gap laviesorm-ite confinementwell -in the mhaterialI of bind jaE,.A An exciton
(propeller) diffuiti (arrow) to the nearesi-accessible killer, center,-(double lines)-through nth-e?
i mpurity level s (solid lines).- killer centers in the barrier are i nacces, ible eithe because they ar, to
far from ~the well, forefficiei mtriise to-themito-be possible or-bec'2use the-change oft their
ineriies by the barrier renders them out of resonancejlland imnpotent.

slice -b~comels large. so that an. exciton confined to the slice cran more easily
fadiativelyCi ay before being trapped.

Stated mn i quantitatively. the probability ,thai the nearest trap is a diitmi. e
r from the e) iton in-a threc-dimensional,'lai tide is

-~r) -4irrxC(--x)lCl = 4rr2XC ekp( -C )

where wehave V'-47 4-r/3. C is the density, of lattice points. xCis the density
of-(randomly distributed) traps (xC a D -).,and we haveassumed x 4C 1. The
meani-distance to thenearest trap-is

R--rp.(r)dr/] P,(r)dr

r(I4/3)(4frxC/3Y")

where,]'(:) is the .2amma function. For a thin slice X W)-111" we have the
probability

pA\(r) - 2-.rixC(1& - x)'(= 2,ri-xC exp( -A?~xC).

and the mean distance to the nearest trap in the slice is

r (3/2)( r, LC)-



HereA _Ik-e ireA .r. Thus we have,

We have executed.-modil-calculations to-illustrate the -effect, on thffe lunfiines.
cence of thischanze in effectivenearest-trap~distance'by-the, classical, well. AWe
assume that' excitons- walk- rdnl o alatticedcontaining trao§, Vhich- a re-
distributed randomly. The jump time of the excitdirbeiW e Ates is a c ons .tant.
ryhp; the excitzon -con centration, is small: and the. excitons- initially, are ran--
domlyI distributed-on the lattice pointsk. Excitions jump to nearest-neighbor ites
onl -With, equa[probabili ty): ad one trapped. never reappear. T'he effect -of
the suotkrlattice-or classical welU is to-confine thie exciton- to a slab: when an
exciton attempts to pass through, a- lab- boundary. it i~pretyrefld~ted
(un' less the confined, slice is only, one, atomi%; -laver thick.. 'i which case Owe
excit~rn is-only, permitted to juip-to one of ihs four neighboring iiei).

Our results, as. obtained' Using Monte Carlo tech inique$,[5-7j] Thr 2000-
excitons, are given in fig. -2 for a- model, in -which we- hiv'e P-i2' ps.
x1- 16O5.and a radiative lifetifixofr -I'm s'[8].-(The MottCarlo calculation-
,hAs-been checked-by calculating' the mcan number- offsteps before trapping for,
various analytically solvable (7],pr~blems inivolving-iandb;,i walkers on -lattices-
With - traps- (91.) Beciuse, We -h.id% -4.; ~up~we first- crmute the number of
excitons remaining-- ntrapped ass iiing.-ndradiaiiv ,trantitioni-( ri'--- )-and-
tajen m Itiply this result by x(-ivr to obtain a-.gdod apor~ximation for the
,-lumninescence intensity-L(i), ,norrnalizedto unity at t-0. Note that confining,

1.0

00

0.01 17'
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Fig. I Luminescence LM v ersus time i in units of the jump time 1 ~m.for an excittin confined to
a wclI of thickness A - at.- SCL. 10au1 or =, where UL is the lattice constant. These curves were
calculated for 2000 random wulkcr%.. with x rI~ --I ;&s. and r),mp =IPs
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_wells of aL. SdL. and 10aLa w. here aL is the lattice-Fonistant, do enhante the
luminescence as expected: The total luminesc.nt yields 4re-enhanced by fActors4

-of 2.34,J.59. andTL33. respectiv.
The present work is mcanxto ldemontitae the 46-1litatiVe effict on lumfinos-

itv of exciton-localization-hy superlhtticcs ocr-classica-welI barriers. and- ho'Pe-
fully will stimulaie experiments to observe and quiintitatively demtonstrate the
effect, which may have been present in the recent experimenws of Petroff-et al.
-1OJ. The jOrineipal, limitation of-the present work is our assumption- that' the,
exciton is of zero, radius and resides-on' a single --lattice, site: at a time. This
implies-that-the present-theory- is- likely wobc-quaiivl ap'pl cbe 'nl

small-radius Prenkil excito'ns and to organic classical wills or superlattices. In
semiconductors. excitons have large radii and. when confinedim wells, of less
than ,- 100 Awidth, exhibit-quantum-well efects not included in~ the present
model-j~l]. Nevertheless if the transport to the non-radixai e killer -center
procceds-,s. a resulIt of migratiorn of one carrier through succeisive small-radius
deep-level states that have significantly different enelrgies-in thelbarrier than in
the well, the presentrmodelshould'apply semniquantitatively.
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Predictio~ns are given for the chemical trends in fl) deep energy levels associated with 28 sp3-

bonded sittejtitutional defects, and 60i energies of Hjalmarson.JFrenkel core exicitons at the I 100) sur.
fcce of Si, reconstructed according to Chadi's (2 x 1) asymmetric-dimer model. The predictions sug-
gest that P at tots surface should produ.:e a deep level, and that the Hjalmarson-Frenkel surface core
exciton should have a binding energy that is strongly site dependent.

In this pape:- we repert a semiquanttative theory of de- method has been applied extensively and successfully to
fects at the Si(100)-(X I) surface with its outer layer defects at IIJ-V(110) surfaces; by Allen et al.,6 and has
reconstructed according to Chadi's asyrrunetric-dimer provided a ,inifed explanation of observed Schcatky bar-
model.' Our approach is to solve for the band-gap eigen- rier aueights. 7 Details of the method and calculational pro-
values E of the secular equation, cedures arc available elsewhere.8

det[l-G,(E)V]=O , The results of the calcult~tion are predictions of deep

where G,(E) is the surface Green's function and V is the
defect potential of Hjalmarson et al2. Thus we follow AS Si 11
the theory of bulk deep levels,2 while evaluating Gusing 18P1 H9
the theory of Allen,' evanesrent-wave techniques,~ and the At Trj SO
cm,)irical tight-bitiding basis of Vogl et al.3 A similar F 0 Cl r)~ Se

uI 18-rS slIA0f

0.0- 1.000

04OWN I SIU(00)

o75 (2k!0
200I0yer, D0up Salt

UP2 [0) BULK DOWK 50

Chto] Clio]

FIG. 1. Illustration of the geometrical structure of Chadi's 025
asymmetric-dimer model for the Si(l00-(Zx 1) surface in the
approximation that only the frs 0[~n \f atom u.m.eroe re -' m> ~
laxation. The surface is at the top ot.-a figure. r~circles 15 ~ ~.
denote row., of atoms in th'e (001) surface, viewed aiong the (11l0) '30 10 s W 0 10 2,
direction (referred to the usual face. centered-cubic bulk ilirec- ~V
tions). The rows o" atoms in the top layer are displaced~ from FIG. 2. Predicted deep energy levels ior substitutional defects
thei: nrecoti::ucted positions (dashed circlesi to the open. at the jp site of iii.. Sif IO)*2 x 1) surfac--. reconstructed accord-
circle positions. The displacements of the surface atom- em. ing to Ch3at's asymnmetric-dimer miodel. -. rsu,; defect potential
ployed for the present w~ork are denoted 'ly arrows The V,. The te'.evant defects arpear at the tcr. 4f the igure at their
secotid-Iliyer rows of atomns arc eenoted by shaded circies The, values of It. The shadet, area aenotes the calculated surface-
plane of the up-i anld down.) atomrs in the plant. of the papc.r state ban,' (which are.' ku wn expein-cnitali% to 1-,: 2:0.5 eV
lies below the corresponding up.? and down.? planc b) a per- lo%%er thar. the calculation predicts"). Thc quilitati'e features
pfendicular :istance V!., '4. Tat. up).l to t-p.2 distance is of' the calcultiion and chemical trends of the theory are impor.
V 3aL A4. where aL is the lattice eo:,stant. tant ard meaningful re. Alts.

30 4617 c,l1j4 The America- Plsical Society
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Si (100)-( 2 xl I Vacancy with apparent binding e.nergies relative to the

,E conduction-band edge, ranging from =0.2 eV on the up
site of the first layer to more than half the band gap

1.00 ( "0.8 eV) on the down site. The important point is nec
, ,, the absolute values of the predicted binding energies

Z , (whi,:h have significant theoretical uncertainties"2) but

0.75 , -e that the-variation of binding energy from site to site can
> OZ -be large.

SIt is possible t'.t this dramatic site dependence of the

S.--- --. Si surface core-exciton binding energy has been observed,, 0.5 - although ; .,t recognized as such. Several authors have re-
ported wiL..v different Si 2p core-excitoaz binding ener-

0.25 -. ies,14 from 0.1 to 0.9-eV, with some speculation that tne

E: , proximity )f the core exciton to'the surface affects the
. , .-..... binding energy. This variation is comparable with what

I N we predict, 0.2-0.8 eV. Perhaps these diverse .xpcrimen.
Loyer Layer Layer t;i results can be understood as due to experiments sensi-

1 2 tive to core excitons at different sites.

FIG. 7. The vacancy levels predicted to lie in the gap for the This site-dependence occurs in part because electronic
Si(100).(2x 1) surface as a function of layer number (a* means charge transfers from the down layers to the up layers at
bulk). Electronic (hole) occupation is denoted by closed (open) the surface. Thus the up site is a pjeudo-anion site and
circles. The first- and :econd-layer levels all coalesce into the the down site is a pseudo-cation at this surface. Chemi-
bulk T2 vacancy deep level (Ref. 2), which, when neutral, con- cally, the down site becomes more sp'-blnded and the up
tains two electrons and four holes. site becomes more p backbonded.15 The down cation site

exhibits the larger exciton binding -nergy, as expected- In
III-V semiconductors cation core excitons generally have

Almost all impurities will produce at least one deep lev- larger binding energies than anikn excitons. This is be-
el in the gap for one of the four sites near the surface. In cause the conduction-band states are cationlike, whereas
particular, the bulk shallow dopants P [Fig. 6 (Ref. 13)] the valence-band states are anionlike. This trend of the
and As, when near or at the surface, are prc..icted to yield cation-site levels lying below the corresponding anion-site
deep levels in the gap. Hence, the Si(l00)-(2X 1) levels holds for the surface vacancies as we!! as for P or
asymmetric-dimer surface of heavily doped Si should the core exciton.
have many extrinsic surface states, with the number being The present results illuminate the richness of the spec-
roughly proportional to the surface concentration of tra of surface impurities. At the present, however, there
dopants. are few data for the energy levels of known surface im-

At the surface, P produces !evels near both the middle puritiec; we hope that the present work will stimulate
and the top of the fundamental band gap of Si-a striking more xperiments in this direction and provide a guide for
prediction that may have direct bearing on the Si 2p elucidating the chemical trends in data.
"core-exoiton anoma'"-that the observed binding ener-
gy of the Si 2p core exciton aptears to be considerably
larger than predicted by shailow-impurity theory." in- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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i. Introduction,

In the bulk of. a tetrahedral semiconductor, a single substitutional s-p

bonded impurity or vacancy wili ordinarily pruduce four "deep" levels ith

energies near the fundamental band gap: one s-like (A) and three p-like (T2)

(I!. These deep levels may lie within the fundamental band gap, in which case

they are conventional deep levels, or they may lie within either the

conduction or the valence band as "deep resonances."' A sheet of N vacancies

will produce 4NI such deep leyels -namely, the intrinsic surface state energy

bands-, which may or may not overlap the: fundamental gap (to a, good

approximation, insertion uf al sheet of vacancies is equivalent to creating a

surface).

Intrinsic surface states have common.-underlying physics with. deep

impurities. because. they too result from localized. perturbations of a-

semiconductor (2t, and so their energies can be relatively-easily predicted by

extending: to surfaces ideas developed by Hjalarson, Vogl, Wolford,, et al. [,i]

for the deep, impurity problem. This has been done by several authors

(3 1{4]151[6]71](91[011111[12], most notably by Allen and co-workers

113:11[14] [15]L[i6] j17],

Extrinsic and native-defect surface states also are governed by similar

physics, and' are especially interesting ir. the light of the Schottky barrier

problemi Bardeen showed that modest densities of surface states on a

semiconductor can "pin" the Fermi level 118), forming a Schottky barrier. The

bulk Fermi energfes of the semidonductor, the metal, and the semiconductor

surface must alig (Fig. 1). If the semiconductor is heavily doped n-type, the

surface Fdrmi energy is the iowest empty surface. state-. The bands bend to
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acomodate this alignmnent of Fermi levels,, forming, the, Schottky barrier. thus

-the. 'Schottky barrier height is the binding, energy, of -the lowest naturally

empty surface stiie,, relative 'to the conduction -band edge. in. 1976 Spicer- 6t

al. proposed that the Bardeen surface states responsible- for pinning the 'Fermi

ene6rgy 'are-due to native defects [-181[49126J[211?]

Surface core exc4itons are similar to surface de-fect states,, as can be

seen by using the optical alchemy approximation, [23] or 'the Z+1 rule [24].

Consi'der core excitation of a Ga 'atom at the surface of GaAs; the rdeius of

the core hole is sufficiently small that the hold can be assumed to have zero

radius -(i.e., the hold i's e:uiValant to an extra proton in the nhucleus),. Thus-

the core-excited electron feels 'the potential of an a.tom whose atomikc charge Z

Is greater than -that of Ga by, unity, namelyGe Thus the Ga core_ 'exciton

spectrum is approximately' the same as the setuof a G6 impurity on A Ga,

site. Pence -the core exciton states in semicondutors can %e, either '"shallow"

(Wannler-kott excitons) or. "dep" <HJillmarson-4renkel excitons), as is the

-casd for impurity .states. 'The deep-Hjalmarson!-frehkel excitons are simi-lar, t6o

the surfacei -deep levels associated wiith impurities.i

In this paper. we show that 'the physics of deep impurity levels6,

intrinsic surface states, surface -impurity states, Schottky barriers-, aind

HJ41marson- ftehkel core excitons 'are all similar.

It. Deep impurity levels at, the surfacd&;

Schottky, barriers And Fermi-level pinning



The basic physics of most 'Schottky barrtiers can be explained: in terds- of

-tile Fermi-level- -pinning idea of Bardeen [8.Stated' in a- slightly-

oversimaplified toitm for a -degenerately doped semiconductor at, zero.

'tctiperature, heFermi energies of the W~tal, the bulk semiconductor,, and the

semiconr'ictor surface at align in electronic equilibrium. 'For an -i-type

se-iconductor, with. a4 distribution of electronic states at the surface,, chd

Fermi ld'~el of the neutral surface is the energy of the lowest 9tates that Is

not fully occupied 'by electrons?. Electrons diffuse, causing band-bendi-hg. near

the scm-iconductor surf ace, until -the tsurf ie Fermi energy aligns ~ith the,

Fer-mi 1,b,,.els of the bulk sd'iconductor and' the, metal. "This -:fdsvUl§in the

formuaon of a potential barrier betweeefi the semiconductor an&~ -the metal,, the

Schottky bArtier Fgt) For an n-type. semiconductor, the achottky barrier-

height is essantiaily thi energy separation 'between the' suirface itate that is

the Fermi. level and, -he conduction -band, edge. For a p-type semiconduictor, -the

barrier -height ,is, he energy of- the highest- occupied electronic state of the

,neutral surface,, relative to, the, Valence band: mxitufa. Thus the, roblem of

determiningSchottky barrier height is, reduced to, obtaining the e~nergy- l6;veI&

of the ;surfaice states- 'responsible for t he Fermi-level- pinping.

In his o'riginal carticlie, Iardeen focussed his attentionv on intrinsic

semiconductor surface states As -the most likely candidates for Fermi-ledvel-

pinning. 6,ut he also pointed out that deiop levels in the gap associated with

imodrities or native- surfac e defects could Also be responsible for the

hunomenon*
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Following 'Bardeen's work, a .major ad-vance, occurred- as a result of -the

experiments of Mead and Spitzer [25J -ho daeterminedU the Schottky barrier

heights of miny seiconductors, 'both, n-type and, p-typO. Most. of those old data

have been coftfirred by modeirn measurements taken under much more, favorasble

experimental conditions4.

However, after this work, the Schottky batrier problem was widely

regArded a understood -(26) in, terms of conctipts quite different-lfrom

Fetmi-level, pinning.

In recent years Spicer and co-workers have revived the Fermi-level

binning model and' have, argued- ~that the pinning Is ac-omiplished by native

defects at or near- 'the 'surface. Their picture is; that-during the depositlion. of

the metal native, defects are created, at or near #-he semi-onductor/metal

interface, and that these semiconductor surface defect's produce deep levels in

the. band gap- that are responsible, for- Fermi-level pinning.

Spicer' viewpoint has- been, contested' by Brilison, and' co-worke.-s 7,

who have emphAsized the importance of' chemical reactivity on barriet height.

The Brilisonv viewpoint gains support from the observation of well-defined,

chemical trends in the variation of barrier height with the Iheait of reaction

of the. metal/semiconiductor interface-, As -shown, for n-InP by 'Williams *t -al.

(281(9W101 (Fig. ).(We believe that the Spicer and, Brilison vi-ewp~iprts can

b'.- reconciled.)

Daw,. Smith, Swarts,. and" McGill (31] have proposed thcit free surface

vadinciis account for some of the observed Schottky 'barrier 'heights in I1ll"V

sdricofiduetor . Allen and co-w6rkdfs hAve, argued thiit a.,L..site ckfects
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[321[331134)1151(361 sheltered"' (371 at the surface, pin t he fermi energy- for

most Schotot~y ba)rriers -between III-V semi conductors and- non-mreactive metaj s,

but that vacancies. -become theY ,dominant pinning. defect wihen the metal is

reactive [361. Thus rhe 'brilAson reactivity picture can. be- unified- with -Lhe

-Spicer Ferni-leve1 pinning picture: -the chemical reaction, merely chpnges the

dOominant ptrnlng -defe4ct. -Lhe experimental resuilts of Mead and Spitzer- [25],

Wieder [-3811391(401, Williams I2811291(30], 'Y0nch- (41]U4214H44] hi

co-workers, and, mny others support this general viewpointi

Moreover,, the connection between the Schottky barriers, formied at Si

interfAces with .rahsitidn metal siciides and the-barriers between UJT-V

semiconductors and mzetAls, appears -to, be- provided- by the recent -work of Sankey-

et -a!. 1[46)1: #fermi-ievel pinning can account for the -siicide data as''well.

Thus a single uniffying picture of Schottky barrier heights, in. II!V and'I

hodopolar semiconductors ap-ears to boe eierging. And Although, -this, FermT.i-level1

pinning picture is no. doubt oversiiapli-fied*, it does proVidde a simple

explanation of the first-order physics deterqining, Schottky barrier heights,

and-- how tOe physics -ch;hges -when, the dominant defect switches as, a. result oi

chemical reactivity.

'It -appeirs, unlikely, -however, that the Fermi-level pinning tiechtnism of

Schot tky barr;a.r fdrtiaxlon Is; universal. L~yered semiconductors ap-pear n6t to

exhibit Firzii-level. pinning, but rather iseein -to -obey the original, Schottky

mdel (301. this- is probably tkcause the layered semiconductors' surfaces Are

relatively impervious tb deiects and' do hot have -defect levjels, in the band.

gap.
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The Ferii-le*4el pinning mechanism, of Schottky barrier formation- has the

most advocates f'or IIll-V semiconductors such a aiand InP., However, even

for these, material"T there are other proposed mechanisms4 fot Sch:ottky barrier

*formation, mot .otAbly those of i-raeouf 47-' -and lLudecke [48].

Studies of Si., -especiaily Si/tranisition-metal silicide interfaces, have

focussed on the role. of the silicide in Schottky 'barrier formiation- [491J in

contrast to the studies of I-Vr.Thius,, prior to the recent, work- of Sankey

*et al. [461,, it was widely -'believed, that Fermi-le.vel pinning was not

responsible for Lhd Schottky harrier at these sulicide -interfaces'.

Thus, the oresent state tof the- field i's that Fermi-level pinning, has, its

advocates for some semicohductors-,_ but is, not geerally acpi a

universal- mechanism of Sdhottky barrier formation, especially .at

SI /transition-metal silicide interfAces,.

A enra oit fthit, tper is the- Frmi-level pinning cani eplain, anft

enormzously wide fangt e of phenom.-ena relevant to Schottky baftier -forn-ation In-

Itt-V semiconductors, an,&d. in -Si - which-no other -existing model, can 'do. in,

fact, the authors- believe that- fefrm:i evel :0innin3g' by nativeddeets is

responsible for the Schottky borrier formation ,in IIll-V semiconducibrs and' in

Sio

Our ap'orb~ich, to 'the pfoblecm is imple: we calculate dce'i lev.-ls of

defects at surfaces and littdrfaces-, and we use these- calculatidtns to inte~rpret

existing data in term of' Elie Fermi-level, pinning model. 'To illustrAte obur

App~roach., we first consider the Si/trAtisitio,!-tetcil.silicide! interface and,

Fermi-level pirinifig by dAttrgl'iti bonds, is bug ested by Sank6,. et adl. [46]'.
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a) Si/transition-etal silicide Schottky barriers

A successful theory of Si/transition-ietal silicide Schottky barrier

heights must a:nswer ;he following questions: (I), !!ow are the Schottky barrier

heights at Si/transition-metal silicide in:erfaces related to those at

interfaces of III-V semiconductors with metals, and oxides? (2) Why is it that

Schottky barrier heights ,of Si with different transition metali do not differ

by -1 eV, since changes of 4i-licide electronic -structure on -this scale are

-known, to occur [5U]? (3) What is!the explanation of the weak chemical trends

h4t occur on a -0.1 eV scale T50]T (4) Why are the Schottky barrier heights

of: silicides with comjletely different Stoichiometries, such as Ni2Si, N.SI,

and NISi 2  al equai to within -0.03 eV? (5) Why are the Schottky barrier

hightis virtually independihht f he silicide crystal Structure? (6) Why is it

,that barriers :f rm with less than a monolayer of silicide coverage? (7) Why do

the, Schottky barrier heights for n- and p-Si-very nearly add up to the band

,gap of Si? (8) What role do the d-electrons of -the transition retal play, ±n

Schottky barrier formation?

The answers, to al'l of these questions are simple and straightforward', if

-one -proposes (as- Sankey et al. [46] tave done) that the Si/,transit!on-Metal

sii!idde Schortkyz.barriers are. a result ;of Fermi-level pinning by Si dangling

bonds at the Si/trwn.sition-mital siiicide interface. (I) The, Fermi-level

pinning idea -unifie- the Si/transition-metal silicideSchottky barriers with

thosie found for the 1II-V's. (2) The Schottky barrier heights' independence- of

the transitionnetal, silicide, comes, from, the fact that the causative -agenti

the Si dangling bond, is associated with the Si, and not with the silicide- of

transition zetal. (3) 'he weak chemical trend4 in barrier heights occur
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because the different iransition-*eta silicideii repel the Si dangling, bond

wavefunction somewhat dilfirentlyi causing it to lie Gslightiy-pore-or less, in

the Si. (4,5) Tide Schottky barrier heights vary very-little 'with sulicide

stoichIometry and silicide, crystal strueture lhcatuse the Si danglihg-bond

level is "deep-level pinned." in the sense of FHjz1mnrson et al. [t]1: A large.,

change in defect ptentiil produces, only a, srall &hAnrge in the deep lev.el

responsible, for Fermi-level pinnlng The- transition mnetal atoms act "s inert

encapsulants with t6he electronic properties of vacancies, because their -.energy

'evels are out of resonance, with the Si. (6) -Sub-monolayer barrier formation

occurs because the Si dangling-bond. dct responisible, for the Fermi-"level

pinning is a localized defect that .forms before a full interface is formed.,

(7) he Schottky barrier heights§ for n-Si wid p-Si Add up to. the -band- gap,

because '(in a one-electron. approximation), the pinning, level. Associated, with

the-neutral Si, dangling-bond at -the intreface is occupied. by one electron, and-

so can accept either 'an-electron or a hole: it is -the, surface -Fermi level. for

both electrons -and, holes, - both the lowe§'t partially empty state and the-

highest partilly filled- state. (8)- The -d-electrons of the transition metal

atoms, play no essential -role -in the tansiticn--metal- sf 't-Ide Schottky barrier

-formation, except to determine the occ _upancy of the Si dangling bond deep,

level;, they, are out of resonance vwith, the Si at the interface.

The physics of the -Si danglinI.hnd-, rmi-'Level Pinning- medchanisin is,

dcontaina-I in the- very simple model; presented by Sank.ey et al. 141.1] : to a, good'

apprcximaltion, a Si -dangling-bond at a S8i/transit&on-M&ta;l Ailicide interface

is the same, as a vacancy in bulk Si with- threc of it four ndighbors- replaced

by transition;'emtAl atoms . To illustrAti Lhi; ohysicsb. consi'der first A

vacancy in ,bulk Si,. This, defect ;produc66- four. deeo levels near the band gap!
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non-degenerate A1 or S-like, level deep in the valence band (a "deep

resonance") and a three-fold degenerate T2, level in the band gap'. The Si

dangling bond defect at a Si/transition-ietal silicide interface differs for

the bulk Si Vacancy in two ways: (1)'some of the nearest-n:ighbors of the

interfacial v3cancy are cransition-metal atoms rather than Si atooms; and (2)

more distant neighbors are, also different atoms at different positions -- but

the experimental fact that Schotcky barriers form at submonolayer coverages

suggests that these differences- in remote atoms are unir-portant. Thus we can

imagine constructing the Fermi-level pinning defect. by slowly changing some of

the -Si atoms adjacednt to a bulk Si vacancy into transition-metal atoms (Fig.

3)i

To. be specific we, consider a Si/NiSi 2 interface, with a missing Si-bridge

-atom. Thus (Fig. -4) the, Si bond -dangles. into the Vacancy left by :the removal

of the Si bridge acom; this vacancy -is surrounded by one 'Si atom and three- -Ni

atoms.,

'How are the Ni atoms different from SifFirst, their s- and. p orbital

energies lie, well above those of Si. Second, they each have an additiona2 d

orbital-, with an energy that lies well below the Si s and p orbital energies

(and is not terribly relevant here). The very positive Ni s and p energies act

as- d repulsive poten6ial barrier to electrons, repelling the Si daik4ling bond'

electron from their vicinity in the siiicide and forcing it to reside almost

exclusively in the Si.
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The effect of this positive potential barrier due to the Ni-Si

difference, as it, is turned on slowly in our- imagination, is to drive- the

levels of the bulkvacancy upward in en.-rgy. In fact, for Ni, the potential is

sufficiently positive to drive the T2 bulk-Si vacancy level out of the p p

into the conduction baned. At the same tire, the A1 deep resonance, -of the Si

bulk vacancy is also driven upward. For sufficiently large and positive

potential, it pops into the fundamental band gap.

The Al-derived level cannot be, driven all of the way through the gap by

the potential though, because an (appro::imate) level-crossing theorem prevents

this. A simple Nay to see that there is an upper bound within the ,ap -or the

peeturbed A ,+evel is to consider a paired-defect of a vacancy- V with a

neighboring atom X. If the atom X is' Si., then the defect levels are the A1

(s-like) valence band resonance and T2 (p-like) ;band gap deep level of the

bulk Si vacancy. A1 and T2 are-not good irreducible representation labels of

the (VsiX) pair however.; the A,, level becomes a-bonded and ,the, T2 level

produces one s-bonded and two n-bondqd orbital, with the a-bond oriented ilon,

the VSi,X axis and with the 1! boncs perpendicular to it. Thus the unperturbed

:(X=Si) a levels of the (Vsi,X) paie are the Ai and T2 :bulk Si vacancy leveis.
Si 2

The interlacing or no-crossing tC'orem [51] states that a perturbation cannot

move a llvel further than the distance to the nearest unperturbed level. (It

applies only appro inately here,.) Hence no matter 'how elcctropceitive X is,

the (Vsi,X) level derived from the Si vacancy Al level cannot lie above the Si

-vacancy T2 level. Th1ese consideradions for general (VSi,X) pairs -hold for the

specific case of (VSi,1Ni) pairs, and carry over to the dangling bond defect at

the Si/transition-metal sillcidi interface, which is a vacancy surrounded, by

three Ni atoms and one Si. Thus the da:tgling-bond All deep level is '"deep-levdl
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pinned" (as dist'Inct from Fermi-level pinned) in the ,senie ofVHjalmarson et

al. [1], and is insensitive to even major changes in the nearby

transition-metal -atoms. To a good approximation, the nearby transition-metal

atoms have the same effect as vacancies "'(which can be simulated (52] by

letting the orbital energies of the transition-metal atoms approach 4.,

thereby decoupling the atoms from the semiconductor).

Thus the work of Sankey et al. (46] not only provides an axplanation of

the Si/transition-metal silicide Schottky barriers, it explains -why

calculations for defects at a free surface often can provide a very good

description of the physics of Schottky -barriers: the defects at interfaces are

"sheltered" (37] or encapsulated by vacancies or by- metal atoms chat- have.

orbital energies out of rsonance with the semiconductor atoms; because of the

deep-level pinning, the free-surface defects (which can be thought of as

:encapsulated by vacancies) have almost the same -energies as the actual

Interfacial defects.

b) III-V Schottky barriers

The Fermi-level pinning story for Si/transition-metal silicides holds for

Schot:ky barriers formed on lII-V semiconductors as well. Here we -summarize

the main predictions of the theory.

The basic approach of the theory was to calculate the energy levels in

the band gap of thirty s- and p-bonded substitutional point defects at the

relaxed [53] (110) surfaces of tII-V semiconductors. With these results in

hand, Allen et al. examined Schottky barrier data in the content of

Fermi-level pinning and eliminated from consideration all defects that
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produced, levels -considerably farther than -0.5 eV (the.-theoretical.

uncertainty) -from the-observed pinning levels. Interstitial defects were not

considered; they have less of a tendency [541) to exhibit the decap-level

pinning, that is responsible for 'the experimental1 ac t that, different m~etals

Produce similar Schottky barrier heights. Moreover, extend4 -defects were not

considered initially, because, it is known that pairede-defect spectra -ire

intimately relatd to and similar to isolated isolated-defect' spectra [551-. (A

more. complete theory of Fetmi-level -pinning 'by paiid& ddct-si especially In

'GaSb where vacancy-antisite pairs are im portant,, is inl preparatLo..)-

For -cleah -seniconductors, the native substitutional defects potentially

responsible for the commonly observed Ferz.1-level pinning, are, vacancies And

_aniitiii 4efects- (anions on cation sites- or cationgs on inion, sites-).

'In,-GaAs, the, defects- proposed' by Ullen,,-et al., j(3J] as responsible for

Fermpi-leVel pinning and& Schottky -barrier-formation are- the antisite defects.

'The -cation-oh.-thw-As-site defect aiccounts, for trends with Alloy composition of,

the 'Schottky barrier, heights of- n-type ln. ~yo And 0a.A- A salos Fg

-5). The, Fermi-level pinning -of p-;InAs f'56),, which-.shows quite-,diffearent. alloy,

dependences (,57]-, is also explained.

This- 'Picture of Fermi-level pinning has been confirmed recently by Mrrnch

and associates, wh-. ann6A168 Schottky barriers -and showed that the -Fermi-lejdl

pinning disappeared At the same temperature that the bulk (and resnimdbl.y also

the surface) ahtisite defect is ko to- annreal [58).
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InP is an even more interesting material, because its Schottky barrier

appears to depend on the heat of reaction of the interface, [281[291[,30]. This

can be readily explained -[36]- however in terdms- of switching of the dominant

Fermllevel pinning defect from an antisite defece for non-reactive metals to

a vacancy for reactive metals (Fig. 2)i-

Moreover, surface treatments are known to alter the Schottky barrier

height of n-InP, in. a manner that can be easily understood in terms of the

theory (36]: Surface treatments "with Sn or S produce shallow donor levels

associated with!- SnIn, or Sp at the surface, and, these levels pin-the surface

Fermi energy for contacts between, n-inP and the, non-reactive noble metals,*

Likewise 0 and U treatments lead to reactions with P that leave P-vacancies,

-so-that the-surface Fermi-levil of treted hI-aP interfaced with non-reactive

imetals lies near the conduction band edge -- as though the -metals were

reactive.

Thus the Fermi-level pinning idea appears to provide a simple and

unifying understanding of a wide variety of Schottky barrier data. in the

comof, teic6nductorsi

III. Intrinsicsurf-ace states

The calculations of surface defect levels -for the Schottky barrier'

problem can be checked by simultaneously evaluating surface state energies and

comparing them with the considerable body of available- data. The theory

underlying Surface state calculations is, basically the sane as that for bulk

point defects or surface defects. 'it is quite simple, and requires only (i)

the well-egtablished empirical tight-binding Imiltonian of the semid6nuuctor
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159t, (the mtrix elemntis of, -the~ Hatiltoniah;,ehibit anif est chemical 'trends

froim one, semiconductor to another), * nd, _(2) knowledge: of' 'the positions of -the

atom~s At the surfsde. Thus 'a reliable treatment -of 'the, surface states: of' a

'seziconductor- re6quires an-adiequaite delof the geometrical mtucture -of' the,

stufface.i At present,, no semicondu-ctor surface- structures are beyond

controversy [601, but two seem to -be 'rather Well accepted; -the 10)surface

structure of: III-rV- and It-VI e-emiconductors w ith the zineblenide

,[531[611[621 631' and the CiOU) ,surface strucure of fI-VI semiconductors

ifth the urtzjre structure -62],. in ndtftcular, (110, zincdblende surfaces are,

characterized by an outward, alm6sv-rfi&i-roratiofi -relaxation of the anion:

(egAs in GaAs), %witih thne bond, between s urfLAce anion and surface cation

rotating throdgh about '270 CI'V's) or 33-0 (II-Vl's), and with small bond4

1' *-gth dhiiges nd, subsurface relaxations.

a) (110) surf aces §-of Itt-V and, I--Vtf Lincblande semi conduldtors

During the 0pst ft'Ve years, a -uber o f groups hAve reported 6p;erimentd1'

and theoretical. studies of intrinsic surface, states at C1r10), zincblenlde

[64]'65Lf 56167 [681(691[7]71 lj7121 [731 i In Fig. 6, we show the imost -tdcent

calculation- for the 'dispersion IuvsL~ tte:a~ 10 ufc 1]

together with the m6'autdd surface stat cri'so lla,*Smith,, and

'La'pdyre [65] and of Huijser, van, Laar, and Vian, 1.oY [661. e The cAlculatio8n'

emoloys the ten-ban.- sp3 s* -mpirica'l 'ti'ght-bihding model -.6' Wogi et-, al. ('59,1.

The agreement -between theory and e&xperiment is efceilent. tot dkample,, a-long

,the, 'symmetry, lines V-P an&i 51R, . 'tho bound~ry of the isurfade SBrillok'Jn

z;one)1 the -uppetmost- -brandh -of '6bserlv~d states, 60pdat "to be e plainqd- by, A:5"
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the niext brknch by the, overlapping rfesonances, A4 and A2
1 and- -the. three lower

branches 'by A1, AP, and C2. Here- "A"! and- "C" refer to states, localized

primarily on, anion'4and cation, sites, respectively. A detailed coinpirison- with

previous theoretical' studies of the GJAs (140) surface is given in Ref . [14].

The, primary- Additional1 fedatures are (i' the states Al 'through A5 , IndCl,

through C4 (in; the, notation of 'Ref . [71) were, located -as bound states or

resonances at all planar wavevector Z. along, the s ymmetry lines of the surface

Brillouin zohe, and (ii) two "new" resonances', A" azhd-A 2 ' wer found'. (the

branch, A',' was -reported. in 'Refs. [5] and [74],j but n 6t £1h the other

theoretical studies. The branch A2  had not been pqeViously reported'.) The

discovery of this additional resonant stucture is apparently due to an

i mproved techniqui fo: calculating bound states and xresonances -the

i"eleceive -~mlona"technique (14].

'In Fig-. 7, the theoretical dis,pertion- curves of- Beres et a!. [14] Are-

shown for 'the (1i0) siurface of AZnse, together with the, meatuted 'sukfface state

energies r~porte8 by Ebind et ol ii]. Again, the agreeiment -between theory

and -exp4erimdnt is quite satisfactory, being .a few tenths of an, 0 neat the

band .gap, and larger for ore. ;Ascafit statet. So6e Apparent discrepancies 111]

between- exkperiment and, previous theory were found to -be resolved 'by a mote,

competetreamen ofthe resoiianctus, using the approach. d~scribed above.

Surface state dispersion, relations, have Also been cAlcuiated' for Ga1 ,

Gatbi ;nP,j InAs, lnSb, At V, 'AAs, A.Sb, And ZnTe [14] [J511611171'. In hone of

the direct-gAp mAteriAl's were intrinsic surface states founld within the band

gap. GAP, however, was- found t6 -have A. band of unoccupied' surface, states, that.

,overlaps the funddameftal band gdp and' extends below-the bulk conduction band.
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edge. This is in accord with the experimental facts: of these semiconductors

only GaP has -surface states in-thegap (18](69J!70][71][721. of the remaining

indirect-gap materi ls, the theory indicates that intrinsic surface states may

be observable near the top-of the band gap in the indirect-gap AZ-V dom;":unds

[16], although the theory, is, not sufficiently accurate, to ,predict

-unequivocally that the states will lie within 'the 'gap.

b) Si (100) (2x1) intrinsic surface states

After many years of intensive study by numerous groups, there is still

con.roversy over 'the geometrical structures of the zmost th6roughly studied

semiconductor surfaces: Si (100) (2x1) and Si (11) (2)1). For example, four

groups have, recently -given arguments, for antif-err6mageic -reingof Si-

(111) surfaces [751, whereas Pandey has. proposed replacing the conventional,

buckling model (76][77[78] of Si (1!1)- (2xl) by a -(10)-like chain nodel

,79].

in the case of, Si (-100), arguments have recently ;been presented

[80]H[81H:[821 against the (2xl) aiyr-etrxc diter-model of Chadi _[83]. (in, the

asymmetric dimer bodel, adjacent, rows .f surface atoms dimerize, forming a

pattern of paird o rows on the surface.) The most telling of these

arguments involves the apparent disagreement between ahgle-resolved

photoomission measureints of the Surface-state dispersion curves (64j[65] and

theoretical Calculations of theseodispersion curves with conventional Models

of the electronic structure as applied to the asymmetric dimer geonetry

[83][84].
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Very recently, two new calculations have been pOrformed independently

with improved models of the electronic structure (85]1861 . The same conclusion

was reached- in botW of these studies: the electronic, structure =alculaced for

the asymmetric dimer model is in agrbecent with the measurements. This is

'illustrated in Fig. A (taken fro6m Rel". (48]J), where, both the thdoretidal1 band

width of 0.65 eV and the detailed variation with the planar wavevectof are

seen to be in texcellent agreement with the experimental dispersion curves. In

addition, there is quite satisfadtory agreement between the theoretical

surface band &apt and the 0.6 eV gap measured by Manch et al. [87].

IV. Surface cora exciton states

The same calculations: that predict .ative-dfect §urface deep; levels- for

the Schottky barrier problem also Yield surface core excicon energies,, because

the optical alchemy or Z+1' rule states that the Hjalmarson-Frenkel core

ekditon energies are the energies of "impurities" that are i=,idiately to the

right in the Periodic Table of the core-e:.cited ato, [J51241. Thus

core-excited Ga'-produces a "Ge defect" and core-eXcirtd In yields "Sn."

In Figs. 9 and !0, the theoretical excitoh, energies for the (.110)

surfaces of the Ga-V, and In-'V compounds are compared with experiment [88].

Notice that the experimental and theoretical exciton levels: foi InAs and ItSb,

lie above the conduction band' edge, as- resonances rather than as bound states.

In the presdnt theory this result has a simple physical intetpretati6n:, Like a

deep impurity state, the Hjalimarson-Frenkel exciton energy is determined

-primarily by the high-density-of-states regions of the bulk band structure,

There 14 only a small density of states near the low-lying direct %conduction



band' iiniuu" (corresponding to the Fr-po int of the Irillouin -zone),j bumt -a large

density of states, near the higher,, indirect X ,minima'. Thus the conduction band

minimumR near r' has -relatively little influi-nce on, the position of the exciton.

The surface Hjalmarsorv-Frenkel- core- excitons' have also -beeOn calculated-

for the, (110) surface of ZnSe and Znte [89] And -are in good agreement with the

measurements [90]. We conclude, that the pre~sent theoretical framework does a

good job of explaining the basi-c -physics. of the "deep" HJalmarsone-Frenkel core-

excitons,, whether bound, states-c~r resonances,

V. Unified- Picture

thus ore, interlocking theoretical framework, successfully predicts the

correct physics of ()surface deep impurity "evels, and-Schottky barrier

heights, (2) intrinsic- SUtf~ce- states,, znd "(3) Hj~lmarson-Frenkel core exciton

states.
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FIGURE 'CAPTIONS,

Fig. 1. Schemtic illustration of termi-level. pinning. Band edges of the

bulk semiconductor, the semiconductor surf ace, and& the F~erm&L' energy, of the

metal, the surfacii of the semiconductor, and the semiconductor are: All shown

as functions of position. The lowest c;-argy- surface defect level that is not

fully occupied (before, charge is -.~l1oW#_d to flow), is denoted by an open-,

circle. -his level aid the Fermi levels-,of the -n-type semiconductor and the

Fig. Lz Surface Fermi energy of n-type Iti? versus heat of reaction of In?

with' tiie metals Ni, Fe, %X,,,'Cu,, Ag, -and Au,,. extracted' froma data of Ri~f,. (28]p,

assuig drm'p~evdlpnig The %theoretical, 'Fermi-) 1vel, pinning defect.

6'eel f ' he surfaCed P-vacanct(. ) the native antisite defects (Int and,

and, the. exi'rinsid- 'imoiurities St -on a,-P-site (Sr) and ShT on-a sufrface I n

"&t e (Sh i) are given. At. the right of the 'figurio The -In?- data, tan 'be.

interA prete :as follois:. non!ect~Ve m,-etals -produce only antisite defects 6as

the dominant defeocts; reactive metals, and treatment of- the surface with oxygen

-end CZ produce P- vacancies4. T reatments with. Sn and S 'produce surflace.ailn, and-

Pp,1qas _16minat defects,_ respecf-ively.

-Fig'. .3. The -total~ly symmehtric (A,) levels for -a b ulk S vaca,"

surrounded' by' onle Si' atoni Aid' thrde-X acons,- -as a fundtioh %of the defect

potential, V, hiiomalize& to, thei 4i- defe6ct potenftial, jf tLe Rd.f ' 4 6]..For V'O j

-the X atoms 'are Si; for 1VjV:;j the6 -k ator~ ar -t Ni * The parent levels of -the

isolated -Si vacatidy are shoten 110r Vi-O. 'The experimental F6mi'-level pinhihg

position' for NiSi 'extedd~ted, f ron.' theL data- of 14 Otaida K.N u,, and' J.

H. ayer , 'Phys.i ftv. '324,, 3354 (1981) -are denoted! by a 'dot, with a 'label NiSi,.
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Fig. 4. One type of interfacial vacancy "sheltering" 'a Si dangling bond,

after Ref. [46]. The geometry is that determined for 'the NiSi2/Si(l1l)

interface determined by D. Cherns, G. K. Anstis, J. L. Autchison, a.1' J. C. H.

Spence, Phil.. 4g. A46, 849: (1982).

Fig. 5. Predicted dependence or ,Schottky barrier height dn, .alloy

compositions x and y of Ini ..xGaxAs and a1 yAyAs alloys, compared' with data,

after Ref. [88].

Fig. '6. Predicted surface state dispersion curves E(Z) for surface bound

states (So.li Jines)- and surface resonances (dashed lines) at the, relaxed

(110) surface of GaAs, after Ref. [141, Te energy is plotted as a function of

the planar wavevdctor Z along the symmetry lines of the surface BrillVIin

£br%, shiown on the right. The labelling is the same as .that of Chelikowsky and
Cohen- '(Ref '. [7), wfth A1 A2 , C1 , and C, mainly s-like, and A3 A4 , A5, C3 , and

P4 mainly p-like- A5 and'C 3 are the "dangling-bond" states. A3, A1 ", and A2"

are largely atsociated with in-plane p-orbitals in the first and second

layers. The character 0t eAch state varies somewhat with the planar wavevector

t, and represents an admixture of -all orbi.S.. The widths of the resonances

are typically 0.5 to 1.0 eV, but, in some cases rre smaller than 0.1 eV or as

large as 2.0 to 5.0 eV. The dots follow the continuous disperson curves

inferred by Huijser et al. (Ref. [66]') for the "clear" and "weak" experimental

features. The open squares represent the states observed by Williams et al.

(Ref. [65]). The data reported in HEfs. [64, and [6] are consistent witrh those

shown here.
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Fig. 7. Predicted energies of surface bound states (solid lines) and

surface resonances (dashed) for the (011) Surface of ZnSe, as function of the

'planar wavevector Zi(k1 ,k 2 ), af ter kef-i f-15]. Th'le surface. Brillouin ione is-

shown on the right; is- thc- origir, (, ). TIhe bulk bands are shaded.E

and _Ec Are the Valence aind conduction, band& edges. The experimental features

identified with bound an.d xesotia'ht surftace states, in Ref. (11,], Along, the -two

sycmetry lines tX' and Nt:' q:' indicated -by Ihe dotted lines.

Fig. 8. Dispersion curves for surlace states and Surface, resonances At

,the (10) (2x1) su'rface of Si, after hef'. {[8'],. The- energy E -is .shown as a.

function of the planar wavevectdt IR a runfd -th e. syvmietey lines of the, surface

-Brillouin, zone. 'Solid- l'ne§ repees~int results of the "Oresent dalculat ions-;

dashed 'lines are the mieasureme~nts of R"O 1_. G., Vhtberg, G., V.. HlAfts~h,,..~

Ni'colle, and S. A. Flodstrom, Phys. Re~v., B24, 4684 ,(1981);- And the dotted line

is-th'e measurement of F. J. Himpse an.D S atan, J. Vac. Sci. technol.

16, 1297 (1979), which were taken from I" to 1" along the (010) dirnction,

rather than 41ong the ;:~tyline S' to 3'. Ev and Ec are the 8i valenc6 and.

conduction band- edges.,

Fig. 9. Predicted and observed -da 3d co~re surface Frenkel e :citons

(double lobes) for Ga As, GaSb, Ahd. GaP, after Ref. (32]. The lower .uhocduoied

Surface states (Ref. '(13j144) are rersntd b closely -soaced ,horizontal

lines. E~ 6nd Et 4re, respectiv~1y, the too of the val-ence band and the 'bottom

of the conduction band. 'The e:'.eritiehtal tesults here and in Figi 7 are those

of Eastwin And- co-workers (Di t. Eastman and J. L. Fteeouf, prl 33, 1601

(4974); 34k, 1624 (19-75); W. Cudat a-,d D. E., Eastmhan,, Ji Vac. Sdi. Tdchnol. 13.,

831 (1976); -D. E. Eastman, T.-C. Chiang, Pi Heim~nfi, tanf F.J. Hirnp~el, Orl
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45,,66 10).

Fig. 40.i Pr,-,-".Led atid observed 'Ih- 4d core suirface! trenkel excitono f or

IILSInband Ifi?, after Ref. (321 .

.......... .. .. ......
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Electronic properties of metastable Ge Snt_, alloys

David W. Jenkins and John D. Dow
Department of Physics, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556

(Received 21 May 1987)

The energy band gaps and substitutional deep impurity levels of metastable alloys Ge5 Sn I-, are
predicted. As a functiot. of decreasing alloy composition x the indirect band structure of semicon-
ducting Ge first becomes direct (indicating that Ge1 Snl_, may have applications as an infrared
detector) and then metallic. Doping anomalies commonly occur as x decreases. Between x =0.4
and x =0.8, the Gunn effect should occur.

In this paper, we predict the band gaps and s,!bstitu- the Vogl parameters is that they incorporate chemical
tional defect levels for alloys of germanium and tin: trends, so changes in these parameters as the semicon-
Ge Snl-,. These materials are normally immiscible for ductor composition varies are rather well-beiaved func-
most compositions when grown under equilibrium condi- tions of changes in atomic energies and bond lengths.
tions, but have been grown in substitutional, crystalline The Vogl model, in its published form, is .,cking two in.
metastable states for compositions x > 0.78 using non- gredients essential to a proper treatment of GeSnt-. al-
equilibrium growth techniques. i - 3 With increasingly so- loys: (i) spin-orbit splitting (which is important for the
phisticated growth techniques, we anticipate that meta- large-Z Sn atom), and (ii) se:ond-nearet-neigh:,or pa-
stable Ge1 Sn;.., alloys will soon be available for a rameters (which are needed to correctly si-nulate the rel-
greater range in x.4 One purpose of this paper is to out- ative conduction *,and minnum near point L along A).
line the electronic structure of these new alloys, and to The spin-orbit etlect has been inco, porated by a number
suggest that, for a restricted range of all.y compositions, of authors: we share common notation with Re". 8.
they should support Gunn-effect oscillations. Hence we Similarly, the second-neighbor interactions cen be incor-
hope to stimulate efforts to grow these materials. porated a. they were for Si.,.Ge., alloys by Newman

Germanium is an indirect-gap material, the fundamen- and Do%." The resulting l-lamiltonian, in a basis of
tal energy band gap occurring at the L point of the Bril- tigh'-binding states of wave vector k, is
louin zone [k=(2../aL )(-:L ] with a magnitude of
0.76 eV at low5 temperature. Tin is a semimetal, a ma-i H, 0 His H;P[ f'
teriam with no band gap; its valence and coduction 0 H;, H$P H;,
bands overlap at the r point [k=(0,0,0)]. We predict H0(k)=H H
GeSni._- to have a fundarr :ntal band gap that varies Hs Hip H, 0
from zero to 0.76 eV as a function ,. composition x. Hp, Hir 0 P

I. BAND STRUCTURES where H, is

The energy bands of Ge, Snr1- alloys were predicted Is0t) Isl) IsT) Iso)
usin" the virtual-crystal approximation and a second-
nearest-neighbor tight-binding model of the Koster- I st) E,, 0 0 0
Slater type.6 The parameters, for a first-nearest-neighbor !So 0 E,, 0 0
tight-binding Hamiltonian, are taken to be those of Vogl
et al.,7 which are known to reproduce vLlence-bad s t) 0 0 Es 0
structures and the principal features of the lowest =on- s1 0 0 0
duction bands for all ziaic-blende and diamond covalent
semiconductors. An important and nontrivial feature o" and If,, is

,.- ,aa a '- a -3 . -T

E,--g -ilgl/V3 IV,,g, v3 0 IJ$,.gv I V Wgg,/I 3
Vg: - v l ,,g, V3 0 ,'2

W. g E,* - - 1 0I,/V6
R,, g, 6 0 I- , it, IV,, glV , - 2X

It, 1.' /1--11, i , g 0 l',,; 0 E.-

36 7994 ., 198" The Amnracan Ph)sacal Society
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Here H, is

Isrt) Is' ) Ist) si

Is'?) 0 0 0 0
js'L) 0 0 0 0
IS) 0 0 U1 go 0

IsI) 0 0 0 U.g0

H,, is

Is'? tU,.,TIvj -V_2,.,g;,'1V iUs.g,* /V 0 U.P),g IV3 -iU g, IV3-

jS00 iU IV''6 ' VLI,., gIV3 iV .,g/ V2 it ,. g/V3 -U.g3 gI'V

(sI) iU,.g /V2 - V2Upg / 3 tU,g//V6 0 Upg /V3 -iUspgV 1V'3
IS) 0 iUp9 46 -- V2UpIV3 iUp 5V2 i/Ug ,' /V3 -Upg /V3

H., is

Is'?) Is4) SI) (SI)

W,. g1V2 0 i U g g 0
T,--T)  gIV i fU,. g /6 ViU,,g IV3 "U,,g IV

S, _1) * 1V. ' /V6 V2u.s g/V3 IU3 1,/V6 w , /V3

T3 20 iU.,g,/V2 0 iu,,,g,-/V!

U*.L T /V' iu .g So/Vj -Up,IV3 iUpg/V3',-.L) - iu,.Pg i4, / u,.Pgs /V/3 -iU,,, 1r IV ,, 3 v

and Hp, is

LjT) 1j, ) IT,, T, ) I!,_, i ) .L )

T UUg"- g4 /V3 iU,,yg3 /V3 0 Uyg: /v:- -iV2U 1 g /V3

Uyg,* 143 U." g,*: 0 iu, V30/V3 0 -Ug /%/

., -" ) -iu,,gI /Vj 0 ugo* U,,g* /V3 - U.,gs /V,. 0
I, -j) 0 -iu/g / 3 U.' g 0 -iV5Uy*, IV3 U,,g /V6
I14 Uyg/I V-6 0 -Ulg /v2 iV_2Ug /V3 U,.g
i ,-+) iv2Ug/V3 -Uyg;/'2 0 Uyg./V6 0.

We have used the notation of Kobayashi et al.8 for all age the parameters of Ge and Sn as follows: on-site pa-
nearest-neighbor parameters. The second-neighbor pa- rameters, x[Gej+(I-x)[Snj; ozt-diagonal parameters,
rameters are Wlp=4(s,oa. 0H 0 p,a.d). where d, is (x[Ge]Ia(Ge)P'+(l-x)[SnIa Sn)l")Ia(x)l 2 ; where
the displacement vector of a second neigh.,r,10  [Ge] and (Sn] are typical bulk Hamiltonian parameters

The first-neighbor parameters for Ge and Sn were of Ge and Sn, r(Ge' nd o(Sn) are the lattice constants
fitted to the band structures 'f Chelikowsky and Cohen5 for Ge and Sn, respectively, and we assume Vegard's
using the method of Kobayashi et al ' The second- law:
neighbor parameters were fit to the condu.-tion-band
edge at the L point using the same band structures. A!9 a(xl=xa(Ge)+(I-x)a(Sn).
parameters are gi.en in Table 1.

By diagonalizing ' ,is Hamiltonian, we obtain the band This averaging procedure is a virtial.crystal app-oxima-
structures of Ge an-' Sn. which are in good agreement tion, and is valid because the Onodera-Toyozawall tatio
with the pseudopotcatial band structures of Chelikowsky for GeSn 1, is considerabi) less than 0.1 for the con-
and Cohen. !See Figs. I and 2.) To obtain the virtual- duction and valence bands. This ratio is the ,ifference 6
crystal band structures of Ge, Sn, -, alloys, we first aver- in on-site energies of the two constituent materials divid-
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TABLE I. Sn and Ge tight-binding parameters (in eV, ex- 11 Sn
cept d, which is in A.). We have added second.neighbor pa- --
rameters to fit t- gap at the L point. The notation is that of 7
Kobayashit al. !Ref. 8).

Ge Sn 3 * -

E, -5.8800 -5.800
E, 1.5533 1.1733 .
4 0.0967 0.2667
E, 6.3900 5.9000 -7
U,, -6.7800 -5.4600 .9
U. 1.6500 1.4400 -11
U, 4.8416 3.9042
U, 4.9520 . 4.0172
U 4.5030 3.6459 k
Wps. 0.*;352 0.1229
d 2.45 2.81 FIG. 2. Band structure of Sn (solid lines) in comparison

with :he results of Ref. 5 (dashed lines).
Additional second-neighbor matrix elements

(1., .IH !)=-- W,,.g /V-3 8/W<0.07 for the conduction band. These materials
(1,-1.lH 1,!)=2. -iW,.g/v I! satisfy the criterion as well as, or better than alloys of( 2  j ) i2 GaAs and GaP.

T,7lH 1,1)=l, pg /v;-, H 3 . ,,/, The resulting virtual-crystal-:pp- -ration band
( ,-7 IH ,{)=iW,.gV 2/3 structures of Ge, Sni. are displayed in Figs. 3. 4, and 5
(I Hj!7,T)- -iW,g/V3 forx =0.25, 0.5, and 0.75, respectively.
(I.-! H f, )=-W,,.g/V Figure 6 displays, as func:tions of alloy composition x,

- _ W1 P,.g: / V 3 the principal virtual-crystal band gaps at point r, point
(1, 11H,IH - !)= -W,,.g IV! L, and poin' X [k=(21r/a)(l,0,0)j, and A (A is the

2 I -, wave vector of the local minimum in the conduction
where band along the [100] direction; point L is a local

g, =sin( k a/2 )sin( k)a /2) + i sint k, a/2 )sin(k,a/2) minimum).
g,=sin(ka/2Vsin(k,a/2)-isin(ka/2)sin(k,a/2) Interesting features of Fig. 6 are (i) that a direct (F)-
g&=sin(ka/2)sin(k,a/2) to-indirect (L) crossover is predicted near x.0.8. (ii)the alloy's fundamental band gap is nonzero for x > 0.4,

and (iii) the level at F is lower in energy than the level at
L for x <0.8. This means that GeSnt..., will be semi-

ed ,y the bandwidth W of the associated band. For metallic for x -0.4, a semiconductor with a direct gap
GeSni I, the larger of the differences 8 of s and p on- for 0.4 < x < 0.8 (and hence a potential infrared detector
site energies is 0.38 eV. The conduction- and valence, or light emitter), and a potential Gunn oscillator for
band widths of Sn are 11.34 and 5.72 eV, respectively. 0.4<c <0.8. (See below.) For x >0.8, Ge.Snl -.. is an
(The bandwidths of Ge are comparable ) In this case, for indirect-gap semiconductor.
GeSni. we have 8/W<0.02 for the valence band and

ii Ge Sno.7SGeo.2S

7 7

-3 -3

-7 ,-7
-si

-13 -13
L r XUK rL r X XU,K r

FIG. I. Band structure of Ge using the present theory (solid
lines) compared to the pseudopotential results of Chelikowsky
and Cohen (Ref. 5) (dashed lines). FIG. 3. Band structure of metastable Ge, zSno -,.
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0.7

30.

-00

-0.1

SnX Ge,

FIG... Band structurc of metastable GeL5Sno j.

FIG. 6. Predicted IoWestconductionbaids at r, L, and X
IL DEEP IJRO rY LEVftLS (the- valence, band is shiaded). vs ailoy composilion x for

A. G~ima Ge jj The band gap vaiies from zero--for x =9. to 0.761

eV- f6r, pu~re germiniul. this cover.; energies 'vrrespondinig to

-the deep impurit levels-arei computed following the infrared light The Guhn ef,,ci shoul d o.-cur for 0.4<x<O.8
genieral pproach-of Hjalmarsoneu aI.'1 2 -B auseofthe beas h~hg-oiiylwfcive-mass rmininnle
chcmical, trends in the matrix elements, a defect potera- lothlo-oiiyLmnm .Frx<C4heloys
tial matrix can -be-consttuctted' rather easily, For substi. peitds hv eogp
tuezinal defects tAit have the same j~n-egh~sthe
hiost atorns they'replac'-. the mhatrix in a basisW 1flc3l-,

izedoriitas cnteed a th deectSIS 15to the deep impurity problem-niaely, the -c ~V

£6) I ES) IEO bandwidths, and the -I;--10-cV sca!e of -the d efect" po-
tenltial, and (Ii we are. exploring the global chemical.
trends in the defect levels rather- than -attempting to Ore-

41 -e-4 0dict with precision the energy levels of A specific defect

UE)Y ~~ ./ 0 in a, single host-while the, physics of the unrelaked
14-6/ deep levels may 'exhibit -well-defined trends. the lattice

-7 -1 0 i relaxation may be governedby different chiemfistry- which

where Eis the on-site energy13-of the-host Wh or impouri- might obscuire the ;;ends'in the unrelaxce deep level.
ty 68). 'Note that the' E5 state its I /A-ike, the £7 state is Introduicing the Gfeenisfunction' operator-

-p; .2-like, and the kg sta:e is _P312-l ikI() - ;.
The-effects of lattioe relakiition ?i~ound _the ditect and

bq4f-length changes can be incorporated by noting that where the -energy E -is to be interpreted as -having tn
the- off-diagonal matrix clcments of the Hamiltonian' infinitesimal posit~ve Imaginary part when. it lies in, a
rcaic as the inverse square of the bond lesigth. Here We -host band, the S6hr-idinger equation for- tie deep,.level

,nteglect such lattice relaxasion elfes§because 'Tthe' ar ievaluesE is
smlof order 0.1 ;'V. on the-energy scales of relevance,

Sn0.2SG.0.7S ( 0 +VbE
-and leads to the secular equation

det(l'-GV)-=0O.

Here II,jsi the -host-cry'stal H1amilionian, V= H -H 0 is
- t;-.: defect matrix, and n isteui a x noig the

diamond- crystalsyfin'netfy of virtual -crystal Gc,~l,
the secular equations ireduce to the scalar equation

IIV, =G6 (E)

for the doubly degenerate s ,, 2-like E6l&,el,

~~~ IV, fo;/V =G 7(E)
9 UX r fo, the doubly degenerate p1 r.-likc E7 leels, and,

-o 40,~- 's -Sfk , lV,12 =GHatE
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for the fourfold-Jcen rate pyi-.like Ej levels., -ere~G 6 , 1.0 ______________

U.and Gj -are Green's -functions -for EEand -Ee~n-
symlmetry, and are define~d as follows:

G, (E)X f dk3__(IV,k,n l-I.k.n 1 8,(P3 ,2 -lke

E-E.-tki E 7 ( 2 I Ike)

where-E1 (kV is the nxth eigenvalue,,at wave-vector k-and

l~k.n-) is the nith eigenvector ai k with, I SF , ~
or pl,,. for the E', Es, or 'E7 symme '.ry, respectively.L
-The, rnitrix-,l,.inents V1 are deduced from the chemical anc

-end:'

V1 "AJ(W,~imp-1W4hou): 1. 00.

wvhere a,~ nd--wlh0 o, are atomic tnergies for the im- 'Sn Ge
purity ai-.d host .ioms, respectively, 1 =s12 P3/2, or FIG. 8. Predicted iitibstir:cional impurity deep levels in

-P~'and f3,=0.$ for I =s,,2, and 0.6 for I =p,12 or Ge, Sri, -, of E7 fp:1z-;ikel and- E, fp312-ikc., symmetry as
P312- WVe hive- V312z =VI/ 2 = VP. functions-of composition x. The lcvels are plotted, relifve to

the valence-band edge. Occupanzies of -he szates- ire-shown:
BI. Deep levels electrons are solid-,circles and holes are oper. circles. The-

coduction-band edges at rand L are shown. Impurity: lvels-
The predicted substitutionali mpurity deep-level ener -i hgparue;rmnu ae.dveinoth- condton

gies-Ein-the- fundAmental.-band gap obtained.-by-solving bi d e as I dcease s.
the secular equations f-or Ge-Snt.-. are-given in--Figs. 7
and 3-for levels of E6. E,, and Es symmet ry, respec tiv-
ly. The levels-found .-.r Ge are in. generally good agree-
inent with what- is known about deep impurities in that
material. 'the results of this mottel are comparable, with -theory with experiment. The-deep energy levels for S,
those of- other theories. 14.15 some of which are much Se. and Te, all from, colunmn VI of the Periodic Table,
more complicated. Fo6r cvimple, we calculate the vaan- show, a-definite -trend to higher energies for the series S
cy- ES level to be 0.24 eV above the valence-band edge, to Se to Te. T;iis 'trend is due to a reduction in the mag-
compared to a rafive from 0.04 to 0.66 eV for othe~r nitude -of the atomic orbital- energies7',1fr the valence
theories.9 We estimate the ancertainty in our- theory-to electrons of-these impurities: hence the defect potential
be a few, tenths of an eV, comparable with the claimred weakens. Thc trend is present both in-theory and in ex-,
0.2-eV uncertainty for self-consistent pseudopotential periment. While the predicted level for 'S precisely
calculationis.' 5  In Table 11 we compare the present matches experiment (accidentally good agreement for it

theory with an uncertainty of a fewv tenths of an MV) the
1.0 ______________________theory. also agrees with the data for Se, and places the

Te deep level just above-the conduction-bard~ minimum,
while the data reveal a !edof 0.1 eV below th,. band

r.ex~nl-x edge (within the uncertainty).

ES( /*- k C. Doping anomalies

S0 As the band gap decreases with increasing Sni compo-

A 4. sition, the deep levels lying in the fundamental band gap
L Z of Ge pass Into either the conduction band or the

valence band of the alloy. Wher. this happens, a doping

C1

0.0 r_0 TABLE 1I. Comparison of our calculated deep levels (in cV)
0.0 Ge0 in Ge with experimental values taken from W. WV. Tyler, J.

Phys. Chem. Solids 8. S9 (1959). The Te deep level :n our

FIG. 7. Predicted substitutional deep impurity levels in theory is resonant with the conduction band so the ground
GcSl-,of 6 f-lie smmery s afuntio ofcomosiion state of the Te impurity nas its two extra electrons in the
Ger~i.., o E0(s-ike ymmtryas fuctio ofcomosiion effective-mass shallow levels.

x. The zero or ene Sy is the valence-band edge. The
conduction-band edges at r and L are shown. Impurity levels D!eep lev-ls
ir. the gap for pure Ge are driven int the conduction band as Impurity Present theory Experiment
x decreases. Occupancies of the neutral impurity statzs are 0.8.5
shown on ilhe right: electrons are solid circles and holes are Sc 0.58 0.58
open circles. An extra electron (denoted by -*@ would occu- TSe 0.69an 0.62
py a state near the conduction-band edge.T.renat06
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ainomaly generally-occurs. There arc-two types of corn-
mon Adping anomalies: -6), d ep-shitilloW transitions.

wchoccur wh -en a.deeo level-crosscsia h~ind edge, and
(ii) false.-v lences that-~esult-: from a dcci level eros,,ing 0.6 3e,

'the funidanmental band gap.
'Foi-clafitv of discusiion, we shall zisswit-that ft!e pre- CIA'

-dicted 4e'~efieerie are-prccisely -correct, -while
cautioning'-the reader, t o make alto wances for a few -15 02
tenihs ofan- WVuncitainty in -the-_theory- due- to neglect
o0f lattice relaxati ,on and charge!-state spl .ittinig of -the'lev- 0.0 _______________v

cls:'" for'exaHple, the Hg,- I lecAic6rding to Fig. 8,'.-~m0
isz~both an cectrofi and a, hole trap, but might actually
'lie beo h aencc-band maximumn, donating its-two L . C N -0 F
holes,.to the valence band and bccoming a double accep- F S

tor (Te hlesarethe- raped y te -ongraned FIG. 9. Predicted deepilevels tor sqbstituticinal impurities
Coulmb otenialin h~i~~v ccetor evesi'from row 2 of the Periodic Table in Ge. Impurities toite

right of C,:namely. N. 0, and-F,_are not donors (couni-to in-
1. Deep-shaliow tranrsit ions tuition). N and F are traps, while 0 is inert. B and Fs, are ac-

All impurities wi deep levels- i -the gap for Ge un- cepzors, C is inert. and Li and the vacancy-trap both electrons
derg a'eepshaldwtrasiton s te S. crnpsitor~ and holes.. Levels in the bands are not to scale.

increases.. For example. the -p;2-lik-e -E, Hg levci is
driven into #he valence band (Fig. 8), wlicthe other trn.thaafls-lecofzrwi-rpctoG.

5ep levels are driven into-tie conduetion band (.Fig. 7 Smlrl a flvin;o 1 n,~~'3
-When the Cl, Br, and- I deep E, levels pass into- the

- and also-has-a deep level in the gap of Ge. There-are no
conduction band 'with necreasing x, the electrons -that- as aecsfripdie ntelf ieo h
-occupy the deep levels are autoionized, fall to the 'Periodic, Table, -because. thle filled-s. and p--like states-in
conductio-n-band, minimum, and then- are- trapped- in th

tevalence band m&.re' up -ii- en-:rgy, -and .cross'-int& the
* Shallow levels. 'These impurities cease being, deep ihole-

traps (plus single don6rs) and instead become- tyiplie 'a otevcn-'ees(i"

donars-the-status they wou,J hold in a-naive iffiectii -~ UNEF~
mass theory which contained no deep levels;

Simila..y S and Se are deep. (double-h -ole) traps'in-Ge Gunn oscillaticnsi7 .18 result wvhen electrons- -can-
but bedbn:e do'uble 'donors for smaller % sed Fig. 7). N -transfer 'frm a 'high-mobility region of th t:-Bri llouin-
is-a-deep (electron and hole) trap in Ge, but becomes a zone to-a low-mobility region. -The mobilityis
shallow donor for x- <0.61. The HgEs -level-traps twio
electrojnsand two holes (if the theory i-s-takefn literaily) u= fe, 1/m
in e, but,'Hg becomes a doubqaeprwihfces.
-ingS.ncnet Geni: !heaccepto wih i-crees- where e is thL electron's charge, and m *is the electronriic

tr~p-ir.-Ge capable of captturing four electrons or two
holes, becomes a double donor when both of'its levels
enter the conduction band- tlitat is only a hole trap when
the Es level is in the conduction band and the E., level'is
in the gap).0.

2. false valences 0
Substitutional oxygen displays a false valence of zero E

with respect to Sni or Ge, instead of -2. To see how
this happens, consider Fig. 9, which disphk'm the predic- 0.3
tions for substitutional impurities from row 2 of the
Periodic Table in Ge. The s-like and p-like levels in the
conduction band of Ge for a coltimn.IV defect (C) move 0.0
dot' , ;n energy as ofiC mfove to the right in the Periodic 0.0 0Z 1.0
Table. The- s-like level lies% '. the gap for N, but crosses Sn X Ge

th L. it h aec an o x gn a d F i i FIG. Mt. Predicted effective electron mu-.w, in the r and L
larly the p-like E7 and E, levels deseiid into the gap for valleys vs ohlniois x. The mass in the I' valley vi smaller
F. liccausc its s-like Et, deep level has crossed thc gap than the ma-s of ihe L valley, likely resulting in a 'argc~r mobil-
into the valence band and contains two electrons, neutral ity for electron% in lite r valley. The Gunn effect may he oh.
oxygen produces neither a dou: :e donor (elfeetive-mas. %Cr%ted fcir 0.4<x :0.8. The minimum in the mass of thc I'
intuition) nor a leep traip. Inslead rnitrail oxygen is in;- %ailley ()Lurs at the eompri%itioiI where Iii. efiergy hand gap
ent, neither trapping, nor dot~aing, nor accepting cc- vanishe%.
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effective mass, anid-i- is 1the scattering-~time (due to pho- :radiatioii stimulates further recombination and light is
noni, imp)urity,, and alloy scattering). In most semicon- coherently prodluced. It is:an'unanswercd experimental
duccbrs the mobi!ity of-electrons in the- r valley of !,e que~flon~Wheiher stich effects occuri in Ge S
dbonduction band is considerably higher than that in- the.
'Lor- X valleys, o-vin- to -the very light effective mass.I.SU MR

'We find -this, to be the' case for Ge, Sn,. (see Fig. 7).'9
The effective mass produced by' thecdrrent-model may In summary, we hay- predicted7 the electronic struc-
b ,e in, error by as much-. as a- factor of' 10; nevertheless, -t ure -of, Ge.,5n, -, alloys. arid find that- these materials
the model does gi'.c a good qual-i 'tative idea-'of how the should' exhibit. interesting propertiesfor somne ranges, of
masses vary wicth composition: the mass of the r composition x, including direct bandgaps in the-infrared
mninmum'-becomes very light near -x =-0.4, as the alloy and band structures comlpatible With the Gunn effect.
becomes metallic (see Fig. 10). We hope that this work will stimulate,-further -attempts

Gunn device's are alio known tc produce. coherent ra- roproduceelidronic~gralde Ge ,Snj _. materials.
diatioh.Y"02' As t le, potential across the 'deice incirases,
it- evenitually causes' tran%iz ions to the low-mobility-state,
an -then 'ihe electrons slow down 'and form a high- CNWEGET
resistivity -domain that propagates along the device.
-Most of the potential drop is-over the small domain. 'We are 7grateful to. L. Romano, K, Ncwman, and D.
The resulting- electric- fie!ds are largeand can cause im- Vasquez for their many useful discussicrns. a'nd we grate-
pact ionization, -eneiating electron-hole pairs; As the fully acknowledge the generous support of the U.S.
domain-,pisses, through the material, -th'e-electrbn-hole. -.6Oce- ---Naval Research- (under -Contract-- No.'N0O14--
ppirs are left- behind.- The electrons (holes) fall to the 84-0352). One of us (J.D.D.) thanks the Department
conduction (valence) -band edge through phonion emis- of Chemical Engineering and Mfatcrials Scince ofth
sion. The pairs undergo radiative recombination. Such University of Minnesota for their h~ospitality.

1ffandbook of Binary Metallic Systems' (Structures and Proper. (1968).
tie's)-2 (Israel program for Scientific Translations, Jerusalen, 12H(* P. Hjalmarson, -P. Vogl,,D. J. %Volford' and J. D. Dow,

-1967). Phys. Rev. Lett..44, 810 (1980). See also W . Y. Hsu, J1. D.
2S; Oguz,'W. Paul, T. F. Deutch, B.-Y. Tsaur, anid D. V. Nlue- Dow, D. 1. Wolford, and B. 0. Streetman, Phys. Rev. B 16,

phy, AppI. Phys. Lett. .12. 848 (1983). 154711977).
'3L.- Roma no, 1. E. Sungren, S. A. Barnett, and J. E. Greene. J. 13W. A. Harrison, Electronic Structure and the Properties of

Cryst. Growth (to be published). Solids (Freeman, San Francisco, 1980). p. 48ff.
'Compositions with x =0 have not, to our knowledge, been a:. t4For a recent review of deep-level theories, see S. Pantelides,

tempted. Rev. MIod. Phys. S0, 797 (1977).
5J. R. Chelikowsky and M. L. Cohen, Phys. Rev. B 14. 556 "See Tatm: 11 of Ref. 9.

(1976). 16S. Lee, 1. D. Dow, and 0. F. Sankey, Phys. Rev. B 31, 3910
6J. C.-Slater and G. F. Koster, Phys. Rcv. 94. 149S -1954). (1985).
'P. Vogl, H. P. !(jalmarson, and J1. D. Dow, J. P.vs. Chem. 78E. Stren:tman, Solid State Electronic Devices, (Prentice.
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6367 (1982). Note that in this paper the,&fmniiuos for g,(k) 19The calculated effiective masses differ from experimental
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Theoretical predictions ofelectronic'energy levels associated with s-and p-bonded substitutional
point defects at (110) surfaces of JnAs:and other IIJ-V semiconductors are presented and~
discussed. The specific defects considered for InAs are: anion and cation vacancies, the (native)
antisite defects mA, and'As,, ,and 26 impurities. The predicted surfcc'e-defect deep levels are used
io interpret Schottky barrier heighi data for (a) n- and p.(InAs) ,nd (b) the alloys Al~ Ga2 - LAs,
GaAs, ...3P~, In, ~ and 'In, .~Ga~As. The rather complicated dependence' of the
Schouky barrier height ~, on alloy composition x provides a nontrivial test of'the ~beb'ry'(an&
competing theories). The following unified microscopic picttzre emerges from these and previous
calculations: (1) i:or most 111-V and group ~IV semiconductors, Fermi-level pinning~by native
.defects can'explain~tlie observed'S~h6itky barrier heights. (2) For GaAs, lnP, and other 111-V
semiconductors interfaced with nonreactive metals, the Fermi-level pinning is normally due io
antisite defects. (3) When InP is interfaced with a teactive metal, surface P vacancies .ire cre.~ated
which pin the Fermi level. (4) Impurities and defect complexes are sometin~es'irnplicated.(5) At
Si/transition-metal-silicide interfaces, Si dangling bonds pinthe Fermi level. (6) These defects at
the semic6nductor/metal interfaces are often 'sheltered' or "encapsulated:" That is, ~the states.
i~sponsibl~ r& 'Fermi-level pinnink are frequently 'dangling-bond' state~. that d~ngle into a
neighboring vacancy, void,~or disordered region. The defects. are partially. ~urro'jnded by atoms
that are out of resonance with the semiconductor host, causing the defect levels to be deep-level
pinned and to have energies that are almost independent of the metal.

PACS nr mbers: '73.20.13b, 73.30. + y

I. INTRODUCTION (presumed known) latticedistortion around the defect. Thus,
adIn this paper we report calculationsof the deep level~ ~ ~efect potential matri~: 1

'd car, be ccistr~ *' "'2.b is
outed with surfaces- and p-bonded substitutional point de- localized to the impurity siteand a small number ofacs neigh-
fects in InAs, and we show how these results fit into an bors. (In practice lattice distortion around thc defect 'has
emerging unified microscopic picture of surface deep levels only a small, ~0.2 cY, effect on the deep levels of interest,
and Schottky barrier heights in 111-V and group IV semi- and so we neglect at-making V,1 a diagonal matrix in a lo.
conductors. calized basis.) The resuccing eigenv:'lue equation for the

"deep" energy level E is
II. DEFECTS AT THE lnAs (110) SURFACE det[ 1 - G (E)V,1 3 0,

The calculations we report employ existing and well-es. whosesoutcnsE(V~)aregiveninFigs. land Zfordefectsat
tablished techniques for treating defec;s in semiconductors the(llO)surfaceoflnAs. [To plotEasa function of a. single
and at semiconductor surfeces2lb Briefly sta'ed, the variable V,, w~ have made the usual approximations for the
Green'sfunctionmatrixG(E) = (E-H)'ofthehostsemi- on-sito matrix elments of the 5X5 matrix V8: (I) the 9
conductor, with a (110) surface relaxed according to the 27 tnagonal element and all ofT-diagonal elem2nts vanish, and
rigid-rotatio- model,' 7 '9 is constructed in an empirical (2)thethzeepdiugonalelementsareequaltooneanotherand
nearest-neighbor sp3s tight-binding basis.M9 Because the half of thes-diagonal element IQ"~] Details of the calcula.
matrix elements of the empirical tight.binding theory exhibit tions, which are identical to those for other Ill-V semicon-
simple dependences on the orbital energies of the atoms and ductors, ar available in the litc.ature. '~'~ It should be em-
the bond lengths between neighbors, the changes in th3se phasized that this theory is best suited for predicting
matrix elements due to a defect can be estimated from the chemical trends in the energy levels of different impurities in
known atomic orbital energies of the defect atom and the different hosts, rather than predicting with precision the ab-
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Tjl ,The electronic occupancy of a level is determined by not-
ing its origin for , =0 and the valence difference between

F 00 N =" se Tthe impurity and the host atom. Forexample. neutral Zn has

Ec threc fewer electrons than As. or three more holes. For sur-
o4- It inface Zn, two of these holes go into the uppermost + level,which (with V, increasing from ero) emergesfrom the va-

03' /1ehice band, crosses the gap, andpasses into thcconduction
T2 band. Thepthird hole goes into the second + level, which

(for V, equal to the valueappropriate for Zn) lies roughly 0.4--
aeV above the valence, band. maximi-m- in the fundamental

- gap. Thus, the only deep level in the gapof neutral

oa' surface-ZnA, is occupied by, one electron and one hole. Ne-
-gatively chafged Zn- at the surface Would-have two elec-

E trons in this lev.l. A similar argument for the bulk Zn level
50 ?.o -30 -20, 10 0 20o reveals that the orbitally threefold-degenerate T, state lies in

I ithe gap and is occupied by three electrons and three holes
,FIG. I: Deep levels for impurities on the In site within in lnAs(l 10) surface when the defect is neutral.
layer (solid lines). V, is the impurity potential for s electrons. E and ae Similarly,-the As vacancy corresponds to V,-oo, with
the conduction and valence band edgs:The curves are labeled according to five holes added; i.

the pat of th deetsaewt epc oh~o fv oe de;ie., the As site atom is decoupled fromr the
theparityofthe defectstatewith respecttothe(110) plane which is perpen- host'" and its electrons are removed. Thus, three electrons
dicularto the I{ 10) surfaci plane. The dashed lines give theA, is-like) and 7ah
(p-like) levels for ite In site in bulk InAs. " and five holes "occupy" all the levels of the vacancy, includ-

ing those that have been pushed into and are resonant with
the conduction band. Electrons are unstable in resonant lev-
els, so they spill outand fall to the conduction band edge..

solute energy levels.themselves. For this reason, itis espe- The defectthehbecomes shallo,,donor,--ithlevels bound
ciallywell iteddfOr treating smallband-gap semiconduc- 'by the long-range Coulomb tail of the potential (omitted
tors, because a knowledge of the trends can compensate for a from the present model). Our calculations thus predict that
significant theoretical- uncertainty on the scale of the-band the As vacancy in InAs yields only shallow donor levels in.
gap. the gap.

'The predicted surface (solid'line) and bulk (dashed line) We can estimate the energies and electronic occupancies
deep levels for defects at-the As site in InAs are given in Fig. of levels in the gap produced by the various defects of Figs. I
I. The surface or-bulk deep levels of a specific impturity are and 2 in a similar way. We found above that th surface As
obtained (roughly') by dropping a vertical line ftom that vacancy produces no deep levels in the gap Ideep~being de

impurity (at the top of the graph) and determining itsinter- .fined asbound as a result of the centralcell poI ntial) and.
sections With the solid or dashed theoretical curves. For ex- instead gives shallow donor states near the conduction band
ample, Zn on the As site in InAs is predicted to produce a edge. Similarly the neutral surface In vacancy produces only
bulk Ieve! roughly 0.2 eV above the Valence band maximum a deep level occupied by one electron and one hole near the
andasurface + paritylevelat roughlyO.4eV just below the conduction band edge, at approximately2  0.3 eV. The sur-
conduction band minimum). The vacancy levels are the lim- face antisite defect In.,, produces a de.. level in the gap at
its as V,- co of these curves. 15 approximately t 0.05 eV, near the .dcnce band maximum,

which, for neutral In, is occupied by two electrons. Surface
and bulk As,, produce doubly occupied dcnor states near

AsS T the conduction band edge, that, within the theoretical acer-
opfl tainty,3 could be either shallow or deep (at -0.65 eV, above

AMT the conduction band edeg, for the st:-face, producing shal-
M se [low donor levels in the gap).

o.wl |- 
E+

4 - As ite in I 1 I1. SCHOTTKY BARRIER HEIGHTS
+ The energy levels of the native defects are relevant to t'he

031- FiG. 2. Deep levels for the As Schottky barrier problem. According to Bardeen's theory of
site at the InAs(110 surface Fermi-level pinning (in simplified form) the bulk bands bend

:Ta (solid lines) and in bulk InAs so that the Fermi energies of the surface and the bulk align.
0O2.I"-__1 (dashed lines). The band bending forms a Schottk: :'ier. For n-:ype (p-

type) InAs, the surface Fermi level is believed to b. deter-4, *mined by native defects at ths surface, and lies near the level
to be occupied by an e.'ra electron (holt),

4 For r-lnAs the Schottky barrier height is opproximately
L 0v the energy of the conduction band ed. relati% 'to the lowest

vs (V) oem:t:y urfac,: defect level-the surface Fermi level. Assum-
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20 .. - -1 Fig. 3. (Seealso-Refs. I and 2.)The theory rather dramatical-
ly mimics the data and their major and complicated chemi-

S, *caltrendis for a wide range of III-V semiconducting alloys.

1,5 i A)(For p-type materials, the predicted alloy dependences are
1 less dramatic and quite different-and:appear to be ftilly

Further evidence supporting the role of surface antisite
oTheM defects includes (il experiments showing that the barrier can

a ~be,"annealed" at a temperature characteristic of antisite de-
fects,2 but not acthe vacanbyannealing temperaiure,2 ' and

o.o (ii) experiments demonstrating that the concentrations ofde-
, fects responsible for pinning the surface Fermi levels of n-

-0.s - GaAs and p-GaAs are nearl:- equal25 (SeeRef. 30.
AlAs Gam. GaP 16P wn is GaAs This is not'to say that-,any one defect is responsible for

FiG3:Schottkybarrierheijht 9 asfunctionofalloycomoosition.forAu Fermi-level pinning in all materials. For example, in n-
conitacts to n-type AIGa:. ,As, GaAs, ,P,, 'In, .GaP. andI InP '29 it appears likely 3 that reactive metal contacts pro.

In, _,Ga,As. The experimental data are those ofJ. S. Best; Appl. Phys. duce Pvacancies and make the Schottky barrier height near-
Lett. 34,552(1979) for Al, Ga, - As; W. G. Spitzer and C. A. Mead, Phys. ly zero, whereas nonreactive metals produce primarily
Rev. A 133. 87211964). and D. A. Neamen and W. W. Grahnenann, Solid antisites and Schottky barrier heights of =0.5 eV. Extrillsic
State Eleciron. 14. 1319 (0971) for GaAs, -, P,; T. F. Kutch and J. 0. impurities,-notably S and Sn, are also thought to determine
'McCaldin, 1. Vac. Sci. Technol. 17, 891 (1986) for In, .Ga,P: and K. theSchottky barrier height oflnP under certain conditions.
Kijiyama, Y.Mizushima, andS.Sakata. Appl. Phys. Lett.23.45819731for We speculate. that- the- 'cleavage-related- -defect" -in
In, .GaAs.-ForthisalloythedataofH.H;-Wieder;Appl.Phys.Lett;38 GaAs 4 30 involves GaA, and that the "chemisorption-relat-
170 (198 1), for metal-insulitor-semiconductor structures, arealso shown. ed defect" involves As,.

ing-only native surface defects (i) In/A,, (ii) Asi, (iii) Vk, (As
vacancy), or (iv) j,,, the Fermi level is (i) near the conduction V. RELATIONSHIP TO SI
band edge, (ii) near the-conduction band edge, (iii: A.ear the A similar picture, namely, Fermi-level pinning by Si dan-
conducion band edge, or (iv) at _0.3 eV. If the concentra- gling bonds at Si/transition-metal-silicide interfaces, seems
tion of V,, at the surface is less than the concentration of As to explain those Schottky barriers as well. 3' This work also
vacancies plus half the concentration of As,,, the As,, and helps to explain why calculations forfree surfaces can be
V,, levels compensate the V,, level-so that the surface Fer- used to interpret data for semiconductor/metal contacts.,In
mi level lies at the conduction band edge. Thus, normally, reality, the defects responsible for Fermi-level pinning are
the surface Fermi level of n-InAs is nearly at the conduction not isolated point defects at an ideal free surface, but instead
band edge, the Schottky barrier height is approximately defects adjacent to vacancies, voids, or disordered regions of
zero, and the semiconductor/metal contact is, by definition, the semiconductr/metal interface, which are effectively
Ohmic. "encapsulated" by electropositive metal atoms or other

For p-InAs, the Schottky barrier height is approximately .atoms at the contact. These atoms are out of resonance with
the energy of the surface Fermi level for holes relative to the some of the semiconductor atoms, and function primarily as,
valence band maximum. The Surface Fermi level for holes is a repulsive potential that pushes the defect state (frequently a

(i) near the valence band maximum (=0.05 eV), (ii) near the dangling-bond state) back toward-the semiconductor. Since

conduction band edge, (iii) near the conduction band edge, or they are out of resonance, they act electronically as pseudo-
(iv) near --0.3 eV (slightly less than the 0.42 eV band gap) for vacancies, mechanically "sheltering" the Fermi-level pin-

InA,, As,,, VA,, or V,,, respectively. Under normal circum- ning defect without greatly affecting it electronically." The

stances we expect the As:,, and VA, defects to compensate defect level is "deep-level pinned"' by these encapsulants-
Vi,, causing the surface Fermi level to lie nearly at the con- explaining why different contacts produce similar Schottky
duction band edge. Hence, p-InAs should have a Schottky barrier heights. The paradigm for such "sheltering" is an
barrier height of approximately the band gap. interfacial vacancy sheltering a Si dangling bond at a

Mead and Spitzer have reported a Schottky barrier Si(l I l)/NiSi,(l 11) interface, illustrated in Refs. 6 and 31.
height of zero (Ohmic) for n-InAs with Au contacts and a Here it is important to realize thiat bulk point defects. spe-
barrier height forp-InAs of approximately the band gap-as cifically bulk antisite defects, cannot explain the Fermi-level
the theory predicts! pinning data for GaAs, sugg.;tions to the contrary 2 not

withstanding. While, for example, bulk As0 , appears to
IV. RELATIONSHIP TO SCHOTTKY BARRIER have a level close to the level required to explain the n-GaAs
iEIGHTS IN OTHER Ill-V MATERIALS {Schottky barrier, this level cannot pin the Fermi energy be-

We believe the defect primarily responsible for Schottky cause (in contrast to the pinning level of surface As,) it is a
barrier formation in InAs, is InA,, but that As,, and VA, donor-being fully occupied when the defect is neUtral. A
play secondary roles, as discussed above. Evidence support. deep acceptor is required to pin the Fermi level of an n-type
ing the importance of the cation-on-anion site antisite defect semiconductor." Moreover, the fact that Aso. in the bulk
is available from the predicted alloy dependence of Schottky has a certain energy level does not imply that it will have the
barrier heights for Au on n-type semiconductors, shown in verne -..ergy level at the surface or at a GaAs/metal inter-
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face; Surface and-interfaciildefects~generally have more "'06. F. Sankey. H. P. Hialmafson. J. D. Dow. D. 3. Wolford; .ind-B; G.
deep levels in the fundamental band,-gap than the same de.- 5reetman. Phys.'Rev. Lett, 45.16119801.
fects in. the'bulk, and' the energy, levels of surface defects -. 1j. P. Hjalmarson. Ph.D. thesis. University of Illinois.-1979.

tvrcaly iffr fomthoe o blk efetsby 1 e~ t Ths i A. P., Beres. Ph.D. thesis, Texas A&M University. 1982. The com -puler
program used for the present calculatiotis is reproduced as an appendix iii

the case because the p-like T,, level of a 'bulk substitutional this thesis, since it was also used in the initrin% .surface state calculations
defect often lies outside of the band gap as a deep resonance Ac~res eta. [See. e.g.. R.I P. Beres, R. E. AlleI n. aid 3 . D, Dow, Solid State
in the conduction band; the surface or interface destroys the Commun. 45, 13 (1983).] The comment cards in this program provide a-
,tetrahedral point-group symmetry of the, defect ardsplits complete description of the method of calculation.

the ,'2 level, often driving one or miore of the split sublevels 2 olan d.SldSaePy.2.17181
int thlbad gp.M. S. Daw and D.,L. Smith, Phys. f 'tv. B 20, 5150 (1979).into te~tia gap. "M. Lannoo and P.-Lenglart, I.- Phyt Chem. So lids 30.,2409 (1969).

'We therefore conclude that the following zerothi-order "NThe self-c6nsistcnt Green 's function technique for bulk defects was devel-
model provides a very satisfactory description of Fermi-level oped by G. A. Baraff and M. Schliiter, Phys. Rev. Lett'41, 892 (109) and
pinning and Schottky, barrier formation for both-111-V and by). Benihoic. N.Lipari. and ST. Oarfitlidecs, ibid 41. 895 (1978).

group -IV semiconductors: Various native surface defects A.ahESoP.Mk ndCt D e,.VcSc.Thol1.58-(978).
(antisites,,vacancies, and dangling, bonds), or their complex- '"S. V. Tong, A. R. Lubinsky, B.)J. Mrstik, and.M. A. Van Hove, Phys. Rey.
es, pin the Fermi energy at the semrctc:tductor surface." The B 17, 3303 11978).
basic picture initiated by Bardeen, 3 aiid.further developed- '4D.,J.,Chadi, 1. Vac. Sci. Technol. 15. 6311(1978).
and championed by Spicer,"'' is thus, founbi to be funda- 21H,'P. Hjalniarson, R. E. Allen, H. bUttnier, and. LD. Dow,)J. Vac. Sci.

mentally correct. The task of future theories is to work out ,Tvchnol. 17, 993 (1980).
'See Ref. 4 or 5 for the precise prescription which we have used to deter.

the corrections to this simple-picture due,to, for example, mine the native defect levels quoted in th -is paper.
work-function effects and the details of-specific metal/semi- 22C. A. Mead and W. G. Spitzer, Phys.'Rev A 134 ,.-713 (19 164).

conductor interfaces. '"w.Mbnich ito be published).
2W dch, Surf. Sci. 132.92 (1983). This paper, ind Refs. 27 and 28, also
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The height of the Schottky barrier formed -at tiansition~metal/Si interfaces varies -over a. very smalj range,(-- 0.4-cV)
considering the wide range-of electronic structures possible from one end of the transition-metal series to the othe 'r.
Furthermore, the barriers are obser~ed to form within a few monolavers of metal coverage. sugiesting that the barrier is a
property of -the local bonding and that the true metallic s-ltes play only a minor role. A model his been developed to explain
these fj,. in terni% of the Fermi-koel pinning mechanism of Schottk% barrier formati ~n. -The phystcs contained in the model is
that el a Si dangling bond sheltered from the traniitibni-meial-silicide b an interfacial vacancy. Since Ci) the dangling-bond is
sheltejed fIromn the metallic-silicide-and (ii) the atomic energy, levels of the transition, metal are-out of resonance wi~h Si. the
dangling bond (which forms a level in the-Si hand gap) will-be only weakly, perturbed by the silicide. Thus this -tnterfacial
dangling bond can pin the Fermi lev -el at neurly the same energy for all the traniition-metalkilictd es. A tight-binding-
calculation of the electronic structure of this defect at~the NiSi, /Si( ill) interface has beeti perfornwd for an infinite interface
using the transfer-matrix technique.,The results-of this calculation -are described tn 'terms of a very simple molecular mod;.

It is a remnarkable fact that the S. hottkv barrier [5.61 at (110) interfaces between II !-V setmicota
heights for the whole range of Si/si icide inter- dluctors and- metals (7) or other overlavers. A miore
-faces varies over a relatively narr.ow-rance of about detailed account of our work wibe given
0.5i-0.87 eV in n-Si [I1I. For a Si bandeip of 1.1 elsewhere [8).
eV. this places the Fermi-level in the lower part of The following observations place severe con-
the bandgap between 0.23-0.55 eV .jho\- the va- straints on any theory of Schottky barrier forma-
lence- band edee. Here we aroue thatt sucl. barriers tion at Si/sulicide interface.,: (1) The i .arrier hetghts
can -be understood in terms ot Fermi-level pinning for the sulicides all lie within 0.4 e\o o e another
(2) by a small concentration of Si dangling bonds for all the different transiajon metals. stoichiomne-
that 'are "sheltered" from the transition metal by tries, and cr\.tal structures. (2) The barriefs are
vacancies at the Si/silicidc interface. This explana- observed to f,.rni at low co~erages before a comn-
( ion, which differs substatttialv fromt previous the- plete metallic silicide is formned. indicating~ that the
ories of Si Schotiky barrier folmation (l.3.41. uni- local atomic bonding at the interface. rather than
fies the understanding ol Si/"transition- metal any collective interface property. determines the
Schoitk harriers with the generally accepted barrier (1]. (3) There are only slight variations of
model of Fermi-level pinning by native defects the barrier height fo, Jifferent compounds of a

0304-3991/84/1S03.00 r- !:lsevier Science Publishers BA'.
(North-Holland PhysiJcs Publishing Divi.,i .)n)
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given transition metal [9.10] iridicitirt that the In this simp!ifid' 6e;oy~. ;m are cx-
transition mietal itself. rather than §toichiometry, plicitly considered -those surro-undir1;- the
crystal structure, etc.. determines the barricr. (4) .AZancy - and only -one spl hybrid, orbital per
The ,barrier heights for n- and p-ty~e Si very atom --which is directed toward the vacancy. We
nearly add up to the Mib~da~lixT~tat- first take all, four atoms to be Si -(tetrahedral
the pinning level must only be partiallyoccupicd., symmetry) and later change~ three of these atoms

-so that it ffay act as both an acceptorand a donor. into Ni (C1, symmetry) to simulate the Si/NiSi,
We propose that the§ 'e-observations can be,-un- interface.

derstood quite naturally in terms of atiinterfa 'cial Taking all four- atoms to be Si. we construct the
Vacancy which shelters a Si dangling bond fr,) A, and T, states of the bulk Si vacalicy:
the effects of the transition metal. This.,dangling Ia,) 10 o>+1: 01) Ia
bond has only a weak link -with the silicide arld is Aa 1 )=(i)+I I)+I3). ()

onl sighlyperturbed by the tianstition-metal s-, T( 1 )=1/i)3~)- ~)-l 2
p-. and d-orbitals. and hence is insensitive to the (I 1b)
large variations (on a IeV scale) one mlight expect
to occur when the- transition metal; is varied or IT,(e),l>~(/~(l)-~) I)
%%lv&-n-thie s-t6itiiie Ieify' -the crystal structure of fl-.(e).2) 7 41FOO"40 +,03 - 2142>); (I d)
the silicid6 is changed.',,\1

To make these ideas specific, we consider a- where the orbital I~Yis the hybrid orbital of atom
particular example of such a defect- the example i. The energies of the A, and T, levels can be
illustrated in fig. 1 for the case of the abrupt described -by -two, parameters C,,. and n: hee wC
Si/NiSi.(l11) interface. If the vacancy in- fi-. I have c. = ;IHtq)i is, the orbital energy of an-sp.1
were replaced by a Si atom. one would have the hybrid. and' -t ic (O~JHJ§, for i -*j represents
bonding configuration deter -i ned by Cherns et al. the interaction between two different hybridt
(11). For the reactive systems under consideration orbitals. These two-Oarameters represenit effective -C
here (iranbiiion metals "eating", their way into Si),. interactions and ire obtained byfritting to the bulk
a reasonable concentration of- vacancies,-( - loll Si vacancy deep levels. The Al level is resonant
cm -) Appears quite- likely, with- the valence band at _EA, t - 3t. while the

Here we-consider a very simple model of the triply degenerate T, level lies in the Si bandgap
electronic structure of the defect- shown in fig. 1. and has an energy Er.-_ c,, + i. We list in table I r
This m~odel is Justified only by the results of the
more comiplete ualculation dcscribed elsewhere [8].
but it reveals the essential physics of the problem. Table I

The calculated Al. and T..symnietric energy levels for the

2 ~ unrelawed Si vacancy by several workers: the calculation.% are
Nt either pseudopotental (P) or tight-binding (TB)-. all energics i

are in cV. and the top of the valence hand ts defined 16 he the l
zero of entey: the Si bandgap is l.lc\V: the two paramecters t.,

'Dand t are simply obtained from the A , ind T, energy levels (seeS
-OSi vcanc,/ tc:\t): the important parameter (, is the energy of a 2ingic

t~ti~t 2)dangling bond and is found to lie- in the lower part of the Si d
So Ol) --- ----- ----- bandgap in all cases t

ST'pe of calculation A1  T,

P T11 level level C
Ref. (121 -1.10 0.70 0.45 0. it

Fi. .Anexmleofa weraia vcne scerti.a i Ref. (131 -0.60 0.80 0.35 0.45
Fig 1 Ane~mpe o a ,reraeal acncyshltrin aSi Ref. 111 - 1.11, 0.60 0.42 0.16

dangling bond. Replacing the vacancy by a Si :ztotl gi~cs the Ref. (151 -0.$5 0.75 0.331 0,.1
geomnetry off te NiSi,/Si (11111 interface dleternmined b\ Chert's Me 1161 -0.96 0.51 0.3-1 0.14
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the A, and T4 levels for- three different p.,eudo- £ ,,7*v -
C potential calculations (12-141 -and t%%c, tight-bind- vT
r ng [15.161 calculations for the unrela.%ed vacancy CbndLcton - I

. e in 'Si. From these levels the paramdtrs c,, and t A ,
can be extracted using £ = (E + Er.),4 and 4 Er 2+no / I

T : = (Eg: - E,, 1/4. Note that , which is the en- CE
.ergy of a single Si dangling-bond, lies in the lover f- ,t

part of.theS: bandgap in all-cases. n \ ---.

We iext change three of the atotr surrounding '.*ence

the vacancy into Ni atoms. We do this :y raising a \ b
the hybrid orbital- energies of atoms 1. 2. and 3
(see fig. 1) from cA to c4 + V. where V-- 5 eV [8], --Jl
tepresents the (large) positive difference between a
Ni and; a Si sp: hybrid orbital. The symmetry is Bul, Si Vacancy .ntertcc:di Vcc ,ny

now reduced from Tj to C.,,, arid the possible Fig. 2. Schematic energy level diagramj of the i.symmetric

levels'are of a, (c-like) and e-(,r-like) symmetry. levels of (a) the-bulk Si vacancy and (b) the interfacial vacancy.

)The st.ies ofe-synii-ty eV0-bI' ff6fi i b' of fh Iwa)( )the-lfbfid brbitils-ar(, lieinthe 1oer-pat of the:-Si
- oth bandgapbut inieract strongly thiough t to produce the A1 level

of the bulk Si vacancy (the T.(e) levelsi" resonant with the-valence bind and a T. level in the upper part
eqs. (I)' and (id)). but are raised out of the gap of the bandgap. In 0-'1 the-hybrid orbitals of Si and Ni-are no
roughly linearly with- the -potential V to become longer degen'erate andtheir interaction is reduced-by t/V. This

e resonant- with- the :onduction bands. Since the brings E, out-of the valence band so that it-now lies only
9 e-svmmetfic levels are not in the 4ap and are slightly below the Si dangling bond energy . (Thea 1.rymmet.

metalatorepresntatin refers to the C, roup appr6priate for thev t - interfacial vacancy. Since C,, is a subgroup of Tj. the A, and
the interfacial Fermi level, and we will no longer one, of the T. levelsof the bulk Si vacancy are also a1.symmet;
consider them. ri.)

k The interestiu levels-are those of a1.symmeiry
it which are admixtures of the JA,(at)) (eq. (Ia)) and
e the jT.(a1)) (eq. (ib)) levels of the bulk Si vacancy, tight-binding calculation was -performed for an
p However, since the -Si and Ni hybrid orbitals are embedded cluster of-a vacancyanl' three Ni-aioms

no longer degenerate. peritifbation theory shows (including-d-orbitals on Ni) in an infinite Si host
that the effective interaction between Si and Ni (8] -using the Si tight-binding model of ref. [151.
hybrid orbitals is-reduced from t( - 0.4 eV) for the The Si dangling-bond-like level is found at 0.4
hulk Si vacancy to t"/V-( _ 0.03 eV) for the in- The d-orbitals are found to play only a minor role.

U terfacil vacancy. A schematic energy level dia- Since the .1-orbital energies lie well below the
gram for a,-symmetric states of the bulk and Fermi level, they tend to push up slightly on the-Si
interfacial vacancies is shown in fie. 2. Note that dangling bond, but with a greatly reduced strength
because Ni (or any transition-metal element)-and because the d-orbital is not a nearest neighbor to
Si are "out of resonanc.". a level is fortlied in the the d.ngling bond orbital and hence interacts with
lower part of the Si bandgap which is tied to the Si it either through a small second-neigh bor interac-
dangling bond energy c;, and is relattvely insensi- tion or indirectly via its interactions with the inter-
tive to the transition metal as long as we have vening Si atoms surrounding the vacancy. (The
V> t. This simple model leads to the important d-orbital, %%ere taken to interact only wi'h nearest
conclusion that for various transition metals. in. neighbors.) More sophisticated calculations for an
terfacial Fermi-level pinning positions .re nearly interface between semi-infic:tte slabs of NiSi, and
equal to. but slightly below, the "de:,t pinning Si have recently been completed [171 using the
enerv" (, of a single Si dangling bond. transfer-matrix technique (1S]. The tight-hinding

We briefly mention the more rigorous calcula- bands of NiSi, have been fit to the bulk bands of
tions on %,,ich th- simple model is based. A Chabal et al. [191. and the tight-biriing model of
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Vogl et al. [201 has been used for-bulk Si. Here the Rcferences
interfacial vacancy level is found to lic-ai 0;13 eV.
Although the two calculations.give slightly differ- (I] Sec. for cxamrple.--P.S. Ho and K.N. Tu. LU... Thin Fili::.

ent -results, and the estimates madc- for the dan-- and.o Interfaces (North. Holland, Nc%% N rk 1982). Re.
glingbond energy Ch inl table I differbh" - 0.3 eV. Printed from-Thin ,Solid- Filrnv 93 (1',3i
they all show that the-defect," pinninig" level lies-in (2 1 Dren Py.Rv.7 IJ4)77-11I.M. Andrews adJ.C. I' iallips. liv% Rev. Lettci:% 35the lower part of- the ,Si bandgap. Measurnierts -(10750 6.
for a- Si dangling bond quite similar to the one 141 J.L. Freeou(. Solid State Ctimmun. 30 (1981) 1059,
described here (21) at the SiO,/Si-interface show a 151 W.E. Soiler. I Lindau. P.R. Skeath. C.Y. ,;i and P.W.
level at 0.36 e VJ-22]. As mentioned earlier, the Ch-e Ph% -.Ltes4 1N)40

W. Moinch and H. Gant. Phys, Rev. Letters 48 1]';FZ 312:interfacial Fermi' le':e - -fo -r, the -siliides lie jp. H.H. Wieder. IAppi. Phvs.'Letteis 38 ONO 901370:
-proximately in the range 0.,23-0 .55 eV. R.H. WVillianm%. V. Mon'tzomery and R.R. Varmat. J. Phys.

Conclusi 'on. The present theory -is manifestly -C1 109781 L7.15:
based, on -local Atomic bonding and .a loca~lized R.W. Grant.J.R. Waldrop. S.,PKovadi k and lEA. Kraut.
defect, And is thus compatible with the experimen- J. Vacuum Sci. Tiichnol. 19 1IQN81 477-

talfidins 1.910, tattheobervd chotk (6) R.E. Allen and J.D. Dow. llhv.-. Rev. 8325 (1982) 34*23:talfining (19.1]- hattil obervd ShotkvJ.D. Dow and R.'E. Allen. J. Vactitm Set. Technol. 20harriers forni-before the conmpeion of a c m-.e92)69
-::etallic-overlayer.Sincr ifi-this ff~e'hebrir -(7l'C.A-Mead and W.G;.Spitzer.-Phys. Rev. 1(9.-)A713.
are determined mainly by Si, the barrier is-Afet- (81 O.F. Sainkey. R.E. AMi-n and J.D. Dow. Solid State Coi.~
to a lesser- dcgrde by the nature of the transition mu:4 18)1 nbeplihdmeta atm. toihioietv. r cystl srucureof 191,G. Ociviani.-K.N. Tu and J WV. Meyer. Ph.'%. Rev. B2:4-meta atm, toihiomtry orcrytal trutur of(1981) 1354.-the silicide. Furthermiore. since th dagigbn IO .. H and G.W. Rubloff. Thin Solid Film!. S9 (19S2)
is occupied by a single electroni. it can act either as
a dohor o r An acce ptor -- this leads to very nearly 1111 D.* Cherns. G.R. Anstis. J.L. Hitelin.,on .ind Cl.
the same pin ning position for both n- and p-." Spen:.c. Phil. Mag. A46 (1982) $49.p-i. in (121 G.A. !3arah! and M. Schiliter.- Phys. Rev. Letters 41 (197'agreement -wvith the measurements. This is to be Q.
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Effects of diagonal Anderson disorder on x-ray emission and photoemission spectra
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The effects of diagonal Anderson disorder and of firn.*state interactionson xara emission and photoc-
mission spectra are evaluated in a change of mean-field model. the disorder produces distinct, sidebanid
features on the x-ray photoemission spectra, but primarily broadens the emission spectra.

1. INTRODUCTION- tional electron-hole interaction term V < 0. Theinitial state
11) is a-Siater-determinant of the N -lowest- energy single.

In aft effort to assess the combined effects of disorder and particle orbital eigenfunctions, 1(b) of h, and the various Final
manty-electron processes om x-ray emission and photoefiii. states IFv) aie,d terminaaits of N eigefucioris -Ii) Of h'.
siort spectra, We have 'numerically computed ensemble- The- x-rayphotoemission spectrum for photoelectrons of en-
averaged spectra for a on 'e-dimensionial Anderson model' of ergy £ is
a-conduction-band in a fietal. lIt-this tight-binding model, a, () I1~)I 2 (+~~~~oe

sin eng kv~ -a(haying.,a,_random value between-
-t2andDb/2) is associated with each site n,-and there is

a donstant- nearest-neighbot coupling fl- between -adjacent where Ep, and E, are the final-- and initial-state energies-of
sites. The effect -of the core- hole on the conduction elec.; the conduction electron gas and e,, the core-hole- energy-
trons is simulated by a final-state (initial-stat-) interaction V reiative to the center of the conduction band.
localized at the site, of the core hole for phL..j 'emission Sim~ilarly, the emission spectrum for photons of energy £
(emission). There -are a finite number of sites, ai~d the is
many-body states included in tho calculation are -the low- K()- J(FvII1)I2 8(E--E,+E,)
energy particle-hole pair states created- by the- -sudden
-switching on or off of V. the Model -is identical to one em-
ployed earlie-r for a'discussior. of 'absorption spectra2 and is where At is the-dipole operator. Here, we have the initial-
a change of mean-fie'd mod -el. state-Il1) bjing. a determinant of N + 1 Ii0) as, and the vani-

We ind that-'the emission spectra, like the absorption ous final states V~v) corresponding to configurations
spectra, 2 are primarily broadened irthomogeneously by the described by determinants of N W6's aatd one core orbital:
disordei,-but that distinct spectral features arise inihe x-ray . ON()

photoemission spectra (XPS) associated with specific en-
vironments, of the-core hole.(0.I )

11. MODEL(6.I,) .(xIg)

For x-ray photoernission. the initid.1-state many-electron Here. (aolo) is a scai.w procluct. Rthe core-hole site, and
Hamitonin iswe -have assumed that the core radius is negligible,2 so that

IV Mo is a ccrstant,
H, - ih,. We have the sum _'.s.)

where hi is the Anderson one-body Hamiltonian: K(E)dE - fj It'i2R

h = a~I )( I p~n)(n 11/31, +I )n Iwhere the sum is over occupied orbitals of the initial state,

Here, 13is -a constant and a, is randomly distributed and4

between - D/2 and D12. The final-state many-electron r _1 £)dE - I
Hamiltonian is -

N The line shapes we display are ensemble averages (dcni
lip - h, . ed by ( ( ) )) over all core-hole sites (lypically 1000 such

sites); for example,
where hi' is identical to hi, except for the tight-binding ma- x(E)- ~I(Fv JI 1)IT} 2 o2 (F -E, + Er,)\
trix element at the site of the core hole-which has an addi-\t,1
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111. RESULTS 4-

Here, we display spectra -for V- 1, and with 0- -

the Amount of disorder is specified by -th. OatameterD (re!
call that the on-site energies a., range from - D12 to
-iD/2). The calculations have been executed repeatedly LA
for a -single spinsc hannel4 and for finite lattices with 4 0 sites
and 20 electrons, (a half1-filled band). The core hole -has r~ /.~i
b~en-confined:,to one of the,10 innermost sites. We have -I

broadened the calculated spectra by convolving-them with A
thes ian,' for ease of- pesentation. Ensemble averages of " /

tespectra over typically =10-core-hole sites for each -of 0 **' /
100 different Anderson lattices have been performed. -1.5' C.0 1.5'

The' peaked bottom portion of the 'emission spectrum. U -~~i ' 2 [
-(Fig -) for D -0 is A band-structure effect and corresponds
to,, the -band-minimum va n How. singularity6 with its FIG 2. X~riy photoemission spei-tra (XPS) as at function of the
(E-E 0 )3 1  behavior above the band bottom. The high- emitted electron energy -j: for various disorder parameters, as in
elnergy peak occurs at- the. Fermi-energy, and is &-q x-ray edgeFi.I
singlarity7 .-A multielectron recoil effect. With increasinig
disorder D, the van Hove singularity is broadened, blurred, electrbin-hole interaci. a. This produces a peak at E "A,(
and-cut off, and the edge singularity-is weakened (as in the ECore il (iii) lt.termediate transitions, cofifresponding
case of the absorption spectra*). Basically, increasing disor- tban efnp*. level above the Fe rmi level, but- within I V- of
der makes the spectitim- smooth, broad, and relatively it, -being ,'.dled d0o4n below the Fermi level by the
featureless. electron-hoic interactir :.. these tran~sitions produce recoil

The XPt spectrui -forD - 0 has'.two peaks: A, large one of the electron ga's at 'energy -a- where-a-is-the-diago
£for.-recoilkinv6lving--coniguratins- with--an- electron i n- ,he' b~iesi dii -,i he core; h6e site.
bound-exceiton-.state of the-electron-hole interaction and a Th 'aret (smalr P'a-~- r-Fg oisod
smaller, one for configurations- involving only bend states to -cofifigurat ions with an electron- (nc electron), occupying
(Fig. 2). (The- separationt of -these peaks is approximately the-core-hole-site cine-glectron level that lies belowv the Fer-
the- energy -of-theFermi level relative to the bound-exciton mi level in'the FPnal state. Perhaps the most interesting case-
level.) Small disorder- blurs, this spectrum, until in the is -the highly loca'lized limit (D -- 0.in which case the
large~dsorder limit (see, Fig. 2 for D - 5) the tite of the XPS spectrum provides informatio-- giving (i) the strength
core hole-is completely decoupled from other its.ln.,this Ill of the electron-hole- interaction (which is the splitting
limit,-there -are three types of-transitions (Fig. 3). (i) Zero, -between peaks), anid an-estimate of thenumber of'staies ina
recoil -tranfsiins that occur if the Anderson level on the itially'below~and above the Fermi energy (the atreas in- the
core~hole site lies -above the Fermi, energy -by more thin peaks at E ~fw ~ V and Aw +F.,, respec'uvely).
V 1I. In- this case, the eleetron gas cannot-,recoil because the thus, we con~lude-that XPSspectra miay~-be nmore sensi-

site is-isolated and tiie lectron-hole, interaction cannot pull tiye to Anderson disorder than eithier absorption or. emis-;
the empty Anderson'level below th'e Fermi energy. Hence, si'on spectra. -Ordinary- diagonal Aijerson disorder corre-
the XPS spectrum in this limit produces a peak at sonds to randomness in the- on-site rna.rix -elements a,,

E-co~~,~0.(Hi) Vrecoil transitions in which single- and is not-a realistic represcntatn--n of the disorder occurring:
particle Anderson states on the core-hole are initially occu- in amorphous -metals. (Such di.-order is better represented
pied and move down in energy by 11/1, the strength-of the by randomness in ft.) Perhaps the best physical realizatior-

of an A nderson -alloy Js a multicoriponent crystalline alloy,

I - .0with the number of component.; surficiecitly large that a
broadt di~tributiofi of values fc. c,, is achieved. We hope
.i.at the present work wit, stiiu late stuldies of such alloys.

The results of' the present initial investigation are suffi-

temdit
0.rD/2 E max
X Zero -recoil

V . I

* / / -recoil0.0* _j /~//~/'
-5 -4 -3 -2 1l 0 1 - D/2Emi

( E +ECcore ) /2 ?, 9 FIG. 3. Energy-level dilnram for the conic 'on band. indicating

FIG. 1. X-ray emission spectra X as a function of the emitted x. the three regions: zero recoil. J* recoil. and intermediate appropts-
ray energy E for vaiious disorder parameters D. The solid line is ate to the large-disorder lintit. D - co. Emin and E,,,,, are tht N~n-d
for D - 0. the dashed tine for D - 0.2, the dotted line for D - 1, extrema and rFcrmi is the Fermi energy for the half-filled band.
and the chained line for L - 5. -the electron-h'de interaction,
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Abstract-The combined effects of off-diagonal disorder and electron-hole pair production (the X.ray
edge effect) are studied for a one-dimensional Andersn model of a liquid metal with a half-full band.

I. INTRODUCTION where h is the Anderson single-particle Hamiltonian

In this paper we report model calculations of the X- Ar-1
ray absorption, emission, and photoemission spectra h - Z [JfJj + l)(jI + IJ)(j + I1 (3)
of a simple model for lkiuid metals. The model treats J.1
the many.body aspects of the X-ray transitions in a
change-of-mean-field approximation [1, 2], while and Ij) is a localized single-particle state on the jth
simulating the disorder of the liquid by a one- site. The { s) are random numbers uniformly dis-
dimensional Anderson Hamiltonian with o-diagonal tributed in the interval [-A, -B]; M is the number
disorder (3]. We are interested in understandrng the of lattice sites in the system.
combined effects of m:,!ti-electron recoil and disorder The final-state Hamiltonian is
on the spectra. A previous study [4], which considered
only diagonal disorder, found dramatic effects on the N

X-ray lineshapes. However. this finding appears to H Y (h, + v,) (4)
be at odds with the experimental fact that X-ray t

spectra of metals change very little when the metals where v is the electron-hole interaction potential
melt [5]. While diagonal disorder is more commonly suddenly impressed upon the electron jii by the
treated theoretically, it is realized physically only in removnl impsedonte eerof a c y the
alloys made of many different types of atoms. The removal (to pseudo-infinite energy) of a core lectron.
disorder found in a liquid metal is best simulated by We assume that v is localized at the hh site
an off-diagonal-disordered tight-binding model: the
diagonal elements of the Hamiltonian are all the v - VII)Y. (5)
same (because the atoms ere the same) but the off-
diagonal matrix elements vary-because the boad- The initial- and final-state Hamiltonians are both
lengths vary (6]. sums of one-electron Hamiltonians. and so the wave.

functions I!) and IFP> are Slater det-rminant. of the
2. THEORV single-partic!- eigenstates to) and 10) of h and h + v,

respectively. The initial-state energy of the electron
Here we consider the case of X-ray photoemission gas is

spectra (XPS). The treatment of absorption (4] and
emission [7] is similar. The XPS lineshape is N

di -(6)
1(E) - Z I(IIFv>I16(E - hw - t , + E,. - Et) (I) J-

where the sum is over the N single-particle spin-
where how is the energy of the exciting photon. t,, orbitals j occupied in the initiat state, and we have
is the core energy level, and the sum is over all final
states 1Fv) of the N-electron Fermi sea. In the initial h]k,) = (7)
state i)>, the Fermi sea is quiescent and described by
the tight-binding Hami!tonian The final-state energies are

N ,N

H, h Z ' , (2) :0,

79
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4- 1.0-

0 0.0

-3.5 0.0 1.5 -3 -2 I0

ig. 1. The X-ray photoemission spectra as a function of Fig. 2. The absorption lineshape as a function of the
the photoelectron's energy E. The solid line repesnt the absorbed X-ray's energy E. The solid line is for d fixed at
calculated spectrum for 3 - - 1/2. a constant. The range of -1/2. The range of ,4 is (-3/4. - 1/4) for the dashed line
6 is 1-1/4. -3/4) for the dasled line and (0. -1j ror the and 1-1. 01 for the dotted line. Note the X-ray cJge
dotted line. The photon energy is hw and the care electron singularity (for d - 1/2) at the left of the spectrum.
energy is #a,. The c.ro'rehole internution strength is

- ::ie ten central sites of the lattice) and an average of

where w have(E) is performed; and (ix) the entire procedure is
wher we averepeated for new random lattices (01... and
(h + 010.d1 - c'J..J. (9) an ensemble average of 1(E) is taken. Con% ,rgence

studies have shown that adequate convergence to
and the Yth final state is the configura-ion {y, 1, 3,, identify% all the major physical features rif the spectra
2... ; P, N). Spin can be neglected. becuse the occurs for N = 20 electrons. M = 40 lattice sites.
recoil profiles 1(E) for each spin channel are indepen. and 2000 choices of (#I ... 'oy-i) (4]. A similar
dent and produce the total rccoil profile when con. scheme is used for calculating absorpticn and emission
valved with one another I . The matrix element spectral lineshapes X(E).
(IIFV) is

3.RESULTS
(~iI',.~ (oi~~.)... (~l~',.) IOur calculated results for the XPS. a'isorption.

(I~v) (~i#~i) 0:#,.)*.. (:Id,. .(10) and emission lineshapes are shown in Figs. 1-3.

respectively. Taking units such that the electron-hal
(Wiom.) ('#)" (AI..N interaction is V - -1. we consider. for each type of

spectrum, three cases: (i) 0 - -/.which corresponds
The calculations of A(E) proceed as follows: (i) using to an ordered one-dimensional lattice;, (ii) # randomly
a random number' generator. the set (0 . distributed from -1/4 to -3/4 (moderate disorder),
and the Hamiltonian It (eqn (3ll are generated for .if and (iii) 0 distributed in the interval (-1. 01. This
- 40 sites. 60i the eigenvalues i and eigenvectors 1,0 last case corresponds to extreme disorder. in that
are obtained by direct diagonalization of /n (iii) the - 0 corresponds to a completely broken band-
core hole site I is specified and h + v is diagonalized, which. in one-dimnension, completely disrupts the
generating eigenvalues e' and states I#):. (iv) various electronic wavefunction.
configurations (1%, 1; to. 2: . . . v. N) Ifo .1 electrons In studying the X-ray spectra, one should keep in
are generated for the various final states. starting with mind the corresponding densities of one-electron
the perturhed ground state 'i -.. th. ground state of
the electron gas in the presence of the hole or v) and 1.0-
its low-lying ex~citations: (0. the excitation energies
E.. - E, and matrix elements (JibY> are calcula'.ad
explicitly. (vi) tole XPS s ecrum ICE) is then evaluated
(for a finit- .- ':t= of electrc' is. it 4s a series of delta W
functions) ...u broadened to appcar continuoust: 0.5 **-

Nvii this procodure is repeated for higher energy final X I
states until the sum rule :'-

f lE) dE 10 )l.
-13.5 0.0 1.5

is adequately exhausted: (viii) this procedure is re- E + ecre )/ 2 I G
peated for new core hole sites I (restricted to one of Fig. 3. The -.mission fin,.shape x.(E) as . function of the

________________________________________ emitted N-ra%'s energy . The soli, line is for J fixed at
+'The broadening functior is (?rr:)-1d: exp(-x-I:r'). - 1/2. The range of 3 is 1-3/4. -1/41 for the dashed fir.,

with 7 u 0.08. and (- 1. 01 for the dottv. line.
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,.0 I"disorder. 3e[- 1/4. -3/4]. until for very large disorder.
ie[O. -I]. structures associated with states localized

0.8 ,"in the disorder appear. (See Fig. 2.)
'. The emission spectrum for zero disorder. 1 ' *' = -1/2, has two characteristic peaks, one at low

04 ... .* / energy associated with the van Hove singularity in
..the band structure [8] and a second one corresponding

O.Z ."4'to a divergent X-ray edge singularity [10. 11] at the
O [ . . Fermi surface (Fig. 3). The densities of states are

0.0 ... iven, for reference. in Fig. 4. Recall that the con-
0 2 2 du.:tion band is half-full of electrons.
C With increasing disorier O[f.-3/4. -1,-1 the van

Fig. 4. Broadenedt one-electron densities of states Di) vs Hove singularit'. : - the emission spectrum is blurred,
energy i for 0 , -1/2 (solid) and for the ofr-diagonally but the edge sin . ntv remains. However, at ex-
disordered. 10.000-atom. one.dimensional Anderson model tremev strong disoro .e states not at the band
with modest disorder ,ti-3/4. -1/4] (dashed) and extreme
disorder Si(-1, 01 (dotted). Any asymmetry with respect to ,'center become localizei, t. the density of states,
= 0 is associated with numerical noise. Note the appearance Fig. 4) and the emission spec. um has a major peak

of a peak at e - 0. associated with delocalized states. for associated with the d&!calized Ft,-mi-surface electrons
extreme disord- all other states are localized. (whose wavefunctions overlap the core hole signifi-

cantly) plus additional structure associated with lo-
states. Fig. 4, which exhibit first an amputation of calization.
the van Hove singularities (8] for moderate disor-rt In summary, off-diagonal disorder does lead to
(W[-3/4. -1/4]). followed by a general flattening localization of the one-electron states and to alteration
and the appearance (for Oe[- 1, 01) of a peak at i - 0 of the X-ray spectra from those expected for ordered
corresponding to delocalized states at the band center. metals. In particular, both one-electron features (such
These delocalized states are important, especially in as van Hove singularities) and many-electron features
X-ray absorption and emission spectra. because they (such as the X-ray edge singularity) are affected.
overlap the core-hole site, whereas most of the other However, the disorder effects are modest even for
states do not. To be sure, the overlap of a delocalized considerable disorder. Li[-3/4. -1/4], and do not
state with a core hole is not so large as that for a lead to major new features until the disorder is so
state localized on or near the core-hole site. but once great. Oe[-1. 01, that bonds are rather effectively and
thorough localization has set in for i * 0. the localized irreversibly broken.
states significantly overlap only nearby sites-and Thus we believe that these calculations, although
much of the interesting physics involves only the executed for a simplified one-dimensional Anderson
core-hole site, its immediate neighbors, and the de- model of off-diagonal disorder. provide a modicum
localized states. of theoretical justification for the fact that X-ray

The XPS spectrum is asymmetric (91 and blurred spectra of liquid metals are often simila.' to those of
by disorder, which broadens the distribution of ener- crystals. At the same time the calculations suggest
gies at which the electron gas can recoil in response that XPS experiments should search for the recoilless
to the shock asso,:,ted with the sudden creation of peak fourd in the theory, for the limit of high
the core hole. For zero disorder, the XPS spectrum localization.
exhibits two peaks: a large one corresponding to low- ledgnts-We are grateful to the U.S. Offc of
energy Ncitations of the conduction-electron Fermi Naval Research for their generous support (Contract No.
sea in which the bound state due to the electron-hole N00014-77.C-0537).
interaction remains full. and a small one correspond- REFERENCES
i,.- to an excited Fermi sea with no electron in the F nC Sbound-state orbital. I. Dow J. D. and Flynn C. P.. J. Pht.s. C: Solid State 13t.

1341 (1980).
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spectrum :. blurred. For extreme disorder. Ot[- 1. 0]. Let. 43, 158 (1979): Swans C. A. and Dow J. 0,
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the Fermi energy. (See the density of states. which 3. .%nderson P. W., P'rs. Rev. 109, 1492 (19.).

4. Saipathy S.. Dou i. D. and Bowen M. A.. Ph.:. Rev.features a peak at the Fcmi energy E - 0 associated B28. 4255 (19831. and references therein.
with these states. Fig. 4.) In the iocalized limit, a 5. Petersen H. and Kiuz C.. Phys. Rev. Lett 35, 80.3
recoilless peak appears in the XPS spectrum, at E (1975).
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Electronic states of the (100) (2x 1) reconstructed Ge surface
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We present calculations of the surface electronic state dispersion curves E (k) of the (100) (2 X 1)
reconstructed surface of Ge, and compare them with recent angle-resolved photoelectron
measurements by Nelson et aL We assumed Chadi's asymmetric dimer model of the surface
reconstruction and performed our calculations using the analytic Green's function technique,
with an empirical ttght-binding Hamiltonian.

PACS numbers: 73.20.Cw, 79.60.Eq

Recenty, some success was achieved in characterizing the circumvented this problem when investigating Si by rating
geometry of the (2 X I) reconstructed (100) surface of silicon: their .ample in a plane in whic& the two domains were de-
Using an energy minimization technique Chadi I detcrmined generate, thereby avoiding any ambiguity. Nelson et aL. also
that an asymmetric dimer, Fig. I, was the most energetically rotated their sample, but in such a way that the resulting
favorable model of the 3urface geometry, and predicted its spectra do not correspond to a unique determination of the
surface state dispersion relationsE (k ). However, Himpsel et Brillouin zone.
W1.2 and Uhrberg et aL3 produced angle-resolved photoemis- Our results are displayed in Fig. 3, and are labeled "A"
sion spectra in disagreement with these first predictions (if through "F" for the pathP toi te 4'ir one surface Brillouin
Chadi,' %hich had been made assuming the asymmetric zone (Fig. 2) and "1" through "( ' for the path ' toj' in the
dimer geometry and using a simple sp3 tight-binding model other Brillouin zone. The predicted surface states, as dis-
of the surface electronic structure. For a while it was be- played, are shifted down in energy by 0.5 eV (a typical theo-
lieved that the asymmetric dimer modl 3 not realized phy- retical uncertainty) from their calculated velues: Studies of
sically. However, Bowen et aL," using the sp3s model of Si indicate"' that the Vogl tight-binding Hamiltonian pro.
Vogl et a,' and Mazur et al.,6 using a niultineighbor tight- duces surface states of this group-IV semiconductor too high
binding mode!, subsequently dcmonstrated that the asym- by =0.5 eV, but otherwise provides a good semiquantitative
metric dimer (2X 1) reconstruction is compatible with the description of thesurface-statebandsE (9 ). (It is possiblethat
photoemission data, and attributed the original failure of the a more sophisticated' 5 theory could reduc- this 0.5 eV un-
theory to the oversimplifieJ sp3 model of the electronic certainty somewhat.)
structure rather than to any deficiency in the asymmetric The Ge data of Nelson et al.' are also g:.'en in Fig. 3. As
dimer geometry itself.

Recently, Nelson et aL. used angle-resolved photoemis-
sion to obtain the electronic structure of the (2 X 1) recon- An t
structed' (100) surface of germanium. Their analysis of the 0o.-oC
data led them to suggest that the reconstruction of the Ge 0.46.,

surface is similar to that of Si, i.e., an asymmetric dimer. 0.435 I

There are, however, no calculations of the surface state dis- ' D

persion relations E (!) for Ge comparable with those for Si.
Thus, we have extended the theory of surface states to Ge,
assuming the same asymmetric dimer reconstruction at for
Si. uP2

We used the sp3s* tight-binding Hamiltonian of Vogl.' [roo:] B U L K DOWNR

The surface states were found by diagonalizing an effective 1 1
Hamiltonian which was obtained by using the analytic [TOO [1o]
Green's function technique9 and an evanescent wave meth-
od.10 We created a surface by orbital removal," and ac- Fao. 1. The 12 x 1) asymmetric dimet reconstruction of Si proposed by
counted for the effects on the Haniltonian of the reconstruc- Chadi iRef. Ii. In treating Ge, we have restaled all lengths in proportion to

tion-related bond-length changes by rescaling the 2.45A'..?' A. the ratio of Ge to Si bond !cngths. The arrows indicate the
relaxati ,n of the s'irface layer atoms from their ideal bulk positions to their

nearest-neighbor interatomic matrix elements accot ding to reconstructed positions. The plane of the figure i% perpendicular to the sur.
the d -' law, "," where d is the bond length. face. UP I nd DOWN I are surface aonmz. UP I being displaced away from

In comparing with the experimental results, i. is neces-..ry bulk and DOWN I toward the h .'L. UP 2 .and DOWN 2 are subsurface

to realize that the Ge(100) (2 X 1) surface consists of domains atoms bonded toUP I and F' "WN i. respetively. dnd are assumed to be in

of reconstru. 'ion in which the rectangular unit cells are ori- their bulk positions. Fur Si they are 1.92 4. above the plane of the paper. If
one were to build a ball and stick model of nis Si surf.. -e these sites would he

ented perpendicular to each other' (see Fig. 2). Therefore, repeated every 3.84 A in a direction perpendicular to the plane of the paper.

there is some ambiguity in determining the surface wave vec- In the 11101 direction the surface layer atoms alternate between UP and
tor for each experimentally determined state. Himpsel et a.? i A '. 1. thus only half the surface unit cell is shown here.
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( K) (which is degenerate with 6 at P). The lowest-energy point is
assigned to 5, D, or E. The ten mid-energy points are asso-

ciated with resonance 6 and perhaps somewhat with E. The
remaining point, at , is associated with either F and 3 or D
and 5 (see below).

We have also determined the eigenvectors and charge den-
sities for each of the resonances. For the most part, in those

J K regions of the Brillouin zone for """.-h experimental data
were obtained, the charge distribution is centered primarily
on the "UP I" site (see Fig. I). Resonances F and 6 are pri-
marly UP I everywhere in the l3.illouin zone. The charie on

E is mostly on the UP 2 site a- P but shifts to the UP I site
after crossing the D resonance. D is largely U!' I everywhere
except near its minimum energy where it is mostly "DOWN

r(r) (J )J' r") 2." 5 is primarily UP I nearr and shifts to DOWN 2 about
FIG. 2. The two perpendicular Brillouin zones on the (100) (2 X 1) recon. one-third of the way across the zone. 3 is mostly UP 2 in
structed surface, as discussed in Ref. 7. character throughou't the region for which angle resolved

photoemission spectra were obtained, shifting to predomin-

can be seen by their relative positions to the projected bulk antly UP I and other character below - 1.7 eV. 1, 2,4, A, B,

states, all of the photoemission data are resonant with the and C have significant charge on all four sites UP I, UP 2,

valence band, except perhaps one point at the valence band DOWN 1, and DOWN 2, with the relative impotance of the

maximum at J. The following features of the data appear to various sites changing with k.

be adequately explained by the theory: 1'
7 The five high- These results lead us to suspect that the resonance ob-

energy points are associated with the resonance labeled F served at - 1.3 eV for P is due to the D or 5 resonances
rather than E or 3, since their charge ies primarily on the
surface, whereas the charge for E and 3 is on the subsurface

0.0 layer. If this is so, then all the observed data can be associated
OO , . - - -- with layer-I surface resonances such that the charge is con-

centrated on the UP I site (which is farthest from the bulk
and therefore is most easily observed).

-0.57- Nelson et al. 7 gave a qualitative interpretation of their
photoemission data that is similar to ours; however, they
attributed the two bottom states near P as arising from the
same resonance, whereas we find each arising from separate

I resonances. Both they and we agree that the phr~:cmission
E. data come primarily from two resonances passing through

the zone, but our work indicates that these resonances are
from differently oriented domains. Moreover, we predict
other, perhaps weaker, resonances, as shown in Fig. 3.

-2.0. The dispersion in our curves is qualitatively consistent
-. -.- -.- .-. with the photoemission data, but the gap near 6, E, and F ati

is too small by a factor of 2. Civen the simplicty of the
model, this is adequate but not ab3olutely conclusive agrec-

N.\ ment between the th.,ory and the data. However, we plan to
explore the sensitivity of this'gap to the amount ofasymme-

3.0 tric dimer relaxation. in the hope that i: can be used, in con-
junction with experiments and total energy calculations, to

r) determine precisely the surface geometry of the Oe (100)

Surface Wove-vector k (2x 1) surface. 1
In conclusion our res'lts lend support to the hypothesis

FIa. 3.7"e cakulated surface sta:- energiesE (in ev) vssurface wave vector that the (2X 1) reconstructed (1001 surface of Srmanium has
k. (The stw:es are shifted downward by the theoretcal uncertainty, 0.5 eV. the asymmetric dimet geometry, with relaxation roughly
as discussed in the text.) Weak hybridizations at level crosings are neglect- comparable with that of Si.
ed. The theory for the two perpendicular domains is superimposed for com-
parison with the photoemission data. The T' to J' states are shown as
chained lines and are numbered. The 7' to to P states are shown as solid
lines and are lettered. The latter set of curves is symmetric about J. The ACKNOWLEDGMEt 7S
isolated points w:.h the error bars are the photoemission data of Nelson et We are grateful to the Office of Naval Research for their
a. (Ref. 7). The maamum energy of the (unshifted) projected bulk valence
band ,.,ge is displayed as a dashed line for reference purposes. (All states generous support (Contract No. N00014-77-C-0537 and a
below this line in the figure are resonant with bulk states.) fellowship). We thank T. Chiang and L. Feldman for helpful
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conversations and we are grateful to J. Nelson for discussion A. Bowen, J. D. Dow, and R. E. Allen, Phys. Rev. B 26, 7083 (19821,
of his data. "The present surface state calculations are not self-consistent and do not

allow for charge transfer. This can sometimes affect surface states. [See K.
C. Pandey. 'hys. Rev. Lett. 49, 22311982):47, 1913 (198l).] More accu-
rate surface :tts miiht result if the positions of the surface atoms were
definitivel. ktown. Moreover, the approximations of the model Hamil-
tonian. such a., the use of the d -' law (Refs. 12 and 13) for treating recon-

"Permanent address: Oepa.tment of Physics, Western M11ir -is University, struction. are dctated by simplicity rather than quantitative accuracy-
Macomb, IL 61455. alth.,ugh any reasor.able bond.length scaling argument would lead to
D. J. Chadi, Phys. Rev. Lett. 43,43 (1979): J. Vac. Sci. Tr~hnol. 16, 1290 qu litatively !imilarsurfjice state dispersion relations. Therefore, the pre-
(1979). dictions here should be viewed az bcmiquantiiative guides for interpreting

IF. J. Himpsel and D. E. Eastman, J. Vac. Sci. Technol. 16, 1297 (1979). dataand for suggesting experiments, rather than as quantitatively reliable
'R. I. 0. Uhrberg. 0. V. Hansson, J. M. Nicholls. and S. A. Flod~trdm, prc,. .tiuns of surface state energies. The model, desp.,. its simplicity, is
Phys. Rev. B 24,4684 (1981). recommended by its history of succe.sfull. describing Eik) for the II 10)

'M. A. Bowen, J. D. Dow. and R. E. Allen. Phys. Rev. B 26, 7083 (1982) surfaces of Il-V semiconductors IRef. 19) and zinc chalcogenides (Ref.
for a review of the Si(100) surface state literature, see the references cited 20), and the (0OS surface (Ref. 4); it also successfully predicted the sur.
therein, face state dispersion curves of ;nP (Ref. 21 and 21,
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'R. E. Allen. Phys. Rev. 8 20, 1454 (1979). amount of aaymmetry for the Ge-Ge surface dimerization, and, if taken
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1. -Introdluction.

Ill the-Itt ti tzA wet. olithit'' it siii1le itt g':.r t heory of eleletironw st~ttes
;&soe~tedwith Iova:lixcd ierti rlmtintt itt semiceondutotrs. The biasic problemn

we votiii(lvr is thet -cleep-level problew ,, iianily predicting the(. poiiit-defeet
uliergy leve.ls. tht ie 1k'ie~tl ti2" inidle ofi the banld guili oif a semiconductor.
When we began work oit this problem. at deelp hvvel wvas detiied it; it level that
was not shiallow, namnely one niore than ').1 eV from the ntearest bind edge-it
lerel that could not be thlzitally ionized at room temperature. (That definitionl
Ns iftce been revised: see b(elow.) Our own interest in the deep-lovel ptrobleml
resultod from datta of WNolford aind Streetilian for the Y impurity in G;Us1...8P
ailloys; (1]. This impurity appeared to bc. sballow ill Gar, haviutg a binding
energy of only = 11 nieV, even smaller rhat. the 35 nzel ellkeerive-wass theory
binding energy of the shallow donors 8 and S.However, it i-tine a genuine
deqp level in thev alliy for xr = tt.3 and znr:zid into the(. eoztdlietion band ais a
resonance for x< 0.22-* (st-n fie. 1 (2.3]). Tbus the X intliuvity levelwits appar-
oat'y shatllow (forx :: 1). deep (for xr = 1..) and no level -it -.11 (for x < (1.12)
as oile. vatried alloy composition x' continuously from Gull (x = 1) to GaAs

(x M0).

1*1l Giettiht 1, -a Thes V' l lo'y hot ut0121SliI1 111 a J atitts 2'iijttlat2lis

from thlt direet-gala 1iiiu I tmet re (if GauAs (wit i ille euIluletil i a uh iintl
at I'=(0, 0. 0) in thet lDrfliouin Z.one) io the ittdirt-fwgap siructurt- of GOt]
(with thlt concluet jolt bant niitintin n-our the( X-piit: t2 "h i. 0)) (.see
fle. 21). T114- 1bt1i4d -all of GatAs is in l ilt- itiztva-reil. Pure GatAs 'vusuah' einit such
ligti I.ecan st' liet bittil glt p is dirlt t. -.itd4 tilt- 111.1-101litit-e of lilt-. lilt 111tton 111.t (if

a thterInalixedel ohel roltil.-. paiir. 1k -k.' ean be (eqiual to t hat (it tilt emnit I .*
phnimi, tIt .r A. witd i k''Q) v. Ihiiiy 7.0119 tilt tit, sc'ale of tilt T'ilisaiin zoneW. iii

eotit ri. GallI hats :11it idireM *. ap banud .%ttiteur , s o a 'rtuh dCoZll
tit1ti 1(2:1 Let11 nts( attS shvtzilha Itty iliffei ''ta wuivi' - l vetr fiiu a 1heriniutizeit

30 - e-ieva'cbp, *'.I.I. - .XX1 411S
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2.2

/N

2.0/

01.8
Gas

riz 1 -Ilusraio o te epndnc, f halo ad eep niurtyleel o alo
comosiionx i alnri abr rf. 2, 1. he erooi iteg~ris b/
valcoe mitO ji~hiiti.TI.- tiretvnuto 0adv-si ,ad h niete-

is~~~~~~~~. X1 //Nad0de eesaedntd ywldlns h llo eeso

i:. 1.-a ihlyiii of t of theue ectm oThealo alloepixzltiy lq eolnin ochlo-
compition in rtnt betaifor~ xfe = e.. t2, band The zes ill. terisil
(rcileut tj~hia and sucu re j... ; si ~oiluI tiol i an vde is l . ith in dircit ;se poedt

(olredc lit, dted 1wtill cdhsd (LzE. Xt htth ietiidr.tcos.roc

for ('.5 aV milft ;1ikl Nhlo.e ljnod Sai i l;arger,, n Tisr fabrictea
(beut2e te fl imli tat t-is s larwer).

gra - highl P. ib' I~r ftesetu.Te lo n oo~tio

fOlle swedsi it ,xouri-t-i* shiti1 f rmstal1 imiiietilm n. K =: f 2 'lh 1j. Il* 11). So11.a

theL selvi-tion iIt. - h, -_ '~ KI- 11 'ili No -citisfiml. Jiji~iiiit'i ron'ai sultly Ole*
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1. ( r2 (100) x (212) r (Icc) x

WavV Mteor k

Frg. 2. - 1~eotroiic Wilry ad sli'22otiure.s Rik) of GiaAs aild 0411' from L ill ' to X
:ilona the (1110) (iLe. r to Xt) and (111) (i.e. I" to L) direct-ion2. (if the biliio-liti zoiie, after
.M. L. Cotimx mid T. K. 13i,.iisiz V Rqs.l.. 124]. SOU (JIIU N(,it that ill bu,1
gap of GaA L; dire hunt ill tilt iaifra-red; GOP has anl indirect --vip frnni the valvilv!
haindmi mimua :2r to th le noziductiou 1 'and in iim,22 at M.in tilt vi. i ble reg:ion oi
the speellm11s1.

mided lilt)IflC! tit Ill, with, the implhurities mos(nt likely to U(('223 tilt tilt eu'lunin
site' (of G.14,41....,1, biwang 'N. 0. 8 atnd Se. Iroiialy. tivo of Iliese impur)lities.

ani Se,21~ prodiirt. xiiuIIo lereiN ill the boind gap of ( that liv clost
to the conduction b)and edge aind follow thme eIge as the com~position2 raries.
But two do not. Oxygen lies sereral tenthis of an eetronvolt deep in the band
gap tof Gar' and its oniergy lerel decreitses linearly as x' (lecreases-it is I. gniflo
doop lerel liy all dceiiaitions. The behovior of X (with respect to the Valeceii
blid flblitluln) is especially interesti: inl Gap' it is appartrcfh *4sceIV' with .1
11 :11eV bindin.- ewergy. :ind. with docreaziinq aliloy (.omplasition xr. ats cinic'ra

levo1 dleerntses limo:2 Wy. ,iinilnr to tilo oxygon deep) Ivvol. l)eOiin- :t -'11111IP
Iteell Trap1 (by the OlN definlitionl: naliv~ than: 11.1 eV from the. C'ond1cuvuli 11:212

edgv) for xc = (.5. .At x = 022. hnowtAerI. the 'Y level g-tlt-s in2to thle rI)2-IIIIIItii2

Waild. Ili other word.. X aipe:2V to be s'lhllow ve -retielllly forx =2 1, is deep
for x, =z1.5 and12 is -. resohR: 2e( for m = 1 (5.iqC ft. 1). MIrrtiiver. Ite N level is
iuttaiied to thoe ntidiietioii band1( edge. and dEd~r fo3r this Jv'is ehavat-lter-

ist l* Ilf .1 dleep I r;Ip Nio-b as 0. *I'1nest4 filels Ied is to5 beliedjve' O1no1 N h. ill fact.
;a deep lrvt0 wh(144-~ d4-14--g avietia l lies vI t H5'4i5 t) C Ife vo1111412241 11 il vi:m l .- v
il III :2 ;liiii lll402224.s re54u22:22t ill (f:As:z2dtissed our2 aite toll 12 i N as

1114. protypicl dh.4-)Ip :12].

2. - The Viold mofi4c1 or electronaic strututre.

Th112411 1i1iiitl fill. I'rilsitii of Wlsu-1 %%.( ,hnfl~siz~ ill them.1t2r% is :all

0111i. !11 Th is I luiv v1: Ila hI ti. iA. '~z~lj 1 el22~ iI li~irV2.1e4.
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the ellieitry (if tile .Vp3 ho11iidin. lbtev:al. it has v lIasis. Wvii1 iulltullies (ilt-. x
orbital and31 thrve pi or)~ 'tals at eavii atotiie site (::.- wvell mm iuuie adillit ijoan]i x
orbita:: xe'). ii) 1t prtiduees illdireig-pa biali st riulrt'S for ' ii 11 (;.1 m it il
a iinnuin 3uti.uilir of bsi.- funlctions. ive per sitv. V11ie j:1-l,:asis ti -Vl

bindi: jitidels tit-,n di hextra 0~ orbital lit-duues the i idiect Ii:. ::h si ruel art'

by pushinug tile indirt-vt cotndtut in band1 mIinunim chwis iii vt'ergy). iii) The
pra ters of the lamtiltoinianiexibit maitifest ci lie i .nd.b hliatI ire eodil !'d
in se'alhnm rtlem the dig.uial mtrix ('elict .iIe ri.'Jited lo atundte viengIt'S.
;Lnd the ofl-dingonal prropo12.IiStreii''re 1 rO1tiona jlto d-", llt-e square'4

oIf tile bond length (Harrison's rule [7]).
This empirival Hailtoniii Nitt wasrrivMd ft by woj iit HjALMA1%rso'. after

it great de:'I of labocr iad rep]re.''tkti; --,n attemipt to ina.ahell d'.'erilit tie(
eierlgy W ids (if siixti-ll st'fltioldt'( ors. The Vilgi jIa.dvI lire" uIileb (if its

inspiratim-, fromt Harrison~'s bund tor.:: ;;J namdel [6]. whiihu wa, (lione of til h*irsi
vie~ss1ul ttetiis to de'velop a itimple Ha iiiltotiia ill- describing cbitiuitil

trends for many scmicondu u-tos-it clt's-ril ied valenee hia nf strueturvs rat her
ac'urtt']y. A distinguishing feature of the Vogl model is its ability to reproduzce
general features of tit( lowes.'t conduetionj :nuds its well.

The scaling rules for chemical trends in lt, 11:01111iett'r of ilhe Togi irolVl
sire very imiportant. Becamse of thjem. Off- Vogi I{:.uiltonian cn be peneralizedl
to treat inhomogecoui encnti-vn tliou:.l: tite informantion emit.:in.'d
inl the miodel's puaimnLeers conivs exclu, ively from tile l:iuwn elivrgy- bind
structure., of hiomogeiteous memihconductors. For example, if one ton ix climnr-wi

(cg.one 1' iu GaO is replaced by a IS atom), tile matrix t'lelments for lilt-e hiaiu-4iu
THamitonian call be deduced by cmaging flth]ost mtrix elemnlts neucrdMig
to the scaling rules.

The basic philosophy ill -R) spnee of emiiiirienl tighit-bilding theory it;
simlilair to theQ philosophny llt ordimary Isseutlopotential t io'ory lilt k-spievu:
remove the( distant part., (inl R..sp1am') of tile Iit ill onufanl alnd 11 lump l tei jut.

near-neighbor paramoters Otat aire deterined emplirically.
Tight-hbinding Nis fiUmi-ti4ons ubk) nre cotut tacted froinl (uutknu31wn) llI('Ilizeid

litI)k = X- 't P~) x) f i rikR, +ik -rj

~vliere a I. 2q. p~)... lP x'* .litits lie 11.isi, oulplt i. A~v lt:ve 1, = a bii)

o*b c (eat iti). k i' il ]lovek ~hvvelor ii. R, ial aliiul site ilit A 1141 O-lilt-

s3triftietlr(. m~' e v 0. .1tid r, is she 11heii lot if sh -lipl 'at 1)31vd~Ie tit lilt

atifiil. Ill thins ha.,as. the mwt'ih~r equal ioit reues I.to Ow IJI systeiii

(2) 27"-~(kA) :k. =
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where weI W I Hve (symn1 i iva ly ) till- NJe I sWta~Hte

(3) !;.'-.= V. Inihk,(,bkk;.'-

lit I it( !iihik) tiglit-bindiug basis we' have ow .:i o min1 E nmit~i a ! trix
1, 2. 310)

H~ow Nve have for k =(2.-rfad )(1:1, 7,., N~) llit aL the. laittice cowtitn"11

!I() O- (ak1/2) c(. .42) cos (zZ/)-i sinlk!2 sill s.k2 in (k 1

=lk - CO. 1:/2 sill (=1-,21) sillTkI) i sill (-d-112) eo v.k:2 us~ (.k.!2)

y.=6 - sill (.aki") emi (a.r.'2) sill (al-3/2) i- Ico,; (.r7,/2) sill (.-rk-.2) Co~ .!~

anid

g3(k) -- sill.~ 11  sill (ah-/2) cos (nk,,2, i cos (~:/)cos (.ik..12) ,;it (nk1. )

Ave have

(PO~R HItaR) =EQp. itI

(i'cR!HIxcR) = E(. c).

(pjjcR = E(.%). )

4(mteR I/ jo,rR .= ~i~e

:1set. pit)l

0 ~: ~c
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.Prhtm 2 Cifput te illit--it? ±jtliiit. k 26 i) ~:(1~ (1. il)t
fI lit. ]riiuidil. xune.

.Prblni 3 trituedOWlk -te illtg t-111 tillf~~liltIlutiA , thie

'iozzgth duv.. 'lo ht lige Whzen _Ykeilhives-, liuzd thiuthe nnutrii eieit 'InvoV-

* ~ re4~onzng ini~zirit~y o1)itu1 iiub.0itnt work.. - Ai~l uictuuilivb nil
1tile fipuit; 6011tils lit the J1inhiirity -e, $hwtht-heiurz 6V :4 u

tire givn by'h t ogI.zlirsu Hpid~ rzze I
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.11 lid

- (Ob)T,,= u .P42~(.1 md).- p 111)I)
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Q if a M~ ~ Ie ti l.t r I, Ril it litlI t i btlii, It li ee~ 1.0QJ 4.f A% 05 1a I' Rff sl
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w~ek~~ tie',i tiollo hand' efrettive fiass. Z is tile exess -vlailleiu'e f the(
1iituritvV itoin With 'respect to the- Iiu.t aiTOiUl it replaves (unity foi AS ui.111

A. sei GoiA)! e a tif. 'GuAg Atatie dileetri' conanit, iind BE is the
ent,-r-- of tile -conduetiun 'ba ail d dge (atk O ( in Ga-Ls), This Jfectiveonas

st~t(-lia,_atotl *vo.functioa -that is priinaiifl rdc.o liO'ofutdoi ofd td -L a rdc of A-the euviic
luia~rionand t~n-piidc -to a -Bloch- finiou .vla1 atth we

ve-tocor of the oidu'-tiou band ini muni(9. 1(l: it is made up piriniarily
froml on" .balud (h--a. conduction: bawld. in this case). Thle eltectvif-ass

llte ix hdrogeznip and virtually I ('0% .aostlike. Thle implurity Wle'1i
~aiimehed i) to-tile 6onduction -band vtbri: -with a smuall biindifii 6nor-v of order
10 ;w-7 -(13. e(*A'jiizi)2(e whoire ij isk the free-Olectronl mlass) ind fol.
'loWs the OpIg When the ~denossa r~utof externAtl aipplied pressure
or ailboIaytg te~.alyiug Ga~ with- GaiT. The shailuW levels -cntrkol the(
eOleet~oam prop~erties of th00 iodco. id mtoil tile imiptrity potetia~l,
illw te eiitrMt cell- often devaiates greatly ,(a few et") from the Coulmrabie vallue.

Soi ti~ 16ififiied-Oulonibim. p~temialOdnis to hlate ia signiic-rnt,
efecvti( shallow itate.. -(Thiiqsh~lould 'he( bothfersome. ieank -celitfail.(l
line-iltia-is of Oder 1 e hv ut-produce komm. efrect onl that scale.) 31oreovei.
the sljallo antesanre localized in 1k-space but dctlized inl real space.

The( efforetive~hamss theory n('count.4 hor iny of thie data for impurity lvls
inl t1I Wild gapis of, si ic'onduc'torM: bhoweri. it does flot aiccounft- for iniamny
faiet- inehatiiu tile 'followiing:. i) somne isoe-lectronic fin'purities. such ams 2Y7

repa mi~g ' i Ga'.produce levels iin the gap dle.spitt-.the ;I- c-i thamt their valenve
(111ter(owes Z aire zerti. and ii) somv lt-els inl the( gamp lie fair- (morv than (1.1 e\*)
fromh :I Viid edge andh are a deep levels o. Eaarly attemptsq to oxphiin thie.e
fact.4 aitttimiptd to Iiodi the weetive';Imss theory to liroduee larger biwaiig,

A vo'inram poilli (if thle Hjaihiau'son thetory (33. 32 ) is that oVrIrI hwttorrcalei
slilisttil lit ioflal iiinpmirity p~roduces t, ii 6dee11 Ulevb amud shamlHow Ieth.aimm
hI tIu Wo drl letvdv )) do lnt 1woxr h, bt the/m f iudammital hand gap. bid
Way he et i~.mmlit wu the /sc mt ha,,d. I'l-(th .. d)' :inld shamhili~staites art' two quai-i
Inal'vtil'r inlllii I ylla of itilllvitv :h' thiamt coe-xist. 1Q t( rariely fill-~vil.

.sI~ ~ ~~Dvl 111': e m.a'.T)mIvt-ls art 11pin* l. 'lieu1 11 ly it mmim I tilcm'h p'lit-ii? am). h avpn
ww-~' fuftilnm~s thoat ait. Iimeval (inIiII'jliat iin'ls lif Waive filin'tioi4 from6 mtil1

(-Ili) hlt-o. haumd". an. lifteu ammibuhindim-, ill vhiareir awitint (- lairgely Iuitilike.
111m'i14 .e insIt-e in*'uin'PiieN :11-t'oi a i;: ah.. tI~.111;ta-1-1Ioi leal Isalilt 4.i14-t-, alildil l 10 -f(it

2o)1ia ~ whel flt ~hiim 1141n. ilan :1 a r.''atif of h)NeSSIiret fra it. it!". ]wl )inIIII iliilty
staltes~ a;It lorn:l.inLd ill avail Npavvm :fit[ ithiviz'ted. ill k-,.j a mn. T'a)'a rem



(tvn Itll~ lit -I) il2IiititdVi. III1 eI ti it ,1Wfl2ti ivi.., MUii a16 1vti JI4I1aliJii i Ill-

tO Itifle ile , iteot iil~i prpt I -ie .bf, sied II 111 irs i~vti -1 I ii*I aiia i

ithe enrgyi~ ieuita~F spe ien 1 etraliedra].,

iieeoifdlitors. iv ep - o lapfty - deeop lmevls-to originate f~,,1i j
li-wding,. three of. wJ*hib urZ- dTegenexifat,: i .i3e A1IJivel and a pi]ik tr1!.,-

d~gil~;It T level (~ ad T. i.. irr-!tduvibh.i ipis~ itios, of -Oie- tiI ;i.
hedral. group) Ti.) If, thlese (((1 eep live1s 0 diub. O_ th ailit ntailcefl poteiil.j.1

almvdtiit th le aoeteeml~~inmdeg.a nteiae.fGi

(S on a-P ieh.z)thntewl Io failL -tin teglathe nbmitiielM

pap, qs~ witih Galk:os, th Id vthe jinlarit-y' ist-:ined- d~ l.oj 'But v. eititrd
point~ is thiat both.Mhallow aiuid deep lIvels t-f t-he snie Iiipnrity coex1st (fig.-3):
tlipy are-distinet (alhoughl deep levels-necar a baiud edre- may vridizxi withi
shallow levels). I.Soelectriiiie cloct-. suchl ait Ga. 1 :Nl. -baw no ldfigrnpll.

Oon01loilb penitial and 1lo.,a(e no shldlow W e: all-o- tl.-i X defect levels (i-xcpt
1aossibly levols4-asgociAted- *1it M, srain lit-ld surroundir- thlem). are 1'ep eep

'2. Energy~ -icaes and the iiahn~co/v thenry. - B'dfort.e oast rietiil 'a thetory
of fl.*ep impurity lowl's, one( shiouldl first det'e:mine thel imiportant ]iIIYgir(.

To begi wvith, the bonding in ;;cmivondu6-,~rs is yt inl -eharaeter, ald it
pimper treatment of at localizeft defeet xtate 111t nevunt ior t his. T'he( spoetnal
distribution (if the *trl bonds4 covers = 20l vV. tht-eoi';iiid idi thsof I lie valenee
banads an ti - lowes IO(5 oiidiion balo tl.

The dvftw, potential ill thlt eit ral eel) vazu lbe crudly estimated as tielt- 0f-
ferentee lictmwetit aI ilflic* (n(ergies t-i' lilt- defot an314 lt- eost at urnl it repduires
-anld is typically ~cr'wert,, rch'l'.0it inl nuigi.ii ude--:'f 11rdt'r 5 vV. T, 0, :11141
3.5 -V fill S. N- a ad 0 (ali 4n tilt- 11 Mite ill (;:.- I' I'l 4d 1 fill V? ill Si. 1"he favl
l0ar.11. .'a*l lav* dtefe,- pillew:a is so la- w ibouad lie, i-xtiely-pui.zliu~...

tspeiutily ill tilt vw. lf til sbatliw (iiimtw. 3P jiu 61 at13d S1. ill Oal'-hiev ist, Ni,.
lure req ires t hat I itltr triiI 13 1 'ea eetr-aoteibit it self oil:. svali f
oirdler of elmct r.i1.1ailan 1 sht..Ia;liojWiilurtisalet a lirs lan tit t.Xlihait

satl. Tlhet rests!:.-iiili(if OhI.; dilenllin lies illh tali it I liz'1 tite Saillow dlitii
alIso prod iiv (, de' nest Ili:. 1i1-s )). fjit i I.h :r , si . , ;I! vi a ti iergies 41f (Ir A*t'Je
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resonances-. and-7le out Side the fundawetlbn ifr. dT, inpiit~ t least
oPie -deep -level ln- itiu lw;a Teloeiis e i asocupe hy 1mtla -xt'i eh~tro4i
(*dicoles) dheimzpttrt -has 'valence one reyeter-tban -the_ llujit- kolniit roplaces

~;g4 S>6i20 O aj i GaP).

lev'elk-aibore, the ~iiitui nII lminlifium. iqiret is (it ji dinittimli ilf deep 0.

Tho i eiiin-~ln :u e Ii hi~diwt~a I~!l 0410 ith Aml
p.1 0* froit the neare.4t0~ib ilt 4!dge,*. deep) V. "Nw 10foilmIn~1TLL]~

Wi- 4ufluvi~i a dep-leve I~ las wi~ ui~i~i-~It'lhi(,!vtl'Sili
1.:.1l prentf~id: is a-r"sul, * det'p leluv~wi~t i .Ve-v.y slill (< 11.1 (-A*)

bi~di,~±aer .mell laqis Ie N i**Ii :,').ii:v l hI.~e li'iiil' hi

Niand QAdge wvith * utg-prive6 hinding ene:.wit*s *, )vwimflt with 014t'.1 h;ids
(edeprioac~ .. Tiioy may til.4o lit, veomimt with tiat r;ilwipe batdi

(hindiiig" Qit'g re.gatti I On~a1 i 1 N.1141 gall).

it 1 i'c.ili t he -ia's I w~ ini al gt (-,!15 1. m .i tit herII. 7 fth e.41h'.

d'seI*up 4IIweill t seave?. n fi. 1*'ur hsIt.1'iet' 1lileV. 11onl1, lit 1.u:t .! '') 11t - vthe.

theIII:!.s'I l i r . j. . a~..'fu'l''i~ . 'i " 'a,. iiiiih 1114' itsi' 1114.



I li e~,.~ah~e 1ri,~x ii il't' t':t'iy l~vi's. rimi oa~' ijitr toil -t'-iiii iii ill-

11ii lot11wlt' IIher4V Jlly33I it 1lItiit
11161'V-1 ' if i t~it. I pofvLIm.vni.iviI m;:t ri x, is i mld -.1 sitidie pss)

The bf3&!)I .r3%3 ofaIi ii-l st'ilivioilii''r is 46.1'h-VI'Js
111' diireikt4'otl rd0 eN-ri i~, i' ee, i i:2 I tth f<I . How-

3irve iiilitittv1 tvd i;ii 1adjts lliesi~ i IILv' nlsi gnip viet'rg.y dtetriues fliv
st':; It-v i xrtbluqo iboit 4du't'p levels. A Asipit. w#Tiv thii:l:1 oe11
iRRIpur.ityI~J tli4.t I liY1k v 0Ju' tlirt0ti3.lt I lite -=: _.if iNrs:mpje oft1 lie &1#3 11i11141.
1( lu iaht oulv- I le slim -Ill frl-1 ill'o .tlisv~. levels Ilisit lies withil the( -0 windoltw
'of-Il '11 slIt g3i1 fr: ilt.trVible lly tsuiveational mivue~s. IT efice -it t'tiiletv
&-setriptimil tif'deeo.lt'Vel ('jimen'ts til lit, ae '1.6f tiliserviilslity of- tivoli
lvelsolk. r('jtit' iliv y vith iifstrt yof ). V u .Ili 07. .tio.5_1' S,

entl uimtuiiubl-rahther,, t1:eurzei- should be (oflstructecl mith the-intcwnt of
.~uz1)l diph~iingthepaysies of tleel)Wrels, hrfflit elfeicil'trenth ill diitsi

ond lreditiiii quutlitatiVitIl iellnut- eh A~ imtrestill" the( .11alat ions ider'

'tvieli ii-deep) restoniallet. shtudd' f'iad iiitts t ld gap ilndhebeolie a~ 1ound
deep level.

4valivirity ptllillal (if tit( tlefe('l. Tilt theory van hoe iit asas 1mst'iii fitdifievd
in lu~hidetti( rulzIxftiohI, eliarge Aw3ti' 5slitti21g.4 anid thes' e lEig.(t par1 t

of :thI I A'.-iw~2d Cltlflmb iltakraictiofl. but the-reqiinient 'of ,impiliell y is best
-liv(1' -with thle Hjadzir.40 Imodel. Ill- fact. thie modell's piettioiis iniiv turtedl
-- ~ ~ li ft~ Ob~il lemrI~lk.l go~od a3-invt' int'1 withil iii.htti

ill39 LxxYYoO sadti OLAIM [.pA) predit-tvil tilt deep em-lrgy level (if tht
t11tilitl ointly 11lin~g it Simle~l t1ligh idilt mutdd'. TJho-ir :ipprualih predicts~

deep*leehsill aulooi. :igrttl-v t'ht AvithI tit- most5 rett'St toltili i lo 341J 926). and1(

t hei t igI~buiia~ il The twri elt 111011.4 lit ill'iit'fo Ilws.i thVeooill11 i(l o

I !~~* ~ ,Ii 'o httI'y.0it' I (ifo t ielli~lt- zti~ illpa tI (ft Oiit t'1411irh

'llvt ir lilt i :1 ll l'si Ntn t':II itl t I.'#t hi 1 t M .13' 1 11 1 i i ~'t if -I it' .prs l '3

t bill fsil prt'llsiill.i lt u It'tlt't Id i tillhii it's as well as5 111~il'I' . 11s is,

lle defet 11111.4.11140 i s i litillit t'lv ]MWNe PS'*' A.-Mll bo ]IAxsoO ;mc61l]N(L..
villisil. l it- Il'.'tt-it 61tou1s * ito lit- devotslp 'i e i, i o 110 l l y 'til'tut' if: the



LfIcui~l.1 .w Vut Iiu WuNseh 1.%iirt ~;O1-islovel.s 473h ok f~ i f. vie

3*3. Hoe/ii~en~i heeuy 0!i/E'l'JD Iitio. 'l'ivm' I ljtiiitlsm (pi-Ilit tii iilvi

ilitl't eal'(' is :1vol v' fneiiaI iorlo liviityp Ifuuoee uriiz;I

11ay Ictw ;-:n -!.i~ [1 '- bost ilbudittinhi !iutrix iI" is tile i I l
HUiniftoluia i. efq. (4. evaltue iN ttilve reioix it Ila, tia igues (if d- eiti
h11ove iew Ilegrk'i't('. the diet'ct 11111*11ii- Imatrix % ill, tilt Xplxl ha~sis Idlogiive4

t '(hsite. is xev'o at'lt ; flit' ititittt sl'; oti ioouil: tfi'iiiuii

Het iA. the Krinwec'ktr de;~iiu'ieu aud we -bovt' v 1.i.i~ ; i
V~ld a rt g iv**nby ('#js. (0). Tilt JIt1iiliotuiil~i is

16diuikse6 thdeet potvint iol, 1ti:'tulx -is localJized. it Groon's -funt tilt: nwtlto
1 seu. Normanlly to fidtilnuwtiv'sin a ci't.J of unit c-olls withl

-two fato))ii. por cui aind li IICorbitals per' avinf.m0Wielust miilce by brine fotrt
aI loXx10o mittrix i'quationf. With a-Grens finc'tion method.' otut' need onily
.4olve a1 4 x 4, ina"trix; the size of ft deff ieitlIur titan tilt siie of thie rtu
Ini fact. tetrahiedr'ai pait-grtaup syimvietry reduni's this .1 x 4 matrix to four:
1 vl . nu)i tlix equations.

The, (ueoVns fnnitii mtrlitiix for the J'et tinted t'i'staii I.

(J I) (i"(7~) (B H)- - (E -H Kk-

(:1't'i' i s hu-ate Itstthe jiiu.toI' etlyA P utIottt'iiiilyA

I)at faiti Gi~a Iui (Eat -ii R"V)-3' ', 'thit is;:(. -l E katt:' : k; ;



whieh has jiaiitridia x41111d illii:t-t II~ I v ~~ttrii~~tb lt '~t;rtqu

(14) i i1 - (o~V I

To;kii,~ 111wtrix Oki~its i ist 1l ~a e fi ll~atifjwniifl tb. uid .1 hsis. wt* iadi

Q6) TV ((D!G1GGD) z.

and-D('

old wrtu 11' co- i e111th I p lrjR,-U s tt. liiiul P: .S Weii~i (1mveij

(207) F-DC*t')is - PDd1'Du(E')-:- 7O~G'-r,(-jGa .

To e et-I t1 4 al iu.OL 41 D,s ( is dim udi sadvis 3')ad (18). r*otde oedr.ty

it,1. i;4sefl tjkt s-nuit i vI't s of 1111r I~~o~ oild.:itiIls ( f)i ll 1t . (44-t-W
1a1-i ll 14O tu u m. tlw tis and 1:1t s i e l w l:i

wher p III-14de ;I r iligc m v:111. a w21l Nx. ]tis Dire. de110 111. !(m.~riit *'d



* 1.10C'ALMz:Ii 1*i:i:r1:TI 6~. N~. i(.NZcTOni: 46 1

]-"cJiat ioflhi' T i a (is) :in.* t he'. .q-ilt r: Il elqnat ill:s ofe! e IljIl21 .rsoweatl .u:y
* .~~~*410', O I tIt! II .,411 w it-e. t-'w..Ia.Ai .V: ii:: ( -*~ jtII ieit 4 4."( ftiel .

-111"u Vle'll thei.- Ilai hu it;iial 111' Jij~inilgi i?.P to iled u-Ow eiguiivi: Iiv ,

till-t oe-. i~ie I (114 I (nlelk;"P -arehZ it i(l4. noral4e' e1,:ev

Wichvj can IIb t. II~ M1 t11-~ idII(r ft.im, l lI L I n lt , itit 2tIf (ill [29]JO (o h

li-l'p-Ivel e(ler('y £ ill Ile 41iltiU zit-etil" 11:1 Rd gap) ulieg. 111h speeicilpouit

til t~4iOt 1 ; Iel'(1 (B sfoiows:J i a itt. (if B,' is seleeted. ii)- Im
* '~1e~zt~el d:I~iit*~ C1(.) sur (~ilimii NO I ti rilghtJauIedd i-$~ of e.ls. (I 7-)

miid (1$) aire twviatted, atnd'i) F',;id I', sure il'erniizw'-i fromn tiev-ecjuasiiii.
ricit~ -of B1 -rs. r* for A, and . state.% then mivc predictionls oIf. -1 ellIvebs
defeet-atolniic ceei -(m-Q eqs. ). The imc'aney. lceb sur: tilt- asy 1)tte

!Probie* 4. Confipnl~t. 1(E )-for eh)Lirgcs E 6iatsAlt the heist band, in thee ea-ee
ofll a deet lit it oue-diinefisionil zieare.0t~geihbur t 1gi t-bIillIeIn ery.stfl. (M~ilt:
zo= :m pmi)(., 1 +11 r+1)(j, y-= 7 1J(D!. -Compure the Iau struc-

rilm 1.t. Then eoumpit. (RL0 .!' = E- .- Xp 4 - 2"fl. To

(wliI ft(- (1IG'!2 mi (11 - 2?IG0WO) 11 asaly realiy foi- o'nirgwie. Outifk (if thiut11d.
iise -I, euntour itogrsal over the imit CvireiC.) I4.lelitIii siduiV ~i lt-
defects onf th, P' ite'in GaP, using first one xpec-il p~oint [303 and thleln tell
ipecial points it) evaluate- tho Atins over k. You will obtaiin good ieiiulz;

4it -- ofi 5pCtiI phyic~s.

'I'll il~sdtifliire Jihivsies etviiitiig el1 htVeh; is docpieted for the cilm.
"j, ill':N ig. 4. af~ter 1ill Ill 116 hisfgiI'~ ve voai.ei. fi. situipliseiy. olCIy

tlI Is -~ states of itIll. '111111s (s111 i ll JI i -. l.yitui t ru dele el V i) alld 11(114' 1ia.1t

1i ee (a toehe,'a lu(Vg ies aliceve ill 11w eP er- F'1I'rg s. AViie'iu iet w IWE vilely
sejeu~lel U ihtI5 sre ihihe~it IL(I le', iile : ~ee~l*I.IP Ilit e *ve'o ek ele'uati

'lleiiit, jte iniltit lte Is 1ja4'.Iois a ill hiecit. is pria2 ilit "4 r.) (p,'uw



r -i tl' t. 4 ri154rhi::i .ei et 2 is v-1111111 Ie S-11114. for ;I)l seil:i.-
esfrs 7). Tihiinmrltt, itsim1) 'ki] 1131i t Ie hffliilijl .2i lit itif~l: sjlit I if22.

is iuvvrA-IV- pro'.pnrtici::d I); theaetii-r dm mos ,- Fl.. AVWlel thelie

I liv viiliir I v i 1;: 111 ndI'l-iI *w I if lipli I I st A i. yivIllI tv. v;:lei I t ba IIf . wit i I tilt

filld 141)1411.11 11.11141 gulp ill Ibet wiwil.-

trr.(.1 S- Wit--

Now i-mgo : .fe* lecilk .With .1 V imp~l:2rty I-ql~nilg ()114 lif tle

atl2l. 11 ltaililit eliergy -is =~ 7eV-X lower than tha:t oIf P. at id -Ali. whiu it
-i~,r;: vs wvith: ni _Gf ;-.1 (,':: to form ;I *le t he :1il. ~~i2~IhiIlIi

splitting b; -sinu;:lhr Own:: fo.r (ainiad-11. iseue r)etiu..g dvhlio22ililoCO..( -
is 7 evA 1lirger tliitilt-II deilen iflnatut to. e.. As; n. 14.%Ult. tilt- level ill tit(.

-gnp (the ilC(]V JAevel) vul1 TIQ blihiv t hev ouduetiou b;Aad edge i h ;p
f;:ett1fg.-4 1illiii1ttC th:t-tle-issilf. (if wh~Iie 1' Av-ep le-vel is *. holund *-ill tilt
.;Ill m- aresolm:nl a witih tilt- host Iln.s li't*2ivs jlrinzuilvy oll wvlet er t hie
Jiw ai':re brlve;l(imlgh Its I41v4.r fi tilt- Iliell level; that is. it dvi.]owld$ fill tle

*vVerul1 feitt tives (if Ig. 4 itri* wort lry of spev; iei sitm: 1) The Z deell level
is Ilerlve( flru11 ilnte On: 4ul:: gilgig-11u111 4lo-rgy t, .1114l i., :121 11 01'dilg ;and fist4Ilk

(6noiike'l. 1:u1t 1 illri tylile CX.ilk*). Ti: le~. i..;a till bolidill.g /eyip'rds...
l~f./Ayin g ellw t lit- vai le. 1.111: ii s i.1-4'tr lt ly lltj~ it-ill" full of

11-111:4. andII is 11411.111.111Y 1111111 ,served, ii) The deep-1 leVel k urtiligusi:: i t thet

hyplerleep-,1 level. iii) Tlh~e deep level is repell 1: pward by thit bV-pt-rdeilelm4.
Icy. lill.,2: lif lit luo ljgui~t 1j14iiill -ig level hei~i1 .lv The devil' Ie-vel is
0. 11114Al 1 to. Ihe (I'a fill l1 -iihIg-IIlI level and24 ev2lll: lhe pu:lledl lie-hw it : I Ill:

dt4 -nig. II. be :er-1gy # if Ile ll v elv r X relu I ve Ia 1 fri 5 fl111 7 7ev tIll 1



tem~ ill' u t Iueii- oi _ -j boo i eN (;III We'd : iii ly ): A lit- phVWii g
'viii IiliEV dolii 41111y dii, Itiv. iO-er lit-1-lggiuuo, 416'-114-' thlg~ tilt (Gu E-i;" 1iglio1

1l ii I I .jlf(itYi, ' I 111,w iii' vleu fi t .l tr;' jIic i I it. ilt,ialhlil, of ;,i -)O vp f4If I

TueilQJi.EVEJ. 101Iii.~ (~2i e iltitrt I EIl]EEl t ii lie ileell 10illII tilt--
-";PA. tilt, defelt poitelitit T7F . wliieli : i(;ii I- E4 lt-e Vogl JiioiEe% sen;ji-f

~ru~~s~~ Iit)i~iii~~to the Iierem T ill Iitolii)e eitiergit- ou lbeit er1111; Aii' :v

Elf ;Ia (f'ui-diigling" 1.uiitd orv itP.0. Sn~t C ha- i~ eOai til

E(1. o) EIreQ$3iIds to I va:m ty beilmvi$. ; i lttuitilEIv elf fie. def. Et

li~t12tguiil)1U0. h leWjo i tefyui le k'il-ifi -ki* ivieer-ll lt]lc]ES

(reiuit thu t iietiihitit o!'lfe T- tiuttisEOiiig1 le de*r -tly ]isluil i~i' l

4E01116.lel, IIIii .i v:iealief .1 s]. Olul'l oiIl(- feeE*l-1ivsthu V tilt-]~yiS i IE3

IO~('i5 r'suts ui :aiuy)er~iii~ikeE*U~eA fi~t!e pro~ubem -of 'irefli(.ing Eleep

As Si TI-

con~ucton.~P FtifCL1J

F' -6CA i :

01

-50 -40 -30 -20 -to 0 to 20
defect Actents'a (ev)

;% .- Ei'i~i~.i ill te Noldt :11h l"OIE.Eil;1t-d bly IWA.1AiUi~.oN If 1 (11J 1
(14-cII E. 1 hiE4i-iith ill' .11 S~ll ii f States iii' 101 E ii i st 4111 tht. 1' $its- iu i ull , P Oll.

l itow ; ZIi*.t li 111c C(IlEE Inol i E speW i i III Ii i t iIu.~ I I M, ll 111:1 * l i a .0mul11w si ilit I
ItusvJeJ Ott U~ie it% 1111 mak til fEiO. hllr t h l :11-11iJ ly il I : Ia Elio .1is A mes'lio e u1 ilthat

JI~lE.. 114 itOWi.1110he 1 EI WO gils 11ff ll 1114. guii'u ;I ut it he ~ d iil 1:111 miy u l i 4ll iXE'll O



480wo minib-its flie41

tilt- t1IrL*hIlii ](titiaI 17? lU wIhila the risslwIll tt1I mv 11: sk l fi o1he gilap
3323(I, iEtoaspix'iuig :I resomeeU(.

]Figij~re, 6 1uti*:tts voq--wheUat ifiIJy -YlP WavI flilei i(3s~ (f (ICP]q) kIei.
lii2-, (ill V -.-;:it 4-A. for siliiiIy. TI3(-1I(Ut vaJeuivv )aiii41 of G~:J all ho i l.I3II,

~VU('fitetotitlUt *~largelIy J'-h1 1 blit 'withl. - -nifv ~IllueUt (U.Iik(" -~I l it hI 't.

00!
0 ON

00-
00 G

o N

b)

ri eli.- ciloluUIu jIl-%:aliOl1 of de waive fimtlons) il the -(bouli . a.)) vrilelice

(JIs-ri'we) andudi2til-idt.inhj (dktirv) lt'i*l'J of X a 1'Ate hr GalP.afte ref. (:31.

V~hRI~'rQ 1, N.Y i.- mo~rveh'tui~itV m~ t * t 4-34qtr(,ll, to it.

j. IortlIhot l to t le l1 Itrd veiihivt sit LImm U waIve fiultiptiiuiI1 th is Ul1ilost

(etUllivey Gia-hike. WWtI 111iu il alluul I-oEihJIlh'31341
All (If theseC ideat4 haw en':I11.I1-trteV A*(If IN ali lurf32IlUVU) ef al. I liteiy.

5. - Evidence suppoIErting the theory.

pi tiole l s le oU f (IIlevetk Ull 1-t :i 11 III for :-it ext ieiu it-lv ]If- .~ wI ody o(f (1 U11aI
H ert. we review a ft- e ifl* estI 1 ;t ive r1t*( Iir io II o(f flIit*tI e II*Vr.



1.&..~LZfw i:1'rtii~ir~'x IS .i: ',:;1 rCJ' T4JaliS 48-1
'I -ai).l.A1 LimaVt.-

3 I. ~I e il idiii. -Fi~l1'Qa Al* hla.11IUit Ilde4 of. t hi'v1)vp A'N

'fl .ip f alili With ittiiiii-a II! I.:: a I llbe i4411 IIIW(-E D . 0 !L :1 2

I 11 ai fit iien irhi th I'S AefiiitIlii. (li t a ito RI I i, 'y4; I I t e -pha.st'q -f tlr WaVe
flumftio, :111(1 sowevt hMle -])]I) it'd wil1y t 1w' liibit tidv e. e thiough the Wavai*
fiunetion itself 1us(4iE;:te rhtthi'r r1uidly. Site til-ft the siml. Hjljalmaif.
theory; i4.i& xviellet ;:.greemviit with the data. fori Idist.-tIhee it wt to thle ,;Lxth
lw(arest-lneig-hbor shvil. flm-yidil is (listalli'. tfl it eieIls Oe~U~ii
(Mielclhfii "badly l foi111 Ra). 'It rilbeii tbe data V'yfl-ii~itii that Ate
Vieselit, tIbeuy W(11hiVbeni(-it molret draiati6 2greeleit- witli 1o'

Anvf ' Colom til.1"0fi . . ei hild4 hve4 ad the OWdef(4t potelitial.'Thtis -li~Qsis hy- no- nie: ts trivial~ly obtaivii. simt .1oa,* A(jl Iyi'~seil
lti 1ffieeurate wave flibuthis -tor the ti-pa1 lvel (31, 331.:

'I04 -2 3 4 5- 6 7- 12,

' k

0.1

Tito ainttude of tie isll-a itt art i h a eflito f. 'i p rtil -iar : flu tta o lfe thit aiI : il A i n O f ti t riy .t .a t r r f '03
Th § ld ril'"t.'.11d vrve 14. 444ii- r m E D A l&~t(tI r 3 3 h p .I

;11111 C11.1es .11-o1111. va - lms ta 444111.E4vlv.Im s 11-ir st-ne
LY lilt- IN't.41t.41 Him and 411a~~. T .* s an 44 ltm - i c s e il r 3 1

V-1.~~~~~~~~ Depf-vN; I1V wp t itdt 44- rflttol
d w Olvlry p -114111-e .1% lls r l -1 il 1 . h n h .h v l .s ti t d W t

V atftI.% fill)/ :1S 't l n IIIIIii~ .w i il



3I i g I a iively (xiiet t Ip 1we 6.h1lo I :a4*eIt Is Iiw ' i i i-e (ev] it iuI I Of
*(Wvpp Wels predi(.ttd t b lit, -%i*l With t lit, ae hIld, g-a' liof ('dS. This is ilaiadimb

v ly one ri.; Iamil (but iaot. -tbe-oaalY r4*u si) wby Cd ial n.a y 11010 her3 VI

(lecii. Thvexi!-e'ptiowato thdit rule is'N, whicha is predir . Imo Ni4+d Ito deep) leveh.4
ill, tbe~ gpit~ 1( ob -S14 OW s a ielitrr-level. 'Jill 4-es:: 1 e4i1iig0. ill Zinse
(amnothaer MIji.Yosi), NN -tal. [34)3 hove iojiaii.itfhaited ,. . find thitt it (does
prodtice I %Ihitlc.w wvelituzr level-as prvcitteil by, RIOIAtA!S!i et Wl."35].

banid sb i 116v-ee

pt.e sbhl6w dotpuuts, -ecqpt 'N, Ofl the , Situ Ii U Sd.- prudli: de loeeJ in ila

5,3. Snkytv tllciN'yk 2pirs'a (1ck~fe. - SAuid of 1. (30] lhar ext(uad uI
tile theory- of detep level., assodhi ted with substitutiual !.ift defett to patirs
-of ~p-bondt:0 aibstitutinci c'..ts-viu pipdaietly transpaaret ri-silts. 'liu.

l)OYQh diXet it 4 ilohlenl v thi. hbas 4 nilevular urbitals a- c-responiih to
* r-.hke kor s:--womuetric) Ates Aiid-a-lilze (or .§~yinnetrici) staat.. (sec lg. 9).

The revimi 'i ur) .ile juolet'ulir oritads nre conip'.,ed #if -T. eiaige-defet

4-nergiviz a.4 the single..hefok~ p-like T2  toes Tle two-?i-like 2. sinies (if the
Miltv dvfect that are plalriked laraullel to the spine of thie inol.cul- hiyoridlize

Q, (T-Like) =

rig 9. - ScIaeaoiv a iIhast rotit.,. of 1 the~ a-ikte~ta~ e :11 0 n.I *lar o .:al u (1Iliv
(r-lik(- . maslte- of .1 defv.'t pair. Thac d,- ; iaadivalet def.*ui.. e~lsdeliot.. X..1s



IQfiu~~ i~t ut ~iil'ii lzi tvt ; miil..1i *w ill, Ilu tanit . .ItuzH.7.

AlyIullutrz'v thatk t t lil'l l~ ; ia' ,~~ hiull ttrI- du O il. .~12i 'vtA al11 Y.- I; Iit-yeLis
I]'puift li~itr:.~amLIO (ft r i fflilpie ilti a t v. iiki (ti('

lleiv 4 ti Al aijil I silQid-i-(lfel 1.' tI e'.tiv prot i lv l sa met l)l~dd f tilt fIvvi'.' F

(4 11v111i tt- a(lce t') s- ir he- (1g 7 i tt-). O~si~ lo zto iii' 81uts ha '.tygel

lif tll - l -A s r e laive 4( l( s'Znd d ve o vs

2.0l (ZnO * n Cv ,

c At 11,

At,.0

0

-20 -10 0 t0 20imputiy - po:rntial (ev)

s'u'i.lt:Itw illul-tpit~ .1 a Si te :a1u 111 i evet all :t 1' sie ill 0.41" uflt't ret. V014:'.
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ifq~ei (i a. the((Ga. 0) -iaiir) euil 11 cdiliv.n i to ti( oill lll ba11213d ily :lally

Olt-tr'ilosi v -&-~feet, fil1121 22 (13221ilt -vv:' l Ai2 ~i. . bult 11122 it eifal -be Arivel2

into 0 ev.1i' hii imAvb il ii l 211 (if tit fo1JowilliII) )II-lii ius fil 111- l ~~llli
'Ga silV F, C), B ' arI

5'. Sukf ac6 de./ectx -a d ,Schattki-barr'ic) er lglx.

5*4J. Core cxitons at Mi rfeio.. Sonlit of 1110 bx.t eviffilet' %Ill..

poligthi lvoy(;q(2isfro ilv?1 ei exivito t iei(Xlrifl('ft ': loiviwi1t"liN thi(optical

2leheiy approxinmlii. or 3 rifle (37], it ectr' Rxdfiuii is. identienl to "Il
finpurity atoni t38): foi; example, vre.xeited Git k G-a plu1; i2(2ie bole phis
awvelvettron- ind (ii 'au121th~e vore bole Iias;almagit till' m:fiit*evi:2rgl' di.4mribution

Sa prit-on) is; virtually -identieltj tolillexeited Ge. tilt- 21tual in.-uei2iei...1ii.

b)b . I u

f~.3 cc5--

e))

v) 0 )

ri-. 11. -('011ilp:lrihonl Of A) ) xiti21i2 V2211) thsvsry far Ga ii 1 (110) sllrfavv viii-e

buzild gaps]1 aw1 211111 iJsrialti fil 4 K'. anid henevi. areV largur1 1.1221 the ex1I4.rinv2ina22 --allI'

Obtaineod 221 i(It-'1iI. ;l )IIIII2V.
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its riU0hi the r pv1orihidie 60;Iv h' Jii. vor(-.eiif.d (u i G;v juii: it * :101 (I orv
Q~itI Ilkis il . 1ti .11 aw . shoi dio t. th i'Ir( 4* 'Ivri or 3-,

eyeied1 Ga at, theii (110i) sirfoc (i'f (:Giao t lp vo'tioldio;t~ ..1d for '1xt 1i

: s4a~~rfav of. Iii-~rtil) AOiiiiCUJndiet or ni-COillit fur th I, ;. ~ for vore

a) a)

0.37

0

0 v )

A)

1'ic.. -Cotulmrilou of -1) experiment nud V) theorF for thIlk st ite (110) surface
cure excitons- iu u) L.I~s 0* Inu1, and c) lIII', after ref. ([3].

et.iton at the relaxed (110) sn:'f:ce's of the t' aieriaL. (30]. The' fltOry
. .4 p1i~ a tfaUtsitioll ifini shallow effeet ivt**m;* cxcitou bi'io r 1

detp-*t-xitoul bhahvior foi- the Si 2p cor-e.txcitort in aiG1 ~:lloys. Evidetiev
of thais bnti bevii re'ported very recently by Brman of al. [3$].

V.1. De)tfee I s a t sit2 ri': et~s. A~ll il32p2ility :12 a2 st22f.11t. Imsi elll--ty

vf.vy sintilor ttu thio. of* .111 (iliaIlivity. val2.:212Q) pi: ir. lit. ouM'v Ow silQ -41r:2t' (ill a

V.1'l2ll'ies hiil(he hii'llk. Nil Iii:' . l: trlily ando Ow~ v:2r-ili'y 22QXt III it foriml
-2 Intl. wiiv. ellergy' h-v~s a2rt. onl slh ~ightIly peQrZ un o14-I by tihe 11it-4 an'istaic

-'l:2 i*..f the shi'. TF'' hit- sur, u'tlt mu~tl :2te''2t fill' luattivet I'Wxaltio~ -it
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itiffmurfi he. vr~i1~' le sk-jit i~: qiiii]It t ivtilit 1 si~if av :411t1m; 'i wzf~
lilt?~: ase V: fr (dfp~aI:l*v ti irs. TlwVii-fort, fl~ ite] well~ o ~Ir~(

Aiftbisajit, leumpu1)tead nir 1) ii~lelii-d~~uie o lvil~(1
~'e1Ite jili~b~ rui.:::Idetw6*:~y vr to th.' -ufit !.etp~~i,

~v~ire e ~~uI:r .quttin i~foni~dy *~u~~w e : (.q. (3 iJ. but it$ evi.11
ation-is. conildera lyIlJ( uitt viI1)i(cItt due to- I ie redneied, ,:-1n(1. y -. i fIlke

iind the' decp lerd8 u.0ociea'd, iifll u .i7CO 4111putriiI Eti'c lilgI fED lit, ."*reor
IiIIUJ ~f anvic,\distoul ftlom 1Wi 'rorkvtpuudig bl inpifiet- lers'Ix. Inde('ed, ti.
uiilr 'if de-v1 hudin the &gup;iniy lie difteivin for it sinfae Aefee.i
from flw iiunber fcir the -4IIIU dfev't in t-he bulk. Iii part ivuhar. jlinurit ie
tlin't are o. sthalow * in thic bllk often prouiev one. or venwicu dep levve iii
the gapj when- they rexidi t- the Ilivurfavte. Froi exan:iphi. at nvarest3wigu1,"ur
pair (if P jlnplrit-ies in Si i.predicted to produce 0 dep lvel.altbovgh islaled P'

w~ a~lsqie .l,:llow doinor [30).

54.-S. Seb ottky7-barrior heimhts.

54.3.1. Bardeen's model of Fermi-level pinning. In- 1947' B.U~ip=EY' (411
pirbposied that-1he Wihottky baniers hai~t oveur nt in-tal ,mtuivowlite-tor inter-
fave. ui'e due to Feridevel pinning Isy Anute,. at the iiiterfavue. stated sillipdy

4/

semerI.,csect

Surface

Mie. 1. 'iv ii Iu.: rat Iim of ban iid 1.l., *a. an ud 60inet tky-1hi rrici fort ion ini



M. .(1*:~ealV.th.F*ta ee of thitit spiah*..tdinftor sllrf.-we i. t he IevelI
* itI(vifio- i '%4 ho- t e lve rll 1"1.1, ( i1 f ~~3 i .ildvj level fi] hi* "oll

ak;t iaito- it I, ;a.%trfave .1 PZ ~Iar." will-flouw- ;tii thlel1IiosttL~ -liiili-il
Abcid tin irh leo : Mit~wth the Feriii level of th izlk11 sell Iieo:I:dnctr
'(fi; 13)-. Thak (vauises a - vliottrkv barwr to foifi.

543 ' pi~r~-nativie-defoet m1ide]. $ci a tid vuwr~s(1~have
uliimpoii1 ~hcnotion- that the flardeenf states roepomlsit~lQ for Fekini~cve-]

puun" IL II. ~eieoI~n(~or~ : re led 1ed~assoiiated With native .surf-ae.
aIefov. lit 4fhjs mod0(el.,the 80littk- Nirri~ eiht-i tfor )k'% pe matekial is tie-
bimadiw Oer -y of the- turface-avepi.leYel Ivith respect itu-tliv cojidietiowi-awd

5'4i3.&~Alm'-ho~ of Sel io ftky l-Nirvicr hei-lirs in 111-7 *einieodhctors.
ALLEx -tt a1 (412. 43)] ha calculated the. bimndingenergioi; of deel) lowel prodducedl
hIf v;arious dfecAts. nlatile allti.ite leftets inl partitoular. at Olme (t) murf:'oc
of HD7- cotitinlt~d~s and -teruary Ill-V alloys. This apiprob foll':.tedl ani

-eaklier-mvuwvstiou by D.OW of cl. [44) that Feri-levelA plufiffg by deer levelsk
-asooiitd~wthsurface-racancies, -dnight -account hor many 4seliottINy4h-arrier

0

As Goos !nP 16ns 'GaAs

rig. 14. - Predictited .aud observ-ed $chottky-barrii'r haeiilit. inl ITl-V allopt vs. alloy
vommposithea. after ref. (46]: - tbunit (GaAsi. - -experimictt (A--). Thto theory
;Ismilustter emtilevel inning b.y a cation onl il anion site it the Au/svmniicoudclncor
0contait.

lii.-Ilt danta. The. reslult' of Alh-mm's valloalltionls foil.e hvv..1. a.ssejat ..h Willhi
Sutrfa*e cat iiiiott*:ll-aiult-Aile( imamiilis [45.. 40) are -iven il ii h. 34. whvit hove

a ill reotila 1Il. ag1ro'tlila't wii:th to d(i I a. Thiis silipd( thienty! ".1:I ihal~s
Ili-ell .lims.. z -..I i It-w ii a IM witr o t 1. J. i. vap jailt. (oif ..x~ dain iimg . ~ ill ,011
oliie-pa'liag expehiot-itai fiia tt. 'Furnilh*' pinin.ti b y anit isite *. I''.ts :a -
viitt: for the So hlolttkv lbantiers "it'i weei lttna, i-ett~~aIld .Iusl lI.\*'



re~eiVt iw~iI ~ Patiin-l -iru nds. victijii' ii et- ii ert im ihmplviaim f.1J.vuC

nieus t ls -or xII.vIa: s'in 1kp*areratdiuij Iea 1I Pzi ii.), (-i].al ii~

laeigiit.- Of ii'~ Stifit4oIfIlletors a:i Si aiiid atJm. IxlaV1.iii:. w1y1V e?~I3tn

faii i] defeets. Honcue it ippean I likely Ltbit~t stklnrir It lie etinallon

Anii nducetting hasve beights (letcrmfiwdji% sirfi e Aet'j l)evels iiius as~sochIai ed

5,. .i-ii l iaestlvgbrigtni. ., moel

a1 siiiiple vaty to cretett It surfveh4is5i l44 0.'1 :5sh of vil 4I3541it-s jilt (Iu -. 1ulk

suinieondectbr. The de vl.asute with thlis ,)wet~ defect re srfiev
stat tes. Therefore, fte ha.-ic thetiret kel ,iijmmvhlel to, the deep-leN~v1 problemt
tapiks to) prvihetingsrasie, ~* ats well. ar~w e L. (if Iilmirse, nl:IJW tech I Iiva I

~i~be~is sseiutedWith ufeieiitly sulWvhg the sveilar eqCuotti~i (14) for surf-if-v
stittek-iijt ieliixed udrcotree nfte.To iflh e r beyonld 111v

hFim. 1..- $urbtce statle (l1--pe'iouI relat~ionas i iiwssiiid (4141 atisi In. lcted [48-5(1]
for LT.I tafter ref. (49] and (3': --- selflconisit'sst pseudupotvitial. -- tight
bandailn. & dasto.

s4*44)e otli.p fl'seit woirk [I,413. 'Never4 1 t45. vai 11211 Iiilis4 4of itrJilsiet'£: ul* e At ail t

glispe4ri4m vuri s 45I'V*5hai-* been ext114 t-114 mseil lii 11111114a.1Jj* ) Ty s :a rI ts s
;fil~e gItiet ill fl. J-5 fill the:. I-4ht1tl (14 0IM :.44 4of fill 14 j.I1. *'. walbI l( re-

xifIt? (ii4 f fleep3 It-vvh a s''.wjil 441 Will I i 4jlet I 141441 s. th1 e Sit rf.11-4* Slaw 14 ' 41i .

Iti. .11T' 144I5UJmab~~y I5441114e. wil], iii'' Iw*~t 144411.lrtte [41). 514).



plia..4v tr~aIi.MtmA1I iiiiiIl -N.I -ujixriy i al.; (;a1 -have gr' .'v w1)(tastZold''.

-tilt vi.Iiizeitt., G;iAAi d (;e or uh: i . ril11iW)e;t('lliill.
Tli, (G a) 1 .jGc.. 7 a Il ms- ciX1ibi t -it V-shiqled bOM11g, (If the~ fundiniitl 1).111A

.1 ;~ fiwitiunl bf :lloy co1111oisit4)3 it (i 0.Ti~loii olutb.

% %

1.2%

0. -

0.8 -

0 7^ro o
ria*. W.brc i; after

ref. 7331. The -d1ashecd line repreokifi. tlie N1rlio.yvrtin1.crymlaI ;proiUiI iml: iI Iw.
~d d iI3C1ell'e13~ ?II*t1~or atf.'~. p dalh.. areu11 illdicaled ilyv -iidOi; TI

liacory Ames 13131I333terA approlfri.-riWo 4 Noe.-i ii0vll htia Me for ro0om te33:13110 Illv
,(It- Which the Wild "Ops aicdiiv- .ij

a'i ii('able by thl(* (0w11 1 imI virta-r a ;41111:3Il~ 111 3 .dl ': ii 11., Wdl'4]l :1l3l33es
I 1331 : 11111 o i suv j4 3: ; I llostiA. i-ht .iijliing aft.oloer filtel. i J~

bor,t't~Vll thll. oIf -Ml3s :s.l " 4',YJMMV3 0 ' al. have sbowi 4'VI tIndt - tli--
V '4Ie 134 MIl;., is (N Iti 'fill3(43eI. liso- i tii~ ra -i': io 1(1 1aoliveeill a3yp' ,tut

.1 dsli 3 h4 um.:3e (m. IIIi,. I.).
Ill 131iitilhu±ill the 111e' I. traInsitio '1ill i lleu' JJ49 .* %1.N wa W3 ve wIQI~ iih

dl~aa thot requ3irml a~ %a.'33oii1al vu411oir I Iieotryv41vi~ii of srlll validu.
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Fh~ -.- A ~e~Tiiio ~ioai -- s O-Geierrf j,~3

; 17. -A oR-iaz p Od f theO -hes of (GsAo 1 gf.~
- -- j~th ~+zIS 'ordorid) zilltill e phatte,-b) the Go (diiorder-d) dint ond phase, e h

GA.ritilroi-Aeed zihvN .iado'_ piuis.- of ilwe olloy and d) the (k.rich tdi., rord dOimond
- havof ti ill 11ny.. Ju& tile t-1adourv phase. tliv -gzeat majority of (c;a alv~il.-s (Irulpy

Iilll Gil AftLO5, 111t ill thq- disordert-d jdims Gat :aoiw' ;hu s nv io mziv preftureve.

_ill'1Iiti tlodei(Iriet' I Rdi l2(L tlit. di-murolorvd di.1 nion1d 11Ihuses. Ye't fe'w

-tuiv. N1$: Q~ ii1d*i th'sII~~ pli I H 'I~i lla dop illp a twoiglia i oi iiaii

Tho ilrsf 11'1111tlollail ilvolve .1* a bpstII111sill j~rlil~1 i illi il4-1at 2(311o

-sl il4. R If.\ Gai. A. ill, (.; i's v,'1 it . Pu l lsv 1 losi$ 'iii * Iltat 6

~~ s:Zer - i*q.'~j- ~ -

1:311 J



J 4i**.. K. 4, ;lil .1:iw ar orniiul rs d1ilsed i wIvj.1j*i . 5wl211R iut R :: i

~ ll~'~ iti21T'll:Utt*' 14Q:4li* : t lI~ Ilo stEs;' ipi 4upisil It f i- iiup
:4Iv it;; I~ (Aw dova 111 ( : t Ilis A spl t1 dil YsI1 aIl frem~ite51

J~iIi'4 511 l~ 423 ~ Slt !14itli I Itlli aq I I2 I It t I 4~i I I~ art. oe ili I-, AI IV, mnGa

The i illrv ilv Grif itt -: IUEJl-011 l lt1, ~ 'htitiweeS. vls'4 -iel i atf.lj (Ill-
\E~~~r~IAYG sd'( I11 l: u lii th l 4 u~iIeoilltjll of fillil ) tl (lil:ii

tiR'- 44 i lil As. tail .4 b III(-i ]l Tr1llt illifilx ..rc): ssiliil.t ll 311iv

]1 ( .'iierV. iGi.' 11144y I eilil una '5141 4 i(I IJV fill-fl~l art-I~ 41 w ill- ref [I1 5 21]Vt.

11ke-voltd i for ts),G orde T rit 444t! lIV1lw4l S eiiIe ( i lt41:liiyt:

21ur xi i t he w illm b e imi4.l isiid 41 : ai,)12l1 -,hib the41 wit 4Ii 2I1:1 d l e lls( Ille i 41t

1:t 'e: f ri~ rbt iitT ' is her 52411: 21$i: lis fr itdo v A3 1ll4I'llI1 21)110

Mit 4.. ii ttl 4vr t211struel lirv is (( (101 iliit o' Will4 not m zuleblhv. im 'r is.

te .19Cy i.s a disor-dered
The i~econd- Hainilltuha ..h is~ tilj( t'-I eu4tll114:l tighplt-bildilng them-OV. biut

*ifi1thd al znance1~etrmledw :C--virtuail.Oryst I a 1pptox ho: l IR

tiiAtdepc'iids ,ol the 6rder pitraneter of the hr- t Hamziltoia~n: Tue dince nal

iJ((- .1 J2Ga ± (I m- At - .3)!_1A.;. - l (x]G . Thet el ivrgy- b: I ld s til c-
tifre -comiiited usilli lfll' -:1 i: ~et lrallf i*aii Z(-) *x; 'alloy Cofl-

I~u~iti (J ig . IQ)- ;I lid- exiplo ifls- tilt. -oiJslervvl .siaadi~Wl

Ill summaryli1'. tile sihipli ea214 o4tigimo~illg i11 the wolrk of Hsu2. Woilord and0

tvetllwl 11 :1: 11 41 fil2) t ilied ill 1)o1h Ilt! et4 a i Ql r1ival rigla 2.1 tlinl elw~i(ll( and14

t' 'l 1 1 stares hattae ate. Ol''~44 1 st',5lrf:'4 s1;itts. Sv4iIcy hiersI4l' m114 24 iii
I lt'ut!. "rile' 111451 t''"'Iil 1Utill( 44 (f I ho0 I 31!Iy is 111211 it ig 5illile e.lllljd

Ill ho tistoi1ll by1 04111Qxpe4lt . .11441 y"! it prl'4luves0 rther~t' guil pi-ilii't RalS. foIr the
livep j) 4'I4l'4illi4' 5thlt. :455i4va'1210 "-~it ii 41111415t ally i44'lize4 ltl Il i42Ihtiol2 ill

We 14 arl i I-aefl 4.11 Iill 114 I'. S. (M l ll~'41N1'2IIiS l'i 1i t1.1. .A 'lv

1Nt-a4'U Ol'4 i i ll 14' their -4IIl'44Il5 of14441 4 t his re l't 1i (('iII1t!v Nil4s.

4eo .~-l.ta; Xi' I* tl17 will flAAG(I.!!I.K:jl I Wt). have21~'



liewi~fi1.i.*d crrtmi1Jy frouii huifdy At iliiihii il~ let- viVrves;I iuln' Will co 4U4'2p114s anlit
;I tidefis thrinw.lout 1 lit- vberiod(it If his rt's{irch. The ati11hot' lour~r7s1
;l ilt -al:iihors- ivliose Vwniklii. has1 nut: cii ('4 2I(te-iIit ely; 1is 10, ol IelItl

for' I his oinikkiol is a degire 1.0 proielt liteturtes froifl aiiiinn i~~it:n

3III::11i02. 1IIt mouldI likit I6 0.11)), his co*:niuhors viled 1,eloir for tIAching
him go mnuch. -Il the p riilmriei of this maumikripi, be' bencfitted from
cdnvrrmi idni; -%it li 1.) Fvonurcu, I j. Ji. ;ax. G. lm. M. X'wL1r J. Szn
aiiil 1). WoiLxir.D.

Mw0Lo32t, 1P.D. Thesis&, Universii y of 1Uhitioit (11971':. The itcinizl bbalding cmi r;Y
of the0 S ili)PUrtY ill CToP1ig 107 o .1:grthn4a 5iVcfeivzusvlc

(2) D. J. WQoi'O?.D, AV. Y. list, J. D. Dow and t. G. SmTI=T": J. Lni.

(3] J. D. Dow: figures, iube publilsbed.
li~ lao eirt bq.rystal appr6iinition treals the alloy as a, cry~tnl Whose niicill -is

thc e rlf~ aioin (3- k).s +xP. The off-diggnal ium -:x elements 6f a,
tiht binding, iuodel- rr- 61)taiul6d by ln.'ir iterpolating rawhere d is the

biond length obtaieev by linearin zterpolai ion.
(5) IV. Y. 14s-, 3. D. lDaw, D. J.'AN*LronD alld B. G. $rEtil,%: Phy~s. Rfr. D,

16, 15117 (J17).
[G] P. 'VOGLr, D-. 1. 1{.. . nso j d J. D. Dow: J. X'hys. Chvmn. Solidslr 44. 3G.'

(11S3). Tiblu 1-of tlis oferdc lauuld be corrm.-vdc as follows: For Z3)TO.wkIlTo
J~. ) - (i.:1. ami t ea . ) - 1..18i. torsi(' wo ]movc, l*Qni, sc) -422

(7) 'tx; .%.nniso-: )Blectronie $friitc a...7o Of" !'n l S of lids (52:1k Fraucisco.

fS '*.A. nrm.,m n ~Ze.~rbeia~ Vl 7 edited liy J.T '1' it1 (Wie&:iduln,

(it] AV. Kcomi-' .Vnlju' State 5l'i.. 2.17 (10.7).
(1It') F. ]i.,Ls.%uz and( 3'. E'~l2V1~ .lectroni .Sftim andi Oplial 2'rallslioll in# solids

(11) I. 2. 11. VonL. 11.J. AVO.i'oill ald 3.D1. Dow: hys. Rev. zw..
44. $Iv (litsko. aind i II ,lo. l,,.bcid.

(12) 11. 1'. I1JALM!.- e(c': Ph. 1). Thesis, Unive~rsity #4f IlImts6i (10711) (umipublix1~d).
1131-f 0. F. $A\r mi,' J1. 1). 1 sow: )'ll:m. P.v V. 27. 7, 41 (11183).

ji....$M 'r:I. .3. 3'. .111:a'cad (;. D. Di.wiuLLI2M rity. Perc. Zll., 49, 7IM5

(14) . liixiii.', .Q. Liizwu, S. T. 11.vrimum n~ 11 I. *cui-rLau: PZhIA.. ic. P.,

(17'J -. J11. . Dow mi;ud 0. F. %Z.%Nnjn: 1'L)/I". iPI.. I, lo ie puhulisied.
(1-4.3 . L.vssl a ii* 1. 1l.-L'tAm:'r .7. Ph.' . Chria. .Vnlig. 30. 249.11 (1100).
(1 1.'J E. NKA1iTI*:i:, V. 1 :'1:tj"M : and . .uma1:.: .1. 'Kp. C'. 9, 2310 (1071M).



!~(2 T~Li. .n~NycI'~u.'. ;ndE.. Mr.LE: Sailh? Sin1C' Combifit.. 0 21(i7

f."' t L1\j~ii: . . 1'~ Pb. C; K12 f% R.1 !1;9) 444. A.I'i'9 7sc'OVO5:ia

\1314 A, -z'' ai .1 'xxals 'a..1'0L1t. 41. 925 197): Phi,. 1ke. P-

2::ai~S ld uite . Im.. 37.inn e Phl 191.e.P 8 7I 1'
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The x*ray photbemissibh, absor-Ption, and ernissida spectra, d a one-diinensiona, tight-birldink

model for a biiiy, metcallic alloy A are evaluated in a change of mean-fitld muck-i; The . i
binled Ief -fects of-disorder and multieleciwon excitaitions are included. The extet of t Ihe ::murnn ic
tails of-the x-ray.photoemissioni lines depend on the local'chariacter of the Feirmi-enc-rgy stzztes in th,
vicinity of the core hole: this effect could eipkzn the lofig-standing mystery of'why 4a ~ln~in
*aWO3 are symmetric. Feature-- in. the absoip#..-n- and: emission spectra rcminiscent of -.M.
anomalous ramplike thresholds observed for abborptiot by rare-gas aionms in Alkali-n~tai hosts are
also found.

-IIT bU IO changes suddenly as a result of the, removal of th e core
electronio the -finial-stite-Hami'tonian,

-As a first step toward'undcrstandi ng, the, x- ray Absorp-
tion,emiss ion, And phoptoemission speatra of binary Alloys, HF T , (3)-
we present-here the results of model-calculations for a*I-
one-dimensional,- substitutional, crystalline, -binary alldy hr ebs

A The mnodel treats a single orbitaland a single
electro0n -per site in- a-nearest-neighbor ,tight-binhding-ap- h'-h +Vo I-R)(R (4)
proximation. ,Many-ele 'ctcom effects due-to-the final-state with R) referring to tlhe- &hital eewe.-edon the core-hole

- nteractlions c'f~lie electron,.. With the core hole are-treated- Wt
in a chiange-of-mean-tiec approximation.' Hence, the nitu--i thme-lr) . ii-.cr:.tron stteth ad-
m,)del-, exhibits features, associated- With-'both the "x-ray,- n~-~enme) h maim~-lcrnsaeo h

edg aomaie' 2 - an iayalydiodr 5 T u electron gas ',), in- this nmodel, is ~tSlater determinant of-
knowledge, this is- the first study of the combined -effects the lowest-energy singlt-particle eigenstate; 16) of h; the

on -ra spc?-. o diordr i afinal states ,Fs-) are all the various- determinLrits of the
electron recdoil. -- bnr-lo n ay eiguastates '0-i of-h%.

The x-ray photoemission cpccrum is

II ODLI(E)="2 1(,' Fv), 2 8(E-.Epv-,- -E-cor., (5)

The one-electron Hamiltonian governing the behavior where the summation it over all possible final-statc con-
of the alloy is f igurations. The photocmissi6ij reci; energy is

S V
EAl cE -~ 1 , (6)

h= en I )(n I- -fl )(fl + I + l) (nI (1) £

where the sunms are o%-er :il occupied or. --electron states in
Here we have M sitos, In) refers to the one-electron orbi- the eltctronk: corf q. ration - 'F0) anc ' ). respectht.!y.
tal centered at the nth site. fl is the nearest-neighbor The photoemissit~a line shape has contributions from -.onh
transfer matrix element, and itnt) is a randor. vuriable sPin-up and spin-down- chann Is. It can b,- shown, ho~e%--
which takes on the valuch e, with probability I -x, and er, that one car, evaluatc the !inie 5a;a:'es fo- each of thetie
eB (with probability A) channels inuependently and tho" !t t%;n-channel line

In the ca.,e of x-ray photoernission the band has -Velec- shape is a ec,-nvolution of the %n:-.4elshapes-.'
trons in both the initi.3r: final states, but the in-tial- Hence, for smpli,-it% of Prese t't.or \;t consider liere.
state- N-electron Hamiltonian only the spin- up channel, and %% - lwve At = 2 V.

-v X-ray emission of a phototi of energy E can be tre:.t-d
H, = j (2) in. : marncLr cua.pleteiy ana*ogoas to photoemission, and

I-I has a line shape

32 5119 "IF 19V Th- %me.4== !'..ysica. Siciety
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A(E)=! 1J'(FvJM j-I)fjit&-Ei+EF0, (7) determinantof:N+lIO's. A-simfilar expression holds
V f~r x-ray absorption. 6 V-We ssujme-that the core hole has a

where, the final- states I Fy) aretatWer determinahts. of negligible radius, in wbjch~caseiihe ..pole matrix element
N I 4)'s and one core, orbital- and' the. initial state 'is, a M can be simplified, and ,we have

~~b~(R) +b(R I (R

Here, (R) -is proportional to -the overlap, of 10) with the V=- -V0 ;;--2 If/3I, c a=2101an d C~ A-2 l 0 fo r
core hole at 'si 'te- R,_M 0 is arconstant, -40' is-a scalar x- "0.2,-,0.4, 0.6, anid 0.8.
product,Anid we-have assumned 'that the -core hole has a
negligible radius." 111. RESULTS

The line shapes.I(E) and X(E)qt:(E)/Mf 'are calculat-
ed as foll'ows: The eigenstates I4' and I 4') and the corre- the results can -best be undletsti'..d in teris -of the
spondinhg eigenvalues "are evaluated for4 a oe-dimenional broadened 7 densities-of states .splayed- in Fig. -7. lInall
lattice with M ---40 sites-occupieIid by-a specific -con-figura cases the FermTi suiface-lies within a band and the system
ztion of, atoms A and B, as determined by a random- is metallic.
number generator. The core hiole is confined to one of the
ten- innermost- sites. -1Te matrix elemients--between-deter.

~miant, sch i JJF'),areeviiz~edforman elc-A., X-ray photoemission spectra
tronic configurations. v and 'the- spectra are -calculated. For -a core -hle created, at an A, site (Fig. 1), the -x- rayThe, calculatiionof at given speptrum -is triae(i.,no hoeisin-spectra exhibit long tails assoziated With

moreconiguatins vareincude) whn -he um uk -low-energy -excitation. -of Fermi-surface electronsT 'for
for x-ray photoemnission spectra1 (MP), X 0.12 and 0.4, but not for x =0.8 -or 0.6. The reason

1 Ed=1-for. this is that- the one!electron state.--near the Fermi su Ir-
"-aface -ife A-like- or -x- 0.and'0.4. but are B-ikefr

and-for emission. x=0.863 or 0.6 (see Fig. 7). "Only the A-like states are effi-
~ Itt'(R)ciently excited- as ,the shock wave dute to the A~site core-X(W (10) hole creation-,,propagates- outward. The 8-like electron

states, at the--Fermi energy'for x =0.6 and 0. -8 .do ',not
are -adequately exhausted (the sum is over occupied thoroughly'overlap -with--and couple- to the A-site'core
initial1-state orbitals ib,). The calculations are repeat:ed for hole, and are notso easily excited as a result of the C'or:e-
(typically =100)-different atomic configurations and ttyp-. hole- creation. HMnce, the A-site X!'5 lines for x =_-0.6
icaly ='10 per atomic conffigurationi) dif.i,rent core-holt and 0.8 do not-have long tails for negative£- -c,
sites, Gaussian broadened' and -ensemble averaged. The but the lines-for x =0.2 and 0.4 do. (Similaly, creation,
ensemble-averaged spectra are displayed'in Figs. I to 6 for of a A-site core hole produces a long XPS tail for x >0. 5

but not for x <0.5, as shown in Fig. 2.) Thus we h.ve-a
clear-dependence of the shape of the XPS line on t~ie char-

4

4 ii

- L

~2 -

0-
-3.0 -1.5 0.0 1. k

-. .50.0 1.5FIG. 1. Predicted x-ray photoemission spectra for core ex~ci-0
tation of the .4 site in 41,. as a function of the emitted E -hw~ - core)' _~ I0
electron's energy E, for x =0.2 (dash-,jutted line), x =0.4 (dot- FIG. 2. Predicted B-site x-ray pholoemission spectra, as in
ted line). x =0.6 (dashed line), and x =0.8 (solid line). Fig. 1.
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,2

- .S . 0.0,- - : 0 8Ii
CE+E 6j)/21310 -4 -3 -2 -I 0 IISE + 4E ore V/ i1

FIG. 3. Predicted x-ray ibsorption, spectra X(E) fpnr excita-
tion of a core level it the A fite, with notation as in Fig. 1.

-FIG. 5. Predicted Asite x-ray.emission spectra

acter of the Fer.si-energy electrons at the site of-the core
hole. hence the Na-like charactetof the Ferii-energy states in

The asymptotic theory of Doniach, and Sunjic' for exci- NaxWO3 should be small--and by analogy with the
tation of,:a free-electron gas is valid for election energies present results we expect the Na XPS line to be quite sym-
E'near the phatoemission-threshold energy ET and-gives -metric. Hence, thepresent theory indicates that the large
an XPS line shape asymmetric tail pi dicted on the basis of the- asymptotic

Doniach-Sunjic thdory sh ild i-t Eiiiessarily-be expeted
I(E) c (Ei-E)-i+Ae(Er-E), (01) when the amplitude of the Fermi-energy one-electron

where is:tihe unit step fundtion and the exponent A is states at the cpre-hole, site-is not large - because the
expressible in te rms of 81, the change of Fermi-energy- electron-hole pair excitations of those states (which are rez
phase shifts of an electron asa result of the potential of sponsible for the lcna.iail) cannot be efficiently achieved.
the core hole: A second inftdrestng feature-of the A.:ste xPs spectra

is the small bump for x-.2 and 0.4 near E-_

y, '2(21 + I i6 1 r)A 2 . (12) -eo,=-2! I (0 I Vo I here),-which we associate with
=o transitions of the electron gas that leave a hole ii the

bound state below the A band. (This bound state always
this asYimptotic line shape does not depend on the charac- occurs in One dimension and is caused by the attractive
ter or density of states near the Fermi energy, except electron-hole interaction; it lies Of order = Vo below
through the, phase shifts 81. Nevertheless, our calcula- the band bottom.)
tions, which solve a Doniach-Sunjic type of, model for all The XPS spectra at the B site are especially interesting.
energies (notjust for E--.Er), show that the extent of the The lines for X - 0.2 and 0.4 are nearly symmetric be-
XPS tail does indeed depend on the character of the cause the Fermi-energy states are largely A-like and not
Fermi-energy states. efficiently excited by a B-site core hole. They are also al-

This behavior may have been observed in sodium- most recoilless (viz., at zero energy) because the B-like
tungsten bronzes: Campagna et al.s and Chazalviel states that are perturbed by the core hole are unoccupied
el aL9 have reported both an asymmetric W XPS line and and therefore do not contribute to the recoil energy [Eq.
an excessively symmetric 'Va !s XPS line in Na.WO3; the (6)]. The x =0.4 spectrum has, in addition to its recoil-
latter cannot be explained by the asymptotic theory, [Eq. less peak, a weak high-energy peak dssc'ciated with recoil:
(11)].10 It is noteworthy that in the simplest model the The on-site level at es is pulled Wow the Fermi level by
Na states do not contribute to the conduction band;$9.ao

LU '- "''I'I

0 O ,ii -- ' ,

-1.5 0.0 1.5 -4 -3 -2 -I 0

FIG. 4. Predicted B-sites -ray absorption spectra. FIG. 6. Predicted B-site x-ray emission spectra.
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absorption.edges and bumps at higher eneigy, that are de-
rived from the hole-perturbed bumps in the densities of
states. [The van Hove singularity 4 .atthe band maximum,
is weakened both-by the matrix element, Eq. (8), and the

.- , alloy disorder.]
An especially interesting feature of the Calculated B-site

i spectrum for x =-;.2 is its low-energy edge --- which does
o~t'A , ,j not show the expected "'3 peaked threshold behavior

(predicted for free-electron metals):

X.0.6 X(E)&(E-ET)°Oe(E ET), (13)

./. qij where ET is the threshold energy and ao is th, x-ray edge
exponent) 5 Instead. the threshold line shape is very hear-

E, ly a linear-function of energy, a 0 --1. Such behavior is
what -has been observed for rare-gas atoms in alkali-metal
hosts by-Flynn and co-workers, 6 and has remained a ma-

-h/ jor unexplained1anomaly for years.' The present work
I suggests thatthe "andmaly" may be a consequence of the
Jjo non-B character of the Fe'mi-surface states.

X.00

-" E I c C. Emission spectra

02 anThe emission spectra for an .4-siie core hole evolve in

.. ; " 1 , an inierestin. ashion as afunction of comnposition-x. For
E/2 1,81 small x, x =0.2, the spectuib exhibits a ldw-energypeak

associated with, a baid'bottom vinHove singularity,4 (iee
-FIG; 7. One-electron density of states (times 2! P1) of- Figs. 5 and 7) that hasbeen partially amtutated by di or-
a.i'B vs E(in units of 21 ;) for x-=0, 0;2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and der: it~also has a high-energy'edge with a peak reminiscent-
.-0. The:Ferni energies are denoted by EF and occupied one- of an: x.ray edge anotialy (Eq. (13b-with E andEf re-E

electrofstte ae shAided. Note that-the one-electron states at versed]. For.x=0.4, 0.6i and-0.8, addiiional-featutes as-
the Feiri energy are A-like for x < 0.5 and B-like-for x > 0.5. sociaied-with alloy disorder as m.ainifested i nthe densitie s

of states (Fig. 7) are reflected in the Spectra. In iddition,
th_-x 0.6 and 0.8 speci-havew wek- hifh-e ergy edges -

(that-are more or less ramplike functions of energy) be-
th.electron-hole interaction, becomes occupied, and con. cause the Fermi-energy states are "B-like and do not- izple
tributes to the recoil energy. (This effect was predicted, effectively to anA hole.
first for d states by Kotani ind-Toydzawa' . and then, in a On the B site- the spectra are dramatically different,
differentcontext, by Mehreteab and Dow. 1'3) As the alloy sh6wing bumps associated with the allo. disorder (shifted
composition x and the Fermi energy increa, local alloy by the electron-hole interaction), high-energy x-ray edges
configurations which lead to recoil become more probable [Eq. (13)], for x =0.8 and x =0.6 that weaken as the B
and, the recoil peak grows as the recoilless peak decreases character of the Fermi-.energy states is lost with decreas-
in amplitude. For x-.0.8 the Fermi energy lies within ing x. -For x =0.8 there is a high-energy x-ray edge (near
I Vo of eB and the recoil peak is dominant.. Bumps E+eore--0), the remnants of a van Hove singularity in
below the min peak are associated with the alloy disor. the density of states (near E+e,0,,:-- 1.1 ), and a weak
der. low-energy peak (near E + Ecore-4 /31 ) associated With

the density of states: B character is mixed into the A-like
B. Absorption spt-.:,ra states by the alloy. The prominent x-ray edge occurs be.

cause the B hole efficiently excites the B-like Fermi-
The absorption spectra for the core hole on an A site surface particle-hole excitations. For x =0.6 to x =0.2,

(Fig. 3) are generally weak because of the predominantly qualitatively similar structures appear, most of which are
B-like character of the unoccupied one-electron states. peal.s shifted by the electron-hole interaction, but associ-
The strongest spectrum is for x =0.2 and corresponds tw ated with the disorder as reflected also in the densities of
a case in which thre is a reasonable amount of A charac- states. The strength of the emission weakens as the B
ter to the final state. character of the Fermi surface is lost (as x decre,'ses).

For a core hole at a B site the absorption spectra fFig. Also, the high-energy x-ray edge weakens and becomes
4) are stronger because the B hole couples strongly to the ramplike for x =0.2.
B-like unoccupied electron states. Even for x -0.2 there
is some B character t.o the Fermi-energy states, and the D. Summary
absorption edge (at the left of Fig. 4) becomes more
abrupt as x and the B character of the Fermi-em.-gy In summary the predicted x-ray spectra of one-
states increases. In general the spectra exhibit low-energy dimensional A,_,B, substitutional alloys are rich in
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feat ures that arecassociated with alloy disorder, x-ray edge hosts appear to be related ,to -the fact that thc Fermi-
effects, and van Hove sin~ularities. The effects of allo 1y suirface states at the rare-gas site do not have sufficient
disorder-found hereare probably- more pronounced than alkali-;metal character. An, initerestingk prediction of the
one would find in three-dimensional alloys, owing to the miodel is that the, emission spedtrum'frnm -rake-gas -atomns
lac k 'of multiple paths circumventing any_ highly disor- in alkali-metal hbsts should'also, have ramp like thresholds
dered region. Tw~i. particularly interesting features of the rather than edge anomalies. It-would be gratifying- if this
calculated spectra appear to hold promise for explaining predictibn-wer6 ver-ified experimentally.
-some old riysteri&s 'i) The anomalously symmetric XPS
lines 'of sodium- tur, asten bronzes appear to be related-to ACKNOWLEDGMENT
the fact that the character of the one-electron states at the
Fermi energy is suc -h that these staites are not-efficiently We are grateful to the U.S. Office of Naval Research
excited- by a Na-site core hole. and (ii), the ramplike linear for their generous support (under Contract No. N00614.
absorption ,thresholds of rare-gas -atoms in alkali-metal 84-K-0-352).
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thc electronic .structures of the pseudobinary -allay-semiconductors Pb,S 1 n,Te are analyzed
using a tight-binding model with spin-orbit interacuion. The densities of siates and thelhand gaps
at the L point are computed for both the etfective media using the-virtual-crystal approximation
and ~the -rcalistic media employing the -recursion method, And the results are compared. Both
theories exhibit alloying effects such as band- broadening, energy shifts, and Dirnmoch's. band-
ciossing phenomeno~n. However, significant deviations from the virtual-crystal approiimation are
found for the cation-derived s-like eeep valence-band states;

1. INTRObUCTION Pb,.nTe using the- recursion miethod with A tight.
binding model. Pbl-,SnTe is- an- int..'resting material

Tie narrow-gap IV-VI semiconductor compounds and for this purpose because its constituc:-t semiconductor
their pseudobina ry alloys have unique properties. Thcy compounds PbTe and SnTe have vcr similar o'verall1
have on the average five valence electrons per atom, electro~nic structures, except for the Dimmc'ck reversal
small direct band gaps at the 1. point, and high static of the valence. and conduction--'and teges; the alloy
dielectric constants of order 101. Thcy often show a contains light (Sni) And heavy (Pbi cations. Moreover, the
variety of anomalous thermodynamic aotiad elec- -electronic band structures of these materials have, large-
r ronic prpoperties.' 2  Pb 1 .,-Sn, Te -is an especially 'in- spini-orbit splitting-.js,-and thbe fndamnctitJ Saps are not at
teresting semiconductor alloy because the symmetry of the center of the Brillouin zone, k=iO. Indecd, some~au-
valence- and conductioai-band edges of SnTe is-reversed thors believe -,hat PbTe and SnTe-are ionic rather than
compared to PbTe and other IV-VI semiconductors: covalent matcrials.9 Therefore the usual criteria!0 for
The conduction- and the valence-band edges have L; the validity of the virtual-crystal approximation may not
andL67 symmetry, respectively, in P ,bTe and most other apply.
IV-VI semiconductors, while the ordering is "Dimmock In Sec. II,_the tight-binding model fc, the parent se 'mi-
reversed" in SnT. 1-3 This has an interesting conse- conductors PbTe and SnTe is discussed, and the recur-
quence: the fundamental band cap closes to zero at an sion method is outlined. In Sec. 111, the results of the
intermediate composition x in Pb1j_5flTe.3 This prop- calculations are presented and discussed. Section IV
erty of the fundamental energy-band gap vanishing for a summarizes the.conclusions.
selected comnposition means that alloys with composi-
tions near this composition exhibit small band gaps that 1.CLUAINLPOEUr
satisfy the special needs for infrared sources4 and detec- I.CLUAINLPOtUI
tors5 in modern technology. Therefore it is very impor- A ih-idn oe
tant to undlerstand the effects of alloy disorder on the A ih-idn oe
electronic structures of these technologically important It is well known that Pbl-,Sn,,Te forms a single-
materials. phase pseudobinary alloy over the entire composition

Recently, Spicer et ol.' have reported experiments in. range x, with about 2% of lattice-constant change from
dlicating the selective breakdown of the virtual-crystal P.'Te to SnTe. .Boz~i compounds crystz-Alize in the rock-
Approximation for decp'valence bands in Hg1..,Cd 1,Te salt structure with ;attice constant 6.44 ' .A for Pblv an~d
(whic 1' is a covalent semiconductc~r alloy containing 6.327 A for SnTe (Ref. 11) at 300 K.' Thy. electronic
"light'. (Cd) and "heavy" (Hgl atoms), and have structures of PbTe and SnTe (and other IV.VI com-
identified that phenomenon as resulting from the Hg 6s pounds) have been eytensively investigmted the%'oetically
atomic levels being significantly below the Cd 5s levels, and expurimcntali. 1-- A variety )f computational t,.ch-
Also, H;.ss et at?7 have obtained simiiar disorder c-frects niques such as the relativistic augaeited-plane-wave
theoretically, in Hlg1.. ,Cd, Te using the coherent- (AP') netlhod," 14 the orthonormalized-plane-wav-e
potential approx.ima-ion. Dai%" has Plso found lamge dle- (QPW) method,15  the empirical pseudopotential
viationn. from virtual-crysia! hchavt'nr theorcticallv in method.' IQ and the relativistic '3jrcvins functin or
!'b,.,Sr.,S wi..re the cat .-is Pb '-.onfcration 6s.6p2) Korrin ga- Koh n-Rost oker method 'EKRi tRof. 20) have
and Sr tconfiguration 5s,* differ so mnu,: that in average been us ed to calculate the electron;, band structur-~s of
cation potential iz meaningless. these ina-c-rials More recently, a sci:7-consistent rce:ttiv-

The present work anialyzes the effects of alloy disorder istic APW caictilation fonr Sn're i'Rer. 21) aiic first-
on the electri-.. stru(.tures of the random alloys principles pseudopotential total-enrp- calcukitionl for
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the'ground-state properties aiid' Iectronic structures of where Vis the periodic crystal potential i. The spin-orbit
.Pbte and SnTe _(Ref. 22) have been reported. Although- term which may split degenerate levels-is
conside.rable' differ ences, mAy- exist -concernjing sbme --de--
-tails,,such as the parity asgrez ate L point'- and Ji,~,=O'*Vp/mc 2
gipstruttires-itcritical",poiiit!; (f6r example, some cal-
culations1 1'-i showda"upsbctr, ~. h and thermaining terms are -the Darwvin- and,-mass-
point is -not a minimunm- or maximum-energy-poinit. but velociiterrns, respecli-vely;
a saddle point -in, SnTc), -the gete-ral fcatUres of the vani- Employinig the ideas 6f Hiarrison? Chadij-" and -Vogl
ous band structtites mentioned -above ate quite- siiilat. ~:a/.,-" the nearest;-neighbor tight-binding Hamilt~niin-
Co ncentratihg-on-this point and the fact, that -therecur. can be constructed,

sinmethod takes it' otovnetform- in a~tgt
bding moewe shall use in thswrk the empirical ) ~:~~.)~~~~j

-fight-binidifig Hamiltonian matrix element,, of Lent, R.a.i
er al.,' which re obtainid by 2fiiting the eigenvalues of + :c,i,a, k+d),l(c,i,d, R+d I)
the 'tight-binding limiltoniaui matrix to the experimen-
tat band gao at the-Lpoint and to hand e:iergit: at syin amR .(cjo,'d
metry points, as calculated by Herman et a!.1

Since the relativistic corrections -to the -eregies ofR.iij
heav y *materialq, p~rtictilarly those including Pb, Ate -H.c. ) 1H, ,3
sighiflcafit, 2" the Ha miltonian -used for band calcula-

-tios soul inludethee efecs. he rlatvisic am- where H.c. means Hermitian conjugate, R are the lattice
iltonian-which produces the energy-band structure ha!) vectors, i and j are the localized quasiatomnic orbitals f6or

the ollwin fom:Lthe cation and ihion, a is the spin index (up or down;), a
and c refer to the-itnion and cat-ion, respectively, and d'is

H (p2m4-V H A+21V~p,/8M 2 /8 AC * the position of the cation relative to- the anion in _iny-
unit cell1: d=-(aL/2,0,0). The spin-ori.it interaction

(1) term can be described by the following Hlamiltonian:2

As a basis set, we used IS quasiatomic orbitals local- H Ii ib, b v-I I- +a, vb-1 v + I
ized on each atomic site which are assumed to be mutu* iha nta hieo 0 n 0 0 hseuto
Ally orthottormaiized by the method of L~wdin. 30 s? Px cian e nita todtie the0 n reuson0 coehicns ea.

Py., d,2~ d d3 ,2 d,,,, and d., for each spin-up can be iterate to determnd the Creeusn cficentsa,
and -down state. The parameters of this model are given anb.(,=,1...MadthGre'fuci.
in Ref. 24, and reproduce the experimental bar:J -aps at Gc(E) 1 (6)
theL point3 (0.186 eV for PbTe and 0.3 cY for SnTe) as b
well as the calculated band energies of Ref. 15 at the E-: 0
high-symmetry points r, X. and L. The resulting band ___________

structures are given in Ref. 24. In particular, the Dim- a,
mock reversal of the band structure from PbTc to SnTe where F. ha- an infinitesimal positive imaginary part. In

is crrecly rproucedby te moe!.practice this expansion is cut off' at some finite level L
(=51 here). and the remainder is neek'cted. Then the

B. Recursion meth.-d local densities of stai,'s for a specific site b and sym-
metries i are obtained from G0.0 by taking the imaginary

To obtain the dtnsitie % of states o:' Pbi.-.. Sr, Te alloys, part: I - /r~, U 0~. The choice of iinitial state j 01,
we require a theory that is capable of predicting the
spectra characteristic of pairs and clusqters of minority 01= b~i,cr,R) (7)
atorns, namely a theory that gnes beywond the itual- .

crystal approximation W\CA, (Ret'f. 31) and the
coherent-potenitial approximation (CPA' (Refs~. 6, 7. 10, where ±means that cachi term ic ic a randomlv
and 32-36). We us, the re,.-,ion rnethod,8- 7 which ex. chosen sign, yields the toca! jkthi.\ of states projected
ploits the fact that the flamiltontan matrix for the alloy onto the -ion or cation' sitc at, . die %ynlimetry i in a
can be transformed into a ral *vmrnctric matrix by uni- random alloy, and the sum of th.%. local-state densities
tary trans,^orrnation from the old hasis 1) tihl is till tota! density of states. Detza.'s of the method %m'n
Z=O, I ..... , where Z stands for ba.u.R) to a :,.: be Rlund in Ref. 17; com-puter prograins for executing
blasis v~(v=0, 1,2., Thus we have the recur.%ion method are a~ailable. '
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Ill. RkES;LTSAND DISCUSSION *> 6
- i- .

We fi rst cdalculat-the denfsity Of siaies for the pertfd 5 S nTe
crystals- PbTe- an, Snte, employi'ng -the nearest-'neighbor /
tightiNrding mc~del discussed ih. tie. previous section. 4e Sn-
The results ire showhn in Figs. l and,2. The dot-dashed0+ +
curve is the de nsity- of states obtained by -the- Lehm~ann- S SII n Sn Tep .

taut method 39  In c.his mnethod,, the BI~rillouin .zone is- I
decomposed into a set of tetrahedra, and-the integration
over the Brillouin zone is evaluated using an analytc ex- V!
pres~on; The solid curve is from, therecursion method.

XA 12 -x2 l2-atofh cluster was -genertd to simulate .0 - 'v"
ihepeifedt infinite crystal, and-the local density of states -.2 1 -12' -6 0 6-
foi each orbital i,& Wtas-calculated With Oeriodic b6urid- En4y i~v
aiy conditions. FIG. 2. The virtual-crystal-approximnat ion, (dot-dashed

Theovral areeen bewen te wo etodsis curve) and the recursiont-method (solidc~trVe) density of states
very, good, _6xceptfor iome minor details such as -the in, Snte. A12x 12X,12-atom cluster with--periodic boundary,
peak 'struidtures ah~d the bind-gap smearing, the conditions was used Tin the recursion method.
differences bMweenthe- results of the recursion- method
and-the.1Lehmrann-Tatit mnethod are within the tolerable
range. The, -function-jike -peaks are associated-with van-
Hove -singularities40 due to the long-range order- The to the density of states-of PbTe is displayed. The lowest
-more, or less smooth peaks in, the uipper va-lence bands valence band is-predorniiantly an-ion s-like, and the mid;
given by the recursion mfethoa, (solid curve) ire 'partly die valence band is cationtsl e h upper valence,
dueto"tfe'ihiite'size of the cluster and pOartly. due td the bands ,have dominant anion p-like character, while the
li Mitedrresolution of the prescnit method because of the lower, conduction bands are p-like and cation derived.
fiite cutoff at L -"51. .We determined this oy-varying This can -be visualized by 'the following simple picture
the size oif the cluster and L.) Another' difference is that The Pb -atom ha ,s four valence electr~ris (ip)with,
while the -Lehmann-Taut M ethod clearly shows the band fe-tomic orbital energes --12.42 and --6.9: tV (rela-
gap to contait4 no states, the bind edges are smeared in tive to vacuum) 'or s and p orbitali, respectively, and the
the recursion. method. The main reasons for this are the Te atom has six valence eicctrons-(5s*5p 'I with orbital4
limited resolution ot' the method and the incomplete can. energies - 19. 05 ev (5s) and -92. 9 eV (Sp).'l The two
cellation of the offi-diagonial elements of the Green's 5s electrons of Te, which have the lowest orbital ener-
function due to the choice of andomly phased initial gies, form an isolated valence band deep in energy, and
state. the band edges can be sharpened by choosing an, the two 6s electrons of Pb form a middle valence band.
initial state 01 localized at thc center of a cluster or by Tiie two 6p electrons of Pb and the four 5p electrons of
investigating the spectra! density of states 'as will be dis- Te interact with each other to form bonding (valence
cussed below). In Fig. 3, the contribution of each orbital band) and antibonding (conduction band) bands. There-

6 ---
PbTe d orbital

5.Pb'e ~ ~ '.-Pb site

Te site
Te p 0-c-

OPbs P Pb p

3I - Te+ p orbital

Te r p 2-

I , s orbital

2-18 -12 -6 0 6 l J:
Energy (eVI

C0 -

-18 -12 -6 0 6

FIG. 1. The virtual-crystal-appr'- 'nation (do:-dafhed Energy Cev)
curve) and the recursion-method tsolid turv,!) densi-y of states
in PbTe. A 12?x 12 x I 2-atom cluster with pet iodic boundary FIG. 3. Local density of states for cation (dot-dashed curve)
conditions was used in the recursion method. The z.ero of en- and anion (solid curve) calculated by the re,.ursien method in
ergy is the vakence-b:.nd maximum. PbTe.
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6 .
S hTe, d- rbital s

Jw Sn'-site P 04 S 0;6.e
w-cursion-

0~-- VCA

2 ~~p orbital '

0

02 ~~~~s orbital vl. \,~f)
2-18 -12 0 60JI~ Energy (eV,)

FIG ' 6. The virtual-crystal-approxintiAtin (doidahcd ,
18 -1_l2 -6 0 -6 curve) and the iecursion-methbdl (olid curve) denity of states

Energy 1eV in Pb1,4Sn.jTe. A 12X 12X 12-atomn cluster with periodic

FIG. 4 Local density of states for cation (dot-dashed curve) boundary conditions was used in the recuision method.
and-anion (solid curve) calculated by the recursion method in
'S iTe.

Pb, ,SnjTe-are calculated using both !he virtual-crystal
fore, alloying PhTe and SnTe, which is equivalent to dis- approximation and the recursion Method for a number
tributinig Pb and Sn atoms randomly on cation sites, has of compositions x. Agam?, the density of states is ob-
the-largest effect on the cationlike, middle valence band. tained by the u4se o,. the Lehrnann-Taut methodJn,,the-
The dhificiefiitids of the local density-of-states struc- virtual-crystal- approximation,_ and a 12 X 12 x 12-atom
tore in SnTe are similar to those of PbTe (sei-e Fig. 4); the cluster is used in the recursion method with periodic
5s and Sp free-atomic orbital energies of Sn are at boundary conditions. In order to avi ample-

12.97-and --7.21 eV, respectively. dependcntrisults, %v% repeated the calculations for five
We generate a model of the'kandom alloy Pbl. 1,Sn,,Te different alloy configurations of 123 atoms, and averaged

by randomly occupying -cation sites by either Pb (with the densities of stutes. The results are shown in Figs.
prob -ability I -x) or Sn (with probability A) while all 5-8. The solid curves -represent the recursion density of
anion ,sites are occupied by Te. The matrix elements of states, and the dot-dashed curves are for the virt'ual.
the alloy H-amiltonian are derived from those of PbTe crystal approximation (VCA) results. Both the virtual-
and SnTe as follows: On cation sites, we use either PbTe crystal approximation and the recursion density of states
or SnTe matrix elements, depending on whether the site show the alloying effects, i.e., energy shifts and width
was occupied by Pb or Sn. On Te sites, we average the changes of the density-of-states peaks. Ho~ever,
PbTe and SnTc matrix elements, weighting the average analysis of the middle valence band near -7 eV, which
in proportion to the number of neighboring Pb and Sn has the greatest alloying effcts. clearly reveals the
atomns to the Te. Then the densities of states for differences between the pred:Ctions of thle two

T .6 >

* ~ 7 TePb~ SnjTe
Pb Sn T

- Recursion ~ euso4r

...2I VC .

2'

1 -18 -12 -6 06
0 Energy ( P'. )1 1 - Energy 1eV)

FIG. S. The virtual.cr% ;taI-ai'pro.\imatioii t(tot-dashed FIG. 7. Thc virtudal-crystal-arnroximatzoin ldot-dashed
curve) and the rectir~ion-meihod !c ur~c) denisit\ uf %ales curse) and the recursion-method isolid cur'e) density of blates
in Pbc 3Sn0 -Te. A 12 - 42x 12-atomi clust with periodic in Pbt, s~, sTe. A 12 . 12 x 12.atom ciusttvr %%ith periodic
boundary conditioni, was used in the .ccu, ... on muthod. boundar> condition was ued in the recursion method.
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_______________ 7 -I~

0.40- V r tu c Itry stal
Ib ln-Te-0.5 0.44 Reusi

0-0

Recursion~~ *-0.20 .- xermn

0 S 00

I ~0.

Th b~ -0.40.T- n~
inPoo.2 e A1 12x x2a 6 0on 6lse -wta.roi

bonaycn ition a-stain aproxtimtion, mehd.dhd 0.0oitor 0. . .6 08

FIG. 9. The band gap E(L; )-E(Lj) of Pbi-,SnTe vs
composition x. The solid ciries (triangles) are obtained using

methods-mthe cffect of disorder. this band, is a doublet, the virtual-crystal approxim:.iion (the recursion method), and
with its low, and high.energy components due to Pb~and the solid line represents the interpolation of Pbte and SnTe ex-
Sn s states, iespectively. perimental results of Ref. 3.

Since the bands that exhibit the alloy effects Which are
b~ywd~th vitul-cysaL -pprxim-alion are cation s-

like -incharacter, spin-orbit coupling dbes not produce
any novel features in the spectra of Pbl 1 SnTe,-beydnd composition x -by diagonalizing the virtual-crystal empir.
the 'spin-orbit features found 'in PbTe, ShTe, and- a ical tight-binding Hamihonian (solid, circles in Fig. 9).
virtual-crystal theory, of Pb1...,SnTe. Also the corresponding quantity can be calculated using,

Fnrtunately the results we find aotrde rather well with the recursion- method. In alloyq. the translational sym-;
what is expected, based on the Onode-a-Toyozawa metry is breken, thus- the wav -cc-tor '. is not a good
theory of alloys 10-despite the fact that theory, to our quantum number. However, we still can define the
knowledge, has not been applied previously to alloys spectral-density functions analogous to those of the per-
'With -fundamental band zaps at the L point of the Bril- fect crystal by the following:&
bui zone. The density-of-states spectra of the alloys A(,) (I/r i r~,ok ( i)Ibio,)
exhibit some features that are "persistent" and othersC0
that are I"amalgamated" in the terminology of Ref. 10.(8
The persistent tlevttres are associated with the cationlike(8
middle valence bands: the Pb 6s-like and Sni 5s-like where I b, i,a, k ) is a normalized Bloch sum over all unit
bands that retain their chniacters in the alloy because cells of orbital i with spin a on each atomic site b (anion
the perfect-crystul btids do not overlap in energy. The or cation). Then the position and broadening of the
remain-ng ban"Is are amalgamated and tend to form hy- peak represents the energy shift and damping of a pair-
brids of' tile MT.- and SnTe bands rither than exhibit ticular quasiparticle state of energy E and wave vector k.
separate PbTe- and SnTe-like bands. This atnalgamatio6 Since L~ C L;6 ) has anion (cation) p-like ch: -.cter, a
occurs because the PbTe and SnTe bands overlap in en- Bloch sum of (p*, +py+P )/V3 on each anion cation)
ergy, and hence mix in the alloy.'0) Bands that fall site at the L point is chosen as the initial state 10) for
within this anialgainated reeirne can generilly be de* L + (L;) and the spectral density of states ^1~ (k. E) is
scrinbed, in a first approxinat, 'n, by the virtual-crystal calculated. Then the gap is defined by the differences in
approximinion. the peak values of A (k, E), i.e., E (L ;) -E(L ' . The

Although it is straightforwurd to include a valence, cheoretical predictions are shown also in Fig. 9 (Folid tri-
bad ffe:inth clc~azn y ddnga entat ne- angles) in comparison with a linear interpolatiot. of the

gy to all of thle diagonal matrix elemeunts of euthe' Plb Te experimental band gaps of PbTe and SnTe (Ref. 3) (solid
or SnTe $by construction, the m'atrix ciements of Ref. 24 line). The theoretical uncertainty in E(L;- )-E(L; ) is
place the zero of energy at the valence.band maximum), - O0eVor0< I.Teclutdbadapia-
we have not done so here beca 2use the offset is thought to most .. !inear function of composition x and compares
be small (of order 60 mneV. 4' almost neg.igible on the Wvell With thle eXPLrimental results.
scale of the figures.

It is well-k-nown that the 'undamental band pap of IV. SUMMARY
Pb1 _., SnTe closes at some intermediate composition be-
cause of the inverted band structure of SnTe. We calcu. The electronic structures of Pb1... SnTe alloys, in-
lated E (L -E (LJ of' Pbt .. Sn, Te a.- a function of cluding their parent semiconductor compounds, have
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~bei a naiyied usifig ,the, fight-bindin modcl with sini- tion bads Finally, they, demonstrate at th
~rint uiidn fhedensities of-s'ttws were copm'putied O0nodera.Toyozawa criteria,~n b ppid t

~fo~bthth efe~i~ rieda sig~heviriual-crystal ap- Pbi Sh,-Tc,, even- though. these- alloys -have their-fifndat-
orokiffationadteralsihei~c ~~ii the recur-- metlbad aps at L: the-.catiidolike s-like middle-
sin fiethod; and thexreults were compared. As expiect valence--bands-are pcrsisient Wvhile-the top valenbe band
ed,. both 1heo'rc. exhibited. alloying effects such as band anid-loWest conduction band are amalgamated.
broadening and- energy shifts. Hoivever, -the, two
methods .diffeied& in their predictions for the cation!,
derived. -4ik6 states,- which experienced Whe -greatest, al- AkN VEG Et
.loying effec t. The -a116y'.cbziiosifion dep~ndence ofth0 CNO LDG-T
band gap at the L point was analyzed, and, exhibi s We arc gratef'u) to the-Offie-6fNav'a1 Research (Cton-
Dimmonitck's band-crossing phenomenon. The above fac;s tract No. N6014-84-K032) teArFce Office of
show that the recursion 'method is a izsefulktoo[ -forthe Scientific Research (Contract No. AFOSR-85-033 1),. the
sttudy of the elcl&!onic structure of ranidom Pbt,.,1Sn 1Te, University-of Notre Dame, arid the University of'Illinois
atid-in particular for the c6ationlike middle valence band. at Urbana-Champaign Phiysivcs Depa.~t ment, for their sup-
H-owever,- the y also show that the virtual-crystal approx, -poal of-this work. -We benefited greatly from stimulating
imiiat ion provides a remarkably good descr..'p)ion of the -conversations with M. Bowen, E. Ho, C. Lent, anid
electronically important too valence and bottom conduc- Sankey.
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We review theoketical interpretations of Schottky barriers an I Fermi-level pinning, which result
when metals and other chemical species are deposited on semiconductor surfaces. Experiments
indicate that these two phenomena are closely connected,- so a theory of Schottky barriers must
also explain Fermi-level pinning for s ubmonolayer coverages of both metallic and nonmetallic
,species. Proposed mechanisms include the following: (a) Int'nsicsurface *iates. For GaM and
several othermaterialsi there are no intrinsic surface states within the band gap; GaP, e.g., does
have surface states in the gap,-but they are noit at the correct energy to explait. Schottky barrier
formation., (b) Metal-inducedgap states. These states, which require a thick metal overlayer,
cannot explain Fermi-level pinning at subnao6layer metallic coverages. They also cannot explain
why a single semiconductor (n.type InP) exhibits two distinct Schottky barrier heights.
Furthermore, they cannot explain why the Schottky barrier persists when there is an oxide layer
between semiconductor and metal. Metal-induced states can it, principle give rise to Schottky
barriers at defect-free interfaces, but they fail to explain much of the existing experimental data for
III-V semiconductors and Si. (c) The classic SchOttky model. This model is not in agreement with
expenment for III-V and .Group.IV semiconductors,-but-does-appear--to -account- for, the
measurements involving nonreactive metals on. GdSe-a layered material expected to be
relatively free of defects. (d)' The Spicer defect model. This phenomenological model, now
supported by microscopic theoretical studies, appears to account for many of the observations
regarding Schottky barrier,and.Fermi-level pinning. We review our theoretical investigations
within the framework of the defect model, which provide a satisfactory explanation of the
principal observations for both III-V and Group IV semiconductors; We conclude that the levels
responsible for Schottky barriers and Fermi-level pinning arise from two S.ourcs: (1) bulk-derived
deep-levels (e.g., the deep donor level for the antisite defect As,, which persists when thit defect is
present at the surface, but which is shifted in energy), and (2) dangling-bond deep levels (which are
also shifted in energy ac:.-rding to the environment of the dangling bond). Most of the observed
Schottky barriers-for both III-V And Group IV semiconductors-are attributed to dangling
bonds.

I. INTRODUCTION Here we review various microscopic mechanisms tbat

Schottky barriers have long been of interest, and many mi- have been proposed to explain Schottky barriers and Fermi-

croscopic mechanisms and phenomenological pictures have level pinning, and we exar :tie to what extent th-se mecha-

been hypothesized to explain them. Nowadays, however, the nisms are compatible with the experimentl data.
theorist is considerably more constrained by the body of e .M
perimental fiidings than he was only a few years ago. It is no . POSSIBL.E MECHANISMS
longer sufficient to offer a theory that fits only a limited set of A. The classic Schottky -nechanism
Schottky barrier data. A theory now must also explain the The original intc:pretation of Schottky barriers-that
related data on Fermi-level pinning at submonolayer cover- wh,'h is associated with Schottky himself (and other early
ages of various metals and other chemical species.' | For workers--is tha. charge transfer be:ween semiconductor
example, the experiments of Williams and co-workers' - ' in- ar metal results in a dipole layer at the interface -ad an
dicate that n-lnP exhibits two distinct Fermi-level pinning equilibration of Fermi energies. Accordirg to this interpre-
position., even for thick metal depositions-one just below tatios,. we have
the condo.tion band edge E, and the other about 0.5 eV
below E,. Recently M6nch and Gant' discovered that the 69 = W-X, (1)
1%;.i-level pinning forp-GaAs anneals out at the annealing
temperature of an antisite defect. A satisfactory theory of where a, is the barrier height, W is the work func . in of the
Schottky barriers must explain such obser% ations in addition metal, and X is the electron affinity of the semicodwitor.' 6

to successfully predicting Schottky barrier heights. Equation (1) is violated for III-V and Groutn IV r 'miccnduc-
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tori,2". and this is essentially,the reason that Bardeen ori- ory of the former is also required to be a theory of the-latter.
ginally proposed Fermi-level pinning by surface statesof Metal-induced gap states. however, are suposed to extend
so.iie kind. HoweverEq. (l) may be consistent With the mea- into the bulk of the metal, ad so they are not even defined for
surements for some more ionic systems, such-as some II- _._.monolayerco erages. (2) I'li ories of metal-induced states
Vl's.;and forrelatively nonreactive metals (the noble metals, -predicta single barrier height for each semiconductor, al-
Au and Ag) on GaSe. Since-GaSe is a layered material ex. most independent of the metal in the metal/semiconductor
pected to have a low concentration of defects, this observa- contact and insensitive to surface treatments. They, -there-
tion indicates that nearly defect-free surfaces can exhibit fore, fail to explain why two distinct Schottky barrier heights
"Schottky" type Schottky bL:rier formation. are obse.'ved for n-inP. 7 (3) Schottky harrier heights are

often not very much affected when an oxide layer is inserted
2. Fermi-level pinning between the semiconductor and the metal (see, e.g., R ef. 5),

Bardeen proposed that Schottky barrier heights are due to whereas metal-induced gap states require an intimate semi-;
Fermi-cvelpinning by surface sttes, either intrinsic or x- conductor/metal contact; i.€., meta,-i, duced gap states do

trinsic.' The essential feature of the Bardeen model is that not-appear to explain real-world Schottky barriers, which

the Fermi energies of the bulk semiconductor, the semicon- oftun involve an oxide layer at-the interface. (4) Metal-in-

ductor surface, and the bulk metal must align-and that duced states do not apply to semiconductor/nonmetallic in-

charges diffuse, causing band bending; until this ali'gnment is terfaces, like the GaAs/oxide interface, which exhibits 'he

,achieved. Much of the current interpretation of Schottky same Fermi-level pinning as metals. 2" -4 (5) The states as-

barrier-tormation is based on this Fermi-level pinning mod- sociated with any adsorbate-metal or otherwise--c. h be

ei-with many of the current controversies centered on the expected to depnd strongly on the el" emical identity o the
issue of what agents do the Fermi.level pinning at specific adsorbate. Fermi-level pinning positions and Schottky bar-
metal/semiconductor contacts prepared under specific well- rier heights, however, are otten about the same for a variety
defined conditio'is of adsorbate." (6) Estimates indicate that the dipole pro-

duced by metal-induced gap states will often be atleast an
order of~magnitude-too small to acrount- for the Schottky

Iu.iiiic surface states barrier height.3 ' (7) The Fermi-level pinning for p.GaAs
Since the mid. 1970's, it has-been known that there are no (110) anneals out at the annealing temperature o, .in antisite

intrinsic surface !tites in theband gap for the (110 surface of defectI '-a fact that is difficult to explain in a metal-iduced
GaAs, " 9 and s, such states cannot account for the ob- gap-state picture.
served Schottky oarriers and Fermi-level pitning on this
surface. This '.:ne conclusion appears to apply to-other di-
rect-gap fIi-V semiconductors like InP. In the case of GaP, 3. The Spicer defect model
there are intfinsiC (1101 surface states within the band gap,2O The fact that neasurements on several I1-V semiconduc-
but these states are just under, the conduction-band edge, tors (GaAs, InP, and GaSb) provided strong evidence for
whereas the observed Fermi-level pinning position for n- Fermi-level pinning-together with the fact that experi-
GaP (110) is much lower in the band gap--at an energy in ments also indicate that these materials have no intrinsic
good agreement-with the predicted acceptor level for the surface states within the band ga---led Spicer and co-
surface antisit defect Po,2 workers " to propose the defect model. In t0-s model, che-

misorption (or leavage) produces defects of some kind, and
2. Metal-induced gap states these defects c" .'e rise to deep (or shalow) levels that account

Th, possibility of metal-induced gap states at semicon- for the observed Fermi-level pinning and Schottky barrier
ductor/metal interfaces has been discussed by a number of formation.
workers."6'22"- ° Such states should be properly treated The original Spicer defect model was phenomenological,
througl, a microscop,: calculation in which semiconductor and did not specify the precise nature of thL defects responsi-
atoms are bonded to metal atoms. Only a calculation of this ble for barrier formation. Over the past several years, we
kind-with the interface electronic states obtained by sol.- have attempted to provide a microscopic theo;. by perform-
ing Schrodinger's equation at the semiconductor/metal in- ing detailed calculations for par,,:ular defe:" .3- We find
terPce in an atomistic picture--constitutes a proper micro- that the principal experimental observationm are well ey-
scopic theory. Some treatments of metal-induced gap states, plained by the theoretical results fi- a few simple defects.
however, have been based on plausibility arguments or very For example, f :0. I shows the interpretation of the ob-
crude approximations, ,vith a consequent loss of reliability. served Fermi-level pinning positionb end Schottky barrier

In principle, metal-induced gap states can produce heights for various metals and other chemical species depos-
Schottky barriers and Fermi-level pinning. In practice, how- ited on the (110) surface of n-InP. The fact that there are two
ever, they do not seem to explain the observations on those observed barrier heights for this single semiconductor finds
systems that have been studieo ,ip until now. There are sev- a natural explanation in the defect model-namely, there a,,:
eral difficulties in trying to explain the observations with two different native defects involved 'in addition to possible
metal-induce i states: (1) There is a clear connection between surface impurities): Nonreactive metals produce antisite de-
Schottl:y bar iers for thick metal contacts and Fermi-level fects, and reactive metals produce vacancies37' ts the domi-
pinning for submonolayer coverages of metal-'"; i.e., a the- nant defects. The observed "swiL,.hing" of barrier heights
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1 Ni Fe Al 0.0. S. Sn PS.ni

du CAg U, li

Heat of reaction0.

(a) exoerment, 1'1theory
Pinniqg ievels for n-hIP O

410111-Al~ GaAs GaP IP InAn as
Faa. 1. Surface Fermi energy of n-type InP~i's heat of reaction of InP'Mth FIG. 3. Schottky barrierheight 4$ as function ofalloy composition xfor Au-
:;he metals Ni4 Fe, Al. Cu. Ag. and Auacckurding to Ref. . The theoretical
surface defect levels for the ? vacancyiv,l, the native antiste defects(Inp contacts to ,,.type All, G O,As. GaAs, -.,P,, Gal, In,?, InP,_A.
and puAnd the extrinsic impurities Son a P site (5,,) and Sn on An In site and In, -Ga, As. ier Ref, 39. where the source of the experimental data
(Sn,.), awe given at the right. The itIn? data can be interpreted as follows. ate cited. The thtofetic... -i heights correspond to the antisite defect
Nonkreactive metals produce antisite defects: reactive metals and treatment ao~.nowg,(a,.
of the surface with oxygen and Ll produce P vacancies.- Treatmentis with Sn
and S produce surface: Sn,6 and Sp,. Alfter Rtefs. 37 and 38.

fortuitously good, in view of the fact that there are uncertaini-
shown in Fig. I provides an-initial but crucial test-for any ties in the'theory of sevensi-tenths of .an eV; i.e., we do not
theory of Sdiottky -am -i claim that the theory can ~predji Sch ot barir heights to

In Fig. 2, the experimental2 '.11' and. theoretical"3 levels within 0. 1 N1l However, we regard Fig. 3 as dramatic evi.
for GaAs (1)recmae.Ntcththreare ain dence that he defect model'does provide a very satisfactory
two acceptor levels predicted by, the theory for surface anti- explanation of Schottky barrier heights as well as Fermi-
site defects, in accordance with the experimental observation level pining.
of two distinct Fermi-level pinning poitin fo th single As the ab~ove examples make clear, the theoro indicates

semiondutor -Ga~ s-"that most observations of Schottky barriers 2nd Fermi-level
In Fig. 3, we show the comparison of experimental- and, pinning forIll-V sem~iconductors are explaned by srfac

theoretical Schottky barrier heights, with the harrier (for Au antisite defects (with vacancies also involved in a few cases).
contacts) assigned to the suafice antisite defect, cation~on- The antisite defects' deep jevels that are responsible 'tr Fer-
anion-site (e.g., Gam,). The level of quantitative agreement is ma-level panning-invaniably have dangling.bond character.

For Grctup IV semiconductors, however, there are no anti-
site defects. In this case, an even simpler type of the defect

GaAs, GaAs surf ace suffices to explain the observatons-mnamely, dan~iin;
experiment - bonds. These dangling bonds must have a neighboring voiu,

vacarcy, or disordered region into which they dangle; other.
wise, their enetgy levels would be severely altered by the
metal of the metal/semiconductor contact. Therefore, we

0 -- refer to them as "shel tered," 3' and recognize that a sheltered
antisite defect is essentially a (vacancy, antisite) pair.

As described in some detail in Refs. 40-43, dangling
oonds provide a very good explanation of the experimental
measurements for Si, Ge, diamond, and -imorphous Si inter-
faced with various metals.'" For example, on the right-
hand side of Fig. 4 we compare the theoretical dangling bond
energy with the experimental Fermi-level position for
Group IV scmiconductors finferred from the Schottky bar-
rier height r , for Au~ contacms as described in the figure
caption). It can be seen that these is good agreement between

'chemiseortion -cevg As Gatheory and 'z !periment, with .,4spect to both chemical trends
2. -related" -ro 4t Ga Ga A s and the pnstion of the erergy within the band gap: This

Fto. 2.Experimental Fermi. vel pinning positons for n. andp-type GaAs. same level rsf quantitative and qualitative agreement is found
(Refa 2-4 and Wt) Icompared with theoretical predictions for surface anti. for variou.s other systems-notably, for the technologically
site defects (As.. and G&A. Solid circles refer top-type GaAs (experiment), imotn /rasin-elslcd otcs.
or to donor levels which will produce Fermi-level pinning on p-GaAs (the. imotnSirasinmea-iice nats 0

ory); open circles refer to n-GaAs. or to acceptor levels which will produce In Fig. 4, we also show the cation dangling-bond energies
pinning on n-GaAs. for II1-V gs'-miconductors, together with the experimental



,. j -r.- . " " .20 formation, of course, it must be present in appreciable con-
r centration. Thismeans about 1 surface defectper100 iurface

20 t
20. atoms, accordingto ourcalculations-and those of Spicerd et

,': al.53 (For bulk defects, the sreening of theisemicondtictor,
Dangling. / _,with dielectric constant e; 10; implies that an order of mag-

Bonc. pol 1o0 nitude more defects are neededI d-about lbiilk defect per 10
10, \A s_ r L surface atoms.") However, we do not find it implaqsible that

-I ., there may bu a rather high concentration of intrinsic and
03 * F "r m.rLrvel -- antisite dangling bonds at the rather disordered-and, un-

(Au)_ Bond fortunately, not yet completely characterized-iiterfaces

0between III-V semiconductors and metals.,In-fact, Mdnch
00 . . . ----- et al." find that for the mild" Ge on GaAs system; at low
,A, O.A 0 .P ,n, M, G, Ge s; c coverage (=-0.3 monolayer), states (defects) are created at a

FaG. 4. Surface Fermi energy for-n-tylie semiconducttc-, inferred from rate of 0.06 + 0.04 per deposited Ge atom, which for a cov-
Schoitky barrier measurements (using. = s -f E wh:re6, is the ba- -erige of on!y a single monolayer corresponds to L.tween- 1
ner height, and E- and E" are; respectively.Ithe cotduction band mini- defect in 10 and I defect in 50. If Il-V semiconductor/
mum and the Fermi energy at the semiconductor surface), mpared with metal interfaces exhibited perfec: bonding and perfet order,
the surface Fermi energy predicted for dangling bond defects. The sources
for the data are cited in Refs, 39(111-V semiconductorsj and Ref. 42 (Group then the defect model would beinapplicable.However, as
IV semicpnductors). Both the chemical trends and the positions within the evidenced above, we believe that such i,:terfaces-are not in
band gapare predicted correctly for the GroupIVsemiconductors. For the fact perfectly ordered'as they are grown curre:tly ih *he
Ill-V semiconductors, the chemical trends are predicted correctly, but the laboratory.
posiions within the band gap are ioo high b) 3/4 eV. This indicates that t.:e
releviant dangling bonds are associated with antisite detects for the lI -V's,
whereas simple dangling bonds explain the data for the Group IV's. Ill. CONCLUSIONS

The present theory of Schottky barriers and Fermi-level

surface Fermi-level positions (inferred from the Schottky pryiilngby native defects provides a very saiiSfac 0 ipla-

barrier data displayed in Fig. 3). Since the cation dangling nation of the experimental observations for both 111-V and
Group IV semiconductors. This theory involves two typesof

bond state is empty (an acceptor), it would provide Fermi defect levels:
leVeI pinning on n-type III-V semiconductors if dangling (1) Bulk-derived interfacial defect levels,-such as the
bonds were responsible for Fermi-level pinning on these ma- Aso, donor level of Fig. 2. This s-like level is derived
terials. (The anion dangling-bond state is filled-a donor- from the bulk As0 5 A1 donor level, and is merely shift-
so it would provide pinning onp-type 111-Vs.) ed in energy at the surface."
TWO interesting facts are evident on the left-hand side of (2) Dangling bond levels. The observations for Group

Fig. 4: (1) The Cation dangling bond does a remarkably good IV semiconductors-S, Ge, diamond, and amorphous
job of reproducing the chemical trends of the measurements. c lamd itr nsic dan i ndsamorphe
(2) However, it does a rather poor jc ofS-are explained by intrinsic dangling bonds. The

observations for III-V semiconductors--GaAs, InP,positions of the measured e:.ergies within the gap. In fact, etc.. and their alloys-are explained in most cases by
the cation dangling-bond er.ergy is about 3/4 eV too high to dangling bonds associated with antisite defects, such as
explain barrier heights and Fermi-level pinning on n-type As on the Ga site and Ga on the As site. In some cases,
1II-V semiconductors. such as reactive metals on n-InP, surface vacancies-

Although we do not display the results here, we have also which involve intrinsic dangling bonds-appear to be
calculated the anion dangling-bond energies. 2 These arefoun tobe oo ow b abu: /4 V toexpainbarierinvolved.
found to be too low by about .1/4 eV to explain bnrrier Our theory of Schottky barriers is thus primarily a Iheory
heights and Fermi-level pinning on p-type semiconductors. of Fermi-level pinning by dangling bonds.

Although intrinsic dangling bonds do not appear to pro-
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Predictions of the cnicriyband gaps as functions of alloy.cornp6sition are given for the-Greene al-
- lays, which are metastable, cryitlline, substitutional alsoys; of I.Vcompunds-and group.IV' eie-

m-ental materials. All possible conmbinations (-f these alloys involving Al, Ga, In, P,-As, Sb, Si, Ge,
and Sn are considered. the 'r and L conduction-band minima, relati ve to the valence-band maxima,
exhibit characteristic V-shaped bowing and kinks ais functions of composition x; the- band edge., at
point X' bifuttcate at critical compositions cci responiding; to the ordei-disorder tran..' il'n of -Newman
er al. The V shiped-bcving due to the transition offers the possibility of band gups significantly
smaller than expected- or, the basiis of- the conventional virtual-crystal approximation. Alloys with
modest -lattice risifiatches -that are fA edicted to have especially interesting- band gaps include

riP)11Ge. (AlSb)2...Sn..,, (Gahtb)i...Snu, and_ (nAs) 1.,Sn~j, which are alloys with potentially
small band,-gaps, -and -(AlAs)1...,Ge2, and (GaAs)i...Siz., which are alloys with- larger gaps and
several interesting band-edge crossinigs as functions of composition.

1- INTRODUCTION of (CGaAs)j,..,Gez, oe (6aSb) _,Gu is a metas 'tabi.e,,
crystalline, substitutional- al163- With a -lifetiie at roomi

,Recently, Greene-and co-workers have fabricated a new temiperature of order 1029 vears.6 The fuufidamiental ener~y
class~of-s 8ernonducting ( l V 1  alloys-for A wide band gap of (G~).~c~has been determined from'
range of compositions.'" The -iI.V compounds and optical-absorption mea'su'rements and shows a iionparab-A.

gup iV lmental-materials are-normally immiscible at ic V-shaped bowing as-a function of alloy comnpositon x
equilibriuim,5 'but can be 'forced to mix by ion bombard- (Ref. 7). A V-shaped ban 'd gap cannot be -.p'.ncnd using
mnent-during growth. The resulting material,,in the case the conventional virtual-crystal approximnation, which

gives approximately parabolic v -%-ing. Thi,~ .shtr-'.
__________________________bowing is explained, however, with a zinc-blende-io-

l~a 'diamond, order-disorder phate transition.6
(Ga Sb ) -, Sn 2 X A theory for this tran!sition has been developed by New-

XC man el al8-1 and applied to (GaAs) -,Geu. As seen in
- 3  0,6Fig. 1, where the theory is evaluated for the conduction-

band minima near points r, L, and X for (GatSb)i...Snz,,
>0.8a Xc the fundamental band gap exhibits a -shaped bowing as

a function of composition., with .kink a: zhe crincal com-;
position x,. This theory also gives smaller gaps than
those of the conventional virtual-crystal approximation.

LC In this paper we apply this theory to thi; entire class of
C(A -1 ")..X'v alloys involving all poss;ie combinations

of Al. Ga, In. P, As Sb, Si. Ge. and S,., arid we predict
C ~the energy band edge-, for the-,e ::e-% metastabhL materials

ri as functions of alloy composition x. We alko establish
general rules for understanding the cuein~cat' trends in the
band gaps and for choosing a metastable (A .. Bv) 1 .X "

0.0 '' alloy with a desired energy band egap.
0 .0 0.5 1.0

X 11. THEORY
FIG. 1. Predicted bant gaps at povi:s r, L. and X versus al-

loy cotnpositon1 for (GaS,- ,...SnZ,. Kaiks are s-.en in the F' and The central id-.. of the presen: work is that all of the
L levels and the level at point V bifurcates at the assumed criti- (A uiiBv~i..xX" n:a.table ajloy's should exhibit an
ca! composition of M~wman's zinc-blende-to-diumo'id phase order-disorder transition from an ordered zine-blende
trar~ition, x, - 0.3. The gap is direct for all compositionsb, structure din which cations "know" whuich sites are sup-
rjn:ce., from =:0,6 to zero and decreau.vs slowiv as a furcfion of p,-sed to bL cation sites) to the disordcred diamond struc-
cornposition from 0.15 *%V to zero for compobitions greter thani ture in which there is no distinction botwc:'n anion atnd ca-
the critical co.mposition. tion sites. The critical composition x, --- which this tran-

32 4034 @19SS The American Physical Soci. :y
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sirtio 6ccuri depends on the growth conditions of the al- composition x) undergo 'the ordcer-disoirder transition;
by.Newman showed that this formidable prciblem could& be

In developing a theory of the electronic structures of solved by breaking it into frour connected parts: (j): an
these alloys, we must remember that very little is present;. equilibrium phase-transition theory. of' the order p~tame;
-1v known about these new and interesting mfaterial,. ttir M (x), based on: a three-cor:p6nent "*spir: "-
Many of the metastable alloys have not yet been grown; in H-amiltonian mondel similar to the Bllumae, Emery, Grif-
most cases, satisfactory gro'wth conditions are not vet fiths model'-' of He3.He' solutions. [Spin-up, spin-dodwn,
known'--and it is not vet definit-ely known if any of the or zero at a site in (GaAs1.l.xGe2x sirifies occupation of
Greene alloys other than (GaSb)i....Ge2, exhibits the that site by Ga, As, or Ge, respectively.) 11i) Introd 'uction
order-disorder transition [which should be detected in x- of the nonequilibrium charaicter-of- the alloys by eliminat-
ray diffraction as the disappearance of the (200) zinc- ing those equilibrium phase swha:t cannot be reached due
blknde .spot as x approaches x, from below]-" These to growth conditions (e~g.,phasu separation, which-occurs
facts are important in defining the nature of the theory at equilibrium, is prevented because J~aracteristic growth-
that is appropriate at this time; it should b~e global and times are small in comparison with the ti-ne requir:d for
simple, rather than detailed, and excessively quantitative, the phases to diffuse apart). (iii) mutulal elimination of
With this in-mind, we assa'me both-that all of the Greene two unknown parameterz of the spin- Haftiltonia-n model,
Alloys exhibit the Newman et al. transition, ahtd that there i.e., -a spin-coupling coir&t.: nt J and anl effective growth
exist growth conditions that will result in a critical com- temperature T, in favor of one empi.-cal param~eter,_ the,
position x, c-0.3, the value appropriate for the two alloys critical composition x,;f4 and (iv) evaluation of the elec-
grown to date by Greene and co-workers: (GaAs)1 -..Ge2, tronic structure using a modified virtual-crystal approxi-
aiid (GaSb) 1.xGe2, (x( is probably experimnentally adjust- mation and a tighi-binding model*S whose matrix ele-
able).'- We then predict the band structures (as functions ments depend parametrically on the order parameter
of alloy composition x) of the remaining (A ...B v)X " M(x;x,). Thus, in the Newman approach thert. are-two
metastable alloys wvith the intent of determining which al- Hamiltonians: Mi a spin-Hamiltonian for treating -the
loys art likely to exhibit interesting and useful electron:. order-disorder transition and for calculating the ot er-pa-
structures-thereby targeting specific alloys for priority r-nmeter M(x :x,) and C) an empirical tight-binding
growth. Thus, we prebent these calculations it.-order to Haa.iltonian-that dep-ends parametrical~y or.
predict Wvhich materials are most likely to be interesting, M (x ;x,)-for calculating the cleCtronic structure.
-rather than pretending to specify the band structures withB.SiHmitiamol
any precision.

A. Order-disorder transition Newman et a. have shown that a Ill-V compound
semiconducwo such as GaAs can be modeled in a spin-

The order-disorder transition involves a change of syn- H-amiltonian language as anl "antiferromagnet' where
merry from the zinc-bie::de structure to the diamond- spin-up or spin-down on a site represents occupation h, a
crystal structure. In this transition, the distinction be- gru-I11 atom or a grouD.-' atomr, respectively. Thus
tOveeh anion and cation sites .is lost. The relevant order GaMs, with altern:",ng Ga and As atoms. ir this

paramter s: 9  anguge, is an "an::i'erromagnet." The "tragneuat~ion"
MV(X)= (Pw Ycaion- (11. nor is proportional to the net electric dipole momrent p~'r unit

cell, Eq. (1), and for zero-tempera tire GaAs at equilibri.
where we imagine a zinc-blende lattice with sites labeled um, equals unity. In metastaHl: (AilB'*)l,X '~ alloys,
nominally "cation" and "anion," and (Pill )cationl is the such as (GaAs) -,Gez., occonation of a site by a
average over all the lattice sites of the prcb-.vility that a column-Is' atom such as Ge is re-presented by "spin" zero.
column-IlI atom occupies a nominal catio:. site. Thus If the Ge were to occu:';. both anoun and cation sites
M(x) is proportional to the average electric dipole :.,n- without disturbing the occupation of these sites by Ga and
ment per unit cell. The orde.r parameter depends on t!-e As, then the ordLr parameter would be MJ(x) 1 -- x.
-rowth c 'nditions egsubstrdtc temperature, io..- However, At is not I - x because Ge ispin zero) dilut es the
bombardment energy; as well as on the composition v. .magnetization" M(x;x,) of this "antiferromagnei." by
For a completely ordered zine-blende alloy, in which all removing nonzero "spins" at various sites, until there is
coiumn-llI (column-V) aton~s occupy nominal cation insufficient "spn-spin" interaction for an averae site to
(anioni sites, we have .4! = I -x. If d]l the cations are on "know" it Fhould hav-e spin-up or spin-down. With a suf-
anion si:es and the -nions are ot' v'ation sites, we have ficient co--ceanration x of diluranis utha: dkpends onl tem-
merely' mislabeled thec nominal la!,icv and the order pa- peraturej. "he "magnetization" vanisheb. and the system
i'aneter is x - 1. For the metast:anle orde.red p- Ule undergoes a phase transition, from an "'antiferromagnet-
(x <x, =0. 3), %%e have 0 < ,M x1' < I x For the ic" zinc-blende state %%:th M~,, to an "unmagnetized"
disordered tCiamoiid phiase (x > x,), we ha%,- M =0. ph. se 0.f =0). That is, as Ge dilute GaAs. an averae

*The therietical problvem nosed b% tl'e Green:. alkwys is ca"iOn :1,i. is no longer fully surroundcci hy As atom: and
that of pr,.,.utn- the el ic structure of metastabit. al- no longer feels electronicaliy comnpelled 1,1 be -'ccupied by
:oysw'~ :-.re describc~ o. thne ordc-r panm.ter Mflx). a Ga atom rather than an As atomn. Tho averazc lectric
TAhus, .%e nvo. first ex'ecute a noinequilibrium phase- dipole moment M(x I of the ordcL'rc%! zinc-b!lende_ p; -,: de-
transition: C of 1f Ix) and then: calculamt if;.- changes credses and the svrqen underao.-s *. transition from an: or-
of the ekcctro.;-, stru,:turi. as the alloys 'withn different dered zinc-tilen. e phma't: :., v "hich 3a atoms preferentitally
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occupy nominal cation sites to 1 disordered (O =0) dia- ized virtual-crystal approximation.9 The on-site matrix
mond phase in which there is no distinction bet ,een elements are interpolated according to Eq. (3), as are Vd2,
anion and cation sites. Newman constructed a spin. % here V is the off-diagonal matrix elenrents and -d is the
Hartiiltonian inodel of this order-disorder transition. The bond length of the alloy predicted by Vegard's law:18

impoitafit physical parameter of this Hamiltonian is a d(x)=(I-x)djii.v +xdjv.
nearest-neighbor spin coupling (which is related to ener- We expect these. (A ...BV)1 xX alloys to satisfy ade-
gies of interaction of the pairs of atoms V-V, IIlI, at-d quately the Onodera-Toyozawa ' criterion for an "amal-
III-V. The Hamiltonian, when treated in a mean-field gamated" electronic spectrum, since the variations inon-
approximation, yields the following equation for the order site diagonal matrix elements are small in comparison
parameter M(x;x,): with nearest-neighbor transfer matrix elements. "0 There-

fore, we expect them to have relatively -well-defined band
tanh[(M/( M -x, )]--[M/(I -x)] (2) structures which can be descri*bed (in a first approxima-

where x, is the critical composition of the order-disordet tion) by a mean-field theory ot the virtual-crystal type.
transition; They cannot be treated with the ordinary virtual-crystal

approximation, however, because (in the disordered "dia-
C. Tight-binding Hamiltonian mund" phase, in particular) they contain many antisite

atoms (e.g., a column-Ill .atom on a nominal anion site)--
The electronic structure calculations are based on an and the usual virtual-crystal approximation does not allow

empirical. ten-band, second-nearest-neighbor, tight- for antisite atoms. We circumvent this problem by using
binding theory, which employs an sp:s' basis at each site the generalized virtual-crystal apprgximation, 9 which has
of the- z inc-blende lattice. The on-site and nearest- virtual anions and cations such that the virtual cation is
heighbor niatrix +elements of this model have been ob- (schematically):
taied previously by Vogi et aL who fit the known band
sru-pires .of many llI-V compoundh. and group-IV semi- (I -x +M)/2]A i+(1 -x -M)/2]Bv+xX'v. (3)
conductors. The Vogi matrix elements are augmented by Here, A xtV, and 3"' reprsent the column-Ill, -IV,
one or. two second-neighbor parametersi" (see Table I) in and .V atoms, and M(x;;) is the order parameter (I) of
order to obtain a better fit to the bani structures of these the order-disorder transition, obtained by solving Eq. (2).
seMiconductors at the L point of the Brillouin zone. (The
Vogi model was designed to fit the conduction-band struc- Ill. RESULTS
tures well near points r and X.) The on-site matrix ele-
ments for these many semiconductors exhibit manifest The energies of the band edges (relatie to the valence-
chemical trends that depe, J only on ,he atomic energies band maximum, which is defined to be the zero of energy)
of the atom on the site, to a good approximation. The are given in Fig. 1 for (GaSb)i..,Snx. Corresponding
off-diagonal nearest-neighbor matrix elements are inverse- results for all possible (A .. BV)i_..Xl olloys are given in
ly proportional to the s,,uare of the bond length d, accord- Figs. 2-4. The r conduction-band minimum occurs at
ing to the rule of Harrison et al.17 For our purposes the k=(0.0,0) in the band structure. The edges labeled ., and
important physical parameters of the tight-binding Ham- A re'fer to the conduction minima near the (1,0,0) and
iltonian are the or site energies of the column-Ill, -IV, (-, T, -) points, respectively (i.e., near points X and L)'
and -V atoms, which we shall interpolate using a general- For k at the X point ,'f the Brillouin zone, the

conduction-band edge actually bifurcates as a function of
alloy composition at the critical composition xc, produc.

TABLE 1. Second-neighbor parameters. Note here that ing .'oth an X, and an X3 minimum in the zinc-blende
6(pa,pa')=eipc,pc') and e(sa,p:a)=e(pc,sc'). See Ref. 16 (ordered) phase for x <xe, but only one minimum for
for details. x >x, in the diamond (disordered) phase. This bifurca-

tion is reflected in th. dependence of the minima along
Semiconductor C(sap,pa') ip,,a,p,a') the A line as functions of composition x (see Fig. 4), be-

All' 1.990 0.000 cause these minima lie at wave vectors near point X. The
AlAs 1.830 -0.876 relative minimum at point F, when plotted as a function
AISh 0.101 0.000 of composition x, exhibits a kink at x¢, as does the band

edge at the L point. The minimum in the A direction re-
GaP 0.641 0.000 flects the kinked behavior of tie nearby L point.
GaAs 0.464 0.000 In addition to the dependences on alloy composition x,
GaSb 0.688 0.000 there are discernible trends depending on the positions of

the atoms in the Periodic Table. To facilitate quantifica-
InP 0.368 0.000 tion of these trends, we define an effective averac,. atomic
InAs 0.187 0.000 number:
lnSb 0.107 0.000

( Z ) =xZtv -( I -x)(Z111 +Zv )/2 , (4)
Si 0.000 0.146 where, for example, Z11 is he atomic number of the
Ge 0.157 0.000 column-lIt atom. Figure 5 shows that the i. A. and A
Sn 0.000 0056

bazn" edgeb tend to dec-2ease .it energ% %ith increasina
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FIG. 2. Predicted band Saps of (A "'Bv'),Si!, alloys versus x, for thc following IllA' conipoutids: AlP, AlAs, AISb, GaP, GaAs,
GaSb, lnP, InAs, and InSb. Lattice mismatches. defined by Eq. (5). are shown. Kinks car, be seen in the r, A. z,d A levels at the as.
surned critical composition x, =0.3. The A minimum generalI lies some distance from thL X point in our tight.binding model, so the
strict bifurcation at the X point is not clearly visible. The kinks near x = I are due to a crossing of the r." ind r., levels.

MZ, with r decreasing most rapidly and A decreasing teresting ,madl-band..p miaterial,. provided it electronic
least rapidly with (Z). This trend can be exploited for transport properties can be made suitable for device nppli.
example, to find metastable allo\ s with small fundamental cationr.
band g:aps for possibile applications in infrared photogra- Pr~dacted batnd -aps of the metastable zizic-blende.
phy: The smaller gaps are associated with large avvrage diamond Greene alloys fabricated from k]l, Ga. In, P. As,
atomic numbers. Hence (GaSb) 1-,Sn, , with1 a~erage Sb, S;. 0. an-' Sn are '.Iho\\vn in Fig-,. 2--4. Genc.-l
atomic numbers ranging from 36.5 to 50, should be an in- trends f(,oow those of 0,. prototypical alloy
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FIG. 4. Predicted band gaps of (4"'Bv;,_,Sn;, a!loys versus x. for the following 111.V compounds: AlP, AlAs, AISb, GaP,
GaAs, GaSb, InP, InAs, and lnSb. Lattice mismatches, defined by Eq. (5), are %hown. Kinks can Le seen n all levels, at the critical
composition x,=0.3. Forsome alloys, notably (nP)z_,Sn, for.% <0.6 and (lnAs)_,Sn , for x <05, the L minimum occurs at the
X point in our tight.binding model and the strict bifurcation at point X t.% clearly visible.

ure by figure. Figure 2 displays predicted band edges for kink, it the critical composition x =.x,. bcause the fun.
zinc-blendc materials combined in metastable alloys with damental cap, like that of Si, is along the A, line for all x,
Si. The with the smallest lattice mismatches arc and does not cross r or A [the exception being
(AIP)I_,Si: (Aa/a = -0.004), (AlAs);_.Sizx (-0.043). (GaAs)t_.Sij, for which we find crossings from r to A
(GaP_)tSi. (-0.0041. and (GaAs)t_.,Si., (-0.043).2' to A as i function of increasing composition). The kink
Thus, of this class of veil-lattic,-matched alloys, one is in r for xz.0.S is due to mixing of this level23 ind a 17's
restricted to materials with (Z) 23. The fundamental level not displayed (Si has l"€< 6. In ontra.: to the
band ya;ps of these alloys vary from 1.17 eV for Si to 2.5 mall-lattice.mi4matched materials, the heavi ., strained
eV for ordinary AIP. 23 These gap tend to have only one alloys (see the last row of Fig. 2), all show multiple band.
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4 edge cro.. .ngs from r to A to A as a function of increas
Aa) ing comr-ition x.-

Figure 3 fives band edges for zinc-blknde-materiali-iri
3 ~metastable -'ixturcs with Ge. Those wi:!Ij-zhe small-st, lat-,

tice mismat:ches are (AIP),....Ge2, *Aa/a'='.037),
- ~(AlAs)1 _ Gcz, (0.0), (G? 1 - e ~ '.1037),

(GaAs),.~G~ (0.0), and (16~P) -. Ge~ (-0.037). In this
class of alloys we are resiricted to -well~lattice-matehed
materials with (Z)-<32. the-band gaps v- these alloys

LL vary from 0. 1 eV for (InP)1.. G 2, at x =tJ0. to 2.5 for
ordinary AlM The band gaps of these alloys have cross-
inas from a to r to A for (AlP)1..,Gej, and
k.-iAs)1_.GeI, and from r to A for the others. Of the
remaining alloys with larger mismatches, some, such a-.

0 60 (IhAs)1... Ge!, and (InSb),Ge,,, have zero gap fo -r
0 15 30 45 is some conipositions x but, because'the mismatch is larger,

< Z > they may be difficult to grow.
Figure 4 presents our predictions for metastable alloys

resulting from mixing zinc-blende materials with Sni.
4 ,Those with the smallest lattice mismatches a-.-

(b) (AlSb)j_..Snz, (Aa/a =0.053,), lQnAs)i...Sn2 ,, (0.068),
(GaSb)i_.,SnU (0.060), and (InSbJ:_..Sn2, (0.0). In this
class of alloys, lattice matching restricts us to materials

:> ~with 32 ., (Z) 50. These are especially interesting ma-
terials because Sihas a tero band ga~p. The band gaps are
predicted to be zero for the metastable alloys

2- (InAs)i...SnU and (InSb)i..,SnZ, for all compositions-
(despite the fact that the equilibrium co.-.rounds InAs

W and InSb have nonzero gaps4). All of the Sn-based meta-
.4 stable alloys (with small lattice mismatche.s) mentior -d

above are either direct-gap or zero-gap materials.
(GaSb)j_..Sn2, is particularly interesting, because the
predicted gap varies from 0.15 eV to zero over a large

01 range in composition, from 0.3 to 1.0. Hence, the gap is
0 15 30 45 60 small and may not be too sensitive to fluctuations in local

z >environment. This, along with (InP)1_.Geu, may be an< Z > especially good candidate for an infrared detector. 2 The
remaining alloys, while cover..,g a large range in gap size,

4.0 from 2.5 eV for ordinary AlP to zero for Sni, all have
large lattice mismatches. Aa/la > 0. 096, and -ood-quality,

(c) long-lived, metastable samples of these materdils may be
difficult to grow.

3,0-

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Wec have presented predictions of the energy band gaps
W ~versus alloy composition x for the Greene alloys: n.eta-
14 stable, crystalline, substitutional alloys of Ill-V com-

1.0 -pounds and group-IV elemental materials. The band gaps
at points F and L exhibit kinks and the X points bifurca,--
as functions of composition x, at a critical value x, corre-

0.0 1___________ _ ~ Pondin-. to the order-diiorder transition of Newman
0 15 30 45 60 el al. The V-shaped bowing offers the possibility of band

( z > gaps significantly smaller than expected on the basis of
the conventional virtual-crystal approximation. Alloys

FIG. 5. Trends of the (a) r, (b) A. and 1c) % band edges with modest lattice mismatches that are predicted to have
versus average atomic number (Z ). The relevant energies for small band -,aps include (lnPii...Ge!., 'AlSb)1... Sn.A,
the (,4 ...Bv),-.,Xzl alloys in question lie m ithin the bt.xes of the (GaSb) I -,Sn2,, and (lnAs) 1_.,Snz,. Larger band-gap al-
figures. Honce those at r and A. in particular, tend to dec-ease loys with se~eral potentiall% interesting le~el .-ossings in
with mn:r=..ng (Z). the band gap include 1AlAsi1 AGeU and (GaAs),_, '
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Tekh. Poluprovodn. 16, S7,(1982) [Sov. Phys. Sericond _6, Solids 44..353 0190!. Some p~rameters havebeer :efit more
56(98).accu arately-to existine data or fit to more recent Oata-in the

.3.4&reika and,' iH.H Francom be. 3. Appl. Phys. 45, 3690' case ofG~ [TC ahn "ind'D. E. Eastman, Ph". Rev. B
(3974). 22, 29 40 6980)); The Is6 are I,*(sa~pci= i'.:,p.7,= 4.9OIl7,
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10Equation (AM7 of Ref. 9 is (obviously; misprinted and should 20H. Holloway and L. C. Davis. Phys. Rev. Lett. 53, 830 (1984),

read have recently suggested that the satisfactic:. of the Onodera-

4A'zQ/(kb T) =In[ (I -x - Q) M]f -x + Q)-'-M-')J Toyazawa criterion may not be sufficien. to guarantee the va-
lidity of a virtual-crystal approximation. We disagree with

.+ 21n[ (x - Q)/(x + Q)] . many of their statements about Ref. 9. The central theoreti-
11S. A. Barniett presented preliminary x-ray diffraction data for cal arguments of their paper are contradicted by recent e.xpnr-

(GiSb)i..,Ge!, indicating that this does indeed happen: Bull. imental results (Ref. 11).
Am. Phys. Soc. 29, 203 (1984). See also, S. A. Barnett, B3. 2 tThe relative minimum of the conducticin band is either at
Kramer, L. T. Romano, S. 1. Shah, M. A. Ray, S. Fang, and point r, or near (or at) points X or L, in the .1 or A direction.
J7. E. Greene, Layer, .-'Structure. Epitoxy, a.':d Interfaces, edit- 220. W. Jenkins, K. E. Newman, and J. D. Dow, J. Appl. Phys.
ed by J. M. Gibson and L. R. Dawsor (North-Holland, Ani- 55. 3S71 (1984).
sterdam, 1984). 23We are using a notation r for s-likc stales r', as app .d to

12The critical composition x, is bounded above by x., the per. p-like states r" (c denoting the conduction band and v denot.
colation composition. An alternative theoretical description ing valence band).
of tGaAs),_,GGe, in terms of percolation, was given by M. 1. 24Reccall that because of ion bombardment during growth. meta-
lUvakono% and M. E. Raikn, Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodii. 16, 890 stable AlP, for example, has more antisitc defects and thus
(1482? (Soy. Phys. Semicond. 16, 570 (1'2). Howve~er, per. should be differe,:t from stable equilibrium A;! This model
colatin would produce a critical composition x, near 0.6 not gives asmaller band gap for metastable 11LN compound
0.3, a; ob.cr -.1 for (GaAsli_,Gez,,. Prelt.ninary x.ray dif. semiconauctors than for the stable Il)-V' compounds. The
friction studies (Ref. 11) fa% or the order-disorder inodel. Imagnctizav~on- At u, ;x,.) is not unity for %~ =0 in this

13. YlmV .Eey n .B rfihP~s e.A4 theory. i.e.. the theory predicr. a signifiraznt concentration of

1071 (1971). antisite defects.
"Generally. nitther J1 nor T is known, but both can be simul-
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THEORY OF SCHOTTKY BARRIkRS FOR IiI-V AND GRO:!P-IV SEMICONDUCTORS'
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A -hery of Schottky barriers for III-V and Group-IV semiconductors must

explain numerous experimental observations, two of which are the following: (1)

The barrier height *B - EcS-EFb often attains nearly its final value with the

deposition of only a fractton of a monolayer of metal on the semiconductor

surface [1,21. (Here EcS and EFb are respectively the energies of the conduction

band edge at the surface and the Fermi level in the bulk.) This finding implies

that -the-michanism responsible for Schottky barrier formation requires only-

submonolayer coverage rather than a complete semiconductor/metal interface. It

thus appears to rule out metal-induced gap states (3-61 as the dominant mechanism

for most systems. (2) In many cases, more than one value of the Schottky barrier

height is observed for a single semiconductor. In InP, for example, there is a

"switching" of barrier heights from about 0.5 eV to nearly zero as the reactivity

of the metal treatment of the surface is varied (7). A theory that yields only a

single barrier height for all metals and all surface treatments is thus unable to

explain these Schottky barriers.

Here we describe a theory of Schottky barriers for III-V and Group-IV

semiconductors that is in agreement with the above toservations and many other

features of the experimental measurements (1,2,7-141. The theory is based on

Fermi-level pinning 1151 by levels associated with defects at the

semiconductor/metal interface (1,8-11). We believe that this theory is

applicable to most observed barriers, but recognize, of course, that other

mechanisms can be important in some cases. For example, the original Schottky

mechanism of charge transfer between a metal and a semiconductor without defect

states in the fundamenti1 band gap appears to dominate for nonreactive metals on

CaSe (8].

For III-V semiconductors, the states responsible for pinning the Fermi-level

are associated with native defects, either antisite defects (16-181 or vacancies

(17-191 at the semiconductor surface. For Group-IV semiconductors, the pinning
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defects are interfacial dangling bonds [20,21] - e.g., Si dangling bonds
"sheltered" from the metal by interfacial vacancies.

in-Fig. 1, resu1s are shown for the (110) surface of inP[(17]. (Our

calculations employ methods introduced by Vogl et al. [22] and Hjalmarson et al.

[23], together with the analytic Green's function technique (241, using the

surface relaxation characteristic of IlI-V semiconductors [25,261. It can be

shown [201 that adefect at a free surface has virt-ually the same deep energy

levels as a sheltered defect at a semiconductor/metal contact.) At the surface,

both antisite defects - Inp and P-h - are predicted to produce deep acceptor

levels at about 0.5 eV bclow the conduction band edge. Tht experimental

Fermi-level pinning position for non-reactive metils on n-type InP [7,14), also

shown in Fig. 1, can be. explained by either of these levels. In addition, a

surface phosphorous vacancy Vp is predicted to yield a-shallow donor level, which

appears to explain the other Fermi-level pinning position- just beneath the

conduction band edge observed for reactive metals on n-InP 17] and for treatments

of the surface with 0 or C1 (8]. A shallow level is also predicted for the

Surface impurities Sp and SnIn, and this may explain the experimental results for

S and Sn treatments of the InP surface [8]. Although not shown in Fig. 1, the

predictions for p-InP are also in agreement with experiment j!'].

Ec

VP Sp, Sn1n

Ni Fe Al 0. CI, S, Sn
treatment In p

Cu Ag Au 
P

reactive non.reactlve

.2 .1 0 1 2

Heat of reaction
(eVlmetal alorn)

(a) experiment (b) theory

Pinning levels for n-InP

Fig. 1. Theoretical and experimental Fermi-level pinning positions for the (110)
surface of InP (after Ref. 17).
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LO In Fig. 2, we show the Schottky

barrier heights predicted by the present
EXPam) . theory (in the virtual c7stal

1 approximation) for several Itt-V

Th..Y semiconductors and their alloys. These

o -() results are for n-type semiconductors, with

the lefect responsible for Fermi-level

J J pinning taken to be :he cation-on-anion

A-t 04" W p W" 08" site surface antisite defect - e.g., Ga on

Fig. 2. Theoretical and experimental the As site (16). The predictions are

Schottky barrier heights for vario-c compared with measured barrier heights for

lI!-V semiconductors and their Au contacts [101. The agreement between

:t'.oys. The results for Gal_x.UxAs theory and experiment is fortuitously good,

and Inl.xGaxAs are also given in in view of the several tenths of an eV

(161. - heery uncertainty in the theory. It can be seen,

Zhowever, that the trends with alloy

composition are very well described by the

theory.

In Fig. 3, results are shown for both

E, Ec crystalline Si (c-Si) and hydrogenated

amorphous Si (a-Si:H). The theory for

c-Si, which is described elsewhere (201,

provides a quite satisfactory description

Ev, of numerous experimental observations.

Extensions of the theory to Ge,

Ge1.xSix alloys, and diamond were also

found to be in good agreement with

experimental data [211. Here we present

c-Si a-Si:H. a-Si:,. new results for a-Si:H. Details of the

Tight-binding scp theory will be presented in a longer

Fig. 3. Calculated Fermi-level article, but the essential idea was to

pinning positions for c-Si a:d extend the c-Si prediction for the Si

a-Si:H. The experimental positions dangling-bond energy to a-Si:H by employing

are inferred from the measurements of the tight-binding theory of

(291 tn conjunction with the band gap ?apaconstantopoulous and Economou (27,281

of a-Si:H of 1.8 eV and a theoretical for this material. For example, we treated

value of Ec obtained from (281 for hydrogenated amorphous SL as a virtual

a-Si:H with a band gap 0.7 eV larger zincblende ternary alloys, Si(SiltxH4x),

than that of c-Si (scp) or a deducing tight-binding parameters for Si

virtual-zincblende approximation to and Si I.xH4x from the parameters of Ref .

the theory in [271 (tight-binding). (271. These parameters were then used to

Data for Pt and Pd contacts are from compute the band edges of a-Si:H relative

(291. to those of c-Si and the deep level of a Si
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bond- in- a-Si:H surrounded by a local -environment similar to that of an interface

with NiSi 2 . Our resuilts are given in Fig. 3, znd agree with the data.

In conclusion, the present theory provides a satisfac:ory description, of

Schottky barriers for a number of IIi-V semiconductors and their alloys (both h-

and p-type), and for Si, Ge, Gel.xSi. alloys, diamond and a-Si:H.
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Theifollowing facts, and many ot hers. concerning 111-V (e.g.. GaAs. InP) Schottky barriers
~aifli -tdrto in terms of Ferimi-level pinning by interfacial antisite eet setrdb
vacincici) at semkcondluctor/metal contacts: (i) the barrier huights are almost independent of
the metil in the contact: (ii) the surface Fermi levels can be pinned at sub-monolayer coverages

*and the pinning energies are almost unaffected by changes of stoichiometry or crystal st, ucture:
(iii) the Schottky barrier height for n-lnP with Cu. Ag. or Au is - 0.5 eV. but chan~ges It"
- 0. 1 eV w hen reactive metal contacts (Fe. Ni. or Al) are employed because the antisite defcctis
are dominated by P vacancies: atnd (iv) the dependence on alloy comnposition for alloys of AlA.
GaAs. GaP. InAs. and GaAs is extremely complex -owing to the dependence of the bindin;
energy for the cation-on-anion-sito deep level on alov composition. Fermi-le'cI pinning by 5i
dangling bonds at Si/transition-metal silicide interfaces acc--unts for the following facts: (i) theL
barrier heights are independent of the transition-metal, to within - 0.3ecV: (ii) onl the 0. 1 ck
scale there are chemical trends in barrier heights for n-Si. with the heights decreasing in the
order Pt. Pd. and Ni; (iii) barriers form at low metallic coverage. (iv) barrier heights are
independent of silicide crystal structure or stoichionictry to =(0.1 eV: and (v) the bairrier heihts
for n-Si and p.Si add up to approximately thc energy of the band gap.

1. Introduction

When a metal is deposited on a semiconductor surface. a potential barrier
to electron motion is torrited. which prevents the flow of electrons between
the metal and the semiconductor. Thue physics govern ing the formation (if
this Schottky barrier is controversial ex en today. Here we present theoreti-

037S-5963/85j/sn3.30 © Elsevier Science Puhliihers B.V.
(North-Holland Physics Publishing Division)
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cal-cailculations which support the -notion that Schottky barriers are con-*
monlv (but not eJxclusiv&lv 11]) formed as :i result of *'Feemi-luvcl pinning~
by deep trap states associated with defects at the semiconductor
surf ace.

The basic idea of Fermi-level pinning Was crunciatedbv 13.. Jaen 1,2] in
1947. and is most easily deki~bed for ihe limit of a degcnerate in-type
semictind! etor in contact wi!h a inwtal. Tile Fermi eneraics of the cmieon-
ductor. the semiconductor s.urface. and the mectal mus: align in electronic
equilibrium. At zicro temperature, the Fermi- level of. the senicohductor lies
almost at thle conduction band-edge (more-preciselv. a: the donor level), and
lines up with the Fermi level of the, mnetal. The Fermi energy of the
s4emiconducto; s surface. however. ca-n li'e deep in-the fund;i oiental band -ap
if there are deip impurity levels in the gap. Izn this case of sufficient
concentration of deep k.vels in the, :p the deep level., letermnine and
"Pin" the Fermi enerdly of the surface; which does no! tli-n with the bul'.

semiconductor's Fermi energy if the valence band maxima of t' e bulk and
the surface are assumeod to h~e at the same energv. Hence. the scmiconductor
and its surface aire not in electronic equilibrium- when the valence band
maxima alien. As a result. -carrie:, must diffuse in order to bring1 thle surface

-into electronic equilibrium with -the bulk -semiconductor and the metal: a
surface dipole must build up. and the bands must hend near the surface to
alien the Fermi energies of the bulk and the surface. This results in a
Schottky barrier (see fig. 1 ). Bardeen. in his Fcrmi-level pinning 1-aper. left
open the possibility that Ot . deep levels responsible for the pinining micht be
either intrinsic eL . suriaice states) or ex~trinsic. Spicer and co-wvorkers [3]
have chumr-ioned the idve:. that nati:c dcfccis produced during thle formation
of the semniconcluctorlme':ai contact pin the Fermi energy.

In this Fermi-l-vel pinning model. one can estimate'the Schottky barrier
heiaht for an n-ty-pe semico'nductor by first determining the defect respon-
sible for the pinning and then calculating the differenrce in eneray between

Condut 1 v- Bond /aririih

Valence Band

Semiconductor Sur-.-:e Mt a I
r -L UPe

Fig. t1. Sche~n:,itc ittu,.t..atiRn t the. Bardeen.I nodd * Fe.rniilevl pini.anyi h% a w ctini ttiictiir.
Nu~icc~ defect dee~p ki. dl (de.noted liva~n ope.n ciict.- ith i hr throiugh iit).
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the neutral defect's lowest unfilled deep level in the gap and the conduction
band edge., (Fnr p-type material. the highest filled level in the gap pins the
Fermi level.) Hence the problem of calculating the Schottky barrier height is
reduced to the equivalent problem of computing the binding energy of a
deep level. (See Jig. 1.)

Deep levels in the bulk

To understand the physics of deep lvels at metal/semiconductor con-
tracts, one must first comprehend the basic physics of deep impurities in the
bulk of a semiconductor. An impurity level. by current definition [4]. is
'deep" if that level originates from the central-cell defect potential of the
impurit. (as opposed to ,-iginating from the Ipng-ranged Coulombic tail of
the defect potential, as for "shallow" levels). In covalently bonded semi-
conductors, sp"bonded substitutional defects have typically four deep levels
near the fundamental band gap and an infinite number of shallo , levels.
The infinite number of s|.'liow '..els is associated with the fact that the
Coulomb potential h:i% an infinite number of bound states. and the four deep
levels are due to there being one s-like and three p-like orbitals for an
sp-bonded defect. In the bulk of a tetrahedral semiconductor, the three
p-states are degenerate, forraing a T.-symrr. :ric deep level, and the s-state
gives rise to an A, level.

The four deep levels need not all lie within the fundamental band gap.
however. In fact. it is rare that all four do. Indeed. a "shallow impurity" is
one for %k hich all of its deep levels lie outirde the fundamental band gap (fig.
2). A "dc:p impurity" is an impurity that produces at least une deep h.vel in
the band gap. The issue of % hether a deep level lie., within the gap or not is
a quantitativc one: if the host bands are broad enough and the fundamental
band gap is narro-% enough. then the bands are likely to cover up all of the
deep levels, making them resonant with the host bands. Hence. narrow-gap
semiconductors tend to have relatively fewer "deep impurity" centers (with
levels in the gap) than large band-gap materials.
Th, basic physics of deep level, !, illutrated s nemitically in tig. 3 for the

case of an N impurity rviacing ' in the bulk c,., GaP., For impiict. %%c
consider only the A, or s-ike dcc;' ,tatc of the defec:. Firs: c'onsider atomic
Ga and P, which. when combined into a molecule. forn; bonding and
antibonding le'els. The honding-antibonding splitting is of order I': 6-
f). where r is the nea'est.neihhor transfer m;trix clement and e, - c..
the energ. denominator resuitinL Irom perturbation about h.' e ,.
tight-binding limit [5.6]., The bunoing and .tibondinu state, ,' the m1.C
cule are the parei..s of tthe conduction and the %alence ban .,,, the solid.
respectively. If now one P atom i% replaL ." by an N Impurity ,i ,n. the N
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-A, T

-A,

0

Shallow Deep

Fig. 2. Schematic illustratio' of the difference between "ithullow" and "deep" sp'.bonded
substitutional (donor) impurities.. after ref. 121). Tile ehallow energy level% it the hand tap are
dashed. The deep levels of A, (%.like) and T.- (p-like) symmetry ure dlenoictl 11% heavy lines. In
the case of a -shallow impurity" the deep level% are resonances and lie outidc the fun'.,lantl3
band gap: for a -deep impurity" at least one deep level lies within the gap. The lowest level i%
oc.cupied by an extra electron (dark circles) if the impurity has a valence one greater than the host
atom it replaces (e.g.. S or 0 on a P site in Gift.

will try to hybridize with its neighbors. However, the atomic energy of thlt N
is - 7 eV lower than the corr espondi ng energy of the 1 atom it replaces (i.e..
the defect potential in the central-cell is V - - 7 eV). As a result. the energy
denominator is - 7 eV larger fWr N than for P. and (s;incc v is aM-ost the
same for P and N [7]). the binmding-antibonding splitting is smaller -and the
deep level lies within the band gap. For a slig~htly less negatwvc value of V
(i.e.. a slightly rnrxe electropositive defect than N. mich ni S). however. the
deep lev.el is'resonant with the condu~ction band -so t,..tt at most "shallow"
states bound by the long-ranged Coulombic. -Ze / er. part of the defect
potential (neglected here) would lie in the cap. (Here Z is thv inipttrity-host
valence difference and is zero and unity for N and S. respectivcly. ; placing
a P atom in GaP.)

9_\valence V-7tV

Atom Moecule Solit oeect *mc eue"

Fig. I Schematic iilustratlhr of the quaditative phvmlc of dcep lc cl . a d d"%cu%-e in ref. d)
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3. Deep levels of surface defects

The same basic physics holds for a defcct at a surface. The reduction of
the tetrahedral symmetry by thc surface causes the A, bulk levels to shift
and the T, deep levels to split into three orbitally non-degencrate levels. For
a defect at a free surface the splittings of the T. level are of order I eV.,
Therefore. the free-surface defect levels lie at substantially di/f.,ent energies
frorp. the bulk defect leve!s.

A central question is whether the pinning dcfccts for Schottky barrier
formation are at the semiconductor's surface or in the semiconductor's bulk.
There is no definitive experimental answer to thi, question at the present.
but we believe that the defects are at or ver' near the scmicondtictor,'metal
interface in environments that are quite similar to the environment of a defect
a# a free surface. By this we mean the pinning defects are each adjacent to a
vacancy or a void (or a highly electroposItive atom) that -shelters" it
electronically from its more distant neighbors: a defect-vacancy pair in the
semiconductor's bulk has essentially the same energy levels as a defect at a
surface [8)- because deep-level wavefunctions are rather localized to the
shell of first-neighbors of the defect, and the mair difference between a
defect-vacancy pair and the same defect at a surface is that. at the surface
(which can be thougnt of as a sheet of vacancies), some second- and
more-distant neighbors are vacancies rather than atoms. (Second-neighbor
effects on a deep le% el are rarely major.)

Our reasons for adopting this viewpoint that the pinning defects are near
the semiconductor/metal interface and "sheltered" in free-surfac,!-like
environments are: (i) Fermi-leve! pinning can occur at sub-monolayer
metallic coverages, a fact that is difficult to explain unless the rel€vant
defects are at or near the interface: (ii) the simple bulk point defects. such a
vacai.cics and antisites. unquestionably give qualitatively as well as quan-
titatively incorrect predictions for the observed behavior of Fermi-level
pinning and Schottky barrier heights (e.g.. the bulk antisite As0,1 - As on a
Ga site - in GaAs cannot explain the Fermi-level pinning for n-GaAs
because it produces on. an occupied deep donor level in the gap. whereas
an unoccupied accept.r required to achieve Fermi-level pinning in the gap
for n-type material- i.e.. the next available level for an electron is the deep
;,,,:1 rather than the conduction band tge). In contrast. A.,,, at the surface
produces two deep levels in the gap: a deep donor and a deep acceptor: (iii)
withou,: the concept of sneltering. the defect theory would be in conflict with
the expcrimcn'al fact that. fo~r G:As and some other scmi:ondiuctors. the
depositioit of different (non-reactive) inetals in a semiconductor/metal con-
tact most often leads to the s:'ne Schottky barrier height (if the defect were
in direct contact with the metal. its energy level6 would be signif-cantly
altered by changing the metal). Therefore. tne pinning defect must be
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adjacent either to a vacancy or to a very electropositive atom (recall that
electronically a vacancy is an infinitely clectropositive "atom" [19).

Spicer and co-workers [3]. Wieder et al. [10]. NVinch et al. [III. and
Williams et al. [12] have presented numerous data which indicate that the
surfaces of III-V semiconductors have Fermi levels determined or "pinned"
by the deep impurity states of native defects. The exact m,'chanisms by
which these defects are created ar&: not presently understood, but it is
believed that the' are normally generated during the formation of the
surfa-e (e.g.. by cleavage) or urin! the deposit-on of a metal contact.
Indeed. the precise nature of the native defects is not presently known, and
one purpose of this work is to provide itheoretical iramework for identify.
ing the "'pinning defects". We shall enumerate the pi+).sible native defects.
argue that the pinninr levels of many complex defects are virtually identical
to the pinning levels of a f,.:w simple ones. show that some simple defects can
explain the observed chemical trends in Schottky barrier data for Ill-V
semiconductors whilc "thers cannot, and propose a relatively simple and
specific picture of the pinning defects.

The pos.ible native defect., ;-.. anion and cation vacan,:ies. both types of
antisite defec:m. anion and cation interstitials. and combinations of these. J:
can be qhown. however, that the combination defects normally have spectra
similar to the sum of their constituents' spectra [8] - and so we consider only
the isolated defects. We also eliminate interstitials from consideration.
because (ii interstitials art known to be very sensitive to the local envirm;i-
ment [13] (whereas Fermi-level pinning defects arc not). and (ii) in the bulk,
the Group-1Il and Group-V atoms have been observed either on their own
sites or on the antiitu. hut (o our knowledgu-) not at inter.iitial positinrs.
Defects associated w, rh the metal atoms originating from the metal of the
contact are not considered because (i) for so;-,-. semiconducotrs at least. the
Schottky barrier heights are relatively independent of the n.,tal. and (ii) for
most of the s'micorductors of interest, the metal atoms themselves do not
produce the required deep levcls in the fundamental band gap.

Thus we are lef, with an apparently simple problem: compute the deep
level., of the vacancies anJ the antisite dcfc,., and datermine if th.kse levels
explain the observ, ions. in ma ing these calculation.. 'however, we must
recognize that this or any tl'cor) has uncertainties oif order - 0.5 eV (part of
which is due to the neglect of lautice re!.,\ation arcund he defect). There-
fore. we do not simply compare the theory with data. i,%;! instead we (i)
elimintate as man ' as posihle of the Fermi-level pinning assignment,
because the theorv :d the data dis:grec by > 0.5 eV. and (ii) make our final
,.signments or" the haos of the ol,,erved chemical trendc in the Fermi-level
pinni :g position% trom one .cmiciduc or to another.

The calculations 'np; an fmpi:g,tl tieht-bindine Hamiltonian 161 , r
the host scmiconductor. Since the parameters of this, H;zmiltonian exh,,it
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chemical trends. the defect potential's matrix elements can he estimated from
the trends f4j. In the localized-orbital sp's" tight-binding basis. the defect
potential V is diagonal (provided we assume that the lattice does not relax
around the defect) with elements proportional to the diffcrcnces between
the atomic energie% of the defect and the host atom it replaces. The deep
levels of the defect are obtained by solving the secular equation

det[l - (E- H )" V] = 0 .

where H,, i6 the host Hamilionian and E is the de,:p l~cxl. For the
calculations reported here. H,, describes a relaxed (110) III-V surface with
the 27* rigid rotation of the anions out of the surface plane. and V is a
matrix simulating the central-ccll potential of a deflect at the surface.
However. a far simpler model involving defect-vacancy pairs in the bulk or
at an interface would give similar result,, [14]: .;n the simpler case H,, would
represent the sheltering vacancy and the cluster of atoms at the defect site
(before the defect is introduced) and at surrounding first- and possibly
more-distant-neighbor sites. The details of solving the secular equation
either for a defect at the free surface (15] or for a simplified cluster model
[14] have been described elsewhere.

4. Results for 111-V semiconductors

The results of our calculations of the Schottky barrier heights (i.e.. the
binding energies of the lowest incompletely occupied one-electron level of
the neutral impurity with respect to the conduction band edge) are given in
fig. 4. where we have assumed that the defect responsible for Fermi-level
pinning is the cation-on-anion-site antisite defect at the surface. The
agreement between theory and data is strikingly excellent. and strongly
supports the hypothesis that this antisite defect is respunsible for the
observed Schottky barrier formation. (The two vacancies and the other
antisite defect fail to reproduce all the ...bserved trends.)

This success does not mean that all Schottky barrier formation in III-V
semiconductors is attributahle to Frmi.level pinning 11y cation-on-anion-,ite
defects. Although an anPite defect can bc formed with less free energy th,.r
a vacancy [tl]., we believe Fermi-level pinning by vacancies has been
observed for InP contacts with reactive metals [17). Indeed. the apparent
dependence of Schottky barrier height on chemical reactivity [12.17.18] can
be explained in terms of chemical reactions changing the dominant defcct
from an antisite to : vacancy. The reactivc metals combine with P rnakr.
stable compound.. h.ave 1P vacancies (V,.). In InP these vacancies are
predicted to yield shallow donor levels ,n the fundamental g::p near :he
conduction band edge, these levels pin the Fermi energy and .icld a small
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We have used a varie,3 of novel up~iroachcs in characterizing metal-,semiconidu-tor
interfaces -soft X-ray pliotoemittsion speotroscop) with interlayers or markers. surfacL to. 0
voltage spectroscopy. and cadhedoluminescence spectrowcopy, coupled with pulsei la~cr
annealinl-to reveal systematics between interl~ace chemical and electronic structure., The
chermica: hKsis for these interfacial properties suggests new avenues for controlltng clecirce.'c
structure on &. microscopic scat.

1. Introdtiction

With the -ipplication of surface science techniques to the stud% of metal-
sen..conductor interfaces, considerable progress has been achieved in
understanding the interactions which take plact, at the mictoscopic junction
and their influence on macroscopic electronic properties [1-6]. In particular.
it is now generally accepted that the extrineiz electronic states of a metal-
semiconductor interface - 'g.thost: due to some interaction between metal
and semiconductor- rather than any intrinsic states present at the semi-
conductor ;urface-dominate the Schottkv% barrier formation, Considerable
evidence for these conclusions has been dcr-Wc, from conta.: potential [7.8].
surface photovoltage. low energy electron loss 19.10]. UV' 112.11]. and soft
X-ray photoemission spectroscopies [14-211. With t hese techniques. research
groups arounid the world have found strong chargi: transfer and atomic
redistribution occurring with the deposition of only a few monola:tyrs or less
of depostted mectal on cl :an. ordered scmiconductor surfaces T7hus related
phentimena such as clicmicil reactions. diffur-ion. formation of diefects.
dipol.s. and alloy !ayer., at the mez.. -- miic''ndt -:or interlace stri.olre
whtLh can account for Schottky harrier ;ormatton on an atomic scale, Within
the ht%'i fc%% %e:'rs. this hod% of work his been cm~endcd io rc\,:al further

llnh% Ao~rk rcpruird here Aa carried out, in ctsa'ihtration u ith C F Urtck..r. A Kainini. '.t
k0% G Slarp.iiondo. HI. Richic. Y. Snapira. N1 Stud%:. sand N G. Smile;

l378.5963,1Si'So.,(t ©D Elsc~ier Scxciwe Pu~ishers B V'.
(North-Holland Physic, Publish~ni: Di% isi. ti)
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A theory of the phonon spectral densities of states is reported for the long-lived, metastable, crys-
talline alloys 'GaSb ,1 Ge.i,, assuming both a zinc-blende-diamond phase-transition model of the
metastable structure and an on-site substitutioni,! model without a phase transition. Comparison of
both models with the data ,itrongly favors the phase-transition model, but not so strongly as to he
absolutely compelling evidence for the model. The theory is evaluated with use of the recursion
method and a rigid-ion approximation with first- and second-nearest-neighbor force constants. The
evolution of the spectra with increasing' x is predicted, and is considerab:.. more complicated than
that given by either a virtual crystal or a persistence approximation. Principal spectral features arc
associated with vibrations of various bonds. All of the major anomalies in the Raman data are ex-
plained: i) The alloy dependence of the Ge-like LO Raman linewidth is related to the entrop., per
site. (i) The discontinuity as a function of x in the Raman peak position of the Ge-like LO mode is
due to the changing importance of vibrations associated with Ge-Ge and Ge-Ga bonds. (iii) The
anomalous asymmetries of the GaSb-like and Go-like LO Raman peaks are attributed to spectral
features associated with Sb-Sb bonds and Ga-Ge bonds, respectively. (iv) The LO-TO splitting at
k =0 is proportional to the order parameter of the phase transition and decreases from the GaSb
value to zero is x increases to x,=:0.3. The model lends strong but indirect support to the pha:-!-
transition model over the on-site model, because, as a function of x, the maximum Raman linewicth
coincides with the maximum entropy in the phase-transition model, but not in the on-site model.

I. INTRODUCTION range x ,0. 2-0.7, In order to understand ho-k the disor-
der affects the vibrational properties of these metastable

Recently Greene et al. fabricated metastable, substitu- alloys, we calculate the vibrational densities of states of
tional, cr.stalline alloys of group-IV elements with Ill-V (GaSb),_,(Ge,) using the recursion method.' 0-  We
compounds such as (GaAs)i_,(Ge,), (Ref. I and employ t'vo theoreical models of the disorder, one based
(GaSh'-,z(Gc:z, (Ref. 2).. Unlike conventional quasi- on the predicted phase transition, and one 'without an
binar. Ill-V alloys such as GaAs_-,P,, the characteriza- order-disorder transition) that assumes the Ge merel> di-
tion of the disorder in this new type of allo. is complicat- lutes the GaSb without leading to the formation of any
ed by the fact that three electronically different elements antisite defects or Sb-Sb bonds. The resulting densities
are distributed on the lattice sites of two face-centered- of phonon states of (GaSb ),_,(Ge.,), are compared with
cubic sublattices. The first theoretical approach to this the Ram'in data. '

problem, proposed by Newman et al.,3.' is based on a The recursion method has been applied pre- iou"'% to
mean-field theory in which a zinc-blende-diamond theoretical studies of phonons in perfect crystals," but, to
(order-disorder) phitse transition occurs at an alloy com- our knowledge, the present work represents one )f the
position x, =0.3., This approach successfully explains the fi-st applications to sermconductive crystalline alloys.14

observed V-shaped bowing of the direct band lap in and the first application to IA ...iBv).,(Ctv), metastable
(GaAs),_,'Ge:,, as a function of composition x. Fur- alloys. The recursion method is basically a contin...;d-
thermore, unambictuo'is confirmation of the predicted fraction scheme for .alculating the Green's function and
phase transition has teen reported in the recent x-ray dif- the local density of states at a central site of a clu.er of
fraction measureme ., of (GaSbi, 1 Ge,) by bArnett atoms in real space. A major advantage of the method
et w:' Effects of the disorder in the .lloy are also seen in over other Juster schemes is that the continued-fraction
the sibrational properties of tGa,..\s,1 _,iGe,) and truncation does not introduce spurious gaps (as a supercell
,GaSb'. -,1 Ge,!, , shossn in so'ne recent meaurements scheme does) or su-face states ias a finitc.'uster method
of their Raman spectra. 6- ') does). A clear anti concise discussion of the method is

In this paper, %%e consider the (GaSb)1_,Gt:,),, Raman given in the work of Ne and Haydock" uie computer
data of Krabach t.: al.' and Besert" an ei ,,., which show subroutines used to exjluate the densitic.,,,tf phonon states
anomalously broad linewidths for compositions in the are the Cambridge Recursion Librar.:;'I main routines are
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listed in Refi 15. The method-properly accounts for the long-ranged Coulomb forces to zeso. There are a number
local environment surrounding the central atom in a clus- of disadvantages associated with this simple model. The
ter, and thus it is ideally suited for-obtaining local densi- most important is the neglect of all long-ranged Coulomb
ties of states in any disordered system. especially one that forces, which are responsible-for (i the nonzero splitting
is well described by a localized basis. such as ai tight- of the longitudinal optic (LO) and transverse optic tTO)
binding model. The advantage of the recursion method modes at the center of the Brillouin zone for Zinc-blende
over other commonly employed alloy theories (such as the materials (due to the dipole-dipole interactions). 1:i addi-
coherent-potential approximation) is that the effects of tional contributions to the splitting of the LO and TO
clusters of minority atoms are explicitly included, and so modes away from the Brillouin-zone center (due:in part to
the theory is accurate beyond orders x or (l-.x)-while the dipoles induced in vibrating pol:izable atoms), and
the coherent-potential approximation is not. (iii) the flattening of the transveise acoustic iTA) branch

The main shortcoming of ,he method is that it is not near the-Brillouin-zone boundary. These long-ranged ef-
well suited for- handling long-ranged forces, such-as the fects have been incorporated in previous medels, such as
dipole-dipole interaction responsible for the Lyddane- the shell modell'7 8 or the bond-charge model.14 but are
Sachs-Teller splitting of longitudinal and transverse optic neglected here because our primary interest is the study of
phonon modes at the center of the Brillouin zone.' 6  the effects of local alloy -isorder on the phonon spectra.
Nevertheless a previous recursion calculation for the Justification for the neglect of Coulomb forces is af-
quasibinary semiconducting alloy AIGa_,xAs (Ref. 14) forded-by the fact that (i effective charges in-these ma-
showed that the method, despite its neglect of long-ranged terials are typically very small (-0.1 e t sRef. 201 and (ii)
forces, is useful for correlating peaks in the. density of 'Herscovici and FibichO have shown that a model which
phonon states with major features -:' Raman and infrared includes second-nearest-neighbor force constants incorpo-
spectra, and for associating those peaks with specific local rates enough of -the long-ranged forces to aaequa":lY
atomic configurations in the alloy. simulatemuch of the essential qualitative physics result-

In this paper we compute the phonon-spectral densities ing from those forces. With the rigid-ion model and
of states assuming two models of substitutional alloy dis- without the-long-ranged Coulomb forces;-the~application
order: (i) an on-site oidel, in vhich cations always of the-recursion method is tractable and even straightfor-
remain on nominal cation sites, and-(ii) a phase-transition ward.
model, '4 in which all atoms can occupy either nominal In 'he harmonic approximation fusing.Dirac notation),
cation or nominal anion sites. the time-independent eigenvalue equation of motion for

the displacement of the lattice. bR), is

II. THEORY LV,-R)M=- 8R). (2.1)

There are three basic steps to our theory: (i The where the displacement in the ith direction t =x. y, or :)
development of an adequate theory for describing the of the bth atom (b=anion or cation, in the nth unit cell

-dispersion relations and phonon densities of states-of pure (at R,,) is (n,b.i SR), and .M1 and t) are the mass and
GaSb and Ge (Sec. IIA); (ii) the modeling of the alloy force-constant matrices. respective)%. Here we have the
statistics-that is, the, determination of the probabilities mass matrix (in the ' n.h.i) basis:
that a site is occupied by each of the atoms Ga, Sb, and M = I -n.b,i)M(n.b,i' i2.2)
Ge (Sec. II B); and (iii) the proposing of prescriptions for n.b

determining the force constants in a specific clust,;r of the
alloy in terms of the force constants of GaSb and Ge (Sec. The force-constant matrix, (n,bi (1) n,b'.i', vanishes

II C). Details of the calculations are in the Appencices. unless (n,b) and (n',b') refer to the same atom, nearest
.neighbors, or S-.cond-nearest neighbors. Taking the posi-

A. Phonons in GaSb and Ge tion of the bth-atom in the nth unit cell to be R, ifb
refers to an atniot, site of the underiving zinc-bl.*nde struc-

I. Force constants and dispersion relations ture (v, =0), and R,, +v, if b refers to a cation site, we
note that for the zinc-blende lattice, we have

We assume the harmonic approximation and use a sim- v. =IaL/4)( 1. , with a,. being the lattice constant.
pie rigid-ion model io parametrize the phonon- dispersion Then we have, for the force :onstants between -,he anion-
curves (," GaSb and Ge, ignoring all'but the first- and site atom and its nearest cation-site neighb w in the same
second-nearest-neighbor force constants: we also set the unit cell:

.x) y) :)

(X. a 13 /3
(0, b =anion, i (b -n. IV'=catio:. i'0) = ( 3 a Q3 . t23)

13 13 a

where the rows and columins are labeled by i and V. The values of a a,'2 13 depend on the two atoms at either end of the
chemical bond between fn,bi and 0n'.b': for e.xample, in pure GAS:" %e ha~e just two parameters. atGa-Sb1 and
3(Ga-Sb). The other nearest neighbors to an anion atom at ft, are in difffren unit cells, and -ie corresponding force-
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cov.tant Matrices a1ce obtained by symmetry operai..ons. as given in Appendix A. The second-nxearest- neighbor force-
constant miatrix between the anion atom at R, and tnce one at R,,.= R, +(aL /2)0. 1. 1) is

X ) ;Y) I Z
(X 0 0

(it, b = m:ion.: D t n', 6'ataunion. P)Y = (.v 1 0 U. v..,.4
(Z 1 0 1'a ti.

Apperid A shows how the farcL'eontiant macrices for Eq. (2.5), the dynamical matrix in the present model is
other second 'ie-ghbors ire reiazd to Eq. 12.4); a similar con'trueted as summarized i -n Appendix B.
expression holds for cation-s-i~th ti,, and N~ umerie'd values for the force-constant parameters :or

The remaining winzero elements of the force-constant pure crystals vwith zinc-hlende structure can be obtainied
matrix are the iiigonal elements. which follow' frc;m the by fitting the model to experimental data at several y-
requirement of ['variance of the equations under infini- rrclr> points in a Brilouin zone, and to elastic-con.%,ant

*tesimal translation of the crystal- o.ita. Appendix C contains a detaiied description of the
'~ n.b'," , 2.5) fttting, procedure. A tabulation of the resultant values of

(n,bi 1 !0 nAbPj' =~ - iD (2.5b) the force-constant parameters as well as the' atomic
n~b' massesmay be found in Table I for GaSb and Ge, atnd in

wvhere the prime on the summation indicates that Ref. l5,foe other semiconductors.
(n',b')=0z,b) is excluded.

Taking advantage of the traznslation-group symmetry of 2. Densities ofitates.
the~latticei-we-clange~baisis-to-Bloch-states:

To obtain the densities of phonon -,states for.- GaSb and

k~bi) =N'/- n,bji~exp(-ik-(R, -v., (2.6) Ge, we employ 1000-a - mr clusters and execute the recur-
sion method to 5 1 leveis of con tinued -fract ions. These pa-

where N\ is-the number of unit cells and k lies in the firs t rameters are found-to be necessary to obtain good repre-
Briloui zoe. n ths Bochtyp bais st, he quaion sefitations o(the densities of phonon states and to produce

ofilmotironE2.I1,n ti Boch-tye basisetequio well-converged spectra: The phonon dispersion relations
of mtio, Eq (21). an e wrtte asare compared with available data, and,-the densities of

M2- i R) =0 (2.7) states calculated by the recursion method are compared
withithose evaluated uzsing the Lehmann-Taui method' in

or Figs. I and 2 for'GaSb atid Ge222 '6pcivl.A one

1f1'8iX5bb'-(k~bi QV k,bdjflJ(k,b'j.j5R) =0 can notice. the sharp Van Hove singularities-2 present in
I'X the Lehtnitnn-Taut densities of states are absent, from the

densivies of states obtained by the recursion method.
(2.8) thus the recursion method is limited -to representing den.

where, we have sities of states of, a[' )ys, wvhere the perfect-crystal Van
Hove singularities are expected to be blurred by the disor-,
der.

Xexp~ik(R,.-T--R, -- b)I - TABLE I. Force-constant parameters (in units of 10)
dyn/cm) andI masses (in units of 10-- g).

(2.9) GaSb G e

This is the dynamical matrix e!ement in the Bloeh-type a - 39.5251 -49.470
basis set, Ik,b,i). The phonon diipersion relation is 13 - 34CIN)1 -37.159
determined from the secular equation_(2.7) or (2.8), for a 4.;003 M.21I

finite set of k values in a Brillouin zone. The crystal Ac4.500,1 5.821
eigenstates are linear combinations of the above Bloch- Ia-3.6974 -3.02
type basis states: /lc -4.467' -3.092

-' ..6971 - M.92
k,s) (k ,~ kjs k.bji) . (2.10) -4.467' -3.092

Using the first- an~d second-nearest-neighbor force- 1 202.1695 120.5379

constant mracrices given in Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) (and those %15.722039
in Eqs. (A4)-and 1AS) in Appendix A], as well as the "on- 'Parameters for GaAs obtained from Ref. 22. We used these
site force-constant matrices" determined by the relation in paramneters for GaSb as well.
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round on noaiinally~rog suhlatace sites. Thle averagre- o, .I = ls-x, or b% Eqs. (2. i4a, .140) for the case tuf M
Oiccupancies o~f Ga. Sb. and Ge atomr. on nominal cation determnined b% the iiwan-field th,:,rk t~tii the occurrenc.,

sits c:i~d o noimi an~n atc a n.the phase- of the phase Iran *iion at x, =0~.. i h fre
".1ansit:.on mn-.e are summnarized as constant paeahmeten% for parent cornpouixN in Table 1. the

P~j, I x - 1/2(2.4a) first-nearest- nei a I or forde constants a for the six possi-
( P~1 )~ =11~.\ '/2 2. lC) ble pairs of firsi-neight'odin atoms in lGaSb)1.,!Ge,),
(.PG ~ ~' I ~ V 2 12.Nb ire given by

( PS01)= 1 -x --.Vf)/2 . 2.l4c) ai('GaSb),-,.(Ge4I,Ga-Ga)=u(GaSb) ,(2.16a)

( Psb),, I1 -x -. M)/2 ( 2.14d) a((GaSb);..r(Ge.),;Sb-Sb)=a(GaSb) .12.16b)

and a((GaSb)i-..(Ge2 J;Ge-Ge)=a' Ge) . (2.16c)

The order parameter Mx)is det..rmiined wihtia mean-

field approximation as the solution of'( I - xal GaSb)+xa(Ge) ,(2.16e)

Mf/A I-x) =tanh[M /( I-xAJ (2.15) a(iGaSb), _(Ge, k,;Sb"Ge)

where the rhase-transition composition x, is extracted ~(I - x~a(GaSb) - xat Ge, Q-160
frorh data. We use v.=0.3 as is suggested by both the e -etesmrino fr[frthepasoftm.
optical absorption' a-' the x-ray diffrac.ltion data.' We Wea tesm rlnn or/frthepisoftms
note that the probal-ilities of atomic distribution in the The second-nearest-neighlbor force constants ;i for six pos-

ofl~itet~odl. qs. ;l a-i2i~) ciibe ~* siblepairs of second- neighborii g atoms are 6iven'by
ply 'fom the pliase-transition model probabilities, Eqs. ?.(( GaSb ),-, Ge, ,; Ga-Ga) = X,.,GiSb) , t2.1I7a)
O.14a-i) .l4e), by replacing irfwith I - x.

It should be emphasized that the prtesent calculations A.(iGaSbtl-,)Ge:Y,-Sb-Sb)=A.,iGaSbi . i2.117b)
aebsd onl the-phase-transition theory of the alloy as~ ~~).(e):e-e=(e 2lc

evaluated in a mean-field approximation. To be sure. the
m'lean-field approximation is not exact and-an improved M'ablG~,d-b
theoty-mavbe neededas the Jata for (GaSb)1 -, (Ge,), are
refined.27 Indeed -Holloway and Davis-' have recently -(X.,'GaSb)-+X3,GaSb))/2 . 12. 17d)

suested- ain alternati'.e model of the similar alloys MGaSbj.,Ge,2 ,Ga-Ge)
(GaAs)t (Ge,),- in which they forbid :he formation of
As-As and da-Ga-bonds-and hence- forbid the order- I1 l- x -;tGSb) -xMGe 1 2.17e)
disorder phase transition. -Their. model assu mes that the MiGaSb)l Ge, hSb-Ge)
zinc-blende-iiamond transition is percolative in nature.
ie.,-jhe transition is assumed to be controlled by 'cometry (-~~0 ~~ixte- 2.!"M)
alone, with a- transition composition v, characterotic of a Weuetein eaosfrthohrscnders-
site-diluted-diamond lattice. v,==0.6.2" Thus their-model Weuehe.m ltisfothohrscndeas-
does not zither include differences in cluste.ring that can 11dz'hbor f,'ree constants it and v. for these pairs of atoms.
arise from dtfferent growth techniques or allow for
temperature-dependent growth. (For example, the restric-

-tion of eliminating Ga-Ga and As-As bonds forces the D. Outline of the calculation
probability of finding' -Ga-G e bond, to be identical to Thloadestoftts&R1)iadsreedys
the probability of finding a- Ge-As bond.) Given the Th oadest fstesdRl)iadsreeds-

depedene ofL~a 1 .~e:~elecronc stucwe ~ tem depends sensitively on the local atomic environment.
growth~~~ codtos .ee I~rmnal, *') n h To-obtain 'he total densities of states we sumn over an en-

iFec f.-a ifatondt uprtgteie semble of ocal densities of states as follows. (i A specific
of a zine-blctnde"--41amond phase -transition -fo ive-atom minic~user is aenerated. e.g., a central Ga atom
fGaSbt 1_,iGe2,) %% elet to conceentrate- -here on the stirroune.d by two As. one-. Ga, and one Ge, for the center
model %%hich ontains -those- features. We do, ho%%ever. of the 100-a'oi cluster: i the probability p ix) of this

cotroccurringe in nio%%tcopsinvisder
btud% the dilfferen., in phnidniiso ttsobtained rlse - i ~o il opsto sdtr
between disiributi, i% giNIca by Eqs. 2.t lai-..l lc. and mined 'see Appendix D)- riii) the remaining~ )Q5 atoms are
Eqs. (2. l4ai-(2.14e,. added with the probabiiy for each atom as defined in

Eqi. 02.1 la)-'2.1 lid or Eqs. (2.14ai-(2.l4e);-and (iv) the
C. Force constants local density of states i, computed by the recursion

method at the central site of the minicluster embedded in
Based onl (lie atomic distributions defined in Eqs. Q2.1 1 Its alloy en'ironment of the 995-atom cluster. The pro-

and 2,14, :above, %%e oenerate a 1000-atoin cluster 'using a1 cs is repeated for all possible miniclusters. each embed-
random number itneratorl in t"hich the distribution of ded in the 95-atom cluster. The total density of states
maNes is given either by Eqs. -2.1 hl-2.1le Icror thie case per unit cell is then
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D((1;(GaSb)1 .. (Gez.),)= p(x)d'(R;1) , (2.18) 111. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
K

where the st'm is over all) possible miniclusters, and dK .Spcr
:ind p,, are the local density of states and the probability InFig. 3 we display the calculated densities of states for
of occurrence of the Kth minicluster, respec-,ive ly. various alloy -conmpositions in the case of the on-site

In addition to the densities of states by the recursion model, i.e., the model with AI = I - x, as well as the densi-
method for the above twvo types, (if disorder, we also ob- ty of states obtained by the virtual-crystal approximation
tamned, for comparison, (i) the den~ities of states for the for i o_-0.5. In this figure, we can see that the virtual-
virtual-crystal-approximation alley as well As (ii) the den- cry stal approximation yields a single -aralgarrhated"31
sidiesl of phonon states in-the persistent approximation,' optic band. Thus, this approximation does not reproduce
which is a linear superposition of the densities of states of the two-mode -ehavier for the optid-phonon spectrum ex-
GA~b and Ge: pected of sem~iconductin~g mixed crystals: two sets of

long-waveleniith optic phonons that are each enerarfically
D(fl;(GaSb),-,.(Ge).,)=(I-x)D6(fl;GaSb) xD(fl;Ge) .close to those, Of the parent compounds, GaSb and Ge.

(2.19) We conclude that the virtual-crystal approximation,
should not be used, to describe phonon-, in these materials.

In the following section, we discuss our results for the Figure 4 showvs the densities of states ci.lculated for the
densities of phonon states and interpret available Raman
data for (GaSb)j,(Ge2 ),.',
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case of M determined by. the phase-transition model in the shown in- Fig. 3.
mean-field approximation. as well-as the I -rsistent spectra The impurity (local) mode at -270 cm - for x =0. 1
[Eq. t2.19)f for x =0.5. The persistent .pproximation is results mainly from %abrations of Ga-Gc bonds. Vibra-
capable of describing at 'east two optic bands originating tions of Ge-Ge bonds also produce modes near this fre-
fro'm the parent compot.nds. although it does not include quency: as the .toy composition x-increases, the Ga-Gea..y modes, which are characteristie vibrations of various and Ge-Ge vibrations gradually esoke to form the Ge-
atomic arrangements in alloys that do not exist in .he like optic band. At x=0.7 this Ge-like optic band is
parent comrounds 'e.g.. characteristic vibrations of an Sb composed mostly of vibrations of Ge-Ge bonds.
a:om surrounded hy three Ga atoms and one Ge atom). The GaSb-like optic band at x =0. I retains most of the
This approximation seems to work well for quasibinary fe..' ures of pure GaSb, and thus the highest peak corre-
alloys, sach as Al, Gat_.,As IRef. 14), where the substitu- sponds to the zone-bcundary TO phonoris (such as the
tional disorder is limited to the atomic arrangements on transverse-optic modes at the Xand L-points of the Bril-
one of the two face-c.ntered-cubic sublattices: in this louin zone, denoted TO:X and TO:L) and the shoulder at
case. deviations of the recursion spectra from the per- -220 cm, ' 1 corespods to the zone-boundary LO pho-
sistent spectra are relatively minor and can be ,a,.ly at- noris (such as LO: U,K). (These can be interpolated from
tributt.d to the alloy modes. However, in the , se of the k-space assignments for GaSb in Fig. 1.) As alloy
fGaSb)_.,fGe., alloys (see Fig. 4), there seems tI be a composition increases, vibrations from Ge-Sb bonds take
major difference-between the persistent spectrum (dashed part and smooth the shape of the GaSb-like optic band.
line) and the recursion spectrum (solid line). This obvi- And at x.--:0.7 the modes from Ga-Sb and Ge-Sb bonds
ously indicates a hipih degree of disorder on both sublat- become highlydegenerate with the nearby mndes, and the
ticts, which gives r, ,e to many different types of alloy density of states retains mostof the features% f pure Ge.
modes, and therefore ,o a variety of peaks in the density- The densities of states with M determined by the
of-states spectra. mean-field theory, (Fig. 4) show much richer, structure-

To see how the different types of disorder affect the vi; than those with .'f = -x. At x =0.1, in, addition to the
brational densities of states, we compare the recursion mostly GaSb-like feattwes, we can see two new peaks.
spectra obtaind from the atomic distributions defined in These are impurity modes: the peak ,at -270-cm -| is
Eqs. 2.1 1al-(2.11 c) and Eqs. (2.14a)-(2.14e). The differ- mainly composed of vibrations of ('ya-Ga kand also
ence between these two models is the type'of disorder: in Ga-Ge) bonds, and the peak at, - 19 cm - is due to
one case (the on-site model of Eqs. (2.1la)-(2.1ic)], we Sb-Sb bonds.
set the order parameter M equal to I -. x and have no "an- As alloy composition increases, vibrations of Ge-Ge
tisite defects" such as Sb on a nominal Ga site. while i', bonds take part in the Ge-like optic band, and, .'iong with
the oil .r case (the phase-transition model of Eqs. the vibrations of Ga-Ga and Ga-Ge bonds, broaden this
(2.14a)-.2.14e], the order parameter is determined by optic band in the range 0.3 <.<0.5. In the GaSb-like
mean-field theory and antisite defect., occur in relatively optic band for 0.3 <x <0.5, however, although the vibra-
high concentrations. The local densities of states obtained tions of Ge-Sb bonds as well as Ga-Sb bonds contribute
by the recursion method for e..-h central atom in each to the band, t he Ga-Sb plus Ge-Sb line shape in Fig. 4
configuration of the five-atom miniclusters are useful-in appears narrower than the corresponding peak in Fig. 3,
identifying the origin of peaks in the-total density of vi- because of the spect.-al distribution of the modes.
brational modes. Each of' the statistically independent- The Sb-Sb peak is significant in the theory for x =0. 1
confiaurations of the miniclusters contributes to charace and 0.3, but ther it decreases in intensity, and is indistin-
teristic peaks in the density of states. We find, however, guishable 'from nearby modes for x >0.5. Presumably
that it is most convenient to associate different contribu- this occurs because'the number of Sb-Sb bonds rapidly.
tions to the densities of states with various "1" rnds" rather decreases as alloy composition increases. As in the case of
that with entire miniclusters. In his scheie, we have M =-I -x (for which there are no Sb-Sb bonds or peaks),
four different types of bonds for the on-site case of the density of states retains most of the features of pure
AM =I -x: Ga-Sb, Ga-Ge, Ge-Sb, and Ge-Ge; and Ge for t >0.7.
two additional ones for t' case of M determined by '-We now make a c.imparison with data. In Figs.
mean-field theory: Ga-Ga md Sb.-Sb. We concentrate 5(a)-9(4i, we display Raman spectra obtained by Krabach:
on the optic region since the optic modes are sensitive to et al.6 and Beserman et al.,7 along with the densities of
local atomic order and thus exhibit interesting disorder ef- states for the case of AM determined by mean-field theory
fects. [Figs. 5(b)-9(b)], and for the case of AM = I -x (Figs.

In the densities of states calculated with M = I -x (Fig. 5(c)-9(c)]. In comparing our results with Raman data,
31, we note the existence of some structure in each of the we recognize that the experimental quantities depend on
two main optic bands. The optic band at the higher fre- the transition matrix elements (involving electronic statesi
quency is "Ge-like" and increases in intensity with in- as well as-on the densities of phonon-states, and that the
creasing alloy composition, x, and the optic band-at the Raman lines are a subset of the density-of-states spectra.
lower frequency is "G.Sb-iike" and decrease, in intensity II particular, for certain experimental geometries and
as v increase. Both longitudinal and transerse-acoustic light polarizations, in the case of pure semiconducting
hands gradually change in positions and intensities on go- compounds, many Raman matrix elements are expected to
ing from GaSb to Ge. The structures in the main optic ,anish because of selection rules;" '233 for example, pho-
bands are assigned to vibrations of various bonds as nons excited by light scattering l'ave k_0. These selec-
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tion rules areb'roken in alloys; certain modes are "d isorder WAVE NUMBER X-' (cm_")
activated" and appear in the Raman spectra. Every m~ode 0 100 200 '300!

that apnehrs in a Raman Spectrum should also appear 1-n >X I 13 (a)=
the den-sity of,:pho-rn states, although the strength of the Z Rama spctum
mode cais be quite dzfferiit in the Raman and density-of- =
states spectra.

Another caution should be taken-Wh ile comparing the z

calculated densities of stt,-ihtne data:' The peak po-
sitions. aswell As the ,peak motiois as a function of allol
composition, are'not accdrately reproduced in the present~
calculations. these nunmerical inac'cura2,'es are due-to the 06 X= 0. 13 11 b)j
negle,.t of long-ranged -Coulomb forces, and due to the use,.. M mean fi~ I 1
of the rigid -ion-, model. Even with these limitations, by thlec.
intrtallyshifting or broadenling--the calculated denisities of ,.-0.3

states, b'y an amotintcomparable with the differences be-
tween thetheory and the data for crystalline GaSb or Ge, 11~ .
the present calculation~s can be used to identify the princi- M

pi-petrl~etuesand to associate them With vibrations 0. -
ib~neifid bonds. W
Since the 'Raman-,speoira depend-\opn the densities of C 0.3

phonon states as well as, the Raman, matrix elements, the V
effects of disorder on the Raman spectra are manifested - 0.0
in iWo- ways: Mi new features in the densities of stat'es. 2004 60
caused bylyarious dlloy modes which~do~not-exit in tile FREOUtNC'. a (:101 -Ise
petsistenrspii~fifa, -may -contribu: -tothe-Raman, spectra;, 0 10 - 20 30 40
anrd 60i dlue to i-bireakdown of tile selection rules, certain ENERGY' 1, , rneV-)
mo~des which are, not normally obserVte J in -the Raman~
spectra~of pure comipounds (such as- acoustic modes and 5, S (a) Ra man spectrum- - or (i~b~Ae 0 ufrom

mods),aswel assoe o -Refs. -ba and 7; Vb calculated deits-ty pf honon states for the
zdnsameundzory.boptic the new recursion ,met hod in the rase of 'M

alloy moides, bte:om&Pi'man acti~e. Thle alloy modes'are sm lo bandb h
- -- determined by ti mean-field.-ther:ad(,cluae eio

lieyrc.ponsiblc (or the broad'linewvdilihse',sved.'ii the states in the case-of heVrf' and Ic cacltX.~s~o
data of Kraach et dt- and Beserian et at'". To demon-
strate tI-is, we compare the Rmar. sp-ctra With the densji-
Ales-of staies in oujr twvo models; As mentioned eaelier, the
major diff, rence in our two'models is in thqctype of disor; Even at this 16wv valuie of alovy;coriposit ion, we';nio ,tice a
uE~r allowved t. whe simpler on-site-rpodel- (wvith M~A- I -x) slight asymmetry in the line Shapp-of the -GaSb-ike-,LO
does not include Viitoa modes cauvEd-hy antisite de. mode in the data. WVe -speculate- that tit,% feature c.'e,I fects"n -thedorm of dJa- -Go- bonds or , Sb-Sb bonds. \ . attributod to: (ii the disorder- activd zone-boundary L0
examine the -spectra in the regions (i) x <0.15' (ii) phonons of-GaSb, which produce a-shoulder uround 220

0:5~ <0:75, and (iii' x >0.75 below. crii" I in tile densities of states in Fig'i. 5(hari&-5(c: or 0ii)
a lon-,wavelength GaSb-lik T0 mod&ersultirig from~ tli,:

lekg due to a sligh't-eviation ff6m a'~ tu~
1. X<0O.15 scattering evometry. 'It wva. indicatedin Ref. 7 that this

wveak shoulder is due to the lu'ng-waivelength GaSb.like
Since~the'G --atomi concentration is very.. low in this re*- TO mode, fni- x < 0.1. 14- th motics. hoWeve3r. could coe.\,

.9ion; the.density-of-states spectra for x =0 13, shown in ist. discriminating evp e thle v~opossibilio'es is diffi-
'11s.lo and 5),retain mo6st of the-features fountd ir, cult, hecause uf the %%eaukiiees. of the-f~ature mw'ived.

G6Sb, A nev -feature is the iriipurity (local) mode arour i The long tali-tmeqel: ringe bemveet. - 190
270 cm 1 whiichi3sdue to tho vibea. ;nis of Ga.!-Ga and cm~ apd -210 cm-1. e~ideni-tn the dat.na have re-
Ga-Ge bonds for'ie esp-ecrurr in Fig..5(b). and is ir;ainly SL'ied from disd 4cr-actiVated viorational modes 'of
doe to the vibrations of-Ga- Ge bonds for tile spectrum in Sb -Sb-bonds [the peak around 195 c.M- Iin Fie. 5tb])
Fig. 5(c). as discushed earlier. Note :hnu t gapis predjee ' ; his-fr".juency rarg,, by the

In the R'uifian spectrum of Fig. 5(a), we note that the on-site mpt- del [Fig. 5tc)J. -Ilto'. er,:the- density -of states
Ge-like 1.0 mode at - 260 cm - e.\itibits a rhewidtli that of tht oil-site-model '.'ith A! _-I - k~could produce nearly
i, relatively broad com'pared with that of ty;rical impurit the same filled-ap feature as sei in both flie data, and
modle-, tit qasibinary 111-V alloys A comparison -wvithl the phast.-transitioii. model (Fiv itbu]. after a, NliQ1i'
Iur aleulat.d detlsit*es of s;tates itlidicates that t:- s feature broaacning of the GaSb-lik& optic toand. Therefor. one

ddrrsult fromt the vibrations of Ga atoms, within Lannot state -ufiambiguousiy from CC)MpqIlnL the- theor%
qOe bKi.s or Ga-Ga bonids, which would--i~e rise to and data of Fig. -5 wliethier o'r not -Sb--Sb boitcds-are suw-

- ~.ade ~!~idli ant could be obtain.d frm G-Ge nificahP tin thle ob~trved ~ttt pcr:n eetees
4 A ratio~ns valy the comparison of theory with-data-itt 'Piv 5zb) st-o;,-.lv
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suggests that Sb-- ib bonds are likely, presefitin significant WAVE NUMBER X-7' (cm-' -
numbers. :nd casts doubt on art eardier conclusion to the .0 20 200 - 300

contrary 1which had assumned tha: 'b-Sb bonds would 0.34 (a0.3
produce a sharp Raniait peak).' z I Rar3 spectrum

2. 0.15-zx< 0. 75

Figures 6-S show the data for x ="0.24, 0.34. and 0.56,
respectively, along with the densities of states obtained by
the two differ.-ni models: on-site and phase-transition. ' .

Thie two main pqaw;-in-thc data exhibii-broad linewidths: IX 0.34
the total widths for alloy composition x =0.34-are -3j8 0-1 M =-mean field thejqry-

Ge-like&LO mode. Asymmetry in these peaks is also evi- W1 0.3

dent. In addition, a disorder-activated long~tudihal- (fU -
acoustic mode (DALA) is ohserved in zhe-data at -l 50 ~ . 0.0.--

I- 0%1 lj

cm' and thisridentification is supported by the theoiy. V X-=(:c) i
The highest energy ~':kis associated1argely' with Ge 6. --

vibrations, and is broad because Ga-Ge and Ga-Ga (for Z~wI
the phase-transition model) bonds contribute as -,well -as ~ - 0.3
Ge-"Ge bonds. The lower peak is a combined Ga-.Sb and
Ge-Sb vibration with a low-energy shoulder associated 9 __________________

(ih~the phase- transi tion model) with Sb-Sb-bonds. Note O 20' 40 A0T-
that the, widths-of -the two main -peaks-are-,larger-in -thd FREQUENCY al (,0 2 rod /sec')
phase-transition model than- -in the on-site (M-I -x) 0 0- 20- -3 30~ '4 0'
'model because-of -the additional modes due-to Sb-Sb and ENERGY .q -C'meV )-
Ga-;Ga, bonds. We shall see below that the systematic FG.7 aRansecumf Gab ie) fr-
trends in. these widths lend additional support to the Ref's. -6 and' 7: (b) calculated density pf-phonohi stlates for -he
Phtise-transition model. sa ff'ealloy obtained by the recuision -nethod in tlj -ca-ewf- Mf-

determined-by mean-field theory; -and (c) clculated~desi'of
*NAVE-NUM8Efl X- m' )siate-in-the case of Ml I -x.

0 - OO -10 200 S 006-

X E; .14z (0)",
-Rarman spectrum 3 >7

Figure 9 show*s-t!he data-for x =0.8 jlonig withi the den-
40sities of-states obtained by the two-different, ode's; W e

-- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' '-* -oe httedst ies of- states ret~fln-most-of the teites
I-of- Ge(Ffigs. 9(b) and 9(c)], and-t 'hat the impuirity, modes,-

X 0O.24 b Y) -due to Ga and-,Sb atoms- are-no(- distinrguishable from, thel
fiel thoryzone-boundary Ohhon- mo~des 6f, Ge(sh as 10)X

%khich* is degenerate-with L A:X, anrdP L':,) h i s i s qcon
w 0. siten wih,.te dta Fig 9(a, i whch-he GaSb-lIike--

-) i0 mode is no longer detectabie-fbr x;>-6-75.

' X 0.24 - B. Alloy-dependefie-tIeW h nd-etp

-- .6~M~-.- -In these alloys-for 0,05,-c <0.95- the phoffori Raman
II linewidths are due-primarily to disorder,.and,- or to damp

x 1ing. For ex~ample, the Ge--like LO nftode Aor Cie-Ge bond
0l/ vibration) is nearly degenerate-with Vibrntiqnlnodso

0.0c ,_a'iodso
0 2 4060 he Ga-Ge and Gd-Ga -bonds. beca~use G64nd-Ga'have

FREQUENCY al 101? rod /sec) similar masses. Thiese.Ga-rchitc mrodes arv~c-iiijhe alloy
- - '- - -and give the-, appearan.e ofbj'oadening tnh -Ge-like LO

tO 2 - 3 4Qmode. Thus- thetd!oy liiiewidth -is due primarily to inho-
ENERY ~ l (m.) -ogeneous,broadening, by-disorder-relaced alloy modes.

- IG'. 6. 'a) Raman spectrum for tGaSb),0 ,(Cre )0.'S from The !ieitsin- the phase-transition model appear
Ref's. -6 and 7. fb),calctilated density of phonon state. ior the broader than thdse-if the on-site model (Figs. 3 and 4), be-
same alloy-obtained by ihe recursion method in-the case of Af Kaqse-pfihe presence of -the-additional modes associated
deiermired-by mean-field-theory; and-fc,-calculat~d-Jensit> of %ith aintisite-defect Ga-Ca and Sb-Sb bond vibrations.
states in the caseof M = -~ Thus ihe aloVdepetiddnce of the Raman linewidths
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WAVE'NUM9ir;.! CcP) WAVE NUMBER'- A)' -Cm-'.
0- too 200 300, O'_ too _ 00 .306

W Raman spectruM W Raman spectrjum
'-C

0. -a6

06 M='jmean iCeid theory 0. M m e an field theory-

b3- 0.3 (b-~ .

-0~

1- 00X=,056_ (c)'0.
0,=06 06X

M=I-x0.3

0a 20. 40 -60 0 20 40' 60
FREQUENCY Li (10 12 rod/sec) FREQUENCY a (10" rod /seec

0 1 0 20. 30 40" 0 1O 20 30~ 40
ENERGY liaL (mreVI ENERGY l (meV)

FIG. S. Wa Ramnt spectrum for (GaSb),, 44(Ge,)o !, from FIG. 9. (a) Raman spectrum ior tGaSb1,tjjGe.0,*t from
Refs. 6 and 7: (b) caiculated density of phonon states for the Refs. 6 and 7. ibi calculated densit% of,:Ohonon states for the
same alloy obtained-by the recursion method in the case of Al same -Io% obtained b% the recursiorn m'tho'd in the case of At
de:. rmined-by mean-field- theory; and (c) calculated density of determined b) mean-field tfieor , and %., alculaied denst of
States in the case of M = I -x. states in the case of.%/ = I - x.

should be a good indicator of whether such antisite de- predict quaiqtitati'el lifie%%idths corresponding to the' Obz
fects tire present in significant concentrations. served :R aman peak "~ idths. Hence we seek a semiquanti.

The observed Raman peaks are due to a superposition tative measu~re of the line%% idths in- terms of the entropy,,
of nearly denenerate -modes and (according to thie thtory) which can be compared with the data.
would be highly structured in the limit of zero broadening Qualitati~el% the composite line%%idith of the Ge-like LO
and anharmonicity. Therefore it is difficult- to define mode and its adjacent alloy modes %%l" b,. ma.\amum when
theoretically wvhich substructures of a peak should be con- the disorder is maximum. In other N~ords, the hinewidth
sidered part of that peak when comput ing the peak's qualitatively reflects the disorder or entrop), of the allo%.
linewidth. Moreover the present theciy does not include To illu strate this point, we compare in Fig. 1<0 the entropy
either Raman matrixc elements ot 0~- effects of anharmon- per site' as a function of x calcuilated in the phase-
icity and broadening-making it impractical- to define and transition model using mean-field theoryi:

S(x)/kB=(PG,),ln(Pro),+(PAI),n(PAI)e+-(Pc,)In(P'c..),

- [(l~ 4-d)/]ln( I-x +I)/] +( I-x M)/]ln[ I x -I'/] ±lnt) ,(3.1)

with the Ramnan linewidths of Ref. 7. Here ka is sponding entropy per site computed for the phase-
B~oltzmann's constant. Note the kiatk in the data [Fig. transiton model %%ith x, =0.2 and,0.7. respectivel%, and
10(a)] near x==0.3 for both the GaSh.like and the Ge-like the entropy per site for the on-site model %%ith no phase
LO modes. Furthermore, the width of the Ge-like LO transition:
mode has an x dependence similar to that of the entropy Sx)/kI =( I -xln( I -xJ--x lin(x) . (3.2)
of the phase- transi tion model [Fig. 10ka)]. (The GaSb-like
LO mode for x >0.3 merges with the mostly Ge modes Only the entropy of the phase-transition model %%ith
of Figs. 3 and 4 cannot be separated from the other x~::. has -a kink and a maximumn at tht: same composi-
modes, and hence a similar comparison of its linewidth tion as the maximum Raman Iine%%'Idth.
with entropy cannot be made.) In the absence of a phase transition, the entropy is a

For comparison, we also sho" in Fig. 10(b) 1he corre- malmurn at the composition x *%.)r %%hiehi the probabili.
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~4 .' - Va) E Ge3-G0

400r 280-'0 -

~20.0 - "IT4 *
-0 'Go Sb Ge 10.6 CT

0E -0.2 0 "GaG
oU 4

0- -0.2

- .- ~~601 Ga-~bGe) e

:~CO, 2  b) 0.0 0.5- Al.0

-0-7
Model \ IFIG. 11I. 4llustrating our iitcrpretation of -the discontinuity

as afntocx- heRamian peak position of the Ge-like LO

Z 4 1mrode, as observed-in Ref. 7: There-are two principal bond vi-
w 0 brations, Ge-Ge and Ga-Ge. We have drawn parallel- lines

--------------------- Ithrough the data for, Ge-Ge- and 'Ge-Ga, mode5. separated by
0.0 -0.2 .0.4 0.6 0.8 10 Tcm-%, the, separationpredicted for x,=0.5. N::ethatth6

-(b t6 S) x (G}theory', which does not include-long-ranged forces, does not ac-

FIG. 10. ta) Total linewidthin cm-' as a-fuiictiondo compo. curately predict -the--positidns or slopes of these lines, but only
sition x for the G.P;h-like- (triangles) and -Ge-like (circles) LO predicts the splitting between them.
modes. after Refs. 7-and 3. the GaS)b-like-mode h -as been fit in
Ref. 7 to two s 't'raight-iines (dashed curve). The entropy -S-per
site (d, ided bv Boltzm-acn'sconstant) as a. function of x, calcu- t'C =0.3,[Fig. -10(a)]. exhibits thie same qualitative depen.
lated using mean-fiek' thwory for fGaSb)I.A(Ge..A and-assumi -Ig dence on',-alloy composition .x as the observed Gedlike LO
x,=0,3 (solid eurvel is plotted on-the scale on the right-hand mode width. The fact that the observed linewidth of the
side of the- figuire. Thescales have been chosen such that the Ge Ge-like- L0 mode exhibits the same qualitative depen-
LO mode linewidth-aiid -Sf d/ks coincide. at-,t heir maxima-. (b) dence-on ;-..as the phase- transition model's entropy, name-
Entropy S per site ai a function of x,-calculated using the or- ly-that it has~a maximum for -:03 is-evidence support-
site model of Eq. (2.11I) (solid line) a 'nd- the -phase- transition inig the -phase-trans'tion theory -and dgaihst -the- on-site
model-with x,=0.2 (dashed line) acd 0.7- (dotted line). Note [in- model. Clearly (GaSb)1~x(Ge,)., grown under conditions
(a)] the similar shapes of S(xI and-t'iie linewidth of the Ge-like such that-x' is greater than 0.3 (Ref. 30) should exhibit a
LO mode. Note als6' the-kink discontinuities in S(x) at- x, mxmmRmnlneit ttedfern rtclcm
(characteristic of a phase transition) that are seen both iin the ~~
theory and in the experimental lincdth curves at xz%0.3 to. pstOVC
0.4. The maximum of Si,-, would not necessarily occur at C. Peak positions
xt,0.3-if the critical composition were different (b). For x
the discontinuity. in S occurs at x, and the m,:ximumioce - fs at Beserman et al.7 noted that the pedkposition of their
x =-IT, as demonstrated for x, =0. 2 [dashed- line of (b)]; for broad Raman line for the Ge-like LO mode, when-plotted
X, > -L-, the inaxinium occurs at x =x~, as demonstrated for as i function of x, exhibits a discontinuity of ~7cm'
x, =0. 7 (dotied liae of (b)j. near x =0.i8- see Fig. 1I). The present theory (Figs. 3 and

4) provides .a simple and natural explanation of this
discontinuity: there nre tWotyes of bands contributing,

ties are equal for finding the various allowved substitution- significhcrat but separate subpeaks 'to the Ge-like LO mhode
al-tom ona ive sie.Fortheonsit moel(i~., or Raman line, Ge-Ce-. and Ge-Ga bonds. In GaSb. .ich

al -m on axi s ite. t For the onst-oe (i eo material (x-<0.7) the main spectral feature observed is

- -I . dominated by the Ge-Ga bonds, but in Ge-rich alleys
transition model, for c, < -. the maximum isatx=, (x7
the composition at which there are equal numbers-of Ga, -107 h-eG ekdmiae.Teter hw
Sb, and Ce atoms or~ a given site. Additionally, for the 'that these twvo subpeaks; are separated of order 7.4 cm.

phase- transition model, the entropy exhibits a kink atD.AymtisoRa nlne
x "x, characteristic of a second-order transitton, as cal.D smere o aa ie
culated in a mean-field approximation (the second deriva- The. Raman data for (GaSb) 1 _.,(Ge)., are abnormnally
tive of the Gibbs free energy is discontinuous)?34 If we asym~metric, as shown in Ref. 7: the GaSb-like (Ge-like)
have V > +~- this kink reptesents the maximum of the en- LO m~ode peak has maximum asymmetry for x~t02
tropy. (;=-0.8) and these asymmetries are not smoothly- varying

Clearly, of the calculated curves presented in .Fig. 10, functions of x.
only the result for the phase-transition model with These experimental facts are simply explained: the
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GaSb-like Raman peak has contributions from the Sb-Sb momhent per unit cell, to a diamond structure fol >X,..
bond subpeak on its low-energy side (see Figi. 6 and 7), in which there is no average dipole rnomcaut afid,-noc dis-
which is especially visible for x <0.5. Likewise Ga-Ge tinction between anion'an! cation sites, This% is a general
bonds.contribute on the low-energy side of the Ge-like LO feature of the phase-tranmiuon modei.
Raman line for x > 0.7 -(see Fig. 11). The fact that -the Certainly the bifurcation will ii-* be as shar"r as.-predict;
asymmetries are not smoothly varying funfctions of x Ind~- ed in this simple theory, and alloy, flutitations %'ill
cates that different modes from the main LO modes are broaden the.GaSb-like optic mnode%, especially f )r x:-x,
responsible. Nevertheless, the da'a exhibit this splitting. which i! tw-it

E. LO-TO splitting dence of the phase tranisition. Indeed, the zone.-:en 'ter

Thezon-ceteroptcalphoonsof crsta exerince LOTO splitting -offers a means to dire,-fly determine the
'Thezon-ceter ptial honos o a rystl epennce square of the order paramneter.

a: Lyddane-Sarhs-Teller splitting that: should be propor-
tion"I to the square of the average dipole moment per unit IV. SUIMMARY
cell.i16 In an alloy, this prescription has not been fully jus-
tified (except in a virtual-crystal sense); nevertheless, we To our knowledge, the theory presented here -is the
employ it here to-predict the x dependencesof the k=0- first comprehensivte treatment of phonons in
LO and TO modes in (GaSb)i...,(Ge, 1.,. The dipole-mo- (.i1iBv),.(Cv), metastable. substitutional, crvstalline
ment per unit cell is proportional to the order parameter alloys. A'e have presented, predictuons for both the
M(x), and the proportionality constant can be determined phase-itransition model' and the on-site model, and- have
by fitting -the observed split -ting for x "=0. The order pa. compared them with-data. While the comparison favors,
rameter, in a mean-field theory,-is approximately propor- the phase- transi tion model. the e%'Idetice is not comnpel.
tional to (X _X) 1, indicating~ that in-the mean-field ap- ling. We suspect thai a-correct, iodel of these alloys err.-
~proximation-the LOTO splitting--of- the -CiaSb-ine 1=0O brac s tlie -essentials, of: the. ~p.sran it.on model, but
optic mode should decrease approximately linearly from goes beyond the meanl-field appro.\imaiion to include
x-0 to x =0. '3. Sucha decrease in the LO-TO splitting correlations in the- atomic -positions. Such -an improved
is-indeed observed, although the decrease is-not necessarily theory will stilIha'eSh-Sbad-Gau-Ga bonds, but'the%
line 'ar in 'x, -x (see Fig. 12). [One expects that more ac- will-be -fewer in numbei*-thain for-th1LprCsen:t mean-field
curate 'calculations using the renorniulii.ation group or theory."'
some similar- technique \\ould deterniine- that the LO-TO The main featuires c--theRaman dat.. are \%ell described
-splitting decreases as (x, -;- 2 ,6, ith30.2 -]Teb- b-teterdspt h aIthat maii of those features
furcaticin of the GaSb-Iike k=O mode at x=:0.3 is a Were p.-vioL-sl\ thoughL to be anomaiuus. The Raman
conseq,.ience of the change of symmetry from a zinc- linewidths are ~a measure of--the Jllo\ disorder and \ar.
blende structure for x <x,, in \%hich -there is a-net-dipole with x it; a-similar fashion -to the eiitfoip -of thc phasc-

transit ion miodel. -The observed deptncItnce-of the Raman
240- iine\%idth -appears to b.. incc-isistent with the on-site

model. 'The appatent discontinuity, as a function of x, of
2 the Ge-like.LO.Raman miode is attributed to the fact that

LO separate but nearly degenerate modes asociated with two
distinct. types of bonuds, Ge-Ge-zitid Ga-Gc.-contribute to

C230 the kuman-peak-and the dortinatnt bond changes with x,
g -~The apparent anomalous asvmme-rv of the- Raman lines is

0 ~~due to Sb-Sb and dG .Ge side band :nodes.3' Finally, the
I -order parameter of the zii'c-ble'ide-d iarnond phase-tran-

-Li <ition can be'extracted -from -th'.1.ddane-Sachs- Teller-0 220 To spitin of the.GaSb LO and -TO phonons at k 0.
0. IIn-general'the model accounts~for all the essential ph~ys-

- -- ics of the spectra of thesc 'alloys. ht demonstrates that
-0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 virtual-crysta. and persistence approl\,nations to the pho-

- non spectra are inadequate. Nevertdecss. the zhvory itself
Go Sb' (Go Sb)I- (Ge ), requires improvement it iiake it truly quatithitive. and

FIG. 1-2. Ramian peak -positain l ,.I cm-'I of the CiaSb lon~ranged forces -hn-be incorpor~ted int, t model.
k=0 LO and TO modes in 4GaSbi,, Gei., versus alloy com. -We~hope that this %%ork, will stimulatv furth.
pobitini . after kefs, 7 and 8, conipat.d %% ith the pre&. ' tins of arid experimental investigations of phonons in these in-
-the phasce.-rarsition-naodcl plus a L~ddane.Sachs.1 eller LO.TO teresti. _a al'oys.
splitting propo:uional to the- squaie of the order ;.-rametcr A.1!
-The bifurcation at .0.3of the diamoiid-phaw~ optic mode ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
t0! into LO and- TQ modes is charatitk of the order
disorder zaic-benide-diamond phase trans tton. Here tite WVe are gratefults' ",e U.S. Off- --, of Nasal Research
-tlteor% is~shifted dki'i z:4 ;n-' to coincide ssith the-daw for (Contrati No. N0O0l.4-s4-K-01i2 for their ocnerous it,,-
Gdsb, but the oa..~~ f thepeak poisition viuih .x.,dfiLdt. is port. Wd li. cn~io~ed : uai cons orsat ions with L

-not adjusted-to .iccounilAor Iong-ranged forces omitted from the Abels. R. BJeseraian. T. Krabach. T. McGinn, and P. M.
model, and so is not Oaccin tlpeiced ach.
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APPENDIX A: S~.'%.IMETRY OF FORCE-CONSTANT- 0 0
MATRCESR.:= 1 1* 6 (A2)

,Choosing the origin at an ion, the positions of its four 0 0 1
iiea#t ne-ighbors are (al.UL/")( 1. 1, 1), The force-c.'nstant matrices between an ion at the o~rigin

(UL / 4 )(-1. - 1. 1), ~(a L /4 )(1, - 1. -IH, and and ions -at the- positions T3 and -r4 can be obtained by
.4=--- 1,,- ).Similarly, the-positions of thel1 second similar rotation operations.

nearest neighbd~s are give :, by the nonzero combinations The force-constant matrix between the bth ions at the
o' -~rfor i atddj rangi ng from I to 4. origin and at the position (a,. /2)(0, - 1, 1) is derived from

Applying the byrmmtet.- of the crystallographic point (t 2 by operating with R,:
.goup Td, with aa x, y. and z basis, the first-nearest.
neighbor force constants between the bth ion at the origin -b 0 0
and the b'ti: ion at the position -. are parametrized as in 9b2 i. 0W~-b A)
Eq. (2.3), and the second-nearest-neighbor forc, constants %b 9between the bth ions at the origini and at the po!sItion,0 "b P

(aL /2)(0, 1.-1) are pa,-ametrized as in Eq. (2.4). In this ap- The other, ten force-constant matrices for the second-
pendx, e ue te ntaton ~and'l or he x3 nearest neighbors can be easily obtained by similar sym-

force-constant iatrices given by Eqs. 2.3) and (2.4), metry operations.

The forke~constant matrix between an ion at the origin Teefre9ntn arcscdb rte nacm
and an ion at the po- -tion-r, can-be obt-ained-,from (b, by pact form using the direction cosines (I,in,n) of the '-.ctor
-rotating- the-coordi nate-systemnzbyr around thez-axis: concighetoinpiins

a -[3 -31 C. 31mf3 31nfl3
__ / -3 ,(AV, TV"U(Im1= 31m13l a 3m=3 (A4)

-13 -3 a3ht/3- 31nnfl' a

where,%wehfave the rotation matrix in the form. for first-nearest neighbors, and

.60l - 21) + 2b1 2Ilin 1. 2Inh

(6~~In,n)= 2/in i b 4b( I -21n 2) + 2ubin 2Irif .b (AM)

for secoi.d-nearest neighbors. The direction- cosines (I,tin,nI take the values,,<for instance, t 3-11,3 -112, 3-1/2) for
(a /4 W"- 1, 1, - I) and(10,2 /22- '/2)-for (aL /2)(0,l , 1)

'in using the recursion method, wherein a finite cluster of atoms is 2.nerated, it- is ccnivehient- to u.-- the above 3 x 3
force-constant matrices-in terms (if the dire~tion cosines, for edch pair of atoms.-

APPENDIX B: DYNAMICAL MATRIX,

With use of the force-constant-parameters introduced-in Sec. 11,-the 6X6 dynamical matrix,-D(k)-for each k vectorthi
Eq. (2.9) can be written as

-b/b' a -C

Q~)=a 2 1 Q. (B3I)
C Q.": Q

Each, element of this~matrix is a 3 X 3 matrix. The on~site matrix D, for the anion is given by,

I a~xa~y)a,z)
(a.x I a + 4af1 (k) +pug I(k) v~h 1 (k) vh,(k)

M, !/4)L)( =(a,y~ ah/I 1(k) a + 4f2(k) -ygz(k) V" 113(k) (B2)

(a'Z %,1z2(k) v,,h)tk) a+-IXkf 3(k)4-p~gjjk)J
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iiherej(with at. being the lattice constant) s I( k=e 1 - C 2)e,- -_ L4

dbk=lcs(a kY-o(~L: s tk) -0el ± e -e 4

4(k)= I --cos(-,aLtk.cos(-wLkX)s()c -- c e

f3 (k)= I-cos(-TaLkX,)COS(_'aL k) s4(k) =eI - e,+ e3- i4

g1 (k)= ?-7cs-,a,.kj)[COS(-,, Lky) cos(-,aLk:)I The cis Ui , 2, 3, and 4) are gi ven by
_' ACS e=:exp[ihra,~k.,+k~y+k:)/2]

gj(k)=2-cos(,aLk.)COS(raLkX, )CO§(UraLky)I.,i e,=exp[i-,aL( -k,- - k: .*2J

h,(k)=sin(,aLk)sin(T-aLk-y) e3=exp(i-,aL(k.,-ky-k:)/2]

It2(k)=sin(i-,aLkx,)sin(,-aLk:-) 4 epia(k k)-.)/1

h3(k)=sin(,-wLek7)sin(i-,aLk.) Despie,,he importance of the -long-rangvd Coulomb
Theon-itematix, D orthe atin, s ienicalin orm forces, we ignore these forces and use the rigid-ion moddel

Theon-sit int iD, -frte~toi ietcli om with, first. and second-nearest-neighbor force constants
'to P., except that the in dex a is everywhere replaced by c. for describing the lattice dynamics of semiconducting
The off-site ibtrik is-given-by -compounds.

Ia~ as,() f-s,(k) I3sC(k) APPENDIX C: FITTING PROCEDURE

(MQM "2D__(a,y Il :13s2(k) as tk I 3 4 k W At points of high symmet-ry in the Brillouin. zone, the
Oniafical miatix beco-lie§ -block dioial'. We can ex-

(a~z~ i~3(k /~4(k as(k)press the frequencies at these points in ternis cf'the force-

(3) Constant parameters, and determine theseparameters by
fitting the frequencies with experimental data. The ana-

,Where we have lvtic forms at the r. X. and Lpoints are

f12 (L; )=lto; r)=-46Aw" / .vf e, (Cl1)

t[ j 2a( I IA%- 1 / )4( 0 +Po ,)/M0f -40., +j* )/Af :2

+ I6I32 /(M0,M,)]i/2 (twvofold degeneracy) ,(03)

and

f1(TO;L).nf2(TA;L)=-(aI/.I,+lA )( /M -X/ )-4p/! p/! -2v/1I+

+4(a+3)2/(M0.'1,)Iil2 (twofold degenermy; (C5)

In addition, by taking the elastic-continuum limit of the cl2 =( - l/UL )(2f 3 -a-4v--ve
equation of motion,3 we have the following relations be. - 2QL ~i
tween elastic constants and force-constant parameters, Ia11 0

c - I/1as )[a+2(X0, +?.,)+ 2(pa, -+p)-32/a].

el =- lIQL)[a+'4(li0 ?ifle) (M6 'CS)
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where aL is the lattice constant. densities of states were reproduced. For GaSb. the-pararn-
In determiining the parameter a from phonon disper- eters for GaAs obtained by Banerjee and Varshni 22 were

sion curves, the squared- frequency, !!-'(Lo; n found to be excellent. *Here we set one parameter,
[=n&ro; ni in the present- model], needs to be replaced Y- presenting the ;ong-ramge Coulomb forces in their
by [fV.(LO-.r)+2f1(to;r)J/3, since the LO-TO split- modde, to zero.) We use these parameters for GaSb a
ting exists in the -experimental, data. for these mode fre- well, replacine the mass of Aswith the mass of Sb in the
quencies. With this replacement in.Eq. (Ci)l, we have dynamiical imatrix.- For Ge, using the relation in E..

(C 13). the four parameters a, f3,u C= 0=, and ). were deter-
a = 1M e (M M )lI(L;r+ (T;)]3. mined by fitting f12( Lo; ) [=f12(TO; flJ, n2(TO:X),

(C9) (LO )['1A;Jand 0 2(TA;X to neutron
scattering data.. There is, of course, no distinction be-

The parameters It. and A, are determined from Eq. C2) twveen anion and cation, and thus we have Xa=c=,for
as example.

-. V4 (M/l6WM 2(LA;X) -a/4,
(c 10)

APPENDIX D: IMINICLtJSTER PROBABILILES

for M,, > M, and The probability of occurrence of a five-atom miniclus-
ter in which the central atom-is a Ga atom on the nominal

(C11) cation-site, with I Ga atoms, in Sb atoms, and nt Ge
'11C /1 ~A 6)fl2kLA;X) - a/4-, atomsdistribu ted- over.- he -four- nedtest neighbor-nom init[

anion sites of the central Ga atom is
for Ma-<Mc.

The determnination of the parameters X .c, , y. v, an -d (PG" )tPC, )A) ( PSba )n( ( PG:) )f (D 1)
13, using the relations, given by Eqs. (Cl) to (CS), depends- Sc l~e fnihosocr !(l~ n)tms h
on the data ivailable for each material In-sone cases, a probabilities of occurrence of various nearest-neighbor
reduction of the niumber of--parameteis is necessary, be- clusters were calculated using Eqs. (2.14a)"(2.140., In
cause of lack of-data. If we assume a central force operat- case Ga atoms are allowed to occupy the nominal anion

ingbeteenios, e hvesites, as in the model using mean-field theoryj! proba-

,ub = %,b +,kb (b =a and 0) (C 12) "bilities are identical in form, except that the indice5 a and
BanejeeandVarhni-' ave ssued he elaionc need to be interchanged everywhere. The probabilities
Banrje an Vashi22 hav asumd te rlatonof occurrence of five-atom miniclusters wi th a Sb atom on-

lb =Vb (b =a and c) (C13) the central site, and with a Gie atom 6h the central site,
are obtained by a cyclic permutation~of the indices speci<

in concurrence w'ith the cer.,ral-force model"'~ and the fying atoms: from (Ga,Sb,Ge) to (Sb,Ge,Ga), and' to
angular-force model.40  (Ge.Ga,Sb) respectively. There are, therefore, 15 X 2 X3

Various combinations of the relations in Eqs. (Cl) to Statistically rindependent configurations in the zinec-blende
(CS), with or without the simplificatio'ns given in Eq. phase, and 15X3 statistically independent configurations
(C12) or (CID), were attempted. (Our parameters were in the diamond phase (since we do not distinguish'bet'ween
also- compared with those obtained by Banerjee and anions and cations in this phase). The probabilities for,
Varshni.?2) Judgment was made according to how well the model with no antisite defects (Mt = I -~x) can be ob~i
the phonon dispersion relations and global features of the tamned from Eqs. (2.1 la)-(?.l Ic0.
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ABSTRACT

The observed chemical trends in 3chottky barrier heights (i.e., the

variation in the barrier height B as a function of the alloy composition x,

or the dependence of the barrter height on the anion or cation specles) are

explained by Fermi-level pitntng duze to defects. Microscopic .calculatlons of

surface defect levels, rather than -phen.menotogtcal arguments, are presented

to support this viewpoint. We find that the slope of the pinning defect level

as a function of alloy composition (dE/dx) is a signature of the defect type.

In the case of AXLxGaIxAs/Au contacts for all compositions- x, and for

A1XGaI-xAs/AZ and ALxGai.xAs/In contacts for large x, the Schottky barrier

he!.ghts are attributed to Fermi-level pinning by cation-on-anion-site antisite

defects (IdE/dxl is large). X GaixAs/A. and AZxGa.xAs/In Schottky barriers,

for small x, are attributed to Fermi-levet pinning by anion-on-the-cation-site

anttsite defects (IdE/dxl is small). This interpretation is supported by both

detailed calculations and the results of a simple four-atom model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the years, there have been many attempts to understand the observed

chemical trends in Schottky barrier heights *j - the dependence of hB on the

anion or cation species, or on the alloy composition x. In the past, such

attempts have had the disadvantage that no fundamental microscopic foundation

has been available. The introduction of Bardeen's concept of Fermi-level

pinning Li] and Spicer's defect model [2-5], however, have provided a general

framework that makes it possible to understand chemical trends in h from a

microscopic point of view: Since the Schottky barrier height in the

Fermi-level pinning model is approximately equal to the difference between a

band edge (conduction band edge for an n-type semiconductor and valence band

edge for p-type) and the relevant defect level (lowest acceptor level for

n-type; highest donor level for p-type), chemical trends in barrier heights

are explained by the combined chemical trends in band edges and "deep" defect

levels at, the semiconductor/metal contact.

Recently we have reported theoretical predictions of Schottky 'ar tr

heights for Au contacts to various LII-V alloys (61 and for transition-metal

contacts to SixGelx alloys [71. The IlI-V/Au barriers are attributed to

Fermi-level pinning by cation-on-anion-site III-V surface antisite defects

16]. The SixGe x barriers are attributed to Fermi-level pinning by

interfacial dangling bonds 171. For both systems, the theory is in quite good

agreement with the measured barrier heights, with the observed chemical trends

being particularly well described by the theory.
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Here we extend the simple theory of Ref. (6) and consider both antisite

de:ects, Including the the atiuLn-on-:ation-stte antisite defect. Our principal

motivation Is to compare the alloy dependences for the Schottky barriers that

result from Fermi-level pinning by the two different types of antiLte

defects. As discussed below, we find that dE/dx is very different for the two

defects in some cases, where E is a Fermi-level pinning defect energy level

and x is the alloy composition. This appears to explain the different

dependences )n x of observed barrier heights of AxGLat.xA with AL and In

conticts on the one hand, and with Au contacts on the other hand.

II. Simple Four-Atom Model

Before giving the results of our detailed calculations - which employ

the sp3s* model of Vogl at al. (8) for the bulk electronic structure, the

scaled-atomic energy model of Hjalmarson et al. (9) for the impurity

potentials, and the analytic Green's function technique 1101 - let us

consider a very simple four-atom model for each of the two surface antisite

defects: the antiste atom at a surface and its three nearest-neighbors. We

wiltl find that this model provides a remarkably good description of the

chemical trends, and tends to increase our faith in the central results of the

much more complicated calculations.

The simple four-atom model can be constructed by first considering a

five-atom model consisting of an antisite impurity in the bulk anJ its four

neighbors, and then replacing one of the four neighboring atom by a vacancy

- to simulate the semiconductor surface. In the bulk, an anion or cation

ancistte defect is tetrahedrally coordinated, which leads to deep level
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electronic states of Al (s-like) or T2 (p-like) symmetry. The symmetry is

reduced at the surface, and the states of A, and T2 symmetry mix.

A. Bulk antisite Defects

For concreteness, consider the ,nion-site bulk antisite defect (GaAs.) in

GaAs. Take as a basis (i) the s- and p-orbitals of the antisite defect atoms

Is> and Ip> (with energies cs and cp) and (ii) the main s-like (or

Al-symmetric) and p-like (T2 -symmetric) orbitals of the rest of the solid

without the central atom - namely the A1 and T2 orbitals of a vacancy (with

energies E(A1 ;v) and E(T2 ;v)). In a model which considers only the defect and

its four neighbors, the vacancy A1 orbital is

IA1 ;v> = ( I> + 12> + 13> + 14> )12,

(i)

where I> is the inward-directed sp
3-hybrid centered on the i-th neighboring

site [11]. Similarly the relevant T2-vacancy orbital is

1T2 ;v> - (12) "1/2 ( It> + 12> + 13> - 3 14> ).

(2)

The i orbital of the nntisite impurity only interacts with IA1;v>; and the p

orbital which is polarized coward atom 4 interacts only with IT2 ;v>. Notice

that the wavefunction is equally distributed among the four hybrids for the

1A1 ;v) orbital, but is more heavily weighted on hybrid 14> for the IT2 ;v>

orbital. The model bulk antisite Hamiltonian can be simply written as a direct

sum:
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H(A
1

) 0 )Hbu k " ( 0 H(T2 )
( 3

where we have (in the basis IA1;v> and Is>)

( E(A);v) -t( )

HA)--t(A
1 ) A1)(4

and (in the basis IT2lv> and Ip>)

( E(T2 ;v) -t(T2 )
H(T2 ) -t(T2 ) Cp(

The vacancy energies E(Al;v) and E(T2 ;v) are obtained from Green's function

calculations (91 of ideal vacancy energies, and are the eigenvalues of H(A1 )

and H(12 ) in the limit of es and c p being infinite [121. The energies es and

Cp are determined from atomic energy tables; for example, cs is 80% of the

ditfffrence is s-orbital energies of Ga and As for Ga on the As site in GaAs

[8,91. The coupling parameters t(A1 ) and t(T2 ) are obtained by fitting

calculated [91 bulk antisite defect levels.

B. Surface antisite Defects

We next change one of the four neighbors (atom 4) surrounding the

antisite into a vacancy. This is accomplished by allowing the antisite only to

interact with the at or a-like molecular orbital, which has no amplitude on

atom 4:

al> - (/3 lA;v> + IT2;v> )/2. (6)
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The surface Hamiltonian of the antisite interacting with only three

neighbors becomes (in a basis I8,>, Is>, and Ip>)

u c(al )  -tl -t2 )Hsurface - ti  es 0
-t 2  0s  Cp(7

where c(al) is the self-energy of the remaining three sp3-hybrid orbitals, and

is given by

c(al) - 13 E(Al;v) + E(T2 ;v)]/4.

(8)

The s and p orbitals of the antisite interact with the remaining sp3-hybrids

with reduced strengths ti - V3 t(A1)12 and t2 - t(t2)/2.

In this simple model, the changes due to the surface are contained in thl

facts that (a) the s and p orbitals of the antisite interact with an "average"

hybrid orbital of its neighbors, having "average" energy c(al), and (b) the

strengths of the interaction for the surface are reduced from those of the

bulk. Both effects, in particular (b), can markedly shift the surface antisite

levels from those of the bulk.

The results of this simple model are compared with the full surface

Green's function calculation in Figs. I and 2. For the

cation-on-the-anion-site defect (e.g., CaAs), the model yields only one level

in or very near the band gap - an acceptor level that can produce Fermi-level

pinning and Schottky barrier fo-maticn for an n-type semiconductor. The

detailed calculations (6) also produce only a single prominent level in the

band gap for this defect - again an acceptor level. When the results of the
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Anion-Site Antisite Defects

AlAs GaAs GaP InP

I/I/LII/I/

2.0 Q

LU

1 .0 \ C (

0.0

Fig. 1. Predictions of simple four-atom model for acceptor levels
associated vith cation-on-anion-site antistte defects (open circles) compared
with predictions of detailed calculations (open iquares) (6].
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Cation-Site Antisite Defects

AlAs GaAs GaP InP AlAs GaAs GaP InP

2.0-

_- -,QmZ

/ C L

/ in-4.,

0.0

Model 1 Model z

Fig. 2. Predictions of simple four-atom model for acceptor and donor

levels associated with anion-on-cation-site antisite defects (circles)

compared with predictions of detailed calculations (squares) (61. Open circles

and squares are acceptor levels (empty for neutral defect), and solid circles

and square# are donor levels (filled for neutral defect). "Model 2" represent

the "exact" calculation for the four-atom model, and "Model I" represents a

calculatior in which the indirect coupling between o-orbital and dangling-bond
p-orbital on the defect site is neglected. (See text.)
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simple model (open circles) and detailed calculations (open squares) are

compared in Fig. 1, it can be seen that the chemical trends are in remarkably

good agreement.

A similar comparison for the other antisitc, the anion-on-the-catiockisite

defect, is shown in P'Lg. 2. As described above, two versions of the simple

model were used: In "model ," the 3x3 problem of Eq. (7) vas artificially

decoupled to yield the two 2x2 problems of Eqs. (4) and (5). This amounts to

neglecting the indirect interaction between the defect-site s-orbLtal and

dangling-bond p-orbital via the direct interaction of each of these orbitals

with neighboring orbitals on the adjacent anion atoms. (See Eq. (7).) In

"model 2," the full 3x3 problem is solved. In both models, one acceptor level

and one donor level are produced in (or very near) the band gap. (The "better"

model, model I, gives the "worse" resu.ts because of the hybridization of

s-orbital and dangling-bond p-orbital on the antisite defect; this is not the

relevant point, however.) As can Se seen in Fig. 2, either of these versions

of the simple 4-atom m.odel (open and solid circles) yields chemical trends

almost identical to those of the detailed calculations (open and closed

squares).

The agreement between the simple models of both defects and the detailed

calculations indicates that both approaches provide a reliable description of

the chemical trends. It also indicates that these trends have a simple

physical origin, principally involving the dangling-bond p-orbital for the

anion-site defect (e.g., GaAs) and both the s-orbital and dangling-bond

p-orbital for the catton-site defect (e.g., AsGa).
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2.0

SGa GaAs Theory
1.oa

L_

Al.. Expt. -

Au
I-

0.0 E,

AlAs GaAs GaP InP InAs GaAs

Fig. 3. Predictions of dtailed calculations for the cation-on-anion-site
defect (e.g., GaAs) and the anion-on-cation-site defect (e.g., ASGa) at
relaxed (110) surfaces of III-V semiconductors and their alloys. Only the
acceptor levels, relevant to Fermi-level pinnings on n-type semiconductrs,
are shown. For ALxGai.xAs, note that the slope of the acceptor level (dE/dx)
is large for the cation-on-the-anion-site defect and small for the
anion-on-the-cation-site defect. The experimental data for Au contacts to
various alloys, and Al and In contacts to A.xGal.xAs, are also shown.
(References to the experimental papers are given in Refs. (3] and (6]. We
attribute the data for Au contacts and for AL contacts to AL-rich AZxGal_xAS,
to Fermi-level pinning by the cation-on-the-anion-site antisite defect. The
anion-on-cation-site defea-t is identified as responsible for pinning the Fermi
level at In and Al contacts to Ga-rich ALxGai-xAs. These results indicate that
the slope of the Fermi-level pinning position as a function of alloy
composition (dE/dx) can serve as a signature of the defect type. Thi
conduction band edge is denoted Ec .
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In Fig. 3, te show predictions of our detaiLed calculations for several

II-V alloys, compared with experimental Fermi-level pinning positions

inferred from measurements of Schottky barriers and MOS

(metal-oxygen-semiconductor) structures. (The sources of the experimental data

are cited in Ref. f61 and the review of 46nch (31.) For Au contacts to all

alloys, the data appear to be well described by the cation-on-anion-site

defect level (e.g., :GaAs). This defect state is cation dangling-bond-like in

character and draws its strength mainly from the conduction band. Hence its

energy changes considerably as the alloy composition varies.

The data for In and At for small x in ALxGa,_xAs however show only a

modest change with alloy composition. In fact, AX. appears to produce a kink in

the Fermi-level pinning position as a function of x. The defect model readily

explains this behavior in terms of a "switching" of the dominant defect from

the cation-on-anion-site defect (e.g., GaAs) for large x to the

anion-on-cation-site defect (e.g., ASGa) for small x. The anion-on-cation-site

defect level has anion dangling-bond character, is valence-band-lLke, and

hence shows little change as the alloy composition x varies.

III. SUMMARY

Thus the simple picture of Fermi-level pinning by deep energy levels

assocLated with defects accounts for the chemical trends in the Schottky

barrier data. Indeed, the essential physics is contained in the simple

four-atom model which, in a hybrid basis, can be easily evaluated.

We thank the Office of Naval Research (Contract Nos.
NO001 4-84-K-0352 and NOOO1 4-82-K-0447) for their generous
support.
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A theory of sp3-bonded substitutional deep impurity levels in periodic NY, SN
GaAs/AI,Ga,..,As superlattices predicts that as the thickness IGuAs) of each GaiAs'laycr is re-
duced below a critical value t: 17 'A or N1 *6 for x =ii.7., common shallow donor impurities such
as Si cease donating electrons to the conduction band and instead become deep traps This happens
because the deep levels associated with point defects in either GaAs or Al, Gal, As layers ("hen
measured relative to the valence-band maximum of Ga~ks are much less sensitive toi .hunigek of, the
al loy, com posit ion or layer thicknesses oif lte superlattice than the superlattice b;:~edges. part icu-
larly lte conduction-band edge. For son,- compositions x. dopants such as Si arc Thallow do:lors in
N XN GaAs/Al,OGal -,As superlattices but deep traps in Al., :.aj,,: As alloy tthe alloy ob-
tained 1,y disordering thuesuperlattice). The band gap and band edge% of the ituperlattice, anti hence
the ionization energies ordeep lesyels. depend strongly on the layer thickness 1tGUAs) but only weak-
ly on tAlGal -,As). The-Tn- and .4l -derived ceep levels (of thebulk point group T.,) are spli, and
shifted. respecti% ely; -near a GuAs/Al,Gal..,As interface: ,the p-like T, level splits into-an~a, tp-
like) k'el. a b, [(p, +p,.-like]dlev0. and a b, [(pt -p,.l-ike]'level of the poiiit~group'for aygtea
stiperlattce.site tC: 1, ,.whereasthes~ike .41 bulklevelbecomes an.a ~ slkilvl fC,.The or
der of magnitude of the shifts and splittings of deep levels at a GaAs/AlGa,As interface is 0.1
eV. depends on x, and becomes very small for impurities more than about three atomic planes a" .,y
fromt anl injerface. Deep !evels in the GaAs quantumwells ex~perience level shifts due to (oi petnetra-
tion of their wave functions itnto the more electropositive Al, Gal -,As layers, Ui, the band offset,
and (iii) quantum ;onfinenient. The cation vacancy, when brought close to a'G.A%/A ,Ch ,al-.,As
interface. may undergo a shallow-deep transition. These predictions are based on a periodic su-
perslab calculation for unit superslabs with total thickness NGaAs)+tlAlGal -As) as large as 102
A or N\, +N: = 16 two-atom-thick layers. The Hamiltonian is a tight-bindling model in a hlybrid
basis that is a generalization of the Vogl model and properly accountn, for the nature of interfac..il
bonds. The deep levels are computed by using the theory of Hjulmarson et al. and the special-
points method -Our results indicate that some normally shallow donors, such as Si can beconn.
deep levels at certain sites in the superlattice :, a r-esult of local fluctuations in alloy composition x
or layer thickness tGaAs).

1. INTRODUCTION theory of impurity levels in superlattic.'s and 'it. zistruc-
tures is needed to un,!erstand .he conditions under which

Modulation doping of GaAs/A,Ga1 -A ..5A uperlat- a specific impurity proiluces shallow donor levels and
tices, 1.2 by which Si impurities are inserted into the "dopes" the semiconductor %crsus the'conditionls for
large-band-gap, Al,ltia1 .As, layers of a superlattice but deep-trap formation and the trapping of carriers. That is
donate their el-ctrons to the small-banid-gap GaAs layers, the purpose of this paper. Das Sarrnia and Madhukar' 4

has already played a role in the dcvelopment of high- have previously discussed the d-ecleel of vacvricies in
speed lll-V-compound semiconductive devices. Howev- sonme superlat tices. but, to our knowled-e, the present
er. practical devices ba~ed on Al.,Ga I-,,As often are lim- work is one of lte first systematic studics of the ;h-cmical
ited to alloy compositions x < 0. 3 because of the inability trends of deep impurity levels in %upcrlattixe5.1(-' We
of Si to dope n type for x > 0. 3,~ apparently because of- oko that Hjalmarson. I- Nelson et al.." and Lannoo
the formation of Si-related centers that are deep anpd bourgoin"I. are %tudying detia level, in parallel with
traps.'" Furthermore, sonme devices. such as HEMT's our-effort, however. ithough %%- are not fuly aware of
(high-elect ron-mobi lit y transistors) operate using the current state of the;.ir work. This is also the first treat-
quantumn-well -rtuture.02  at or near GaAs/ mnt or (lefects in, lat ge-layer superlat tices: w,: olisider
AlGa1 .,jAs intertce. anld lte performance of these de- tinit supercells typic lly 4-: atomic la. thick. 1 tie
vie depe'nds on the doping iq!g.. by Si). the alloy compo- theory de' eloped here is anli extension to superlattices of
sition x. and the superia-tice structure." 6Carly, a the theory of I ljiarson et al. 2" of dt~cp impurity levels

38 10677 c 1%8 The American Physical Society
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in the bulk, which has successfully predicted deep levels aiAs -lom, thle x and v axes afe oriented such that a
aif'their wave functions. ' neighborinig cation is at (1i, 1, 1 lal., whiere-_aL 1s-the lattice

constant. At each site -there are s*sp-' basis orbitals
11. FORMIALISM ~ULV~.where n ~ss, p~, p ,. or p.. and

(30,1.2... 2N,+2V,-1. From these asis orbitals
A. Hst Hmiltnianw form tlespl h~brid orbitals at each site R=(L,v,3).

We treat a periodic GaAs/Al,Ga-,As supcrlattice Thejhvbrid orbitals are
whose layers are perpendicular to the (001] direction. h.I,,,R)=[ is,R)±L, jp,R)+?. p1.R) ±X p:,R)]/2
We employ a nearest-neighbor tight-binding Hamiltonian

withan s 3.Asi of five orbitals at each site.. Our hR [ sR+ jpR)Xp.R PR]/
Hamiltonian, in the lim,. x ---0, is ideihticalto theVogi 1~R= sR- p.R+.;%R
model for GaAs. Some differences are introduced be. :Rf/
cause of the superlattice, which we treat using a su- aiid
perhelix or -supercell method. The superlattice we con-
sider has NI two-aton-thick layers of GaAs and N, two- 1 4,R)=[ ,R)-;X jp,,R)-X k .J+XPI/
atom-thick layers of Alql-~ repeated periodficailly;(1
the GaAs and Al.,Ga1..,,As are assumed to be perfectly
lattice matched. WVe denote this superlattice either as a *where k= + ( -HI for atoms at anion (cation) sites.
(GaAs)x 1 I/(AlXGa,...As). superlattice, or as a Next, we introduce the label v=s*, h I, hi:;Iz..-or 114, and
GaiAs/AlXGa,...As superiattice with NI GaAs layers our hybrid basis orbitals are tv.R). In te'rms of these or-
and N2 AlIGa1...As layers, or as an N, "' bitals we form the tight-binding orbitals2

GaAs/Al.VGaI _xAs superlattice. I yXk)N,'/ "2 exp~ikLT v) _vi, 2
We. first-define- (for -the -case x-= ita syperlwlix or--su-

percell as a helical string with axis aligned along the (001]
or z direction consisting-of 2X, + 2N, adjacently bonded where k is (i- a reduced-zone scheme) any' wave vector of
atoms As, Ga, As, Ga, As, . . a, As, Al, As, Al, As, the minizone orin anextenhded-zone scheme' any wave
Al, -. - , As, Al. (For x.-Fz1, replace Al, by A~~l,. vector of the zinc-blende, Brillouin zone. Here, X, is the
The center of this helix is at L and each of the atoms number of supercells.
of the helix is at position L+vr, (for P3 The minizone waye,yeetor i6 a g.ood'quantuffinumber,
=0, 1,2,. .. ,2N, + 2N, - U. A supersiab Of and so the tighi~bifidin .Hamiltonuzt is diagonal in k.

GasAAGa-A cnsists of all such helices with the Evaluation of the matrix %NInrents I I'43.k H vWTMk
same value of L. and all possible different values of L., leads to a tight-hinding Hamiltonpidn of the block-
and L,,, and the superlattice is a stacked array of these tridiagontil form. For different 3 and P!~. the first. three
superslabs. If the origin of coordinates is taken to be at rows of block matrices are

HMO,) 11(0.1) 0: . . . 0 Ji(0,2X,+:2N,-1)

H*(0,l) H(l,l) H(l.2) 0 0 .. 0 0
0 H*(l,2) H(2,2) H1(2,3) 0 .. 0 0 3

The last row of blocks is

I!'0, 2N, +2N,-l) 0 0 .. 0 Hs(2N-*.V-2N,--2.2AX 1-2.V..-l) Ht2I2V-..l:-X-I 4

Here, H (/3,/3') depends onl k and is g.Yen in terms of vari- where
ous 5X 5 matrices I'm difl'eren' v and'v'.

The diagonal (in fl3 5-.'5 miat. ix. 11t13.f/at site fl, is -;-1' 1/ 16

C 0 0 (0 0j is the hybrid eiterny. and

115.fl3=v,13.k H v'./.kl= 0 T7. 7' j 1
0 7 7 c, T'~ the hybrid-hybrid interai, n: hie eitercies e e , . and

0~ ~ T T 1 h.tri.-d :'rom the enerius : I;,bi~ucd 1"\V'_, 01 ui.
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tinuity of 32% of the direct band gap, a constant is %II =N-"c.
added to e, and el, for Al Gal . As; this constant is ad- The off-diagonal matrix .dements (v,3,k j H v',13',k)

justed to give the valence-band maximum of or (03,[3T) are best expressed in terms of matrix elements

Al.,Ga 1 .,As below the valence-band maximum of GaAs of H between s*. s, and p orbitats. This is accomplished

by 32% of the direct-band-gap diference it: the limit by t:e transformation

Iv,O,k I H v',flk)= 7 C(v,n,;13)C(v',n';f3')(n.,k I ! n',O',k), (8)

where we have the s*sp "3 tight-binding functions

e,3k =Y,'' xp(ik.L-Lik-v/,') -. L.v/3). (9)
L

and-the 5x5 matrices C(v,n ;fl) are

S" S Px Pv P:

s* 1 0 '0 0 0
h 0 - +4/2 +./2 +./2

C(vn;f3)=h, 0 4 +k/2 -. /2 -4./2 (10)

,h 0 " -4/2 +4/2 -. /2

h4  0, -X12 -X/2 +X/2

where X = + 1 (-1) if 13 refers tpwan anion (cation).
There are several distinct cases for which the off.diagonal (in 13) matrix elements (n,13,k ; H n'3',k) are nonzero

(for f3v43').

1. Intramaterial matrix elements

If 3 and 13 both refer to nearest-neighbor sites in the same material (either the GaAs or the Al.,Gal_xAs), we have
(assuming 3 ard 13 are in material number 1, the GaAs). for example,

(n,fl, k I H I it',#'. k) =HeIa I , 0I1)

if3 refers to a cation and 3' refers to an anion. H,,, is a 5x5 matrix whose-rows and columns are labeled by it, which
ranges over the values-s*, s, p., py, and p.. Similarly, we have matrix elements iH,,i1,;!,Hl 1., and H1ca, These matrix
elements are

0 0 - V(s*c.pa)g €, - V(s*c,pa)g~c.  - V(s c,pa)g ,

0 V(s,s)go*, - -(sc.pa)g V(scpa)g V(sc,pa)go*,

H dl= V(s*a,pc)g ¢c V(sa,pc)g €,, V(x,xlgo,, V(x,Y)go.a V(xy)g (12)

V(s'a.pc)g ' V(sa,pc)g a V(x,.)g V(x, xgoy V(x,y)g ()c

and

0 0 Vs*a.pclgi,, - V(s'a.pc)gl,,, - V(s'a,pc)g(w

0 V(s,s)go,4. Pi sa.pc g i' - Vi(sa.pc)g - V(sapco,,

- l(s*c.pa)g~r -V(xc-Pa)gU,. VX.x)giw,. - IV(X,*yg1,,,. - k,(x.y g1 ,,, (13)

V(m "c.pa )g i,,. V(sc,pa )g I, - I' x.Y)gjc . g"())g i,,'

V( * .pa,)g,. V(sc,pa)g . - i ' x.Y )g ,,. V(x., ,)g,. V1 X.X)g',

All of the matrix elements V are those tabulated by Vogl et al. : ' for material number I iviz.. GaAs). Identical expres-
sions exist for l,,!," and . with AIGal As matrix elements. (The Ala As mAirix elemeits are obtained by
a virtual-crystal average of the Vogl matrix elements for AlAs and GaAs: x times the corresponding AlAs matrix ele-
ments plus I -x times the GaAs matrix elements.)
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2Z Intermaterial matrix elements

At the interface between GaAs and Al~Gal, As there will be nonzero matrix elements of H- for each bond between
nearest neighbors. These are Ha,211 and H,2ai :

0 0 V(s*a,pc)g1 ,,c -.V(s*a,pc)g,,, -V(sa,pg 0 ,,.

0 V(S'sAg00  V(sa,pcg ,,,~ - V(.va,pc)g ,,, - V(sa,pcog(".

H.2,1= - V(scpa )g,,,~ - J1(sc,pu)gl., V(x,x)g,,1 ,, - V(x,y)go,~ - V(x..V)g 1  (14)

V(s c,pa )gl,,,. V(sc,pa )g 1., - V(x,y g,, I'(X,X go V( x.y )g I.,

V(s c,pa )g00, V(sc,pa )g00,. - V(x,y )g ia- V(,x,y g V(x, x~g

and

0 0 - V(s c,pa)g~~ V(s *c,pa)g~~ V(sc,pa)go*,,

0 V(s,s)g&,~ V(sc,pa)g V(sc,pa )g ra 1 (sc,pa )g,*,,

H,2. 1= V(S a,PC)g L, V(sa,pc)g i., V(x,x)go*", - V(X,y)g0*". - l'(X.)')g *,,, . (15)

- V(sia,pc)g '12, - V(sa,pc)g l,, V(x,y)g(*, V(x,x g(), V(x,y)g *,,

- V(s*a,pc)go*,, -.;. V(sa,pcg0* - V(x,y)g 1*, VOx,y)g i" V(x,X)g(*,,

Heru the Vogl matrix elements are those for the bond in secular equation-for the deep-level energy E,
question: -If the cation it AlxGal. and the anion is As, dtI-G E1)
then the matrix element is the AlXGa 1~xAs matrix ele- e~-()'
ment obtained by a virtual-crystal average of the AlAs i .

and GaAs values. We also have =Odct Il-PJ 15(E' -H) E -E' JdEJ (17)

g0~0 =ex~ikd1 )+xp~k~d).,Here, V is the defect potential matrix?. which is zero ex-

g1, =exp(ikd,)-exp(ik-d4) ,cept at the defect site and diagonal on that site,
(0, V,,' , Vp, V). in the Vogl s sp local basis centered

g0 ~=ep~k4)ex~iddon each atom. WVe also have. G = (E - H)' where H is,

and the host tight-binding Hamiltoi~ian operator. The spec-
tral- densii.' operator is 8(E-H) and V' denotes the

gl,,=exp~ik-d2)-exp~ik-d 1) ,(16) principal-value integral over all energies. In the funda-
wher ~e have4d./aL=(l,,l) (1-I,-1),and mental band gap of the superlattice. G i!. real.

(- 1.1,-I1), and'1 - 1, -1,1) for = 1; 2, 3, and 4, respec-
tively. Here. aL is the room-temperature lattice constant 1. Point-group analysis
of GaAs, 5.6;3 A, which we assume is equal to that of Asbtttoa on eeti ihrbl aso
Al.Ga-.As. P

In this work we study deep impurity levels in supeihel- bulk AIX Gal, As has tetrahedral I T,1) point-group svm-
ices as large as N, +N, =20; that is, in 40-atom-thick su- mty(suigavrulcytlapoi:to ~
perslabs.~ The dimension of the Hamiltonian matrix at A~a,~s.Ec uhs~hne eetnral
each va!.ic of k is 5(2N, + 2X0., because there ar- fiv has one s-like (.4i and one triply-degenerate p-like (T,)

orbitals per site. WVe diagonalize this Hanmiltonian nu deep defect level near the fundamental bar IJ gap. If we
merically for each (speiJal point) k, finding its eigenvalues imagine breaking the symmetry of hulk GaAs by making
E-. an h rjcin fte eigenveetors ;r1.k) on it into a GaAs/GaAs superlattice along the 4[OA) direc-
th ,/3k yrdbss v.k and~ Here prjcin is the tion, we reduce the T,1 symmetry to D,,d. lf~in addition,

band index (and ranges from I to 200 for N, =N, = 10i w chances ahrnauing abs GaAs tovitul-ryaa
and k lies within the mini-Brillouin zone in a reduced Aa Afrin asA a -,A., superlat-
zone scheme or within the GaAs llrillouin zoei i e the hepitgopsmmuy f eea usi

e,~unde-zoe shem. te asum tht G~s iiJ tional defect is C,. (For selected sue~s. e.-.. at the center
:f materiail. the synniet ry con: he l~~e ~Note that the

AlGai-,As are perfectly ]at tie-iach led.2 'I I~ r
C'. S\ miletr be ind differs troni iha- v- Ref. 14. In thie

B. Deep levels GaAs/AlGal -. As stiperlatuice the I and 7% deep lev-
cis if'the bulk GaAs or AG., As produce iw\o a I ev-

The theory of deep levels is based onl the Green's- el.% one s-like. derived l'roi the .4 l'.l and one 7'X-
fun'tiln theory of Hjalnianson iie l," which solves th-e derived p.-like). one b, Ic'el [(p, -p, -lk a..nd one h
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level'[(p., -p. )-like]. Of course, for impu:ities far from a 2. Secular equations

GaAs/AIX Gal_xAs.;iterface. the S-likea. level wyill have
an energy very close to the energy of a bulk A, level, and The secular equation, Eq. (1 , is reduced by symmetry
the p:-Iike a1 level and-die bI and b, level, will. lie close to the following three Cquations:
tR. the bulk T, level also. We nornially expect to find the
Th-derived a, level between -the b, and~b, levels, but if G(bV;E)=VTI for b, levels, 18)
the level lies close to the vilence-band maximum. then
the splitting of the valence-band edge into a (p.¢ p,.)- G(b;)=V -  for b.-levels, 119)
and (p. -p,.)-ike maximum with a p:-Iike edge at ,lightly
lower cnerzy,1 because of the smaller eltective mass) may and
cause the a, deep le'.e to lie lower inenergy thanthe b,
and b, levels by a coiparable energy [see Eq.;,17)]. Note IGs,s:E)V-. I GLs.z:E)Vp
that this splitting exists even for defects distant froih the det 2
interface and is a consequence-of the different host spec- G,:.s;E) G(z.-:E)VP - I = 0 

. 2O,
tral -:i'Csities in the supeiattice-fot a- and b: and b,
states. 'for a1. levels, where we have

I Ch (,13, k I ,,k) -(h,,3,k, y, k)
Gb,;E)= ()))

!k .2(E - E;.,

G4 E2(E ;•)

G (ss -E ) P t1 .3, k I y,k) -+ (h ..fl k . - ,k) l3h,0, k I y,k ) + (h .4/P,k j y,k )  I ;

G~z~;£)= ; (h •1.,3A Iz,k) -thi,Bf,k! 1 ,k)-hfk y,k) +(h4,.3k -i,k) I
G (-,z E)' 4(E - E,-)" (24Y

and
G (s, z; E) - [(h ,,3, k ', k--) + (h,,,k I y, k) + (h 3 ,, rk) + (h.0, k I 'y, k

x[ (1,13, k] y,,k) -(h,,/3,k i y,k Y-(h k yk) +(h4 0, k 1 V,k [ ][4(E -E.k)]y . (25)

Here. G(z.s;E) is the Hermitian conjugate of G(s,z;E) (-3,3,-1;-L), and (-l,1,-1;,). For (N,+N:1/4 an
and J is the site of the defect in the superlattice. integer and aGaAs/GaAs superlattice, either the irst six

For each f3 the relevant host Green's functions, Eqs. or the last six special-points would be sufficient to give
(21)-(25), are evaluated using the special-points the Green's function at any site in the superlattice with
method, "0° and the secular equations (12)-(20) are solved, the same accuracy as Chadi's and Cohen's 3" ten special.
yielding E(b1 ;Va), E(b,;V,), and two values of pointsfor bulk GaAs, which are known to give an ade-
E(a,; V , Va). The defect-potential- matrix elements V, quately accurate bulk Green's function. However, for the
and V; are obtained using a slight modification of GaAs/AI,Gat_,As superlattice, 12 special points are
Hjalmarson'. approach.)"-" For N1 =N, = 10, there are necessary because of the reduction of symmetry from-D.d
40.possible sites f3, each with four relevant deep levels: to C,, from GaAs/GaAs to GaAs/Al.XGa1_,As.
two a 1, one b1, and one b,; thus there are 160 levels.

3. Special points III. RESULTS

For our studies of deep levels in the band gaps-of su- A. Host hand gap
perlattices, we consider only superlattices such that Our calculations produce E-..k, the superlattice band
•Vt +.V,.)/4 is ;mn inte,-r. in such cases the sum.-. over kSa " r structure, including the band gap, which exhibits a par-

in Eqs. t1)-(25, can be performed using 12 special points ticularly interesting behavior as the thickness of the
k=f ",a. )u, where we have the value u and the weight GaAs slabs, t(GaAs)=Vfa,/2 (where a. =5.653 A is the
w of each special point ( utt: i: ° 17,3.1:+ , 15.3.1: 11. lattice constant o,GaAs. or the number of GaAslavers.
17,1.1: - zI3,tll:', 13.3.1:: h tlI ( '- .- 7,3,-!: '. .V. becomes small in comparison with the thicknes,.

1-' - ' ,i\l A. s .a,1. or the number-of layers...
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of AlXGal As, slabs: The small-band-gao GaAs -layers superlattices: the superlattices will he indirect-band-gap
become quantum wells surrounded by large-band-gap materials, and hence will b& poor- candidates for lig~ht-
AlXGa-,As (Fig. 1). As a result, thle band gap of the su- emitting devices. -For N1,= I i ,i Fig. 2, the band gaois
perlattice increases from the GaAs band gap to ward the direct aiid~thesuperlatticee conductic'ni-batinui linum -is
Al.Ga,.-,As band gap as N, decreases (for 'N, large), at 1, although this minimum is derived- from thfe XYpbint
(Qualitatively similar, results for smaller NI +N, super- of the AIlj.-Ga,).As band structure- anidso-one.,hould ex-
lattices have bee n reported Iby Schulman and McGill for pect the direct transitions associated with-it-to'be weaker
GaAs/AlAs superlattices.' This is demonstrated by than those associated with the GaAs r inimitum'*for
the calculated results of Figs. 2 and 3. The bandzgap was N I > S. .fo- ex amiple.
taken to be the smallest gap found at one of thle following The band gap is somewhat more sensitive to changesof
k =(C2 _-/aL )S POin~i. of the mini-Brillouin-zone: the GaAs layer thickness than, to changes in the
S=(,0,0), (0,0,-,), (4,-kr , _,O), (1,0,-.), and, (1,0,0. AlXGa 1_,As layer thickness, as demonstrated in Fig. 3.
-where-We have r=(N,) '. For NI large, the gap This sensitivity of the superlattice band gap to the GaAs
was invariably at k==(0,0,0), but for small N, -,nd layer thickness is important for the physics of deep levels
large- k (somewhat larger than 0.3) it was somet..eIs in superlattices because, as we shall see below, the-deep
found at- S=( GL, -L,7) or (L, 1,0). For example, in Fig. 2 level., have energies -relative to the GaAs valenlce&and
we see the results for NI xN\: GaAs/A10 7GaO. 3M super- maximum that vary relatively little with the thicknec s of
lattices: the valence-band maximum is at r and the -the GaAs layers. H ence a deep level that is near the
conduction-band minimum for thick GaAs layers codtinbdegeutwhntegpinaG s

(N, 8 isals atP.However, for thinner layers quantum well canl be "covered up" and autoionized by
(2<A', <8) the wave- vector of the superlattice the conduct ion-band ed-c when the GaAs layer tHickuness
conduction-bant! minimum is at (2-,/aL )(4, +,0) atnd the is increased and the conducticit-band edee descends in-

energy, wvhile the deep level remains at a relatively con-
5uperlattice states associated -with- this -minimum are stant energy ,iFig. 4). Here it is iip-ortantv to remember
largely derived from GaAs conduction-band states from that wve use the new definition of a "deep" level 0 as one

neartheU pint (2r/a i(rY-, o th buk Billuin that, originates from the perturbation caused by the
zone. This is the. case because the L point -in the bulk, central-cell potential. (This 'contrasts with the old
(2-../al. )4+~, is the sum of (2-, al. )GI, 11,0) and definition as a-level that lies within the band gap by at
(2'r/aL)(0,,0, and the-bulk-point (2 -,./aL)(00" corre- -least 0.1 eV.) As a result there are "deep resonances"
sponds to =000)in th% superlattice Brillouin zone for that lie in the conduction band. above the band gap. We
N, +X, even.. In the thinnest superlattices, N, =- , the- shall %;v- below that Si in GaA . although producing only
Al,,Ga,...,As X point. (2-../aL )(0,091), is reflected in the shall. I% levels in the band-gap ol' bulk GaAs (i.e., its deep
superlattice conduct ion-band miniimum. These levels are all resonances that lie in the conduction band)
conduction-band- iinimap away from tile r point' of the is a candidate-for producing a deep level in-the band gap
superlattice Brillouin zonei have severe consequenicps -for of a GaAs/All G a,..,As superiattice, in the GaAs
the optical properties ofsmall-period GaAs/AIO.7Ga0,,.As quantum-well limit. For neutral Si this level, when in the

18X18 2x34

2.0-

> .4T

-40 10 E9O(AI - GaO. As) %..(SLU E (GaAs) E90(SL

-.L(a) (b)

FIG. 1 . Ill ustratim tug h ;eunt urnl-well ulfeci onl tihe ba itd ga p t S of an N, rGaAs/A I, -Ga_. A'. suiperlatt ic: i a
N =N,*~= IS .nd' N, = 2..=.4 Thbn h.% t cs eri ~laednte ui ed linles. I' ' hilalit v ornp.i lion (lie
.snperlatm -all k iudire: Cor .aw ti Couud net on -banld edge ai k , ' .01. Note thle brolim n ergn~sa Thle
Z'ea ooa ellermg is t ie l e e'I.a aii i lG .I~
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N xN GdAs/Al1 'Ga As.F1 2 0.' 0.3 ) G sI[ Gu As
'2.0 (..)XCs22

-1k Cand icfhon aand,*dqo, :.;1"1.01- X..'.

1.6 ~ ~ ~ 0(-0.0) >.0~
> ~ > 2.0 (N lo-

Ga6- Ni2 -, Ga.-s

0o V.8 2 8
Nube ofGas ayrsN

(b);IOOO As~/A GaGa A

FIG. 2. Predicted energie's (in MV of the supcrlattice, 2.-2 \N a 10'
conduct ion-band minima an"j valence-band maximumn with
respect to the valene-band maximum of bulk GaAs for a
Ji,As/A,Ga,_,As [0011 superlattice vs reduced layer -,(0,0,0).

thicknesses NV, and N,~ for various N, '<.V: (001] 1' ~ '.*

GuAs/AlGa, As superlatvives, with x =0.7 and Ni-, +
fixed to be 26. 'The calculitionis are based on the low-
temperature band structures or GaAs and Al1 ,GaojAs, with 011.8- C ',
bulk band gaps of '15i and 2.22 eV, respectively. The
conductioni-band minimum' of the superlattice is at -N1'. 1 0 (0,)
(2,-/aL.)( 1, 4.L,) for the triangular points, at k=0 for the circles, MO6

and at '(2w,/aL )(l,0,0) for the rectangle. The superlattice
valence-band maximum is at k=0. Note the broken scale on III

the ordinate. 'the poiitions of the band extrema of bulk GaAs 0 2 4 6 '810

at r, L, aild Xare shown on the right of the figure, at N, =20. N, ot' N 2

FIG. 3. Predicted fundamental energy band gaps E, at
fundamental bauid gap, will be occupied by one electron. k=0 (circles) and k=(2r,/aL )(L,kL,0) (triangles) of a

* When the GaAs layer thickness increases, this level is lasvn1AlGa_,As)v, superlattice as functions of reduced
covered up by the falling conduction-band edge and bLe- UdaAs layer thickness N, or AlGa_,,As layer thickness N, for
comes a resonance. The electron in the, resonant level is (a) x =0.3 and (b) x =0.7. Note that the variation of the gap
autoionized and relaxes (e.g., by phonon emission) to the with decreasing , from, say, 8 to 4, is less than the variation
conduction-band edge where it is a shallow donor ekec- associated with changing X, from 8 o,4. Note also that the
tron, Ionated by the Si. (In the present theory, which k =0 conduction-band extremum of the superlattice in (b) is de-
neglects the long-ranged Coulomb potential of the donar, rived from the X poin* tuf the AI).-Ga,).,As band structure for
the'binding energy of a shallow donbris 'zero; in a more N, <4 and from the r point of the GaAs band structure -for
complete theory, the Coulomb potential would trap this N, >4.
electroq At. :e~fo temperature i a hydrogetiic orbit.) A
gratifying -feat ure of the band-gap calculation is that we
obtain for N I =.V, = I a fundamental gap of 2.11 eV for a
GaAs/AlAs superlattice, ilt good agreement with the gy, and so one must not use the theory -in a~futile attempt
measured value of' Ref. 35. to predict absolute energy levels with high precision.

Rather, the theory should be employed to undertand the
B. Defect levels chemical trends in the deep energy levels, t;) study quali-

tative changes in 'evel structures (such as a deep reso-;
The substitutional dellect energy- levels for sp -bonded naiice descending into the fun'itdamrental band gap-- ie

impurities can lie evaluated using the tet. iiques of Hjal- shallow-deep transition), or' 'to suggest -experiments for
marson et aI.,21 as descr-ibed above for superlattices. testing hypotheses about impurity states. One of the
When interpreting the predictions, one should remember reasons thlat the Hjalmarson mnodef2" has been so success-
-that the absolute energy levels predicted by this theory ful is that the tight-binding HamiltonianO has been con.
-have a theoretical uncertainty of a, few tenthis of an eV. structed with manifest chemical trends in its parameters.
This is, of course, comparable witfi. the uncertainties of following ideas developed originally by Harr-isn.' Ear.
the other sophisticated theories of-deep levels that have hier thteories sometimes obtained ,:.-It-hinding parameters
been presented to date."'~ Nevertheless, the theoretical by performing least-squares fits~ to the band structures of
uncertainty is a significant fraction of the band-gap ener- thec semiconductors being studied. Such fits, while having
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.Piven impressive -band structufes,,oftefi'lacked the essen- Al.,Gaj., AAs layer is a deep impurity. not a shiallow
MtaLdhemnistry that deem.sde-ees nas a re- donors, and the predicted -htlwdeep~ transition for Si
suit, thos theories have not been as successful- as the in a.GaAs layer as a function of GuAs laver thickness
Hj.almarson theory. Indeed' because .the Hamiltonian should occur.
emiployed in the Hjalmarson iheory ~has-manifest chemi- 'Because of Unce-rtainties ill the the'nry. we-cannot esti-
cal trends and'also has (by construct ion)t the correct band mate with precision the layer thickness NV, at which tile

gaps, the Hjalmarson method' is comparably accurate Si-level in GaAs should- undergo the shallow-deep transi-
with far more cumbersome zpseudopotential theories of tion. Based on -the general structure of the curves o: Fig.
-deep levels.36.3 4, it prohably occurs for N, -6 and i-GuAs laver thick-

nes of order t_ 17 A or less.
1. Dependoence on layer thickness Asimilar analysis can be made of 'the behavior of other

Figure 4 displays the dependence on GaAs-reduced

layerthickneiN, 'of the deep Ga-site A 1 leveliita- Si im- ~De-hlo vnik
our'iiy'" ii the middle of a GaAs lay r in a inNx etasall Go As tasi~otic

GaAs/Al 0 7Gao 3As--superlattice. As the size, Niof the OJP0.70.3

GaAs layer shrinks, the deep- Ie'cls remain relativealy con- [ipl deep~
maximum, while the conduction-band edge of th super- Cm

stan! ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i"l OWN.rywihrpc t h as in~bn
lattice increases-in ehergy-progressively uncoverin ,g the tll
once-resonant deep-level o.f-Si and converting this shalow 1,6Occvpitd io1e

donor -impurity into adeep trap. This' i;haltow-deep epIvlet

transition -las a\\function of GaAs well size N,. to our
knowlecge, has Inot been anticipated in the literature- VM(as

and has : consequtences for GaAs/AlGa, .As superlat. W
icc ahid -qtantuin-ooell-deyi~is. -becaise-i t -implies--that -the- [e ~8(s L)

mos c jno~d ipt Si, may become a deep electron -0.21
trap rath r~ihan a shallow donor in GaAs. L____________

Also note (Fig. 4) that when Si in a GaAs quantum -0.41 f____________
well becomes a deep impurity with its deep level in the 0 2 4 6 a 10
fundamental gap of the superlattice, this level (with Number of GaAs layers No
respect to the GaAs valence-band maximum) generally
lies at a higher energy than the bulk GaAs b..nd gap, at FIG. 4. Illustrating the deep-to-sliallow transition as a ue
lower energy than the Si deep level in an AlI Ga1 ,As tion of GaAs layer thickness S, in a GaAs/AI,Gal-,As
layer, and below the superlattice and bulk Al,Ga.,As NX x 10 superlattice (SLU with x =0.7 for a Si impurity on a
alloy conduction-band edges. Because Si in an "column-III site inmthe center of a GaAs layer of the superlattice,

AIal-As ave lis a hiherenegythan Si in a host. The condu6tion-band minimium (CBNIt und valence-band
Amaximum layer) lies aticte hihe energy aoi~ie. ide

GaAs layer, it is possible to move the conduction-band mxmm('M r niae ylgtsldlns h ide
edge p byreducing the width of tile GaAs layers and to level is denoted by a heavyline, which is solid-when the level is

aee ua byuto uhta iinaG~ ae sade inithe gap but dashed when the level is res-mant with the con-
lceve auatisc that Si it a GaG.As layer is a deeplo duction hand. The deep level in the ' nu gap tX'r .Vj < 6 is

leve, -ut hat i i anAl~G 1~A laer i a halo~v covered up by the conduction-band-as a %sult oft changes in the
donor with respect to the superlattice (but not with host for,'A', > 6. The fimpurity's deep level, lies in thle gap for
respect to bulk Al.,Gal,.As) because its deep level lies X, <6 and is occupied by the extra Si electro1n- thceSi. in this
above the superlattice conduction-band edge, but below case, is thus a "deep impurity." For .Vj > 6 the. deep level lies
the bulk AlGa-,As cottduction-ban Id edge. In the above the conduction-band edge as a resonance. -The daughter
more-common case for very thin GaAs layers. S! in both electron from the Si impurity which was destined for this deep
GaAs and AlXGa, .,As layers will produce deep leyvels level is autoionized, spills out o! the deep resonzince-level, and
below the superlattdce conduction-band edg_; that i , falls to the conduction-band udge (light solid line, w lle it is
since 'the superlattice band edge lies below the subsequently hound (at low temperaturel in a slowte asso-
AlAGal~As band edge. for Si to be deep in a thiniGaAs ciated with the long-ranged Coulilmh potential o; 'the doi-.r (inl-
layer requires Si to be a deep level in bulk AlxGal-,As dicated b\ thle ziort-, ashed linw'. It is. important to realizeCtha.
as well. Because of this requirement, and the lCict that Si both the deep kC\el and thle shaI,11w'Ie'ls coexist-and are dis--
successfully modulation-dopes GaAs/AlGat.. ,As su ti net levels with qu1alitatis clv ditloerent wa'v t"niutionN The is-

peraidcsforx <.3(suggesting that Si is a shallow sue of \fliether an imlpurni' is "deep" ot *Nlinllow" is determnined
perlt Ics fr x 0.3h\ whed -.,r or atot a deep tesel aweiatod \\ith the impurity lics

donot' in. l'or example. All, Cra,, As), we doubt that the l~h dgp h optdkpsaIl' as ~ cnr
shallow ' Jeep transition as a function of N,1 will be oh- Cor, V to lals While!. ''irit'itike ph "i, %coiii1'kvely r-
servable in GaAs/AI,l , As for x -f0.2. For x , 03. e ti osbetatte;'aaoilyc ,i~acsuydi~:
h owever', Si in butlk Al, Ga As is a 11lst cet aily a omon1iu~ht f'romn X' = 1 in teal mi perlattwe. I hie predicted v ill;
deep level,' modutlation doping with Si in (1'amental band eamp 1' thle supwerlattice is inditled141 I < .\ -- S
GaAs/Al5 Ga, ,As muperiattiices should r'eqtire thermal All energies are w:hrespect to the valeodl -band n iMMnsi11 8aun
activation or t unneiling~ (presumiably because Si in an GaAs.
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.imupurities."' for example, N in GaAs. Nitrogen has a eis, a I, b I, and b,. For an% point defect, ofie of the b, or
'resonant state in the conduction, band of GaAs. We have b , levels c.irresponds to a p-like level 'with its orbital
predicted that thtis resohant statecan ;)e driven out of the composed of hybrids directed toward the GaAs layer and
conduction band into the-band gap by hydrostatic pres- has an energy almost the same as the bulk GaAs T, level;
sure.4  an eflect that has been observed by WVolford, the other is composed of hybrids directed toward the
et al.41 and Zhao et al. 4 Here we predict that N in Al. Ga,...1As and is virtually an AlGa_,As T, level.
GaAs layers of a GaAs/Al0ji~a0.jAs superlattice will The b and b, levels reverse ordering from /3=0 to /3=20
have an Impurity state in the band'gap if the thickness of (because of th defined orientation or the x and y axes),
the GaAs layers is thin enough, for eiample, <48'A or and al lies between them in most cases ,uch that the
17 molecular layers. splitting of the host v.: ence-band edge can be neglected.

The splittings between theb1 and b, levels at the inter-
2. As vacancy levels face are small, of order 0.1 eV, atZd become negligible

when the vacancy is more than three or so atomic layers
Figure 5 displays the Jeep energy levels in the band from the interface (u fact noted first for deep levels near

gap otf an As v acancy in an NI =X, = 10 surfaces by Daw and Smithsi. The splitting between the
GaAs/Al 0.7G0 1As superlattice, as a functiop. of 13, the z a1I level and the b I and b, levels iscomparably small 1, but
component of the position of the vacancy in the su- may not v-inish even, if the defect is distant from the in-
perhelix or supersiab. A vacancy is simulated here by let- terface, as a result of the splitting of the valence-band
ting the defect-potential elements Y, and V. at the vacan- edge in the suptriattice and the resulting changesWo the
cy site approach infin:iy, making the defect into an host spectral density.
".atomn" with infinite orbital energies, and theribV decou- The energy of a deep level is determined by a balance
piing it from the host by virtue of the fact that all energy between the conduct ion-band states, which push tht le~'el
denomi~twors,:n -a -perturbation -expansion are- infinite. 43 down in ener,!y, and-the-valence-band-states, which~repel-
Several features of the results in Fig. 5 are worth noting: it.upward. Since the GaAs valence-band maximum' is al-
The valence-band maximum of the superlattice splits, most -at the same energy as the valence-band maximum,
with the P:lIike edge moving to lower energy, owing to its for the l0X 10 G:&As/Al),,Guo0 3As superlattice, the con-
lighter effective mass. Near an interface (03=0, 20, or 40) duction band has the primary influence on the changc_:ot
the p-like TZ bulk As vacancy level splits into three 1ev- the energies of the As-vacancy deep level fromn bulk

As-vacancy Levels
Bulk Sulk

2.0- GaAs l~xlO GoAsIAI.,,.As Suporlattice Al.,GeJAs

T_-- I. CfM

-.2T 2  ' ' 1

Eja5 (GOAS) E§41 ( AI0,,Ge 0.1AS)

".8

-. A -, A,
w 0.4-

A,

VIM (eVIM (SL, P,ap

-0.41 GaAs Ga? 0 3  '"VIM

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
Site 8 in superlottice

) FIG. 5. Predicted energy le'.cls oif anl As vacancy in a (GaAs) -/(I, 7Ga4)..As)l,, superlattice, as a function of 13. the position of the
vacancy (even v~tlucs .&i13 correspond to As si tes). Note the splitting of the T, levels at and near the interfaces t13--0. 20, and 40). and
tliat the T-dcri- t~d 'acanev levels lie at higher energy in an A4,,Gui, As layer than in a. GaAs layer. The b, and b, ordering changes
atmwes'.i~e interl~tes. The zcro (if energy ig the valence-band maximium of bulk GaAs. and the corresponding valence-band WVIMP
and conduction-band iChIISti edues and deep levels in hulk GaAk ,and bulk Al,, Gi,w %As are given to the left and right of the central
figure. respectively. The top of ~te central figure is the conduction-band edge of the superlattice. and the bottom corresponds ito the
split %zalence banld in th.. superlttic-tle stlence-band maxinium of the superlattice being of 1), or b symmietry tp, .-p, aiid the
split-olr u 1p.- band niasinumn lying 0.062 eV lower in energy. The A-I level in the Al, Gaj -,As laiyer or the superlattice is lower
than the corresponding !%!%cl in the G&LA% lavyer because of the hand oillset of 0.334 cV. The electron 4hole) occullanck,! of the deep
ltevel% in bulk GaAs and hulk Al, *Ga, A,, are denoted by solid cirt: -; (openi trianglesi.
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GaAs to a GaAs layer n the superlattice, and the levels, 0.062 c's' than the b, and b, edges. The conduction-hand
move up in energy because the conduction-band !minimum in the 10,,, 10 superlattace has ssymmetrv and
minimum does. In going from an Alit .Gatt.)As layer in doesnot split.
the superlattice to bulk Al 0, ,Ga0..jAs, the levels move For the neutral vacancy, the A I -derived deep level is
down in energy, because the valence-band maxiinuii filled by two 'electrons, and one electron occupies the
move -s down. (The valence-band maximum is Ti-like.) lowest of the T,-derived states.
The T, As vacancy levels lie at somewhat higher energy Similar behavior to that found for the As-vacancy lev-
in an iAGa1 .. As layer than in a GaAs layer, owing ito els is to be expected for all sp -honded deep impurity 1ev-
the fact that Al is more elect roposit ive than Ga. The A4 I els in- GaAs/Al.,Ga I-,As superlattics, although the is-
bulk As-vacancy level in AlrGa-,As is slightly shifted sue of whether a specific deep level lies in the fundamen-
at the interface, and is at lower energy in an AlxGai...rAs tal band gap or not depends on the defect potentiali for
layer than in a GaAs layer because the band offset causes that impurity atid on N1, N,, and x.
the nearest A Istate-, in the valence band to lie at lower
energy th-a.. in the superlattice. The T, level in GaAs3.Cto-anc vl
(Al, Ga, -,,As) is both split in the .uperlattice and, on the',.~~o-aac ed
average,.is shifted up (down) in energy at the interface. The A 1bulk levels for a Ga vacancy in GaAs and for a
Because of the band offset, the A level for the As vacan- cation vacancy in AlGa, 5 As all lie very deep in the
cy in GaAs (AlkGa_,As) moves down (up) at the'!nter- host; valence bands and are hiot near the fundamiental
face. Still another effect does influence the relative order- band, g~p, either in the bulk or .at an interface of a
ing of the a,, b 1, and b, levels: As, the impurity ap- GaAs/Al.'Ga,..-,As superlattice.
proaches the interface in GaAs (but not in Al.,Gal-,,As) The Tr-drived cation-vacancy levels produce deep
its wave function suffers quantum confinement and its en- levels near the valence-band maximna of hulk GaAs, bull,
ergy levels shift-and the shifts for lit and b, levels are Al Ga, _,A," -4" and the superluttice (see Fig. 6). lIn the
generally different from those for a I levels because the a Hjalmarson-type theory. the uncertainty in the predic-
valence-banid edge in-the lOX-10 superlattice lies-lower by tions of absolute energies is typically aI few tenths of an

Cation-site Tiderived Vacancy Levels
Bulk Bulk

GaAs lOx 10 GaAs/A1,G 30.3As Suptrlettice A 1G O As

> 1.5 GaAs Go0 000 As
E (G~s) la.?0.3Ego 1 ($L) Ego:( A10 al..3As)

0.10.t

WC 0.0 V O .iA
-0.1 '

-0.2- '4 ba"b I L .11 406

-0.3 -b, .- _ b" ,-,

-0.4 .0 5 10 I5 20 25 30 35 40
Site 8 in Superlottice

FIG. 6. Predicted T.-derived vacanicy level% of a cation vacancy inl a tGaAsi 1../(AI,% -Ga. -As), superlattice. as a functionl of site
index 13, the position ofthe vacanc\. The zero of energy is the valence-band cd-v of hulk GaAs. and It: corresponidinig valence. and
conduction-band edges and deep le~cls inl hulk GaAs and hulk Al, -Ga,, %,, tire given to the left and right oif' the central fletire. re-
spectihely. The top (if the central figure is the conduction-band edge of the %uperlattice. and the ti bottom I itic- corrcspond ito the
I-. and b.-wrlitnetric [ip, :p %-ie alenlc-batid iamima. and the split a, fp.-like' cdee helov. it. hi f.5tti:N t~I:tli;. bulk kv-
ONs a.re denoted by solid ir.k.Holes are dnicited by op-ti triangles. When. a Ii builk GaA-. the holes :ire m~iti., lin k etm'v
thes valence-band max inium, t hc bubble up to the va Ienee-hand mimu %%s i n nhere thle lone -raineed Cotulombh potemi..l eain trap dlin
into %liuilloweacceptor levels (not shiowivi. Tihe calt ,l Il.cyi hulk- GaAs and itl anl AL, -6t A, la~ ci Ii the mlpei Ia Itice i-, p rvdiet-
ed ito be a triple shallow acceptor. pro\ idi ng three such In les to thle %alence band. lit bulk Al. -Ga. ,AN antd In a GaAs kiae (i!' flte
su perhittice. neutral cat ion vatann nes are predicted to produce deep t raps for eit her electrons or Inle. lithle stiperhittice. the
loss Cs! -eneraw level is often oif a: syiniet r\. and thle highest is typica Ilh cit her of' h or h. byattr ut ewept ions to 10i" rule dot
occeur, as indicatcd onl the figure.
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eV andtends to be somewhat larger for the T, levels than that, roughly %peaking, the deep levels do not move
ti~ :~' {~kves.Therefore., in What follows, the reader (much), whereas the valencc-band edges do, as one goe

should not interpret our predictions for the cation vacan- from bulk GaAs to the superlattice to bulk Al10 -Ga,,,3As.
cy tot) li'crally or io.) quantikatively. Rather, the predic- The b. and b, levels in a GaAs layer lie typically -: 0.03
tions illustrate the very interesting properties of a cation. eV above the a I level, when, we might have expected the
site deep T. level that lies near but below the valence- a Ilevel to lie between them. This expectation is not met
band~maximdrm of GaAs. Since this defect never lies at because the T, levels are near the valence-band max-
the interface twhich, by definition in a imumn and, in the superlattice. the T,-like valence-band
GaAs/Al, Gai,-,.As superlatuice, is at an As layer), its maximum is split into a, and b, and b, edges. Hence
level splittings-are smaller ( <0.05 eV) than the interfacial the a, valence-band edge has a stronger- quantum-wyell-
anion vacancy's splittings. lin bulk GaAs. the T. cation- confinement effect: the band edge for a., (P.-like) states
vacancy level is predicted 2o," to lie hO.03 eV belo"w the lies 0.062 eV below the edge for b 1 and b, states. The a1
valence-band maximum. In~bulk Alt),Ga.-As. the pre- defect states lie, lower because the valcnrce-band states

bdicted vacancy level is in the gap, 0.11 eV above the that repel themn are at lower encriy in the super!.ttice.
Ato0 -7Ga0*3-As valence-band maximunt. !Near a The largest splitting between b1 and b, states is of order
GaAs/Al 1Ga1-. As interface, the T, cation-vacancy 1ev- -0.02 eV, much smaller than the (-=b 1-0.2)-eV split-
el splits into a ,, b 1, and b, sublevels. For x =-0. 7 some tings deduced from the anion vacancy-because the cat-
or all of these sublevels may lie in the gap of the superlat- ion vacancy always lies at least~one layer from an inter-
tice. face. In particular. the p:-like a1I level decreases in ener-

If the predictions are taken literally, then near the in- gy as the vacancy moves from the center of the GaAs lay-
terface the cation vacancy produces a very interesting er toward the interface. The initial decrease is due to
-level structure, depending on-the site of the vacancy. To quant um-.well confinement, and-begins when the vacancy,
-begin with, in a GaAs layer the b, and b, vacancy levels, wave function significantly overlaps the A10,,Gao,3As.
lie in the gap of the superlattice, but in an Al0 -Ga0 3As However, as the vacancy becomes quite close to the inter-
layer the vacancy levels are resonant with the valence face, its wave function' penetrates thoroughly into the
band. This is due mainly to the band offset and the fact Al0.7Gao..jAs layer and feels the electropositivity of the

A1-derived a, deep levels in
lOxlO GoAs/A 0  Go0*As superiottice

1.4 G aAs, center As SITE CBM (SL)

S1.2 -Al.?Go.As,center

- 1.0 - interface CATION SITE
0.8

W . GaAs,center //

0.4~~ - Al Ga Ascne0.4 GaAs, near interface / ". 0.? 0.3

0.2 Al Ga As near interface
0.0r /V M S . .

FIG. 7. Predicted energios or 4 1-derived s-like a, jeep levels of the indicated defects (Re'f. 47) for a GaAs/Al, :Ga,, .,As superlat-
tice with N, =I1) GaAs layer-",.and SV, = 10 Alj0 :Gaj) ' -As layers itt its unit supiercell. The dashed lines denote the predictions tbr dc-
fects at or near a GaAs/Al,. -Gu, . As interface: in the 13"_0 layer for the interface, levels for As-site defects (tipper left-hund corner),
and. in the fl= I and /3=21 layers adi-f. ent to interface lee.for Ga-site defects tin GaAs) and cation-site defects in Al,, -Gaq., As. re-
%-reet iely I lo%%er riOht -hand corner, The solid linc,; dente the same levels for defects at or near the center of GaAs and Al,, -Ga,) A
layers. respece:~ely. In itiewingt t his 1i eure. reciacinher t hat thle t heory is not precise. hut t hat the general shape of t li igtre is rel iable.
The zero of energy :, the %alence-hand inaxiniun i hulk Ga:Ik. 'The %alence- and %conduction-hand edges of the %uperlattice are
detioted VBMtSl.* and: Cl)MISL'. rsct~!.
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Al. If the valence-band offset were smaller, say 0.2 eV, predictions. Nevertheless, 'we think that studies of the
then this effect wouldf cause the level to increase inenergy character of the Ga-vacancy wave function in
neat the interface. GaAs/Al.,Ga1 . As superlattices are warranted-"and

The neutral Ga vacancy in the bulk of GaAs (assuming could Possibly reveal this shallow-deep transition in the
its deep level lies in the valence band) is a triple acceptor character of the cation vacancy.
(Fig. *6). (A Ga vacancy is created by adding three
holes-to remove ',he three Ga electros-and letting 4. Deep levels of sp )-bonded impurities
the defect -potential, become infinite.4 ) Consider this va-
cane at the necar-interfacial site 13= 1 in a GaAs layer of The-predicted deep energy levels of sun~citutional sp
the superlattice; its levels, in order of decreasing energy, bonded', impurities in a GaAs/Alt, :Ga0,,jAs, superlattice
are b,, b I, and a1I. In all of the cases of Fig. 6, the cation are given in - Figs. 7 and S for a superlattice with
vacancy is either a triple shallow acceptor or a deep trap N, = Ni 6 ~ '10~ These levels' energies E are obtained
for bol~h an electron and a hole. having at, least onepar- by solving the secular, equation Mi) wvith Hjalmar~son's
tially filled deep level in the gap. If it were the-case that a defect'potential V slightly mod'fled. " Lili these figures we
cation vacancy near an interface had only one of its sub. display results for impurities at or near a
levels in -the gap :.:id two sublevels resoniant with, the GaAs/A]0 .,Gao.3As interface and near thie center of the
valence band of the superlattice, then the vacancy :would GaAs and Al0 ,Gao,.,As layers.
be a single acceptor, because only three electrons are For the A 1- or s-like a I levels on the As site (Fig. 7),
available for four spin -orbitals: th.- hole in the fourth most interfacial impurities have energy levels roughly
spin orbital would "'bub~ble up" to the valence-band max- midway between the levels fo- impurities near the center
imttm. Relativelyismall amounts of lattice relaxation or of the GaAs and'the Al.,Gal-.. As layers. There are two
charge-state splittings of the defect levels could atter the types of cation sites: 'Ga tin GaAs) and AIGa- (in

T-derived 0,11 b, t and b2 deep levels In
l~x 10 GoAs/AI 0 .7Go 0 3As superlattice

1.6 -GoAs,near interface, C7 (SL

1.-GaAs,centerT 2  bzCM(L

1.0- -- -- - CATION

0o.8 ..- ST As SITE
C 0.6 AI07?GQ0 3As, center, T.

0.4 - Al0 ?G 0 .3As, neor interface, b, G*As,conter,T.

0.2 - / VBM(SL) AlO.?G0 3A,, cent#-,T I

0 cl I PAsP I s Z" No

FIG. 8. The predicted T2.derived deep levels for the indicated defeats (Ref. 47) in a (GaAs),,/A 1, -GaQ A,',, superlattice. For
As-site defects (lower right-hand corner) the two solid lines correspond to T,.derived b, levels 'whiclh .'e almost degenerate with b,
levels, in the center or GaAs and AL, -Ga,. ,As layers. The corresponding T:-derived a, levels lie slighliti~af order 0.01 M~ below tile
bi and b, levels and are not shtm n. Tile dashed line is an interfucial 93=0 a, level. The coin.-spv-ding i', level 'n showni i6 nearly
degenerate with it, and the b I level nnw slkwni is above it of order 0.01 eV'. For cation-site ee-s (upper left-haum eovr'o. the solid
lines correspond to T-~derived 1, levcls which are almoqt degenerate with h': and a, 1. els notshlown1l. The dashed ll:nescorrespontd
to interfacial levels f~r site 13=1 P un GaAsi of ), symmetry and for site #3=21 of bi symmetry. The 13= 11) a, and ,', level, ;re al-
most degenerate with the T, levels of defects in the center of GaAs and wv not shown. Similarly, the 13= 21 'Al -Cia.. Asl a and b:
(which are polarized perpendwular to thle interface) interfacial levels are not shown. Near thle 13=0 interfac. thle h, and b': le'els are
interchanged. Simply stated. the ievels 1), or b, are split off fron thle bulk T.. energy finl thle material oceul';:d by the defect). and thle
remaining two levels talmoso are at the T, bulk energy. The zero of enerpv is the valence-band nu'\un qf I ulk Ga~lv. Tk-.
valence, and conduction-band edees oif the superlatticeawe denoted V'l3N(SL and CBMI(SLI. repectisely.
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AlGal rAs); the cation-site defects near the 2.4

GaAs/AI.,Ga. -,,As interface have nearly the saine deep 2.21 R1.0 L
*levels as def,'. is at the center of the layers-because 2.0' 100 X

those defects tre at least one layer distant from~the inter- 1.8'
race (which coincides with an As layer), and hence are
only weakly perturbed bythe atoms on the other side of 1.6i (0.0,0) r'
the interface.1.

The T2-derived levels in (he GaAs layer (Fig. 8) are AI,Gao* 1As:SiCfo
split when they lit near or at the interface. These are 0.0
dangling-bond-p-like ;ev'els, bind the p orbitals composed -0.2VB
of hybrids oriented most toward the interface are split -. Omost (b, or ~pr +p1.)-like and a1 orp.-liIke on the Ga site;________________
b, or (p., -p )-like and a I at the As site),, whereas the or- 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

*bital directed away from the interface is least perturbed GaAs composition X AlAs

and normally has a level closest to that of th~e hulk T, FIG. 9. Chemical treods with alloy composition x in the en-
level. The same physics hold for defecits in the ergies (in eV) of principal conduction-band edges r, L, and X,
Al Gal-, As layer (Fig. 8), but the signs of the splittings and the valence-band maximum of the alloy with respect to the
and theorderings of b,, a1, and b, levels are normally re- valence-band maximum of GaAs, in the alloy AlGa1..,As, as
versed, deduced from the Vogl model (Ref. 25). Also shown is the pre.

ofIn general, three factors influence the relative positions dicted energy of the I .-symmetric cation-site deep level of Si
ofdeep levels in GaAs and AlGa,.As layers. (i The (heavy line?, similar to the predictions of lHjalmarson (Refs. 31

more clectropositive, character of Al with respecl: to Ga and 48). The Vogl model is known to obtain very little band
pushes levels-up in energy, so that the same defect has a bending, Moreover, the L minimum forxt :O.45 is known to be
tendency to- -exhibit- higher-energy -deep- levels in at a-bit-too-Iow-an energy in this model. WVhen the deep level of
Al., Ga1 .. As than in GaAs. (See :he T,-derived As- neutral Si lies below the conduction-bund minimum, it is occu-
vacancy levels in Fig. 5.) (ii) However, the Al also widens pied by one electron (solid .ircle) and one hole (open triangle).

the andgap casinga bnd ~i~t, nd rarrngig te When this level is resonant with the conduction band, the elec-
spectrald distribuing of n host s ates so eatrfrangnthy tron spills out and falls (wavy line) to the conduction-bandspecraldisribtionof oststaes omewat diferetly minimum, where it is trapped (at zero temperature) in a shallow
for the b, and b, states-than for the a, states)-which dnrlvl(o hw)
often has the opposite effect on those -impurity levels dnrlvl(o hw)
most affected by the host states near tl.c valence-band
maximum. (See the A 1-derived As-vacancy levels in Fig. GaAs/Al, Gal,As sunerlattice. For x=0.25 the Si 1ev-
5.) tiii) in addition to the elect ropositivity and band- el is in the gap of the alloy, however.
gap-widening effects, there is a quantum-well- This situation is much more common in larger-period
confinement eflect. Impurities in GaAs close enough to superlattices. I where the band edge of he superlattice is
an AIkGda1 .rAs layer that their wave functions overlap almost the band gap of the small-band-gap material
the Al.,Ga1...rAs barrier will experience level shifts due (GaAs) (see Fig. 1). To a good approximation, itf an im-
to confinement- (that depend on the symmetry of the lev-
el). States near and above the conduction-band minimum

ed to move up in energy and valence-band states should

move down due to confinement (see Fig. 6). The 2.0 (,,0

confinement effects should be more severe for a2I states 1.
thtan for bi or b, states, due to the fact that their wave . tA0LSi 0
functions are polarized in the superlattice growth direc- .

tion ~ .4, (00.0 2x2 GaAs /Al ,G,,.,A% -S10

S. Dependence onw alloy cornposition 0. vim

lin Fig. 9 w e show our predictions for the . 1- 0.2_ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

symmetric deep level of cation-site Si (Ref. 311 in bulk -0..0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.68 Co,
A-l Gal-,As as a function of x. which are %Inmilar to GaAs composition X (GL.AsJtAt~sh
those first obtained by I Ijaltnarson. "' FIG. 10. Chemical trend, with alloy composition x in-the ell.

Figure 10, in comparison with Fig. Q. illustrates that a ergie% tin cV) of principal conduction. and 'alence-hauid-extre.
Si impurity in a GaAs/AlGa,As superiattice ~0'a'a~A,~ 1  ~ spratc,'ihrsctt
with N, =NV, ma. i"'- produce a deep level in the super- the valeuce-zmnd mam:mum of Gals. Compare with Fi!. 9 for
lattice band gap, although the samne impurity in the the alloy. The superluttice wave vectors of the nimvrn are
alloy obtained by disorderinig the superhattice. k =0. k =f 2.-au0 i .O). 'hich has itates derived fr~om the L
AL, ,.,,Gal _,.rpAs, does produce a det-p level in the gap Point of' the hull, lirillonun ?ow. and the poini" deriO'4 fronm the
of th! alloy. To see this. consider x -0.5. for which the bull, X point, 2 al (.) N X ') which i% .~ic and
Si theoretical level does not lie in the gap oft' nc 2 - 2 2.- a 1,.0.which vn o ain -like
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purity" Ci) produces a deep level in the gap when tile im- alloy composition x required of a DX center. Our
purity lies in the large-band-gap bulk material opinion is that the DX center is normally either a Si im-
(Al 1Ga 1.xAs), and (ii) has its corresponding deep level purity. ai complex containing a Si impurity (perhaps Si-Si
resonant with the host bands when the impurity occupies pairs in some cases), or, in some instances, other imIpari-
a site in the small-band-gap bulk material (GQiAsI, then ties such as S-i that are similar to Si. The complexes
the impurity's deep level will no, lie in the gap of the should have spectra very close to the spectra of their con-
large-period superlattice for the case that the impurity stituents. 5" The persistent photoconductivitv associated
occupies a site in a small-band-gap tGaAs) layer. Thus in with the D' center atppears to be hest explained by the
an 18x X18 GaAs/Al0 7,Gao, 1AF ;uperlattice (Fig. 1), Si on Hjulmarson-Drummond phonion-coupling inodel.4 How-
a Ga site in a GaAs layer has its .4 1,-symmetric deep level ever. we note that 1i et al."' dispute: tile Hjalinarson-
in the conduction band of the superlattice,.and so is a Drummond concli.,ion and thc-e remain unanswered
shallow donor. However, in the corresponding alloy with questions concerning the DX center. WVe hope that thle
x =0.35 (Fig. 9) the cation-site Si, level lies within the present waotk, which shows hot' thle deep levels associat-
fundamental band gap and is a deep trap. Similar phys~cs ed with Si should behave in the ,,uperiattice, may help in
holds for other defects. This physics might be the origin solving the mysteries surrounding this interestin~g defect.
of the improved transport charuacteristics of GaAs/AlAs
supurlattices over Al 0 jGa0.$As alloys, as observed by IN'. SUNtkrV
Fujiwara et al." The calculations presented here call into qijestion the

6. Fluctuations common assumption that the character of an impurity in
a superlattice will alwvays be the same as in the bulk. We

For some time it has been known that fluctuations in have presented calculations which indicate that tile nor-
alloy composition x of AlxGat.As can cause normally mal shallow dopant Si in GaAs may become a deep trap
shalowv donors such as Si (for x <0.3) to produce deep in a GaAs quantum well oft, GaAs/AlGaa,As super-
4k~iizeos whr the Alml rciii osdr lattice. This prediction should be tes: .J- for x > 0. 7 su-
ably larger than the average value x. Here we have perlatticis, wher. it is likely -.o be mos., -ro!liable.
shown that in thin quantum wells of GaAs in We have elucidated the physics of d,..p ieve~s in super-
GaAs/AlxGa,As superlattices for x >0.3 the Si can lattices, and find splittings of T, bulk.le'els and shifts of
produce deep levels as well. Thus fituctuations -in layer .41 levels of order 0. 1 -0.2 eV for defects at the interface
thickness can produce previously -unanticipated deep and less for impurities within twoc or three atomic planes
traps. Since deep-level wave functions ha-ve large ampli- of an interface. For impurities more distant front an- in-
tudes only within a radius of =:5 A of tile, impurity, a cterface the effect of the superlattice is primarily to change
fluctuation in GaAs laver thickness (in the :direction) the trindoic of observ'ability (,, the deep level: If one imag-
down to, say, 20 A, oeccurring within a -mall circle ol' in- ines the deep levels as heing relatively fixed in energy. the
dius 5 A in the x-y plane, would lead to Si deep levels in role of the superlattice is to provide the band gap: super.
that region. Hence, special care may be necessary during lattices with~small GaAs quantum wells h:'e sufficiently
superlattice growth to prevent not, .-niformi ties in layer large band -caps that deer. levels which are covered lip by
thickness, which could le..J to such deep-level formation. tile bands in bulk GaAs are unco% cred and observable in

th-c superlattice.
7. Relationship between cation-site Si
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1597 (1977), for the concepts that iorm the foundatian of this use Hjalmarson's rule: " V, - C, = 2 V I, thereby displaying E
work, for the aIstates as a function of V, alone for the s-like state

2:J. D. Dow, in High!!ghts of C'ondensed Vatter Theory, and as a function of V, alone for the p. -like state.
Proceedings of th,. Interniational School of Ph)sics *'Enrtco 12H. P0. Hjalmarson 'pn'.ate communication). this rule has
Fermi,"~ C.morse £9. Varenna, 1983, edited by F. Bassani. F. been widely used~in other contexts, most often withC, -0:
Fumi. and MI P. Tosi (Societa Italiana di Fisic'a, See, for example. J. D. Do%%. R. E. Allen, and 0. F. Sankey. in
Bologna/North.H-nlland. Amsterdam. 1985), pp. 465 et seq. Vie Chemnistr and Physics of Sulid Surfaces K. Vol. 35 of

22S. Y. 'ken, WV. St. flu. 0. F. Sankey, and J1. D Dow, Phys. Sprn~er Series in Chemical Physics. edited by R. Vanselow
Rev. 1,26, 051 11982). and R. Howe (Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1984).

23S. y. Rcn. Sci. Sin. 27,443 (19841. 33D. J. Chada and %i. L. Cohen, Phys. Rev. B 8, 5747 (1973).
24The tisht-binding formalism we use here is hybrid based. For .14J. N. Schulm..' and T. C. McGill, Phys. Rev. B 19, 6341

bulk semiconductors the hybrid-'lased tight-binding formal- (1979).
ism is equivalent to the widely used atomic-orbital-based 35IA. C. Gossard, P. M. Petrofi', W. Weigmann, R. Dingle. and
tight-binding formali; .a. H-owvever, for superlattices these A. Savage, AppI. Phys. Lett. 29, 323 (1976).
twvo formalisms are different: Because the atomic-orbital- 36For a review of deep-level theories, see, for example, Ref. 21
based tight-binding parameters arc obtained by fitting to the and references therein.
band structure of bulk GuAs and bulk AIAs. the tight- -"W. A. Harrison, Electronic Structure and the Properties of
binding pairametirs (for the As atom at /1=0 'which is con- Solids (Freeman, San Francisco, 1980).
sidered ito be all As atom in GaAs ire usually different from -'%. A. Hemnstreet, Phys. Rev. B 15, 834 (1977); P. Vogl and J.
the corresponding tight hi nding parameters for the atom at Baranowski, Acta Phys. Polonica A67, 133 (1985); Mt.

/32 1 "hichtis considered to be anlA atom in AlAs). Schefler. J. P. Vigneron, and G. B. Bachelet. Phyi. Rev. Lett.
Howesci ho'ci of thewe As atoms are interfacial As atoms and 49, 1765 t 1982); J. Bernholc. N. 0. Lipari. S. T. P'antclides,
physi;,.-,Il they are ompletcly cqtu',:)enc to each other. The and MI. Scheffler. Phyis. Rev, 0 26, 5706 t1982). St. Jaros aild
way %%c correct for tiuis problenm is that we oasizii the tight. S. lirand, ibid. 14. 4494 (Q6:U. Lindefelt. J. Plh~s. C 12.
hin~diie rp.iraincter% m bonid,. rather than to aitonis: We co n. L411) (19791: D. A. Plapaconstantopotilo-s and E. N.
.sder tfic livrids Iih. mnd I:% ofl' v As :toiiat f1=0) to be b~y- Economou, Pity%. Re%. 1122. 2903 (1980). G. A. Baraif' and MI.
biids at' GaAs. while h,. and i: art: taken to tic AlAs hybrids. Scli~iter, Phys. Rev. ILctt. 41. $92 (1978): P1hys. Rev. B 19,
Siinitiarly. /1: and Ii -\S,1141111:..ii at 1 = 2NV are .oii.idered 4065 I07(b: J. hlerolole an~d S. T. Pantelideii. ibid. 18. 1780
to be hi~hrid, o'\. -it iaim , id It. at-e .\iA.- hivirid%. W'! 197S-. J. Ilerolole. N. 0. Lipari. and S. T. Plantelides. llhys,
hlie'ce that this pr a co ot fw .i~.~'- it '~reirr~~ 1k Re%. 1.ett. 41. S I '-. Ph!*s. Rev. 11 21. 3545 1 I9St)'; J,
the na:tuore o'ki tertaeial Ihiid., lerziliohc. S. i '.meb~ N. 0 . Lipari. and A. flaldereschi,
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4°S. Y. Ren. J. D. Dow, and D. J. Wolford, Phys. Re%. B 25, stant. "fl,w(v) and f3 rwpl, where the atomic-orbital energies

7661 (1982). in the solid w are tabulated in Ref. 25, ant; we have 13, =0.8
41D. J. Wolford, J. A. Bradley. K. Fry. and J. Thompson, in and 13. =0.6.

Proceedings of tMe 17th Internatonawi Confert'nce un Mhe PhyP- '-H. P. Hjalmarson iprivate communicatio, .
ics of Semiconductors, edited by D. J. Chadi and W. A. Har- 4qH. P. Hjalmarson, Ph.D. thesis. University of Illinois at
rison (Springer-Verlag. New York. 1984), p. 627. Urbana-Champaign, 197 itinpblishcd.

42X. S. Zhao. G. H. Lt, K. X. Han. Z. P. Wang, R. M. Tang. 5 O. r7. Sankey. H. P. Hjalmarson. J. D Dow, D 1. Wolford,
and R. Z. Che. Acta. Phys. Sin. 33. 588 (1984) [Chinese Ph) s. and B. G. Streetman. Phys. Rev. Lett 45, 1056 11480: 0. F.
5,337 (1985)). Sanke. and J. D. Dow. Appl. Phys. Lett. 38. s5 (1981): 3.

' 3M. Lannoo and P. Lenglart. J. Phys. Chem. Solids 30. 240( Appl. Phys. 52, 5139 1981): Ph's Rev B26. 3243 1982).
(1969). "tM.-F. Li and 1'. Y. Yu. Solid ',., i. Commun. 61, 13 '1987):

4M. S. ,Da~v and D. L. Smith. Phys. Rev. B 20. 5150 ('101: M.-F. Lt, P Y. Yu. E. R. Weber. and W. Hansen, Appl Phys.
Solid State:,Commun. 37. 205 '1181'; J. Vac. Sci. Technol. 17, Lett. 51. 349 '187).
1028 (1980); Appi. Phys. Lett. 36. 6QO0 11980); M. S. Daw. D. 52A casual examination of the theor%. Fig 7, indicate- that Sn
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Theoretical densities of phonon states in random ALxGal-xAs allo,'s are
presented and compared with published Raman scattering data. The
calculations employ the recursion method and a Born-von Karman rigid-ion
model of the lattice dynamics; they permit the assignment of major
spectral features either to parent modes in GaAs and ALMs or to'
vibrations of specific alloy clusters. The phonon spectral densi.tes of
states are shown to be nearly "persistent" - a linear superposition of
(aAs and ALAs spectral densities. Deviations from the persistence limit
are attributed to "alloy modes." Manv ausignents of lines in Raman
spectra are confirmed, but some lines are reinterpreted.

I. Introduction The deviations from the ab:ve are attributed to
"alloy odea", namely characteristic vibrations

In this paper we report calculations of the of small clusters in alloys not present ,n
densities of phonon states for AlxGal.-As either GaAs or AlAa. The main features "of the
substitutional alloys, and compare our results Raman data are all accounted for, including
with Raman scattering data of Tsu, Kawamura, and disorder-activated Ramon modes which arise from
Psaki (11, Kim and Spitzer [21, Saint-CricQ et either persistent modes or alloy modes in the
al. r11, and Jusserand and Sapriel (4]. Ve show densities of states that are Raman-forbidden In
that the densities of states of these alloys perfect zincblende compounds.
are, more or less, "persistent" tn the'serne of We employ the recurst3n method [6-9) in o:tr
nodera and Toyoawa [5: except In three calculations, treat the ions as rigid, include

spectral regions, the densities of states of the first- and second-nearest-neighbor force
alloys MXae.xAR are linear superpositions of constants, and negleit long-ranged Coulomb
the densities of state. of GaAs and ALAs: forces. To our knowledge, these are the first

calculations of this type for l1T-V
D(lZ;ALxGa..xAS).( -x)D(f:GaAs)'xD(g;ALAs). semiconductive alloys. Coherent pctential

(1) approximation (CPA) calculations :10) have been
reported previously. However, the CPA, In its
usual form, broaks down w'enever the local modes

* Present Address: Department of Physics and of clusters of minority atoms become important
Astronomy, University of Maryland,, College -- i.e., on the order of x2 or (-x) 2 and
Park, MD 20742. higher. Recause of tht.p2rststent nature of the

** Present Address: Department of Physics, densities of states, Ea. (1), the CPA, or alroqt
University of Surrey, Guildford Surrey anv alloy theory, will successfully predict the
GU2 5XH, 1U.K. ;ain features of the alloy spectra; but the

0749-6036/85/060471 +09 $C2.00/0 @ 1985 Academic Press Inc. (London) Limited
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Ftig. 1. Displayed from top to bottom are Ref. flat, should be reversed. Here iae use the

phonon dispersion curves for GaAs, densttes of assig[nment of Barker et aL.) The phonon

phonon states for CaAs, density of phonon states deisities f states foay GaAs and ALAs w-ere

for AUL0 sra0 5Aq, densiti~es of phonon states for ohtained by the recursloat method (soLid 'toes)
AJLAS, antd phonon dispersion curves for AlAs, and are compared vti: the densities of states
respect.ively. The phonon dispersion curves for ohtained by the Lehmann-Taut method (dashed

GaAs (solid ines) were obtained using the tines). The density of states for At0o Gaq1 5Ss
force-constant parameters of Ref. fll1, and are was obtained by the L~ehmann-Taut methad u~cng;

comoared with :h,: neutron scattering data of the virtual-crystal, approximation for the

Ref. [181 (dotted lines). The phonon dispersion force-constant parameters and the cation-si~te
curves for AL.As (solid lines) uere obtained i-n mass in this alloy. Phonons at specific

the rement model, and are compared with the wavevectors in the Rrtllouin ?.one, such as the

infrared reflectiLon d~ta and the Ramn optic mode at F', o:r, have those wavevectors

scatteri~ng data of Re'
=
. r131 at the r point indi~cated after a colon. The main s vmmetry

(circle,), and the optical absorptilon data of points are F'-(0,fl,fl), L,(2wlnL)(1/2,uI2ul/2),
Ref. F14] at the ( point (circles). (Tt was X-(2w/aL)(1,0),0). r=(2w/aL)(t,t/A,l/,), .,nd

pointed out by arlcer et at. f1 ! chat the K (2aL)(31 ,31J,.0).
assignments for TO:X and LO:X, /seen in
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deviatons from tte oerxist*'ire limit -_ Whic" To ohtsi dd...iitiqe Of states we employ
sire the tnon-tivi.7-T 7 a ' __, -- ire not innn-Atom clusters And exctte the reciirosion
reLtably nredtcteci bi ti' -A ind rost other method to St Levels Of cnrintied frActit!, o; uch
alloy theories. In concraler., the recursion pairameters were found to he necesseary to .,htAin
method is caPAhle Of incL'i.tong all orders of x, good representations of the Dhonon Ilr sttici4 Of
and predicts Accurate alloy spectra provided stats of GaAs and ALA%. letnt.l% nf the
that the proper enmemble averages over the cAlculations can be found in Ref. (201. In
various local environments are evaluated. Fig. 1, we disnlav the resulting phonon

densities of stateq for raAs and ALAs ohtained
hy the recirsion method (solid Line) comoared

2. Outline of the calculation 'cAth those rottned by the tLvhmsnn-'Tmut method
(211 (dashed tine). In the lensities Of 4t~4tes

The first step of our method is to obtain ohtaiined by the roctirmion m,,thod, we not3 that
force constants by fitting the phonon dispersion the sharp van 'iove singulArities (221 are
relations of GaAs and ALAs with a first- and blurred. This is characteristic of the recursion
second-neighbor rigid-ion Rorn - von liarman method, V".Lch has a slow convergence to nioectrml
force constant model. For GaAs, the force singulartittes, as they are explicitly due to the
constants of Ianerjee and VarostnL 1111 were infinite periodicity of the crystal lattice.
found to :.,e ixcellent (here we set their
long-ranged force constant lo" to zero); for .1 eut
AlAs the elastic constant data for c,2 [121 and
the following measured squared Phonon In Fig. 1, we also display the denilty of
frequencies were used t3 determine the six states for the rilloy At0 5 a, 5 v calc,.lated
Ineedn I(0F13 ~(T:) 2 L:) using the virtual-cryital app~oximati.)n in jhich

(n (1.0-1)+2n Tor co,an TO: the model,:X) the force constants andi the cition-site maeeses
and 2(T:X)[13IS].(He, w deote are linearly interpolated between those of GaAs

optic and acoustic modes by 0I and A, and ALAs. This spectrum exhibits only one
longitudinal and transverse modes by L and To' "oamalgamated" (5) optic band andi thus the
and the wavevector t using standard symbols well-known "two-mode behavior" f13,231 of this
[16!. 8ence tA:X refers to the longitudinal Alloy is not reproductui by the virtual crystal
acoustic mode at the X-point of the Sritlouin aporoximAtion.
zone.) The force constants v, p, and A for In the recursion--method theory presented here,
anions and cations in ALAs, in the notation of the force-constant parameters For an alloy of
Ranerjee and Varshni (111, were assumed to be composition xt are determined stsing those of the
related according to a central-force model [171: retcuouns Tbl t) "urAGIA5 th
yoo-Jh. The resulting phonon dispersion curves firentnearest-nTigbr 1) or Ant (nts, c, ofe
are compared with data [13-15,181 in Fig. I (top pure eaestand of pur fosre u,)sedt for oa-f
and bottom), and the force-cc '.stant parameters puersanofue t resdfr aA

obtained in the present model are tabulated in pairs and AL-As pairs in the alloy, namely,
Table I. o(AL (:a,_A~.-S (a
Nio lonx-rang-d forces are included in the fit x tx'~~ (as

to the phonon dispersion relations; hence the a(AL Gat~~-A-s (Ls
observed splitting at t~he r Point of the Xt ~ -'(Ls (2)
Arit'ouin zone between the Longitudinal optic WJe use the same relation for S(A~xra i...Aa;a-.As)
(tO) and tr..naverse optic (TO) modes cannot be and B(AL'aA:tA) Th Gan-eaet
renroduced by the model. Slowever, this splitting negbroc co~santAs, The foecod-nearest-

i T1.1Acm'' 1 iGasnd-38 cm- 1 inALAs, pairs of atoms in the alloy are determined by:
in comparison with optical mode energies of
-270 cm-l and -390 cm-1, respectively. While
e~iplicitlyl ignoring the long-ranged Coulomb A(ALtxGa t..As;G-Ga)oo~c(GaAs)
torces, we note that a model with first- and
second-nearest-neighbor force constants cant at A(ALXGali)xAs;As-As)=( Lx)Aa(GaAs)4'xXa(ALAs)
least adequately represent some of the effects ALa
of the long-ranged Coulomb forces at the X(lx 1,l_,A9s;ALL)-Xc(ALAs)
zone-boundary points (which dominate the
density-of-states spectra). Moreover, the X(ALxGa 1 .,AsGa-AL)-( I-x)Xc(CCAs)4Xc(ALAs),
qualitative differences in the phonon dispersion (3)
relations due to the long-ranged Coulomb forces and wev up* the same relation for the other
are major only in the long-wavelength limit second-nearest-neighbor force constants u and v
(near the r point in a Rriliouln zone); the for these four Possible Pairs of atoms. The
direct effect on the !'lobal features of the distribution of atomic masses at various
densities of Phonon staites is rather small [191. zinchlende lattice sites is determined for
Caution should he taken; however. when ALxra ..-Ax as follows: Ci) all anion-site atoms
vibrational properties in the long-wavelength are As atoms; (ii) at a specific cation-site,
limit are of concern, such as in Raman the mass is that of AL with Prohahtity xt or the
spectroscopy or infrared reflection mass of G-a with prnbability 1-t (as determined
spectroscopy. by a randtm numher generator).
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TARLF 1. !orce-conxtant parameters (in units of where the sum is over all possible miniclusters,
I0 dyne/cm) and maxes (in unIt o'2f 102 ) and d1 and pv are the local density of satV
Here the tabels a and c refer to the anton and the and the proh bility of occurrence of the it
cation, respectively. minicluster respectively. Thp cation-atte

density of statts is determined trom the local
densities of states of a Ca atom and an AL atom,
each of which is surrounded by four An atoms,
and it can he written as

GaAs ALAS
)catjon(n) - (0- 0) doe(4;W) + x dAi(A;M

-3 .525a -41.546 The total density of states is the sum of the
anion-site and cation-site local densities of

B -34.0 00a -37.760 states.
The calculated total densities of phonon

Xa 4"SONa 1.772 states for AtxeL.xAs, for various compositions
x, are shown in Pig. 2. To a good approximation

Xc 4.500a -4.246 these spectra are "persistent", namely they
appear to be linear superoositions of GaAs and

us -3.697a -2.217 ALAS spectra (See the dashed line of Fig. 2), as
determined by Eq. 11). In three spectral

Uc  -4.467a  -0.6Q3 regions, there are significant dLviations from
this "persistent" behavior: (i) near 75 cm'1 , in

Ua  -3.647 a  -3.q8Q the acoustic band, (ii) near 250 cr"-, in th!
GaAs-like optic band, and (iII) near 370 cm

VC  -4.40a 3.553 in the ALAs-like optic band. These are all
"alloy modes". By examining the local densities
of states at various sites for different alloy

Ma  124.4102 124.4102 configurations, we are able to associate each of
these features with vibrations of specific small

Mc  115.7722 44.8044 clusters. 1e discuss this in the following.
In the midrange of alloy compositions, x20.5,

the transverse and longitudinal acoustic mcdes
are primarily associated with the vibrations of

(a] Parameters for GaAs obtained from Ref. 1111. As atoms that are surrounded'by Ca and AL atoms
at the nearest-neighbor sites. The deviation
from the persistence spectrum at -75 cm"1 is due
to fluctuations in the alloy composition: it

The recursion method has been described comes from the contributions of clusters
elsewhere f6-1, and is veil-suited for containing Ga and AL atoms which are present in
calculating the local density of states at a a ratio different from 5n% each.
specific site in a disordered system: d(R;Q). The persisten e spectrum (dashed line of Fig.
Since d(*;O) depends sensitively on the local 2) near 27n cm-T is composed mainly of the
atomic environment, in order to obtain the total foflowing two types of vibrational modes: (i)
density of states, which is insensitive to vibrations of a central Ga atom that has ra
specific local order, we sum over an ensemhle of atom for its twelve second nearest neighbors,
local densities of states as follows: (i) at the and (ii) vibrations of a central As atom that
center of the 1000-atom cluster, a specific has Ga atom for its four first nearest
five-atom minicluster is generated, e.g., a neighbors. The deviation from the persistence
central As atom surrounded by one Ga and three spectrum around this fre uency region, namely
AL atoms: (ii) the probability p(x) of this the shoulder at -250 cm- , is thus attributed to
cluster occurring in an alloy with composition x the following alloy modes: (i) vibrationg of a
is determined (see Appendix): (iii) the central Ga atom with At atoms roplacing &a ato,
remaining Mqq atoms of the cluster are added, at the second-nearest-neighbor I'teq, and (it)
with As atoms on anion sites and either Ga (with vibrations 'f a central As atom .--th At atoms
probability l-x) or At (with probability x) replacing Ca atoms at the first-nearest-neighbor
atoms on cation sites; and (1v) the local sites.
density of states at the central site of the The persisten:e spectrum (lashed line of Fig.
minicluster, embedded in its alloy environment 2) at -345 cm" and -3Q0 cm is due to
of 195 atoms, is computed, The process is vibrations of a central At atom that has AL
repeated for all possible miniclusters, each atoms at the second-nearent-neighbor tter.. The
embedded in the 945 atom cluster. The anion-site deviations from the persistence limit are
density of states is then given by attributed to the alloy modes, which are

vibratims of a central AL atom with Ga atoms
S anion(a) - ri PIN) di(A.n) , replacing AL atoms at the second-nearest-

(4) neighbor sites.
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WAVE NUMBER (' m'cm') At1a As IN dues to isoLqtvd At atos
0 100 20 300 400 surroun e by a Mos tly-aAI7 o.nvironment, And

I I I (If) the peak near 2icm.of Atr qrivM IAO it

0.9- AINGa1* 2 As due to vibrations of lsolated r.a aloes
surrounded by a momtly-ALA, .eviromment, And due
to the vibrations of As atom bondedl with thate

O.G. X -0.1 At isolated r,& atoms,
The fact that the alloy spectra Are persistent

0.3 (and deffniteLy not virtuaL-crystal-Iike or
Ilamalgamated - see Fig. 1), sapectaiiy for optic

Jj modes, means that the principal spectral.

1' numbers of the parent compounds rsAs and AI.A --
U .6- X -0.3 despite the fact that the wave-vector X and

ohrsymmoory labels for the ousntum numhersI
V 0. re not 'trictly valid for the allov. Therefore,0.3 [ 1ny reas.-inAble alloy theory, which is based on

e xperimentally known optic frecuencies of the
0, .0- *J' p~arent comou~nd semiconductors, should he able

W to explain the principal features of the data.
O.. X 0.5 Go tIThis Is why very aimple models, such as the

I- ( t) AtG) random-element-isodisplacement CR?.!) model

As;, 
(23-251, hve be n successful, for the purpose of

0.- I sobtaining optic mode frequencies as a function
o .. of alloy composition. The features that are

.-. v i difficult for any model to predict are the alloy
modes. In this regard, we note that the ,resent

0.- X 0.7 method, despite its limitation to short-a!ngeI z eJ forces, is clearly cavable of including any
W aLloy mocdes, whereas most other theories,
0 0.3Including the coherent potentiAL aoproximation
X ~(CPA) rin and other similar effective-medium

~ effects of clusters a! minority atoms -- i.e.,

06. X *0.9 effects on the order of xc2 or 01-0 2.

AsG) 4. Comparison with data
I sats ithRaanorinfard ata oe us

0.0 4 In comparing the calculated densities of

0 10 20 3 40 0 6 ' _ so make allowances for the deficiencies of the
0 50 60 7 80 theory, Including the facts that the calculated

FREQUENCY ns (lot rod/sc) spectra do not include Raman or Infrared matrix
1 2 10 3 0 4f 0 J 1elemeats, and the model neglects the

0 10 20 3 0 50 oLarizabiLity of the bonds and the long-ranged
ENERGY 1i as meV) Coulomb forces. Thus, when viewing the

theoretical predictions, it may be ne; essary to
Fig. 2. Densities of phonon states 1)(nl) for mentally shift peaks of order x20 cm-L, $aslit

AL1 .xGa As Alloys obtained by the recursion peaka, broaden them, and change their
method fsoLid Lines) alorg with density of Intensities in order to bringt the theory into
states obtained using the persistosnce coincidence with the data. Nevertheless, even
approximation, E4. (1), for x a M. (dashed with these uncertainties, the theory can he very
Line). The assignments given to --ominent peaks useful for Interpreting data.
represent clusters or atoms that are responsible
for the vibrations giving rise to the peaks. For a. x-0.76
example, As denotes clustiers with A central As
Atom; (As,AX) denotes clusters ofa central An Fig. 3(a) shows Raman data for AL Gat As with
atom with At nearest-neighbors; and (Ga,A) alloy composition x a 0.76, obtaineg bylsu et
denotes clusters of a cuntrst Ga atom with At a1. (11, and the best-resolved spectrum, at
second-nearest neighbors (or nearest cain T 350 K, among the resonant Raman-scattering
neighbors), data taken by Jusserand and Sapriel. (4). The

experimental conditions for obtaining these
data, in a perfect crystal, would yield only the

The clusters responsible for the impurity LO:1' modes: backscattering from the (100)
modes at alloy composition x - 0.1 (GaAa:At surface with Incident and scattered light
local mode) and x - 0.4 (AlAs:Ga gap mode) re polarizations parallel to the (0111 crystal
as follows: (I) the sharp peak near 370 cm- of axis. Hlowever the disorder of the alloy breaks
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Fig. 1. (a) Raman spectrum for AL0 76GaO 24As states for A 0 76ra0  Ls. Various mode
after Ref. [I] (solid lines) and resonant kaman assignments of Refs . ) and (4) are indicated.
sPectrum for ALnt 5Ca 21As after Ref. [4 AL denotes an acoustic local mode.
(dashed line); 6caluated density of phonon

the Raman selection rules, leading to the nearest-neighbor sites (typically three AL stos
activation of other non-LO moles. Thus, while and one Ga atom at the nearest-neighbor sites
the theory (See Fits. I and 3(b)) confirm the for x - 0.76).
general assignment of the LOALA. peak, it The two lowest hands observed in the resonant
suggests that disorder-activateA zone-boundary Raman-scattering data of Ref. (41 (Fig. 3(a))
TO:L and TO:X modes, which produce a Peak in the are the disorder-activated longitudinal acoustic
calculated density of states at -390 cm"1 (Fig. mode and the disorder-activated transverse
3(b)), contribute as veil to this peak -- giving acoustic mode respectively. The acoustic region
it breadth vid an asymmetric shave. of the density of states, for this alloy
Concentrating on the fact that the selection composition, retains most of the features of

rules forbid the TO modes (in the crystal), we AlAs, and can be crudely assigned with the
soeculate that the TOAL,. assignment of the symmetrv points of ALAs. Comparing each feature
-360 cm-l oeak should be revised: the thery in the experimental data with the density of
(Fig. 3(b)) has an alloy mode ar -360 cm , states (rig. 1), we confirm in g.,neral the
which results from (See Fig. 2) vibrations of AL LA:X(ALAs), TA:X(ALAs), and LA:L(ALAs) peak
atoms with some Ga atoms replacing AL atoms at assignments, while noting that, respectively,
the qecond-nearest-neighbor sites (typically disorder-activated LA:U,K(ALAs) and TA:L(ALAs)
three Ga atoms and nine At atoms at the modes should also contribute to these saks. We
second-nearest-neighbor sites for x a 0.76). tentatively -,assian the peak labeled TA:L(AtAs)

We confirm the other ma.,or mode assignments of in the data, at least in Part, to an alloy mode
Ref. (II: the peaks designated as CaAs-like LO which results from vibrations of As surrounded
and (disorder-activated) TO modes in the data by (typicallv three) At atoms and (at least) one
correspond to the persistent part of the CA atom.
raAs-like optic hand at -270 cm" ! In the density
of states (See Fig. I). The shoulder of the h. x-n.54

GaAs-like ootic peak (AL: denoted kcousttc Local
mode in the datal can be attributed to the alloy Figure 4(s) shows the Raman data obtained %v
mode at -2s' cm" in the density of states (Fig. Kim and Spttzer [21 for Allov composition
2). This mode is due to vibrAtinns of As atoms x - 0.54. The AlAs-like Ln mode and the
with AL stms replacing Ga atoms at the raAs-like LO mode are very sharp, obeying the
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Fig. 4. (a) Raman spectrum for AL0 54Gn0 4 6 As disorder-activated longitudinal acoustic mode is
after Ref. (21: (b) calculated density of phonon denoted DALA.
states for the same alloy composition. The

selection rules for this experimental geometry two-ohonon scattering by transverse acoustic
(hackscatering from the (001) surface with modes (2TA) and the disorder-activated AlAs-like
light polarizations parallel to the (1101 optic mode (4O0) near 370 cm-1 were removed from
crystal axis). The theory confirms the DALA, the spectrum hy the authors of Ref. r31,
LOGaAs, and LOA&As assignments. Furthermore, yielding the orocessed spectrum of Fig. 5(b) --
comparing the data with the density of states, which those authors argue is similar to the
the shoulders of the two main peaks appear to density of vibrational states for GaAs. Our
have resulted from the alloy modes which are calculations confirm their density of states
disorder activated. The clusters responsible for argument and support their assignments. The
these modes are nearly the same as those in the somewhat sharper feature in the theory at
case of x - n.5, as described earlier (Fig. 2): -280 cm"! is an artifact of the theoretical
The t'OGsAs mode has sidebands assigned to model due to the omission of lang-ranged forces:
clusters with a central Ga atom and some At as a result the TO:r and LO:r modes are
atoms as second-neighbors and to clusters with degenerate in the theory but split in the data.
As surrounded by some nearest-neighbor AL atoms.
The LOAtAs line has a low-energy tail due to 5. Summary
vibrations of clusters with central AL atoms
with some Ga second-nearest-neighbors. The recursion calculations provide a good

account of the phonons in At fa1 As alloys. In
iii. x-0.2 eneraL, the spectra are weLf-de;srihed by the

r.rsistence limit, Rn. (1), which is why so many
tnlike the data for x-0.76 and x-0.54, the issignments of alloy spectral lines in terms of

Raman spectrum of Fig. 5(s) (31 was measured phonons in GaAs or AtAs have been correct. tn
under conditions meant to forbid the LO:r and particular the "two-mode" behavior of the
TO:r modes (in the case of a perfect zincbtende ALx0aI.xAs optic mode is a conseauence of the
crystal): scattering from the (100) surface with persistent nature of phonons in these alloys:
light nolarizations parstel to the (0011 thus one ohserves distinct ALAs-like and
crystal axis. Mence the main peaks are due to raAs-like optical ohonon modes.
broken selection rules and are The genuine alloy effects are the "alloy
disorder-activated (1A). The Peak assigned to modes" that are not well-deRcrihed hy the
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Fig. 5. (a) Raman spectrum for At() l at 8A density of phonon states for the same alloy

after Ref. (31; (b) spectrum obtainet.1-n "composition. nA indicates "disorder-activated."

Ref. (31 by removing the background, the The mode identifications in (a) are those of

two-phonon contribution, and the DAO Ref. [3].

(Disorder-Activated Optic mode); (c) calculated

persistence approximation, Ea. (1). The APPENDIX: Probabilities

recursion-method theory produces these modes and

identifies each of them with the vibrations of a The probabilities of occurrence of five-atom
specific atom or cluster of atoms. These minicluster-; are CAIcuIted assumt.g a random
identifications appear to provide improved nseudo-htnarv at ," in which *11 anion sites are

assignments of some Raman spectral lines. The occupied by As atoms and the At and Ga atoms are

success of the theory in this regard, namely in randomly distributed on the cation sites. For a

describing the corrections to the persistence mtnicluster with a central At or ra atom, the

limit, is what makes the recursion method a four neighboring atoms are :i atoms. For a

satisfactory theory of alloys. Howver the central As atom, the probabtlity of m At and n

present calculations should be regarded as only ra atoms on the neighboring sites is xm(I-x)
n ,

a first semi-quantitative attempt to describe and there are 4!/(n!m!) quch cluster%.
ohonons in III-V pseudo-binary alloys. The

theory should be improved by including
long-ranged forces, especially Co, lombic forces RF.F RR CE

and the effect of the polarizahbity of the
alloy constittients. (11 R. Tau, H. Kawamura, And L. Esakt, Proc._.
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We report self-onsistent calculuitions for the deep levels of nearest-neighbor (5,S) substitutional
defect pairs in Si, including (i) the charge-state splitting, and 60i ratios of hyperfine tensor com-
ponents. The good agreement with available-data lends credence to the mesobonding model of
paired-chalcogen deep levels.

1. IN'rRODUCI'ION The Green's functaojn is evaluated using the sp~s
empirical tight-binding model of Yogi et al.,'17 by simply

A controversy exists concerning the character of the finding the eigenvalues E (k, X) and cigenvectors k,X)
.deep-level wave functions-of chalcogen nearest-neighbor of the Hamiltonian. I The defect potential V =H -Ho is,
,substitutional pairs in Si. On the one hand, Sankey and constructed along the gentral lines suggested by Hjalmar-
Dowt.4 and- Hu-et al.3-claim- that- the- "molecular" 'wave *son et- a.. "- In-a-localized Lbwdin-ofbital-basis of -4 p.,
function for the (S,S) deep level in the gap of Si is meso. py and p, orbitals the defect-potential matrix is a 32 X 32
bonding, that is, a &-like al-symmetric' bonding linear matrix involving only the two S sites and the six neigh-

combnaton f te tw anibodin p-lke 2-smmeric boring Si sites directly bonded to S atoms. Following es.
cosbatioS wavte uncatidn. [ThseT taes of solatd tablished approximations,'16 we neglect the long-ranged
are not deep in-the gap of Si, but are resonant with the and cgnr li.cel Coulmbc parsuof the defctportetia
conduction band; the isolated-S states in the gap are approxi attices rlaxtion arunderaitheeipfrities
known to be of AI symmetry and of antibonding charac- apprhsoimatin th ited aountites ofe a few-
ter, but descend into the valen.. band for (S S) tes of. an Hever n o r heprdie abolut dhreseplit-
pairs."-"'] On the other hand, Warner and She 3  rges which Howe fr stdes of cha-eve rgestest
claim that the corresponding wave function for (Se,Se) is tihgorewicare duncernes inrel dnelveadigs these
totally an1tibonding: an antibonding linear combination of theoreta unertaitierelcnce , leadingrat tohan
antibonding isolated-Se s-like A ,-symmetric deep-level thor of thcnrydfernemc oe cuaeta
wave functions. in the Wbrnr model, the A I-derived The symmetry group of a nearest-neighbor substitu-
state of th^. molecule lies within the fundamaental band tional (S,S) pair oriented along the (1:1) crystal, axis is
gap."4 [Both of the theories indi cate that the deep levels C3, (Ref. 4) (versus Td for isolated S). The irreducible
of (S,S) and (Se,Se) should have similar wave functions.), representations are al (o-like), a2 (rotation about the

In this paper we report self-consistent calculations of S-S bond), and e (irlike). Thus the 32X32 secular
the wave functions and energies for (S,S)+ and (S,S)' determinant factors into -one l0 X 10, one 2 X2, and one
dee~p levels in Si. Our results lend support to the meso- 20 X20 de terminant, each with the form
bonding model and comptjment other self-consistent
-theories of extended defectr/in ser-"-onductors. is det(I -G 0 V) =0 ,(3)

11. METHOD but involving matrix elments between the basis functions
of a single irreducible representation only. Details of the

Our approach is based on the Hjalmarson et al. theory calculation and explicit expressions for the basis func-
of deep impurity levels, 16 aiid solves the secular equation tions may be found elsewhere. 19

The defect potential is diagonal in a- Lbwdin-orbital
,det( I - GQ(EVj =0 I basis for the perturbed crystal, with the values

where V is the defect potential operaktor and 00)(E) h, the (~'RjVjioR fEi4R-Wio;) 4
bulk-Si Green's function

G6E E-I/(,) where fli =0.8 for i =s and 13, i=0;6 for i =p., p,,, or p'.. lb

0,) (k.4 IHere R labels the atom-and a denotes spin; WIV,s -.R) is

= .k~S.1(2) t he va lue of E (i, a; R )for b Ik Si,
SE-E(k,.) The defect potential is determined self-consistently us-

40 7883 @ 1989 The American PhySiLat Society
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TABLE 1. Computed occupation numbers n(i~au:RI for the ('~jVdd)GEJVA,)= 1(7)
(5.5) and isolated S defects in -Si. = ic h cu~innmes eedo-tedfcOcuato -~. number Sineo theS) Is)"aio (nmS),dpndo hedfc

Occuatin-nuber SS) (55)' S)" (S) potential V (and vice versa), fEq's. (3). (4), -and (6) are
n n(s. a;Rd 2.01. 1.96 1.97 1'192 stolved~iteratively until self.consistncie-s-obtained. This

is done for the deep levels of both (SrS' ._ind4S,S)Q, the
(p,,a;PRO) 3.86 3.86 3.84 3.87 difference between the energies of theiw deep v e

ing the charge-state splitting.
nUs,;R2 ) 1.26 1.26 1.25 1.30

~i (pM,,U;R2) 2.65 2.60 2.64 2.57 MI. RESULTS

A. Occupatond mbr

ing the scheme of Haliane and Anderson. 2 0 The The computed occupation w~iters for a S site (R0)
atomic-orbital energies are and a Si, site (R,) are given,. nitTable 1. They add to (al-

E (s, a) =E,0+ U." Xn (s. a) +U . ($"a, (5a) most) six electrons per S atom a'id'fourprSatmin-
* ,,~,.cating that the atoms are all-nearly neutral in their cen-

tralcelli regardless of the charge state of the~def~ct:- the
and extra electron of (SP is rather delocalized' and spends

very little time in the central cells. A similar situation
Ep ,pE U,, 'n (p,, a')+ U , In(s.a'), (5b) held for isolated S in Si (Ref. 6) that has virtually the

17 same oO;.,jpatiof numbers n(i,a,R) as.(S,S),-disp -ite the.

where v and it run over x, y, and :, and the prime on the fact that the deep-levc. wave function ii 4uAita-tively
summations means that terms with a=a" and v=i* are differet-being A I in character rather ;'a T.; derived.
excluded. The occupajon numbers nt are either unity or (Ste fable 1.)
zero in atoms. 'The Coulomb integrals U,, U,,, and U,
toget.her with the orbital -energies E,( and E,", have been B. Comparison with data
determined for Si and S by, fitting atomici~pectra.'

In the solid, the occupation numbers at each site, The principal results of the calcu lation, as they relate
nUi,a;R), are allowed to assume nonintdgral values, be- to data, are displayed in Table '11. These include the
cause charge is more delocalized then in an atom. At charge-state splittinis E[(SS)] -E[(S.S)J and
zero temperature, they are expressed in terms of the~ ;JE 5 J respectively, zi~nd various measured
defect-perturbed Green's function G MGO(] -GV -1 functions of the hyperfine tensor's components, A, and

E ~At for (S,S)' andB, and 8: tbr MS), as computed in
ft(u;)=-litf m(i,aR IG(E46,R) Refs. 1, 2, and 5. Note that all'of these quantities are in

- W excellent agreement with the data. The p:edicted TZ-

+ Z 6. derived deep level of (S,S11 lies a few tenths of an eV
J i~!j' below the measured level, a .esult attributable to the s * p

* coupling of the simplifi 'ed- Vogl tight-binding model,
where E, is the valence-band maximum and the summat- which is well known to Oush the indirect conduction-
tion runs over the occupied bound states in the band gap. band minima of Si down 'to their experimental energy,
Here the bound states are normalized as foliows:2' while simultaneously dcpOressing the p-like T,-derived

TABLE 11. Comparison of theory with data for the charge-state splittings Ej(S,S)"J-E[(S,S)* and
Et(S) 0 - E(S)~ + for (S,S) and isolated-S deep levels in Si, absolute energy EI(S.3)"I of the neutril (S.8)
deep level (with respect to the valence-band maximum), and various ratios of the principal values for
the hyperfine tensor Aof (S.S) I and 8 of (S) 1. The data for A I1 4 and (Ap - A1)/(Ag+2A.) are for
(Se,Se)* because we were unable to find comparable data for (S,S)'. This subs ,titution of Se data for S
data is justified because. the S and Se deep levels in Si are known to be almost the same (Refs. 2 and 5):
Both defectswave functions are Si-dangling-bond-like (Ref. 16).

Theory Data

E((S,S) 0 ]-Ef(S.S)] 0.19 eV 0. v,
E[(S)'J - E(S)' 0.27 eV, 0.30 ev,
E[(SS1 9 .4 eV 0.98 ev,
A1181 0.350.7

AII0.95 0.97 for (Se,Se) .

M, - A )/( 1 + 2 A 1) 0.016 0.01 for (Se,Se)'"

'References 2 and 9.
bReferenct, 13.
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deep levels a bit more than they should--be.22 This-ar- TABLE41I. Computed electronic charge distribut-on of the
tifact- of the -triode! can, be correct 0' by adjusting the qI-symmetric mesoboneing deep-level state in the fund.:rnental
strength of- the .s ?p coupling until t'he. theoretical band gap of Si, associated with nearest-neighbor substitutional
isolated ' (S)"U deep level l:es at the expe-i rifeni -al value Of sulfuipair-impuritic- 'S,S)I. The index 1A run~s over x, y, and;
0.86 eV.-~in whichcase the other quantities of Table 11 the -ne.. rnovr Rq, and R1, that is, over the sulfur sites;
are changed ver -y littleard -the cl'corctic-.' I S,S)" Ieep 1ev- 4.d,, runs over R,,R . R,, R5, R,, and R7: the first-neighbor
el is foundi: to lie at the ex~perimental energy of 0.98-cv-to slcoatmtoeh iputy-
within 1%.Stt itochre11)

Our calculated charge distribution-for the (8,S)' deep Stt 3.4ro hrg %
level is given in Table IlI and is essentially the sam ( I (Ws, RS)) 1/234
that found by Sankey and Dow"., for (Ss) i. using a non- j ('p t) 2 21.9
self-consistent theory y'ich pr( :luc'ed renaer'kable agree- b
ment with data. Likewis.i our self-consisttnt calculations (T I Ps. R;(Si)) 1 -/6 1.3
for the deep ~&.'el of isolated (S) I (Ref. 6vigree wkth an vi'l,,.S)I7.
earlier non'-self-consistent calculation by Ren it al.5
Thus ovir theoretical -predictions for 6S,S)"' and (S)' are
in agreement with both previous A.heory and the
data.~ vide final resoliut~on of the meso~ondij.g versus totally an-

tibonding controversy.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
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The following anomalies in the (GaSb).xGe2 Raman dast.are simply
explained using an alloy theory and an order-disorder'phase-transition
model: (i) the discontinuous dependence on x of the Ge-like LO mode,
(it) the anomalous LO--TO splitting, (iii) the discontinuous change in

.the.-derivative with -respect-to~x-of the GaSb-like- LO- line, width,'(iv)
the maximum as a function of x of the G-like L0 line width, and (v) the
ae tries of the LO lines.

In this communication we report calculations longer thsa the second-nearest-neighbor distance
of the densities of vibrational states for are omitted from the densities of states
metastable, substitutional, crystalline evaluation. The calculations (except for the
(GaSb)l.,(12x alloys (1,2 and provide phase-transition aspects) are similar to those
explanations of the following anomalies in the reported for ALx',&aI.As (91; details of the
Raman data (31 for these alloys: Ci) the calculational method and tables of the relevant
discontinuous dependence on x of the Go-like force constants are available 110,11). The
longitudinal optic (LO) mode frequency $1, (ii) outruc of the calculation is an ensemble-
the existence of a discernible splitting between averaged approximation to the density of
the lw6g-vavelength (2-1) longitudinal optic and vibrational states per unit cell
transverse optic (TO) modes for x<0.3 but not
for x>0.3, (iii) the aSb-like LO-mode width W' 0(n) - N-1 Is  (nfl),
that increases with x and exhibits a
discontinuous change in dW*/dx at c.O.3, (iv) where 4 is the number of unit cells and the sum
the Oe4 LO-mode width W that, as a function of x, is over all eigenmodes with *igenvalues A.. The
is maximum for xv0.3 and has a discontihuous results '.ir (CGaSb) 1 -. *.- are displayed in
derivative d:/dx near x-0,3, and v) asymmetries fig. 1, for various values of the composition x
of the L) mod*.% that, are not smooch functions of And the order parameter M of the phase
x. transition, which is proportional to the average

The calculations are based on a Sorn electric dipole moment per unit cell. (Recall
von Karman rigid-ton (4) model of the lattice that in this. model the 1.0 and TO modes at l-d
dynamics of GaSb and Go. The alloy fluctuations are degenerate.) Many features of the alloy
are incorporated using the recursion method (51 density of states spectra can be associated with
(executed to 51 levels for 1000 atoms), with the the densities of states of either GaSb or ?.,:
distributions of atoms on, th nominal anion and for x-O.5 we compare the average of the GaSb and
cation sites of a zincblande, lattice being ie soectra with the alloy density of states. In
governed by the :incblende-diamond phase- Fig. 1, we sssociate deviations from this
transition model with a critical alloy average with "alloy modes" (91 and identify the
comoosition x.0.3 (6,71, as evaluated in a major spectral features wtth the vibrations-of
mean-field approximation (81. To fccilitate the specific bonds in the alloy.
calculations, interatomic forces with ranges Especially noteworthy is the fact that the Ge

optic mode, which is due mostly to viorations of
M Current address, Devartment of Physics and Ge atoms and Ge-Ge bonds, has a low-energy aa-Ge

Astronomy, 11niversity of Maryland, College Park, stdeband that is discernible in Fig. l for
.'M 20742. e x0.5* The calculated splitting between the Ga-
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WAVE NUMBER X"1 (cm'1)
0 100 200 30030

0.9 (GaSb). x Ge 2 -- GO-Sb Ge-Ge
M mean field theory .

X=O.l (M=0.667) GO-Go
0.3- S aGo-Ge

0.3 s-sb ~280-
T o00 " .

0.61- X=0.3 (M2O.003) Go-Go -#A Go°Sb -  Go-Ge
0.3 Ge-Sb IA 260

M Ga-Sb-2rGo-G + G -Ge
a0.03- CL .S Sb-Sb-Sb

- I VT1\ I
4) Go-Go . . .

0.6 X'0.5 (MeO) GA-Ga
J I hG-Sb _

"
h-Ge-eGe X

0.3-Go-b, aSb (GoSb)x Gez Ge
LA-. Sb-Sbrue s

0.0. Fig. 2. Peak Positions Q (in cm1) of the Ge-
>. like LO0 modes votnius alloy composition x, after

0.6 X • 0. ( M 0 ) Ref. (31 (data points). The parallel lines
0.6 through the data or the modes associated

z w ithi the 6e7-Ga'an~dGi;-Ge bonds,,are -separaced by
W Mostly Geo1 theocalcul~ted amount, v7 cm-1 (121, uith the
o 0.3h -l Ge-Ge and-Ga--rk and points fit to the observed

X/.. t O-modd frequencies.

Another feature of the data (31 is the
XzO. C MO) apparent absence of a discernible LO-TO

x00.3, although the breadth of the principal

0.3 spectral features may r.revent observation of
Ssmall splittings. Nevertheless, the phase-

transition model (71 offers a simpl* explanation0.1_ of this phenomenon: The net average dipole

0 20 40 60 momnt per unit cell vanishes at the critical

FREQUENCY n, (10 rad/sec) composition x zO.3; as a result the LO-TO
I 1 _ _, i I_ splitting, which in a perfect crystal is
0 to 20 30 40 proportional to the square of %he dirolo moment

(14,151, likewise vanishes (161. In Fig. 3 we
ENERGY Tai (meV) plot the theoretical prediction for the optic

mode obtained from the alloy theory of F. I
Fig. 1. Calculated densities of phonon states (with no long-range forces), shifted slightly

for (GaSb)p.Ge alloys, assuming the phase- [171, and splt a oosteriori by an amount
transition model [. with an order parameter 4 proportional to tho square of the order
(solid lines). The dashed line is the average of parameter M [181, to accuunt approximately for
the GaSb and Ge densities of states. Various the charge transfer among Ga, Sb, and Ge atoms.
peaks are associated with specific bonds. These simple ideas seem to provide a pleasing

explanation of the data [13).
The total width W of the GaSb-like modeGe and Ge-Ge spectral features is =7cm 1" [121. increases as a function of x, witl dW*/dx

Using the calculated splitting and the known LO changing discontinuously at x-O.3 (31. Tis is
u=J mode frequencies in Ge and aSh (131, ve symptomatic of a phase transition with xc0.3:
!ind an explanation of the anomalous for x)xc the distinction between anion and
discontinuity in the Go-like LO-mude position cation sites is -lost, which is reflected in the
(Fig. 2): Roth the Ge-Ge and Ga-7e vibrations GaSb-like L1.'phone'r line width. The continued
coexist within the "Ge-like LO peak" at slightly increase in the appirent width of this broad
different frequencies n; in Ge-rich material the feature as x incrcases results from the GaSb
Ge-Ge peak is prominent, but in GaSb-rich mode merging with the Ge-Sb features of the
matertil the Ga-Ge feature dominates the "Ge- spectrum, as seen in Fig. 1.
like LO mode." Hence the discontinuity in the The Ge-like optic mode lies at high energy and
plot of the peak position versus x is due to is discernihie for x>O; hence it does not merge
switching of the most prominent spectral feature with a broad continuum of other modes as the
from Ga-Ge to Ge-re. GaSb-like mod.. does. Its width is maximum at
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240- entropy of the phase-transition model (for
xcO.3) (7) with the Raman, line width. The
entropy oer site (in a mean-field approximation)

- is (71:

LO S(x)/k B *[(1-x+M)/2 1n[(l-x+M)/21 + x In x

c; 230 - +1(1-x-M)/2) £n((1-x-M)/2],
where H is the order parameter of the transition

o-7) and k1is. Bolzmann's constant. The

agreement-betwesn the', theory and the data is
gratifying.

0.. The peak of the entropy at x=O,3 is indicative

of the order-disorder zincblende-diamond phase
27.0transition with critical composition xczO.3. ATo feature ofr this phase-transition model is that

(L Sb atoms may occupy nominal cation sites, and
V vice versa - leading to Sb-Sb and Ga-Ga bonds.

If the Sb atoms are constrained to occupy only
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 anion sites and the Ga-atoms reside only on

X cation sites (the "o-site model")'l, then the
theory predicts an entropy that has a maximm at

(G Sb) Ge2  x-0.5 (See Fig. 4)-110]. Thus; the data for the
(O 2b X total line width are consistent .with the phase-

transition model and inconsistent with the on-
Fig. 3. The peak positions 52 (in cm" ) of the site model.

Raman lines for the GaSb-like LO and TO modes This raises the issue of 'why the data, do not
versus alloy composition x. The solid line is exh'ibit prominent spectral features associated
the shifted (17] theory with a Lyddane-Sachs- wIt0 Sb-Sb and Ga-Ga bonds (since the
Teller splitting 114) proportional to the. square. appreciable number of antisite Sb and Ga atoms
of the order parameter of the phase-transitlon predicted by the theory produce such bonds). In
theory (13). particular, a strong qb-Sb peak had been

expected near 193 cm-I (31. In fact, the theory
x%0.3. The total width is due to many Olfferent (ig. .) shows that the Sb-Sb features are weak
modes (including, e.g., modes associarad with even in the mean-field approximation to the
Ge-Ge, Ga-Ce, and Ga-Ga bonds) and re'llects the phase transition, and they are likely to be
disorder in the alloy. Qualitatively this width weaker yet in a theory that allows for acom-stom
should be a maximumn (minimum) when the disorder correlations (and hence has fewer 'Sb-Sb bonds
is a maximum (mininum). Since the entropy is a (19)). Thus Fig. I suggests uhat the Sb-Sb bonds
measure of disorder, in Fi:, 4 we compare the merely contribute to a relatively broad and

featureless shoulder of the GaSb-lika LO -line,

r1.4 rather than produce a prominent peak in the

40.0. spectrum.
Phase-transition model 1.2 F Finally, we note that the asymmetries of the

-. -. .O.3 GaSb-like and Ge-like LO lines have been
30.0- -. 0, reported to have anomalous dependences on

00008 composition x, with discontinuous derivatives
0 (3). This is symptomatic of the fact that the

20.0 6 ..- n..e'"d -. 0.6" lines are composed of features associated with
o -- - 'd 0. 0 several different modes: the different modes
E 1 " 0.4 S have changing imoortance in the overall line as

, O1. W x varies, and this manifests itself as an

. ,",anomalous dependence of the overall line
asymmetry on composition.

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0. 1.0 In summary, the main features of the Raman
X data for (CaSb)t.xGe.x, once thought to be

(GoSb) (G-Sb),., Gez (Ge) mysterious and a.:omalous, are naturally
attributed to the combined effects of alloy
fluctuations and an order-disorder zincblende-

Fig. 4. Total Raman line width (in cm "I ) diamond phase transition (20).
versus composition x for the Ge-like L0 mode in
(GaSb),..Gex. G ata are indicated by circles. Acknowledgment - ;h are grateful to the
The oi lRNe is the entropy per site S(x)/k. Office of Naval Research (Contract 4o. NOOO4--
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X-ray diffraction data, ellipsometry data, Raman-scattering data, and theory combine to provide
strong evidence of a zinc-blende-diamond order-disorder transition with x, =0.3 that affects the
crystal, electronic, and vibrational strdctures of (GaAs),.,(Ge:), metastable, substitutional, crys.
talline alloys. It is argued, based on analyses of extended x-ray-absorption fine-structure data for
(GaSb)1 .. (Ge2) , , that the number of anion-anionbonds in these (AI-Bv).,(C2v), alloys is
significant, and r-quires a theory that goes beyond the mean-field approximat:on.

The proposall, that long-lived, metastable, substitu- ment per unit cell vanishes, and the crystal structure of
tional crystalline alloys,3- 5 such as (GaAs),-,,(Ge2)., and the alloy becomes diamond rather than zinc blende. The
(GaSb)_x(Ge2)x, e.-hibit an order-disorder zinc- V-shaped bowing of the direc..gap data indicates that
blende-diamond phase transition as a function of alloy the critical composition is neat x, =-0. 3. "
composition x has si,,ulated considerable interest and The phase-transition model of the alloy, in its first
discussion 6" and some controversy.9' 11 The original form, used only the mean-field approximation, and thus
proposal was motivated by data for the direct energy the theory contained the well-known problems of that
band gap Eo(x) of (GaAs), .,.(Ge 2),, which showed non- approximation. In par,;cular, as shown by Koiller
parabolic V-shaped bowing as a function of x, with the et al.,6 mean-field theory, which predicts adequately the
minimum of the .V at the phase-transition composition long-wavelength properties of the (GaAs),_,(Ge2), al-
x€, near x_=0.3 (Ref. 2). In this paper we report x-ray loys, is less reliable at short wavelengths or short dis-
diffraction data,' ellipsometry data, Raman-scattering tances, and overestimates somewhat the number of an-
linewidth data, and theory which together demonstrate, tisite defects or As-A., bonds to be expected in
conclusively, the existence of the predicted order- (GaAs)_,(Ge2)x. Quantitatively, the calculation of the
disorder transition and its role in determining the crys- order parameter M(x), which is proportional to the
tal, electronic, and vibrational structures of average electric -dipole moment per unit cell,2 is not
(GaAs),-.(Gep2 , metastable aloys. correct in either the original mean-field theory or the

The idea of the phase-transition model2 is that for Koiller et al. correlated theory: these mean-field
small x, the alloy (GaAs),_..(Ge.). is GaAs-like (with theories predict that M(. varies as (x -x,)I ' , rather
Ge substitutional "impurities"), retaining the zinc-blende than the currentlyexpected form, Mtx)-(x -x_) 8 ; with
crysta, structure; but for large x, the alloy is Ge-like ( being the critical exponent (8- 1, assuming that x, de-
(with Ga and As substitutional "impurities"), retaining pends linearly on temperature).13  In the limit
the diamond structure.12 The zinc-blende phase has x -O,M(x) iscloser, to unity in a correlated theory6

well-defined anion sites occupied almost exclusively by than in mean-field thcory. Although these difficulties
As or Ge atoms and cation sites occupied predominantly mayaffect some of the detailed quantitaive predictions
by Ga or Ge. For Ge-rich alloys, however, the of the-mean-field theory (as discussed below), the prob-
diamond-struzture crystal has Ga atoms occurring on lems with a -meah-field approximation- do not affect ei-
both nominal anion and cation sites since, in the limit of ther the qu:iitative prediction of the zinc-
x near unity, there-are too few Ga and As atoms to force blend.-diamond phase-transitioa near x, =0. 3, or many
the Ga atoms all to align on one "cation" sublat:ice. A of the semiquantitative predictions of the long-
pha0, teansition must occur between these limiting ex- wavelength properties of these alloys.
trei. s, i.e., there must exist an intermediate composi- One experimental signature of a zinc-blende crystal
tiot,, x. such that for x > xc, the distinction between structure which differentiates it qualitatively from a dia-
-nion and cation sites is lost, the average net dipole mo- mond crystal stiuctue is the (200) x-ray diffraction spet,

39 657 @1989 The American Physical Sc.:iety
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which must vanish abruptly ata zinc-blende-diamond theory (evaluated in a mean-field generalized virtual-
phase transition, because then the distinction between crystal approximation 2) in Fig. 2. (This edge has been
cation and anion sites vanishes. Thus, if the' phase- resolved,' from the El --A edge 21 by using Lorentzian
transition model is correct for these alloys, for x <x, a fitting, with an estimated experimental error of 50 meV.)
distinctive (200) x-ray spot should be obser'ved, but for The experimental results show a definite kink near
x >x, such a distinctive,'spot should be-absent. To veri, x, 0.3,, in good semiquantitative agreement with the
fy the model, samples of (GaAS)1.. x(Ge,), alloy were theory.22 Such V-shaped bowing of a band gap as a

prepared on GaP substrates .and measured by x-ray function of x in an alloy is a general feature of a phase,
diffraction.' transition (Refs. 2 and 23), and has been~observed for the

(GaAs)1 ;.,(Ge2), films on undoped semi-insulating direct band gaps of both (GaAs)_.,(Ge,), (Ref. 1) and
GaP substrates weregrown 4 in a multitarget rf sputter- (GaSb):_ (Gez), (Ref. 24), with minima near xc a0.3.
ing'system, the general features of which have been de- Both theory2 'and experiment agree that the amouit of
scribed elsewhere. 5 The key to growing single-phase bowing found for E1 (x) should be of the same order of
metastable alloys (GaAs), :_(GeZ). is the use of low. magnitude but less than that found for the direct gap. 22

energy Ar-ion bomba-dment in order to collisionally mix The data show the El bowing to be about half of the E0
the upper one or two atomic layers of the fi~mr during bowing.
growth. (The substrates were kept at 450-550"C during The phase transition also manifests itself in the vibra.
growth.) The detailed sample preparation and growth tional structure of (GaAs),., (Ge2)2 , despite the fact that
techniques are discussed in Ref. 16. Electron channeling the masses of Ga, As, and Ge atoms are all nearly equal.
measurements using a JEOL scanning electron micro. The disorder of the alloy should influence the width of
scope verified that the films were single crystals, and film
compositions were determined to ±0.5 at. % by a JEOL
electron microprobe referenced to Ge and GaAswafers
as standards, using the MAGICIV computer program 17 to 1.0

make matrix corrections for fluorescence, absorption, a: GaAs),., (qe2 ),./GoP
and atomic number. The x-ray measurements employed 3 .

a high-precision triple-crystal diffractometer and a W 08. (GoSbI, ,(e 1, /GoAs
Rigaku RU-200 rotating- anode source operating at 55 -0 ,"
kV and 100 mA, and emitting 0.7093-A Mo Kl radia- -= o.e -
tion. All samples analyzed were (100)-oriented single 0
crystals. 0

In Fig. I we show measurements of the x-ray (200) 04 I r
spot int-.nsities 1(2001 (appropriately normalized) as func. 4 0'

tions of alloy composition x-for (GaAs)1 _,(Ge,', meta- 0 .2 0.
stable alloys (grown on GaP substrates) and for 0.0 .
(GaSb)1 _,(Ge2 ) (grown on GaAs)' These intensities z 0.0 L
drop precipitously at the critical compositions xc and o.o -0.2 0.4 0.6 o.8 1.0
vanish-for-x >x,: the distinction between-anion and cat- Alloy Composition x

ion sites vanishes and the net average electric dipole mo-
ment per unit cell (the order parameter of -the phase FIG. I. The measured normalized diffracted \-ray beam in-
transition) is zero. Similar behavior has been observed tensity ratios of the (200) x-ray diffractioi spots of
by.other workers in (GaAs),-x(Ge2)x.1 9 Clearly, the x- (GaAs),_,(Ge:), grown on GaP substrates (circles) and
ray diffraction" data alone provide unambiguous and (GaSb)1.,'(Ge,), grown on GaAs (100) substrates (triangles in
compelling evidnce that the zinc-blende character of inset) vs alloy composition x after Re-.. 4, We have R -(1,2W)/
the crystal structure and atomic geometry disappears Where the alloy is (GaAs), .1 (Ge2 ),
near x .0.4-ar implied by the zinc-blende-diamond or (GaSb)I_,(Ge2 ) and Ill-V refers to GaAs or GaSb. In all
order-disorder transition theory and previous interpreta- cases, the intensities 1,2o, are measured relative to the (400)
lions of the direct-gap data. 1 2 (The slight difference be- beam intensities, since only the (200) beam is expected to disap-

tween the value xc--0.4 extracted from the x-ray data pear when the zinc-blende structure vanishes. These ' i show

for samples grown on GaP substrates and xc=0.3 for that (GaAs)h._(Ge), and' (GaSb),lGe,), undergo phase

the other measurements of samples on GaAs substrates transitions at critical compositions x, (with x,=0.4 and
x,.0.3, respectively) in which the zinc-blende character-the

is-not significant, because x depend., on the growth con- distinction between anion and cation sites-is suddenly lost.
ditions.) The experimental data are also in good.qualita- The solid lines are smooth curves through the data, and the
tive (but not quantitative) agreement with the mean-fild dashed lines are the meatf-field predictions for the dependences
'calculation-of the order p:;rametcr, also shown in Fig. of the ratios R on the alloy compositions x (assuming that x, is
1.20 0.4 and 0.3, respectively): R = IM(x)/ [M(x =0)(l-g.J1).

Ellipsometry data show the effects of the order- (This formula for R uses atomic form factors for GaSb, GaAs,
disorder- transition on the electronic structure. The mea- and Ge obtained from Ref. IS and ignores such corrections as
sured energy-of the El edge ". of 'GaAs),--, (Ge2), alloys. Debye-Waller factors. Hence we have g =0.21.7 and g =0.051,
is displayed as a function of x and compared with tie- respectively.)
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60.0.
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-0.4 ~0.4
0.0 1--0.4 0.0 0.2 '.. 0.6 0.8 1.0

(GoAs) Composition I- (Ge)

-o.s 0 FIG. 3. Measured full width at half maximum (in cm" Yof
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0. 1.0 the long-wavelength Ge longitudinal optic Raman line of

(GaAs) Compqsition x (Ge) (GaAs), .(Gel), vs alloy composition (points, left-hand axis) in
,omparison With the entropy per site S(x), divided by

FIG. 2. Measuied variation of the E, edge (Ref. 21) oft Boltzmann's constant, as evaluated in the phase-transition
(GaAs),-, (G6.), (grown on GaAs substrates) versus alloy com- model (solid line, right-hand axis).
position x, compared with the theory. 'To emphasize the "bow-
ing" we have'subtracted a straight line from each of the theory
(solid line) and the data (points) in order to force the variation ic, and vibrational structures of these alloys. Available
to be zero forx =0 and x = I. data for (GaSb)t_1 (Ge.), a similar metastable alloy,

also lend support to the theory. 8' 2 7

Thus the present theory resolves some. of the contro-
thi Raman line, both because the Ge atoms will be po- versy surrounting the original phase-transition theory,-
larized by Ga and As (activating "forbidden" Raman by demonstrating that the.;. .S phase transition with
lines and shifting line frequencies) and because the many x, =0.3. However, the aspect of the original theory that
different cluster environments of Ge, Ga, and As should has generated the most controversy9 ' is the prediction
give rise to inhomogeneous broadening of the LO-and that- the alloys (GaAs),_x(Ge,)x and (GaSb)_,.(Ge,).
TO modes in-the alloy, causing them to overlap (they are should contain numerous antisite defects, that is, As-
separated by only =-15 cm - in GaAs). Indeed, the Ra- As or Sb-Sb boncls. References 9, 11, and 28 propose
man spectra show one prominent broad 16hg-wavelength alternative models of these alloys that do not include the
optic line which, for some compositions x, contains two "wrong" bonds As-As or Sb-Sb. The model in Ref.
discernible peaks (this line was fit using !east-squares 28 is a percolation model, with a' zinc-blende-diamond
methods to a two-peak model in Ref. 16. Thus, the na- transition composition x. characteristic of a site-diluted
ture of the alloy disorder should manifest itself in the diamond lattice, x, =0.,72.' 9 ThelHolloway-Davis mod-
width of. this line: when the disorder is a maximum, we eI9 is a modified percolation model, with a calculated x,
expect the-linewidth to be a maximum, due to the con- of !0.75. 'The Kim-Stern model"' is a "kinetic" extend-
tributions from the disorder-activated modes and new al- ed cellular-automata model, producing x~c0.26 for
loy cluster -modes. Thus, roughly speaking, the growth in the [100] direction and-X, < 0.18 for spherical
linewidth is'a (semiquantitative) measure of the disorder growth. We note that only one of these alternative mod-
or-the entropy of the alloy. In Fig. 3 we display the Ra- els, that of Kim and Stern," t agrees even qualitatively
man linewidth obtained from (GaAs),-,,(Gez)., as a func- with the x-ray diffraction data of Fig. I.
tion of x. We~also present, forcomparison, the calculat- Predictions based on the Kim-Stern model for either
ed' entropy per site S(x) of the zinc-blende-diamond the ellipsometry data or the Raman linewidth are not
phase-transition mod.l ' 5  We find that the entropy presently available, but the entropy may'be evaluated in
peaks near x, (=0.3) and has a discontinuous derivative an on-site model 2' that requires all Ga atoms and Sb
with respect to x at x,, features also apparent in the atoms to remain on their natural sites. This on-site
data.26 Thus the vibrational states of the alloy confirm model forbids Ga-Ga or Sb-Sb bonds and is, in that
both the electronic evidence gleaned from the ellip- respect, similar to the Kim-Stern model, but is different
sometry data and the crystal-structure evidence provided in that it has no critical composition. The entropy
by x-ray diffraction: (GaAs),_(Ge,), undergoes a tran- determined from the on-site model is in marked
sition as a function of alloy composition x near x, =0.3. disagreement with the Raman linewidth data, while the
Similar results were also obtained for the Ge linewidth entropy from-the phase-transition model8' 25 has the same
as a function of composition in the related alloy general alloy dependence as the observed linewidths.
(GaSb)_.,(Ge,),.." 27  Recent extended x-ray-absorption fine-structure (EX-

The direct-gap data, the -- ray diffraction data, the el- AFS) datat° yield partial information about the atom-
lipsometry data, the Raman linewidihs, and the theory, atom correlations in (GaSb)t_,(Ge2). grown on glass.
when taken- together, all- provide strong evidence of The interpretation of these data depends on a number of
a zinc-blende-to-diamond- phase transition in assumptions. We assume first that the alloys are on-
(GaAs), -,k(Ge.),, and its effects on the crystal, electron- stoichiometry (that is, there are the same number of Sb
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atoms as Ga atoms); that the crystal is of good quality 'Psb-sh, shown as circles in Fig. 4(a), are ail between S%
(that is, that Sb does not phase segregate on the surface and 7%. This result is qualitatively consistent with the
or along grain boundaries): and that there are no vacan- idea from the original phase-transition theory2 that
cies.30 We then extract from the datathe probabilities PSb-Sb is nonzero 31 and implicitly contradicts the cen-
of forming Ga-Sb, Ge-Sb. and Sb-Sb bonds (for de- tral assumption of the Kim-Stern model, that PSb-Sb is

tails, see Appendix A) The results are shown in Fig. 4 zero. Now compare the Ga--Sb bond probabilities
and are compared with, those determined from the determined from the EXAFS data [denoted circles in
phase-transition model using mean-field theory [for de- Fig. 4(b)] with the results from the phase-transition mod-
tails, see Appendix A, and,-in particular, Eqs. (A2)]. In el using mean-field theory" (solid line (diamond phase)
making these comparisons, we must know the -phase- and dashed lines (zific-blende phase) in Fig. 4(b), with x,
transition composition x .for (GaSb):_,(Ge2), grown on chosen between 0.1 and 0.6]. Qualitative agreement with
glass. Since zinc-blende-lattice spots were only seen for the theoretical result is obtained for x, chosento be
asample with x =0. I (not ana':'zed usingEXAFS),'0 the larger than 0.1, and of the oider of that observed in Fig.
EXAFS data used in generating Fig. 4 appear to be for , for (GaSb)1 ... (Ge2)x grown on GaAs: x 20.3 (long

samples that are all in the diamond phase. With that as- dashed lines in Fig.,4(b)]. If the phase-transition compo-
sumption, the extracted Sb-Sb bond probabilities sition of (G4Sb),_..(Ge2). is indeed xc- 03, then only

the extracted bond probabilities for Sb-Sb with x > 0. 3
are reliible in Fig. 4(a) (see Appendix A). In either case,

04 ".-it appears that Sb-Sb bonds do occur with non-
(Go Sb . (Ge 2  /glass negligible probabilities (f-7 %) for compositions x near__________________________ 0.5.

(a) Further EXAFS measurements of the Sb edge would
-.......... clarify this issue by directly revealing the number of

Ol. :€~.: :~::,~ .S sb-Sb bonds. It would be desirable if these mcasure-

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 10 mcnts-were-mideowsamples-forwhich x-ray diffraction

x data exist, of the quality of Fig. 1, e.g., the single-crystal
I 0 samples of (GaSb)I -, (Ge2 ), grown on GaAs.

Thus the phase-transition mode!, evaluated in a

0.8 ( b) mean-field approximation, provides a rather satisfactory
description of the lonF-wavelength properties of

, (GaA.,) 1...x(Ge,) x and (GSb)l_,(Ge2),. As expected,
In 0.6 the mein-field approximation does not pro\ide a satis-

.factory quantitative description of short-wavele;,gth
I0.4 atomic correlations, as determined by EXAFS; and a

theory that correctly predi~ts that number of "wrong"
anion-anion bonds is needed.

0.2-
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be the oriented; pair probability that an atom i on a cat- PGoGa+PoaSb +P~j...~t + ~bS +PSb-re
ion site is bonded to an atom j on an anion site. Note,
P,, =Pf'P7+,r1 , where ry4 is ' he difference between a + P~te Ge! (A6)
mean-field theory (yrj -0) and a- correlated; theory Tenraiain o h retdpi rbblte r

he oine-parpoaiiyP~i ifrn thus more, rest ric tive than those for the bond probabili-
tath pi u it and offrinj:od ewe ties: Three probabilities enter. Eqs. (AZ) and WA), versus

atoms iand j:six in Eq. (AA)
Pj i l i f i j The EXAMS measurements") determine the numbers

=Pjj f i A 1) of Sb neighbors of Ga and Ge, which we denote here as
-P11  i i =i (Al) the functions A(x) and B(x). respectively. These f'unc-

Ina mean-field theory we find tions are related to the bond probabilities by

1FOa-5b =(( :-x)2 +Mj2j/2 for x<x, Ax)= 4P...../A I -x) WA)

= (IX) 2 /2 for x > xC and

PG&....Q= Pb....00 =X(-X) W B(x)=4PSb-G..o/ 2x W A)

P~b.-Sb = Ga-Ga ((I -x) 2 -M 2 ]4A for x < xc Since zinc-blende-iattice spots were not observed in x-
ra) diffraction'0 (with the exception of a sample w ith

=( I -x)2/4 for x >x, 'x =0. I that was not unalyzed using EXAFS), we as-
and sume, for the moment, that all samples were in the dia-

2~~e ~ mond phase. This implies then that
-P..G "PXx>(9

Now, assuming that all sites are occupied (there are no .. j ( CW
v'acancies); we have the f6lowhig relationship between allowing-us to extract both orienhe'4-pair probabilities,-as
the; oriented-pair probabilities and the on-site probabili- well as pair probabilities fromn the EXAFS measure-

ties:ments:

pi P= P7a (A) Pr,,-Sb = 2PGa....b = 2P-Gja( 1 -. 0) A (W1)4 (A10)

an G eSb = 2 ac - Sb 2 PSb -O(3 = xB (x/2, (All1)
and, using Eq. (A),

i Pc(AM)
j ~~~~P~b-S..b=P~b-Sb ( I-X )/2 - PGa....b -Pe...b

where (A 12)

~ Pf= P7=1. A5 These extracted probabilities are plotted in Fig. 4 along
1P1C1Pj=1 W) with the results from mean-fild theory, IEqs. (AU) Note

i ~that PSb,;I3b is decidedly nonzero and that all the ex-

Similarly, the bond probabilities obey the normalization tracted bond probabilities are ofthe same order of mag-
rule: nitude as the mean-fieldcresults.
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The energy-band structure of, InN is predicted using the pseudofunction method (a i:st-
principles, self-consistent local-denisity scheme). Some significant differences exist between this elec-
tronic structure and extrapolated empirical tight-binding theory for InN.

I. INTRODUCTION II. METHOD

InN has recently been observed to haveboth a high We employ the pseud-ifunction meth',d, which is a
mobility (4X 103 cm2/V see, Ref, 1) and a bafid gap in the scheme for solving the on.-electron Schri~dinger equation
visible region ", (orange, about 2 eM), leading to the sugges- self-consistently in a local-density approximation. Ex-
tion that In IGaN alloys may be fabricated into detec- change and correlation are simulated by the Hedin-
tors, lasers, and light emitters in the visible and ultravio- Lundquist potential.'0 Unlike many in.fementations of
1et-portion-ofthe-electromagti spefiim.3' 4 While-the locdil-defisity theory, the pseudofunction method uses a

band gap of GaN lies inthe ultraviolet, region and its real-space scheme for describing local bcading and* is
energy-band structure has been thoroughly'studied, '6 the especially well suited for stud.ling non-free-electron sys-
band structure of InN is not well understood- having tems. For low-atomic-number atoms such as N, it should
been investigated oaly recently, with conflicting re- be more rapidly convergent than schemes that rely on the
sults. 1'2' 7'8  plane-wave character of the solid-state wa'y functions be-

Calculations of the InN band structure based on cause this character generally results f'om the ortho-
empirical pseudopotential theory" have produced a fun- gonality of the wave functions to ahany core wave
damental band gap that, by construction, equals the ob- functions-and the low-atomic-number atoms have too
served value of 2 eV. To our knowledge, the only elec- few core states to effectively produce tl.: free-electron
tronic structure theory for InN with any proven ability to character necescorv for rapid convergence in k space. I I

actually predict the band'gap is an extrapolated empirical The pseudofunction method ),.is ,lements in common
tight binding theory: 7 Tight-binding parameters deter- with the linarized muffin-tin ,'bital ILMTO) method '2

mined by fitting the known band gaps of other Ill-V and the extended muffin-tin orhita! !EMTO, scheme, 1'
semiconductors have been used to extrapolate the corre- and can be regarded as a local-deity-approximation
sponding parameters for InN and to successfully predict schieme involving a more general basisset than either the
its 2-eV band gap. Tight-binding theor'*. while predicting LMTO or EMTO baes. As such, it i.N. at least in princi-
a good band gap, produces valence bands that are quite pie, an improvement over those in-iplementations of
narrow in comparison with the valence bands of empiri- local-density theory. In princil .c. the i:\ITO method is
cal pseudopotential theory. These conflicting featuresof an improvement of the LMTO method, because it in.
the published band structures suggest that more theoreti- volves a more extensive b .is set. Similarly the impro\e-
cal and experimental work on InN is needed. Thus a ment of' the pseudofunction ,chenie over the EMTO
genuine ihrst-principles theory of the band structure of method lies in the fact that its basis orbitals have not
InN is called for. been subjected to muffin-tin boundary conditions (the ra-

In this paper we present the band structure of InN, as dial logarithmic derivatives of localized muffin-tin orbit-
calculated using the pseudofunction method"- a first- als are, by construction. always niegativ: it t'ie muffin-tin
principles, self-consistent sche'oie hased on the local- radius).
density approximation. Our re.tults differ in detail both The pseudofunctio,. method produces (as expected)
from previous empirical pseudo-u* itential theory2 and rather good electron energy bands and bond lengths--
from tight-binding theory, and indicate the need for results comparable with those of the best ocal-densi'y

measurements such as photoernission to resolve remain- methods. Fcr example, the pseudofunction valence
ing controversies concerning the electronic structure of bands o,' bulk Si agree with those computed using the
InN. linearized augmented-plane-wavy iLAPW) scheme14 to
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within typically a few tenths-of an eV. The computed 6--- -

Si-Sihbond length is 2.34-A at low temperature, in excel- > 4
lent agreement with the data. The bulk electronic struc- 2 'o
ture of AIN (a material similar to InN) predicted by the 3
pseudofunction method agrees with photoemis-ion 0) 0 _
dataY' Thle Si(l I 1)2X I surface states of pseudofunction 4
theory" also agree with those obtained using a norm- C -
conserving pseudopotential. ' Pseudofunction calcula- -6
tions for a potassium~ overlay'er, on the ISi(0Ol)2x I surface -8 - - -

found a bond length of 3.3 A,' compared with th-~ exper- A L M I A H K r
imental value of 3.14±0. L.(Ref. 19) and the value 2.5()
A. obtained using a norm-conserving pseudopotentialk
scheme20 Moreover, the pseudofunction method has FIG. 2. Predicted band structure of wurtiie InN tiine ;he
been shown to.%vork well even for problems involving ad- titbtdigmtodafrRe.7
sorbdies of atoms-such as C, and 021 which occupy the
same row of thle Periodic Table as N. t~he method is also
computationally fast compared with most others, and has
been used to compute some very complicated eitctronic lattice constants c and a which have c/ = 1.611-1,
structures (using local-density theory): for example, the whereas the empirical tight-binding theory assumed anl
electro iic structure of solids such as pyroclillore, with 22 ideal c/a ratio of (. )I/2= 1.6330. (ii) We find a direct
atoms per unit cell.22 Details of the-method are available fundamental band gap of 1.3 eV1, compared with the 2-eV
in the literature.: result of tight-biniding theory' and experiment.2 This is a

well-known limitation of local-density dliory: it po
III. RESULTS duces gaps that are too snull '-'a problem that can be

Our predicted band structure is given in Fig. 1, and ciumetdbton~wthretifcut9 iiOr
should-be compared With tight-bifiditig the~ry" (Fig. 2). upper valence-band- widt It is -considerably wvider- than-t he

An mprialpsudootntalbad trutue f nNha tight-binding width: 6.8 eV versus 3.5 eV. Here therv i.
also been reported,' 2 but will not be treated here because, no unambiguous theorericalcriterion determinaimi which
as discussed previous)y,'- 2.1 the tight-binding theory is theory is better: practitioners of both local-density

definel suerir. ur alclatonsassme he urtite theory and -mpirical tight-binding theory would each ar-
ervsal struture 24gue that their preferred type of theory is more likely to
crysal sructre.-produce realistic electronic structures. In the case of

The major qualitative features of our bands are similar AIN, the local-densitvy'.2 an~d tight-bindingcs theories
tO i tigt-bndin thory;thee ar ony a ew gave bandwidths comparable with each oilher mtd with

significant quantitative ditlerences. Wi We find small data.27.2  This makes the di~crepancy between the
splittings at the zone center that are absent from tight- theories for InN particularl% .teresting. The issue of thle
binding theory due to the fact that we used the observed cortvaee-ndwthmsbeeemidexr-

mentally. 'Nevertheless, we suspect that the tight-binding
12 bands are narrower than the local-density bands because
10 ~the omf-diagonal tight-binding matri.\ -enients may be un1-
10 duly small. These matrix elements are extrapolated fronm
8thle corresponding matrix elements of othcr zinc-blend,

semiconductors, assuming that they scale iversely as th):
> 4 ~sqtare of the bond length. Harrison's rule.-' However-,

2 Harrison's rule is best applied to interpolatv rather than
M extrapolate: it is known to be crude; and extr.polations

L _-z based on it miay not be trustworchy, especially for Ii:N,
4 with its large-radius cation and small .- ..it. (iv) Thle

0 1 valence-band elrective masses are 1.6 and 1.7 fre.
-6 electron masses (in the directions perpendicular to and

-8 ~parallel to thle c axis. respectively) in the pre -eiit model.
-10compared \vt I 2.7 and 2.7 Ior tight-; idi n- t hee-ry. The

-12 corresponding conduction-band Inasse', are 0.34 and 0.37
I -14I forthle present work and 0.59 and 0.5() for tighit-binding

A 'A: H < r theory. The tighit-binding Innsses a e~x c by abot
7,0%,. reflecting thle flatter bands. TIhk i\ just another

FIG. 1. -Predicted band structure ofwrzt'lNui h nlifestationl of thle (likely) fiat-biand :--obleml of tlie
-peudofunction miethod. Th.le symmnetry-point% of~tlil.,rllouin tight-binding tlicor\. Assumling these miassesA an1d a statlic
:zonie.' are,'.4 =Q-. /610O0.4/2),. L = t2-.a)t 1/I 1,0.oz/2c!, die lectric constant oif 8.3. ' we obtain ,,hJlo%\ donor and

M~i~/J(Il'-30~),t=(0,00j, tee)~ai / ,13 ~ eptoa' bindin etier-ies'~of 0.067,,and 0.31(ie\- in alhy-
0/2c),and K =(2,-/a)t l/v-3, 1/3,0). droizenic 16Rvdbere efl'cectiv-mass) model "r.s0.11 S
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and 0.533 eV in ticht-binidintg thcory- xhich often ob- small in ti-ght-hinding theory. Which. if either, theory is
tains miasses 1001%' iterror). The obse!r%;cd bindine .:ier- correct can be determined' v photoemission experiments.
gics of neutral su ,stituuiona.l donors and acceptors in InN
are -0.05 eV (Ref. 33) and -0.20 eV,:- 4 respectively- ACKNOWLE~DGMENTS
generall consistent with either theory, but generally
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ARSTRACT

The ohvqici of deep, levels is reviewed, vit!, emnhaq 'I, on the oua.ttative
phv41ce that has heen Alucidated As a result of the Ideas li~ Lannon, Lenetarv,
RtAlmisrson. Vogl, Wellford, Hsu. Sankev, Walle, And others.

to this panear we otine the Physics of deep impurity levels in
%emiconductor%. and show that the simple 4jalearnon et al. model of deep
Ites(icnovatctvl predict the W4 0Ifunet tons of substitutional

s-bonded deep imtpurittis and excplore the chmIlcil trends of deep lev*I4. Ve
show that the 4JIamarson thourv, when compared with data, (I) can determsine
the site (anion or cation) and symmetry (s-like Al or p-like T2) of a defect.
(iL) can eliminate typically 80% or more of the candidates for forming that
defect, (itIi) can soccessfully predict how the energy of the deep level varies
from one imipurity to another and from one host to another, And (Iv) can
predict unexpected phenomena caused by the deep level. We point out that it Is
very difficult to stuess from theory and meaauartd enjirgy levels alone if the
defects responible for the observed levels are point defects or complexes. *-'
tmphasi'.e that'All of the best contemporary theories of dean levels -ire

deer'neeichmpurity-Ls- causing a given le4vel by 4lighning the theoftical
And experimental, levels; In our opinion this theoretical uncertainty is not
Ikely to he greatly reduced aoon. ftnAltv we show that the main differences

between the Hjajnarson theory and various other theories 12.31 are (1) hoe the
host hand gaps ire determined And (i) computationail costs: The Hjalmarqon
theory is ha 94d on the Vogl et aI. empirical tight-binding Hoamiltonian 141,
and so fits the hand gaps to data. while self-consistent pseudoootential and
other theories calculate the host hand gaps a priori, and then perform some
adjustment. AS a reault. the self-consistent aseudopotential theories require
orters of magnitude more c',gputationAl effort to obtain comnarably Accurate
deep leveli; hut these theories can predict total enersties better than the
Mialmirson theory. Therefore, to understand the physics of deep levels.
especially for complex defects, the simpnle Hjalmarson theory is ptiefenahlet;
while the ie);f-consistent pseudopotential theories are better equipped to
handle quest i~' related to the total energies of- defects, such as diffusion.

,o begin' che discussion of deep levels, we first make two important (and
apparently u, ef-contradtctory) Points: (i) Mlost deep levels Are not deep; and
(It) ?loqt deoj, Impurity wavefuinctions do not depend much on the impurity.

MOST DPFP LF'C,LS ARF .4oT nEFO

Severat , years ago the definition of a deep level was based on its energy:
a level inthe fundamental hand gap more then n.1 eV distant !rom the nearest
host band a '-ge. In our discussions, we follow ujalmarson i and use the term
'deep" to jomcrihe localization! A level that is produced by the- central-cell
Potential Of,, the defect. Therefore, a "deep level" can Ie* above the

Mat Atc Sec. symil Pi5 Vol 46 %to* M~$qv At~owh, soats
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conduction band edgie. and not he "deep" -bv thne oid definitioni. Stated
precisely, mostc defect levals that Are "deep" bv: the new locAti?.aRtton
definition Are tnt io the hand gap, and so have "negative hinding energies"
and -are not "deep" by the endrgy criterion.

An essential point is that every hieterovalent %ubscitticional qp1 -bonded
defect must have both deep levels (due to the central-call pocentiil) and
shallowlevelsq (due to the jog-ra-iged (o,,lomh potential associAted with the
valpnce difference Z.: -Ze-/cr)-. cMany readers will he .istounIed t' learn that
common shallow impurities, such a'i 5 on A P1 ,site in GAP have enormott%
centrat-cell defect potentials, z -5 eV deepI A~nd yet thesa potentials Appent
to produce effects on only the 10 meV icaile or & O~cnl shallow donor levels.
(A goouI order of magnituide estimate of the centiikl-cel. potentiat Is given by
the differene , n the Atomic enirgteq of S and P "(4).) Clearly these largi
potentials must have effects on thie eV' scale - and they do: The local .;p
bonding of the impurty is perturbed hy the defect, prodticing diffarent
energies for the four tetrahedral hoods, namely four deep levelst near the
fundamental hand gap. Three .ire p-like (of T2 symmetry and degenerate tn a
tetrahedral environment" and one is %-like (A, symmetry). These deep levels
dueo to the eentral-cell potential Alvav- e~ict nea r the fundamental had glap
to addition to an shallow level%. (See Pic. 11)

If one or more of tha-4i' dud,, leviels falls well within the fundamental
hand gan, then the impuirity is termed A "deco impurity" and the level is
"deep" by the energy definition (Fig. (1)-). If none of these deep levels of a
heterovalent impurity lie%' within the ga'i, the impurity is termt-d a "shallow
imputrity" because only its shallow levels ; to~ the gap. 'lowever, the deep
levels still exiqt. aleliough-'thev are resonant with and broadened hy the host
hands (Fig. (M). ror n.ost semiconductoci, whi,:hhave small (a! eV) hind f.ns
0n the %2 eV scale over which the qpeiirai' strength ~of the sp bond i.1
dtistributed, the mitjority o * defectx, produice sore resonant deep levels than
deep level,; in the gap. Thus most deen levels (by the localization definition)
Are not deep energetically.

7vidence supporting -this pictifre-1'r provided by the work of' Wolford et
at. (51 and Hsu at al. (61 on .1., 0, And S I ,spurittees on a P-site in CAsP
Alloys (%*ig. (2)). in Ga, he N impuarity. produce a level energeticaly
shqllower than the shillov level of S. 'Lv a function of decreasing alloy
compositIon-.c, however, the S level becomes deep and hehaves like the deep 0
level, hut not like the shallow I level. In fact, the ~4 11evel becomes;
e nerxeticAlty deep for xxf.5, onl! to enter the conduiction hand for x-f.'i.
Tis( Selhayior led Wolfori et At. to conclude that N' is in fact a deep levlt in
a localiietlonn s;ense for All x. but lies outstide :he fundamental hand gap,
above the conditction hand edge in rGaks,

Further Connfirmnation of this picttre hat; been, ottinnied for P In Si~,Qcx
alloys, where Rtunker et Al. (7,91 have providtid axsotrinental evidence that Erhe
decp lovel aninsciated with P deqcends into the fundamental band gap neir
X20.15. (5cc Fig. 131.)

WAVE INCT IONS IxFlou~fNiKFr, N"gi NPcRE

A rather stirprising feiatnre of isny deep level wavefunction ti that f.or
imniiu t Leg at the same site (aniont or cation) -itch the same ,svmmetrv in the
sAe temsiciindtictor, most defects with deep levolsto the6 gao produtce virtultly
tile same deep level wavef'unction.. This Is domonsitrited in Fig. (41, Owee the
A1-syrmetric wavefunctionA of S, Se. and To deep level.; in Si, As detornioecj
by magnetic resonance (91 and by theory (In] Are plotted versuis the assineated
deep level en-trgy F. In thu cao. The data -alonu shonw that the central-nell
wavefitncttons of S. loe, and To Are virtutally the sam-t: -And the theo-ry shonws
that the rentral-cell and first-neighh'jr w-rvefunctionq Are in Agreement with
Oni data and Altmost indent-ndent of etcher thie deep levol enorgy or the defect.
Thusq the deep-leivel wavefution tare host-liket, tnt impturity-like Ill.
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The host-like character of deen-level wavefunctions coud, have been
dedoiced from the experimental fact that impuriiies with atomic enercios
different by eV all produce deep levels In the gap that differ by An order of
magnitude less, s). I eV. Clearly the deep tleve Is in the ap are not

A schemaxtic illustration eof the phystics of dean 'levels, for the case of N
an a P site In Wa, is given in Fig~s. (51 and (6). V4 is more, electronegative
than P and so attracts more electronic charge to its bnndinve level (Fig. (51).
caustig the antihonding level, by orthogonalitv, to have very little charge on
the .1-site and a host-like Ga-like vavefunction. In termq of energy levels
(Fig. (61). the hnqt ra and P atomic levels exhibit a bonding-antibonding
solItting of order v I/(. c. ), where v is a C'a-P transfer -Aatrix element. V4
cqtipted to surrounding GA'exhihits a smaller bond ing-antihbond ing splitting,
v '/(cG -e. because the energy denominator is -s eV larger %'v is almost the
sa me tor" Ga-NV and Ga-P 1111). The '4-like level is the bonding "hyperdeev"
level that ties below the valence band, is Plectrically Inactive, And is not
observed. The deep level in the gao is host-like (ra-like) and antihondinst in
character. tf we change the defect f rofm P (V*O)' to .S (Va -5 e7.), to .1
(V= -7 eV) toO( (V% -15 eV) :o- a vacancy (%12~f~) the deep level does not
change its energy,- much (although the hvperdeen level does). Aq A resut, a
plot of deep level energv 1: versus crntral-celt defect strength V (or versus
impurity Atomic energy) looks like a parabola with the agymptote being the Ga
dangling bond energy or pinning energy of Rjalmarson ill. (See Fig. (7l))

For different sites (anion or cation) and symmetries (A, or TO) the
asymptotes lie at different energies, but several differen t i mpurities when on
the same site all produce decp levels of A given symemetry within a few tenths
of an eV of the pinning energy. Since the theoretical accuracy is also a few
tenths of :an 0v, theory can determine the site ind symmetry ~! an obtlerved
level, And can eliminate from cons~ideration tl.ose ImpurE:Ios that lie more
than 0.1 cV fro- the observed level, hut It cannot definit~vely -isqign a level
to 41 ipocif.(c impurity, Such An aoproach- idenzified- oxygen- and, the 'antisite
def.,ct Asra -is candidates for the defect FL2 (12). Moreover, because ')f the
host-li ke nature of deep level vavefunctions, most electronic probes cannot he
of nuch assistance !n defect Edentificottion -- probes that Couple to the
nutcleus, such as &-'nfOR 191, or to the core eletrons, stid as SXAFS (131, Are
needed for unambigiuous Identificationm of defects.

C04PLF.X.S iOF gnT

An interestinr and very usefuil feature of the theorv if dean levels as
applied to defect complexes i-, th 'at the 1ev I snectru-B of- a1 conplex is %very
nearly the sumf of the spectra of the comkplex's cnnstituents. 7his; rule of
thumb obtained hy SAnkev 114.1 is not rigorous but Es sufficiently valid that
in many cases (t) it is virtually Inoosqible to determine from energy -levels
alone whether the respontiblte defects Are isolated or complexed, And (ii) when
trying to identify defects reipon~ihle for specific deep levelsit Isi often An
adenuate aooroximation to consider only point defects, while recalling that
the point defects so Identified msight Se complexed.

To qee why comp~exing does not alter deco) levels much, consider two
neareqt-noigbbor sp -bonded Impori:te% and their Jeen levels. Thne resulting
"diatomic molecitle" (Fig, (81) will have (I) the *-like 40r states formed
from thle %-like (Aj) states of the ind~vtiuaa "atoms" and from the p-ike (T,)
states polirix.e along the spine of the molecule; And (ili the m-li4e
(e-symmetric) stste% derived from the Tj levels that Are polarized
perpendicular to the spine of -the molecule, The s-lie stAtesA do not "feel" the
spine of the mo1'ocile and so have energies virtually identical to tho-4e of the
constit'urant difectq. The :,-like %tatee (to .4 good aparox.mstion) occutr at
eerRie *'.4t intnrlace the A, and 'Tq tevels of Vie constitutent defects.

Rqcaus;e these lnols; -ire often wiihim iev~rAI tenths of an eV of one another,
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the resulting o-like level scructure vit he similar to that of the
conqtttient defect, to within A few tenths of in eV.

SCHOTTKY RARRIERS

These ideas about complexing Are especially useful for discussing
Schottky barrier forisation due to native defects in semiconductors, hocauqe
they gre atly reduce the number of native defect% that must be considered. A
defect at a Q.micondctor surface will have four deep levels. Near the
fundamental banf gap the n-like T, level- will not be degenerate, but will he
split by the reduced symmetry of Zbe surface. The surface-induced shift of the
hulk 4! level and splitting of the T2 level will he of order 0.5 eV, and can
cause a resonant level to descend into the gap. Thus an impurity that is
shallow in the bulk may he deev at the surface, with levels in the gap.

In general, surface defect deep level spectra may be several tenths of an
eV different from bulk deep levels of the same iuurity. They will he similar
to the spectra of bulk defet.-vacancv pairs,'however (because the surface is
effectively a sheet of "vacancies": an impurity at a surface Is surrounded by
three host atoms and one "vacancv," with the other "vacancies" more distant).
In any case, Allen [151 his extended the ideas of Halmarson, Vogl, And Sankey
to treat deep levels of surface defects, following pioneering work by flaw,
Smith, Swarts, and Merill 116).

Bardeen 1171 and qpicei [1I recngnized (i) that the lowest empty deep
level of a neutral surface defect Is effectively the Fermi energy for
electrons at the sturface, and (it) that, in electronic eouilihrium, the Fermi
energieq of the hulk semiconduactor, hulk metal, and xemiconductor surface must
All Align for a semiconductor/metal contact. Ai a result the hand% bend,
formine a Schottky harrier, in order to accommodate this alignment. The
Schot.y b.rrier heigh _Is the energy of the -conduiction hAnd-edge with respect
to the lowest emot:, surface deep lcvel (Fig. 19)).

In Fig. (101 we show the resulting predictions of Schottky harrier height
versus alloy comoosi:ion for KII-V semiconductor alloys, assuming that the
surface defect respon-l le for Schottky barrier formation is the cation on
anion-site native antisite defect 1191. The agreement with the data is hett,:r
than the accuracy of the theory.

This the.ury not only exolAins Schottky barrier formation in III-V alloys,
it alAo explain4 the apparent dependence of harrier heig.t on metal reactivity
120,211, ne Schottky barriers formed when transi:ton metals are deposited on
Si 1221, Ge, and diamond, and numerous once-ruttling features of the Schottky
barrier .;Ata 1201.

T49 THEORY

The theory of deep levels It) is a one-electron theory, for a host
Hamiltonian operator HO with a defect perturbation operator V. The secular
eouation is

de., i - (E-Rh) "! V) - 0
(1)

or

de: (I - fdF° (-F)'! (5- .,) * 0

(2)

All current theories solve such An equation for the deep level K. flifferent
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Fig. (0). Miustrating the i-like and c-like orbitalq of a comnlex of
neighhoring defects.

2.0

> I Expt. (Au)

Theory
0.5 (GaAs

-0.5 -

AlAs GaAs GaP InP InAs GaAs

Fig. {10'. Predicted Schottky barrier heights versus alloy composition
for ITI-V alloys, compared vith data involving Au contacts, after (lqj and
1231.
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theories trent the spectral denxstv operAtor 6(n'-H) and the defect potential
onerator V differentlv. The gign of the contrihution of the spectral density
to the inte.rdl in Va. (2) is different if E' is in the conduction band or
valence hAnd: the condoctinn balnd' states push the deep level down and the
valence hAnd state- rene it upwar1 - the halancP hetween these onpsing
forces determines '. Tor A theory~of deo levels to he mucco(sful this balance
must he cotrract. All theortec represent vaiie)ice hand -tateA well; thus the
Issue is the posi:ion of the host hand CA n and xpect rAl distribution of the
host cnnduction hand state4. Mjalmarqon solved this prohlem hy usinr, the
empirtca l tishr-hindlng model of Vogt et At. !1 !or %n . This model, hy
construction, has the correct hand g4n and a spectral distribution that Stveq
sood deep levels. Local-denxity thenrieq calcilate the hand gap, invarihly
find it to he in error by typically 50%, and then Adjust either the gnp or the
osetdopotenttat in an ad hoc snner. The resulting theories have comparahle
validity to the Iljalmarqon theorv for deep level spectra, but if the
oseudopotenttal theory is based on a local density approximation, it should
have superior predictions for total energies. Thus, when we conpute deep level
spectra, especially for complex defects, we use the HjAlmarqon theory; hut for
diffusion and total energy csalc'lations we recommend , local density approach.

The IIJAImar.on theory is easy to evaluat., and pedagogical discitsions of
how to do so are availahle 123).

we ore grateful to the *,fice of Naval Research for their continuing
s.nnport (Contract No. ,00014-84-K-0352) and to our manv collenie4 who have
provided the Ideas discusqed here.
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We review a theory of Schottky barriers that explains the following experimental findings:
(i) observed barrier heights and Fermi-level pinning positions for GaAs. InP. GaSb. AIAs, GaP.
-nAs.-and-other!lI-V-semiconduciors: (ii) witching of the observed barrier heights an dFermi-
level pinning positions for Ill-V semiconductors as a function of surface treatment or reactivity
of the metal: (iii) alloy dependence of Schbitky-barriei heights fcr. the. ternaries Al1.,Ga,As.
GaAs,.,P,. Ga..,ln,P. InP,,As,, and InK. GaAs: (iv) different slopes- dEldx for different
metal contacts to AIGaAs. and an apparent.cusp in.the slope-for-Al contacts as aUfunction of
alloy composition: (v) observed Schottky barriers for a wide variety of Si/transition-metal-silicide
interfaces: (vi) observed-barftiks for-Ge. diamond, and amorphous Si: fvii)'observation ihat
Fermi.level pinning for p.GiAs disappears at the-annealing temperature -f the antisite defect
Asc,,,. The theory provides a microscopic realization of the phenomenological defect model of
Spicer. Lindau and cdorkers. We find that most Schottky barriers are explained by dangling
bonds - intrinsic dangling bonds for group IV semiconductors and antisite (as well as intrinsic)
dangling bonds for 1iI-V semiconductors. Ohmiccontacts are explained in the present picture
by shallow levels- which are also predicted by the theory.

Ohm's law usually fails to-hold at a semiconductor/metal interface. In-
stead, the current density J is observed to depend exponentially on the ap-
plied'voltage V. Observations of this phenomenon extend back more than a
century. b'it the underlying microscopic causes are still controversial. Pro-
posed theoretical intcrpretations include the following:
(I) Schottky's original. rmndel.in which equilibration of chemical potentials
of semiconductor and metal requires charge transfer, resulting in an electro-

0039-6028/86S031, © Elsevier Science Publishers BV.
(North-Holland Physics Publishing Division)
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static dibole layer avtheinterfaceand A bairier to the motion of electrons.
(,2). Bardeen's 'Fcni:-Iey~l'-pinning modeLI ], in whichi "surface states" of
some kitid result in a bdrrier that is nearly independent of;the metal.for a given
semiconductor. Fermi-level pinning can be produced by intrinsic hur-
face states. metal-induced gap states [2]. and extriisic states associated with
various kinds of defects. (Ohe expects.of, course. thatthe ".rrier height will
vary with the netal in the case of metal-induced gap states or metal-atom impur-
ity states.)
(3) The defect model of Spicer. Lindau and coworkers,[3-5]. in which the
Fermi-level pinning is produced by native defectsof some kind, associated
-with missing anion or cation atoms in III-V semiconductors.

Here we review a theory of Schottky barriers and Ohmic contacts that is
based on Fermi-level pinning and the defect model, in which observed barrier
heights and Fermi-level pinning positions are assigned to particular defects
[6-1s].

The electron Schottky barrier height is the difference between theconduc-
tion band edge and the Fermi energy at the semiconductor surface:

=  - E
Within the context ofthe defect model. therefore, a microscopic theory of
Schottky barriers is a theory of the relevant defect levels that "pin" the Fermi
energy at the surface. For a sufficiently high concentration of defects, the stir-
face Fermi, energy will lie near the lowest acceptor level for an n-type semi-
-conductor, or the highest donor level for a p.ype semiconductor. (Further
discussion is given in. e.g.. refs. [6-14].)

In fig. 1,we show our calculated results for the defect levels associated with
antisite defects and vacancies at the (110) surfaces of nine III-V semiconduc-
tors. Many of these levels have been previously reported [6-141. They were
calculated using the-same scheme applied to bulk defects by Vogl, Hjalmar-
son ;nd Dow [16.17]. employing the measured surface relaxation [18.19]. In
the following, we will compare the theortical results of fie. I with the avail-
able observations for Schottky barriers, Fermi-level pinning, and Ohmic con-
tacts on 111-V semiconductors.

It should be emphasized that a variety of arguments is used in making our
microscopic "assignments of the defects responsible. For example. in the case
of Ill-V semiconductors. we regard antisite defects as ordinarily more likely
than vacancies for reasons that h::ve been given elsewhere [6]. Also, as men-
tioned below, the variation in barrier height with alloy composition x can act
as a signature of the deicet type. Various experrnents provide other valualle
information concerning. the identity of the defects: one example is the obser-
vation of an annealing temperature for the Fermi-level pinning on p-GaAs
[21]. mentioned below. In short. our'assignments are based on qualitative ar-
guments. chemical trends. and experimental information elvariou, kinds, in
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Fig. 1. Deep levels,,c.lculated for antisite defects and vacancies at 0(111) surfaces of III-V
sOmiconduccors. As indicated far GaAs. the levcls are. left to right. for ,nion-on-cation-site.
-ation-on~aniortite. cation vacancy. and anion 'acancy. The occupancy of the levels for the neu.
tial charge state is shown, a full circle indicatcs-the-'-%el c6htains two electrons (spin up asnd
down. a-h~lf-full circle one electron. and'an open circle no electrons. (Charge.state sp,:ltns

.aro neglected.) For the In-V maierials'at the top. several rcsonances above the conduction band
cde are also shown. 'Ev and, Ec are thi- vulence and conduction band vdaes. Some of these
levels have been previouwly reportcdj&b'14.
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addition to detailed calculations of the defect levels.
Fie. 2 shows the experimental levels for Ge on GaAs(110) obtained by

M6nch and Gant'[20-22]. which are approximately the same as those ob-
tained by Spicer. Lindau and coworkers for various metals and oxygen on the
same surface [3-5]. It appears that the acceptor level for the *cleavage-re-
lated" defect, and the acceptor and donor levels for the ,chemisorption-re-
,lated" defect. are quite satisfactorily explained by the corresponding-levels for
the antisite defects. GaA, and As03. The theoretical acceptor levels for both
defects are associated with dangling bond orbitals - antisite Ga ad .4s dangl-
ing bonds. The donor level is derived from a bulk ASGa donor level, only
shifted in energy somewhat at the surface.

Fig. 3 provides a similar comparison for n-type InP [26]. In this case. we
again invoke antisite 1n or P dangling bonds to explain the experimental data
for the noble metals, but intrinsic Ga dangling bonds (associated with a P va-
cancy) to explain the data for the more reactive metals. Various surface treat-
,ments are also interpreted as producing intrinsic Gadangling bonds, or pos.,
sibly surface impurities. The sh-,llow donor level for Vp is explained by the
"deep resonance- for this defect in fig. I: Two electrons that would lie in this
conduction band resonance spi'l out into the conduction band. These elec-
trons are then bound to the doubly-charged defect site in shallow donor
states. -0.i eV below the conduction band edge. According to ref. (23] how-
ever, reactive metals can also.,produce the deeper Fermi energy -0.5 eV
below the conduction ,band edge.

In fig. 4, we compare the experimental Schottky barrier heights for Au
contacts to various semiconducting alloys with the theoretical barrier heights
predicted for antisite cation dangling bonds. (Recall that ' =- Es - Es.
where E4 - defect level.),The agreement is more than satisfactory.

In fig. 5. we compare experimental barrier heights for Al and In contacts to
Al-,GaAs with the theoretical heights predicted for antisite cation and
anion dangling bonds. (The surface Fermi energy E' . inferred from o = E
- E'. is plotted.) There appears to be a switching of defects as the alloy com.
position x is varied, with antisite cation dangling bonds providing a good de.
scription of the data for small x (large slope in dEldx) and antisite anion
dangling bondsdoing equally well for large x (small dEldx). The slope dEidr
thus appears to ,.t as a signature of the defect type.

Other experimental observations also support the defect model and the
present theory (3-5.20-331. For example. fig. 6 shows further experimental
evidence that the Schottkv barriers for GaAs are associated with antisite
defects: Mbnch and coworkers [21] find that the Fermi-level pinning position
for Ge on GaAs( I 10) anneals out at the annealing temperature of bulk As03 .
As mentioned above, the pinning position for Ge on GaAs(1 10) is essentially
the same as that for various metals on this surface.

Other proposed mechanisms. such as metal-induced gap states [2.3..--421
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Fig. 2. Theoretical levels for surface antisite defects. As on Ga site (AsG,,) and Ga on As site
(GaAJ,. compared with experimental levels for "chemisorption-rclated" defects and '*cleavacc-re-
lated- defects 1.5. 1-01. Open circles indicate theor,,iical acceptor levels or experimental Fermi-
level pinning positions on n-type GaAs: solid circles indicate theoretical donor levels or experi-
mental Fermi-lIevel pinning positions on p-type GaAs. After refs. (6. 9J.
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Fig. S.77:eoretical levels for surface antisite def cts. i oil Psite and P on i site 1coinvidentally
close in tenergy). comnpared ittit experimental Ferini-lt'v'piitnin-g positions E-F for the noble metals
Cu. Ag. and Au on n-type lnP 1261. As can be seen in fig. 1. a surface P vacancy (VI.) produces
at shallow donor level that can explain the quite different experimenital Ferrni.l~nel pinning po%i-
tion for the reactive metah 'Ni. Fe. and Al 1261. Surface treatments %%ith 0. Cl. S. and Sni also
are observed to produce Fermi-level pinning just beneath the conduction bancl~cdge 1261: huch
treatments may produce surface vacancies (VI.) or surface impurities (S.. Sill.). In terms of dangl.
ing bonds, we attribute r.' for tme noble metals to ani~ite dangling bonds and Ev for the: more
reactive metals to intrinsic dayln lindsl~. After refs. 18. 91.
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Fig. 4. Theoretical Schottky harrier height for cation.on-anion antisite defects (e.g;Ga,) com.
pared with experimental Schottky barrier height for All contacts to the alloys AllGaAs.
GaAs,.,P,, Ga,.,1lnP. InPi.,As,. and In1.,GiAs. The sources of the e.xperimental data (dots.
fitted in ref. 1211 by the dashed line), are cited in ref. (10). The agreement between theory and
experiment, particularly on the right, is fortuitously good since the theory contains errors of sev.
eral tenths of an eV. It is clear, however, that the theory does a quite satisfactory )ob of descrih-
ine the behavior of the measured Schuttky barrier as a function of alloy composition. After ref.
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Fig. 5. Theoretical deep levels for cation.on-anion-site (Cj and aninn.on-cation.site (A() com-
pared with experimental Fermi-level pinning position (EF) inferred from Schottky barrier mea-
surements of Okamoto et al. (531. Here Q is defined by 9H - E - '. where 99 is the measured
Schottky barrier height and Ee is the conduction hand edge. There appears to be a switching of
defects as a function of alloy composition. with anionon.cation.:te explainint the data for In
and Al contacts to Go.rich allo~s and cation-on-anion.site explaining the data tor AIrich allovs
Notice that the tlope ot the defect level as a function of the alloy composition v is a signature
of the detect type. Thi is an example of the fact that the present theory 16-141 provides a micro.
.copie explanation of the observed chemical trend% of the Schottk* arrier height. After ref. I 1.11.
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Fig. 6. Annealing out of Fermi-level pinning for Ge !on p-type GaAs at the annealing tempera-
ture of the Asr0, antisit,: defect. After ref. (211I. In the present theory. Aso, is annealed out, but
the acceptor level for GaA, remains. The acceptor and donor levels previously found by Spicer et
al. [3-5) are indicated by the-open and solid circles on the left.
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Fig. 7. Surface energy Eti it a semniconductor/metal interface as a function of It - Y. whereCi
is the metal's work function and y is the bvrmiconductor's electron affinity. Notice that one defect
of every ;0 or even e~cry 100 semiconductor surface atomrs produces good Fermi-level pinning
for a substantial rance of metals. This figure is for n.tvp.~ Si. with 1017 bulk donors~cm~ and room
temperature. On;. surface acceptor and one surface u. r r level %n rc assumed. a% well us an
inicrfacial transition region separating, the metal and vemkonductor of width it - 5 A and
diele.tric constant C, a 1. The preseritresultb. ute approp:iate to surfa..e difects, whereas those
of ref. 1441 are approp'riate to bulk defects.
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have'great difficulty explaining results like those of fig. 6. Me~al-induced gap
states^ cannot -explain Fermi-levi,-pinning at submonolayer coverages [3-:5,
20-23. 26,3i]or real world Schottky barriers with an oxide layer between the
semiconductor and the metal. -A more extensive case against metal-induced
gap-states as the mechanism for observed Schottky'barriers is presented in ref.
[12b].

We mention thai the present theory assumed a concentration of relevant
defects of the order of one defect per 100 surface atoms, in order for the
Schoitky-biirrier-to be approximately the same for different metals. (A small-
er defect concenaution.is required to explain Fermi-level pinning for sub-
monolayer coverages (211,},In fig. 7, we illustrate that a 1/100 concentration
can be quite sufficient for suface defects. (The calculations of fig., 7 are for ej
= I and d = 5 A. where ej is ihe-effective dielectric consmrlt and d-the effec-
tive wkz:h of the dipole layer at the'interface; the true values of these quan-
tities are unknown, of course, but we believethese are not unreasonable es-
timates.) Similar results were obtainedfby Spicer et aL [43] aud.Bardeen [1].
On the other hand. Zuret al. (441 find that an order 6fmagnitud higher con-
centration is requ:red for bulk defects. The present theory is, of cour~se, based
on dangling bonds at the surface.

The results of figs. 1-6 are for III-V semiconductors. In'the case of group
IV semiconductors [45-52] -Si, Ge- diamond, and amorphous Si -we inter-

-20

A/o

A --

- -' I :- .ton

Sond
1- 0.0

* GeSI1  SI~sC .

G. Si C

Fie. 8 .Theoretical intrinsic dangling bond levels for G*. Si. and C (diamond) compared with ex.
perimentzil surface Fermi.le.l p,'tions interred frctm Schottky barrier heights for Au contacts
on thec., materials. Energies are measured reIative twihe v.,.,nce band maximum Er: 'be conduc-
tion band minimum at the L or:j point in the Brillouin zone is shown at the top. After ref. (12b i.
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pret the observed Schottky barriers in terms of intrinsic dangling bonds. Rep-
resentative results are shown in fig. 8, for Au contacts. We find the same level
of agreement' with the observed Schottky barrier heights for numerous Si/
transition-metal-silicide interfaces (I1 i. for W and Ni 2ermanides interfaced
with Ge and for Al and Pa on diamond (12a], and for various transition met-
als-on amorphous Si [13].

In suhmary, the present theory explains a wide variety of experimental ob-
servatirins'for Schottky barriers, Fermi-level pinning, and Ohmic contacts.
For II-V semiconductors. the primary pinning agents appear to be antisite
danghn, bonds. For group IV semiconductors, the data are well explained by
intrinsi dangling bonds. In some cases. other mechanisms appear to be in-
volyed. For example. the original Schottky mechanism appears to apply for
nob e metals on GaSe [26]. where the concentration of defects is presumably
low. Also, the prominent acceptorieveb'for GaSb [3-5] may be due to the
coinplex (Gasb, Vra) (3, 71. Finally, as described above. -we attribute Fermi-
lev-.i'nii ~ on p-GaAs to a donor level that is bulk derived and only some-
what jifted in energy at the surface. However, the present theory mainly at-
tributes Schottky barriers, Fermi-level pinning. and nearly Ohmic contacts to
interfacial dangling bonds of one kind, r another.

We thank the US Office of Naval Research for their support, whi.h made
this work possible (N00014-82-K-0447).
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SUPERCOMPUTERS IN SOLID STATE PHYSICS

John D. Dow
Department of Physics, University of Notre Dame

Notre Dame, Ind1z.-a 46556

I. Introduction

The role of suparcomputers in theoretical solid state

physics has been revolutionized by the development of high-speed
tcompucers--and,.sofrware--thac facilitate; their use, In less than.
a generation, the computer available to the average physicist
hus changed from a cumbersome mechanical calculator chat could
brely divide to an electronic wizard. that can compute and
display million-pixel pictures continuously. These advances in
numerical computation have zhanged the character of rheqrecical
physics from a primarily analytic discigline to a field now
dominated by numerical calculations, iimulacions, and pattern
recognition.

Atomic physics was the first area to feel the impact of
computers: codes f.r solving the Hartree-Fock equations with
conf iuration interaction almost rendered approximate analytic
cheor~es of atomic structure obsolete by the early 1960's. Solid
stat physics was also dramatically affected by the ccmpucer
revaution, but tc' complexity of many-atom solids appeared,
until cecently, to be an insurmountable obstacle to a fully
ntui.arial approach to the structureJ of solids. As a result,
thtee separate types of solid state theory have ,dev(loped: (1)
analytic ;hao y, of which t!- :heory of supurconductivity (1) is
a prime exampl;. (z) numertcal theory, such as energy band
calculations (2); and (3) simulations, such as Monte Carlo
calculations of electron transport in semiconductors (3].
H|igh-speed computers havc created situations such that =he
analytic theories can be evaluated for increasingly realis.ic
models of solids, the numerical theories can be extended to
increasingly complex solids, and realistic simulations are now
possible. In fact, the theory of electronic structure of simple

solids is now becoming genuinely predictive in the sense that it
is capable of providing valence energy band structures, based on
either a priori theories or well-established semi-empirical
prescripcions. High-speed computers will certainly cause this
p edIc:ive capability to be extended in the near future to more
zctaplex solids. Moreover, increasingly complex numerical
V.eur-e: chcc use he full carabilities of supercompucers are
likely cc be deve oped -- extending the predictive capabilities
cf elec:r(.aic struc:Lre theory to conduction band structures and
to excited states of solids. Thus the advent of supercomputers
guarantees a revolution in solid state theory.
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The purpose of this paper is to speculate how the
supercomputer revolution in its early days will affect solid 3
state theory and to sketch a picture of how the supercomputer i
and its less agile cousin, the laboratory computer (4], will
become tools of the average theorist.

-II. Optimal Use-of.Supercomputers- -

Supercomputers are extremely fast and somewhat-complicated 1" :
machines that are most often situated at remote locations. I
Software development for these machines is in a primitive state, *4ap
and, as a rule, the machines are decidedly not user-friendly. 4

For most users, supercomputers are at distant sites, and have to '1.

be accessed over phone lines .. this restriction means that they .-
are useful primarily for compute-limited rather than
output-limited jobs. (A fully-utilized supercomputer will
compute so many numbers that the output can be digested by
humans only in graphical form -- and presently 'available .i
communications are not well-suited to long distance transmission
of large amounts of graphical output.)

The software and commun::aticns limitation: imply that
researchers interested in u.inS supercomputer. today should be .
prepared to spend a few months at the -":percompucer site to
learn how to "vectorize" their codes, or they should station a
student at the site to interact directiy with the supercomputer
(and its high-speed. graphics), or they should wait until the
plans to develop , user-friendly software and high-speed
communications are further along. Hence, in the near future the
primary use of supercomputers by soltd state physicists will be
for large-scale production jobs on cor'uce-limited programs.

* While it is always cost-effective in a narrow sense to use a
* supercomputer, because supercomputers offer the most megaflops

per dollar, a proper cost-benefit analysis includes the
considerable personnel time spent dealing with software and "
communications problems. In our experience, the benefits
outweigh the costs when supercompi-ter usage appr'.aches fifty
hours of central processor time or when starionin?, a student at :W
the supercohDuter site becomes economically feasible. Therefore, --
today'supercomputing is primarily for rosearchers who either (1)
spend nearly fulP-time computing, (ii) work near a supercomputer
site, (iii) have research budgets so :mall tha7 they are forced ,-
to deal with the software and ceru%!cations problems in order "
to obtain the lowor computer costs, or (iv) have problems so
large that lazoratory or institutional computers cannot
accomnridate them. Users with lesser needs will find that
personal computers with their superior software (e.g., a Compaq) "
or laboratory computers with their user-friendly and
well-Integrated stftware and hardware (e.g.. a VAX, possibly 40
with an array processor attached) offer cost-effective resear'h '-
comnucinp wit h aminimumof-frustration.---



There are major efforts in progress to improve the
user-friendliness of supercomputer software and to develop

high-speed communications between supercomputers and remote

inscallacions. If chose efforcs fulfill their advertised
promise, supercomputers will become much more useful and

accessible for casual computations. Nevertheless, in the near
fucure, most solid state physicists will perform most of their

program development and debugging on personal or laboratory

computers -- and will transfer large-scale production
computation to supercomputers.

In the next decade we expect institutions such as research
universities to develop balanced, integrated computer networks.

The large. -universities, will own- supercomputers, -while- the
smaller ones will have high-speed data links to supercompucer
centers. Universities will continue to have computer and
graphics centers for handling moderately heavy computation and
for shifting the jobs that dem.%nd extremely fast computation to
supercomputers. Individual researchers and research groups will
continue to have laboratory computers dedicated to specific
casks and will use these computers to debug codes that are
shipped to supercomputers for rapid execution. These laboratory
computers will be replaced every five years- or so, with the old
computers being incorporated into university-wide networks
designed primarily for student use. All lower levels of computer
usage for research, such as personal computer usage, will also
be incorporated into the same networks.

This picture of the near-term evolution of research
computing into a stratified syzem, with different strata having
different but complementary functions, is the basis for our
projections of the needs for supercomputers in solid state
physics.

1II. Solid State Physics andSupercomputing

Solid state physics is an extremely broad field and there
are many problems in the field that will be solved using
supercomputers. Here we consider only two typical general
problems: understanding the electronic and vibracional
structures of semiconductors. We argue that some aspects of
these prcblems are most efficiently solved using laboratory
computers, especially when one accounts for the accessibility of
laboratory computers in comparison with most supercomputers.
Nevertheless, there are many interesting research questions that
can be answered only with the help of a supercomputer -. and
some that will require future-generation supercomputers.
Therefore we strongly endorse efforts to upgrade the country's
supercompucing capability, and to make supercomputers widely
accessible to materials scientists and solid state physicists.
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Fig. A. Predicted electronic structure of, the mietastable e'
subsItutional alloy (InP)l.,Ge2,, after Ref. [5].

a) Electronic Structure

Currently theorists can predict the electronic structures v
of solids with a high degree otf confidence if they first know
the sites og the constit.uent atoms. The calculations involVed
can be performed on a laboratory computer if there is some
regularity or periodicity to the positictis of the-,atom.- and if
the atomic geometries are-not' too complicated. For example, the
band gap of a metastable substitutional cr,,stalline alloy such
as (InP)AxCe,,x can be calculated rather well (51. Fig. 1.
because t~ s smiconductive alloy is highly covalent 3nd sirlar
to well-understood (CaAi)1 ,e2 (61. The alloy effects can be
treated in the virtual-crysa. or *Ama.gam~ted" approximation
(71: the~ interactions between atoms overpower smadll differences,
in the energies of ditfferent atoms, making the electronic
structure Insensitive to the details of alloy configurations or
any slight lattice relaxation.
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This pleasant situation fails to hold, however, (i) once
charge-transfer between acos becomes importan (i.e., for io nic
aslidS), or (1i) once atcdi in an alloy cluster together, or
(iII) in cases such that fluctuations In composition beyond
mean-field theory become important, or (iv) when the fundamental
unit call of 'the solid' is coo large. For such problems,
,supercomputers will be needed. Furthermore, attempts-to develop
a fundamental thermodynamics of solids and to study
electronically driven phase transitions or defect stabilized
phases using actual electronic wavefunctions will require
massive calculations -- on supercomputers.

b) Vibrational Structure

Predictions of the vibrational structure of solids,
particularly in the spectral neighborhood of the optical phonons
are very sensitive to details of short-range order and hence
will require more computing p wer than corresponding electronic
structure problems. In fact, the phonon spectrum of a simple
random alloy, such as (GaSb)l....Ce 2  i is a superposition of lines
associated with the different bons (Fig. 2) (81, with the
energy of each line depending on as many as hundreds of atoms
nearest to che bond. To merely solve Newccn's equations of
motion for such a single cluster of, say, 1000 atoms requires
diagonalization of a 3000 by 3000 matrix -- in the simplest
model (short-ranged forces, rigid-i6ns).

There are simply too many different alloy configurations to
include them all If one allows for any one of: anharmonic
forces, long-ranged interactions, atomic polarization, off-site
atomic discortions, finite temperatures, or clustered atomic
configurations, the problem of calculating the phonon spectrum
of this simple alloy for -even a few alloy configurations becomes
intractable even with today's supercomputers. This problem
awaits future generations of supercomputers for its solution.
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IV. Su.:mary

Clearly supercomputers will have a profound effect on the
level of theorecical understanding of solids, especially complex
solids such as superlactic6s or microscructures. With increasing
supercomputer speed, the solid state cheorists will be able to
treat increasingly complex structures in electronic materials --
and, before, long, will be able to. predict the. properties.-of
electronic devices. As the computing elements beccme smaller,
faster, mote complex, and governed by quantum rather than
classical laws of physics, the laws of quantum mechanics
implemented with supercompucers will become Increasingly capable
of predicting the properties of-newer, smaller, and yet more
powerful circuit elements. One of the , great dreams of
theoretical physics wil! be realized: Theory will be able to
predict new man-made elecctinic device scructures that, when
fabricated, will have a profound effect on modern culture.

Acknowledgment -- We are grateful to the Office of Naval
'Research, Contract No. N00014-84.K-0352, for their support of
the research on-which this paper is based.
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The.&inergy levels of antisite defects at a GaAs/Ge (110) interface are calculated and Shown
to be essentially unaltered with respect to the GaAa, valence band maximum by different
choices of the valence band offset.

I. INTRODUCTION (110) interface between GaAs and Ge is constructed,
The physics of impurities and defects at interfaces and the interfacial Green's function is computed, as dis-

needs considerable development as a result of the in- cussed in Refs. 2 and 4. Then the interfacial deep levels
creasing scientific and technological importance of are computed using the theory of Hjalmurson et aL)
s emiconductor superlattices and the ability to fabricate Details of the calculational procedure are available."'
superlattices*wit very thin layers (and hence large in. In constructing the Hamiltonian for the interface,

terfce-o-v~lum raios) Imurites t iterfcesare we must know the valence-band offset, because the elec-
known io~havedifferent-deep impurity-levels from those tronic structure theory of Vogl et asmes that the
in the bull,' because of the reduced point group sym- zero of energy for each semiconductor lies at the va-
metry: Cl. %6 for a GaAs/Ge ( 110) interface with its
(1 10) refl'.. ion plane, instead of Td . In the bulk, an s-
and p-boptded impurity would normally produce four
deep level' t:n the +i. inity of the fundamental bandgap':
one s-like. , level and a triply degenerate p-like T, lev- Ga- G e
el.' The iuitt-rface shifts theA I level and splits th T, ,

level into two nearly degenerate ,,-like a'- and a"-sym- s * ,
metric leve,10 and a o-like a"5 or a, level.6 (See Figs. I
and 2.) The',,,nlitting of the-, -like levels is due to second- i ~
and more-distant neighbors. A s GeGe

A numbe ,of papers have dealt with- the physics ofI
deep impurity levels at interfaces,"- although many A s ~Ge,
more have considered deep levels at surface -s. 10.11 One
feature of interfacial deco levels, that has not been ade- G a IG e
quately explored is howv the energies of deep impurities
depend on valence-band offiseti, few of which are known
accurately. In~this article we present theoretical results A s IGe
bearing on this question, taking as our prototypical de-
fect As on a Ga interfacial site of a GaAs/Ge (110)
perfect heterct;unction. Interface
11. CALCULATIONS FIG. 1. Schematic illustration ofran Aso.4efect at aGaAs/Ge (110)

Our calculations are based on an empirical tight- in terface. The defect's nearest. neig hhor environmen t is the same us for
bnigmodel of electronic structure, and they use a Aso, in bulk GaAs. excep~t for onc Ge atem (in solid circle). This one

biningGe atom will shift the Asr,, s-like.4, detp level and Nplit the Aso. p.
Hamiltoniant whose m:itrix elements reproduce the like T.-kevel into a oaliik a' lcel polarized a.'ong the A,(,, -Ge-axis,
known (low-temperature) bandgaps of GaAs and Ge.'1 plus a t'kofold degenerate,- -likd level polarized perpendicularly to the
The defect potential matrix V is constructed using the AsGai-h -ieio otsui nrybcue(csmr
rules of Hjalmatson et al."3 The Hamniltonian for the electropositive than the As ;.t,.-p of bulk GaAs that it rcpla..k The.-

like level lies very near the bulk r, le~el and is split ito a' (higher
energy) and a' levels by the second-neighlxir Ge atoms (in dashed

Present address- TexaS-livpuments. Richiardso.,.. Texas. citeic% The tnter,.uce between GaAs and Ge is denoted by a chained-
SPermanent address. line.
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Beres, Allen, and Dow: Interfacial deep levels

Go As/Ge ( I I 0 ) the energies of these three levels are fixed relative to the
valence-band maximum of GaAs and are independent(a) (b) of the band offset. (SeeFig. 2.)

This result can be understood rather simply: The
T .... ,primary effect of replacing half of a GaAs crystal with

1. IV. Ge, from the point of view ofan interfacial ASG., results
0., -Io V from the .replacement of the defect's neighboring As

0.73 IV atom by a Ge atom. The Ge atom perturbs the bulk
_ _ 0 7.v *As,, deep level with a perturbation potential whose size

can be estimated as roughly the difference in Ge and AsAs., As., s-atomic orbital energies,' 2 of order 3 eV. The resulting

Ga As Ge Go As Ge level shift is considerably smaller (by almost an order of
magnitude), however, because onl) a fraction of the

FIG. 2. Predicted energy levels near the fundamental bandgap for the As03 deep-level wavefunction overlaps the Ge pertur-
As, defect in GaAs at a GaAs/Ge interface. We assumed bad off- bation. "-..o (Recall the first-orderperturbation expres-
sets of (a) 0.73 e'" and (b 0.41 eV." Dashed levels are resonant sin forenergy shifts.2 ) This fractiorisevensmaller for
with the bands of either GaAs or Ge.

the --like a' and a" states than for the a-like a' state.
Therefore, although the perturbation associated with

lence-band maximum. For OaAs/Ge, which is thought replacing As by Ge is of order - 3 eV. the resulting level
to be a type I heterojunction, the valence-band maxi- shifts are about an order of magnitude smaller: 0. 1 eV
mum of Ge lies at higher energy by AEt, than that of for the -.-like states and 0.6 eV f6r the a-like state. Fur-
GaAs (and-the conduction band~minimumliesat-lower thermore, changes in band offset of order 0.3 eV should
energy). The value of the band-offset AE,, is controver- be viewed as changes in the perturbation by Ge of order-sial, however. Therefore we repea, our calculations for 10% and therefore cause - 10% changes of the already

small level shifts: only 0.01 to 0.06 eV-a negligible few
each of two commonly cited theories of band offsets:
(i) the Frensley-Kroemer theory, which predicts
AE,. = 073 eV15 and (ii) -the Harrison theory, which 1l1. CONCLUSIONS
predicts E,. = 0.41 eV. " There have been numerous
other theories of band offsets, such as the electron-affin- Therefore we find that the deep levels of interracial
ity rule," including some very recent ones8; but none defects are different from the deep levels of the same
can be considered quantitatively reliable, since the defects in the bulk. and that, when measured relative to
many-electron and lattice-relaxation effects omitted the valence-band maximum of the material in which
from all of these theories.typica:!y account for theoreti- they reside. are (to a good approximation) independent
cal uncertainties of several tenths of an eV. Neverthe- of the energy of the valence band edge of the other mate-
less. the values AE,, = 0.73 eV and 0.41 eV span a rea- rial and the band offset of the heterostructure. These
sonable range oi'band offsets and will serve the purpose results, although obtained for an AsG defect at a
of displaying any significant dependences of deep ievds GaAs/Ge (110) interface, are more universally valid
on AE,.. and can be expected to hold in general for substitutional

We calculate the deep levels associated with interfa- interfacial defects at pe-fect semiconductor interfaces,
cial Ga and As antisite defects in GaAs at a GaAs/Ge
(110) interface. For all choices of the band-offset AE, , ACKNOWbEDGMENT
we flnd that the deep levels of GaA, lie distant from the One of us (J.D.D.) thanks the Department of
bandgap and that the As defect on the interfacial Ga Chemical Engineering and MaterialsScienceof the Uni-
site, As0,, produces three p-like deep levels in or near versity of Minnesota for their hospi.aity during the pe.
the common fundamental bandgap of GaAs/Ge: two riod in which thlw manuscript wa, prepared. And we
lower-enerty. nearly degenerate ,-like levels that are thank S. Y. Ren for enlightenin- discussions.
almost at ..' sane energy as the bulk 7., level and a We are grateful to th. U. S, Office of Naval
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a" symmetric, with negative parity. (The a-like a' level
lies at hi-her energy than the -,-like levels because Ge is
more electropositive than the As atom of bulk GaAs REFERENCES
that the Ge replaces when the interface is formed.) Our 'It. 11. HKalmar!,on. R E. Allen. H. Buttner. and J. D. Dow. J. Vae
calculations show that. to a very good approximation, Set. Technol. 17. 9) 1 ' U
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AA4D STRUCTURE OF InN

David W. Jenkins, RunrDi Hong, and John D. Dow
Department of Physics,',niversity of Nocre Dame

Nocre Dame. Indiana 46656, U.S.A.

(Received 15 May 1987)

The energy band structure of vurczite-struccure semiconductive InN Is
predicted using empirical nearesc.neighbor tight-binding theory. The
tight-binding parameters .4re extrapolated'from chose of zincblende InP,
InAs., and InSb by using empirical rules for the dependences of the
parameters on bond length, and on row of the Periodic Table. The
predicted band gap is direct and agrees well with the data for this
potential orange light.emitter; It is.tsuggesced that zincblende InN, if
it can be growni also will have a band-gap near, 2 eV.

1. Introduction The on-site matrix elcmecs E for InN were

The recent successful growth (1-31 of determined as follows: The three matrix elements

high-iobilicy, polycry.;talline InN with a direct of InP (Row 3 of the Perio:ic Table). InAs (Row

fundamental band gap in the orange part, of the 4), and InSb (Row 5) defined a parabolic

spectrum (2.05 eV (21) suggests that this new function of r, where r it the Row of the

material might some day be fashioned into large Periodic Table. We took the -value of this
band-Sap solid state lasers. It is widely function for r- 2 to be the on-site matrix

.believed-that II-V materials ire more easily element- 'for InN. As -expected, the resulting

doped both 6- and p-type chan the large band-gap matrix elements for the N-site -vor only weakly

II-VI semiconductors, and so a 2 *V-Sap III-V dependent en r. and-ihe In-sitc matrix elements.

semiconductor such as InN may find exciing reflected the sae chemical trends as the atomic
applications as a visible fih-scin din orbital energies w, 18,10]. (For a tabulation of

and laser. To stimulate more research on the those energies, see Ref. (81.)
optical properciet f InN, we present here, The off-diagonal matrix elements V were
predictions of its e.t~rgy band structure, assumed to follow Harrison's rule (11): They are

The predictedband structure is based on a proportional to the inverse square of the bond

nearest-neighbor empirical cight-binling model length (91, and were obtained-by multiplying t e
of wurtzite semiconductors, with an sp basis .at
each atomic site [4-61. This model has
successfully described the electronic structures
and deep impurity levels of a number of other TABLE I. Tight binding parameters (in eV), for
Vurraite semiconductors with large, indirect InWN in the notation of.ef. (6]. The parameters
fundamental band gaps [6,7). The basis set are the same for wurczite and :Lncblende
consists of one s and three p orbitals centered structures; for the zincblende structure ,thore
on each atomic site, Hence the Hamilconian are additional parameters associated with the s*
matrix, for fixed wavevector R, is 1646. This orbital [7).

matrix is displayed explicitly in Ref. [6j.

2. Band structure of wurtzite InN

To determine the band structure of InN, we E(sa) - -7.0721
must first determine, the tight-binding E(p,a) - 0.7531
parameters. namely the dit.gonal matrix element E(s,c) - .0.6766

E and the off-diagonal elements V (6), and then E(pc) - 4.0306
diagonalize the Hamilconian matrix. We obtain V(s,s) - .5.1158

the tight-binding parimecers for wurt:ice InN V(x,x) - 1.7511
from those of :incblende InP, Ir.A , and InSb, V(x,y) - 3.8027
because the :incblende parameters are known (and V(sa,pc) - 1.8009

exhibit chemical trends) (8) and the V(pa,sc) - 5.3898

nearet.neighbor environments of the two crystal
structures are virtually the same (91.

0749-6036/87/040365+05 $02.00/0 01987 Academic Press Limited
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Fig. 1.trilloult zonesof the (a) wur:zite

and (b) zincblende crystal structures.
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Fig. 2. Piudicted band structure of wurtziteo

Inr values 4y the square of the ratio of bond direct fundamental band gap of 2.2 eV (a: low
lengths for In? and InN. temperature), compared with the experimental,
The resulting parameters are presented in value of '1.9 eV a: room temperature (2].

Table I: the Srllouin zone of the vurt~ite Considering that the theory obcains-a 2 eV tap
structure is in Fig. 1& (l21. and the predicted by scalingp--rameters for InP, InAs, and InSb.
band structure -f InN is displayed in',Fig. 2. all of which have considerably smaller band gaps
Our band structuir Ls in good agreement 7,th (1.41. 0.43, and 0.23 eV, :espectively). the

the principal experimental .act (11: we find a Agreement with the data is remarkable.
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10 significant qualitative and quantitative
differences between our bands iad the

8 pseudopotontial bands (Fig. 3), and we have
reason to believe that the tight-binding band

6 structure is more realistic (14). Based on
experience with :ircblende (8) and :he other

> ~wurtzite (6) semiconduccors, we expect our
(D 4 valence bands and the lowest conduction bands to

mimic the real band structure r~ather well, up to
2f 3 eV above the valence band-maximum.

We propose that experimental studies of
(710 wurtt-ite InN. including angle-dependent

photoemision and electren energy-loss
Ispectro'ACOPY, be initiated to resollve the

I I iscrpancies-fbetween the two theories and to
LJ - detereiine the correct band, structure of this

pocantial orange lignt -emitter.

-8 3. Zincblende InNl

A L M r A H K r 'It is interesting to speculate about -.He
-. properties of zincbiercde-structure In';, onthe'

Wave -vector k grounds that it might be possible to grow
metastable zincblende InN in a layered

Fig. 3. Band structure of wurtzite InN, after structure, much as ziticblende Znl~x.nS. was
Ref. (1], for comparison with Fig. 2. grown between. ZnSe layers for 0.3 < x < 0.7 by

Kolbdziejski et-al. (15), despite its preference
-for the wurt-.i;.e phase for 0.3 < x < 0.6.

The general structure of the -valence-,bands -is Because of--the -small covalent radius of N, few
Simila r to that-obtained both experimentally and of- the common'semiconductor materials lattice.
theoretically -.for ocher- vurtzite- semiconductors- macch--well to-InN; -for:example. -SiC, -A2.1, BP,
(13), lending 'further-credinmc. to the -results. G&N, 'andSIt have--bond-length mismatches with InN

We are aware of only, on 'e calculation '6f the o-f-14%, '13%. 9%-. 'an, d -8%,. respectively.
band structure of InN that predates this- work, a Clearly the stabilization-6f the zineblends form
calculation based on ihe empirical of InN in a suitable artificial layered
pseudootentia! m--hod (1,21. There are- 'structure represeints-quita:a challenge.

.Z-inc -blende I nN
6.00

4.00U

> 2.00-

0.00'

-6.00

-8.00 ____ __

L r Xr
Wave-vecqtorK

Fig. 4. Predicted band structure of zincblende
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In the hopeof stimulating efforts to groy suggestion that we predict the band structure ofzincblende InN we have predicted in Fig. 4 irs tineblende InN. Ve thank M..H. Tsai and N. E.
band structure, usingthe model of Vogl et al. Christensen for their coments on the manuscript
(8), with the s and p Hamiltonian matrix and for communicaions, concerning their
elements of Table I ind s* matrix elemeits (71 local-density calculations of InN band
obtained by the same mothod of extra,olation structures. We also want to thank M. A. Bowen
used for the wurzite. matrix elements. (The for handling the editorial chores concerning
zincblende Brillouin zone is displayed in Fi&. this manuscript.
lb.) The fundamental banj gap is thp-same in the
zincblendi structu e as in the wurt:ite
structure for the sp wurtzite nearest-neighbor REFERENCES
tight-binaing theory and the sp3 s* Vogl model of
the zincblende structure, namely 2.2 e, or (1] T. L. Tan-ley and C. P Foley, in Proc. 3rd.

InternatL. Conf. on Semi-Irsulnt- III..'.'
2 Egao - E(s.a) + E(sc) - E(p.a) - E(pc) Materials, warm Springs, Oregon. 1984. Ed J.

Blakemore (Shiva. London) pp. 497-500.
+ ( (E(sa).E(s,c))2 + 4 Vs's 2 11/2 (21 C. P. Foley and T. L. Tansley, Phys. Rev. 3

32. 1430 C1986 . T he room temperature band
+ 1 (E(p.a)-E(p.c))2 + 4 VX.x2 i/2. gap is abour 1.89 eV. but appears larger due

to a Lur:stin shift. Here we compute the
Here we have used the notation-of Ref. (8]. lowv.emperarure gap, which should be
One unique feature of, the predicted band 1 slightly larger than the room. temperature

structures is the width of the valence b"nds, gap.
which for both wurtzite and zincblendi IM4 is (31 See also C. P Foley and T. L. Tansley, AppI.
about half what one finds for other similar Surf. Sci. 22, 663 (1985): K. Osa6mura. S.
semiconductors. These narrow'widths may be an Naka, and Y. Muralami, J. Appl. Phys. 6,
artifact of the model, howavir: for example, a 3432 (1975); V. V. Sobolav. S. G. Kroitr.u.
similar tight-binding theory.of AIN produced a A. F. Andreeva, V. '.a. Malakhov, Fiz. Ten'.
valence band width larger than subsequently Poluprovodn. 13. E'3 (1979)'[1'ngl. transi.:
predicted by the local-density -pseudo.'function Soy. Phys. Semicond. 13, 485 (1979)]; V. A,
method (161. In this regard, we note that Tsai Tyagal, A. M. E0stigneev., A. N. Krasiko, A.
et aL. (17) ad, -Christensen: 1181 have Very F. Ahdreeva, and V. Ya. Malakhov. Fiz. Tekh.
recently independently communicated to us Poluprovodn. 11, 2142 (1977) (Engl. transl.:
localS;density band structures which feature Soy. Phys. Ssmicond, 11, 1257 (1977)1" K.
.broader valence bands. Local-density theory, Osamura, K. Nakajima, Y. Muraka:i. -. H.
however, generally produces a fundamental band Shingu, and A. Ohtsukl, Solid Statt Commun.
gap that is much too small, and so the issue of 11. '617 (1972); and"B. R. Nataraj.n, A. H.
which theory is superior should be resolved Eltoukhy, and J.,E. Greene, Thin Sol;d Films
experimentally. We do 'note that we can adjust 69, 201 (1980).
the paramneers of the model to obtain broader (4) R. W. Wyckoff, Crystal Structures, Vol. I
valence, bands while retaining the 2 eV gap, but supplement V. (Inrarsciencd Publica: ons,
such adjusted parameters would not have the a Inc. Now York. 1960'. InN has a wurr:ite
griori status of thb present parameters. Such structure with lattice'constants a - 3.533 A
adjustments would not greatly affect predictions and c - 5.693 A.
for either the band gaps of InN.based alloys (5) J. C. Slater and C. F. Kister, Ph:. Rev.
(such as ln,.XGaiN) or the electronic states 94. 1498 (1954).
near the !undamental band gap associated with (61 A. Kobayashi. 0. F. Sankey, S. M. Volz, and
localized perturbations, such as deep levels J'. D Dow. Phys.,'Rev. 3 28, 935 (1983).
(191. Therefore, the model should proveuseful, (71 For the :incblende structure, therc is an
,even if it is shown to predict valence bands extra s* basis,orbizal not included in thv
thatare a hat narrow. wurtzite basis. This orbital has .hc

function of -coupling to the lower.lyint
p-s:aces and serves tdodepress :he Indirect

4. Summary conduction band minima, a feature -nat is
In summary, InN Ir either the wurzite or the important for small band-gap I::.irec t

zincblande form is expected to be an interesting set!condud:ors, such as S!. but n%: for
optoelactronic material with a band gap in or lare-gap IN. Her- 4e have uscd the
near the orange part of the spectrum. It would, folowing parameter. associated vih the s*
be interesting if either of these ,materials state: £(s*,a)-9.138 eV, E(s*,c).-.t134 eV,
could be grown with electronic-grade quality, V(s'a,pc)-2.48OeVj and V(s*c,pa)-3.209eV.,
and the predictions of this paper tested, in the notation ofRef. 181.

(8! P. Vogl. H. P. Hjaimarsun. and i. t Dow. J.
Acknowledgment .. We ,gratefully acknowledge Phys. Chem. Solids, 44, 353 (1983)

the generous support of the Office of Naval (91 In a wurtzice structure all neajes:-nelghoor
Research (Contract No. NO0014-84-K.0352). We are distances are equal if (c/a - '/3. This
especiAlly grrceful to Dr. K. B. Hathawry, who ratio In InN, differs from the equal
made several helpful suggestions, including the bond-lensth limit of 8/3 by only 1.2%, and
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so we assume that the bond lengths are points (E - (2w/c)(0.0,1/2)). lead us to
equal. prefer the empirical tight-binding results.

[101 Indeed. after using this method for We attempted to fit the band structure oi
ex,-rpolating the tight-binding parameters Refs. (1] and (2! with an empirical
first', we cried other extrapolation schemes tight-binding theory. and were unable to
based on oatomic energies and nuclear obtain a satisfactory fit, as judred by our
charges, and found band structures that experience fitting calculated band
either were comparable with the ones structures for other wurtzite
presented here-or featured fundamental -band semiconductors. The, band structure of Ref.
gaps iw.disagreiment with the data. [2] appears to have agreement at the two r

(111 W. A. Harrison, 'Electronic Structure and the and the two A points, but seems to be
Properzies of Solids, (W. H. Freeman and missing a band from A to L.
Co.. San Francisco,1980), p. 47. (15j L. A. Kolodziejski, R. L. Gunshor. N.

(121 Se, for example, C. Mctal. Introduction to Otsuka, S. P. Gu, Y. Hefetz, and A. V.
Solid Staie Phvsis,, ifth edition (J. Wiley -Nurmikko, Appl. Phys. Lett. 47. 1482 (1986).
and Sons, Now York, 1976). (16) R. V. Kasowski and F. S. Ohuchi, *Electronic

(131 See, for example. Ref. (61 and references structure of Cu overlayers onKIN," Phys.
therein. Rev. B, to bt published'

[141 The number of bands predicted in Ref., (1], (17) H.-H. Tsai, ". V. Jenkins, J. D. Dow, and R.
the general structure of the valence bands, V. Kasowski. "Pseudo-function theory of the
the absence of a relative minimum of the electronic structure of InN." to be
conduction band within 2 *V of the published,
conduction band edge. and the lack of (181 N. E. Christensen, unpublished.
agreement of che'disp ayed bands of Fig. 3 (191 0. W. Jenkins and J. D. Dow, unpublished.
ac the two r points (9-) ,and the two A
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The X-ray photoemission, absorption, and emission spectra of a one-dimensional, one-
orbital-pertsite-model of an ordered binary compound A~and its disordercdcounttLrts
A1.,B,.,5 2A, nre calculated. With increasini-x, the band gap oihis model changes fromh
being '3r~c (;nsilAting) to very small (semiconductive).-Final-state interaction elti th~t
prodc.... elcc.;o :,.ic excitation of valence electrons across the gap 4rc incorporm:cd in a
change~df-mcan-field appfoximation. The spectra exhi -bit sideband& associated with
disorder anc' distinctive features associated with the character of the ohe-e~e-tron states and
excitor icstates,

1'. Ihtroduictior

In, this paper we report calculations of'the X-ray photoemission. absorption,
and emission spec:.:a Of L one-dirme 'nsional tmodel of an ordered diatomic
compound AB, and of its disordered counterparts AIXB1,XBA,, with various
concentrations ; of antisite defects. Wkith increasing x this model changes from
having a large band gap (an insulator) to- having-a sufficiently small gap and den-
sity of-stateF in tihe vicinity of the Fermi surface that it is semiconductive. TX.c
calculations are based or a one-electron and one~orbital pcrsi;e tight-binding
model, and incorporate many-elec:ron final-state interaction ette-ts in -1chal~ge-
of-meain-field-approx imat ion.'I To our kncwlvedge, this is the first ireatment of a
miodel for such muiti-electron processes in diatomic compounds, either ordered
or disordered.

2. MN-odel

In the change of mcan-field mod-.l, we treat only the valence.ard contduction
electrons. which in the initial state for X-ray photoemission are described hy the
N-electron iamiltonian

1483
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H,-Yh,, (1)

where we have the Jight-lnding one-electron Hamiltonian

M

hi, = (,)n)(nj + fln)(n + II + fin + 1) (.!. (2)

Here in) refers to the orbital at the n-th site of M sites, c(n) is either ., or es, and /
is the transfer matrix element. For the disorJered solid, c(n) is e. with probability
1 -xand ze with probability.:. if n is even; c(,) is es with probability I -xand CA
with proba,.ltiy x, if n is odd. For the ordered solid, we have - 0.

The Inal-state Hamiltonian is
N
Hr - h',,(3)

1-I

where ,r, is identic.1 to h,, except at !he siteR of the core hole -- which has an
additional e!ectron-hole intera,.tion term ; ', VO JR) (RI, with 1/0 < 0. The initial
mny.leeron s,ate 1.) is a Slater determinant of the N lowest-energy single-
paric: c.ital egenfun.ti6,is ) of h. The arlou; final-states jFv) are determi-
nants of.V eirenfunctions IV) oC" h'.

Here we consider onl. a si:gle-spir channrel (1p), because the effects of the
spin-con vr._hannel car be included a posteriori by convolution' and merely serve
to asymmetrically broaden the single-channel sp.t-a slightly, without alkering
the essntia: physics. Hence. ii, this papei, the number of electronsN is hal'the
r..;mbt," of ii-., 1f; the F rm. er.ergy is halfway between cAand c Which we
defi:,e 'o be zero: cA -cn.

In the chatiof-tncan-field mu44el the X-ray phatoetmission spectrum (NPS)
for photoelectrrns ' energy E is

'(E I,:. r,5(,E + Eo, - E, -,w c.,, (4)

Here EF, anc. El a,-e the final- and initial-state energies of the conduction elect-on
gas and ,.,, is fle,. core hole energy relative to the center of the conduction band.
The XPS rec'uil energy is

I I

where the sums are over occupied final- and initial-state single-pariicle cnergies.
Likewise the X-ray emission spectrum fo: photons of energy E is

'(E) .I(FfIMfI)i 6(,Z- E, + Er,),! (6)
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where the initial state [I) is a determinant of N + I [yv)'s, and the various final
states IFv) are configurations de:scribed by determinants of N)'s and on" core
orbital:

, (R) (R) ... .(RI)

, MU I0 ) go M O .I.V, (7)

(W,,. .l ) ... 1I( . ,lt'.,.,.)

Here (,OI) is a scalar product, R is the core hole site,,and we have assumed that
the core radius is negligible2 ard Mo is a constant. A similar expression holds for
X-ray aborptionr.;'

Wehave-the sum rules for XPS'

_t -- I

and for emission2

K (E) dE -, Mo, I y/, (R) 12, (9)

where the sum is over.occupied orbitals of the initial'state.
Thelineshapes we display are ensemble averages (dnoted by . > >),ver

all cord-hole sites (typically 1000 such sites);:,e.g.,

X(E),, ( Z MI( )12 M- (E - El + E,) >>. (10)

The procedure for executing the calculations has been described elsewhere '-.
Briefly, we have directly diagonalized the Hamiltonian tor N - 20 electrons and
M - 40,sites, with the core-hole site beia~g oneof the ten innermost sites.

3. Results

The r, sults of our calculations (for ,0 - - 1/2, VO = -213 I, e* - 21I-, and
cA - c,) are given in Figs. I and 2, 3 and 4, and 5, and 6,. for X-ray
photoemission, X-ray absorption. and X-ray emission, respectively.

The.:. spectra can be understood by referring to the density of stat "c' (Fig. 7),
which feature a fillrd A-like valence band and an empty B-like conduction band
(for x - 0) which both develop sidebands associated with antisite defects (e.g.,
ABAAAB) and clusters of defects as a resul of disorder (for x # 0). For sufficient
disorder (x > 0. 1) the gap between the valence and the conduction bands becomes
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4-

0 -.

-3.0 -1.5 0.0 1.5

E -hw core) / 2l

Fig. 1. Predicted X-ray photoemission spect i for core excitatior of the A-site as a function of the
emitted electron's energy for. 1-,Bj.,BA,, forx - 0 (solid line),forx - 0.1 (dashed line), x - 0.2
(dotted), x - 0.3 (dashed-dotted), x - 0.4 (dash-double-dotted), and x - 0.5 (double-dash dotted).

4 f

- I

.

0 1

-3.0 -1.5 0.0 1.5

E -w core)

Fig. 2. Predicted X.ray plotoemission specta for excitation of th B-site, as in Fit. 1.
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2 -

-1.5 0.0 1.5

( E+Eore), 2 II

Fig. 3. Predicted X.ray absorption spectrax(E) for excitation of a core level at the A-site, as in Fig. 1.

L:J:

0-I

-1.5 0.0 1.5
( E+ecor )/2 I/1I

Fig. 4. Predicted X-ray absorption spectra x(E) for excitation ofa core level at the B-site. as in Fig. I.

very small. That is, the disorder converts the model material from insulating to
semiconductive.

Further aids to understanding the spectra are Figs. 8 and 9, which display for
the ordered diatomic materi: AB the total density of states, the local densities of
states at the A and B sites, and the hole-perturbed densities ofstatcs at the A and
B sites. Note that the hole-perturbed local den 'ity of states at the B-site has two
bound states, one associated with each band. bUtihat at-the A-site there is only An
A-band bound state.
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LU

ioi

IV

4 -3 12:-

Fig. 6. Predicted A-site X-ray emission spectra -(E), at in Fig. I.

S( -i

-4 -3 -2 -I 0

( E +Ecore ).'~

Fii. 6. Predicted B-site X-ray emission spectra ofE), at n Fil I.

a) XPS .,pectra
The X-ray photoernission spectra (XPS) for creatic~n of a ,core hole at site A

(Fig. 1) each have a large peak [at (E - /iw-e ,)/2,/3i "- i] associated wite
photoemission from the core. For x =" 0, this peak is symmctric. There is a low-
energy sideband [at (E -/tWo- )/2flI .- - 2.5] co--esponding to accompany-
ing excitations of the electron~gas from the bound state of the (ftli 'd) A Lband to

the empty E band (see Fig. 9). For x # 0, the structure near (E -
- -21fj1 correspends to disord.:r-activated excitations from near the top of the
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A8

-~ iC4. 1. 0o

-- li' 2g IA.I'

f 0.5 -
!i It ' 'r II

,,, I! '. i, , jii I
__it t :igi ,. ',i I '0

0.01- /-2 -l 0 I aE/z
Fig. 7. Broadened densitiess of states (times 21, I, the unit ofenergy) versus*Ei2,q! for Aj..zB,.,BA,
with x- 0:1 -(solid line), x i- 0.3 (dished), and x - 0.5 (chained). Levels with E < 0 lie below the
Fermi energy 14r - 0 and are occupicd at zero temperature. For x - 0.1. the characteristic
IE - Eol - "2 van Hove singu:arities are blurred slightly. For It.rger x, antisite-defect peaks are
prominent, small sidebanals associated with clusters of antisite defects ar. visible, and band-center
peaks associated with disorder are present.i

,filled A band to the empty B band (tee Fig. 7). With increasing disorder thegap
between the filled A band and the emp, E band fills in, and the main peak

-becomes more asymmetric, due to low energy excitations of the electron gas
across the gap from below the Fermi energy to above. (These excitations are
forbidden for x - 0, because the model is insulating in this limit - there are no
states in the band gap of 41f,1.)

XPS at the B site (Fig. 2) produces a hearly recoilless peak at E - ho-c,,, = 0,
and a peak at - -1.7 corresponding to transitions from the filled A band to the
empty bound state (see Fig. 8) of the B band. Thesidebands of the main peak
associated with disorder are due to transitioa., from filled to empty states. -ln
particular -the small peak at,(E - /hwco., )/21,flI = 0.6 is associated with shape-
resonance excitations of the lowest density-of-states peak above the Fermi energy
from below the Fermi energy (where it is pulled by the core hole) to above.'

b) Absorption spectra
At the A-site, the absorption is relatively weak and featureless because the core-

hole state has A character and the A character of the conduction band'is weak
(Fig. 3).
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B-site

locaD)S ensii~ OTAL

Fig. S. Various calculated dni-sof states_(DOS) (tis 2!.5ll) of a perfect ABcryiWJ: total DOS;
1.4. lca!DOSat an A-sit., and localDOS at'a B-site. Note t.hat the uppc part of the valence band-is

totally A-like and the lower part of the conductionband is B.ikt.

At the B-site (Fig. 4), there is a strong absorption peAk for .c 0 corresponding
to electronic transitions from the B-like cote-hole level to the bound e-citon state

*of the empty B band. This excitonic level has a strong B-like character. In
addition, a higher energy peak [near-(E+c,.)/2JflI = 1.01 corresponds to transi-
tions into the B coratinuum. Dis. rder (x ?'.0)J merely serves to-add sidebafids aiid
shape resonanc.^ to the spectrum.

c) Emissi'Oii sper.-a

For a t..ore-holp at the A-site, the emission spectra reflect the A-like density of
states of the valence band, and exhibit disorder-activated sidebands. 'the initial
states each has one electron.at th~e B-band minimum which pre~fers to project onto
a final-state B-like one-electron ~orbital, causing the spectra to exhibit the-A-like
character of the remaining electrons.

'However, for a core-hole at thec B-site, the specira for x - 0 reveal two
interesting features: (i) a main peak near E+E,, = 0 corresponding, to the
electron' --i the excitonic bound-state ofthe B band falling into he coit. hole and
(ii),a weaker peak at (E+ce.) /21fliI - 2 assoziated with transitions in which
the core hole captures an electron from~ the bound state-below the A-ba,i; its
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-0.5.

X 0.4

t, 0.3-

0.-

.O0I

>-0.2

< 0.1

'-0.0--' '

Fig. 9. The core-hole perturbed denifiti oLstates (times 2ff1) at the core-holesite in a-prfect A
latticeJfor a core-hole at an.A-site and a B-sitc. Note that the core-hole produces tw- bound staies
whcrn it occupies a -site, but onlyone when on an A-site.

small size reflects thereduced-B-like character in that state. This peak disappears
with disorder,, Which weakens the bound- state below the A,-Oand. Disorder
activates-additional sideband-features:

d), biscussion

The X-ray-spectra discussed here exhibit the effects of final-state electron-hole
interactions as well as the effects of disorder.-For an insulating model, the spectra
have excitonic features. However. no prominent "X-ray edge anomaly-'O
manifests itself even in the-semiconducting regime.

One interesting feature of'the XPS spectra is that the major-lines are~hearly
svm'metric - a.feature once observed" for sodium-tungsten bronzes--with low
local state densities at the core hole site. At the time of that bbservation,.th- only
available theory was for free-electron :metals,' z which were predicted to 'haye
considerably asymmetric XPS lines for the case of strong electron-hole interac-
tions - contrary to the observations.' The theory presented here suggests that,
nearly symmetric XPS- lines can be expected in systems with -low densities of
states-at-the Fermi energy.
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In summar,, the X-ray snectra ofA,-,B-. B1A, are rich in-structure associated
with disorder, but primarily determined by thc .densities of states.

Appendix A

Matrix elements .of the -,-tarded Green's function for the perfc,," AB lattice
between two A states in cells i and i + n are given by

G, (n,E) (A, i1G(E)IA, i + n)

S (E-eb)(2 - 4f#4)-,0r2 ([a /2321 ; {[a/2]fi

where we have a = (E - z,) (E - b) - 2,B2 and the lower se' of signs is
Applicable from the bottom of the upper band (eb) to-the-bo:tom of the lower

band [. + 4- {(4 -a) z + 16 /z]I2.
Other matix~elements are given by

(B, ijG (E)JB, L. n) -[(E -e4,)/(E - 4b)1 G,(,,e )- ' : -

'(A, ijG,(E)IB, i+h) [flI(E -4)] [GA (nE) + GA(n + IE)],

and'

(B,ijG(E-)fA, i+n)" ... - 6b)][GAA (n, -)- G (n - 1,E)]..

Using these matrik, elements one may examinedthe lo.-al density of states of
various defects by u:ing.Dyson's-equation G " G0 (l - VGo)'-, ln.-particular
new -states outside the bands ray be found by looking for ,the zeros :f the
deterninaht of[ I - VGQ]. We havecaried cut thit-search for-the partmeters
givehi and find-that filling tvo-A ite," with B-like-statc., giyes:

Cell spacing .nergies

1 1.88, 1.56, 0.55, 015
2 1.78, 1.74, 0.39., '.32
3 1.76, 1.76, 0.36, 0.36,

The-results of filing-t;:oi sites with.A-like sate is just the-negative of the abve
energies. Interchanging, .n A and a B state gives:

Cell spacing Energies

±61, :W:64
2 ±1.74, ±0.29
3 -1.76. ±0.36
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These results are well. correlated with the domninant features and .concfntration

dependence of the nume~rically calculated densitiesof s-tates.
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DEFECTS IN SUFERITTICES,-UNOTE PRESSURE
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'U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

;e report theoretical calculations of deep levels in GaAs/AA..Gai ,As
superlatticas under hydrostatic pressure. *a predict phase diagrams f o DX
dcenters: for a given composiLion x there is a function p(l , which relates
pressure p and GaAs quaneum.well width a. and dedines aphase boundary
between two regions: one in-which DXis a deep -;sp in the fundamental band
gap -and another in qhich thi Xdeep level lies In the conduction band.

1. INTRODUCTION

For a superlattic# in which the crystal structure is continuous across
the interfaces between alternate layers of different semiconductors, :here
is-n6 diCficulry, in -rnciple, in calculating the energy bands and the deep
impuri:y levels (1-). ii this paper, we present the results of such
calculations for iUperlaotices under hydrostatic pressure, based on an-
empirical tiht.bfndLngmodel. Deep impurity levels are treated by a Green's
function method (7J, uin , special points to perform R.space sums -3i. To
acount fo. t;e effects of pressure, we fit the pressure dependences of
empirical matri:-elements of 'the Hamiltonian to the observed pressure
variations of- -the bulk band structures (4). Mhe valence band offset at the
interface is treated by using the experimental results of Iolford et al.
(SI.

Zn :he present study we consider a DX center in an AAvGa1 ,2As layer of
an A!vGaI.vAs/A2xGa&.,As superlattice (for y < x), andtwo 'how that (i)
reducLng th4 thickness of the AIvGai.,AS layer. (1) !ncriasLnS the alloy
composition y, and (iLL) the %opItiarion of hva ya c&.L pressure ill hays
simLlar effects on the "DX" center (61: the deep Level L driven from the
condc:ion band of AtvGal. AiLnto the fundamenta band gap. Thus thLs work
adopts the pioneering Zievpbint of HJalmarson et al. (7), that the DX center
is associated with a substitutional donor (such as SLG ) and produces a deep
level resonant with the conduction band in GaAs, but M e level can be driven
into the fundamental band' sap by either (L) increasing the alloy composition
j6). increasing pressure 18j, or reducing the thickness of :he GaAs layer
containing :he donor (1). The persistent photoconductivity of the DX center
is presumably explained by, the weak electronphonon coupling model of
Hjalmarson and Orummond (9.10). Ve shall roifer ao :his substitutional donor
as a DX center hereafter, although many 'arkers blieve the DX ces:ar is a
donor.vacancy pair (6].

ThLs paper is organiiseOas follows: Section :: discusses the theor..
while Section Ill describes our results for the 'X center when subjected to
a change of alloy composition x in At Cal .As, an increase of pressure, or a
decrease of the quantua-well thLcness. The pheneenon of a shallow.deep
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transition is discussed, and the notion of & critical combination of
pressure and quantum.oell thicknress is iitroduced: for pressures larger than
this critical pressure or for quantum-weils thinner than the critical width.
the DX center will be a deep trap in the fundamental band Sap.

11. THEORY

We begin with a minimal basis-sot LCAOtYpe model (with one s-, one
excited, a*. *and three p-orbitals centered on each atom),,srl include only
noarest.noighbor Interaction matrix elements :ll3. "This Is sufficient to
give a reasonable desciziption of the lowest conduction Iand as well as the
valence bands for both hop-ogeneous somic -lAuctors 4aAs aid AiAs and silo:,

AJXGai.xAs. Hence -the same type of, amiltonian 9I'Ould describe the
Gams/AJXCA . YAs superlattice (1). (Alloys are treated in4 virtual crystal
approximation (121.) A universal set of parameters for- ithe Hamiltonian is
available ill): these have accurately reproduced the bandiscructurew of GaAs
and AlM,. We perform our calculations fo GaAs/AJ GDfl.,A ueitie
whose layersa4re perpendicular-to the (001) d:reti x, As sue Gats and
At Cal. As ire perfectly lattice-matched and we canider i:l layers of Gaus
: n ,*isso AI.Gai.,4 repeated periodically. The aime*nsion of tht
superlattices- Hamilton an matrix (for a giver surface ivv-vector t- in -he
plane of the layerr) equals the numbe*,, of orbitals peiracomtimes OW~ +.
The valence band edge discontinuity. 'thich has some effects on the positons
of deep levels in the superlattice, Is chosen fto reproducr the recent,
experimental re&u-s by Volford et al. 1%s cf theobsiid offset i's In the
valence band) (5!. "hit offset-is incorporase4 in the mcdel by atiding a
constant to all of the diagonal matrix slementsof the Har.iltoiian of GaAs.
because these tight-bitsding parimeterA ill! are Jefined with respect to the
cop- of the valerce 'bond. The full Iaininwhich produces t:
superlattice band strugt~&re as well as all s. and p-borded deep impurizy
lals, is given in ditail in the paper by Ron at al. i13. Ue follow the
techniques~of t.hat workc and the theory of deep levels in. pressurized bulk
se miconductors (4)l irk performing our own calculations for the presssure
dependencest of the deep levels in superlattices.

The impurity levels are evaluated following the Green's function theory
of Pjalmarson et' &1. (2), which &oIves the secular equation for the deep
leveA, energy E:

dot (I-GV) - 0.

Here V is tht-defect pctential atri%, which is diagonal in the Vogl sp3s*
basis (in the -csa of zero lattice rclaxatI ;n) and has matrix elements
related to the defect an# host atomic energies, i2). *The Greet's function
operator is 0 - (H) ,where H is the host tight-binding Hamiltonian
operator and E has a rmall positive imagina-y part when 9 lies outside the
band gasp. ;;e censidar -*htitutional donor Impurities in-this paper, slnd
they generally have C2  point group symmetry in the GaAs/At Ca As
$uperlattice. Details ol the calculat:'Onel procedihro may be found in Lis
(1) and (4).

The pressure -dependencer 4K/dp of subs~itutiomul deep point defect
levels in CaAAtal.As are deduced using the far, that the hydrostatic
pressure, preserves crystal syemtries 'whfil altering lind Zongths. In the
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model of Vogl et al.. the Jiagonal matrix elements of the host Hamiltonian H
and the on-site defect potential V are independent of changes in the bond
length, while the off.diaSonal matrix elements of H depend on bond length d
according To Harrison's rule:

- H 0., (do/d)n(*,O)

where do is the zero-pressure bond lingi;; The *:.ponencs n(o,.) (for
a.0 - s, p, and s;) are obtained by fitti -i he observed pressure
dependences of the direct band Saps at r, x. and L, and tkio, indirect Saps
from the valence band. maximum to L and X, using least.sq ares methods. A
discussion of the effects of hydrostatic pressure on -i;4lk electronic
structures of III-V semiconductors is given in Ref. (4j. Ve use the
ixponents n(*,O)'btained for the bulk semiconductors a' input to calculate
the pressure dependences of the electronic structures of superlattice
GaAs/A*xCa1 .XAs ind its deep levels.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section we assess (I) the effect of increased alloy/composition
x on a deep donor level in bulk, AA'Cal As, (ii) the effect o' hvdzoscatic
pressure on the DX canter, and (iii) the affect of decreased' quantum-well
thickness on a DX center- or substitutional point defect in, G-aAs well of a
GaAs/A1xGeI.xAs superlattice. We tae'as our model of a DX center, a sLngle
Si LmpUity' on a cation-site (while acknowledging that- DX-behavior can be
associated with wider ilass-of donori, Including donor deofectcomplexes),

We assume that the defect potintiAl of our DX center produces a deep
level with the property that tKe le'vel descends into the fundamental band
Sap at an alloy composition near .0.3 (61 in AGal.,xAs. 7':e defectpotenrial V that produces such a,.levet. within the-context of .he dv p level
theory of HJalmirson at al. .s diagonal with Ve - -1.047 eV, and
V - -0.844 eV, essentially equail to the SL dieoct potential (within :he
theoretical uncertainty). The r4ulting alloy dependence of that deep !..vel
In AIxGal.XAs is displayed In'1;ij. 1',-ad was ifirat predicted by Hjalmarson
12.7j, who also first providedsthe,ictu'r of Si s-a potential DX center -
an idea that has since be. develoeed b4 Yeimsuchi (131, vh has alsocomparedwith data the predi i 's of thh'-i#i 'aarson thio also -he
dependence of the DX center-,iallor eipsiti~n-and pressur*ep. zloe that
this center undergoes a shiliov-aiip %ransttr& 'The s-like 1*m.ri
deep level in GaAs lies inithecoductionbnd; Therefore the grund state
has the extra S. electron, ciappi in6 shallow-d)ndr level. But Kor ,> 0.3
in AIXGa .XAs, the daeo le'4 1 li.n in the,,gp, belo the shallow donor
levels, and this deep 1&vel is- ocupied by one ele.ctron in the ground- state.
Thits a second electr6noof, opposite spin can 14 "trapped by the deep leyel:
when the deep level liis Ant hegap, h Si no longer is a donor but instead
removes electrons from the cond uc!.on band, Thus Si or the DX cainer
undergoes a shallov.eop cransL'Ion"1ro anmtmp~rty that produces n-i)ye
shallow.donor semicondutjive- behavij too-ne ht is a deep tvap and leads
to semi-insulating prcparies. This sane- y o£ behavior eturs as
function of increasInS pressure for t hD, center in GaAs (141, and was
predicted theoretically, (4D-°(See also Ref, '(13i.) Finally, Ren ot al. (I;
have developed a thoory .f deep leveis ,in superlattices which shows that
such a DX center 'in a2Cis quantum well of 3, GaAs/AJxGal.xAs suporlattice
can descend into the,' ap as the 0aAesell. t'hckness a decreases because the
deep level stays relatively constani1i ,inerqy uhiles the conduction band
edge of the superlacrice increases (due to vuantua c',nfinement) as the layer
thickness decreasas,_- until it passes abovo 'the deep level, causing the OX
level-to lie in the~ap as an electron trap, See Fig. 2.
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GOAS CompoS it ion A 1A*

Fig. 1. Ene&ies- versus alloy-composition x in- AtGe a As allo. s- of- (i)
the conduction band edge minima at r, X. and L (soliM), j(i) shallow donor
states (short dashed), and (iii) DX center (long dashed), after Refs. (2]
and (7].

Deep Shal1low
Deep Deep0I- °r

ESo lowgp

Ca) CL 3

Fig. 2. 1.:ustratin of a shallov.deep transition as the width of
a Gas quantum vel decreases. Zn a thick well (a) the deep donor level
lit& above the conducticn band edge, so that the electron occupies :he
lower shallow level; in a thin well (b) the shallow level lies ,ust
below the superlattice conduction banO ed$e and above .he deep level.
which is occupied by ;he electron.
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Fig. 3. Predicted critical pressure versus GaAs quantum-well width
for a GaAs/A10 .25Ga0.7 5AS well. Here we have N2-10,

In Fig. 3 we show our predictions for the "phase diagram" of a DX
center in the center of a GaAs well of GaAs/A10 25Ga0 75As, namely the
function of pressure and well-thickness that causes the AV a ep level of the
DX center to coincide with the conduction band edge. Thus. in the region
marked "shallow", the DX impurity produces a deep level in the conduction
band of the superlattice, and is a shallow donor: in the "deep" region the
DX center is a deep trap. A word of caution about the theory: :he general
shape of the curve p(a). where p is the pressure and a is the well
thickness, fis7reliable, whereas the precise values may not be. Indeedwe
suspect that at zsero pressure the critical well.thickness for a. DX center to
produce a deep level in the Sap is somewhat smaller than predicted.
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THEORY OF RAiAN SPECTRA OF CORRELATED SUBSTITUTIONAL ALLOYS
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A method for computing the Raman spectra of substitutional crystalline
III-V alloys, combining Monte Carlo and Recursion methods, is presented
and applied to In0 .5 0.5As0 .5b 0 .5.

1. Introduction occupations of a large S,000-atom cluster such
that the cluster has the desired

This paper describes a simple method for nelrest-neighbor correlations. We place atoms Ga
computing Raman scattering spectra for or In on cation sites (with probabilities x and
substitutional crystalline semiconductor alloys l-x, respectively) a;nd As o: Sb on anion sites.
with correlations between atoms occupying However, constructing a cluster with the desired
neighboring sites. Most theories assume that nearest-neighbor correlations is sdo:.hat more
such alloys are random, and omit correlations difficult thin creating an uncorrelated cluster.
between the atoms on neighboring sires: The in the caso of an uncorrelated cluster, one
prohabilities of having different types of atoms merely deposits atoms on sites with the
on a given s~te depend only on the prescribed probab~lities. using a random numbor
concentrations of the constituents and not on generator to determine which atom occupiesa
the types of atoms on neaghboring sites. In given site. Howevur, if this approach were
reality, however, alloys often have a t^ndency :;plied to create a correlated cluster, the
to cluster and form regions with pri'rential correlations in different parts .f the cluster
bond.ng. For example, Islam and Bunker (I, have would be different: when putting down the first
recent).y observed preferential Ga-As and In.Sb atom, none of its neighbors is knourn; when
bonding in Inl.xGa.Aiv a,.v alloys; as a resuli, depositing the second atom, at mort one of its
the fraction o " G;-As bonds differs neighbors is known: and so on, until all of the
significantly from the random value xy. With the neighbors of the last &= m are known, As a
increasing technological importance of II.'V result, higher-order correlations aje present
ternary and quaternary alloys -- alloys that which depend on the sequence in which t ,e sites
exhibit different amounts of clustering and are occupied.
correlations for different growth conditions -- To circumvent this problem, we employ a
it has become important to develop a theory four-component Ising-lik. model of the cluster,
capable of predicting the electronic and and apply the standard Monte Carlo procedure
vibrational properties of correlated alloys. [13,141 to solve the mod.? for an alloy
Such a theory is needed especially for phonon configuration with the desired average alloy
spot:ra, which unlike electronic specira are composition and neirest.nelG..bor correlatione.
normally persisten: (21 or two-mode (3) in The energy E of the configuration is
chara;ter, and most often are not ll
approximated by a virtual crystal approximation E/(kBT) - Ejj.pl J(R.K') + h(K).
(which, with few exceptions [4-6], provides an
adequate des..riptlon of the electronic stat.i where we have h(g) - H if atom-tvpe v is at
near the fundamental band gaps of common site 1, and j(I,*) - &0 if atom-type u is at
semiconduc'ors). - and v is at K. (Here i zero unless

In this paper, we present such a theory o: and are nearet-neigtbors.) The numbersH
phonons in Inl .,GaxAsySbj.y; the theory has and P are indepeneg' rs Th n b

three distinct elements: 1) the determination a .a ndependent pareters which c.n be

fafatoms that hasthe adjusted to provide the desi:zd nearest-neighbor
of an ,O00-atom cluster of (ii) h a correlotions. The probabli.ty o! a nIven
desir nea-ost-neighbor correlatlons, (ii) the 8.000-atom alloy configuration i& proportional
appro: .ation of the Raman spectrum by, an to exp (-E/kBT). Examining the above expres:; on
appr,.priate projected density of states of the fr E, we so that, if we change a singli 4om
alloy J71, and 1.41) evaluatlon of this density in the configuration, the probabiilv that the
of states for the alloy urfng the recursio new atom is of type v depends only on that atom
method (8) and a Born-von I rman model of the and its four ncarest-neighbors. through HV and
lattice vibrations (7.9-12i.

2. Correlations Pr-" procedure is to fi"st solve this

The first task In developing our theiry a" Ising-like model (assuminr, values of J1 V and
corhelatios s t deepigor the, of~ H,) for an (quilib:rum ,.Iloy confliuvAtion,

correlations is to determir. - the siti using ordinary Monte Carlo tecl.niques [14) , and
then to adjust the pa4imers J., and h. by

* Present address: Sihool of Physicr Cenrgi: trial and error ;1 ] until we find an
Institute of Techno:ogy. Atanta, CA 30332. equilibrium configuration with the des!red

.4 '12
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nearest-neighbor correlations. As usual, enough polarization vector o of the outgoing photon of
iterations of the Monte Carlo scheme are energy 1.', is
performed to achieve convergent values of the 42 +
average alloy compositions x and y and the I('. (k/.) ' 'jt ijiki m E1Em.
nearest-neighbor correlations N ; and the
results are independent of 'Ve initial where4-we have
configuration and detailed method of relaxation.
Here. for example, NGaAs is the fraction of Pjk(A)Ptm(A) h
GaAs bonds 116). ijv.Em "

For the quaternary alloys considered here, we I2wX)(exp(wX/kBT) - 1)
assume that only Ga and In atoms occupy cation
sites, and only As and Sb occupy anion sites of Here Pik(0) is the projection 6x the
a zincblende lattice. This condition is achieved polarization tensor discussed abov. onto the
in all configurations by choosing the initial 1-th eigenstate, of frequency wX :22. Using the
configuration to sastsfy it, and by taking form of Pk discussed above, the scattering is
ication,cation and JanLon,anion to be infinite. independe t'Aof direction and polarization,

t t except for an overall scale factor, so the
The net result of the-Monte Carlo procedure is results can be discussed without reference to

a single final cluster co:.figuration that has the crystal axes.
the desired average conposition and nearest. 4. Recursion ethod
neighbor correlations. If the correlatilis are
se-strong that there is considerable clusiering., The preceeding discussion demo :trates that
a single 8,000-atom cluster may not mimic the the Raman spectrum i simply related to the
real alloy sufficiently well, and it may be projection of the vibrational density of states
necessary to generate An ensemble of such onto the polarizability tensor (22). For a
clusters. In such a case, the calculations disordered alloy, there is no way to determine
described below would be repeated for each this density of states exactly. However, tht
cluster and then ensemble-averaged. recusion,-m 'thod [8] provides a simple, fast

method to b tain approximate solutions
3 Raman Spectra numerically for a large cluster, in fact, what

An explicit expression for the intensity 1(w') it really provides is not a total density of
due to Raman scattering of light into a solid states, but the projected density of states onto
angle dn' is derived in detail in the textbook a given state. Thus the method is ideal ior
of Born and Huang (7). In particular, they show calculations of the Raman scattering, with the
that only the electronic portion of the projected state the polarimability tensor found
pola*. abLlity P k i relevant to Raman above (22). The resulting calculation is really
procsses 1171. Ths contribution should be very just a spectral density of states computation,
similar on all cation (anion) sites, since and the detailed method of application of the
different III (V) elements are electrtnLcally recursion technique to such problems has iin
similar. Therefore, to a good approximation P discussed by Davis (6].
in a zincblende crystalline alloy will be t~e The phonon states are modelhd by a simple
same as, and have the same symmetries as. Pik Born-von Varman model with first- and
for a pure zincblende crystal. Moreover, only second-nearest-neighbor force constants; i.e.,
the terms P4k of first'order in the dislaceu,.nts by the eiLgenvalue equation for the
U1 are needld for lowest-order Raman scattering, eigenfrequencies w%:
These terms can be written simply in terms of
their decomposition into displacements ul(n o)

sitesa in canll nadaat individual sites In cell n, and atom o (18)

6 fjk - Zn,o,l Pjk,1(O.)ul(n.,) Here the F's are taken to be t-.e most general

force constant matrices consistent with the
In the zincblende structure, there are two atoms point group symmetry of atom n,o, and M(no) is
per cell (o-1,2) and, from translational its mass. The force cnnstnnt matrix contains two
symmetry (19], they must have P~kt that are independent parameters !nr nearest-neighbors,
equal in magnitude and opposile'in sizn. The and three for second-nearest-neighbors (9-12).
form of P'ki, " determined largely by the There are no long-ranged ferces in this model,
symmetry o hh crystal, The Raman-allc'-d modes and so the usual Lyddane-1 chs-Teller splitting
and correspond.g forms of Pik for various of the longitudinal and transverse optical modes
crystal structures have been l aulated by Hayes a: zero crystal moment-Ju var shes, Following
and Loudon 120:. Fnr the zincblende structure earlier work 1l.12], we use tht- force constants
(symmetry Z3m), one finds that the only of GaAs and treat the alloy diso.rder as
Raman-active optical mode is r5  and the occurring exclusively ir the mass matrix.
corresponding tevor Pikt has Components PO (an
unknown constant) when v4r J, k, and, are all 5. Illustrative Results and Conclusions

different, and zero o:herwise. The calculartd one-phonon absorption Raman
Born and Huang (21] show that the Rhman spectrum for In0 5Gao 5As(, SbO.5  at room

scattering intensity at teg-.,rature T for temperature is plotted in'F!p *.. Three curves
one-phonon absorption (i.e., the lowest-order are displayed, corr'spondhi.- ro three pons!ble
anti-Stokes process). in terms of the creation correlatlons. The three pevah. 'n the curves are
and annihila:ion operators E' and E" for the cue to In-Sb (heavy-bea.v:). In-As and Ga-Sb
incoming photon of er -Cy )iw and the (hea':y.light), and Ca-As (light-light) boends.
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t corresponding areas for the density of statesInk-Ga. Asy Sb 1 - curves. First. there are various peaks in the
density of states (at lower energies. In

NGaAs= 0.25 (uncorrelated particular) chat are Raman forbidden and do not

show up at all in the Raman spectra. Second. the
NG oAs = 0 .34 GdAs eterative areas under differert peaks are

Ni! / affected by the ra-lo of the phonon energy to
N = 6 t 0.1he temperature. Third, the relative areas

Gn ss depend on -he projection of the states onto the
+ i optical state of' zero crystal momentum. This

GoSb depends primarily on the ratio of the peak
K isepaation to the optical band-wLdth (of the

pure material), and explains the reduction in
X I size of the lower-frequency peaks {2).

:nSb 1 These considerations are important in
attempting to determine the neat-neighbor
-)rrelations from Raman data. Until now.

'ex. .perimentalists have, in the ahzence of any
theoretical calculations for comrarison. tried
. estimate the nw-ber of nearest-neighbots of
dJffurent atomic types by comparing the areas

4 under the dLfferent p.'aks. WIile this provides a
correct ordar-of-magnitude estimate of numbors
of neighbor pairs, it ignores the factors

30 40 50 discussed above and therefore does not provide
accurace estimates of these correlations. The

W (T H z) techniques described in this paper can be used
to date-ine quantitatively the Raman spectra
for various correlations. These can then be

Fig. 1. Theoretical Raman specrru n ixvxv compared with experimental results to allow an

for anti-Stokes scattering at room emperaturb accurate determination of the actual

in Inn Ga0 0Ai Sbn 5 . The chained curve is correlations (23).

for Wand':.s nearest-neighbors 25% of the time The present approach allows one to determine

(i.e., r.u correlations), the solid curve 34%. the effects of clusterLng and correlations on

and the dashed curve 164. :he Raman spectra b f III-V alloys, and can
easily be, generalized to predict densities of
sta:es. and ipectra of a variety of other alloys.

respectively. The dotted curve corresponds n The method is, not rest:icted solely to the

correlations; i.e., the allowed types of atoms treatment of vibritional properties or to II.V
are placed randomly on each site. The solid alloys. but is general!- applicable to a wide

curve corresponds to more Ga-As and In-Sb bonds, range of problems n many different

and the corresponding peaks are higher while the substitucional crystalline alloys.

central one is lower. (This is the actual
situation according to the extended x-ray
absorption fine structure experiments (11.) The
dashed curve corresponds to more In.As and Ga-Sb Acknowledgment -- We are grateful to the
bonds, and shows a higher central peak and U.S. Office of Naval Research (Contract No.
reduced side ones. This is qualitativeiy aL N0001-.84-K-0352: and to the U.S. Air Force
expected: the area under any given peak .s Office of Scientific Research (Contract No.
roughly proportional :o the number of bonds of AFOSR.85-0331) for their support. Ve also wish
the corresponding type(s), as is true for the -o thank Craig S. Lent. Kathie E. Nowman. and
correrponding peaks I: the density of states. Aruce A. Bunker for helpful discussions about
However, the relative areas under different correlated- cluaters, and Andrew Zangwill for

peaks depend quantitatively on a number of making usef I suggestions concerning the
factors, and differ markedly from the manuscript.
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Studies of elect rochemnically etched tungsten scanning tunnieling! microscope tips. using scanning
electronmicroscopy. show ilhat (i) the lips are often coiwolved or bent if the mass of th'e tungsten
wire submerged in tilc etchant is large (an effect ascribed to surface plastic flow). 00i bent fir,,
nevertheless often produce good quality scanning tunneling microscopy images of Au films in air.
but NOii tips, once crashed clumisily into the Au films,no longer produce ini~ges.

1. INTRODUCTION scope. caii~bea deceptive predictor of scanning tunneling

lIn an ideal scanning tunneling microscope, electron tunnel- m.~zroscope, image iality. In particular. sonic tips zan be
ing occurs between the surface being studied and a single rterl "beoo r ono'meoerialyanqetpo.c
atom at the end of a sharp tunneling tip In practice. it is rr ahrgo'mgs
to prepare tips even resembling thle sharp. single-atom ideal.
Often, in order to obtatin scanning tunne:ing microscope imn- 11. TIP PREPARATION
agesfrom layered cohtpounds. .ine must first-craih-the tun- Eahti -as prep.reI by placing several millimeters of
sten tip into the surface. This initial crash very likely the lower end of a tunecten wire ( .025 in. diameter) into an
.6spears" a layer of the material being studied, wl'ich the" aqueous I NI NaOH etching solution and applying a 12V
can act as a tunneling tip. For e\ample. scanning tunneling potential to the tungsten wire (with respect to a stoinless-
microscope studies of layered cornpownds, such as graphite. steel elcetrode inserted into the sow-, -*n:l. The etch was con i!.
using tungsten tips suggest that the "tip"s may in reality be a tinued until the submer.,ed portion o:' the wire dropped off'
layer of graphite stuck onl th-. tungsten.! 2 Col ton et al. I and into the- Uath, leavinc the usable tir suspendecbttear the Ii-
Mizes and H-arrison' have shown rather dramatically that quid/air in.terface-. By electrc'nicall mionitoring the etching
nianiy of the difrcrent images reported flor graphite surfaces :urrent (!ynically 10mAM with acomparawrcicut.tI. 2
canl be obtained b. having more thani one atom auting as a V potential was shut off when the wirescpti:.ed. This pre-
iunnelig site. In I ,l1-V semiconductors. Fe 'enstra and Fein' vented further etening of the tip. After tho *eparatiofi. thle
have shown that images of defects on th ,GaAs (110) sur- -tch voltage was pulsed "v"for I s. to remove any irregu-
face depend onl the character of the tip as much as on the larities at the end of the tip.
defect. Biegelsen cl a/*S have published studies t.f tip struc- In order to prevenit unnecessary echi-a. wve cove.-ed a
tures and have found that ion milling improves the sharpness large portion of the win. submerged in the -s,'lutioii witih ref-
of a tip. remove., oxide, and enhances the tip's reliability. Ion insulation. This kept the current ciensit . in the. etchinig
Clearly the role of thei tip and its geometry in forming scan- region approximately constant and pe.rmiftted better deter-
ning tunneling microscope images is incompletely unucr- miriation of thle mass of the suibmerged portion of the wire
stood. (for correlation of tip shape with tile iss of tilesubmerged

In this pa per. wvc report some elementary stutdies of tung- portion. set: beiow).
Steil scannum, twi:nelini. :iiicros:op?. tips. These include stud.
ies of scanning, electrt.;i microbecp.e imiages of tips. thle de-

pet~lnc of111mtr ntpethn n got . SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPE IMAGES
conitions, and the ciz.ality of' scannling. iunneline mi.1cro- The tip.. :hat we etched -vacrJ.h% Lehibited nearl) po-
sco,se imnages obtained from each tip. A,. vur touchstone of nenvitial shaipes (Fig. 1). rather tha:n the nearly par:..olic
comparison, we use imiages of Au films in air. Surface Au sha&pe% reportedI by somec authors.- We 1.ind 0:;-t tdns e.\po-
atomis have .. t igh mnobil ity.. fioring nearly planar surfaceo. nenui... %hape reut hntecret ii~tn ec
and the steps onl these seorfaicas are easily visible with our the ri-~tion rate) is high. We hate oh.,er-\..d thnt. with a
microsco:-.. We us. .\u im r thngrpie sou tndr k:gr length1 -:%vr cm or morc, e.'posed - he et-
becaust. gutphitc lavers are too easily peeled from tlie stir- Chant. the prottieo: 0ic. tip tended to becomic mnore 1%. ',olic.
face. We ilind. not surprising!y. that on~c otr tips cr,-.h into We ha'e also ft und that mort na.rahni Nha:-e. resuit .rom
the Onr'eo Au, unlvs'. the crash. is .ather gentle," the tips electrochennical etchina %%ilh .hternatin_- rather thaniJrc
no lor'ger produ1tce good images: however, we also find that current.
tip geometry, as observed with a scann: g lecrron mnicro- A number of our tip h. ,d. in add.' ;oi t%, he nearly e.xpo-

4 4! J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A f(2). M.ar/Apr 1988 0734 2101 '8"012t 45.03S01.OO j 1988 American V,.-uum S. :iety 445
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Fic.1. ea ingelet rn -micoscpe iageof ponte tugstn tp. he ic. 3. Scanning tunneling microscope image of a Aul film. tako; using the
tij Was etched in an aqueous NaOH solution Note the 100 pm scale. tip of Fig. 1. This is a tunneling curret image over a I 50x I 50 A area of the

film. Comparable quality images are obtained with both pointed and bent

nential overall shape, highly convolved or bent poinits (Fig. tp.poie h ishv o encahd
2), although such tips had never been allowed contact with
any surface. By carefully controlling the'etching conditions,
we learned that such bent points tend to occur when the mass nwtthyilsre apetybigeceddoalyt
(length) of the tunse wire in the etchant is larme, a cone.. etinsrac egos
tion indicative of (i) plastic flow of the-. tungsten wire as the T8 osblt fpatcfowpaigarl ntef~a
tip is formed and (ii) some recoil or ihe tip ai the instant of tino*?shsbe) asdpe'osybyMle n sn,
tip formation, wvhen the wire in the etchant drops of. but those authors ;t cribed ihe tipbending to the a..:tioh of gas

Just before the bottom portion of the wire separates, pi ube.pevruls-lmnt uc ubsb. sa~i
tic lowoccrs t te nrroest egin o th wiewhn te- ect-currentvetch (alternating current produces many bub-

ti lo cur tth aroetreinoftewiewente bles), but still obtain bent tips wvhen the conditions of signifi.
stresc induced by the "'ire's weigh t iv greater than the yield- cn lsi lwaemt
stress. Rough estimates indicate that the weight of several cn lsi lwaemt
millimeters of tungsten wire in the etchant bath is sufficient IV CNIGTUNNELING MIRSOEIMAGES
to allow plastic deforrnation at 'a hecking diameter of abouc t- .SANNGMCOCP
pum. 'Furthermorc. w~ niechahical-energy stored in the-neck Surprisingly, the bent or convolved tips often produced
region of the stretched tungsten wire-is released wvhen t he decent scanning tunneling microgcope img~ocompara-
wire separates'. This energy. althouigh perhaps an order of ble quality with images produced by "poin:...d" tips, such as
magnitude too small to plastically deform the entire volume the one in Fig. 3. Subjectively, the pointed tips may have
of the thicker portion of the wit,!, is nevertheless sufficient to produced slightly sharper scanning 'tunneling microscope
deform small surface regions. leading to tip recoil and bend- images. but the variation of image quality for various point-

ed tips wvas comnpar.1ble wit thedifl'crences between images
for pointed atid bent tips

'' ~lIt zotitrast. tips that Wvere crasheJ chonmsi~y into the sur-
~ face no longer prod uc.d images. 'Coiitro!!i:d and gentle

~ crashes, however, c.-t, leave the tips capable of forming sub.
-.1 Ila, sequent images.")

.~. 4'V. CONCLUSIONS

~ .,* :.:Thus we conclude thait the best tungst en tips are formedO
w-in only a smiall portion of the viri; is suspended in the

of, valmillu icroscop-. iniage mnay not be a good
iit5 .aor kftip itnagin;! quality. Nevertheie~s. as a mnatter of
good experimental practice. bern tips should be a'oidcd. and

Io ontly a smnall portion or ti unesten wire hud csb
mereed during the etching process.

tip. The contort ion i% wit1 die lt t110 lip's% inig beeni crashed. but rater i% ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
due to tip deformationa during ei. hing. Suzii bent tips occur when a lare We re-rateful for the gnaeroussupport of the L.. t. .\rmv
maiss of "~ire is sitbinoi ed a li h cicliant and are asceribed tot ecoil after . .,
fracture resulting front plasti, detortrion. Note the 1in mimcal. Note Resecarch Oice. tht- Del-- "e A.dvanced Res-,a.rch Pr(tcts
ako the "dirt" on the tip. res~idual NiOl . At-ency. and the Office o1' Naval Research iContracts No.
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Electronicstrfuctures and doping -of IniN, Itn,,Ga _. N, an inAlv1 .*N

DMwid-W. Jenkins"'and'John P. Dow
'Dcparmetit~qf Pyits, Unirersiiy of Notp., -Dame. NozreDamq.jtdiqta 46556'

(Received 23DMcember 1987)

The electronic structures of lInN, InGjN and InAl1-,N ire predicted*and~teeaeil
aie found to be direct-band-ga;. semiconductors withfundamental band -gaps3-ranging .fro~norange
through the blue-green to the ultraviolet. The cep~live~s i'-ociated*tih -substtiitionAI s- and,~
bonded imrpucities are pit'dic:ed, and, for-InN we find 0i) that the-native defect responsible for nat-u-
ral%~ occurr'iig n-type InN, . ;'anitr gen vacancy (not Nh);,,i~i)-2t the .s'ogencnya~opo
ducts a deep level just be,6w -hie conductiot: band edge, Whichis t., ponsiblec foruan-observed 0.2-eV
optical-absorption feattfro: iii) that p. :ype doping should bcacli:d~~~~iern'ounI im-
purities on In sites; iv) that n-type conductivity should result from oxygenatomns o.,;N sites; Mv that
Ini produces s. and p-like deep levels near-midgap that are responsible for an dptical-absorrtion
feature near I eV; (vi) that column IV impurities on either anion or cation'sites will tend tomake
the material semi-insulating, and (vii) th-it an isoelectronic electron trap should be produced by 11,
whereas column-V impurities onwthc N sit'- should produce deep isoelectronic,-hole traps. Similar
results hold for the alloys In,1Gaj,.nd InAla...,N. Some impu -ities undergo shallow-deep tran-
sitions in the alloys, as funictionso Malloy~composition.

1. INTRODUCTION tion rule g3verni 'ng light emission! will be satisfied; (iii
the material must be crystalline and, if it is an alloy, must

High-mobility InN has recently been grown in a poly!. be relatively st.ain free-because large strains produce
crystallinc hexagonal %tr-rcturc.1'. The band gap of this dislocations, and dislocations tend to quench lun'ines-
material is direct and th'e optic.vl absorption threshold lies cence (as well as tralr and s,:attcr -arriers ,.Id degrade
in the orange portio:. of thL visible spectrum (the band mobility);6.7 (iV) the materials must be relatively free of
gap-plus the Bursteint shift is 2.05 eV). This is an exciting deep levels in the band gap that mnight traip electrons or
exper'imental rv ., Il for ,it least two rea:sois: Mi the high holes, leading to enhanced nonra..:iative transition rates
n'oiility sg tsthat electronic-grade mazterial may and luminescfence d.-aradation: and Mv schemes for dop-
evenm::'y 0c, tlaricated, and (ii) the orange color ndi:- ing the material b',tfjvui and .- type mutst be found'. The
catce, that IhN and allov*q based on InN could be candi- purpose of this paper is to ptovide thcoretica: guidance
dates for effcient semiconductitng large-band-gap visible, concerning these five issues, in the hope of stimulating
light emitters and lasers. Until now much of the em.; :eff'orts in grow electronic-grade InN and InN-based al-
phasis oil developing large-hand-gap visible solid-state loys.
ligh.: emnitters has focused on Il-VI compound semicon- In See. II we discuss the band structures of (wurtzitcO
duetors. materials that in many cases have proven InN and alloys of InN an1d GaN and AIN. We showithat
difliculi to dope both n type and (especially) p type3 and thsaloscibedcred yth itul-rtla-
hence do wt form good dIiodes. mi.,h less 'light-emitting proximation, have,-direct band gaps tha-t range troin the
diodes. The origin of the 11-VI compound doping prob. orat'ge to the ultraviolet, and should be rvlativels\ strain
lem is often ascribed to "self-compenisationt"-commoni freL hvcause they are moderately well lattice matched. In

,dopiant, p~urported).\ . istort oflf site and produce accom- See Ill we discuss the deep Itvels associated with S- anld
pan incl vacaticies Which compensate thei. 4 It is widely p-bonded substitutional impurities iti InN, with partictu-
believed that such self-comp-ensa, ion problems do not lar emphasis on th-. native do.*-cts (i.e.. '.acancic.s and ant-
plague Ill-V compound enfleonductors. and so thve x- tisite det'ectsi and the dopants fromi columns 11. IV, anid
istence M' the isoanionic semiconductors InN. G.%N. and VI of the Periodic Table. Sevtion IV is devoted in a L tim-

AIN, all v ith large band gnp; [2 cV toranget. 3.5 eVi ul- parable discussion for the aloys. Our coticitsions are
travioleil. and 6 cV (ultraviolet), rcspectiveyj, raises the sunima. ized in Sec. 'V.

.::v"F~f of ftbt'icatin- alloys whose band gaps range
frotn I hie oranue to the ultraviolet.

As-siiming that the problemi of growving electronic-I.BADSRCU S
c'ade nte:'ial can be ;0vd, there w.!I remain five maziir
et iteria that the material mutst mecet ti the balid Cap The band structures are obtained usino a nearest.
must lie the Jesired color (orange. blue, etc.): tib the band neighbor tight-binding model of the electronic structures,
gal, mutst h, direct so that the crystal-miomentum selec- based on the "flat er- Kost er5 theory. The re~uting Hiatmil-
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touaan is Is,) p: 1) p,1) Ip,,)
js,t) E(s,b) 0 0 0

H, 0 HWO H,,.4 11p..,1) 0 E(p,b) 0 0
0 H. Hi,4 H2,4  Ip~f l) 0 0 E(p,b) 0

H H1,3 H1,4  H, 0 'PY Ip1) -0 0 0 E(p,b)

H.4 Ht.4 H for b =a or c (anion site or cation site). The off-diagonal'
matrices are H,,g! (k)Mf,,,, H2.4 =g2(k 1A1. 4 and

whereHb is H,.4 =g,(k)M,.4, whei M1.4 is

is,!) U(S'S) U(s'z) 0 0
Ip" 0-~ U(z's) U(z'z) 0 0
lp",.1) 0 0 U(x'x) 0
ipY, 1) 0 0 0 U(y'y)

M2.4 is

Ipx, 2) -f* U'(x,s) -f* U'(x,z) fo rr'(x,x)+f*. [U'(x,x) +U'(y,y)] f.I (j,,y) - U'(, x)] /2

MU, is

and constants a and c, and.:he c/a *'atio. Since- the c/a ratio,

gi~)=epl(-ka/+.'',a3+3C/)Ito within 2.15%, is the ideal value of(r i2 we simplify
g,(k exti( k~a/3+~ /3k~c 8)]the model by assuming the ideal value.
g,(k= ep~ikia/3 kza/3 k3C8)1The hand structures or the alloys are obtained in the

k) ep~ik ~a/3 ~a 3 + ~c 8)]virtual-crystal approximation.!~ We implement the

fo~k= ep(+k~a+ I ex(-i~a)TABLE 1. Tight-binding parameters 'in Ov's for AIN, GaN,
f 0() ep( 1k~ )+I +exp -i~a)and InN in the notation or Ref. 12. l'araniete.- aie taken from

f (I=exp(+ikia)-[lI+ exp(-ik-,a)]/2 116Re%. 9. 10. and 11, respectively'.

f +(k)=![I+ exp(-ik'a)] AIN GaN I nN
EVs~a) -12.104 -13.114 -4.984

and E(p.U) 3.581 1.269 0.565
E"V.C) -0096 -1.786 0.254

f -(k) () "'[ I exp( -- ik~a) E (p. 0 9.419 7.131 3.895

I'I~xI5.80)8 -3M0 1.347
Here we have k= k Ib I+ k, b, + kb.;.b 1, where b.. and I'I X.Y 1 8.486 6.5.15 3.033

b; are the reciprocal-latt ice vectors divided 1wv 2-,. namr- l'~.p' r.9 4.891.
ly ((2/V3)/a,0,0), ((i1v )/a,i1a,0), and (0,0,1/ci. Ita~''..10 0S7 4.S.N3
respectively. The parameters of the Hamiltonian -for u 4.9.1 S. 166 5.693
reproduced in Table 1, along with the wurtzi.te lattice -c,
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FIG. I Predicted band structure 'of IN.,.,Ga0I40N. The
direct tnerjgy-band gap lies in the blue-green part or the sp-ec- FIG. 3. Energiet of principle conduction-band minima vs al.
trum. loy composition for In,-,A], N.

virtual-crystal approximation by taking weighted aver. occupied by N; The lattice mismatch, I -d(GaN)/d
ages of the matrix elements. Fora.xample, in the l.-ase of (InN), is 9.30%c; the corresponding mismatch f'or AIN and
InGa1... N, we 'terage the various diagonal matrix ele. InN is 12.8%.I2
ments E, The resulting predicted band structure for

E(InGal-N)=(-x)EGaN)xE(IN) no,6Gao,40N is given in fig. 1. InGa1 .. N is a direct.
E(InGa 1...~)(lx)EGaN)xE(nN)band-gap semiconductor :or all compositiou;s x, and has a

The otf-diag nal mratrix eb~ments V, multiplied by the band gap ranging from 2 eV for InN to ;.5 eV for GaIN.
square of tii? bo:.d !ength d. are also averaged this way The principal ftttures of the predicted band stIuctures of
(according to Hu. i ion's rule"), with the bond length ob- lnal, and In.,Al1..,N, nam~ely the energies of the
tained from '/egard's law,"4 r, .A, A, L, K, and H conduction-band minima,t5 are

d(InGa1.. ~)(lx~d(aN)xd(nN)plotted as functions of alloy zomposition x in Figs. 2 and

Thus we assume that virtually all of the In and Ga atoms The principal conclusion to be drawn from thesn calcu-
ocuycation sites, while anion sites are overwhelmingly lations is that JnX Ga.,, and InAl,N should be

occupydirect-band-g~p semiconductors and hence potential light
emitters for all compositions x.

InxGai-xN 111. DE.EP LEVELS IN InN

8.0 A. Vaeaeral considerations

> Every s. and p-bonded impurity products both deep
* L0 levels associated with its central-cell potential and shal-

low levels caused by an-, nu-izero valence differen~ce be-
L A tween the impurity and the host atom it replaces (al-

* 4.0
C th-ligh the "deep" levels often eo not lie in the funda-

La mental band gap as once believed, but often can be reso-
2.0 rnant with the host bands). The deep levels can be com-

puted using the theory of Hjalmarson et al. 16 The one.
electron Schr~idinger equation forthe deep levels E can

0.0 be rewritten,

GaN X InN dtlG()]O
where GO(E) is the host Green's-function operator,

FIG. 2. Energies or principle conduction-band minima vs al- Go) = ( E -H)
loy composition for In, .,GaN. The symmetry points H, K. L.
M. ., and r have the usual Brouckaert.Smoluchowski-wigner and Ho is the Hamiltonian operator that generates the
definitions (Ref. 15). band structure of the host. E is assumed to have a posi-
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tive imaginary part whenever E is not in a band gap. The InN
defect potential is V-H -Ho, where H is the Hamiltoni-
an of the crystal with an impurity.

If we follow established custom" and (i) neglect the 000
weak long-ranged Coulomb potential responsible for-shal- " 3.0
low levels, and (ii) ignore lattice relaxation around the
impurity (effects of order 0.1 eV), the defect potential T is
diagonal in a basis of localized L6wdin orbitals centered

at the impurity site, and the secular equation for the ener- *0oooo
gy levels reduces to twosT' ts scalar equations,

GA(E)II/V, , G.(E) 1/V. 0.0

Here,,G.4 (E) and GE.(E) are the host Gre..i's functions
for the s-like A I and p-like E, states,! 7 respectively, and
V, -and V, are the defect potentials for the s-like and.'-
like states, respectively. VaN  I VoTn N

Using the scaling rules for the matrix elements'of H 0,  In
namely that diagonal matrix elements depend .)n atomic FIG.. Energy lvels and electron occupxicies ofneural na-energies, whereas orf-diagonal matr,, elements vary in- tie 4. in les a n b o pe cics e le-versely as the square of the bond length,J'''19 we find tire defects in InN. Holes are d.,noted hy open circles and edec-
that trons are denoted by solid cirelks. For the nitrogen vacancy,

t s, the electron 'n the level res,,onant with the co.iduction band
Vs 'Ps (Ws imp-Wt.hos ) decays to the band edge, where it becomes a shalbow.donor elec-

tron. The energies of lcvelsresonant with the hos' bands are
and. merely-schematic, are~not to be-taken as quantitative, and are

. hmerely to illustrate that there are resonances in the bands.

wlre wl,,,,r and wi.ho, are atomic-orbital energies in the
solid'9 for impurity and host, respectively. We have type or p type.
/#,=0.g and ,,=0.6. These equations can be solved for Neither antisite defect can explain the 6bse'ed it-type
deep levels of energy E in the fundamental band gap by character of InN.
computing the Green's function GO(E) and plotting E The theory for In.v does provide a simple and natural
versus [GI(E)J- '= r. explanation for the optical absorption data of Tansley

and Foley:: They find a deep level r it-type InN. with p.
B. Native defects like character ly:ng - I eV below the conduction-band

edge, which they attribute to an IN a:isite defect. Our
The first question the theory should answer is "Why is theory (Fig. '4) does seem to be in excellent agreement

InN n type?" Tansley and Foley' had speculated some with their data.
years ago that the t-type behavior is caused by an antisite The In-site vacancy Val. (Fig. 4) produces s-like and p-
defect: N on an In site (Nn), which they had suggested like levels near the valence-band max:m, n, with the s.
might be a double donor. However we find that this de. like level doubly occupied and the p-like neutral vacancy
fect produces both s-like and p-liker7 deep levels deep in level containing three electrons and three h,.... The
the gap (see Fig. 4)-closer to the valence-band edge theory, taken literally, places the p-like level in the g;ip,
tha:n to the conduction-band edge, where it can trap-both electrons and holes, and the s-like

The s-like state is occupied by the two extra N elec- level in the valence band. (Itis conceivable that the p-
trons and is too far from the conduction-band edge to be like level actually lies below the valence-band m.ximum,
thermally ionized-even if one makes allowanes for a in which case the In vacancy would be a triple shallow
few-tenths-of-an-eV theoretical uncertainty in the pre- acceptor, because the holes would bubble up to the
dicted dcep levels. The p-like states are far from the band valence-band (dge.) Clearly, thu In vacancy cannot ac-
edge, empty, and together can trap six electrons. (Of count for the observed n-type character of InN either.
course, Coulombic charge-state, splitting, omitted from The N vacancy can (Fig. 4). (Tansley and Foley have
the model, will raise these neutral-impurity levels as each also speculated that the N vacancy might be the defect
additional electron is added.) Thus Nl, is a deep trap responsible for the natural it-type chatacter of InN.21) N
for 'oth electrons and holes: its natural occurrence in produces an s-like level (containing two elcctrons) near
InN cannot explain the material's n-type character. the conduction-band %ge and a p-like lev,l (containing

The InN antisite defect produces deep s-like and p-like oae electron) above the conduction-band edge. Since the
levels near the center of the gap (Fig. 4). Six electrons oc- p-lik: level is resonant, its electron is autoionized, decays
cupy the lowest of the eight spin orbitals associated with tn'-he conduction-band edge, and dopes InN n type (one
this defect, maj'.ing the neutral defect unquestionably a eletron per vacancy). It is also possib'.e that the s-like
deep trap for both (two) electrons and (six) holes. Thus deep states lie a bit higher than predicted 'not in the gap)
In. can compensate Nn, but does not dope InN either it and are resonant with the conduction band, donating
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their electrons to the conduction oand. In thEk second InNGoNAXZN: cot. ion s Ite
case the N vacancy would be a triple donor. Thus we
conclu dithat the N vacancy is most li:kelv responsible for .<0Oi .ooQ
the n-type behavior of InN, and is most likely a single -___..._.__ ,,_-__ .,____ --..

donor (but possibly donates three electrons to the con- 2.0
duction band'. Moreover, the nitrogen vacancy, if it is a
simple dcnor with its s-like deep level in the gap just
below the conduction-band edge, provides a natural en-
planation of the 0.2-eV feature in the Tansley-Foley opti- L.

cal absorption data. Thus we propose that the N va- C
cancy botl dopes InN n type and produces a deep level I

0.2 eV below the conduction-band minimum which has 0.0
been detected in the optical absorption. 74.

Another defect possibly responsible for ihe n-type
character of InN is oxygen on a N site, which is not a na-.
tive defect, but is nevertheless likely to be present in
significant concentrations (Fig. 5). 1ll 111 III a In

C. Dopants FIG. 6. Energy levels and occupancies of neutral impurities
from columns I, II, and III on the cation site and B on the In

. P type site in InN, GaN,,and AN. Holes are denoted by open circles,

Since InN o ccurs n type naturally, the central question, All column-Il impurities on the III site are predicted'to yield
concerning doping is whether it can be doped p type. I, shallow acceptors. Column-I imoiurities are predicted to yield

as We redict. InN is naturally n type because, of N va- double acceptors. Isoelectronic- impurities on the III site areas w preict InNis nturlly typ beauseof Nva- predicted to be inerd, except fde .91, in InN only, whiO: is pre.
cancies, then p-typematerial must be relatively free-,of dited to be n trap.
these vacancies or contain a sufficiently large number of
acceptors to compensate them.

The best candidate for an acceptor is a column-Il im- of 3 or more, the shallow-impurity binding energy is large
purity on an In site (Fig. 6). Such an impurity will be a enough to inhibit :thermalsionization of holes at room
shallow acceptor in the classic sense. There is a problem temperature. Ultimately, the fact that the shallow-
with ordir.. - ccentors in InN, however, because this acceptor binding energy is. so large, not the purported
large-band-gip-.,.,. . ':,r should have a moderately difficulty of incorporating shallow acceptors. may be the
small dielectric cont~iafit;,',stimated to be E8:3,2' and a reason InN cannot be fabricated sufficiently p type.
rather large (calculated), valence-band effective mass, 'Cdlumn-IV impurities on the N site will very likely not
n l.6,.. .causing 'th acceptor's f"ec tive-mass-theory produce shallow acceptors, but instead will produce both
binding energy to'be rather larte, -0.3 eV. Thus unless s-like (except perhaps for C) aid p-like deep levels in the
these crude' estiates ofme- areoo large by a factor fidamental band gap-with one hole and five electrons

-in the upper(p-like) level and two electronsin the s-like
InN: N ,site,,. level (Fig. 7)-except for Pb, which has its s-like andp-

S"..like levels reversed. Thus neuiral c6!-.mn-IV impurities
on N sites are deep traps for both electrons (one) and

;eo

1.0 2.0 1 y--iv
.02.0

0.0 1.0

W

0 N SON TN

FIG. 3. Energ; levels and occupancies of neutral column-VI
impurities on the N site in InN. Electrons are denoted by solid CN SiN (30N SnN PbN
circles. All column.VI impurities on the N site are predicted to
be donors. The extra donor electron is denoted by a solid circle FIG. 7. Energy levels and occupancies o" neutral colunn-IV
in the conduction band. impurities on the N site in InN.
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holes (five). of recombination radiation.
We also note that the In vacancy, if its p-like level ac- Isoelectronic impurities (unlike heteroelectronic

tually lies below the valence-band maximum, could dope donors and acceptors) can often trap one carrier without
InN p type (see Fig. 4). repelling a carrier of opposite sign, as in the case of Nr in

GaP, which traps an electron-and the electron is subse.
2. n-type quently able to capture a hole and to form an impurity-

bound exciton.
For n-type doping, the best candidate, other than the In InN, according to the theory, neutral B on an'In site

N vacancy, is oxygen or some other chalcogen on a N produces such an isoelectronic trap, an s-like level slight-
site. Oxygen produces no deep levels in the fundamental ly below the conduction-band edge Fig. 6). (The p-like
band gap, and so is a classic shallow donor (Fig. 5). Ne.- level of B is predicted to be resonant with the conductio-,
tral s, Se, and Te, in addition to producing the shallow band.) The remaining In-site isoelecti:' :ic traps are dec-
donor, each also yield a p-like fully occupied deep level'in tronically inert, according to the theory, with their deep
the gap, which is driven up from the valence band. be- levels all being resonant.
cause the s atomic-orbital energies of S,-Se, and Te are On the N site, the Bi and Sb isoelectronic impurities
higher than that of N.3 produce both s-like and p-like deep levels in the band gap

Column-IV impurities on the In site are not good can- (fully occupied by electrons for the neutral defect) and
didates for donors, since they are predicted to have s-like hence are deep hole traps (Fig. 9). Similarly. As and P on
.deeprlevels in th; gap, and so, when neutral, could'either the N site have (full) p-like deep level. in the gap. while
trap electrons or holes (Fig. 8). The predicted s-like lev- their (full) s-like levels lie just below the va.len -band

els for Pb and possibly Si are .lose enough to the maximum. They too are deep hole traps.
cond;:ction.baiid edge ihat, allowing for a small uncer- One of the interesting features-of these isoelectronic
tainty in the theory, these levels could lie resonant with traps is that they bind one carrier in a iocalizcd orbital,
the conduction band, and so could conceivably lead., to and so can bind an excifon by binding one carrier which
shallow-donorbehavior. binds the second through the- electron-hole imntraction.

Thus we predict that the best dopants for InN are For example, B1. can bind an electron which, in turn, can
column-Il impurities on the In site for p.type doping, and bind a hole. Similarly, Bi,,, Sb.%., and As, or PN. can
"tiffher a vacancy or oxygen on the N site for n-type dopI" aP- bind a hole which can attract an electron. By localizing
i-,'g. Column-IV dopants on either or both sites will tend ae thet rdc eiisltn aeil an exciton this way, an isoclectronic trap can enhane h
ti produce semi-insulating material, intensity of the recombination luminescence, because the

recombination rate for a localized state is generaily much
D. Isoelectronic impurities larger than for a delocalized state.

Isoelectronic irril -ities, namely impurities from the E. Other deer levels
same column of the Periodic Table as the host atom they
replace, are normally thought of as electronically inert. Impurities two or more columns of the Periodic Table
Rather spectacular counterexamples to this thinking are distant from the host atom they replace tend to be rather
the N isoelectronic traps in GaAs.Pi _.  and insoluble; nevertheless, their solubilities are not zero, and
AIi_,Ga,.As alloys, electron traps which play major we includ, ;iieir predicted deep levels here for cmplete-
roles in localizing electrons and enhancing the intensity ness.

IN InInN: N site

2.0

10 , 1.0

C

0.0 0.0

CInfn if 6  SnIn Pbn PN  AsN SbN 6 1N

FIG. i. I'lerrv I\'. a', w t oen patlcics of al column-IV ]eep, 0. 0.IL' .[.ncc ;Iv l d or. I)1" netl' l i ,l:.,tiron.
iinpurilis Oi it hI Iitv It in . Ie I.i 01l ' II ICS 0 :1 ize N %2It In II,. I

L
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FIG. 10. Eperly levels and occupancies of neutral column-V FIG. 13. Energy levels and occupancies of neutral column-I

impurities on the lit site in InN, impurities on the N site in InN.

InN'., In 3 its InN: N site
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> 0__000000

00000 ___ ___
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FIG. 11. Energy levels and occupancies of neutral column-Vt FIG. 14. Energy levels and occupancies of neutral column-lI

impurities oc. the In site in InN. impurities on the N site in InN.
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FIG. 12. Energy levels and occupancies of' neutral column- FIG. IS. Energy levels'and occupancies of neutralzcolumn.

VII impurities on the In site in InN. Ill impurities on the N site in InN.
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InN: N a it, GaN through the gap to the valence band of InN (it does
not). Then the hole in the deep level would bubble up to
the valence-band maximum, and neutral Si would become

e .a single acceptor rather than a deep trap for both elec-
> 2.0 ttons a::l holes, and would have a false valence of - I in-
* stead of its normal valence (+!) with respect to the

column-IlI cation. The reason false valences do not
occur in InGaliN or In, Al 1_ N is that the vacancies

0 have both s-like and p-like levels ii. or very near the fun-
C ___"_damental band gap (Fig. 4). Sincc tile vacancies corre-

W spond to infinite defect potent.als, " they separ. te the im-
0.0 purity levels that originate from the conduction band

with finite defect potentials from those that come from
....-• .......... the valence band-and, if the vacancy levels lie in the

__ ... . .._,._,_._,_.__.-__-,_,_____:___ gap for all alloy compositions, prevent impurity levels
from crossing the gap.

FN C1N BrN IN At N Deep-shallow transitions occur wl.en a deep level inthe gap moves out of the gap (as a function of x). Consid-
FIG. 16. Energy levels and occupancies of neutral column- er, as an example, a column-IV impuri'y such as Si on a

VII impurities on the N site in InN. cation site in In..Gat .N. In InN, neutral Si on an !n
site produces an s-like dep level in the gap ,ccupied by

On the In site column-I and -II impurities are double one electron and one hole (Fig. 8). Therefore r .utral Si,,
acceptors and single acteptors. respectively, with their s is a deep electron and h )le trap in InN, but in GaN or
an dp deep levels in-the .onduction band (see Fig. 6). The AIN, Si on :- .cation. site produces "-n s-li:e level degen-
column-V impurities produce de.p traps: doubly occu- crate with the conduction band' Figs. 17 and 18). The
pied deeps levels in th,. gap and empty p levels that are in electron that:occupied thislevel in InN is autuionized in
the gap for Pl, and As, but in the conduction band for GaN or AIN and falls to the conduction-band edge
Sbl, and Bit," (Fig. ,0). The column-VI impurities (Fig. (where the long-ranged Coulomb poten.ial omitted .n this
1!) produce doubly oc.upied s levels deep in the gap plus paper traps the electron in a shallow-donor state). As a
singly occupi-d p levels that are deep in the gap, ext..pt result cation-site Si in GaN or AIN i.' a shallow-dnor
for Te (which should produce a shallow donor!). The impurity: its ground state has the extra electron in a
halogens t.n the In site should produce deep s and p levels shallow level (whereas in InN this extrL. electron occupies
in the gap ;F1ig. 12). a deep level). For some intermediate alloy composition

On the N site, columns-I, -II, and -III imp-,rities all between InN and GaN, the deep level of Sil,, in InN
produce s-like and p-like deep levels in the gap of InN, all passes through the conduction-band edge. and the Si im-
at about the same energy (Figs. 13-15). Column-VII im- purity changes its character from a deep trap to a shallow
purities (Fig. 16) are all double donors, except possibly donor (Fig. 19).
for F, which the theory predicts to be inert (which, The predicted dependences on alloy composition x of
within the theoretical uncertainty, may also be a double substitutional deep levels in In.,Gal-,N are displayed in
donor). Figs. 19-22.

IN'. DEEP LEVELS IN In1 Gal-. N AND In1 All-. N

A. Doping anomalies

The deep -levels in the alloys hInGa1_,N and
In.,A:.N are similar to those in InN. As functions of __ 3.0
alloy composition they vary inenergy rather smoothly. >
In many cases deep level, that lie ini the fundamental 2.0
band gap for InN move out of the gap as a function of al-
loy composition and lie resonant with the host bands of L
GaN or AIN. W\'hen this happens, the character of the 1.0
impurity changT,. (e.g., from a deep trap to a shallow W
donor) and a "doping anomaly" occurs.

There are two conmmon types of doping anomaly: (i 0.0
false' valences, and (ii) deep-shallow transitions.

False valences occur when, as a function of alloy com-
position, a deep level completely crosses the fundamental
ba:z -a'p. False valences do not occut in ln.Ga 1_xN or
InAl_,N. but. to understand the concept of a false CGO 160 6660 S N O

'alcnce, suppose that the s-like level of Si on a cation site FIG. 17. Energy levels and electron occupancies of neutral
(Fig. 8) were to descend from the conduction b., d of column-IV impurities on the Ga site in G.:N.
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AIN: At site 35 In. Gaj - N: cat ion s ite Ep

6.0

S.
4.0 _

iC-28.0 C

0 .0

0.0 1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

CAL SiAl GeAL Sn~t PbAL 0.0 0.5

FIG. 18. Evergy levels and electron occupancies of neutral
column-IV impurities on the Al site in AIN. FIG. 20. E, (p.like) defect levels for impurities on the cation

sitc ;n In,_,GaN. Only level- for impurities from columns VI
and VII are partially filled by !Iectrons; other impurity levels
are unoccupied.

The principal deep levels for substitutional defects in
GaN and AIN are given in Figs. 17 and 18 and 23-30.
The variation with alloy composition x of deep levels in
In.Al1 .. N is given in Figs. 31-34. In many cases, the on those defects whose qualitative characers do change
qualitative level structure for a specific impurity on a with alloy composition, defccts that undergo deep-
given site is the same for all alloy compositions of shallow transitions.

In.,Gal.N and In.A,.,N (e.g., for oxygen on an anion
site), and no deep levels cross either the valence-band or
Linduction-baiid edge as alloy composition is varied . In The antisite defects, N on a cation site and a cation on
such cases, the qualitative doping character of the defect za N site, have the same qualitative level structures in
does not change, although its quantitative energy levels GcaN-and AIN, but a didO&rent one in InN (Figs. 4, 23, and
do, according to Figs. 19-22 and 31-34. Here we focus 27). In InN the (ncutral) N, defect has both a filled (dou-

bly occupied) s-like level and an empty p-like deep level in
the gap. The p-like level is in the conduction band for

35 InxGo1-xN: cat ion 3 ite Al GaN and AIN;. Thus Nin is a deep trap for both electrons
$1

3;5 ,nxGoI..xN: N site A3 c36

SSN CdC

FIG. 19. A1 (s-like) defect leve!s vs alloy composition .x for 0'0.0

0.01 1.0

impurities on the cation site in In,-, Ga, N. Levels for impuri- 0
ties from columns V, VI, and VII are completely filled, levels for
impurities from column IV have one electron and one hole, and FIG. 21. A (s.like) defect levels for impurities on the N site
levels for isoelectronic impurities are unoccupied by electrons, in In,.., Ga, N. All the levels shown are occupied by two elec-
Other impurities are acceptors. trons.
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3S InxGai-xN: N 3ite Gc'N: N site,

3.0

2.0

L

0 .0

0.0 S M M
000.5 1.0 0N SN TON

FIG. 22. E? (p-like) defect levels for impurit:cs on the N~site FIG. 24. Encr--y levels and electron occupancies of neutral
in In-GaN Levels due to impurities which ha-e fewer colunin-Vi impinties on the N site in GaN.
valence electrons than N, such as Si, are partially occuied by
electrons-and trap both electrons and holes. Impurities which c N 54
have more valence electrons than N, such as 0, are donors:
their levels ate completely occupied by electrons and have extra
electron-in the conduction band.3.

,and holes, whereas neutral Nra in GaN and NA, are
deep-hole traps. %02.0

The cation-vacancy p-like level is barely in the gap for R
InN and GaN, and d,..p in the- gap for AIN (Figs. 4, 23, 0 .
and 27), Wvhereas the s-like level is resonant with thelO
valence bafid for InN and GaN, but in the gar, for -AIN.
This vacancy, when neutral, can trap either electrons or 0.0
hules.

The N vacancy is a shallow donor in InN and GaN-
(Figs. 4 and 23). with its p-like level in the conduction
band and its s-like deep :level doubly occupicd in the gap. C iSN PbNIn AIN the p-like level lies in the gap (,Fig. 27), making N N SN Sl
the neutral N vacancy a deep electron trap. FIG. 'S. Energy levels and electron occupa-icie.s of neutral

column.IV impurities on the N site in GaN.

GaN GaN:f N ite

_ 3.0 3.0

S>

2.0 2.0
LL
* SC 1.0 C 1.0

0.0 0.0 m .

VCON GC N VC G N G0 P A:5N SN 8
FIG. 23. Enern, level, and electron octupanL 4cs of neutral FIG. 26. Incrgy levels and cecLt.ron occtupancic' of nen,1-'i

native defects in GaN. isoclee tronic imp~ urit ies on thle N site in C aN.
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AIN AIN: N s5ite
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4.04.
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44000

1.0 -1.0
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VON N VAt NAt ~N 3N SN B 1N

FIG. 27. Enerav levels and elctron occupancies of neutral FIG. 30. Energy levels an-1 eiectron occupancies of neutral
native defects in AIN. isoelectionic impurities on the N site in AIN.

AIN: N site- ~nxA 1l-xN: cation siteA

%d 4.0 N

1.0 s

0.0
C11N SN SON Tex. .

FIG. 2.3. Enere.y levels and elecnz-n occupancies of n.-utral FIG. 3 1. A I (s.!ike) defect levels for impurities on the cation
column.VI impuritici on the N site in AIN. site in In I ,AlN.

AIN: N site 62InxA1l-xN: cation asiteE

5.0r.
''4.0

0) 3.0 3.1

C 2.0 S 0

1.0

0.0 _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

C N *. 0 501 .
S Get4 SN~ Pb 000. .

FIG. 29. Energy levels and election occupanew~s of neutral FIG. 30. E. tp-likel tlefe':t levelq for impurities on the eation
eolumn.IV impurities on the N %ite in AIN. siteil; I~ AI, N.
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., Inx At -xN: N 5 ite AI Column-IV impurities (except C) on the Ga site in
GaN and the Al site in AIN produce shallow donors
(Figs. 17 and 18). In InN (Fig. 8) they produce s-like

__ deep levels in the gap. Indeed, the p-like deep level of
C111 even lies well in the gap of InN, while the s-like levels

> I % A of neutral carbon are predicted to be deep electron and
V-.hole traps for alloys ofInN, GaN, and AIN.

1 Va D. Isoelectronic defccts
L The isoelectronic defect B on a cation site produces an
C

W~l s-like deep level in the gap of I.-N, but this, level is in the
I conduction band of GaN and AIN (Fig. 6). Thus with

decreasing x in Inx GaI_ x N or Al, Ga _x N, B undrergoee
Cd a deep-inert transition (Figs,. 19 and 31). (The isoelect-

ronic impurity has no long-ranged Coulomb potential
0.0 Sn S, and hence no shallow !evels; thus it becomes inert rather

0.0 0.5 1.0 than shallow when its deep levels are all resonant with-
X % host bands.) The other column-IlI isoelectronic defects

are inert in InN, GaN, and AIN.FIG. 33. A (s-like) defect levels for impurities on the N site Column-V impurities on the N site (except N) all pro-
in In1_ Al N. duce occupied p-like levels in the gap and are hole traps

in InN, GaN, and AIN (Figs. 9, 26, and 30). In addition,
Bi and Sb in InN have occupied s-like leyels in the gap

C. Donors and acceptors for InN. (These levels descend into the valence bands of
GaN and AIN.)

Column-Il impurities on cation sites are ordinary ac-

ceptors in InN, GaN, and AIN (Fig. 6). Column-I impur- V. SUMMARY
ities are double acceptors.

Column-VI impurities on anion sites are ordinary We have predicted the electronic structures of InN,
donors, but S, Se, and Te each have a fully occupied deep InGa_-.,N, and InAli_.,N, and find that these materi-
p-like level deep in the gap for InN, and barely in the gap als exhibit direct band gaps ranging from orange to ultra-
for GaN and AIN. (This level is in the valence band for violet. We find that the N vacancy, not the antisive de-
oxygen.) See Figs. 5, 24, and-28. fect Nln, is primarily responsible for InN's n-type charac-

Column-IV impurities on a N site each pro6.ce a deep ter as grown. We propose that the nitrogen vacancv is
electron and hole trap due to a p-like deep level in the also responsible for the 0.2-eV absorption feature and we
gap (occupied by one hole and five electrons for the neu- confirm the Tansley-Foley suggestion that InN is respon-
tral defect) in InN, GaN, and AIN (Figs. 7, 25, and 29). sible for the absorption attributed to the midgap defect
The filled s-like deep level is also in the gap for InN (ex- level. We predict that column-lI impurities on cation
cept for C), but not for GaN or AIN (See Figs. 7, 25, and sites should produce p-type behavior, while column-IV
29). impurities should yield semi-insulating properties. B on

an In site in InN should produce an isoclectronic electron
N:N s ite E2 trap. while column-V imptrities on the N site should

62 InA -NyCi hole traps. However, the shallo%%accptor binding
energy may be too large to permit thermal ionization of
large numbers of holes, and it may be difficult to pr.'are

,-,these materials with high concentrations of-positic car-> riers. Various deep-shallow and deep-inert transitions
0

occur in the In.TGat_,N alloy system. We conclude that
.. In 0 ,..)Gao.0 oN and In, .jAl 0 ,N, if thesc materials can be

L successfully grown. should produce blue-green lumines-
0 cence, and should be dopable, both n type and p type-

tW although the qhallow-acceptor binding energy ma: b soC d in " "
large as to limit the nu nber of holes in the valence band.
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Hydrostatic-pressure dependencies of deep impurity levels in zinc-blende semiconductors
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The derivatives with respect to hydrostatic pressure are predicted for deep levels associated with
s- and p-bonded impurities in Si, Ge, AlP, AlAs. AISb, GaP, GaAs, GaSb, InP. InAs, InSb, and
ZnSe. It is shown that by.combining data, both for deep levels and for their hydrostatic-pressure
derivatives, with theory it is often po.%,ible to determine (i) the site of the impurity, (ii- the symme:ry
of the deep level, and iii a quite small number of substitutional s- and p.bonded impurities that
could be responisible for the data. We use this methnd to argue that the deep levels observed by Ala-
dashvili et a!. in InSb to lie in the interval between 0.1 and 0.15 eV above the valence-band max-
imum are prhahly A I-symmetric levels associated with C1.and/or antisite Sbl,, tor levels associat-
ed with defect complexes inv,ving these defects).

1. INTRODUCTION ture (EXAFS) (Ref. 9)] to achieve such a unique
0 identification.

Several years ago, deep levels were defined as impurity The situation has been further complicated due to the
states in semiconductors whose energies were more than demonstration by Sankey et al. "' that extended substitu-
0.1 eV from a nearby band edge-namely levels tl.at tiorial def :t.; often have almost the same d&ep-level ener-
were not therm.,lly ionized at room temperature, More gies as their constituent -isolated impurities, Thus analy-
recently this definition has been revised as a result of the ses of observed energy levels are unlikely to reveal even if
recognition that deep levels can, when perturbed, cease the defect producing the level is a point defect. (This
being energetically deep in the gap and can actually pass complication is also a simplification, because it means
into a band where they become resonances. The current that theoretically one need consider only isolated defects,
definition of a deep level is one that is-caused by the since defect complexeb have. toa good approximation,
central-cell rotential of the defect.' In fact, all s- and p- spectra which are the sums of their constituents' spectra.)
bonded substitutional impurities in zinc-blende seniicon-
ductors produce typicall. four such deep levels in th( vi-
cinity of the fundamental band gap: one s-like ( A syn'-
metric) and vne triply degenerate p.like (T,) level. These
deep levels, moreoften than not, are resonances that lie 0'15
outside the band gap, and hence are not "deep" by the
old definition.

Despite the fact that %ar-ous th.ories of deep levels C- .........................
0have been developed, 4 beginning with the classical pa- .. Iv

per by Lannoo and Lenglart on the levels associated with .o 0.0 <A, 12 I '9>

the Si vacancy,$ the theories.generally have not been cap-
able of identifying a particular impurity from the energies
of its observed deep levels in the fundamental band gap. 0 InSb
This is due only in part to the fact that the bet theories o -0.6
of deep levels have theoretical uncertainties of a few 3
tenths of an eV for their level predictions.

Ren et al." following the "deep-level pinning" ideas of < ,I1 1 ' >
,Hjalmarson et al.-, showed for substitutiow:, s- and p-
bonded point defects on a site that all deep levels in tlie -1.0
band gap with a particular symmetry hav, almost he 0.0 0.1 02
same wave function-independent of the defect (see Fi,'. Vem Ener99 (eV) cam
1). This notion was confirmed :.\perimentally by various FIG. 1. lndium.s te ,uhstiiutional defect wave functions in
electron-nucleon double resoanmce (ENDOR) measure- lnSb are shovn as function% of deep energy k.ol E. The on .ite
ments of deep-level wave fun,.iotns in semiconductors." wave functioi ( A 1,0, I.) :in notation o ' ReI" 6 and tirst-
Thus, no experiment that probes only the valence elec- shell wa%, functions ( ..l .R .. U') inward-directed hybrids
tronic properties ofa deep level is capable of e:., ily identi- (Ref. 6i ;and ( A 1,R1.2 0) ,utuward-dirceted hybrids iRef, 6)]
fying the impurity responsible for the level: it is neces- are %,,Ioi hy solid, dashed. and dashed-dotted hes. respective-
sary it. probe the nucleus (e.g.. with ENDO" (Ref. 7)] or ly. All these curves are nearly Ihlat and ,,ho% that the deep d,'-
the core te.g., with extended x-ray-absorption fine struc- feet wawe functo'., depend very little on their energy leels.
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This insensitivity of deep impurity levels to the impuri- G-- = (E - Hj,
ty raises the question of how much information can be
gianed from simple electronic measurements of deep lev- The host Hamiltonian /I,, is taken to be the nearest-
els, such as measurements of their energies and pressure neighbor empirical tigh:-binding moddl of Vogl et a/. "
derivatives." ' In this paper, we show that (if we limit which is a ten-band model capable ot' describing both the
ourselves to s- and p-bonded substitutional impurities in chemistry of p' bonding and tl, indirect-gap energy
zinc-blcnde semiconductors) combined measurements of band structure of semiconductors such as Si and GaP, by
a deep level and its change with hydrostatic pressure can virtue of its five-orbital Tp ".," basis centered on each site.
usually determine both the symmetry of the level and the Expressed formally in terms of L6%din orbitals'
site (anion or cation site) of its parent impurity. Further- in,b,R) centered at the atom in unit cell R at site b (b
more, we also show that the number of candidates for denotes anion or cation) the Bloch-like tight-binding
producing a particular deep level in the band gap can be basis states are
reduced in number to only a few-and that this can be
done even for impurities in a small-band-gap semiconduc- ' n,b,k) =- " n2 . e'k'R it. b,R)
tor such as InSb, whose (low-temperature) band gap of R

0.23 eV is smaller than the uncertr.nty in most theories. Here, it runs over s, s*. and the three p states. In this
basis, the host Hamiltonian is a 10;-' 10 matrix for each

It. THEORY wave vector k (see Refs. 14 and 16). By diagonalizing

Our theoretical approach is based on the model ofelec- this matrix and obtaining its eigenvalues E(k,)., namely
tronic structure of Vogl et al., 14 the theory of deep levels the band structure, and its eigenvectors k,X.), namely
of Hjalmarson et al., and the work of Ren et al."1 on the Bloch states, one can construct the Green's-function
pressure effects. We note that Ren's basic approach to operator
pressure effects on deep levels in GaAs led to the target-
ing several years ago ofoxygen and the antisite -defect as G0(E)= (I k.X(kX )/[E -Ek,?a]
possible constituents of the defect EL2- and that the k.
role of the ,.ntisite defect is now generally acknowledged, The defect-potential matrix V is taken to be diagonal
while some (but not all) authors continue to believe that and centered solely on the impurity site in the L6wdin
oxygen is also a constituent of EL?. Thus the basic basis; this approximation is now well establikhed, and
theoretical approach of Ren et al. has a history of suc- corresponds to neglecting lattice relaxation around the
cess, and we use that approach here for deep levels in impurity.- Coulombic charge-state splittings" are also
other zinc-blende semiconductors. neglected. Since any underlying theory for predicting the

The deep levels E are obtained by solving the secular deep levels of a given impurity is only accurate to a few
determinant tenths of an eV. the omission of lattice relaxation and

det[ I - Go(E)V] =0. charge-state splittings doe' not appreciably increase the
theoretical uncertainty. Following Hjaimarson et al..-

Here, G,(E) is the Green's function, which is real in the we approximate the Jiagonal matrix elements of Von the
fundamental energy band gap impurity site as

TABLE I. Exponents i7. (I,i=s,p,.) for the bond.length dependencies of the nearest-neighbor
matrix elemenms. Exponents '7 are obtained by fitting the observed pressure dependencie.i (Table 1I1 of
the direct b.:nd gaps at r. L, and X, and the indirect gaps from L and X, to the vahknce-band maximum,
using the leat-.qsuares method.

7h,, 71'r , ,., 7 .1A q ,

Si 3.000 1.6(X) 3.825 2.600 3.327
Ge 4.400 2.4(X) 2.300 2.500 3.982

AlP 2.386 1.637 1.521 1.247 2.486
AlAs 3.205 1.656 2.398 1.706 3.214
AISb 2.53 4.244 1.192 3.272 4.469

Gall 3.6)7 2,\04 1.630 2.795 2.841
GaAs 4.144 2.3-11 2.220 2.596 2.665
GaSb 4.044 2. 013 1.634 2.281 1.245

lnP 3.100 4.443 3.(149 2.361 1.207
lnAs 2.539 2.812 3.757 2.825 3.014
lnSb 4.012 2.97 2.533 2.751 3.134

ZnSe 1.87.4 1.185 1.838 1.330 3. 1,5
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TABLE I1., Pressure coefficients of zinc-blende semiconductors (in meV/kbar).

Semiconductor dEr /dp dEL /dp dEr/dp dELr/dp dExr/dp

Si 1.0 6.2 3.0 5.54 -1.5
Ge 14.2 7.8 5.5 5.0 - 1.5

AlP I 1.8h  5.21h -0.62" 4.36h - 2.2"
AlAs 12.6" 6.27" 0.58h 4.82 --2.5"
AlSb 9.00 7.51 4.0, 6.4" - 1.5

Gal' 10.5 5.8 1.81 2.Ij -1.1
GaAs 10.7 5.0 4.6 j  5.51 - 1.5
GaSb 14.7 7.5 6.0 5.0 - 1.5'

InP 8.5 7.54 4.6' 6.84 1.8j
tnAs 10.15 7.0 3.5" 4.81 - 0.02'
InSb 15.5 8.5 6.0 S.3J - 1.11

ZnSe 7.0 2.5' - 03' 1.41 -2.01

'Reference 20,
'R.-D. Hong, S. Lee, 4nd J. D. Dow (unpublished).

'Reference 21. All other experimental values are those cited in Ref. 20.

V, =P,(w,(impurity)-w,(host)), hydrostatic-pressure derivatives or the band gaps at r, x,
and L symmetry points of the Brillouin zone. The ex-

Vp =3p(wpimpurity)- wp(host)), pone.ts i7.r are presented in.Table I, and the experimen-

and tal pressure coefficients used to determine them are given
in Table I.' 2'

V =0,
IlL. RESULTS

where the energies wl( =s or p) are atomic-orbital ener-

gies in the solid,"' and 3, and A, are constants (0.8 and For the tetrahedral (Td! symmetry of zinc-blende semi-
0.6, respectively2). These approximations to the defect- conductors, the secular determinant reduces to two scalar
potential matrix of a specific impurity, V, are needed to equations, one for s-like A I-symmetry deeo levels,
associate a particular deep-level energy E or pressure
derivative dE/dp with the impurity. They are not neces- (Vi I (s,b,0 k,) /[E - E(k, )]
sary to obtain a relationship between dE/dp and E, how- k.4
ever, because this relationship depends only on the ex- and another for p-like T2 levels,
istence of such a matrix V, not on our ability to accurate-
ly predict the numericalvalues ofits matrix elements. (Vp)'- I I(p,,O I k,X I 2/E[ -E(k,.X)]

Hydrostatic pressure does not affect the defect poten-
tial within tle context of the Hjalmarson model, because We evaluate the sums usi,'g the special-points method22

the defect potential does not depend on the Lond length. for fixed E, and then graphically determine the defect po-
It does alter the off-diagonal two-center matrix elements tentials V that produce ai/i'vel at that energy. This pro-
of the host Hamiltonian H'o, however, because these ma- cess is repeated for thepressurized semiconductor to ob-
trix elements depend on the bond length d: tain dE/dp versus V alo. Then the defect potwntial V is

eliminated to yield dE/dp asa function of E.
HJ.z=H-,r(d)/d) '  . It should be emphasized that there are two levels ofap.

Here, H 1. and I,,. (1,1'=s, p, and s*) are the ofr- proximation in the theory for the defect-potential matrix
diagonal matrix elements corresponding to the bond V: i) the diagonal form (with arbitrary matrix elements
lengths d0 and d, respectively; do is the zero-pressure V, and V,) which is the only approximation entering into
bond length; the finite-pressure bond length d is obtained the determination of dE/dp as a function of E, and intro-
from the hydrostatic pressure p by using Murnaghan's duces a small theoreticat tmcertatYL of --. 5 meV/kbar
equation ofstate into dE/dp;" and (ii) the expressions o V, and V, in

terms of atomic energies, which are necessary to associate
p =[Bo/(dB(,/dp)][(d)/d)' - i] a deep level E with a particular impurity (or defect poten-

tial) and introduce an uncertainty in Eof about 0. 3 .-V.
and ihjr are exponents with values near 2, according to Thus, the uncertainty in dE/dp as a function of V, which
both Harrison p and Vogl et al. 14 We have obtained, by is the combination of these two uncertainties, is consider-
trial and error, sets of exponents h~r that reproduce rath- ably larger than the uncertainty in dE/dp as a function
er well the observed deformation potentials or of E (by typically a factor of 4, as can be deduced, for ex-
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ample, from Fig. 2). Thus, although the uncertainty in E terial whose band gap is smaller'than the theoretical un-
for a particular defect is comparable with the band gap of certainty. The predicted pressure derivatives dE/dp are
InSb and the uncertainty in dE/dp for that defect is a given in Fig. 2 as functinns of the deep-level energies E.
significant fraction of the predicted range of possible (The estimated theoretical ancertainty in di:/dp is
values for dE/dp, the uncertainty in dE/dpfor a particu. roughly 0.5 meV/kbar.) "hc impurities associated
lar level E is considerably smaller, and so that relation- theoretically with the deep levels E are also displayed on
ship can be used. to determine the symmetry of the deep each curve-although this association is limited by a
level and the site of its parent impurity, even though few-tenths-of-an-eV theoretical uncertainty in the energy
unambiguous determination of the defect, namely,.highly E of the deep level associated with a specific impurity.
accurate determination of E( V), is not possible. Here we Therefore we have shown on the sides of the figure thse
exploit this fact and note that similar elimination of the impurities (including the vacancy, denoted Va) that
defect potential from the theory of ENDOR and ESR might have deep levels in the band gap if the theory's
spectra of deep !tvels produced successful and accurate deep-level predictions were altered by 0.3 eV. We have
theories.' considered as impurities the atoms from columns IIB and

The theoretical uncertainty of -0.5 meV/kbar in III-VIII of the Periodic Table, as well as Li, Na, K, Rb,
dE/dp was first arrived atii by varying the major ele. Be, and Mg.
ments of the theory, such as the light-binding matrix ele- To illustrate how the theory can he applied to identify
ments and exponents 71, over the range of reasonable pos. deep impurities, consider the deep levels observed by Ala-
sibilities. It has been borne out by experiments for the dashvili et al. " near 0.15 eV in lnSb, with pressure
A I deep level of a N impurity on an anion site in GaP derivatives of - 1 mcV/kbar. These levels (see Fig. 2)
(Refs. 12 and 23) and in GaAs (Ref. 24), which have ex. correspond to either ln.site T, levels or In-site A I levels
hibited the predicted pressure coefficients dE/dp. The within the uncertainty of 0.5 meV/kbar. However, no
theory can rather accurately predict a derivative dE/dp In-siti ", levels lieat such energies. to within --0.3 eV,
associated with a deep level E, even though it cannot ac- indicating th.t the orly candidates from the set ofs- and
curately assign an-impurity to a given energy; p-bonded substitutional impurities for producing these
. Since the relationship dE/dp versus E deoinds on the levels are the In-site A t levels: S, Rn, Se, I, At, C, Te, P,

site of the impurity and the symmetry of its deep level, As, Po, Sb, Ge, Bi, and Si. Thus w.: have reduced the
comparison of data for dE/dp and E with theory can possibilities to some impurities from Columns IV, V, and
yield the site of the impurity and the symmetry of its VI of the Periodic Table on the In site, producing A
deep level. Once the site and the :ymmetry are known, symmetric levels.
the number of candidates for producing such a level F (to Two of these defects are very likely to be present in
within a few tenths of an eV) is greatly reduced. lnSb: C and Sb. While C is very likely more soluble on

We illustrate this point for deep levels in InSb, a ma- the In site ti-an Sb, the native antisite defect should also
be easily formed. In this regard, we note that the concen-
tration of antisite defects should be greatly increased by
radiaticn damage, and so such studies of Aladashvili's

_nSb deep levels should permit identification of the deep im-
3.0 Po,Sb purity, if it is indeed an antisite defect.

C To P As G,8 i The observation of several deep levels near 0.1 eV
tSi probably is due either to the defects being clustered in

\S,Rn -i 0e complexes. or to there being different impurities, such as
>S,,' i, C and Sh with nearly equal deep-level energies.

It, S -'t s TZ  In any case, this illustration for InSb shows howV  
h.drostatic.pressure data, when combined with deep-

K H9 SbS ' level data, can determine the site of the impurity and the
symmetry of the deep level, while simultaneously restrict.

uL i,Zn d ing the candidates for producing the deep level to a few

Va impurities.
Sb is, A~The predictions for deep impurities for other zinc.

blende semiconductors are given in Figs. 3-13. For the
-3.0 most part we find dE/dp larger for cation-site levels than

0.0 0.1 0.2 for anlion-site levels, although this situation can be re-
veM Energy (WV) cem versed for some (especially T, symmetric) levels if the

FIG. 2. Pressiure coeflicicnts dE/dp ti ,eMV/khtar flr deep levels are very near the conduction-band edge.
defect levels in lnSh a% function, of thei energies E (in eVa t We can understand these calculated results qualitative-
the band gap. The predicted values of dE/dp and I fo.r ,pecific ly by using a defect-aolecule model, as shov n in Fig. 14.
impurities on paricilar sites ar aidacated by circle%, On ite In Fig. 14(a) are shown the In and Sb atomic energy ev-
sides of the figure are impurities expected to panduce deep level% els. After solid InSb is formed, th,. atomic energy levels
in the host hands, hut within 0.3 ,V of ite gap. The boxed, become levels in the solid, as depicted in Fig. 14(b), alid
shaded region corresponds to data of Aladashvili et l. (Ref. their ordering is dfferent from in the free atoms, due to
25). , interaction between atoms. Under hydrostatit, compres-
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4 coefficient or the Sb T, levels are small in magnitude.
________ . .- In To The In-site A4 I-symmetric Impurity levels in the banid gap

;c~n)have a larger pressure dependence than In-site T, levels,
because the A I host levels are closer to the gap and

In Ahence repel impurity levels more. These general rules
~(3b)_____ 3b-- --- Ta normally govern the pressure dependencies of the deep

~ impurity levels -al though they are sufficiently qualita-
tive in character that exceptions to them are to be expect.

S~ced )\in summary, we have predicted the hydrostatic.
pressure dependencies of deep levels in 12 semiconduc-
tors and have shown how pressure data can be anailyzed

SS b A, to yield the site of the deep impurity, the symmetry of the

(a) Atom (b) SolIid deep level, and either the impurity itself or a'handrul of
% candidates likely to be the impurity responsible f6r the

FIG. 14. Defect-molecule model fu, lnSb. (a) Atomic energy deep level.
levels I v and p orbiuulsi for In and Sh. (b) In the zinc-blefide
crystal symmetry, the atomic energy l-vels form singlet A4 I ev-
els and triplet T., levels. The shaded region is approximately ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
the band gap of InSb. The arrows indicate the expected direc-
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Dependence on uniaxial stress of deep levels in III-V compound
and group-IV elemental semiconductors
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The uniaxial-stress dependences of substitutional s- and p-bonded deep impurity levels in-the
semiconductors AlP, AlAs, AISb, GaP, GaAs, GaSb,-InP, InAs, lnSb, Si, antd Ge ire stidied:
theoretically tor stresses applied along the [1001, [110], and [] 1] directions. We find that stress ap-
plied along the [110] direction, in particular, causes splittings and shifts of deep levels'sociated
with a point defect that can be used (i) to determine uniquely the symmetries of the-levels fs-like or
p-like) and (ii) to identify the site (anion or cation) of the associated impurity.

1. IN'rRODUCTION shallow levels describedby-effective-mass theory.$ Under
hydrostatic pressure, the shallow levels tend to tollhw the

Substitutional defects in semiconductors give rise to Jo. associated band edge:6 the levels sh;,t in enery an
calized states with energy levels often lying deep in the amount roughly equal to the shift in tha associated band
fundamental energy-band gap. Given experimental evi. edge. In contrast, deep levels do not follow the band
dence of such a level, it is difficult to associate the level edge. For example, Wolford et al.? have shnwn that the
with a specific impurity, based on the energy of the level conductionband edge in GaAs-rises fas"er in~energy un-
alone, due to the hostlike nature of substitutional impuri- der hydrostatic pressure than the 4 deep level. At zero
ty states. Although different impur;:ies have defect po. pressure this level is actually resd-.a;it with the conduc-
tentials that differ by typically I to 10 eV,' their deep- tion band and emerges into the fundamental energy-band
level wave functions are antibonding and hostlike in char- gap at it'-pressure of 22 kbar. Thte.level clearly does not
acter, with very little amplitude in the impurity cell. As follow the conduction-band edge and so is necessarily a
a result their wave functions dep.nd very little on the im- deep level. (Here, we use the new definition of a deep lev-
purity and h.'ice the deep energy levels of different im- ell as one caused by the derect's central-cell potential,
purities often lie within a few tenths of an eV of one and not the old definition: a level more than 0.1 eV deep
another. in the gap. As a result, we term the s-like N A .

Sine, to a good approximation, the wave Pnctions of symmetric level in GaAs dep, athough it lies above the
an s-like (A I ) or p-like (T2) deep level associated with an conduction-band edge.)
impurity on a specific site (anion or cation) is independen. Hydrostatic-pressure measurements car confirm that a
of the impurity,' it i, very difficult to perform an electron- level is not attached to any nearb, band edge, and there-
ic experiment ona deep level that will identify the impur- fore is indeed deep. Moreover, Ren et al.s and Hong
ity responsible for it. Experiments that probe the core et al.9 have shown that quantitative analyses of such
[such as extended x-ray-absorption fine structure (EX- measurements can determine the site, anion or cation,
AFS) tRef. 3)] or the nucleus [such as electron-nuclear and the symmetry, A I (s-like) or T2 I--like), for some,
double resonance (ENDOR) (Ref. 4)] are needed for such but not all, deep levels. In contrast to hydrostatic pres-
identification. N.vertheless, as we show here, electronic sure, which merely;,hifts the energies of the deep levels,
experiments that probe the deep level's energy or weve uniaxial stress c.i9 i;s T2-symmetric deep levels to split,
function can determine the ,ite of the associated defect while the orbitally iondegenerate A I levels shift. Hence
and the symmetry of its deep level, and, when in"orma- uniaxial stress cartbe even better than hydrostatic pres-
tion from several suc. electronic experiments is com- sure for determining the symmetry of a deep level. More-
bined, it is often possible to eliminate all but a few impur- over, the size of the uniaxial-stress-induced splittings de-
ities, as candidates for producing the level. pends both on the site of the impurity and on the magni-

In this paper we predict the uni.xia, stress depen- tude and direction (relative to the crystal axes) of the ap-
dences of deep lc'.ls in semiconductors and show how plied stress. Hence, analyses of stress-induced deep-level
these dependences can be used to facilitate the asseuia- splittings car help determine not only the symni-try of
tion of specific inpuri'ies with obserted deep levels. We the level, b.tt also whether the impurity is onl the anion or
treat s- and p-bonded substitutional impurities in the the cation'site.
semiconduc:,ors All', AlAs, AIS, ,.l', GaA., GaSb,
InP, InAs, lnSb, Si, and Ge, with the apr, '-"A stress in the 11. THIEORY
[100], [110], and [I ll] directions.

Deep impurity states are due to the central-cell -poten- Our calculatk.t., of !he dependeacies on uniaxial stress
tial and 're fundamentally different from the well-known of deep levels are based on the theory of Hjalmarson

39 7881 @ 1989 The Amer .i P..ysical Society
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et al.' and extensions of those theories by Ren et al. &kx =PI[(cI I+ 2c 12)n.2- C1]k. ?/(cI I+ 2c 12 (c I -C 12 )
Our basic-approach is to construct an-empirical tight. n, 024+nnk1c4 3binding Hamiltonian fo the stressed semiconductor, +nnY,/2 4 Y nnk/c (3)
based on the ideas of Vogl etvak'0 In order to do-this we Similar expressions hold for o.her components of the dis-
must first -determine how A particular uniaxial stress 1
dhangei'bond leng ths in theseuiiconductor. We consider placement Ak.

two ype o~trcs-inucc chagesof tomi -psitons Elasticity theory adequately describes the change in
and bond le ngth s: 0i) If -there is not a shear Etrain, the positions, idue to applied stress, of all the atoms in the

chanes f te reatie psitins f al th atms n h semiconductor except for the atom at -ic origin [see Eq.changes~~~~~~ ~ ~~~ ofterltv(ostosoIl)heaosi h ]. Kleinman 12 pointed out that if we choose the origin
crystal are given simply by first-order elasticity theory,-1 at the unstrained position of an atom, that atom moves a
and (iii if there is a shear strain, "internal displace-
ments1.'t2 must also be considered. distance proportional to the applied stress P, when the

In terms of first-order elasticity theory, the chnein stress invo'vcs shear, as is the case for pressures directed
the coodinae o an tom nitilcyat'oon along the [110] or [I111] axes (but not for the [100] stress).

r-thexoorinatie o ane aomginitilyaspsto Segmiiller and Neyer confirmed Kleinman's internal-
r::x0, 0,x) rlatve o te oigi '~displacement p.-ediction for (Ill ] stress in Ge and Si (see
Ax -( (, 2 (c1 +2c2 )~]x/(c, +2, 2 (c~~r-, 2) Figs. I1-3).14" Under [Ill] stress, the internal displace-

ment is -CPa.,( 1,, 0/12c44, where P is the magni.ude
-nn,ny 0/2C44 -n~n~zo/2c4 , of the Stress, C44 is th6 eastic constant for shear strains,

al. is the lattice constunt', and g is4l'kinman's internal-
where cl1 and C12 are the,'longitudinal and transverse displacement pararnctei 12 (Fig. 3). Under (110] stress,
elastic constants and c44 is the shear elastic constant. the interna; Jisplacemel-i is -;PL(0,O,1 I i/C 44.
Similar expressions hold for other components .af the dis- Harriso': his calculated Kleinman's j.atrameter for a
placement Ar. 13 ,Here, the stress is number of zinc-blende IIl-V compounad aad group-lNLele.

P=P~-,nmental scadiconductors, and has found all to be close to
PP ~n) (2) 0.6.15 Thuis we take '=0.6 for all semiconductors studied

here. We then compute the nearest-neighbor bond
.where P is th magnitude of the applied force per unit lengths d given in Table I 'see Figs. 1-3), includin~g both
area and n,,, nb., n: are the cosines defining the direction of the effects of first-order elasticity theory and internal-
the applied stress. displacement theory.

Under uniaxial stress, the Brillouin zone in momentum With the stress-perturbed bond lengths determined
space also changes due to changes in the atomic posi- from first-order elasticity theory and internal-
tions. In terms of first-order elasticity theory, the change displacement theory, it is possible to construct an empiri-

in~~~~~~~~~ the copnnaftewv eco -k? ~ . cal tight-binding Hamiltonian for the str.,ssed semicon-

TABLE 1. Relative change in bond lengths. d/df,, between atoms at the origin (zero-stress) and the
nearesti-neighbor atoms in a ?inc-blende crystul structure under %tress tpplied in the 1100], (110). a:nd
(II111 directions (see Figs. 1 -3). The bulk modulus is defined in elasticity theory by B =(ell +2cj 1/3.

Stress Zero-stress po:.ition Reluti%'. change in
direction of neighbor bond length did.,

I l 1,1.

(IXl (1 -a~ I,11) (1 - P10) +8( ~/2 4  I

(110) tu I. I,1 II -I/'lJI +141 1 ( I-)/cjl

III(] lu. ,- I, 1.1 I I -(P /91?l I - 3(I I - Ci/ 4 , 1
(I -o -1- . --
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100 111

fin ite - zero
.,/ str'ess,, in ite .- '- -' stress

zesros _ /tessttra33
. e no internal 

04 internal
d p lacement dip lcement

[001]3 '

FIG. 3. Schematic illustration of change of atomic pos.-iionsFIG. 1. Sch.-matic illustration of change of atomic positions of an impurity and its neighbors, induced by un.iaxial stress inof an impurity and its neighbors, induced by uniaxial stress in th0 III ieto.Sld(ahd ice r h pstoso

toms undereron Sidniase) str les a the psigbos shft atoms under zero (finite) stress. One neighbor sh.:ts closer to

cloms ner o iitbye} sestac. Each h neighbor hf the impurity., The other three neighbors shift slightly further

-ta rscloser to ante egbr he impurity dotesm dsac. e neihot from the impurity and further from each other. The impurity
,.,o sift clserto noterneihbo. Te ipurty oesno displaces- in-the (TT-direction-sce text), The stess causes p.

move under {1001applied stress. The stresa causes p-like T, *m like T2 impurity levels to split: one state, a,, is directed along
purity levels to split: one state, b, is directed along the stress the stress direction and two .states, e (not shown, are directed
direction and the other two states (not shown) are perpendicular perpendicular to the stress.
to the stress direction.

ductor. Following the ideas of Slater and Kster, 6 liar.
rison,17 and Vogl et al., 11 we use a ten-band, nearest.
neighbor model to treat the electronic structure, with an
spYs orbital basis centered on each atomic site. (The Sp3

110 basis is needed to reproduce the chemistri ofthe covalent
bonding; the additional orbital, s" , is required to yield
indirect-gap band structures, such as those of Si and

f in its 00P.) In che zero-stress case the model is the same as
0 tress that of Vogl et al., and has the property that the diagonal

o ,, /.17N (on-site) matrix elements depend on the atomic energies,
' , ..5/but not on'ihe bond lengths. Thus we assume that stress

3te3, does not alter the Hamiltonian's on-site matrix elements,
stres internal bond-length changes can be incorporated into the -of.-

o1 d isp locement diagonal matrix elements of the Vog{,THamiltonianby us.
_ (," in, the Slater-Koster definitions" of these matrix ele-

maents and a generalization or Harrison's rule" for their
C00!] 3 dependence on bond length: for the matrix element be-

/ tween s and p, states on neighboring; states we have

V,,,, = V° [ cos( 9)/cos(o) ]( do/d )', (4)
FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of change of atomic positions $P

or an impurity and its neighbors, induced by uniaxial stress in with similar expressions for the dependences of the other
the (1 101 direction. Solid dashed) circles are the positions of off-diagonal matrix elements on d and 0. Here do and d
atoms under zero (finite) stress. Two of the neighbors shift are the zero- and finite-stress bond lengths-, 00 and 8 are
closer to the impurity by the same distance and the other two the zero- and finitestress bond angles relative to the z:rys-
neighbors shift very little. The two neighbors that shift also tlaeadV, stezr-tesm~rxeeet hshift closer to each other. The impurity displaces in the 10OT) ta8xs1n9 v i h eosrs m.rxeeet h
direction see text). The stress causes p-like T, impurity levels coefficients 77., q were fitted previously s ' to he

to split: one state, bl , is directed along the stress direction and hydrostatic-pressure dependences of the energy-band gap
two states are directed perpendicular to the stress-a I is direct- and are listed in Table 11. With these matrix elements it
ed along the (0011 direction and bi is (not shown) directed along is possible to construct the Hamiltonian Ho0 for thethe (I T01 dirction, stressed semiconductor.
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TABLE II. Exponents ij for the bond-length dependence of the nearest.neighbor matrix elements
[see Eq. (2)] and elastic constants cl, ciz, and c4. Exponents are taken from Rcs. 8 and 9 and elastic
constants from Ref. 17, unless noted otherwise.

171. 1,,Ps .. 77. 1, *.7 Cif C 12  C44

AlP 2.386 1.637 1.521 1.247 2.486 (14.12 6.25 7.05)
AlAs 3.205 1.656 2.398 1.706 3.214 (9.85 4.44 4 .9 5 )b

A1Sb 2.553 4.249 1.192 3.272 4.469 8.94 4.43 4.16

GaP 3.697 2.804 1.630 2.795 2.841 14.12 6.25 7.05
GaAs 4.144 2.341 2.596 2.220 2.665 11.81 5.32 5.92
GaSb 2.719 2.923 2.119 1.172 3.891 8.84 4.03 4.32

InP 3.100 4.443 3.049 2.366 1.207 10.22 5.76 4.60
InAs 2.539 2.812 3.757 2.825 3.014 8.33 4.53 3.96
InSb 4.012 2.987 2.533 2.751 3.134 6.67 3.65 3.02

Si 3.000 1.600 3'825 2.60 3.327 16.57 6.39 7.96
Ge 4.400 2.400 2.300 2.500" 3.982 12.89 4.83 6.71
'Elastic constants for AlP are taken to be the-same as those for GaP. We are unaware of any experi.
mental values for AlP.
bElastic constants for AlAs are taken from C. Coivard, R. Merlin, M. V. Klein, and A. C.-Gossard,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 45, 298 (1980).

The defect levels rare calculated by solving Dyson's that a theory of dE/dP as a function of E would be free
equation, of the relatively large uncertainties (associated with the

approximate value of the defect potential V) to be found
det(l -GO V) =0, (5) in a theory of dE/dP as a function of V.

where Go is the host Green's function and V is the defect
potential. The host Green's-function operator is IlI RESULTS

Go(E)=(E -Ho ) ' (6) The predicted uniaxial-stress derivatives dE/dP of
deep levels in the band gap of AlAs, for stress applied in

The defect potential V is a diagonal matrix with its the [100], (110], and (111] directions, are shown in Figs.
non.7ro diagonal matrix elements V, and Vp determined 4, 5, and 6 respectively. The pressure coefficients dE/dP
using the prescription of Hjalmarson et al. The impuri- are plotted as functions of defect energy level (relative to
ty levels are computed for both zero stress and finite the valence-band edge) for all s- and p-bonded impurities
stress. Stress derivatives are then computed at a small with levels in the gap. Thes%- results are representative of
pressure (P=0.5 kbar)."' the III-V compound semiconductors.

While we could plot E versas Vs or V and (as origiwfl- Note that the signs and the magnitudes of the splittings
ly predicted by Hjalmarson et al.1) dE/dP versus the ap- and the shifts depend rather sensitively on the energy of
propriate V, thereby predicting both deep levels and their the level in the gap, on the site of the impurity, and on
pressure derivatives, it :is now well established that the the direction of the applied stress.
theory produces, very reliable relationships such as E No simple ordering of pressure derivatives is to be ex-
versus dE/dP, whereas its absolute predictions of energy pected. This is because the pressure derivatives of deep
levels (E versus V) are less reliable.2 Therefore we plot levels are sensitive to shifts in pressure of both
dE/dP versus E, while labeling the lines of each figure conduction- and valence-band densities of stais-as
with the impurities whose defect potentials Vare predi:at- pointed out by Hong et al.9 for the case of hydrostatic
ed to produce deep levels at the energy E. The reason. pressure (see below.)
that the relationships are so reliable is that they can be
calculated without knowing the defect potential V pre- A. Symmetry
cisely. A difference of only a few eV in th defect poten-
tial can cazse a few-tenths-of-an-eV difference in an ener- Uniaxial stress shifts the s-like A , levels and splits,.the
gy level in the gap, but the uncertainty in V does not p-like T2 levels, regardless of whether the stress is applied
affect the relationship between dE/dP and E. Deep-level along the [100], [110], or [I ll] axes. For stress along the
wave functions are typically antibonding and hostlike,2  [110] direction, t . threefold degeneracy of a T2 state is
and so. although defect potentials that produce deep lev- completely removed, whereas in the [100] and [111]
els in the band gap may differ by large amounts, say directions a thrcefold-degenerate T, state is split into a
several eV, the energy levels and wave functions of those twofold-degener: .ie level and a nondegenerate level (see
deep levels are much closer to one another-indicating below.) This splitting, if it is observed, will distinguish a
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Tz level from an .A, level.19 However, the absence of an 10 0 C1 BrNSS.IAtCTeA.PoSbA3.'.Si .ea,
observable splitting is not conclusive evidence for the A 0- 0,2..----.A.. Sfl' P
character of a level-because the splitting may be too .- 1.Oj. A-1
small to be resolved. 2 ! FOC__rN,

There do not appear to be any general rules stating, for \ S.0 I
example, that T2 states associated with anion-site impuri- >T " " 1,At
tties split more than cation-site impurities. Therefore, E 3.0 1 0
while the splittings may indicate the symmetry of a deep b2 bi V1.L q P,At,

level, quantitanive analysesof the observed splittings may _0 1.0
be necessary to determine the site of the parent impurity. -SbS 1,

B. A ,-derived states S lGo,

For uni-ial stress in any of the directions [1001, [110),\H9 b,
or [11 1, or for hydrostatic pressure,"'9 the A, states -S.01_K
behave similarly for all the semiconductors: thesctates 0.0 1.1 W2
exhibit rather small pressure derivatives of magnitude Energy CeV)
- I meV/kbar, that may be either positive or-negative FIG.S. Predicted pressure derivatives dE/dP :n meV/kbar)
(depending on the site of the impurity and the energy of vs deep trap energy E (in eV) for s. and p-bondci substitutional
the level), and are-almost the same for all deep levels in point defects in AlAs With uniaxial stress along the (110] direc-
the band gap. Hence, to a good approximatidn, the A, tion. The upper panel is for the A I.symmetric (s-like) states

and the lower panel is for the T.-symmetric (p-like) states. The
predictions for the cation-site defects are shown by dashed lines,

1.0 0CI eNSS*IAtCTPAS Po s l8e the anion-site predictions by solii lines. The impurities predict-
0.0 /- ' S n  ed to produce deep levels of energy E are denoted by circles

L (cation site) and squares (arion site), although allowance should
.0 ,,,. -V F' 0CL &,N, be made for these predictions being uncertain by a few tenths of
.h-a / ,, O "- ,N, eV. A box is used to denote several impurity levels lying close

\ .0 'e
>- O. 1 , 100) I,At in energy (impurities corresponding to the box are indicated).

0.0 '0

3.0o ..1 2  A . -ASe

VVa

defct I'll PAt,

i e'".r ". . .. . . A s T o , 1 .0 OC e N S S .Z t C T @ P A 3 o S Q L S i 18 9 ,

vs ee tap negyE (n V)fo s-an pbonedsustiutonlo I -- '------*~ , oct Sbm,No,

-1. Al

point~ in Aswihniiastesaoghe[001 ie- H C0N I 80-,8,

0. 0 1 .1 'B. S .n- . V F 0C

.Tn r9 the E 3.0 AlAs [1113

Se,FIG. 4. Tredicted pressure derivatives dE/dP (in meV/kbar) W-. '0 ' ° i

vs deep trap energy E (in eV ) f r s- and p -bo nded substitutio nal V - . ...... ..... .

point defects in AlAs with uniaxial stress along the [1001 direc- F 0S 14,C1,
zion. The upper panel is for the A -symmetric (s-like) states -3.0 IeS ; sn

and the lower panel is for the Tz-symmetric (p-like) states. The
predictions for the cation-site defects are shown as dashed lines, -5.0 ,
the anion-sit: predictions by solid lines. nhe impurities predict- 0.0no, V

ed to pro(lice deep levels of energy E art\denoted by circles Energy CeV)
(cation site) and square, (anion site), although allowance should
be made for these predictions being uncertain by a few tenths of FIG. 6. Predicted pressure derivatives dEldP (in meV/kbar)
eV. A box is used to denote several impurity levels lying close vs deep trap energy E (in eV) for s- and p-bonded substitutional
in energy (impurities corresponding to the box are indicated), point defects in AlAs with uniaxial stress along.the [111) direc-
Deep levels 'issociated with the following-impurities are predict- tion. The upper panel is for the A -symmetric (s-like) states
ed to lie in the conduction band but within the theoretical un- and the lower panel is for the Tz-symmetric (p-like) states. The
certainty of the band gap: A, cation site-Ga, In, and TI; T2  predictions for the cation-site defects are shown by dashed lines,
cation site-Pb, Ga, In, and TI; A, anion site-C, Te, P, and the anion-site predictions by solid lines. The impurities predict-
Po; T2 anion site-N and Cl. Similarly, in the valence band ed to produce deep levels of energy E are denoted by circles
near its maximum, one might find the following: A I cation. (cation site) and squares (anion site), although allowance should
site-F and vacancy (Va); T2 cation site-vacancy, Hg, K, Na, be made for these predictions being uncertain by a few tenths of
Cd, and Li; A anion site-K, Na, and Li; T2 anion site-K, eV. A box is used to denote several impurity levels lying close
Na, Cd, Li, Zn, and Mg. in energy (impurities corresponding to the box are indicated).
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1.0 F 0CLS.-NSSq IAtCT*PA8pOSbG1Si Si 1.0 FOCLB.-NSSeIAtCTePAsPoSbGS~iSI

0.0 5.0
L 3 -. 0 _ VO 1 PAt

0~ V o 0C
-1.0 AlSb F Cj s -1 .0 FI NLs'e

Cda0, SC-0B*
TB

-5. 3.0_____ __A_2_AP ___1113

.00 lse, .00 ------------5,
pressur deivt' neg (V

FIG.7. redcte dEdP sjv nry..IG .eite pressure. deiaieAEd s ery.fo -nailsrs ple1t.0 ln h 10 ietina n fruixa tes ple oAPaogte( 1.0 die Po s in
Fig.~~~~~~ 4.De eesascae iht oloin iprtis ae Fi.6

predcte to H li in -h3odct.0adbtwthntethoei

FI-a. C. Silry,-in- thesue dvaces and neris manimum E o FIan b.edicesodfoIbte pressure dervtvsd seratiE

oanetit of the bandwgap: AI cation site-cnc, , Na, h, o dpoilevl for thleel occpiesb a ati siilathr toa

and Li; T2 cation site-Hg, K, Na, Cd, and Li; A, anion AlAs, result from. competition between the conduction-
site-K, Na, and Li; T2 anior. site-K, Na, Cd, Li, Zn, and bind staItes* repelling the level downwa:,d in energy,,and
Mg. the valence-band states pushing the,level upward in ener-

gy. The valence band is anionlike in character and shifts

deep levels in the gap appear to be almost "attached" to
the average valence-band maiimum:t5 when stress is ap- S. IAtCT*PAa SbG913iSi Be
plied, they move in energy an amount comparable (to 1.0 OC~N SM
within ti1 meV/kbar) with the shift of the average 0L Ma C 0 ,
valence-band maximum. .0 -1.0 HPA3

In general, dEldP for an A I state of a given deep-level -2.0 01-rSeIA.'
energy E in th-- gap is more positive if the impurity re- > So "0

0T T2 AMI
0.0 a F0 C ~. ~ 3.0. AM [1003

MAnLIedoX PoS

0A0 -3. A ".4g F,
0 Va ~ ALPElI0 -1.0.

b 0.00. 0.95 1.90o,

2. Fig. 4. Deplvl0soitdwt thefloin muite&r
prdce to.0 li ntecnio adhtwti h hoei
ca unerait of h adcp ,ctonst-b a n

Enr> Zc)adT:T ai n-B,B,B i GSlb aoIXan I
A, ano VCe-o Sb, Ge, B10 Sio liFadB;7_ nonsteF

-10o oSFIG. 0. Predicted presure derivatives dEdP vs energy Eonmih ndteflwngAcinst-Fvany,,
~~~~~~~ Cfor uniaxial stress applied to Alb along the [110] direction as inNaanLiT ctost-H.?,ad.ndi;Aain

Fig aio site- , a iSb, and Li; 7', anlion site-Ga nad I
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2.0 SeIAtCT*PAs SbG.BiSi'B*B c1a0 C e T A Sb ~Si
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tar unaij stes aple oA2 ln h 10 ieto si o nai tesapidt a ln h 10 ieto si
Fig ...g...eplves.scitdwt teflown murte r

prdicted to li .n.h.cnucin. adbt.ihi.heteoei
ca0netit1ttebadgp ~cto ie e,, BJ ISn,Pb
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both t5o. - toig. prvoul foep Gasadl(e. tyi edu e s o c-dA th s-lie foloin irr ui e are-

2) nd o hos fondher tr te ohe seicodutor. renitetio ai th coepndto ban bu represnttieonrt
Dcal Thcertit p-like ban repesentation redues (se, Fig 1),P
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1.0S T o CTPAsPo S)b GeSIS0.1.0 ....L I .0 1 -- - -- . . . . - - . . . . a = --. . . . . . . . . . 0_

__ - __..oX .0. ..-5.o Va9. !Z-s,, Al.Oa F 0
> .0s3.0 G [-0A,1113

,3 b GaA EIlo
a. Z..H --. alRe 0. ... C,

Mi -1. -s ---------
P0-1. -0.40 

b-.SF 0 N C A,T., b2 ...--- 4 Or-3.0. Or S C Sb,8 i,N
BOAB, -3.010 F 0

-5.0 , ,Ae, T2Sn -S .01
0.00 1.15 230 0.00 0.75 1.S0

Energy (eV) " I Energy (eV)
FIG. 15. Predicted pressure derivatives dE/dP vs energy E FIG. 17. Predicted pressure derivatives dE/dP vs energy Efor uniaxial stress appiged to GaP along the [111 direction as in for uniaxial stress applied to GaAs along the (110] direction as

Fig. 6. in Fig. 5.

than another can automatically, assign the level with the
to a nondegenerate b2 representation (a p-state polarized lagdeitveoT 2 sm trbaueteeae n-
along the (100] direction) and a doubly degenerate e rep- large derivative to T2 symmetry, because there are ener-
resentation (p states polarized along the perpendicular ais i needed.)
directions tothe [100]). 19 Typically the b2 states, being analysis iS needed.)
polarized along the stress axis, are more spnsitive to the Typically, but not always, the e level and the b2 level
uniaxial stress than the e states, and are also typically, split from one another, with one level rising and one levelseveralatistressrthaentheieestatesreandtare the Atypicallyd falling in energy. The b2 level typically has a derivativeseveral times more sensitive to stress than the A I -derived lre nmgiueta h ee.Ti eairi

aI sate. (hisdoe no mea, hwevr, hatexpri, larger in magnitude than the e level. This behavior is aa, states. (This does not mean, however, that expert. consequence of tefloigpyis yrsai rsments finding one level with a larger derivative dE/dP sure physically is he following physic. : hydrostatic pres-sor phsicllyisequivalent to stresses applied simultane-
ously in the [100), [010], and (001] directions. Thus these

TPA Spo S 8 i levels follow the simple sum rule18

1.0 S Se .--.. -,C ........... dE dE d0 9.1A dE d2-E dE (hydrostatic) (7)

y Al FO 0j(z+~e
Concentrating on the fact that the uncertainty in the

2 ~~b2  GaA5 EiO 1.00 A ~ 0  Sb~ls
,. I At CTPA po Sb 0 S1.0_',--_...... 2. o.0 .... . ... ...

-.0- .0 01V F 0F- .o "0 -, "1 A
-3.0 •> 5.0

-5s.01 - 3.0. H9 al TZ0.00 0.7S 1.S0 a . .--....... --- Va
Energy (eV) M1.0.-10a.................

FIG. 16. Predicted pressure derivatives dE/dP vs energy E Nfor uniaxial stress applied to GaAs along the [100] direction as -3.0 GaA3 L'1113in Fig. 4. Deep levels associated with the following impurities
are predicted to lie in the conduction band, but within the -5.0theoretical uncertainty in the band gap: AI cation site-Be, B, 0.00 0.7S 1.50Sn, Pb, Al, In, and TI; T2 cation sier-S, C, 1, Se, P, At, As, :nd Energy (V)Te; .41 anion site-Cl, Br, and N; 7". anion site-F, 0, and N.
Similarly, in the valence band near its maximum, one might findthe following: .4 cation site-N: Br, Cl, 0, F; T2 cation FIG. 18. Predicted pressure derivatives dE/dP vs energy Esite--v:,cancy and Hg; A anion site-K, Na. Li, Hg, and Cd; for uniaxial stress applied to GaAs along the [Il] direction asT: -,-)n siti-K, Na Cd, and Li. in Fig. 6.
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FIG. 21. Predicted pressure derivatives dE/dP vs energy E

FIG. 19. Predicted pressure derivatives dE/dP vs energy E for uniaxial stress applied to GaSb along the (Ill] direction as
for uniaxial stress applied to GaSb along the (100] direction as in Fig..6.
in Fig. 4. Deep levels associated with the following impurities
are predicted, to lie in .he conduction band, but within-the
theoretical uncertainty of the band gap: A, cation site-Be, B, eV above the valence-band maximum in AlAs, a L1001
Sn, Pb, Al, In, and TI; T2 cation site-S, C, I, Se, P, At, As, and stress would have the same effect on the T1 -defived
Te; A , anion site-C, Te, P, As, and Po; T, anion site-F, 0, ste b
N, and Cl. Similarly, in the valence band nears its maximum, cation2site bz and e states as the A, -derived cation-;ite

one might find the following: A, cation site-At, I, Se, and S; aI state. Thus, this impurity could be assigned to the cat-

Tz cation site-vacancy, Hg, K, Na, and Cd; At anion site- ion site; however, since T2 levels may not split very much
vacancy, K, Na, Li, Hg, and Cd; T2 anion site-Hg, K, Na, for this impurity (see Fig. 4), the symmetry of the state
and Cd. could not be determined by application of [100] stress.

tl'cory is of order I meV/kbar (see the Appendix), one
can see from Fig. 4 that measurements of the magnitude Sol At Q4AaPo Sb S

dE/dP for a deep level helps determine both the symme- 3.0

try of the level and the site of the associated impurity, in 2 .S, - -........ ....... I
cases such that the lines of Fig. 4 are separated by consid- 1 ',0 Al
erably more than this uncertainty. Even when the lines ,0.0 Tr'IP C 100) 1
nearly coincide, for example, in the case of a level -0.3 J2.0

* 5.0

.0 CPT As Sbl A 3.0 H' 9

'10 0 4 Po A ,.o -
. -------

~-1.L-1 be
\ 5 .0 F 0 C1 Or N 5SolIAt

30 be GcSb C110) T8 A__ __ __ ___T__

3.0. T"5.0
r,0.0 0.7 1.4

1.0 . Energy (eV)

- . -- "" FIG. 22. Predicted pressure derivatives dE/dP vs energy E
01 F 0 N for uniaxial stress applied to InP along the (l00] direction as in

-3.0 be Fig. 4. Deep levels associated with the following impurities are

predicted to lie in the conduction band, but within the theoreti.
-S0.0 0.4 0.8 cal uncertainty of the band gap: A 1 cation site-Be, B, Sn, and

0.0 (.V) Pb; T cation site-Br, S, C, and 1; AI anion site-vacancy and
Energ9y (F; T2 anion site-vacancy and F. Similarly, in the valence

band near its maximum, one might find the following: A , cat.
FIG. 20. Predicted pressure derivatives dE/dP vs energy E ion site-O, Cl, Br, and N; Th cation site-vacancy and Hg;

for uniaxial stress applied to GaSb along the [1101 direction as A, anion site-Zn, Cd, Hg, Li, and Na; T2 anion site-Pb, Sn,
in Fig. 5. Ge, and Si.
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FIG. 23. Predicted pressure derivatives dE/ldP vs energy E FIG. 25. Predicted pressure derivatives dE/dP vs energy E
for uniaxial stress applied to InP along the [110] direction as in for uniaxial stress applied to InAs along the (100] direction as in
Fig. 5. Fig. 4. Deep levels associated with the following impurities are

predicted to lie in the conduction band, but within the theoreti-
cal uncertainty of the band gap: A I cation site-C, Te, P, and

2. [fiO] direction Sb; T2 cation site-F, 0, ard N; A, anion site-F, 0, and N;
T2 anion site-vacancy and F. Similarly, in the valence bandFor stress applied in the [110] ditection, the orbital de- na t aiuoemgtfn h olwn:Aacto
near its maximum, one might find the following: AI cation

generacy of the T2 levels is completely removed (in con- site-Br, Cl, 0 and F; T cation site-vacan.y and Hg; A I
trast to the cases of stress in the [100] and [111 direc- anion site-vacancy and K; Tz anion site-,;.. J, In, and TI.
tins, which leave one level doubly degenerate). The
point group of a (110] stressed zinc-blende semiconductor
is C2u,20 and the p-like Tz levels split (see Fig. 2) into lev- their degeneracies. This splitting can be used as a signa-
els of symmetry a I (a p state polarized perpendicular to ture of a T2 level; thus [1l0].uniaxial-stress measure-
the [110] axis and parallel to the (001] axis), b, (a p state ments are likely to provide the most information about
polarized along the [ITO] direction), and b2 (a p state po- the symmetry of a deep level.'
larized along the [I10].stress direction). The curves The similarity between the [I10]-stress derivatives and
dE/dP versus E for (1101 uniaxial stress are similar to the [100].stress derivatives is due to the similarity of the
those for [100] stress, with one important exception: the strainscaused by the two types ofstress. Applied stress
[110] stress completely splits the T2 levels and removes along either direction causes two neighbors of the impuri-

ty to shift closer to each other with angular distortions
and some compression of the bonds (see Figs. I and 2).

3.0 S SoI At CTPAspo Sb BiS
2.0 I------'2.0

.Al .1.0 5. . At.,
S0.0 N At. 0. Al-L 0 .0 [ ' . ....... -- A

-10 FK InP [111).o.
f > InA5, [1103

T2 0 S.o.

1.0 ba j 3. N 2 E T

-3,0 7- .. %03.0 b2 ,,.-.0 I --- - ----

-3.0 0.

-5.01 -. . MgLiZnCd NoK H9 0
Energy (eV) 0.0 02 0.4Energy (9V)

FIG. 24. Predicted pressure derivatives dE/dP vs energy E FIG. 26. Predicted pressure derivatives dE/dP vs energy E
for uniaxial stres, applied to InP along the [I 1l] direction as in for uniaxial stress applied to InAs along the [110] direction as in
Fig. 6. Fig. 5.
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2.0 N S So I At 2.0 At C To P As1.0 ------- -. j --- --- - 1.' A

L 0.0 ------ A0.

.X 7.0 -X 7.0
s.o. T S.o InSb C1103

3.0 .............................. 3.0 -o. T2% 1 - , " -3. ..............

\ 1.0.b1.------...
"_.1.0_ _-1.0 0..- ...

MgCd Na K Hg 1.0
-3 .0 C I ...........-- - "

-5 .0 H b-o
0.0 '0.2 0.! -5.0 K Hg

Energy CeV) 0.00 0.15 0.30
Energy CWV)

FIG. 27. Predicted pressure derivatives dE/dP vs energy E
for uniaxial stre,;:. applied to InAs along the [1 I] direction as in FIG. 29. Predicted pressure derivatives dE/dP vs energy E
Fig. 6. for uniaxial stress applied to InSb alorg the (110] direction as in

Fig. 5.
The states directed along the stress, the b2 state in the
case of l10] applied stress and the b2 state in the case pendicular to the Ji11] direction) and 'in a1 state (a p
(100] applied stress, have quite similar stress derivatives, state oriented along the direction of the applied stress).
as do the states directed perpendicular to the applied The point group is C3 ,.z2 The situation for the pressure
stress. derivatives when the uniaxial stress is applied along the

3. [11))direction (111] direction is different from that of the (100]-or (110]
For stress along the (111] direction, a T2 level splits directions. Within the uncertainty of the theory, the

into a doubly degenerate e state (p states polarized per- curves of Fig. 6 never intersect one another (for impuri-
ties on the same site) and so all T2 levels in the gap are

predicted to split under ( 11] stress-for either the
cation- or anion-site impurities. Stress applied in the

2.0 At C To P As (1111 direction can always distinguish between an s-like
1.0 . --------- *.. o Al A I impurity state and a p-like T2 impurity state, 9 be-

0.0 ....... cause the T2 states have sizable splittings. However,
-1.01 such a stress can almost never give the site of the associ.
7.0 ated impurity, because the states of the same symmetry

* 6.0 b2  but associated with different sites have similar values of

.0 %,,, b InSb E 100 CT.PA3
\ 1.0 . . T2  2.0 - A

-to ~ **. 80.0-1.0| 1

-- . 7.0-3.0 a -\...

K Hg . InSb 1113-5.0oo o__o__ o% r.0 1
0.00 0.16 Co) 0.30 3.0 ......

Energy V . ....... 02

FIG. 28. Predicted pressure derivatives dE/dP vs energy E 11.0

for uniaxial stress applied to InSb along the [100) direction as in -1.0 - ----------------.
Fig. 4. Deep levels associated with the following impurities are K Hg
predicted to lie in the conduction band, but within the theoreti- -3.0
cal uncertainty of the band gap: An cation site-Po, Sb, Ge, Bi,
and Si; T2 cation site-vacancy and F; AI anion site-vacancy .
and F; T2 anion site-vacancy and F. Similarly, in the valence Energy (eV)
band near its maximum, one might find the following: A, cat-
ion site-N, S. Se, and I; T2 cation site-Hg, K, Na, and Cd; FIG. 30. Predicted pressure derivatives dE/dP vs energy E
A I anion site-Li, Na, and K; T2 anion site-Zn, Li, Cd, and for uniaxial stress applied to InSb along the (11] direction as in
Na. Fig. 6.
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-- 1.0
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.6.0 -.
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E Energy WeV)

FIG. 31. Predicted pressure derivatives dE/dP vs energy E
for uniaxial stress applied to Si along the (100) direction as in FIG. 33. Predicted pressure derivatives dE/dP vs energy E
Fig. 4. Deep levels associated with the following impurities are for uniaxial stress applied to Si along the [111] direction as in
predicted to lie in the conduction band, but within the theoreti: Fig. 6.
cal uncertainty of the band gap: A-Po, Sb, Ge, and Bi;
T2-O, N, and Cl. Similarly in the/valence band near its max-
imum, one might find the following; A1 -F and O; T2 -K and directed along the stress and the e states perpendicular to

'Hg. the stress.

IV. OTHER MATERIALS
dE/dP to within I meV/kbar, the uncertainty of the
theory. The predicted [100]., [110]-, and [11]-stress depen-

The (I 111 stress derivatives dE/dP are quite different dences of deep substitutional impurity levels in the semi-
from the derivatives for stress applied in the [100] or conductors AlP, AISb, GaP, GaAs, GaSb, InP, InAs,
(110] directions. The strains between nearest neighbors InSb, Si, and Ge are displayed in Figs. 7-36.21 In gen.
are different under (I 11] applied stress: the stress directly eral, the trends found for AlAs are also found in the de-
compresses one of the nearest-neighbor bonds and the fect levels for the remaining zinc-blende III-V compound
three remaining bonds have angular distortions and ex- semiconductors.
pand slightly (see Fig. 3). Because, to a good approxima.
tion, one bond is compressed while the other three are 1.0
only bent, a large splitting results between the at states 0.0. -"-1.0I N S. So .At C P,,o,

-0-2.01 A 1 CT*PA

\ S.0 ,
1.0>

-0.0 N

S.i E110) -1.o,,,)3.0 bT

-b2 2

, 0.0 0.4 0.8

-3.0Enery W )

-5.0 FIG. 34. Predicted pressure derihatives dE/dP vs energy E
0.0 0.6 12 for uniaxial stress applied to Gc alo'. the [100] direction as in

Energy (eV) Fig. 4. Deep levels associated with the following impurities are
predicted to lie in the conduction band, but within the theoreti-
cal uncert:anty of the band gap: A1-Sb, Bi, and Si; T2-CI,

FIG. 32. Predicted pressure derivatives dE/dP vs energy E Br, S, C, and 1. Similarly, in the valence band near its max-
for uniaxial stress applied to Si along the (110] direction as. in imum, one might find the followin,: A1-.O, Cl, Br; TZ-K
Fig. 5. and Hg.
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FIG. 35. Predicted pressure derivatives dE/dP vs energy E FIG. 36. Predicted pressure derivatives dE/dP vs energy E
for uniaxial stress applied to Ge along thej[ 101 direction as in for uniaxial stress applied to Ge along the (I 11] direction as in
Fig. 5. Fig. 6.

V. CONCLUSION APPENDIX: THEORETICAL UNCERTAINTY

We have examined the uniaxial-stress dependences of We estimate the uncertainty in the theory for dE/dP
deep substitutional impurity levels in the semiconductors to be - 1 meV/kbar. The primary source of uncertainty
AlP, AlAs, AISb, GaP, GaAs, GaSb, InP, InAs, InSb, Si, can be traced to the Green's function, and hence to the
and Ge, for stress applied in the [100], (110], and (111] Hamiltonian matrix and its dependences on bond lengths
directions. Experiments involving stress in the (110] and angles. The contribution by the bond-length depen-
direction should be superior for determining the symme- dence to the uncertainty has been thoroughly studied by
try of a deep level and the site of its parent defect: under Ren et al.I and Hong el al.,9 who varied the Hamiltoni.
[110] stress the p-like Tz levels should always exhibit an matrix elements over the entire range of reasonable
iignificant splitting, with two sublevels most often mov- values and computed dE/dp for hydrostatic pressure p.
ing to higher energy-if the defect occupies the cation site They deduced an uncertainty of 0.5 meV/kbar, an esti.
or with two levels normally falling to lower energy if the mate that has proven to be rather conservative in analy.
defect occupies the anion site. ses of data, The angular dependences of the matrix ele-

ments are fixed by symmetry, and so their contributions
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS to the uncertainty come exclusively from the fact that the

physics of a particular nearest-neighbor matrix element,
for example, inadvertently contains some second-
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Itsee, for example, L. D. Landau, and E. M. Lifshitz, Theory of direction, equals one-third of the value of the derivative for
Elasticity (Pergamon, New York, 1986), pp. 32-37. the T2 levels under hydrostatic pressure (see text). Unde:r hy-

12L. Kleinman, Phys. Rev. 128, 2641 (1962). drostatic pressure en atom at the zero stress position
13The other components of Eqs. (1) and (3) are found using cy. r (x0,y0,xo) moves to -r(xo,yu,x )j 1 -[P/(c,, +2c, 2 )]j.

clic permutations of the coordinate labels in the respective Similar rules for stress in the [110] and [1111 directions can-
equations (x -. y-z -.. not-be made, because (1101 and [111] stress involves shear

14A. Segiller and H. R. Neyer, Phys. Kondens. Mater. 4, 63 stresses not presefil ih hydrostatic pressure.
(1965). 19The theory does not account for d-like impurity states % hich

Salues for Kleinman's parameter have been published (Af. also split under uniaxial stress. In zinc-blende and diamond
12) for some of the materials studied in this paper. We use materials, d states are split by the crystal field into three T2
the average value of these parameters, 0.6, for all the materi- and two E states. Under [100) stress the T2 states split into
als. one b, atd two e states and the E states do not split. Under

16J. C. Slater and G. F. Koster, Phys. Rev. 94, 1498 (1954). [110] stress the T2 states split into one a,, one b,, and one b217W. A. Harrison and S. Ciraci, Phys. Rev. B 10, 1516 (1974); state and the E states split into ont a, and one az state. Un-
W. A. Harrison, Electronic Structure and the Properties of der (Ill] stress the Tz states split into one a, and two estates
Solids (Freeman, San Francisco, 1980). and the E states do not split.

"The stress derivatives are the change in energy of a deep im. 20A. A. Kaplyanskii, Opt. Spektrosk. 16, 1031 (1964) [Opt.
purity level with respect to a reference energy, fo an applied Spectrosc. (USS', 16, 557 (1964)].
unit stress. We do not take the valence-band maximum as the 2 A theory for the effects of uniaxial stress along the [100] direc-
reference energy as is perhaps implied in Figs. 4-36, but rath- tions on deep levels in GaAs and GaP was published previ-
er the average value of the three stressed p-like levels which ously, and the results are included here for competeness.
form the valence.band maximum for zero applied stress. See. S.-Y. Ren, D. Mao, and M. Li, Chin. Plhys. Lett. 3, 313
With this reference energy, the average value of the stress (1986).
derivatives for the T2 levels, under stress applied in the [100]
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Special k points for performing integrals over the Brillouin zone of [001] and [IlU] superlattices
are obtained and discussed. If the superlattice period is taken properly, the number of special
points required in order to reach suitable convergence can be greatly reduced. Twelve and ten spe.
cial points will give the same accuracy for NXM [001] and [1111 superlattices, respectively, as
Chadi's and Cohen's ten special points for bulk semiconductors, provided we have .V +M=4n, with
n an integer. These special points can also be used to calculate the corresponding\integrals for
strained bulk semiconductors.

1

I. INTRODUCTION Since the theoretical formualism is the same for any super-
lattice consisting of cubic semiconductors. for simplicity

In many theoretical investigations involving the dec. of presentation. we discuss only zinc-blende GaAs/AlAs
tronic structures of solids, one often needs to calculate in- superlattices.
tegrals over the first Brillouin zone. Baldereschil and
Chadi and Cohen2 suggested that such- integrations can
be accurately approximated by summing over a rather II. GENERAL APPROACH
small number of special k points in the Brillouin zone,
with different weights for each point. (Elaborations of We follow the general approach of Chadi and Cohen
the special point method have been given by Monkhorst, for generating special points. They begin with one or
Pack, Chadi, and Cunningham. 3 4) For example. ten spe- more wave vectors and, by subjecting these wave vectors
cial points give very satisfactory results for the Green's to symmetry operations, generate the special poi..:. For
functions of bulk cubic semiconductors.$ zinc-blende crystals with a face-centered-cubic Bravais

In this paper we extend the special points method to lattice, they generated ten special points k. based on the
001] and [Ill] lattice-matched NxM superlattice such starting points 4,1,1), avl .,,. We see the

as (GaAs),v(AlAs).t, determining the special points for equivalent special points for superlattices composed of
cases such that N +M =4n, where N and M are the num- zinc-blende layers.
bers of two-atom-thick layers cf each slab of a superlat- In generating the special points for zinc-bnde materi-
tice (e.g., NaL /2 and MaL /2 are the thicknesses of the als, Chadi and Cohen actually used three types of symme-
GaAs and AlAs slabs in a [001] GaAs-AlAs superlattice try: ti) time-reversal invariance (k and -k, are
period, where'aL is the lattice constant of either hulk ma- equivalent); (ii) point-group symmetry (k and Tk are
terial), and n is an integer. The number of special points equivalent, where T is an element of the point grouo,,Td
needed to obtain reasonable accuracy of such integrals for zinc.blende structures6): and (iii) transla:ional sytnrne-
can be greatly reduced if such a requirement is satisfied. try (k and k+G are equivalent, where G is a reciprocal.
In this paper we assume that the two componentsof the lattice vector).
superlattice are perfectly lattice matched. FCo- (001] For a superlattice, time-reversal invariance still ap-
super-- lattices the three-dimensional lattice translation plies, but the point-group symmetry is lower (C,, for a
vectors can be taken to be the following: (aL/ 2)(lA;O), [001] superlattice and C,. for a [11] superlattice, instead
(al./2)( . - 1,0), and (aL/2)(0,O,N +M) for N +M even, of Td for the bulk), and the traaslatonal symmetry is
or (aL/2)(l,1,0), (aL/2)(1.--1,O), and (aL/2(0,I.N diffierent: Certainly the reciprc.cal-lattice vectors i:n the
+M) for N + M odd. For [I II] superlattices the corre- direction of growth are diffierent and some reciprocal-
sponding translati6n vectors are taken to be lattice vectors in perpendicular dirtctions might be
(aL 12),-1,0). (aL/ 2 )(0, , - I ). and (aL/2)(N +A, changed also for some superlattices.
N +M,0). We choose the unit of wave vector k and the At first glance, the reduced symmetry appcars to great-
reciprocal lattice vectors G as 2-,r/a.. ind k1, k, and k3  ly increase the number of special poins needed to obtain
are the three components of the reduced wave vector k in the same accuracy as obtained by the ten special points of
the x,y, ad z diections Chadi and Cohen. For example, because of the lowersymmetry of a [001] superlattice, its starting points corre-

k= 1, k,, k.1)(2-/al., sponding to the three bulk generators 1.1,.). ,
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and (1,1,1) are (±',,± --±+, ,-- ,±-,.--,, and B. Strained bulk zinc bleade
&. t4 1 3 #- 9 -4 -

(-+,--,--), and produce, in principle, 8=512 special One can consider bulk GaAs to be a degenerate form
points instead of the ten points of Chadi and ,Cohen. of:. GaAs-GaAs [001] superlattice. In this case, the su-
Here we show how the number of special points can be perlattice has D2d symmetry rather than C,, symmetry
reduced from 512 to 12 for the (001] superlattice and to (because the former AlAs of the GaAs-AlAs superlattice
10 for the 1111 superlattice-provided one -restricts is now GaAs). Either the first six or the last six of the
one's attention to superlattices of special periods, namely special points above (with their weights doubled) could be
N M superlattices, such that N +M =4n, with an in- used for the D'd symmetry, leading to results with the
teger. same accuracy as the ten special points of Chadi and

Cohen. Of course, by viewing bulk -GaAs .i a 2X2
II. (001] SUPERLATTICES AND STRAINS GaAs-GaAs superlattice, the Hamiltonian matrix is four

times as large as for bulk GaAs, and so evaluating six
A. Superlattices special points for sums involving functions of the larger

Hamiltonian will be more laborious than evaluating ten
For [001] superlattices, the CL. symmetry dictates that for bulk GaAs. Therefore it does not make sense to treat

the starting points corresponding to the bulk 4, 11) gen. bulk GaAs as a GaAs-GaAs superlattice, but bulk GaAs
erator be 4,11), (4, -,1), and (-,-, -- !-),-with weights strained along the [0011 direction has D., symmetry, and
i i and -, respectively. Combining either (1,1,1), or so either the first six or the last six of the above 12 special
(., ) with ,_. ,.,4., for an arbitrary [001] super- points (with their weights doubled) can be used to evalu-4 -4 4ate integrals over the Brillouin zone for [001]°strained
lattice, using the method of Chadi and Cohen, we find six ate Gas v
special' pc'nts: Two have weights of -L and four have bulk GaAs.
weights of I. Recombining these si: points with
(±,±-L., ±L) will give 4O(points: 24 with weight -L and IV. [111] SUPERLATICES AND STRAINS
16 with weight ". Repeating this procedure, but start-
ing with (+,-+,+), yields 64 points, each with weight A
This gives a total of 40 + 64 + 40=144 superlattice spe- For [II1] superlattices, the point, group is Ct,., and the
cial points corresponding to the 10 special , )ints of bulk generators of special points are 4, 1,-1)>and (2 2 2--T .'T2
zinc blende. It is often impractical to use so many special with weights of I and ., respectively. -Combining (1,4, )
points. with (+± +.,__+.) and then (+, 4 ) we obin ten

For [001] superlattices with special periods, the 144 distinct special points, with weights of -, . or -L
special points can be reduced considerably by invoking P pis with
translational symmetry. For example, consider acGaAs- Starting with (-7 1,1,-), weobtain 40 special points with
AlAs NoAsXMAIAS [001] superlattice such that, weights of I or -, bringing the total number of special
NOAs+MAiAS= 4 n, where n is an integer. (Here, for ex- points to 50. This set can be reduced by considering
ample, Nos denotes the number of GaAs molecular lay. NoaAs +MAIAS =4n, in which case , /4n, 1/4#1, 1/4n) is a
ers per slab of GaAs. Hcice a 1 X 1 superlattice consists reciprocal-lattice vector. By adding this reciprocal-
of alternating layers of GaAs and AlAs, and a 2X3 su- lattice vector, or its negative, to each of the 50 general
perlattice alternates two GaAs layers and three AlAs lay- special points, we reduce the number of distinct points to
ers.) In this case, the reciprocal-lattice vectors of the su- 20: eight lie in a plane on the superlattice Brillouin-zone
perlattice are G=(l ;,0). G2=(l,-l,0, and boundary which is perpendicular to the [11] direction
G3=(00,1/2n). Because of the symmetry of this special and passing through the point (1,11), and 12 lie on a
period, any two of the 144 special points (k, k2, k3) parallel plane within the Brillouin zone. Using transla-
that have the same values of ki and k2 coalesce into a tional symmetry with recipr6cal-lattice vectors t i,- 1,0),
single special point-reducing the number of distinct (0,1,-!), and (-1,0,1, together with C,, point-group
points to 20. Examination of the remaining symmetries symmetry, these 20 points reduce to the following ten dis-
reduces this set to 12 sptil points k, each with weight tinct special points k with weights a, (k;a):
a, denoted by (k,a): (A, ,_ -; I), ( 1, _. , - ; .), _L, ,

1 8 I. I $ 3. & I.6

(-T,T,-+;, + *) '.'-,+ib( +-;).ad( ~~

T'aTd) , and TT,-;' B. Strain

These special points have been used to compute the The GaAs-GaAs [Ill1] superlattice has C3,. symmetry,
Green's functions of superlattices, for energies in the fun and so the above ten special points can be used for teat-
damental band gaps.7 ing Brillouin-zone sums for [I I l.srained bulk GaAs.
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V. CONCLUSION ing special points that will produce more accuracy or for
superlattices that do not satisfy the condition

Special points for superlattices can be computed using N +. t =4n. Thes, same special points obtained for
the method of Chadi and Cohen. By limiting oneself " N +M, =4n may be used for Brillouin-zone sums 'or
,-cial-pri)d superlattices, such as those for which strained bulk zinc-blende material.
A'OA, +MAIA%= 4 n, one finds that relatively few special
points will provide a-.curate integrals over the superlat- ACKNOWLEDGMENT
tice Brillouin zone. We have presented 12 special points
for NXM [001] superlattices and ten for N ).M [II ]su. We'are grateful to the U.S. Office of Naval Research
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ABSTRACT

A formalism is developed for computing charge-state splittings of deep levels
associated with paired defects in semiconductors and is applied to nearest-neighbor
substitutional sulfur pairs in silicon. Self-consistent calculations predict a 0. 19eV
splitting between the deep levels of nearest-neighbor (S. S)l and (S,-S)* in Si, in
good agreement with the experimental value of 0. 18 WV. Computed ratios of
hyperfine tensor components also agree with available data. Our results lend
support to the meso-bonding theory of paired-chalcogen deep levels.
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SULFUR NEAREST-NEIGHBOR DEFECT PAIRS IN Si

1. INTRODUCTION bonding, and, on the other, W6rner etal. [3] who

Sulfur and other chalcogen impurities..in Si are propose a totally antibonding state.

known to occupy substitutional sites and, when In this paper we present calculations of the charge-
present in abundance, form nearest-neighbor pairs state splittings of deep levels in the gap of Si associ-
with deep levels in the fundamental band gap whose ated with chalcogen nearest-neighbor substitutional
characters are currently controversial [1-4], The defects. Our goal is to determine if those splittings
deep level in the fundamental band gap for an iso- can be understood by using a theory in which the
lated-S impurity in Si is known to have A, or s-like deep levels are meso-bonding in character-and we
character [5], and is pulled down from tlhe conduc- find that they can. Thus our results lend more sup-
tion band by the strong (-7 eV) electron-attractive port to the viewpoint of Sankey etal.
dfect potential of a S atom (relative to the Si atom
it replaces). It is somewhat surprising, then, to 2. CHARGE-STATE SPLITTINGS
realize that a pair of S atoms, (S,S) prodaces a deep The charge-state splitting of a deep level is a many-
level at higher 'energy than an isolated-S atom, body effect which is zero in ordinary one-electron
because the additional S defect potential should pull theories. It is the difference AE between the ioniza-
levels down in energy. Sankey et al. [2] explained tion energies E of the neutral and charged defects
this fact by showing that the A, deep level of iso- (S,S)' and (S,S)
lated-S is pulled down in energy so much that it lies To and o fcg a p
resonant with the valence band: The (S,S) deep level tiTo understand the origin of charge-state split-
in the gap is derived not from the s-like A level but tngs first consider the charge-state splitting offromthep-lke : leel f te iolatd Sdefct, atomic He. Neutral He has two is electrons in nearly-
from the p-like T2 level of- the isolated S defect, hydoei riasdsrbdb fetv hre
which for isolated-S lies in the conduction ba..d, and hydrogenic orbitals described by effective chargesis pulled down into the gap by the defect potential of Ze = 27/16=- 1.7 [6]. But He4 has one Is electron
the seconde atom, in an orbital w;th an effective charge of 2. The differ-ence in ionization energies of a is electron in He and

In explaining this fact, Sankey etal. made an as- He- is (assuming Koopmans' theorem [7, 81) ap-
sertion concerning the character of the "molecular" proximately the is orbital energy. Thus, for atomic
wavefunction for the (S,S) deep level in the gap: it is He and for most atoms, the charge-state splittings
meso-bonding, namely an a,-symmetric bonding AE are of order 20 eV and are Coulomb energies:
linear combination of the antibonding T2-symmetric 20 eV - (e/r).
wavefunctions of the two isolated-S defects. (The (1)
7" state is resonant with the conduction band for where (e/r) denotes an appropriate Coulomb-
isilated-S, not in the fundamental band gap.) This integral [6], and is of order e2/r,, where r.,, is the
implies that the a-symmetric (totally) antibonding average distance between, for example, the two is
linear combination of the isolated-S A-symmetric electrons in He.
antibonding deep level wavefunctions lies at lower- For deep levels in the fundamental band gap of a
energy. Further evidence supporting the Sankey semiconductor that are associated with substitutional
viewpoint has been presented by Hu etal. [4] who point-defects such as S in Si. the charge-state splitting
also concluded that (S,S) is meso-bonding. is also a Coulomb integral of the approximate order

However, W6rner etal. [3] have interpreted data of magnitude
for the nearest-neighbor (Se,Se)* jieep level in the
gap as evidence for a totally antibonding state: an

antibonding linear combination of antibonding This is about two-orders of magnitude smaller than-
isolated-Se A,-symmetric deep level wavefunctions. in atoms because: (i) the dielectric constant E is of
(Of course, the characters of the (S,S) and the order 12 in typical semiconductors (versus unity for
(Se.Se) deep levels should be similar, according to atoms): and (ii) the average distance r,, is consid-
all of the theories.) Thus there is a clear disagree- erabl lar.er (a lattice constant rather than a Bohr
ment concerning the character of the main chalcogen- radius) due to the antibonding character of the deep
pair deep level in the gap, between, on the .oe hand, level wavefunctions (9]. In He the Coulomb forces
Sankey etal. 121 and Hu et al. [4] who favor meso- cause the two Is electrons to circumnavigate the
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atom 1800 out of phase (classically), and so their Ii,b.k) = N' :2sexp(ik.S+ik.vb) i,b,S) , (3)
average separation is of the order of the Bohrradius.
But the wavefunction of the S deep level in Si is now the Hamiltonian in k-space is:
known to be antibonding in character (4, 5. 9-131, Ho(k) = i. Ii, b, k) E(i, b)(i, b, ki
and so is not peaked on the S atom but rather on + !j.[Ii,a,k) T(ia,jc) (j, c, kl + h.c.] .(4)
adjacent Si atoms. Hence r,,, is the average separa-
tion of electrons on different Si atoms neighborhig Here h.c. means Hermitian conjugate, i and j run
the S defect-of order a lattice constant, almost'an over the basis orbitals. s.P , PY, P., and s*. and b labels
order of magnitude larger than a Bohr radius. one of the two sites in the unit cell of Si (we shall

refer to the sitesas anion-(=a) and cation (=c) sites
The charge-state splitting of a meso-bonding (S,S) to emphasize-that ,the theory for diamond-structure

deep level in Si should be somewhat smaller than for Si can be applied to zincblende-structure semi-
isolated-S, both because the average 4inter-electron conductors as well). The parameters E(i, b) and
distance ray isdarger for the "molecular" defecththan T(ia,jc) are tabulated in reference [19]. The eigen-
for the "atomi." defect and because the "molecular" states of H, are tM Bloch waves In, k) of Si, and the
deep level has wavefunctions that are T, or p-like in eigenvalues E.(k)':arv the host band structure.
character, with even less amplitude in the S cells
than the A, or s-like states of the isolated-S deep The perturbed Hamiltonian 11 describes the (S,S)
level. Thus, if the meso-bonding character of nearest- defect, and the defect potentia is V f H-h. The
neighbor p~ired-chalcogen deep levels in Si istcorrect, Hamiltonians H and Ho are similar in form, with thethe theory should be able-to correctlydetermine the localized basis functions for H being (formally"
thentue o h eabe-tatcoecsplittengt Ldwdin orbitals. The defect levels E are the solu-
magnitude of the charge-state tions of the secular equation

3. MODEL det (1 - G, (E) V) = 0, (5)

To evaluate the charge-state splitting of a chalcogen Where G0(E) is the perfect-crystal Green's function
pair in Si, we employ the Hjatmarson et at. theory of operator
deep imlurity levels [14] in combination with the G.(E) = (E-H.)"1.  (6)
Haldane-Anderson scheme for introducing Coulomb In cases such that E is degenerate with a host energy
effects (15, 16]. This approach has been used suc- bn cae sutay is dre w ith a h e
cessfully by Sankey etal. [101 to discuss deep levels band, the boundary, conditions are satisfied if we
caused by interstitial impurities in Si, by Vogl and replace E withE+i, where e is a positive infinites-
Baranowski [17] to treat deep levels of transition- imal. The advantage of the Green's function formalism
metal impurities in semiconductors, and by Lee etal. is that the dimension of the secular equation matrix
[9] to determine charge-state splittings of deep levels is small: the size of the defect matrix V rather than

associated with substitutional point defects in semi- the size of the crystal. Determining the defect energy

conductors. We first repeat the theory of Lee el al., levels in ths formalism reduces to: (i) constructing
which is a self-consistent tight-binding model of deep the host Green's functioti G0(E); (ii) obtaining

levels. and verify the physics of the model for iso- the defect potential V; and (iii) solving the secular

lated impurities (while rectifying some numerical equation for E.

errors (18]), and then extend the theory to paired 4.2. Green's Function
defects.

The host Green's function is
4. THEORY G0(E) = S.,fl, k) (n, kIl/[E-E(k)j. (7)
4.1. General

4.3. ,Defect Potential

The Hamiltonian H of the perfect Si crystal is taken 431 Symmetry
to be the one-electron tight-binding Hamiltonian I
of Vogl etal. [19]. Expressed in terms of the tight- The defect potential V is assumed to be a mean-
binding basis states Ii, b, k) obtained from the local- field one-electron potential whose value depends on
ized orbitals Ii, b, S) centered on the b-th site in the the charge-state of the (S.S) defe-.,t. The solution of
unit cei, at S: the secular equation is facilitated if the range of this
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potential is minimal. Therefore, we neglect: (i) the one 2x2 determinant, and one 20x20 determinant,
long-ranged non-central-cell Coulombic parts of the each with the form
defect potential; (ii) lattice relaxation around the
impurities: and (iii) matrix elements of the potential det (1- GoV) = 0, (8)
associated with s" orbitals. These approximations
have been discussed in other contexts [14], are but involving only matrix elements between the basis
standard approximations for treating deep levels, functions of the irreducible representations. For
and lead to errors of a few tenth!, of an eV in pre- example, the 2x2 equation for a,-symmetric deep
dicted absolute deep level energies [14, 19]. Since levels is
our goal is to understand the physics of charge-state
splittings, which are differences in deep level energies, j 1-(ljG, 1)(liVil) - (11G.12)(21V12) _

the ei'iors introduced by these approximations for -(21G.11)(1jVI1) 1-(21G.12)(21VI2) - 0
each of the deep levels should, to a large (but not
complete) extent, cancel in the difference. Concen- where 11) and 12) are the basis functions for the a:
trating on the form of the first-order perturbation representation listed in Table 1, and we have
correction to the energy and using the fact that most
of the electronic charge in a deep level is distant (ljVj1) = (1/6)f{,'(p,,R:) + V(p..R.) + V(p,.R)
from the defect [5], we estimate the anticipated + V(p,.,R,) + V(p:,R 3) + V(p:,'Ri)}
uncertainty in the charge-state splitzing as the uncer- ( a)
tainty in the absolute energy position of a deep level
multiplied by the fractional difference in the central-
cell charge densities (See Tables 3 and 4, below.)-of +21V2) - (1/6) {V(p,,R 7 ) + V(p,.,R5 ) + V(p,R 6)
order 0.01 eV for (SS) in Si. Thus the theory of + V(p:.,R7 ) + V(p:.R5 ) + V(p..R,))
charge-state splitting should be qualitatively (10b)
predictive, chemically correct, and quantitatively Hde we have Rp = (0,0,0) and R, = (aL/ 2)(1, 1,1);
accurate.

Thus we take the defect potential (in a localized these are the positions of the substitutional sulfur
L6wdin orbital basis of s, p,, p., and p: orbitals) to atoms in the silicon crystal. The neighboring Si
involve only the two S sites and the six neighboring atoms are at the positions R, = (aL/ 2)(- 1,-1,1),

R = (aL/ 2) (1, -1, -1), R4 = (aL/ 2 ) (-1. 1, -1),Si sites directly bonded to S atoms. Hence the defect R5 = (aL/ 2) (0, 2. 2), R6 = (aLl 2) (2, 0, 2), and
matrix is a 32 x 32 matrix. The omission of a more- R
distant Si site at R introduces a small error of order R= (a|l 2 )(2.2.0), where aL is the lattice constant
e'jtb(R)j2 v/cR in the absolute deep level energy and of the perfect silicon crystal. We have also assumed,
e:lb(R)IVI/R or -0.01 eV in the (5,5) charge- following Hjalmarson etal. [14], that there is no lat-
state splitting, where v is the atomic volume and tice relaxation and hence that the defect potential is
8I'(R)I2 is the difference in wavefunctions of the diagonal. (Therefore we take V(p,.R) = V(p,(Si))
charged and neutral defects, and is small. (See for all A and 1<i<8.)
Tables 3 and 4, below.) The point-group symmetry Similarly, for a, (-Iike) levels we have:
of a substitutional isolatcd-S defect in Si (or in a
zincblende semiconductor) is tetrahedral: Td. The
group of a (S.S) pair oriented along the (111) crystal dot D = 0 (11)
axis is C,,. with the vertical reflection plane bisecting where.
the (111) bond. Note that the syvn,metr:' is reduced
to C for a (Se. S) pair. for example.) The irreducible D,., = (1 - G.1).i = 8./ - - (iuGll) {llj) (12)
representation.; of c.,. are a, (q-l;ke), a, (rotation 1.1

about the S-S bond). and e (-,-like). By selecting as
basis function, the ,inear combinations of Lowdin Here 8 is a Kronecker delta, and Ii). with i= 1.2 ..... 10,
orbitals that transform according to the irreducible are the basis functions for the a, irreducible repre-
representations of C., (See Table 1). the secular sentation (Table 1). If we adopt Hjalmarson's
determinant matrix assumes the form of a direct sum approximations for the potential, we find
matrix 10at- 2a,+10e, and the 32x32 secular
determinant factors into one 10x10 determinant, D,,, = ,.)- (iiG,,/) (iVii). (13)
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Table 1. Basis Functions of the Irreducible Representations for Paired Sulfur Impurities.

Irreducible
Representations Basis Functions
of C3,

at IsR,),
js.R,).

(II3) (Is,R,) + Is.R3) + is,R 4)},

(IN/3) Is,RS) + Is.,R) + Is. R7).}
(I /N/3) {1p:, R.) + 1p,, Ro) + IPy., R0)},

(/V'3) {IP:. R) + Ip,, R) + p ., R,)}.
(1/N/3) {Ip:, R2) + Ipx, 43) + Ipj, R4)},

(1/-N/3) {P:, R17) + Ip2, R5) + Ipy, R6)},
(I/V'6) {px, R,) + Ip,., R3) + Ipx, R4) + Ip,., R,) + Ip:., R13) + jp:, R4)}, and

(1/%/6) {1p1, R7) + Ip,, RS) + Ipx, R6) + Ip:., R7) + Ip:, RS) + IP:, R)}

a% (1/V'6) {Ip,, R:) + 1p,, R,) - 1p, R4) - Ip., R:) - Ip:, R3) + Ip:, R)}, and
(I/V6) {1p., R7) + jp:, Rs) - ip , R6)-- Ip., R7) - Ip:, RS) + Ip:., R)

e (1/'V6){2Ip,, R.) - Ipx, Ro) - Ip:, R.)}, and
(1/V'6) {21p.,RI) - Ip.,, R,) - IP-, R,)};
(1/\/2) {[p., Re) - Ip., R.)), and
(l/V/2) {Ip.,. RI) - Ip:, R,));
(1/V6) {Is,R,) - 21s.R3)'+ Is,Re)}, and
(1/\/6) {IsR 7) - 21s. Rs) + is, R6)};
(1//2) {Is,R,) - Is.R4)}, and
(1//2) {js,R 7) - Is,R6)};

(1/\/12) {21p,, R,) - jp., R3) + 21p,, R4) - Ip., R,) - Ip-, R3) - Ip., R4)), and
(1/'/12) {21p , RT - IPR, RS) + 21p,, R) - Ipy, R7) - 1p:, R$) - Ip:, R,));
(1/\/12) {21p,, R.) - IP., R3) - 21p , RA) + Ip:, R.) + !p.. R3) - 1p-. Re), and
(1//12) {21p, R7) - Ip,, R$) - 2lp , R6) + Ip.,, R7) + Ip:, R$) - Ip:, R6)}:
(1//6) {Ip:. R:) - 21p,, R3) + Ip.,., R), and
(1/\/6) {1p:, RI) - 21p,, RS) + Ip., R6*);
(1/V2) (1p., Re) - Ip, R)) and (1/\/2) {Ip:, R7) - Ip., R6));
(1/2) {Ip:., R,) + Ipy, R)) - Ip:, R3) - Ip., R4)1, and
(1/2) {jp., R7) + Ip:., R5)) - Ip., RS) - Ip:. R6)}; and
(1/2) {-IR., R,) + Ip:., R3)) + Ip.,R3) -Ip., R)}, and
(1/2) {-Ip., R7) + Ip, Rs)) + jp., R.) - Ip., R6))

Here we have (niVin) = (/3) {V(p., R,) +'V(p., R3) + V(p., R4))

(i11VI = V(sR 0) = V'(s,(S)) = (21V12) = V(s.Rj), = V(p,(Si)). (14)

(31 V13) = (1/3) {V(sR,) + V(s.R3) + V(s,R)} Here we have V(s.(S)) = V(s.R).

V(s.(Si)) = (41V14). V(p,(S)) = V(p..R), V(s.(Si)) = V(s,R,), and
V(p,(Si)) = V(p,,R.), where ., is x, y. or z.

(51 V15) =('A) (V'(p.. R.) + V(p, Ro) + V(p:., R.))
V(p,(S)) = (61V16). For --like e-states we have a similar secular

determinant to Equation (13) involving the basis
and. for n = 7, 8, 9. and 10. states of Table 1, with
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(nJV~n) = (1/6){V(p.,R.) + V(p,R) + V(p:,R.)} for m = 9, 10 .. 20. (15)
= V(p, (S)), Similar results hold for the isolated-S defect, with

for n = 1, 2, 3, and 4, and with the basis functions of Table 2 (See Append ix.)

(11III) = (1/6) {V(s,R 2) +4V(s,R,) +V(s,R 4)} 4.3.2. Dependence on Mean-Field
= W~s,(Si)),

for I = 5, 6, 7, and 8, and The effective mean-field potential felt by an elec-
(n:Ijm) 1/1) (41(p, R2 + ~pxR3)tron in a deep level depends on !he charge-state of
(ml im)= (~/12 {4'(p2 R2 + Vp~,R,)the level, much as in atomic physics the potential and

+ V(p1, R4) + V(py, R2) + V(p2, R3) orbital energy depend on the'atomic charge state.
V(p~, R4))} V(p, (Si)), For example, in H-e* the Is electron's potential is

Table 2. Basis Functions of the irreducie Representations (or an Isolated Sulfur Impurity
in SI at the Origin. The Notation is the Same as for Table 1.

Irreducible
Representations Basis Functions
of Td

A, Is,R.),
(1/2) (Is, RI) + is, R2) + Is, R3), + is, R4)), and
(1//12)I1p., RI) + Ipy, R) + lp., RI)- Ipz, R,) - Ip., R,) + lp:, R,)

+ j'p2, R3) - Ipy, R3) - Ip.., 113) - Ipx. R4) + JR,,, R4) - ipx. R4))

+21p,, R5)-.&,,4,pR3) + Ip.R3) 21p,R 4) - lIyi R,) + lp:, R4))
and
(INS\/) {IR, RI) - Ip.. RI) - Ipy, R2) - Ipx, R,.) - Ipy, R3) + Ip:. R3)

+ Ip).,R 4) + Ip.. R.1))

T, (1/\%/8) {!py, RI) - Ip:, RI) + Ip,., R2) + Ir., R2) - joy., R3) + Ip:, R3)

- Ipy, R4) - Ip: R.,))

(1/V8S) (1p, RI) - Jp~, RI) + 1p,. R,) + lp,. R2) - Ip. R3) + Ip:. 113)
- lp., R4) - 1p:, R4))

(1/V/8){fjp~,RI) - 1p,, RI) + 1p,, R,) + Ip,, R,) - 1p,R 3) + Ip., R3)
- 1p,, R4) -- Ip,R 4))

T, lp1,,R,),jp,,R,), and Ip,,R.);
(1/2) {Is,R 1) - Is,R2) + Is.R3) - sR,)
(1/2) (ls.R11) - Is.R2) - Is.R3) + ls,144 ), and

(1/1.) ls. Rj) + IsR,) - Js,Rj' - I.4)'

(1/2) (1p,. RI) + lp1.R,) + jp, 113) + Jp,' RX))
(1/2) (!R,, RI) + lpR. R,) + Ip,,. R3) + IpR, R,,)), and
(1/2){l1p:, RI) + !p:,iR) +p: R) + Ip,R4)), and
(1/VS) (IR~. RI) + Ip., R,) - Ip, R.1) - Ip,, R4)

+ 1p:, RI) - Jp~b 112) - lv:', R3) + Ip:. R,)).
(!/8) (1p,, RI) + 1p1' R,) - 1p,. R3) - Ipx. R,)

+ Ip:, RI) -p: Ri) + lp:, R3) -1p:.1 4)), and
(1/\/8) uip,, RI) - Ip.. R,) - Ip. R3) + 1p,. R4)

+ jp, RI) .- 1p, R,) + Ipx., R ) - p.. 114))
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-2e/r, but in He* the effective (Hartree) potential band gap. The bound states are normalized according
is -Zfe'/r, where Z,, is 1.7 (8]. Haldane and to the condition [20]
Anderson [16] have proposed a simple scheme for (IV(d/dE) [G(E)J Vi.') = -I. (20)
treating such Coulomb-induced chargc-state effects.

The atomic orbital energies are written Following Hjalmarson etal. [14], the defect
potential V - H-H, is diagonal in a Ldwdin-orbital

E(s.o') = E,+ U,,'. n(s, a') basis for the perturbed crystal, with the values
+ U,, n(p,, a') (16a) (i, a;RIVii, cr;R) = -it[E(icR)-W(ia;R)I (21)

a , ., n(p),') where P, = 0.8 for i = s and Pt = 0.6 for i = p,, py,
+ Up !,. n(s, a'), (16b) or p: [141. W is the value of E for Si. Thus the defect

where cr is a spin index (up or down), v and p.,un potential depends implicitly on the occupation
over x, y, and z, and the prime on the summations numbers n through Equations (21) and (16), and the
means that terms with o = a' and v = g- are excluded, occupation numbers depend on the defect potential
The occupation numbers n are either unity or zero in through Equations (17), (18), and (19). The differ-
atoms. The Coulomb integrals U,, U,,, and U.., ence between (S,S)* and (S,S)* comes ultimately
together with the orbital energies E, and E, are from the difference in occupation numbers n, which
determined by fitting atomic spectra. (This has been are self-consistently determined. We solve this prob.

done for S and Si by Sankey etal. (101.) lem iteratively and find a self-consistent solution to
the equations. The resulting occupation numbers

In thc Haldane-Anderson scheme, the occupa- are given in Table 3. As expected, (i) they add to
tion numbers for atoms in the solid are allowed to (almost) six electrons-per S atom and four per Si,
assume non-integral values (reflecting the fact that and (ii) they are almost the same for (SS) and
the charge is not localized on a single atom). Thus (S,S)*-as was the case for isolated S' and S0 [9]
there are occupation numbers n(i, a,;R) for each (See Table 4.).
site, and expressions for the orbital energies analo-
gous t6 Equations (16a) and (16b) at each site. 5. RESULTS
(Note that R labels the site, not the unit cell, and so
can refer to either an anion or a cation site.) 5.1. Charge-State Spitting

The occupation numbers n(i, o;R) in the defect- The principal result of the calculation is a charge-

perturbed solid are state splitting for (S,S) of 0.19eV thzt agrees re-
markably well with the experimental value of 0.18 eV

n(i, a;R) f(E)(i, a;RIB(E-H)ii, a;R) dE, (17) (12, 131. For the isolated substitutional sulfur impurity,

Table 3. Computed Occupation Numbers n(i, ;R)
where f(E) is the Fermi-Dirac function (which, at for the (MS) Defect in Si.
zero temperature is unity for valence band states and -
occupied deep levels in the gap, and zero otherwise). Occupation Number (S,S)0 (S,S),

The spectral density operator 8(E-H) is related ,n(sa;R) 2.01 1.96
to the perturbed and unperturbed Green's function ,.,n(p,,a:R.) 3.86 3.86
operators G and G, as follows: Z,,n(sa;R,) 1.26 1.26

8(E-H) = (-1/T) im O ;,,,n(p,;R.) 2.65 2.60

= (-I/T) Im [G.(1-G.V)-'] . (18) Table 4. Computed Occupation Numbers for the

Thus at zero temperature we have Isolated-S Defect in .i.

E Occupation Number (S)0  (S)
n(i, o';R) = (-1/r.) Im (i, a, RIG(E)ji, a'. R) Vn(sa:aR) 1.97 1.92

+ ;, I (i, o;Rji)j1 (19) A.,n(pL,a:Ro)- 3.84 3.87
zly it (SO: R 1) 1.25 1.30

where E is the valence band maximum and the sum- ,,,n(p,,a:)R) 2.64 2.57
mation runs over the occupied bound state: in the
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we find a charge-state splitting of 0.27 eV, compared Table 5. Computed Flectronic Charge Distribution of
with the experimental value of 0.30 eV [12, 13]. The the ai-Symmetric Meso.bodling Dep Level State in the
smaller charge-state splitting for the gap deep level Fundamental Band Gap of Si Askpcialed with Nearest.
of (S,S) than the gap level of S is due largely to the Neighbor Substitutional Sulfur-Pair Impurities (S,S)*.
p-like character of the "molecular" level (which is The Index IL Runs Over x, . and z; the Index Rj Runs

derived from the isolated-S T2 resonance in the con- Ove" R. and R 3, That is, Over the Sulfur Sit-: and
duction band, not from the isolated-S A, deep level R1, Runs Over R, R3, R4, RE, R,, and R: the Frst.
in the gap). Because of this p-like character, the
deep level of (SS)* has only about 5% of its elec- State Electron Charge (%)
tron's charge on either S site, whereas the s-like A, 34
deep level of S has about 10% of an electron in the j,(*s',R(S)) 2/2 .9
central cell. (See Tables 5 and 6.) About 54% of the E,.,!('liP,,(s))!2/2 1.9
charge lies on the six neighboring Si atoms, with the 1pI(j'Is.Rp(Si))j2/6 1.3
rest being further away from the defect. 2,..,i(PjIp,,R,(Si))12/6 7.7

S.2. Charge Densitiesand Hyperfine Tensor Table 6. Computed Electronic Charge Ditrlbuton of

Our charge densities are essentially the same as the A, Deep Level State I th-e SI Band Gap Associated

those of Sankey et al. [1, 2] for (S, S)" and Re et al. with a Single Substitutional Sulfur Impurity (S). The

[5] for (S)*--and so agree with the data Index I is x, y, and z.

[3, 11,13,21,22], as those theories do. For sulfur State Electron Charge (%)
pairs Sankey's wavefunction coefficient % [2, 21, 22] '(, 'sR(S))I2  9.6
is 0.21 and 0.20 for (S,S)° and (S,S) , respectively; *

we find 0.18 for both charge states [23]. -,(Wlp,.R1(S))h 0.0
T_,l(*'s, Rj(Si))[2/4 1.7

The hyperfine tensor A depends on the contact !T, ,l(1pjps,Rj(Si)):/4 138
interaction with the nuclei and hence samples the
deep level's charge density at the relevant sites. Thus support to our argurient that the ratios of-hyperfine
the'various measured ratios of hyperfine tensor ele- tensor components are almost independent of
ments are related to charge densities at the defect's chakcogen.)
sites, as discussed in detail by Sankey etaL. [1,2].
We find We find the ratio of perpendicular to parallel prin-

(A-A±/(At+2A± - 0.016, cipal hyperfine, tensor components to be

compared with Sankey's values of 0.015. (These AjA- 0.95

small values explain why the experimental hyperfine for (S,S) . This is in good agreement with the value
tensor has appeared to be isotropic for such an aniso- 0.97 that W6rner and Shirmer [3] found for (Se,Se)*.
tropic defect.) We are unaware of any measurement (The corresponding ratio for (S,S)" could not be
of this ratio for (S,S)*, but the corresponding ratio determined experimentally.)
measured for (Se,Se) is 0.01 [3]. Thc comparison Thus our results describe the data very well and so
of theoretical results for (S,S) with data for (Se,Se) lend support to the meso-bonding picture of the
is appropriate, despite one's initial impulse to the (S,S) deep levels in the gap of Si, while confirming
contrary, because the wavefunctions of S and Se deep the antibonding character of the Al isolated-S deep
levels in Si are known to be almost the same [2, 5], level.
due to the antibonding character of the deep levels:
these levels are Si dangling-bond-like [14]. 5.3. Absolute Level Positions

For the ratio of S-site hyper, , tensor con'yonents The Vogl model of electronic structure has a
of the "molecule" (S,S)* and the "atom" (S)*, we feature that is reflected in the absolute energies of
find the calculated S and (S.S) deep levels, namely the

Aj[(S,S)*]/A [(S) "] = 0.35 p-states are artificially depressed in energy due to
the strong s*-p coupling, necessary to produce the

in agreement with the experim..ntal value (if 0.37 [3]. correct indirect fundamental gap while simultane-
(The same result is obtained for Se and S [3], lending ously restricting thL basis set to only five orbitals per
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atom. As a result, the calculated absolu,.- deep level ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
energies of both S and (S.S) are several tenths of an The authors wish to thank E. Yamaguchifor help-
eV below the corresponding experimental values ful discussions. We are grateful to the U.S. Office of
[24]. This problem is analogous to a more serious Naval Research for generous support (Contract No.
difficulty of local density theory, which yields band N00014-84-0352). and one of us (J.D.D.) thanks the
gaps too small by typically a factor of two [20, 25, 261. Sueroue nsut for s t
In the Vogl model of Si, the strength of the s*-p

coupling is adjusted to depress the indirect conduction-
band minimum to its observed energy. This has the APPENDIX: ISOLATED SULFUR
effect of also depressing p-like deep levels in Si, For a single substitutional S impurity in Si. the
sometimes by too much. One could, of course, defect potential involves the impurity site and the
correct for this by including more and more orbitals four neighboring sites. With the relevant L6wdin
in the basis set; but the costs of such a correction, in orbitals being s, p,, p., and p:, this leads to a 20 X 20
terms of increased computational labor and reduced defect matrix, and tetrahedral (Td) point-group
physical transparency, normally outweigh the bene- symmetry. The twenty basis functions form linear
fits. It is easier, and almost as accurate, to simply combinations (See Table 2' that reduce the secular
mentally adjust the p-like deep level predictions of matrix to the direct sum 3A,+E+T,+4T,.
the Vogl model upwards in energy by a few tenths of
an eV; normally it does not make sense to formally Our calculated results for S in Si differ in numer-
correct the theory. Nevertheless we can assess the ical detail from those of reference [9], although the
seriousness of this problem by increasing the energy physics of reference [9] is still correct. The present
of the s* ,nrbital until the neutral isolated-S deep numerical results supersede those of reference [9],
level coincides with the experimental level at 0.86 eV and are different as detailed in reference [181. The
(with respect to the valence band maximum) and resulting occupation numbers are given in Table 4.
then determine if the charge-state splittings of S and The wavefunction coefficients -y, [2] for (S)° and
(S,S), as .well as the absolute energy of the (S,S) °  (S)" are 0.30 and 0.31, respectively. These compare

level, agree with the data. In this case we find that favorably with the value for'(S)" of 0.32 obtained by
the charge-state splitting of S is 0.32 eV (compared Ren et dl. [5]. Thus we have 9.6% (Table 6) of the
with the experimental value of 0.30 eV [12, 131 and deep level's charge in the central cell, whereas the

the value 0.27 eV obtained with an unadjusted s" experiments find - 10% [13, 22]. Moreover, the

energy), the charge-state splitting of (S.S) is 0.15 eV nearest-neighbor hybrid is 89% ,p-like in the present

(versus experiment with 0.18eV (12,13] and unad- theory (See Table 6: [13.8/(1.7+13.8)]), compared
justed theory of 0.19eV), and an absolute (S,S)°  with -91% deduced from ESR and ENDOR data

level of 0.97eV, in agreement with the observed by Grimmeiss eral. [13] and Niklas and Spaeth (22].
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ABSTRACT
The strain energy of ordered phases of ternary Il-V alloys has been estimated.

A chalcopyrite structure is found to always have 'a lower strain energy than 1x1
superlattices oriented along the (0.0,1) or '(1,1.1) directions. Ga-As and In-As bond
lengths in ordered compunids GaInAS2 are found to be in good agreiement with the
Mikkelsen-Booce EXAFS measurements for the alloy. The elfect-of both ordering and
strain on the bandstructure is also considered.

1. INTRODUCTION
Recent reports of new ordered structures in the ternary III-V alloys Ats..GaxAs.

-'GaAs:.Sb, and Ga1~xIn,,As for x = f and x = fl have kindled considerable interest in
the semiconductor community. Remembering that a zinc-blende structure is composed
of two face-centered cubic (*fcc) sublattices, and ignoring the atoms located on the
"passive" inordering sublattice, one finds that the newilv discovered x=
-emiconductor structures, termed the (0,0.1) 1x1 superlat-,ice, crialcopyrite, anhd (1,1,1)
1x1 superlattice (see Fig. 1), are all related to the fcc special-k point structures of
metals: (0,0,1), (0,j,1), and (1.1,1). space groups P4/mmm, 141/amd, and R~m.2

A B C Structures

(001) Suver ott, e Chc oyrile (110 S,1oerlci.

rIGURE 1. Special-k point structures for ordiered compounds ABC 2: k = A00.), lXI
superlattice oriented along the z direction; k = (O,l), chalcopyrite: and r; = (1,1,I),
1xI superlattice oriented along- the (1.1,1) direction. Also showa are tile respective
'Pace-group des:-nations of each crystal type. Note, each F!ructure is shown
undistorted zrinw: the parent zinc-blonde form. 'Cations A and :, are shown as large
open and shaded circles, respectively, and the anions C are shuwui as smaller filled
circles.
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The structure reported for x - , famatinite, shown in Fig. 2, is also a (1 0) special-k
structure. Not known presently is the

stability of the phases found. All
Aexperimental reports have used

-* epitaxial growth, suggesting strongly
the possibilitv of strain stabilization.
Mbaye et al., 3 who have calculated a
phase diagram in: a tetrahedron

: ;approximation, used strain argu-
..... .... ments to explain why ordered phases

are not normally seen.
The existence of sizable strains

in the materials due to the tetrahed-
I ~ ral sp3 bond is clearly the feature

that distinguishes the scniiiconductor

Famatinite Luzonite ordering problem from that in met-

42 m ) (PZ3M) als. This paper investigates the
effects of strain on the new ordered
compounds. Strain energies for tile

FIGURE 2. Special-k point five special-k structures are found.
structures for AB3C4 ordered Finally, the effects of strain and
compounds: k = (0.0,1). luzonite, order on the bandstructure of the
and k = (0, ,1), famatinite. new ordered forms is investigated,

using as examples the (0,0,1)-oriented superlattice and chalcopyrite ordered structures.

2. THEORY
2.1 The Effects of Strain on Strurture

We estimate the strain energy of a semiconductor from a simple
phenomenological formula due to Harrison: 4

Estrain = '2 CO (M)2 + 1  ( (1)

This formula has two contributions: A bond-stretching term, present because there is a
natural bond length between any pair of a,omns. and a bond-bending term, indicating
that the energy shou~d increase if angles de',.iate from those in a perfect tetrahedro=n.
The parameters Co and C1 are fit to elastic constants.

Our calculations start by specifying the atomic positions in the ordered
structure. For each type of structure, there is an obvious symmetry-allowed distortion
that best accommodates the bond-stretching and bond-bending forces. For example,
for chalcopyrite, see Fie. 1, the positions of tile S atoms in the basis are given in terms
of just three parameters, the dimensions a and 2- of the body-centered tetratonal (bet'
unit cell, wit h c : a :: ao, with ao the dimension of the parent zinc-blcnde cube, and an
internal coordinate va: able p (p :- ,Lao).5 Similarly, the superlattice oriented along the
(0,0.1) direction has as its parameters the dimensions of the distorted cube, ac, and an
internal o,-ordinate h (h :: ,ao) that is the distance above ti.n z = 0 plane of an anion C.
IThe superlattice oriented ale: g the (1.1,1) dirct ion is rh.inbohedrai in ;vmmetrv and
is characterized by 5 parame'er.. Then, for eatl1 atom ii: tile basis of the',structure, we
simply tabulate all contriiinfios to Eq. (1). and then minimize the strain energy with
respe.t to the f:ce parameters. By evaluating Eq. (1) at its minima, we have found
both the positions of all atoms as well :, the size of the strain energy.



2.2 Bandstrutiire Calculations
In our calculations of bandstructure. we employ a modified empirical tight-

binding Hamiltonian that includes the 5 atomic orbitals s. p,. p,.. P. and s,. Such a
Hamiitonian is known to be accurate for the valence bands and 'the conduction band
edge of zinc-blende seminductors. The parameters of this lamiltonian have been
determined by fittiig to experimental data for all III-V zinc-blende compounds by 'ogi
et al.5

Calculations use as input the positions of the atoms in each type of unit cell and
follow the standard Slater-.:oster metlfod, e.g., strain forces a modification of the
direction cosines used in the tight-binding Hamiltonian of the zinc-blende structure. 4

The required tight-binding parameters are found from the parent III-V compounds.
e.g.. we use Harrison's Law., that the product of nearest-neighbor matrix elements V
with the square of the bond length, \d 2 . should be nearly constant. Finally, we have
included the effects of valence-band offsets on the ordered-compound's bandstructure. 7

and have concluded that these corrections are small.

3. RESULTS
We have computed the strain energies and effects of strain on five types of

ternary III-V ordered compounds.$ Here we simply quote results for a prototypical
semiiconductor alloy. Ga.xln.,As.

In Fig. 3 we show
Ga I- InXAs results for' the Ga-As

bond lengths (sqoares)
2.6%L  . and In-As bond lengths

L R , r (diamonds) in the
". Gai.xn.As family of

___ 1.. _---- " _- ______ compounds. For x =0 or
SL R 1 1. the bond length is that

S L "i of the zinc-blende (Z)
- compounds GaAs or

L ." - L InAs. For x = . luzonite
" _compounds (L) contain

.-. L F Fp F three Ga-As bonds for
2-" '-,j every In-As bond, whilefami~tinite compounds

(F) have two long hd
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.5 one short Ga-,As bonds

foi each In-As t;ond. A
similar result holdsfto x

FIGURE 3. Calculated bond lencths in the = 3/4. For x = J, the -
Gai.xinxAs family of compounds. (0,0.1)-oriented superlat-

tice (S) and chalcopyrite compounds have eql:ai numbers of Ga-As and In-As bonds,
whilt the rhomobohedral (R, il.1,l)-oriented superlattice contains three long and one
short Ga-As bond and three short and .-ne long In-A s bond.

The dashed line shown in Fig. 3 indicates Vegard's Law expected for the average
bond len,.,h measured in the alloy by x-ray diffra.tion. Mikke!sen and Boyce9 have
show.: us;n- EXAFS (extended x-ray absorption fine struc':ire) measurenents that
there are two distinct bond len-ih. in Gal.xinxAs alloys, one for each tpe of bond.
The solid lines in Fic. 3 that pa: throuzgh the parent' zinc-blende compotuid.- ::re'in
good agreement with the slopes of the Mikkelsen-Bovce data for the allov. The. lines
pass throu.gh compounds with either simple cubic or simple tetragonal syilu:'etry.
iParallei to those lines are lines passing through the body-centered wtr., ;,nal
compounds. fMimatinite. and chalcopyrite.] \Ve interpret this agreement .. " foilows.
The albv is to be thoucht of ; a mixture of all possihle orientations of 'etrahedra
AsGaln4 .,. Portions of the alloy may show incipient oider of the typ- shown in Figs.
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1 and 2. The EXAPS data are statistical averases of the configurations found in the
alloy: a line near the middle of the distribution oi possible bond lengths is found. More
importantly, the fact that the average results for the strain calculations alone
reproduce well tlie-EXAFS data imtsthat charge-transfer effecs are probabiy only a
small correction for the 111-V failyo ompounds.10

Shown in Fig. 4 are the cakula-
__________________________ ted strain enerces of the oroered

P.0 Ga ~xinx,,S' structurvs. For i = 1/4 and 3/4. we
- find that the faniatinite strucmure
~ has the lowest energy, while for x =

0.[3 tin chalcopyrite structure is
thelo(e,0,i) energy, (oloed) c by

0.02 th s0,0by ,uperlattice ()wdthen
S by the r ioinbohedral-syrnmetry (R)

SL* superlattice oriented- along the0.01 ! C *( .1,I) direction. These results areF______________________________ consistent with the calculated bond
~ 04 06 0S .lengths shown in Fig. 3. For exatp-

there are two types of Ga-As tIn-As
bonds). One bond, fou:1,d in a tetra-
hedron GaIn3As. which is near the

FIGURE 4. Calculated strain, parent bond length ,and the other
eneris ofth G,1n.As one, found with a 3-f d dergeneracy,
famin of compounds. in a tetrahedron Ga~nAs3, at a

distance quite far from the parent bond length. It is easily seen from Eq. (1) that those
structures with large bond4lenjgth ci'vigtions from thei~ arent zinc-blende compounds
will-tend to have a large st'aiii"energy As a general trend, we ind that struc".ures w~ith
a body-centered tetragonaVtlravajs lattice most easily accommodate strain.

Turning finall to electronic properties, in Figs. 4 and 5 we show the low-
temperature bandstr.tures of two GaInAs2 ordered structures, the (0.0.1) superiattice
and chaicopyrite struture. The band pn of the (0.0.1) superlattice is at M.S eV,
compared wih0.S1 eV in the Plloy ftr x = 0.47.11 and 0.,:3 eV *it chalcopyrite.
Notatable isthe strain spliting of the top of the valence hand. Bcc;.use the locil strain
field of the tetrahedro:. haz opposite orient:.ion; in the two structures, witi the z
di-ection singled out it:h (0.0.1) superlatze. and an xy plane in chalcopyrIte (see
Fie. 1), the heavy hole is higher in the (0.0.1) superiAttice thar in chalcopyrite.
Obviously, these two structures will have distinguishable experimiental spectra.

-2.

-4 x r.P

FIGURE .5. Band- rtuctures of the (0.0. 1)-oriented superlattice and of thle chalcupyrite
formis of GalnAs 2 compounds.



4CONCLUSIONS
We have invastigated the relative stability for Ill-V compounds of the three

possible ordered x = i structures: the (0.0.1)- and (1.1.1lpriented Ilx1 superlattice., and
chakcopyrite. Without using a second -neihbor interaction on an fcc !atticc,2 we ind
that the strain energy due to the lxnding of anions to cations alone is eno~ugh to
distinguish the three phauses. Our calculatis",{predict that the chalcopyrite structure
should have a iowcr en(-:,-% than either type of superlaticw. Similarly, we ind that for
x ~.the fam.atinite structure has lower strain energy thaa~ 'he lw'.onite stucture.

Our strain calculations also allow us to predict strilxctural parameters such as
bond lengths for the ne~w ordered III-V compoulici. This in turn allows us to
investigate the influence of order and strain on the bandstructure of these structures.
We hope our calculations will aid experimentalists in the search for additional new
ordered semiconductor compounds.
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INTRODUCTION

'I'npurity levels dE 'ermine the electrical properties of semiconductors
and often strongly influence the optical properties-as well. Until rather
recently it was widely believed that "shallow impurities," namely those
impurities that produce energy levels within -0.1 eV of a band edge, were
w1l understood in terms of hydrogenic effective-mass theory [1). However
"deep impurities" were regarded as more mysterious, having levels more than
0.1 eV deep in the gap; and several theoretical attempts were made to
understand why their binding energies were so large. While specific deep
levels were explained rather well by the early theories, most notably the
pioneering work of Lannoo and Lenglart on the deep level in the gap
associated with the vacancy in Si (2], numerous attempts to explain why the
binding energy of a particular level might be large (making the level deep),
rather than smalt, continued until recently, when it was realized that this
basic picture of impurity levels was incomplete [3,4].

DISTINCTION BETWEEN DEEP LEVELS AND DEEP IMPURITIES

Now it is -ecognized that 'very impurity whose valence differs from that
of the host atom it replacesproduces both deep and shallow levels, but chat
the "deep" levels often are not deep energetically. The definitions of deep
and shallow levels have been changed [3): now a deep level is one that
originates from the central-cell potential of the defect, and a shallow level
originates from the long-ranged Coulomb potential due to the impurity-host
valence difference. Impurities that ari s-p bonded normally produce four deep
levels in the vicinity of the fundamental band gap: one s-like and three
p-like. More often than not, the deep leve),s do not lie in the band gap but
are resonant with the host bands. Thus, in terms of the old picture, these
resonant levels have negative "binding energies." The four deep levels are
normally anti-bonding and host-like in character. As a result, several
diffu.ent deep impurities produce levels with essentially the same
wavefunctions [5,6].

In contrast to the deep levels, whose wavefunctions are relatively
localized and have multi-band character, shallow levels have wavefunctions
that are extended in real space and of single-band character (localized near
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A band extremum in K-space). The shallow levels are hydrogenic, originate
from the long-ranged Coulomb potential, are associated with the impurity-host
valence difference, and have binding energies of reduced Rydbergs, ie.,
scaled from 13,6 eV by factors of effective mass and the inverse square of
the dielectric constant (resulting in binding energies of typically tens of
meV). Shallow levels can be obtained by solving an effective-mass Schr6dinger
equation for the envelope wavefunction 0(r), which is (assuming isotropic
effective mass m* and dielectric constant c)

[(-X2/2m*)72. (e2 /tr)]4 - (E.EO)O,
(I)

where E0 is the band extremum to which the level is "attached."

The attachment to a near-by band edge is the experimental signature of a
shallow level, and can be verified by mealuring the energy of thc level and
the band edge, either versus alloy composition x in an alloy such as
Al Ca " As or CaAsl..Px, or versus pressure. In contrast to shallow levels,
deep eels are not attached to band edges, and their energies (with respect
to the valence band maximum) tend to vary more-or-less linearly with alloy
composition.

DEPENDENCE ON ALLOY COMPOSITION

Fig. 1 summarizes data [7) for the alloy-composition dependence of
levels associated with anion-site impurities in GaAsl.xPx alloys. The levels
associated with S, shallow donor levels, follow the conduction band edge as
the composition varies, and are *attached" to it. Se levels exhibit the same
behavior as S. The N and 0 levels vary approximately linearly with alloy
composition and are unattached to any band edge. These data, when first
obtained, were rather perplexing, because 0, S, and Se were expected to
behave the same, since all came from Column-VI of the Periodic Table, and all
were presumed to occupy a Column-V anion site. By the old definition, the
oxygen state was clearly a deep level, lying more than 0.1 eV from the
conduction band edge. The N level, however, had the same qualitative
dependence on alloy composition as the 0 state (indicating it should be
classified as deep), yet it was close enough to the band edge in GaP to be
classified as shallow by the old definition of a shallow level. Moreover it
was energetically deep in the gap for GaAs 0.5P0 .5, but invisible (possibly in
the conduction band) for GaAs.

The N level data in GaAsi.xPx provided an important clue for
understanding the physics of Leop impurities, because N is isoelectronic to
As and P, and so the substitutional impurity has no long-ranged Coulomb
potential: its level could only be explained in terms of the central-cell
defect potential (and, possibly also the modest strain field around the
impurity) [4]. The natural explanation for the data of Fig. 1 is that the
central-cell potential produces th. oxygen deep level and that the N level is
similar to the oxygen level, and should also be termed "deep." The shallow S
(and Se) levels are caused by the Coulomb potential associated with the
valence difference between the Column-VI impurities and the Column-V host. S
and Se must also have deep levels similar to the oxygen deep level, but their
deep levels must be resonant with the conduction band of GaAxPx for all
alloy compositions x, and hence are invisible (as with the case for N when
x<0.2). Thus the picture has emerged that the central-cell potential produces
deep levels, and the Coulomb potential yields shallow levels (which ideally
are infinite in number, because a Coulomb potential has an infinite number of
bound states). For s- and p- bonded substitutional impurities, we expect one
s-like and thre2 p-like deep levels associated with every band, based on
Rayleigh's interlacing theorems [J; this means that in the vicinity of the
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the dependences of the shallow S (or
Se) level (dashed) and the deep N and 0 levels (solid) on alloy composition x
in GaAsl.xPx, after Ref. [7]. The energies of the band edges r1l and X, are
also shown. The zero of energy is the valence band maximum of the alloy.
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band gap of a zinc-blende semiconductor we should find one s-like
(Al-symmetric) deep level and one triply degenerate p-like (T2-symmetric)
level for each impurity. The oxygen and nitrogen levels of Fig. 1 are the
Al-symmetric deep levels. In a three-dimensional material, there is no
guarantee that any of the deep levels due to the central-cell potential will
lie in the fundamental band gap, and so, as in the case of S and So in
GaAsl xPx , the deep levels may all lie outside of the band gap or else, as in
the case of oxygen, one (or more) may lie within the gap. (Fig. 2)

The character of an impurity as "shallow" or "deep" is determined by
whether one or more deep levels lies within the fundamental -.nd gap. For
example, oxygen in GaP is a deep impurity because its s-like A1 deep level
lies in the band gap, and is occupied by one electron when the oxygen is
neutral and in its ground state. This one-electron level can hold two
electrons of opposite spin, but when oxybin is neutral, it holds only one,
(the extra electron due to the valence difference between 0 and P). In the
case of S or Se, the central-cell potential is weaker than that of 0, and the
corresponding deep level is degenerate with the conduction band rather than
in the gap. The resonant level cannot bind the extra electron, which spills
out and decays to the conduction band edge (via the electron-phonon
interaction); once at the conduction band minimum, the electron is trapped by
the long-ranged Coulomb potential in a shallow impurity level -- and, because
the ground state of the S or Se impurity in this host has an electron £n the
shallow level, the S or Se impurity is termed a shallow impurity.

DEEP-SHALLOW TRANSITIONS

It is possible to change the character of an impurity from deep to
shallow by perturbing the host until a deep level passes from the band gap
into the host bands. Straightforward ways to achieve such a rhange arq to
apply pressure or to vary the alloy composition of the host. N changes its
character in GaAs XPx as a function of alloy composition x: it yields a deep
level in the gap for x>0.2 and so is a deep impurity for such alloy
compositions, but for x<0.2, neutral N is neither a shallow impurity (because
it has no long-ranged Coulomb potential) nor a deep impurity (because its
deep levels are in the conduction band), and so we term it an "inert
impurity." Thus, in GaAsI.xP for x-0.22, N undergoes a "deep-inert
transition." See Fig. 1. A classic example of a similar "deep-shallow
transition" is Si on a cation site in AlxGai..As, which has a deep-level
behavior similar to that of N in GaAsl.xPx . (See Fig. 3.) As a result,
neutral Si is a deep impurity, with one electron occupying its A,-symmetric
deep level for xzO.3, but is a shallow impurity for x<0.2 because the deep
level is resonant with the conduction band and the electron is autoionized,
falls to the conduction band edge, and is trapped by the Coulomb potential of
the defect. This Si defect is thought to be the DX center (9-11], or at least
a component of it [11,12]. It is noteworthy that when cation-site Si is a
shallow impurity (i.e., its deep levels are resonant with the conduction
band), it dopes the material n-type. But when it is a deep impurity (wirh its
A1 level in the gap) the neutral impurity can trap either an electron or a
hole in this level, and so tends to make the material semi-insulating.

DEEP-SHALLOW TRANSITIONS IN SUPERLATTICES

Deep-shallow transitions occur in random alloys such as Al Ca1 xAs
because the deep levels are much less sensitive to changes of aloy
composition x than the band edges. Only slightly overstating the peit.:, we
may say that the deep levels are almost constant in absolute energy, and that
varying x can cause the conduction or valence band edge to move through the
deep level. Since deep levels are normally only observed when they lie within
the funt ,mental band gap, varying alloy composition changes the "indow of
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Fig. 2. Illustration, of the difference between a shallow impurity such
.s S on a P site in GaP and a detp Lrnpurity such as 0. Shallow levels are
dashed and deep levels are solid. If the deep levels lie outside of the band
gap, the extra electron occupies the lowest shallow level at zero temperature
and the impurity is a shallow donor.
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Fig. 3. Chemical trends with alloy composiLlon x in the energies (in eV)
of principal band gaps at f, L, and X, with respect to the valence band
maximum of the alloy, in the alloy AtxGal.,As, as deduced from the Vogl model
(15]. Also shown is the predicted energyoe the A,-symmetric cation-site deep
level of Si (heavy line), similar to the predictions of Hjalmarson (11]. The
Vogl model is known to obtain very little band bending. Moreover the L
minimum for x-0.45 is known to be at a bit too low an energy in this model.
When the deep level of neutral Si lies below the conduction band minimum, it

is occupied by one electron (solid circle) and one hole (open triangle). When
this level is resonant with the conduction band, the electron spills out and
falls (wavy line) to the conduction band minimum, where it is trapped (at
zero temperature) in a shallow donor level (not shown).
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observability of deep levels, namely the band gap. Thus selecting the alloy
composition so that a given impurity produces a shallow level rather than a
deep one is a form of "band-gap engineering."

Similar band-gap engineering can be achieved by altering the atomic
ordering in the semiconductor by, for example, making the host a superlattice
rather than a random alloy. For example, Si on a Ca site in the center of a
GaAs quantum well in a NIXN 2 GaAs/AIxGalxAs superlattice can be made to
undergo a shallow-deep transition by reducing the thickness of the quantum
well until the conduction band maximum of the surerlattice passes above the

Si deep level (See Fig. 4.). The dependence on alloy composition of a Ga-site
deep level in a 2x2 GaAs/AIxGal.xAs superlattice is given in Fig. 5, and
shows that even near the center of a GaAs layer Si can become a deep trap if
the layer is sufficiently thin or two-dimensional.

Fig. 6 shows the predictions for the cation-site deep level in bulk
GaAs, in a 3xl0 GaAs/Al0 7Ga0 3As superlattice, and in bulk AS0 7Ca0 3As for
Si at various sites A in the superlattice. In this superlattice'the deep
level lies in the gap and Si is therefore!a deep impurity. In NIXN2
superlattices such that the GaAs layers are not very thin, N1>6, the
superlattLce conduction band edge approaches the bulk GaAs conduction band
edge, and therefore the conduction band of the superlattice covers up the Si
deep level, making Si on a Ga site a shallow donor in the superlattice.

T2 LEVELS

The examples we have given thus far all consider only A1 -symmetric bulk
deep levels. The T2 bulk levels are split in a (001) superlattice into a1,
bI and b2 levels, as illustrated in Fig. 7 for the As vacancy. The valence
band maximum is also split into a (p +p )-like (or bl- or b2 -like) maximum
and a pz-like (or al-like) edge slig~tlU below it. For sites near the A-0
interface, the b, deep levels have orbitals and energies similar to the T2
levels of bulk GaAs and the b2 levels are AIxGal.xAs-like. The splittings are
small even for impurities at the interface, of order 0.1 eV, and decrease
rapidly as the impurity moves from the interface. They are non-zero even near
the center of the layers, however, because the valence band maximum is split,
and so the spectral densities employed in solving Eq. (2) below are also
split.

Three factors influence the positions of deep levels in the superlattice
layers: (i) the band offset, which tends to move the levels down in
AixGaI xAs relative to in GaAs, (i) quantum confinement, which tends to
cause levels in GaAs and the p -like a, levels in particular to be farther
from the center of the gap, and (iii) the relative electropositivity of Al
with respect to Ga, which tends to move ener;y levels up when the associated
wavefunctions overlap an Al-rLch layer. To determine the balauce among these
competing ?ffects, a calculation is required.

FORMALISM

Our basic approach to the problem of deep levels in superlattices is
based on the theory of Hjalmarson et al. (3]. This theory is relatively easy
to implement and learn, and has been summarized in accessible lecture notes
(13) for deep levels in the bulk. Nelson et al. (14] have provided an
alternative approach to deep levels in superlattices which is especially
well-suLted to small-period superlattices.

The deep level energies E in a superlattice can be computed similarly by
solving the one-electron Schr6dinger equation, using the C;.een's function
method to take advantage of the localized nature of the central-cell defect
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Fig. 4. Schematic illustration of the quant-x-r-well confinement affect on
the band gap E (SL) of a NlxN2 GaAs/AIO 7Ga0 3As superlattice, after Ref.
(12]: (a) N-f- and (b) Nl;2, N -3.Tebn de fthe superlattice
are denoted by chained lines. For is alloy composition the superlattice gap
is indirect for case (b), with the conduction band edge at
K-(2ff/a)(1/2,l/2,0). Note the broken energy scale. The zero of energy is the
valence band maximum of GaAs.
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Fig. 5. Predicted chemical trends with alloy composition x in the
energies (in eV) of principal band gaps and the Si A,-symmetric deep level in
a (M_'s) 2(A~xGal.xAs)2 superlattice.1 Compare with Fig. 3 for the alloy. The
superlattice wavevectors of the gaps are E- K-(2r/aL)(/2,1/2,O), which has
states derived from the L point of tl's bulk Brillouin zone, and the points
derived from the bulk X-point: (2ff/aL)(00,(Nl+N2J'1 ), (where Nl-N42-2), and
(21r/80)(', 0,0)'
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Fig. 6. Predicte A,-derived deep le.?els of Si in GaAs, in a 3xlO

Gas/A 0 Ca 0 As suprlattice (as a function of the position of the Si in
the sups [t ce), and in bulk.A10 7Ga0 3As. Interffaces (which are As sites)
correspond to /0 - 0, 6, and 26. Noo hit in bulk GaAs Si is a shallow donor,
but: that in this superlattLce and in bulk A10.7GCa0.3 As it is predicted to be
a deep impurity.
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Fig. 7. Predicted energy levels of an As-vacancy in bulk GaAs, in a
(GaAs)10(A107G0.jAs)10 superlattice (as a function of 0 , the position of
the vacancy: even values of P correspond to As-sites), and in bulk
Al 0 7 Ga0 3As, after Ref. [12). Note the splitting of the T 2 levels at and
near the'interfaces which correspond to 0 - 0, 20, and 40. The electron
(hole) occupancies of the deep levels in bulk GaAs and bulk AI~o.7Gao.3As are
denoted by solid circles (open triangles).
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potential operator V:

dot (l-G(E)V) -0 - dot (1 - Pf(6(E'.H) V/(R.E')J dEl).
(2)

Here we have G(E) -(E-H) 1I, where H is the host Hamilltonian operator, P
donotes the principal value integral over all energies, and 6(x) is Dirac' s
delta function. For simplicity of presentation, we consider a periodic NixN2
GaAs/AlxGai.xAs superlattice grown in the (001) direction. This superlactice
has N, two-atom thick layers of GaAs and N, two-atom thick layers of
Al:Ga,.xAs stacked alternately in a periodic structure. 'do assume that che
layers are perfectly lattice-maiched. We describe the superlattice
Hamiltonian in terms of an s*sp basis similar to that of Vogl et al. [151.
Our Hamiltonian is a nearest-neighbor tight-binding model, and, in the limit
of x - 0, is identical to the Vogl model for GaAs. We treat the superlattice
using a superhelix or supercell method: (for the case x - 1) a superhelix or
supercell is a iUelical string with axis aligned along the (001)- or
z-direction consisting of 2N, + 2N2 adjacently bonded atoms As, Ga, As, Gg,
As, ... Ga, As, Al, As, Al, As, Al, ... As, Al. (For x o 1, replace Al by the*
virtual cation AIXGal.x.) The center of this helix is at 1: and each of the
atoms of the helix is at position L: + ;p (for 6-0, 1, 2, ... , 2Nl+2N2-l). The
superlattice is a stack of superslabs.I A superslab of GaAs/A2,Ga1,xAs
consists of all such helices with the same value of LZand al possible
different values of andandI The origin of coordinates is taken to be at an
As atom and a neighboring caion is at (l/

4,!/4;l/4)aL, hr Li h

lattice constant. At each site there are fie ssp3 bss orbitals In,L,v#),
where n - P+ p or pand the site is specified by 3
P- 0,l,;2,*..,2N 1+ N2-. Fromzthese basis orbitals we form the si, hybrid
orbitals at each site R-Lv).The hybrid orbitals are

1h1,R) - [Is.R) + Xlpx,R) + XlpyR) + Ap.)/

Jh2 .R) - [is,!) + Alpx.R) - AiJpy.R) - AIPZ,R)]/2

Jh3,!) - (IS,R) . )*Ipx,R) + AIpy.R) - XP,)/

and

Jh4,R) - (Js,K) - X~px,R) - Alpy'R) + AIpz,R)J/2(3

where we have A - +1 (-l) for atoms at anion (cation) sites. Introducing the
label v - s* ,hl, h2, h3, or h4, our hybrid basis orbitals are Iv,R), and the
related tight-bnding orbitals [16] are

i0K - N5.1/
2 Et exp (ik!+iK;;) fV'L,6)

where K is (in a reduced zone scheme) any wavevector of the mini-zone or (in
an extended :zre scheme) any wavevector of the zinc-blende Brillouin zone.
Here N. is the number of supercells.

The mini-zone wavevector K is a good quantum number. Evaluation of the
matrix elements (&,0,EIHI&",0',K) leads to a tight-binding Hamiltonian of the
block tridiagonal form. For example, the diagonal (in 0) 5x5 matrix, H(,8,0)
at site 0, is
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0 0 0 00 T T T
H(, -v,,I~u' 0)| Th  Ih  T T

0 T T I h T
( 0T T T h ( 5

where we have the hybrid energy

h  - ( + 3 p)/46)

and the hybrid-hybrid interaction

T - ( cs- )/4 .(7)

The energies cs., h, and T in H(0,0) reer to the atom at the 0-th site, and
are obtained from the energies w tabulated by Vogl et al. (15). To account
for the observed (17] valence band edge discontinuity of 32% of the direct
band gap [18], a constant is added to cs*and c for At.GaI .As; this
constant is adjusted to give the valence band maximum o AlXGa As'below the
valence band maximum of GaAs by 32% of the direct band gap diference in the
limit NI-N 2 - Q.

Expressions for the remaining, off-diagonal matrix elements
(v,0,klHlP',0°,R) or H(P,$') are given in Ref. (12]. The Hamiltonian matrix
has dimension 5(2Nl+2N2 ) for each k. We diagonalize this Hamiltonian
numerically for each (special-point) k, finding its eigenvalues E, and the
projections of the eigenvectors 17,K> on the i,$, ) hybrid basis:
(v,60,2J7,>. Here 7 is the band index (and ranges from 1 to 200 for N1-N2-10)
and K lies within the mini-Brillouin zone in a reduced zone scheme. With
these quantitites, we can evaluate Eq. (2) for the Hjalmarson model of the
defect potential matrix V (3]: the matrix is zero except at the 3defect site
and diagonal on that site, (0, Vs, Vn , V Vp), in the Vogl s*sp local basis
centered on each atom. The point-group f9r a general substitutional defect in
a GaAL/AIxGal.xAs (001) superlattice is C2v, provided the A~xGa.xAS is
treated in a virtual crystal approximation. In the GaAs/AxGal.xAs
superlattice the A1 and T2 deep levels of the bulk GaAs or AIxGal.XAE produce
two aj levels (one s-like, derived from the A1  level and one T2derived

Pzlike), one bI  level ((px+p )-like], and one b2 level [(px-pY)-like]. Of
course, for impurities far from a GaAs/AIxGal xAs interface, the s-like a1
level will have an energy very close to the energy of a bulk A, level, and
p -like a1 level and the bI and b2 levels will lie close to the bulk T2 level
also.

The secular equation, Eq. (2), is reduced by symmetry to the following
three equations:

G(b1;E) - VP "  for bI levels,

G(b2 ;E) - V P- for b2 levels,

and

det G(ss;E) Vs  1 G(sz;E) VP -O

G(z,s;E) V. G(z,z;E) Vp - 1
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for &I levels, where we have

C(bl;E)-E, I 1 (hl,P,;l7,;>-(h4 ,A,;7,'>I 2/2(E-ZT.)

G(b2 O )'E,, I h2 ,;, 1f,>- (h3,0-, lf,;>I 2/24E-E-f,g), ( 2(12)

C(s,s;E) -

(13)

G(z,z;E) -

(14)

and

G(s~z;E)-EZy,g (l# V +h,,J,+h,,l,.+h,,l,>

(15)

Here G(z,s;E) is the Hermitian conjugate of G(s,z;E) and is the site of the
defect in the superlattice.

For each site 6 the relevant host Green's functions, Eqs. (11) to (15),
are evaluated using the special points method (19], and the secular equations
(8) to (10) are solved, yielding E(b;V ), E(b2 ;V ) , and two values of
E(a;VsV ). The defect potential matdix elements V and V_ are obtained
using a sight modification of Hjalmarson's approach f20]. for Nl-N 2-l0,
there are 40 possible sites P, each with four relevant deep levels: two i1'

one bl, and one b2 ; thus there are 160 levels.

SUMMARY

With the basic approach outlined here, one can compute the deep levels
associated with substitutional impurities in lattice-matched superlattices
and predict the conditions under which deep-shallow and deep-inert
transitions are to be expected.
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A theory of the electronic structures of perio'dic N, X N. GaAs/Al. Gal .. As superlatticzs
grown along the [1I111 direction is presented. Deep levels associated with s- and p-bondled
substitutional impurities in thes esuperlattices are also predicted. It is round that: (i) in
contrast with [0011 superlattices, [ Il)I supcrlattices are almost always direct band-gan,
supcrlattices. (ii) The f Ill I superlattices exhibit weaker quantum-well confinement tilj: the
corresponding [ 0011 superlattices. (iii) As the thickness, r(GaAs), of each GaAs layer is
reduced below a critical value (t, = 13 ;, or N, =4 forx = 0.7), common shallow :or
impurities such as Si cease donating electrons to the conduction baudJ and instead become cep
traps. For [ Il IIJ superlattices t, is smaller than the corresponding t,. for '0011 itperiatti..es.
The fundamental band gap and the band edges of the superlattice, and hence the ioriiz!i.nn
energies of deep levels, depend strongly on the layer thickness t(GaAs) but only weak].. on
t(AlAGa, _- ,As). The 7',- and A,-derived deep levels (of the bulk point group Td) are r-, -
and shifted, respectively, near a GaAs/Al.!Gal - As interface: the p-like T- level splits into an
a, ( p,,-like) level and a doubly degenerate c ( p.-like) level of the point --oup for an-:. -p-neraI
superlattice site (qj,), whereas the s-like A, bulk level becomes an a, (s-like) level o ,.The
order of magnitude of the shifts and splittings of deep levels at a GaAs/AI, Ga, _ As irncrr. Ze
is less than 0. 1 eV, depends on x, and becomes very sm.,!' for impurities more than =3 diiom:c
planes away from an interface. These predictions are bated on a periodic supersiab caiculation
for linit supersiabs with total thickne% :(GaAs) + v, Al.,Ga, -,.As) as large as 65.3 A cer
N, + AN. = 20 two-atomn-thick layers. The H::miltonian is a tight-binding model in a hybrid
basis that is a generalization of the VogI model and properly accounts for the nature of
interfaciil bonds. The deep) levels are computed usinr the Hiialmarson et aL theory [Phys. Rev
Lett. 44, 810 (1980) ) and tne special points method.

1. INTRODUCTION whicX, we define as the direction '3.* Tlie bulk dire.:ion-

The theoretical and experimental study of semiconduc- [ 2. - 1, - 11 and [0. 1, - I I are defined as the direction~.

tor superlattices; has become a very important area of basic "I" and "2." We employ a nearest -neichbor tight-binding

semi--onductor physics, device physics, awad materials Hamiltonian with an s*sp' basis of ive o.rboitals -,, cach site.

science. GaAs/Al. Ga, -.,As superlattices, 1. which are Our Hamiltonian, in the limit of x = 0. is i !Hitical to the

commonly grown in the [001]) direction, are the ones that Vogl model forGaAs." Some dififeremL-s are introduced be-
have been most thoroughly studied and understood. Impuri- cause of the superlattice. which we treat nsis~g a superhelix
ties play a very important role in determining the physical or supercell method. The superlattice we ,z'i..ider has N,

properties of semniconduc'o-.; Recently we published a two-atom-thick layers of G3As an-d N.two-atomn-thicki.-
theoretical studv of the electronic structures and substicu- e , f lGa, -,.As repeated pcriudicall.: the GaAs andc

tional (deep impurities in such superlattizes,4 3 which, we be- A.. Ga, - As are assumed tob rIel ttc

lieve. is t he first systematic theoretical study of deep levels in matched. We denote this supturlatfice eihras a

superlattices. In the last few years. people have begun to (GaAs),~ (AlGa, -,s, superl.r::LI.. or as a

investieate suiperlattices grown in the [ Ill I direction, both GaAs/Al, "Jai -,~As superlattice with NGaAs layers and

experinientally"'7 and theoreticailly." 9 Here we present a the- A .. l G;.. As lyro sa ,X:GA.

ory o!*::i.- electronic structures of GaAs/Al, Ga, - , As su Ai.,Ga, - , A superlattice.
perlatti.,.! grown in the [(IlI direction."' and wt predict NV first define (for the case x =I ) a su;crh-2lix or sit-

the eneray levels of substitutional deep impurities in these percel; as a helical string with axis ailignv'J :lo'ig, the [ I
superlat-,ices. We compare our results for [ IllI] superlat- direc:itw..-isisting of 2XN, - 2N\Z aduenl onded awn-m

tices with those for corresponding [0011 superlattices.4  As. Ga. As. Ga. As..Ga. As. Al. As. Al. As.MA...., As. .- I.
(For x~ 0 . replace Al by A,, Ga, - .) The center of this

II. FORM.ALISMA helix is at 1.and each of the atoins of thc ei is at position

A. Host Hamiltonian L +- %-,. (for fl 0. 1. 2 .. N, - iV .. A super..Jab of'

We rea a eridicGa~/AI Ga _ s sperattce GaAs/Al, Ga, . As consists of :tii su.:h heies with the

%%hoe tvra a periodicua G oathe/lk I IA I updiection. samie valute of L and all possible clife; ct values ol'L, and
whos laers re erpcdiclarto te h~lk Il] diecton. L,: and the stiperlattie is a tcd:rry'heprlh.

I'urtisnem,, uddrv-''. Dliparittion or itt 'fL% U~~~: ' Soclev and If the origin ofetordin.tes is taken t,, hentran A satom.;i.c x
Teetleiigq o~f Clim, 11,Ic. Chmw':i and v axes aire oriented such t hat ai neighboringt cation is at
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(II.DL, where a,, is the lattice constant.' At each site where = I( -) for atoms at anion (cation) sites.
there ares~sp" basis orbitals 'n.L.v11 ), where n = s*, s.p,, p,.. Next we introduce the label v = s*. h, h,, h., or ha, and our
orp: and /3 = 0. 1. 2.2, - 2. - 1. From these basis hybrid basis orbitals are ,v.R). In terms of these orbitals we
orbitals we form the sp hybrid orbitals at each site R form the tight-binding orbitals
= (L,v 0 ).

The hybrid orbitals are Iv,/3.k) = Ns- 1/2 -Zt. exp(ik.L + ik.v,,)I1, L,vi), (2)
th,,R) =[s, R) +2 Ap,,R) + p.R 2I.R]2

ph,) + [i) + /2, I,,)where k is any wave vector in the Brillouin zone in the super-

IhP,R) = [ s.R)+ A p,.R) - Ap,.Rj,- Ap:,R)]/2, lattices. Here N, is the number ofsupercells.
[h1,R) = (s.R) - ) I p,,R) + I I p,..R)A- A I p:,R) ]/2, The wave vector is a good quantum number, and so the

and tight-binding Hamiltonian is diagonal in k. Evaluation of the
matrix elements (i,/3,klH Jv',/3'.k) leads to a tight-bind;ng

ha,R) = [ls, R) -2 A p.,,R) - A. I p~,R) -j p.,R) ]/2, Hamiltonian of thc block tridiagonal form. For different /3
(1) and /3', the first three rows of block matrices are

11(0,0) H(O, ) 0 ... .... 0 H(0,2A'| + 2N: - 1)

H(0,1)t 1H(1,I) H(1.2) 0 0 .... 0 0 '(3)
0 H( 1,2)t H(2.2) H(2,3 ) 0 ...0 0.

The last row of blocks is

H(0,2N| + 2N, - I)t 0 0...0 H(2N1 + 2N, - 2,2N + 2N. - I H(2N + 12 -I,2A', +2A. 1). (4)

Here H( /3,3') depends on k and is given in terms of various C(v,n: /3)
5 X 5 matrices for dif-erent v and V. S* S Al Py P:

The diagonal (in 13) 5 X 5 matrix, H(3,/3) at site /3, is s* 0 0 0 0

Hi(3,3) =(iv,/3,kIHlV',/3,k) lh, 0 1/2 +)/2 +)./2 +) /1

,. 0 0 0 0 h, 0 1/2 +;/2 -)/2 -A/2
0 6h T T T h3 0 1/2 -)/2 +)/2' -)/2

0 T ch T ". (5) h4 0 1/2 -A/2 -)/2 +A/

0 T (It))

0 T T T where; = + I( - 1) if/3 refers to an anion (cation).

where There are several distinct cases for which the off-diag-
onal (in/3) matrixelements (n, /3.k0H n', /3',k) are nonzero

ch (e, + 3ep)/ 4  (6) (for,6-/3').
is the hybrid energy, and

T= (e, - Ed)/4 (7) 1. Intramaterial matrix elements
is the hybrid-hybrid interaction; the energies e,., h, and Tin If/3 and/3' both refer to nearest-neighbor sites in the
H( /3,/3) refer to the atom at the 3 th site, and may be ob-
tained from the energies w tabulated by Vogl, Hjalmarson, same maserial (either the GaAs or the AlAGa1 -. As) we

and Dow." To account for the observed ' valence-band edge have (assuming 13 and /3' are in material number 1, the

discontinuity of 32% of the direct band gap, a constant is GaAs), for example.

added to e,. andECh for Al, Gat _, As; this constant is adjust- (n./3.klH In'. 3',.k) = H,,,,,,, (i 1)
ed to -N e the v.alence-band maximum of AI,Gat _ As b - if/3refers toacation and/3' refers toan anion. t,1,,saSX5
low the valence-band maximum of GaAs by 32% of ti e matrix whose rows and columns are labeled by it, which
band-gap difference in the limit N, = N2 - o. ranges over the values s*. s, p,. p,. and p:. Similarly we have

Theoff.diagonalmatrixelement(%,/3.k 1'v', /3',k)O0' matrix elements H,, pH,2,.,, and tl,,o. 'hese matrix ele-
H(/3,/3') are best expressed in terms of matrix elements of ments are
H between s*, s and p orbitals. This is accomplished by the ( 0 - c1 1 - - cOI"transformation "/0 0 -C,, ,, ot'

13 k I ,,9 )0 c41 1, - c'.V4 o - -4 1
(-.3kH ')= c; ,,'7  c,,V C,,V CK J 1 .

1,;3)C(.',,': /3') (a, /3.k ':n', 3',k). (S) c/i= , V7 C., ,iC. c" V'l

where we have the s*3p " tight-binding functions, C.I1 C' c,,v" C.,1) C, I

in,/3,k) = \'- / 2 exp(ili. + ik-v0) n,L,v), (9) (12)

and the S x 5 matrices C(v,n;/3) -re Here we have C, = g*, where we have
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-4g, x(kx0 ,V V(x~y), P, = VNsa.pc),

and x,, = (al. 4 ) ( 1, 1, 1), with-a,. Ieing the lattice constant V5 =VCcPa), V, = V(Sapc),
of GaAs or AlAs. Here k is the wave vector. In addition, we and
have v7= V(sscpa),

1/ - (S.S) V2 = V-,-rX), in the notation of Vo'!,,atJ co-workers,"' and

0 0 V(g -g01  11,-( -g + g!-g.) V-91 -g+-,0
o VJ (91 + 92 1 g) V.1(1 - 9.03  V4 ( -g 9, - 9d 4 -g, -g.,+ g')

H.1cl g, -g2 -g) - K,(g, -g -g3 ) KV.(g, + g:+g.0) ~- g -g: + 1%) ~- g, +g -g.)

V? -9-g -. 1) - V (-.+g2+93) V3 ( -g12+-g) Y(g+, g.0g1) A2(g,.z92g,+g)

We also have
4g, = exp(ik-x,), 4g92= exp(ik-x,),

and

493 = eXP(P"~ 3).
Here we have x, = (al/ 4 ) (1,- 1, - 1), x, (aL/'( -1,,- 1), and x3 = (aL/4)(- - 1. 1).

All of the matrix elements Vare those tabulated by Vogl and co-workers,"' for material number "( viz., GaAs). Identical
expressions exist for H,,.,, andl,2, With A., Gal _,As matrix elements. [The Al, Gal, As matrix elements are obtained
by a virtual-crystal avcrage *of theVoglmatrix elements oAi.:-\As and GaAs: x times the correspond: ig AlAs matrix elements
plus (I - x) times the GaAs matrix elements.]

2. Intermaterial matrix elements

Avuhe interface between GaAs and AlGaI,, A-t k willbe nonzero matrix elements of HI for each bond between
nearest neighbors,.These are H,,2,1 -and Hl,.0,

I0 0 Vt.(1,-g92 - .0 V4(-g i+ g,-g) V.( -g, -g2 i+gq.0/0 VI (g1,+9 2 + .0 V4 (91 -i2-.0 Vi( -91,-g0 1 -g1, 9g+g 9.
V;~1  I , (g, -g2 - g3) .Vs (g, -g.- g). V.(g +g,+g.1) K,( -g, -g.+g M V1 ( -g,+g 2 -g.0

1/-7(--g,+9 2 -g 3) -V 5( -g 1+9 2 - 3) V3 (-g1,- 2 + 3 ) V,(g, +g2 g3) 111(g, -g.,.;.- g,)
1/7( -gl -g.1 +9 3) -V 5( -g g1 92 +93) V3( -g, + 2 -9 3) "V3 (g -g2. g9 V'(9, 9,0g~)

and
/ 0 0 V6(C, - C,- C V( C, +CC 1 q '( -C,-C2 +C q0

0 V, (C + C.+ C3) V(CC:in. _CO) V(- C,+ C,-Cq) ;".I( C, - C+ C )

I V,(l- C, Ci---q) CC, - C3)VA,(-Cg+C2 +C 3 ) V(_C+-C, ) C, C ,C ) j
kV( -C, C2 ,C - 5 -C,-+ C-q0) ~- C, C+ C 3 ) V(C, +C 2 +CIO IV(C,+-CC / q

Here the Vogl matrix elements are those for the bond in
question: If the cation is Al',Ga , -. and thfe anion is As. then
the matrix element is the Al.,Gal - As matrix element ob-
tained by a virtual-crystal average of the AlAs and GaAsAH
values.

After the tight-binding Hamiltonian is given, calcula-
tion of the electronic structure is straightforwv.trd. In this M
work wve study electronic structure and deep inipur~ty levels
in superlattices as large as N, + N2 = 20; that is, in 40-
atoms-thick superslabs. The dimension or the Hamiltonian
matrix at each value of k is 5(2.V, + 2N,), because there are FI.ITh rluizoeo(il pdate.Fat000).1kt
five orbitals per site. We diagonalize this Hainiltoniaii nu- 01.1.0 /(2,Y, + 2N0, .11 is at (1, - 2.!103 or equivakn, points. K is at
merically fer each (speciai-point) k in the lBrillouin zone (0.2. - 20/ or equivalent points. all ;rc in uniti or I"/a ) Iw note
(Fig. 1), finding its eigenvalues E,... anld, if necessa.-v, the foraGaAs/GaAs or Al~G, ,As;AI,Gai A,A~11111superlattice. he

projctins o hecigevecors ~k~n-th Ii, , .. bi superluttice r pint might ecirrepo,,d to hle huilk : point and/or
L1(~ 1. 1. U I poinIi t lit: ordinary bilik FBrillouin zon. and the superiattice

basis: (v, 1G3k1;1.k). Here ; : the band index (and ranges .1I point might copescpond to On:e X pouat and.tor LM( . - 1. - 1),
from I to 200 for N, = N,~ 10) and k is the wave vector: it (-1.1.1) or 1 . - 1.0)) point% orthe ordinary bulk Ilrillouin zone.
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can be within the mini-Brillouin zone in a reduced zone GaAs/GaAs superlattice along the [1II11] direction, we re-scheme or within the GaAs Brillouin zone in an extended duce the Td symmetry to C3,.. In the GaAs/Al, Gal -. ,Aszonescheme. (Weassume that GaAs and Al.Gal .As are superlattice-theA4, and T. deep levels of the bulk GaAs orperfectly latticematched.) Al, Ga, - ,As produce two a I levels (one s-like, derived
from the A, level and one T2-derived p,0-like), one doublyB. Deep levels degenerate e level ( p,.-like). Of course, for impurities far

The theory of deep-leyels is based on the Hjalmars6n et from a GaAs/Al. Gal - ,As interface, the s-like a, level will
al. Green's'function,- ', y, " which solves the secular equa- have an energy very close to the energy of a bullk .4, level, and
tion for the deep level energy E the p0 -like al level and the p,-like e level will lie close to the

detfI -G(E V]= Qbulk T, level also. But, iCT.derived levels lie close to thedetf -G(EVJ 0valence-band maximum, then the splitting of the valence.
( C band edge (into a doubly degeneratep -like maximum and a= dOt I - PJf [(E'- ) p. band edge at slightly lower energ y) may cause the a,

component deep level to lie lowver in energythan the elevels
(E - E') dE I (16) by an energy comparable with the splittin.- [see Eq. ( 16)]).I

/ Note that this splitting exists even for defects distant fromHere 11is the defect potential matrix,"4 which is zero except the interface and is a consequence of the differen~t host spec-at the defect site and diagonal on that site, (0 ,,I p ,) tral densities in the superlattice fora I and Ce-siates.
in the Vogl s~spl loca1lbasis centered on each atom. W-, also
have G = (E - H) -', where H i 's the host tight-binding 2. Secular equ.7tions
H-amiltonian operator. The spectral density operator is The secular equation, Eq. ( 16), is reduced by the C,,6(E' H ) and P denotes the prin~cipal value integral overall pitgopsmer o1lefloigtoeut~senergies. Inthe fundamental band gap of the superlattice, G pon-rusymtyothflowgtoeuai:s
is real. G(e;E) = V,7 ' 'fore elevels, (17)

and
1. Point-group analysis

A substitutional point defect in either bulk GaAs or det GssEV - Gso;)V.01 (18)
,bulk A1 Gal -.,As has'tetrahedral (Td) point-group sym- I G(o~s;E) V, G(o o'E) V, I
metry (assuming a virtual-crystal approximation for for a, levels, where we have
Al,~ Ga, -.,As). Each such sp3'-bonded defect normally has G(e;E) = l~ h,1,
one s-like (,) and one triply degencrate p-like (T2 ) deep -(3 3k1,k 22( ytdefect level near the fundamental band gap. If we imagine(1,13kyYI/E-
breaking the symmetry of bulk GaAs by making it into a (19)

G(s,s;E) = 1,.k I(h1,1,kirk) + (/*,f,3,kk + (h3,fi,kJ;,Qk + (h..,AGkIk)j 2 4(E- E2.j, (20)
G(oa,cr;E) 1rk13(hl,,f,kj',k) - (h,,,k;;',k) - (h,,,f3,kjyk) - (11,,/3,k jy.k)j 2/l2(E- El,.,, (21)

and

G(s,o';E) 7.. [ [(hi,, /3,kI,,k) + (h,, /,kl'k) + (1:,,kj)',k) + (11.,, fi,kjy',k) I
X [3Ui,l, k~y,k) - (h1,, 13,k,,k) - (11, ,k),k - (h1, /3,k j7',k) ]/4%F(E - Eyk ) .(22)

Here G(as;E) is the Hermitian conjugateof G(s,o;E) and/3 accuracy as Chadi's and Cohien's" ten bulk special pointsis the site of the defect in the superlattice. would give for bulk GaAs or AlAs. i.e., GaAs/GaAs 6rFor each fl the relevant hcs)t Green's functions, Eqs. AlAs/AlAs superlattices. This level of accuracy is known to(19H-22), are evaluated, and the secular equations ( 17) be adequate for bulk Green's function calculations.
and (HI) are solved, yicadiing E(e; 1,*, ) and two values of

E~a;V~,).The defict potential matrix elements V' and 11l. RESULTS
Iare obtaified as in Ref. 4. For;V, = A" = 10. there ar'4 A. Superlattice band structures

possible sites 13, each with four relevant deep levels: two a, We first calculat. the band structures of superln -:esand one doubly deIgenerate v; thu, there are 160 levels, for A', -- M, = 20 at points of high symmetry in the firstFor our studies of dee,-p levels in the band gaps of Brillatfin zone of the supcrlxtice (Fi",. I ). Our calculationssuperlattices, we consider only superlatties such that produce .kthe superiattic., bands, as functions of.\',, thie(.N1 +i X:)14 is an inte-ger. In such cases the sumns over k in thickness of GaAs layers (Fig. 2). As the thickness of theEc., M9-02) :'an be performed using t-.n special points."5 GaAs slab, t(GaAs A', Na,1''3 (w'here a, = 5.653 k 2 isTh- n sliper.auice special points are suficientto give the the lattice constant of G'IAs). or the number of GaAs layersGreen's function at anysite in the superlattice with the same N, becomes smiall in coniparison with the thicknecss.
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21 N ,x N " (III; GaAs /Al 07 Go0.3As Superlattices for the corresponding [001] superlattices, as can be see by a
2.1 ~..A~a . -xdirect comparison of the superlattices with two ditMerent

2.0- ----------------.- ~ GaAs growth directions in Fig. 2. and, for some much larger super-
[ A G~1 o ,As r lattice periods, in Fig. I of Ref. 9. It can also be sect:fl that the

I :AM and L smaller the thickness of he ouantum-well (GaAs) lav.er, the
18  ~ '. CondUC110n band edge K and 14 more significant is 'he diThrencL between the quanium-well

*~* ----:~--- (001) band edge confinement of the direct edge for [001l and [1I11I1 superlat-
L Ga~s ties. For the samne number N, of GaAs layers, the t hick-ness

1.6j : ,, of the quantum welin a [Ill Vstpcrla, tice iso arcjiier han in
-'sal~cs a . t01 J superlatticehby a factor ni'21/3 = 1. 1547, but even

0 Valence *. G1
' aAs if -his factor is included. the weaker quantum-well confine-

- n0.1 -- ment in the [1I111 superlattices~is still not completely ex-

-- plained by a simple one-band eff.-tive-mass mnodel." One of'
the most dramatic differences be: ,'een [ Il)I and f00l] su-

-0.3 perlattices of similar GaAs layer th..kness is the much larger

2 a 8 to 12 14, 16 18 20 heavy-light hole energy level splitting at the top of valence
Number of GaAs layers Nbands of the superlattices. For I10Xl 10 GtaAs/Al, Ga,,. su-

N I perlattices this splitting is 0.087 eV for the (Il I I superiat-
FIG. 2. P'redicted encrgIes (in eV) of the superlattkce coisduction-band tice; versus 0.035ely t br the [0011J super~atttce. W e attribute
minimazuid ',aletce-band inamum with respect to the valerice-band ma. the smaller qun turn -well con ftnerent and the Lger li.avv-
mum of bulkGatlxfora I(I11I1 GaAs/AI,Ga1 . .Assuperlatticev~s reducedqut r.
laver tltickneiees.N1 ..iid. for variotis A .. (III1 GUAs/AI, Ga, ,As light hole splitting in the [1I11I1 superlattice to the topologi-
5uperlatties. with x = 0.7a.nd S,. 6,\ed to be 20. The ea;ctilatiotis are cal difference in the bonding between the [(Ill I and the
based on the tow-temperature band-\trtietures of GaAsand Al,,!Ga.,As. 1001 ] surerlattices. For example. at an interface in a [I I I
\%ith bulkbandipsofl1.45attd.22e c%' spectivlv.Tiiceoiiductitin-band GaAs/AlAs superiltce, an As atom is bonded to either
cizenvaluesutlr. l..1(L. and K(ll) otfthe superlattices are shown as solid three Ga atoms and one Al atom or to-three Al's and one Ga.

cirles opn cres. oli trunles. and solid squares. the superdattice va-
kenee-band maximuwm is at k = 0. Note the broken scale on the ordinate. In contrast. an interfacial As int a fo0l11 superlattice is l-ond!
The condticion-band minimum ind the valence-lband maximumi of the ed to twvo Ga and two Al atoms. This topological difference,
10011 superlattices calculi-ed in Rd. .1 are also~shown here as dashed lines which has an intrinic three-dimenisional charactr, affects
for comparison. The po~itions of the . and extrema of bulk GaAs at r. L, both the valence and c.onduction batnds. altering their mnasses
and A'are.shoWn on the rich, of the fisu~e. at S, = 20.

in a way that is not described quantitatively correctly by a
one-band efflective-mass model.

z(AI Ga .~As)= Na,/3, o nuberof ayes N of The band gap ts somewhat more sensitive to changes of
Al, Ga, -As slabs, the small band-gap GaAs layers become teG sla'r hcnss hnto chagsi h0 ~Al., Ga, _. Aslayer thickness (see Fig. 3 ), as was the case for
quantumn wells surrounded by large band-gap Al, Ga, - ,, As.
As a result, the band gap of the superlattice increases from [0]spratcs
the GaAs band gap toward the Al, Ga, _ A As band gap as N, C DfcVlvl
decreases (for N, large). This behavior for [ IllI] superlat- C eetlvl
tices is similar to that found for [001 ] superlattices.4 The top The substitutional defect energy lev-els 'or sp -bonded
of the valence band is at the Brillouin-zone center, as found impurities can be evaluated us~ing the tihniques ofl-ljalmar-
for [001) superlattices. We find the band gaps of ,XN. soni et al.*," as described atbove for sup:rlattices.
[ IlI GaAs/Al,, Ga, -. As superiattices to be direct for al-
most all the cases we calculated (i.e., both the superlattices' 2.0-
valence-band maxima and conduction-band minima are at r,
for different N,. A%, and x). which wvas not genierally the case
for ['0011 superlattdces. (. did find one extreme casc .9 \ N 10

namely a I X I I GaAs/AlAs superlattice. in which the gap-
was indirect by -0.06 eV.) This could turn out to be a tech- 1 .e
nologically imp~ortant property of these superlattices. be- -a
cause (i) it means that Ill I) superlattices can be ttsed in the w 17
smallest optoelectronic devices and (ii) for such superlat- . ...
tices, the electron effective mass in the plane perpenidicular ---- 4 10
to the growth direction is always the electron effiective mass 1.61

of bulk GaAs, which is the smallest effective mass that I.,-
GaAs/Al.,Ga, -,As can have. The smaller effective mia!s2 N), orNi8 10 2

implies larger mobility and faster device speed.
FIG . 3. Predicted fundamental cergy-hbint gaps at k 0 of a (111I1

B. Quantum-well confinement (GaAs) \ (Al, Gal ,A,,)\ supedattice ais a function of reduced GaAs
Ia~cr ti Anes A, and AI,Ga, ,AN:.iver tlickness..forx = 0.7. Note

The fundamental band gaps for N,x .\V2 I 1111 tat the variation o~ft hC ap with decrcwi,to.\. from. iav, 12 to 2 is lev, thtan
GaAs/Al, Ga, - ,As superlattices are always smaller than the variation aswocritedwith ehainig.V from 12 to 2.
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SlC ,Deep-shallow transition Fig. 4. i probably occurs for N, l and a GaAs laver thick-
in, (11i] GaAs /Ai 0.,GcAs superlattice ness of order u-'= 13 A or less.)

20- C 8 M ( S L) Empty deep A similar analysis can be made of the behavior of other
~ ~ ThANITION ds~noAce ~ Limpurities, for exmple, N in GaAs. Nitrogen has a resonantSEpty ----- state in the conduction band of GaAs. We have predicted4

l.6 vel deplee Occupiedshlo that N in a GaAs layer of a [0011 GaAs'AA Gal -,As su-
donor ltvel perlattice will have an impurity state in the band gap if the

thicknessof the GaAs layer is small enough, for example,
<48 A or 17 molecular layers. Here we predict that N in the
GaAs layers of a [1111I GaAs/A!,,Ga, -, As superlattice

0 VBM (Ga~s)will have an impurity state in the band gap if the thicknes s o-,
VBM Ga~) "VBM (SL) the GaAs layers is thinner than (32 A or ten~molecular

2 4 6 8 10

Number of GaAs layers N, '2. As vacancy levels
FIG. 4. Illustrating the deep-to-shailow transition us a functiomn of inceas. Figure 5 displays the deep energy levels in the band gap
ing GaAs layer thickness X,in aGaAsfAl,Ga, .AsSX.stiperlttice of an As vacancy in a N, = AP4 10 GaAs/A)(,.-,Ga,,.As
(SL) with x = 0.7 and A', + X.. = 20 for aSi impurityon ucolumn ItIIsite sucitie as afunction offl, the site of the vacancy in the
in the centcr of a GaAs layer of the superlattice host. The superil'icc con.
dut~cion-band edg~e (CIIM) and valence-band maximumi (VIIM) ire iiidi- superhelix or supersiab. A vacancy is simulated here by let-
cated by light solid liic. The Si decp level is denoted byu steavy line, which ting, the coefficients of the vacancy state wave function at the
is solid when the level i 's in the ap but dtashed when the level is resonant vacanc%- site va:.ish, because ~. vacancy stat. ':annlol £ave an
with the conduction band. I t deep level in tl:-.-band gap forS.,<4 is cov. xaso ofiin tnn~itn rias ~Svrlfa
eredt up by t1w conduction band as a result of clianace, in thc hoqt for N, >4. epnincefiin tnn~sigobtl.'Svrlfa
The impurity's deep level lies in the gap for V, 4 and is occupied by the ture,-, of the results in Fig. 5 are worth noting: in contrast
extra Si electron; the Si. in this case. is thus a "deep inpurity." For A', > 4, with the [0011 superlattice case, the [ IlI superiattices are
tlie-deep level lies above the conduction-band edge a,,- -resonance, The not sm etia"any more: the two interfaces fl = 0 and
daughter electron from the Si impurity which was destined for this deep 13 = 20 are not equivalent to each other any more: at the
level is autoionized, spills out of the deep rcoonatice level, and falls to the
conduction -band edge (light solid line) wher it it subseqtuently bound (at 13=0itraetheaetre y-ddrcednsete
lowv temperature) in a shallow le'vel associatc wit. the long ranged Cou. Al., Gat _.A As layer, and one hybrid in the GaAs layer, but at
lombh potential of the donor (indicated by the short light dashed line). It is the/3 = 20 interface, there are'three hybrids inside the GaAs
important to realtze that botlh the deep level and the A aliow levels coexist
and ar- distinct levels with qualitatively different wave fujiitions. The issue lay er and one hN brid in the A, Ga , -. ,As lay er. A direct
of wheher an impurity is "deep" or "shallow" is determined by whether or Consequence of this nonsyminetry is the asymmetrical posi.
not a deep lev-l associated %% ith the impurity lies in the band gap. The coin. tion-dependence of the T,-dcrived As vacancy level. Near
puted deep-shallow transit ion o, 'urs forN,=4 layers, W'hile the qualitative the interface2R = 0 thep-like T, bulk As vacancy level splits
ph) ics is comnrletely reliable, it is possible that the transition laver thick. inotoles:na1 eelndaduydgnetectte

nessmaydifer smewat romN, =4 i rel suerltties.The a, level corresponds to a p-like level with its orbital per.

pendicular to the atomnic layers and has almost the energy of
a bulk GaAs T, level, while tilee level corresponds to two p-
like orbitals inside the atomic layer. and has an energy al-
most the same as the b-;lk A , Gal . As T, level. Ho-\ ever,
near the interface/5' = 20 tea, le% el has an energy almost
the same as the bulk Al., Gat - As level with its orbital ori-
ented perpendicular to the atomic layers, and the e level has1. Dependcrce oil layer thickrness an energy almost the same as,:he bulk GaAs level. The split-

Figure -; displays the depenJence on GaAs reduced lay. ting between the a, and c levels a, the interiface are smaller
er thicknifssA', of the deep Ga-ste.4, level ofa Si impurity'17  th an the splitting in tlte corresponding [031)] superlattie.21
in tlw:'iddle of 'a Galsl/a' vr in a GaAs/A 1(, ,Ga, .As super- of order less than 0. 1 eV, and becornes smaller yet wvhen thle
lattice. As the size N, of the GaAs layer shrinks, the deep \v. ,ancv is more than three- or so atomic layers fromn the
let'elxremain rthitirclt'constant itn etier-Y with respect to the initerface-but mnay not vanish even if the defect is distant
GaAs valenee-band itnaxmttn \\'htle the cotiductioti-band from the interface, as a resuilt of the splitting of the valetwe-
edge of the superlattice increases in energy-progressively band edge in the supet'laitice and the resulti,.., changes oitne
uncovering the once resoinatm dt:ep level ofSi anid con'ertng h1o": speciral density. The other general behavior of tlte As,
this shallow donor impkiltty intoi a dvep trapA' ' This shal- . ac state in I111I) stiperlattices is, very si itar to (lhe

lo-deep transition as a flinction or' GaAs well-size N.is behavioin10 upraie.
similar ror both I1I1I1 j and 1011 ,uperla-: tices'. But b..,ause Sumdarochlavior io that fou'~nd ror'thL As ',t..ttlc\ k' els
thle band, gap of the [1111I stiperlattic, is less se~,~eto is to he expected !or atll As site sp'-bon:icd deep itnpurity
quantttm confitement. the t rantn jo, oSi from a shallo\\i le~ els, n G.i As/A-\ I Cia, ,, super-ltiticcs. .,lt hotigi, I le is-
a deep impurity will ocut at a smnaller critical GaAs la~ er Sue of" Itether a %pecifie deep IC\-el lies in the futndamiental
ihi0ckss N,. ( Based on t le general st rtture of-the , urves of band cap or not depends on the Je:*\ .t potential for that
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As Vacancy Levels Bulk

F [I1] lOxlO GaAs/Al.Ga o3 As Superlattce Al.,Go,,AsBulk cam

GaAs

_;6 - ---

' O, , . . . . e 0 , 8,

3.21

- 0 8 E GO (GoA s) EVOP (A 'TGO °As )
AI o,...0.8.. O

0.4 -. A

1 0.0 ~VOM (SL~p,) _______
00- vaN ' ___-_____ 

_______

VS "SL V)
. GaAs l 3 ,Ga 0 AsI

0 5 10 15 20 -!5 30 35 40
Site 3 in Superlottice

FIG. 5. Predicted energy levels of an A.; vacancy in a (GaAs) ,,(Al 7 Ga, j As) ,, superlat tice, as a funtinn of/, th, position ofthe vacancy (even values ofi3
correspond to As sites). Note the splitting ofthe T., levels at and near the interfaces ( 10= 0.20. and 40). rind that the~e % acancy levels lie at higher eneray in
an Al,. Ga,,. As layer than in a GaAs layer. The a, and e ordering changes at successive i:.,reaces. The zero of energy is the valence.band maximum of bulk
GaAs. and the corresponding valence band I VBM) and conduction band (CBM) edges and deep levels in bulk GaAs and bulk Al, 0 G ,,, As are given to the
left and right of the central figure, respectively. The top of the central figure is the conduction.band edge of the superlattice, and the bottom, corresponds to
the split valence band in the superlattice-the valence.band maximum of the superlattice. eing of esymmetry ( p, ) and the split.offat ( p.,) band ma.'imumn
lying 0.087 eV lower in energy. The..4, level in the AI,Ga, -As layer of the superlattice is lower than the corresponding level in the GaAs layer because ofthe
band offset of 0.33 eV. The .ecti'bn (hole) occupancies of he neutral deep levels in bulk GaAs and bulk Al,.Gao.,As are denoted by solid circles (open
triangles).

impurity ..,d on N,, NV:, aid x. But if a T, level does lie in the 3. Cation vacancy levels
gap, the lower the energy levelis, the larger-the superlattice
induced splitting of it would be, due to the greater influence The A1 bulk levels for a Ga vacancy in GaAs and for a
of the split top of thevalence band. cation vacancy in Al., Ga, _,As all lie very deep in the host

21 Cation-Site T,-derived Vacancy Levels Bulk
2.1( 111 lOxlO GaAs/Alo Goo.3As Superlattice AlO.Goo.)As

1.9 - CBM
Bulk

1.7 GaAs
> CBM1.5 "- "

0 El (GaAs) El 0loGo sAs l

V0.0 . .- . VBM(SL..})
o, - - - - "-..,

GaAs A 1'.S0 .As

o 5 Si0 5 20 25 30 35 40
Site G0 in Superlottice

FIG i Predicted T.dertn .d h.' el, ol' :at au n vacancy in a ( G A ),,,( Al, -G.,. A .), s tileri;| licei, a fsincii i ol ie I nicie. .1 the position oft he viean.v
The t.-o of niergy is thle valcnce.band ede of b:,,k GuA.:ui; tlie corr,:,pondin N a leac band and conduetiitn.1mind eclPei antd deep le6el. in hulk 0 aA.i m.;d
bull: Al, Ga,, ,A% ire gt'ln to the lft dnd og: oftlieceitral figure. repcut|ely. The top ofthe cc:.:;il figure i-, the :ondv. -.s.hband edge oftie superlat lice
and bew two bottom line.; cor,..spid to thIp.-.ke valecnl hnr.:d ma-ltmwi and the %pi -like ei%, below it. Elect ron.i 'cup ing the levels are denoted by
solid circle, Hole% milin I| el heihli tit l''u"nv.iuid mn\xnni cat denoted by opw.a I rtal.cs and bubble tip to the . l|ce.hand ma mnnum. where the
tong ranged Coul,,mb potential can trap them w. l:;llow acceptor letels tnot ho.kn The Jllol acancy in balIk Ga\, and in an AI,,Ga. , later of the
superlattice is a triple shaIllo% accpior. ptotiding three such hole.% to the salci',e band. In bulk Al. .G:, A,, Mid I a GaAs layer of:hc suprerlattice. the
'acancyproducsadeep trapliire ttr ckct rsn'rhok. I, i!:cuperlatlce. th, low.energy l.cl in aGaA,. layert' fu, s) mmcl ry.and th: high.energ le el
is of e symnietry. a\ indicated on the flaure,
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either in the b;k or at aninterfa.:co:a GaAvi Al., Ga. - s k ii.:gp ft~ete case that a cation % acanc% near
supt~rlatticct an interface had all of its sublevels resonant with the valence

The T.-derived cation vacancy levels produce deep lev. band of the superlattice. then the vacancy would be a triple
els near the valence-band maxima of both 100 1 J and fI lII j shallow acceptor. If the vacancy were near the center of the
GaAs/Al.Ga, -.,As superlattices"' (see Fig. 6). In bulk GaAs layer, the vacancy would be a deep trap for both elec-
GaAs. the T. cation vacancy level is pre.icted" to lie =0.03 tro..-. and holcs. Beccause the cation vacanlcy lies so near the
eV below the valence-band maximum. Ii bulk Ali, !Ga,,As. v.4cc-hand maximum. relatively small amounts of lattice
the predicted vacancy level is in the gap. 0. 11 eV above the relaxation or charge-state splittings of-the defect levels could
Al0., Gal,, As valence-band maximumn. If a 0.33-eV band off- alter the predictions for tile character of thle impurities.
set is assumed for the GaAs/Al,, - Ga,,, As superlattice. this All otlher Ga site s;; honded subs'i :utiomdl impurity T,
vacancy le.vel should lie 0.22 eXV belowv the top of valence levels will have similar position dependencies to tile ones
banid of GaAs. In dhe I1I11 GaAs/A!, Gal - As supe.rl:- found here for the Ga vacancy. But if the enlerq levels are far
tice near the interface, the, T, cation vacancy level splits into aw-ay from the top, of the valence band, the effect of the va-
a, and e sublevels. For x;--0.7, some or all of these sublc, ib lence-bhand split.iig will be smaller.
may lie in thle gap of the superlattice. The energy of a deep
level with specified symmetry is determined by . balance .SUMR
between the conduction-band states. wvhich push the level ea fonththbsipyicfeltrictu-
down in enL:g!y, and the valence-band states, which repel it Wehvfontathebichsisfeltricsu-
upwdrd. Hence it cai, be easily understood that the cation ture and deep impurity level, is tile ,am- for [ I I'l and
vacancy levels. becauise they are very close to the;. top qf va- 100 1] superlattices. with three i .'or differences: (i) The
lence band of the superlattice, are most affected by thle h'eavv topological difference of the bonding in the I 111I1 growth
(ecstate)-light (a, state) hole spiitting of the superlattice. as direction and the 10011 growth direction cause significant
we have seen in the 1001] supcriattice case. For Ill I super- differences of electronic stru,.,ure and defect state behavior
lattices, because the heavy-light hole splitting is even larger, in the superlattices: Ill I supcirlattices alnm ;always have
its effect is even lar-er. direct band eaps, quantum-confineirtent effezt Ire weaker,

If the predictions are taken literally. thien near thle inter- and therefore halk'w-deep transitions for impurities such as
face- the cation vacancy produces a very interesting level Si or N occur at smaller GaAs quantulm-w-ell sizes. Thilis. the
structure, depending on the site of the vacancy. To begin [1111 GaAs/Al, Gal, As superlattices may prove to be
with. in a GaAs layer of the superlattice. the hulk-GaAs T, better materials for electronic applications thlan tihe (001]
valence-band resonance becomes either an e level in the gap GaAs/Al, Ga1 -,~As superlattices. (ii) The point-proup
of the sunerlattice or an e resonant state (depending on the syffimetuyof substitutional impurities in 1111]I superh&tices
position of the vacancy ), and anl a, resonant state. The is C., rither thtan C,,., as in (0011i stuperia.Lices. 'rlirefore
levels lie rou,-dllv =0.0'7 eV. above the at levels, much more bul T, impurity levels arc split into orz nondegencrate a,
than in the cas f101spratcs hsi ese ete'2 level and one douh: degenerate level e. instead ofire inon-
levels are near the valence-band maximum and. in the super- deL !rate levehl. (iii) The larger e-a, spli!!iig of thle top
lattice. the T:-like valen~ce-band maximum is .plit into a, vaiu,c 'and leads, to larger splittings of thle 'it lk T, levels.
(Iight-iio .P,-like) and a (heavy-llole. p-like) edges. and especially for those in GaAs layers and close to the top of
because the a., valence-band edge has a lighter effective mass vlnebn.W oetetloeia okpeetdwl
anld a stronger quantumn-well confinement effect: the band stimulate more experiments oil deep levels in superlattiecs.
edge fora, ( p, -like) states lies 0,0S7 eV below the edge fore '
states. The a, states lie lower because the band states deep in ACNWEG ?T
the vahiice 65-nc thlat repel them are at lower energy in the We are graieful to thle U. S, Air Force Office of Sientific
supe:' I.tiice (this light-Ilole character of the p,, -like valence- Research (Contract No. AF-AFOSR-SS-QS3 I). and the
band states cause them to be driven down in energy by thle LU.S. Office of Naval Research (Contract No. N00014-84-
quantum confinement of the superlattice). In anl K-03i52) for thvir generous %opp'.rt.
All,, Ga, ,As layer. thle cation deep vacancy levels are now
all resonant with tile valence band of the superliitice (al- 'L. Es:,ki anm 1.. 1 %u. It1M Res Note R.?418 (1i960.
thouci: ii, bulk Alu - Gal, iAs the\ lie in thle gap). TInis is cule 'R. Dine. It L Sio'rnier. A. C Go~sard. :iii W Wenx:.App: !'hy%.

- Len.t 31. Wb t 19)78)
mlainly -- the band otll'et and the iltct that. roughly sleakiilg. 'Tor U reu% ofdeep levei fieorw%. %"C. J1 Do%%. inl ll:'ke o~f~oti
thle dvt p levels do not nmove (iich) \\ hereas t he valence- ~~' ~j~ lo~ .. ,cd,',ji, nrcuq Sehiw),'id I',h :cs
band cdges do as one i-oes from ouilk GaAs to the superlat- 'EI'it &rn k nit, Yu.', V'.aroeina. )'AS, eiled in I- fi., 's. F.
tice io bulk Al, -Ga, As. Funu.-midNM. P' Toim (North-Hoin,d. Arniini, 19M5. pp 4c' eiseq,

antd -eifences ii rei,The neutral Gia vaciny ill thle bulk of GaAs, tssunliNg 'S, ) Rr J. D tDow. und J Shuen. PhI, % Rv% 138, i'n7 (I Isx
its deep level lies in thle valence band, N a triple acceptor 'J D Doak, S. Y Iten. wid 3. Sheun. in NA';(0 Co:nfurcuie I'rocc inigs.
(Fig. 6). Consider tlli, %:icancv at thle near-interfacial sitte Oiled t% C Y Fong I in pre,.).

=I in, G:,.As: its levels. ini order' of decireasinte energ area 'Fretpi.WI,,.T SKui.E..Mud.i": Rx13.ON9O ut 1,, 5); J, P' Furic, A \t a.a nd J. i',:,euel. Appi i'h IA1 4 1.
and a,. In all of the cses of Fig. 6. the cationl \ liewaNc Is 1i~tI ~' . A KoodziLi, I S.0 int. lk. L. 0 Ltilor. anld S.
either a triple -hallo% ..:zceplor or a deep trap, ft~r J)j)th an Vatin. A,-pI. Pity'. .ti 44. 794) , 4 .RN icknell. 1% ~:u . C.
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We examine the electronic structure of the prototypical semimagnetic semiconductors
Cdi -xMnXTe -with a combination of inverse photoemission, resonant synchrotron-radiation photo-
emission, andlocal-density pseudofunction model calculations. We show that the Mn 3d states lie
outside the fundamental gap, the df.dj exchange splitting is 8.3 eV (almost twice as large as ex-
pected from earlier theoretical estimates), and"that the ground-state configuration of Mn in the
solid is primarily (d t ) 1(s j ) (p I ) rather than (d I )s 2 .

The novel magnetotransport and magneto-optical prop- intiresonance EDC difference curves obtained at Mn,3p-
erties of ternary semimagnetic semiconductors d!.pend 3d resonance-antiresonanc, photon energies.' - 9 In Fig.
critically on the character and location of the Mn-derived I (a) we show on example of the first metito.! for a Cdo 55-
d states, which are still quite controversial.1'In this paper Mn0.4sTe alloy." The binding energies in Fig. 1(a) are
we present what is, to our knowledge, the first investiga- referred to the top of the valence-band maximum EL. as
tion of the excited electron states of a semimagnetic s,'.i- derived from a linear extrapolation of the valence-band
conductor by means of inverse-photoemission spectrosco- edge. II In Figs. I(b) and 1(c) we show examples of
py.2 When combined with new photoemission spectrosco- resonance-antiresonance difference curves for Cdo...-
py results for the occupied electronic states and new self- MnO.45Te and Cdo.8oMno. 2oTe, respectively. I The Mn 3d
consistent local-density pseudofunctioi3 calculations for contribution in Figs. I(a)-I(c),gives rise in all cases to a
zinc blende MnTe, our results force a reevaluation of dominant emission feature 3.5 eV below E,, a low
current ideas about the magnitude of electron-electron binding-energy shoulder in the 0-2-eV range, and a broad
correlation and the electronic configuration of Mn in ter- satellite in the 6-5-eV range. The results of Figs. I (b)
nary semimagnetic semiconductors. and. I(c) are in agreement with those of Ref. 8, and the

Our measurements were performed on Cd- 1 MnTe relatively weak concentration dependc,,ce of the Mn 3d
single crystals cleaved in situ following the methodology features indicates that they mostly refleL the unchanging
described in Refs. 1, 4, and 5. Inverse-photoemission local Mn-Te coordination. An interpretation of these
measurements were performed in the brems:trahlung iso- features has been given in terms of first principles one-
chromat spectroscopy (BIS) mode2 at a photon energy of electron calculations 13.14 that neilect final-stat. effects
1486.6 eV with a spectrometer resolution of 0.7 ,V.' The and exhibit a relatively poor agreement with experi-
photoemission measurements were performed in the angu- ment, 8' '13.14 or using a se:niempihical conl~guration in-
lar integrated mode and photoelectron energy distribution teraction cluster model 9 tha' can address the screening of
curves (EDC) were obtained with overall energy resolu- the 3d hole, but cannot directly incorporate Mn 3d-Te 5p
tion from 0.15 (h% -40 eV) to 0.45 eV (hv- 120 eV); 6  hybridization effects in the initial state.

Two methods can be used :,; analyze the 3d contribu- We reevaluate here the merits of the one-electron pic-
tion to the valence density of states (DOS) of semimag- ture on the basis of our new calculations of the electronic
netic semiconductorFm they involve ternary-binary va- structure of antiferromagnetic zinc blende MnTe. Ex-
lence-band EDC difference curvesi and resonance- tended x-ray-absorption fine-structure investigations' s

40 12009 © 1989 The American Physical Society
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x-4 indicate that the ground state of MnTe corresponds to
highly spin-polarized Mn-derived conduction states, with

Mn atomic configuration close to (dI)'(sl)(pt ), i.e., the
Hund's-rule ground state, rather than the customary
(dt )'s2 ground state of the atom. 8

We show in Fij,. I (d) the projected 3d density of states
for the ground state of MnTe. The agreement in Fig. I

>b)x0 between the one-electron theory and the photoemission re-() X-0.45
sults is unprecedented for diluted- magnetic semiconduc-
tors, and only the broad, satellite in the 6-9-eV range is
not accounted for in the calculations. t9

0 To confirm the importance of Mn (dt) 5(st)(pt-)
(C) x-0.20 bonding and spin polarization of both valence and conduc-

Jtion bands, we show in Fig. I(e) the Mn 3d spectral
0density of states from a calculation for MnTe in which
0 _ the basis set and the spin-polarization were restricted

(d) Mn(d'p)Te such that the ground-state Mn electron configuration is
i Theory close to (dl) (s )(s,I), with some contribution from

* ' the spin-unpolarized configurations (dt)5(st)(pl),
% ,")', (dl )(sI )(p t), and (d I) 5(pI )(p I ). The result is simi-

en )lar to that of previous calculations,1'3 14 but we emphasize
The ory that this result does not correspond to the ground state of

L eoMnTe and it predicts-a -major 3d feature at 2.4 eV that-is
0

not observed' experimentally. We conclude that the Mn
%~ electronic configuration in the Cd,-,N'1r.Te alloy series

,,' is (dl)5(s )(P) rather than (dl)'s-.
12 10 8 6 4 2 O,.E In Fig. 2(a) we show BIS spectra for CdTe and

BINDING ENERGY (ev, Cdo.8oMno.2oTe in the 0-16-eV energy range above the
FIG. 1. (a) Ternary-binary difference curve for t, ' valence- Fermi level EF. The position of Ep at the surface was

band emission of Cdo.5sMno4sTe-CdTe at the Mn 3p.3d reso- 0.62±0.1 and 0.75±0.1 eV above the valence-band
nance (hv-50 eV). (b) Resonance-antiresonance difference maximum for CdosoMno.2oTe and CdTe. respectively.
curve (hv-50 and 47 eV) for Cdo.mMno4sTe emphasizing the Each spectrum in Fig. 2(a) was obtained as the sum of
Mn 3d contribution to the valence band. (c) Resonance- quantitatively consistent spectra fron' 20 different
andresonance difference curve (hv-50 and 47 eV) for Cdoso- cleaves. '0 Charging effects were observed for all samples
MnozoTi. (d)'Theoretical i-projected density of states showing with x >_ 0.45. The spectra were normalized for compar-
the Mn 3d character in antiferromagnetic zinc blende MnTc. ison to the CdTe DOS feature at 6.7 eV,2Y and subtracted
The ground state corresponds to a Mn configuration close to from each other in order to obtain the difference curve in
dssp (solid line). Broadening with a Gaussian instrumental Fig. 2(b). Results for the x-0.35 alloy are qualitatively
window function (dashed line) facilitates comparison with ex- consistent with those for the x -0.20 alloys. 22.
periment. (e) Mn 3d character in antiferromagnetic zinc blende The BIS spectrum for CdTe is in good quantitative
M nTe for the artificial dIs2 configuration. agreement with tOe results of DOS calculations by Cheli-

kowskv and Cohen.' A first st:ucture at about 4 eV orig-
and the ph )toemission data of Fig. I indicate that such a iriatu, from statesin the first two conduction bands along
hypothetical compound should reflect the same Mn-Te lo- A ant near X in the Brillouin zone. The structure at 6.7
cal coordination and 3d contribution t. the electronic eV primarily derives from states in low-symmdtfy direc-
structure 'found in the ternary alloys. The electronic tions of the Brillouin zone. A double emission feature in
structure calculations employed an r-space pseudofunc- the 9-I 0-eV -ange originates from states in the third con-
tion method in the local-density approxima';on, which we duction b:.rd at L, and from a combination
have modified to handle spin polarization." We used a unit of states from higher bands in the A direction.-" .24 In
cell containing two Mn atoms and two Te atoms, 14 and Cdi-, MnTe new MnTe-related features are observed in,
considered both antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic Fig. 2 at 4.2. 10.2, 12.2, and 13.8 eV (open squares) par-
phases of Mn. The spin-dependent basis set employed tially superimposed to the binary DOS features. Because
naturally allows hypothetical zinc blende MnTe to adopt a of the normalization employed, minima and maxima in
ground state of arbitrary spin polarization in each atomic the difference curve of Fig. z(b) correspoivd to binding en-
ell. 16 Our total-energy calculations favored the antifer- ergies :,t which the Cdi-,Mn-Te DOS is small or large,

r.magnetic ground state with a Mn-Te bond length of respectively, as compared to the CdTe DOS. It is there-
2.68 A (as compared with the experimental value of 2.73 fore reasonable to compare the difference curve in Fig.
A). an indication that the calcul'. - had converged to 2(b) with the results of our calculations for MeTe.
correct physics. We used 181 " plane -waves of each spin in We show in Fig. 2(b) (solid line) the to:,i DOS above
our basis set and two special points " to approximate '-- EF for the antiferrornagnetic zin-' blende g-ound state of
tegrati.-, over the first Brillouin zone. The ca'ulations MnTe. For comparison we also give in' Fig. 2(c) th%
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S %ntheory and experiment. The differ:rnce curve exhib;ts a
I Cd. ,Mn Te J-minimum at 8.5 eV and two broad maxima in the 2.0-6.0

x=0 and 10- 14-&VY e',erg:y ranges and it is in somewh,," better
. 0 x=0.2 agreement .;tIh the theoretical d'vw curve [minima 'at 6

and 8.5 uV. ma.xima in the (3-6) and (10-15)-eV ranesj
than with the ds 2 curve [minimumn at 6.5 eV. maxima in

6 . ;..* *€...*€ the (3-6)- and (8-1 5)-eV ranges]. We emphasize howev-
er. that .1ne could not conclusively rule out the dIs!

41 configuration just on the basis of the resul' of Fig. 2. An-

Z " gular momentum projection of the DOS allows us to iden-
2 () tify the 4.2-V feature as primaril%, Mn 3d derived. The

Z emission features at 10.2, 12.2. and 3.8 eV are associated
Z -"primarily with Mn 1i state., with some admixture of Te p
I K Mn(dSsp) Te character.
S (b) We emphasize that in Fig. 2(b) we see no evidence of

o_ the Mn-derived states in the gap predicted by earlier
,4:, theories."-4-7 BIS studies of Mn thin films (I-5 A) on

, . • ,, ;., Cd1-,,'vnTe (Ref. 2") clearly show d emission in the

. . ap, instead, when unreacted Mn is present. We can now
J. " "estimate the d I -d exchange splitting from tlN position of

' i the main Mn 3d features relative to the Fermi level, and
I obtain 3.5+0.62+4.2-8.32±0.4 eV. Recent ".st-

principles calculat;hns for Cdo.SoMno. 5oTe alloys 14 predict-
i , - . ed a Mn 3dt band -2.5 eV below E. and a d! feature
-- within 2 eV of E,, giving a splitting of 4.5 eV that is ap-

- , 1 proximately half (54,) of our experimofital value of
....'. , .r8.32 1-0.4 eV and is substan:ily smaller than our new

, ,theoretical value of 6.8 eV. We note that for Mn atoms in_ (c) ,1 Mvn(ds s2)Te .2.< ) n sAgMn intermetallics - s the experimental splittin, between

Cl)'Imajority- and minority-spin states has also h.,:n founu
LL larger (50%) than the value obta ned from coaventional0 l ocal-den.,,,v calculations (3.: MV.

- ",' ' ! , %Earlier semiempiricai caculations are in better agree-
1 ment with the experimental exchange splitting. Ehren-

W ( reich et e/.t9 predicted a 7.0-eV exchange splitting in their

tight-binding caleulations for Cd,-,MnTe. The sc.ni-

0=E 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 empirical cluster nodel 9 fixed the value of the Coulomb
correlation energy at about, -8 eV. Such a value is inENERCY (eV relative to EF)  o'd agreement with our experihicntal result, and compa-

FIG. 2. (a) BIS from CdTe (filled circles) and table with those assumed for Mot, insulators such as
Cdoso:.ni.oTe (open triangles). The conduction-band MnO (9 eV) (Ref. 9) for which conventional local-density
minimum Fc is 0.9 eV above the Fermi'level Er for CdTe, 1.2 functional calculations also systematically underestimated
eV for CdosMno_,Te. (b) A' difference curve (open squares) de- the band ,ap and the d t -d; splitting. The similar energy
rived from the spectra in Fig. 2(a) is compared with the result of position of the 6-9-eV many-electron satellites' 9 in
local ,ensity functional calculations of the total density of states Cd, -,MnTe and MnO is then seen to be a reflection of
above Ei (solid line) for antiferromagnetic zinc blende MnTe. the similar 3d correlation energy in these materials.
The theoretical spectrum has been rigidly shifted to align the
calculated features to the experimental ones, Convolution with Our results indicate that optical transitions from the top

a Gaussian broadening function (dashed line) facilitates corn- of the sp valence states to the unoccupied d states should

parison with experiment. (c) Theoretical total density of states invol--e a photon energy of 4.8 ± 0.3 eV in the absence of
for antiferromagnetic zinc blende MnTe where Mn is in the final-state effects. Structure at 4.5 eV has been indeed ob-
artificial lo\-spin des'contiguration. served in ellipsomatry studies of Cd-,VinTe. 30 and

Kendelewicz 0 tentatively interpreted structure at 4.5 eV
analogous result for the reduced spin-polarization (Mn in reflectivity measurements as deriving .-or sp- dl

ds -) case. The theoretical DOS is also shown after con- transitions. However. in most recent studie. optical tran-
volution with a 1.5-eV-wide Gaussian broadening function sitions at 2.2 eV have beL interpreted s interband transi-
(dashed line) to account for experimental resolution, life- tions from the top of the valence band to the unoccupied
time, and alloy scattering effects." In accord with the dI states, 14' 7 or as intra-atomic d-d excitations," and
usual praetice of local-density theory, the calculated total large final-state effects have been called upon to explain a
DOS has been rigidly shifted 6 to higher binding energy presumed discrepancy between photoemission and optical
to align the experimental and the theoretical main results, and photoemission and local-density functional re-
spectral features. We observe a fair agreement between suits. We find little evidence of such a discrepancy in our
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results, and suggest that the interpretation of the optical for Cd -,MnxTe. indicate a dt-di exchange splitting al-
structure proposed in Refs. 14 and 27 should be reexam- most twice as large as expected from earlier first-
ined. In particular, our results strongly support the inter- principles calculations and support ,a spin-polarized d~sp-
pretation of the optical spectra proposed by Kendele- like ground statefor Mn~in these materials..
wicz, 30 and indicate that an alternate explanation should
be found for the optical structure at lower energy. In this This work was supported in part by, the Ollice of Naval
connection we mention that Larson et at. 13 recently con- Research and by -U.S. Defense Advanced Research Pro-
tended that the optical structure at 2.2 eV could be alter- jects Agency. We thiank JK. Furdyna for providing the
natively explained in terms of standard (n,..-d-related) crystals used in this study. The assistance of the staff of
interband transition, or Mn2 + excitoniclike excitations the University of Wisconsin Synchrotron Radiation
that do not appear in the band-structure results. Center, a National Scien,- Foundation facility, is grate-
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A structure-modulated superlattice is a lay-red material whose alternate laycr are composed of
materials with diffierent crystal structures. Structure-modulated superlattices car be fabricated
which have no compoqition modulation- for example, the zinc-blende--wurtzitt Ct.:: semiconduc:-
ing superlattice. We present a theory of such zinc-blende-wurtzite structure-niodLied superlat-
tices. and find the following for a werest -neighbor tight-binding model with ideal 'A urtze c/a ra-
tio: (i) The fundamental band gap of thc superiattice equals thosc of both the zioc-bizende and the
wurtzite parent structures; (ii) in the sulie~rlattice growth direction, the dispersion relations E,(k)
for the electrons and holes are 0~.c same as in the parent materials; (iii) in directions perpendicular
to the superlattice growth direction, the superlattice dispersion relations E4(k) lie near thiose of the
parent zinc-blende and wurtzite material.s, and 0iv deep-level energies are almost the b. :nv as in the
parent materiz.ls. The zinc-blenie-wurtzite superlattice is esp-e: ally interesting, beC31.se the inter-
face between-zine-blende and wurtzite structures is ambicuous.

1. INTRODIONrib

Man-made superlattices fall into three categories: (i;
com posi tion -mod ula ted superlattices such as zb.
GaAsi/zb-AIAs (where the prefix -zb-" indicates zinc-
blende), (ii),structure-modulated superlattices such as zb-
CdS/u-CdS (where -w-- denotes wurtzite), and (iii) comr-A-
bined composition- and structure-modulated superlattices
such as zb-ZnTe/u-ZnSe-. To date, most research has fo.-
cused on composition-modulated superlattices. Here we A
present a theor of zitic-blende -wurtzite structure-
modulated superlattices. which are _.rown a long the [Ill11/
zinc-blende direction and the wurizitc c a.'m1. It is well
known that numerous ]I-V'l compound semiconductors, 1 13 C D E r G-H i J Y L
such as ZnS. ZnSe. CdS. and CdlSc exhibit both zinc- Cd S Cd S Cd S Cd S Cd S Cd S
blende and wurtzite hulk crvsk:. qtructures.. and hence b-w
are candidates for fabri.-ation of z.tnc-blende-wurtzite su- - b -- w -
perlattices. Dilute magnetic semiconductor alloys, such b

'is Znj_,,MiiS Sand Zn1. 1 nSe. are also poten.:al con-
stituents of zinc-blendc-\vurtzitc st:,%-rlat tices. Here we FG .Ilsrtn h tuiie a'X ic
treat the case of thle CdS zinc-blende--wurtzite structure. bln-wrztsruuemoladCiSue : ihth

The zinc-blendc-%%ur-,zite superlattice has a particular- pleriod of twt layrs oftie-bodlad and on-edlai with the
ly interesting topl)logical feaure i- tha: it does tnot cen- pro ftc aeso icbed n n,1~r'wrzt

structure. The laree (sma'a1 % 0-'nistc Cd :S) atoms. The
tain an unamlnoxious interface bet'mee- the ZiIo.:~ atoml.c planes are labeled .4 -L.' i-h alternating plan-ts contain-
aid wurtzitt- structures For ea.pie, in Fig. 1. one max' -- uy c h ic
select the wurtzite t.\,er as extenoiing either from plane E ble*.uCd i,: S atfaois Tiitwaa - ntn;Vn
to pline 1. or fron ?lane G to pianec K. or from plant! /I different layer. ,e can be eonsialer,. to b'. zinc-',.nde (zbl
to plane L. With anyv of these choices.. the layer or wurtzite' 'x-. F-- example. plain. ~i -E It..- C-, or D-II'
thicknesses of the wurtzite lavecr and the zinc-blende lay- can h.- considered it he zine-blenide, while. !.-/ tor Cj-!,* tor
er are the same. H -Li can be eons:dered to be wurtzite,

39 7796 -10981 The American Physical Sosc-i'
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11. FORMALISiM nates. is taken to be at a S atom, the x and y axes are
A. Host Hamiltonian orientrd such that a neighboring ca:;nn is at (.L., 1, P4a,,

The growth direction of our CdS zinc-blende-wurtzite whte aL is the lattice constant of the zinc-hlende struc-
superlattice is defined as the c ircction "3Y and is assumed tre
to coincide with the zinc-blende (Ill1] direction and the We describe the electronic stru.,.....a nearest-
wurtzitc c axis. The orthogonal directions "I" and *2.' neichbor tight-binding Hamiltonian. .-*%t each site there
correspond to the zinc-blende [211] and [01 TI direction arc Ibursp 3 basis orbitals in.L,v1 ,), where n =s,p,p, or
respectively. The superlattice we consider has N~b two. p: and /30, 1,2, .- 2N'b+ 4 N' - 1. %B~ecause the semi-
atom thick layers of zinc-blende structure and N,, four- conductors exhibiting both wu'rtzite and zic-blende
atom thick layers of wurtzite structure repeated periodi- structures also have large direct gans, it is not' necessary
cally; the zinc-blende and wurtzite structures are as- to employ an excited s* bas.is orbi~ai at each site. S 'uch

sume tobe prfetlylattice matched. We denote this an orbital is useful for obtaining t!.% indirect conduction-
sumed atoi bsa O Nzn-lnwrzteperfectl b:.nd edges found in indirect-ban.. , %p semiconductors. 3)
suelattice a nNbXN~ icbed-utieSpr In terms of these orbitals we form the tight-binding orbit-

We first define a superhelix or supercell as a helical als
string with ?N~b adjacently bonded atoms of zinc-blende ~ t1k-'112 epikL+k.v!,Lv), ()
structure with its axis aligned along the (Ili j direction L
and 4N,, adjacently bonded atoms of wurtzite structure
with its axis aligned along the wurtzite-c direction, con- where k is any wave vectoi of the superlattice Brillouin
sisting of S, Cd, S, Cd, S, Cd, .. -, S, Cd. The center of zone. Here N, is the number of supercells.
the helix is at L and each -of the atoms of the helix is at The minizone wave vector is a good quantum number,
position L-v6 (for/3=0, 1,2, . .. , 2Nb +4N',,- 1). A su- and so the tight-binding H-ailtonian is diagonal in k.
persiab of zinc-blende--wurtzite CdS consists of all such Evaluation of the matrix elements (n~f3.k HK,n',fl',k)
helixes with the same- value of L3 and all possible leads to a tight-binding Hamriiitonian of the block tridiag-
different values of L, and L,; and the superiattice is a onal form. For different 63 and 13', the first three rows of
stacked array of these superslabs. If the origin ofcoordi- block matrices are

H(0,0) H(0,1) 0 .. .. 0 H (0. 2Nzb -4A. - I)
Ht'(0,l) 11(1,1) H(l,2) 0 0 .. 0 0

0 H*(l,2) H1(2,2) H(2,3) 0 .. 0 0 (2)

The last row of blocks is

H(,2-z b -'4N., - I) 0 0~ ... 0' H.Az QN -' 4, 2Vzb -:4 - I ) H (2 VZb -- A' - 1, ,Azb 4,.t. ()

Here 11(1,13) depends on k and is given in terms of van.- There are several distinct cases for which the off-
ous 4 X4 ma-.rices for different n and n'. diagonal (in /3) matix elements (n,fl,kHin,63,k) are

The diagonal (in fl) 't X4 ma*trix, 11 (/3,0) at siteO1, is nonzero (for 13-.;.-M.
es 0 0 0~

0 0 0 1. Zinc-blendc intrasgructure matrix elemeims

0 0ep 0 If /3 and 13' both refer to nearctz-ncighbor site% in the
0 0 0 fPzinc-blende structure. we have, for example,

where the energies c, and c,, n H1(13.13) are t he atomic en-
ergy levels of the s and p states for the atom at the 13th n/,Hn/3,k ,()
site, and nw'. be obtained from tabulated parameters.'
F-)r a pure structure-modulated zinc-blende-wurtzite su- if/fl refers to a -.ition and 13' rofers :o an anion. H a jz
perlattice, we take the valence-band offiset to be zero. is a 4 X 4 matrix whose rows and columns are labeled by n
That is to say, the cations and anions are assumed to and n', which range over the- values S, pl, p , and p:.
have the .,.me values of e, an.: i F. independenit of whether Similarly we have matri.\ elemients These mia-
they' lie in a zinc-blendet. !aver or a wurtzite 1,yer. trix elements are
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CO V - CV - C o V4  - CO V4  V, = V(s,s) ,

COV5 COV, COV 3  COV V 2=V(x,x).

C0 V CO V3  CO V2  CO V3  V3 = V(xy)

CO VS' CO V3 CO V3  '_0 V,=V{.apC)

Here we have Co=g; , where we ',ve 4go= exp(ikxo), and
and XO=(aL /4)i 1', 19'1 ), with aL b.ing the lattice constant Vs = V(sc,pa),
of zi.c-blende'CdS. Here k is the wave vector. In addi-
tion;we have in the notation of Vogl et al., and'

V1(g1 +g 2 +g 3 ) V4(g1 -g2 -g9 3 ) V4(-g 1 +g,-g 3 ) V4 (-g 1 -g 2 +g93 )

- V(gl -g,7,g 3) 'V(g 1 +g +g 3 ) V.'-g,-g,_+g1 ) '3(-g 1 +g,-g)
H.zb:¢" 5( -Vit-g!,+gj,-9 3 ) 3(1-g 92g.'3 )  V(g 1 +g, +g 3 ) V3(gg1 -,.g". .(1

-- 5(-g1-g +g 3 ) V3(-g1+g 2 -g 3 ) V3(g1 -g 2 -g 3 ) V(g 1 +g, "g)

We also have per we assume that the wurtiite is ideal, with the same
bond length as its zific-blende pur:ner. As a result, the

4g1=exp(ik'x)' wurtzite matrix elements, in a -..:rest-neighbor tight-

4g, = exp(ik-x , ) binding model, are related to~the zihc-biend-: "natrix ele-
ments, as follows.

and IfUP ana "both refer to nearest-neighbor sites in the

49 3 = exp(ik~x3) wurtzite structure, we widl also have

with Xl=(aL/ 4 )( 1, - , - ), x,=(aL/ 4 )( - 1, 1, - I), and (nI,kjH!n,,k)-H, ,,u,  (8)
x3=(aL/ 4 )( - 1, - 1, 1). All of the matrix elements Vare
those tabulated' for CdS. Similarly we have rpatrix ClementsH, These ma-

trix elements are

2. Wurtzite intrastructure matrix elements
CO V1 - COV4  -C0 V4  -C0 V4

The wurtzite structure has an exact hexagonal symme- Co V5 Co V, Co V3  C o / 3

try, and an approximate tetrahedral short-ranged symme- H . 1C.V3  CoV, CV, CV(9)
try: every atom is surrounded by a near tetrahedron of
four atoms of the opposite species. The nearest-neighbor COVS CO V3  CO ;V3  CO V2

geometry is tetrahedral if the wurtzite structure has the
ideal c/a ratio of t/3)'/ : = 1.633. In the ideal limit, the Here the C0 and V,'s are the same as defined before. This
fundamental band gap of the wurtzite crystal structure is form is exactly the same as in (6). 'For the wurtzite struc-
the ame as for the zinc.blende structure.3 Most wuitzite ture we have two different forms of . because
semiconductors are very close to the idear limit; for ex- there are four atoms in each unit cell,(as opposed to two
ample, CdS, CdSe. ZnS, and ZnTe have c/a ratios of for zinc-blende); one is the same as in Eq. t01.i I the oth-
1.632, 1.630, 1.641, and 1.637, respectively.- In this'pa- er is

V-(g +g. +g96 ) V,( - 5g 4 +g+5 -g 6 )/3 V4 (g4 -5" 5 '96)/3 V,(g4 'g5-5g )/3
-V(-5g 4 'g 5 + 6 )/3 ".1 g4 + V,(g$+g 6 ) -V 1(g94+g95 )+V 32g0  V31(9g+g ,)"-

-, -V 5'g 4 -5g5 -g,)/3 V 31(g 4 +g 5)+ V32g V 1g3 + V~l(g 4 +g 6 ) V31(g9+gn- ",

-- 9 -1-g! + - 590/1 - V 3 1(g4 + 6 )-V 3 2g5  - V 3 1(g1 5 g)+ V3 g2 g,+ V ",10 -,

Here we have
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V31 = 5V(X,Y)/9,

V32=V (Xly) /9,1

494 =exp(ik'X4 )

4g5 =expik-xS),

and

4g6 =exp(ik'X6)

We also have x4 =(aL /4)( -++) x5 (a L/4)(1. - +),,,x6 (aL1./4) (.T, T, - ), and parameters I' wh ich are t hose
tabulated4 for CdS.3

3. Interoructuii matrix elements

Th), fact that the location of the zirnc-blende-wurtzite interface is'ambiguous nieans thmatone, must (i) develop a for-
malis, !that treats the interfacial matrix elements the saire, independent ofinterface choice, and (ii) select a spec'fic in-
terfact. fora particular calculation. There are two distinct forms for Hamiltonian matrix -elements connecting one atom
in-the zinc-blende structure with another in--the wurtzite structure. They are

V, (g, ±g2t+g3 ) 'V4 ( 1 -g2 g 3) N-g 1+g2 -g30 V(-g 1 -g 2 '9 3 )

- i',(g,1 -g 2 -g3 0 V24g1 +92 +9 3) N'( -g, 2+g 0 +g 3 V( -g,+g2- 3))
Ha.W,;c~zb - VS(-g 1 +g2- 3 ) N(-g 1 -9 2+g0) V2(g1 +g2+9 3) V3( 1 -92 - 3) U 1I)

- V5(-9 1 -9 2'+93 ) N3(-g 1 +g2 -g3) V3(g,: -g2 -g3) V2(g 1 +912+9 3')

and

-VS(C 1-;C 2 -C3) V2(C+C,+C3) V..(_C 1-_C1+C 3 ) NV (C 1 +C2-CO)
H ;Zb -VS(-C,+C 2 -C 3 ), V3(-C 2 --C,+C,) _VcC 1+C1.+C) V3(C" 1 7 C3)

'LVS(_CCC 2 +C)3 ) ;Y(C 1 +C2 "C1 ) V3(C I-C-CC13) V,(C-+C 2 +C 3)

In the limit N~b =0, this Hamiltonian reduces to the8("-H
Hamiltonian of. Ref. 4: for,-bulk wurtzite material. In the det('-G(E)10-dct I-P f - 1 dE'V V
limit N.. 0 it becomes the sp,3 ziric-blende Harniltoni. (E E') I'
an.3. Values of the parameters for-this "Hamiltonian -can (13)
be taken from Ref. 4 or 3. Hr stedfc oeta arx hc szr xIn this work we study electronic-strticture. for superhel. Here ati the defect potena mioatr l ohicha sizex
ices as large as k,,, + 2N..=20; that is,,in 40-atom-thick cep attedfc 3iead ignlo htst
superslabs. The dimension. of the Hamiltoi. in matrix at (V,. 1' . V, , Vd) in the sp3 l basis centered on each'
'each, value of k-is 4(2N,1, +4Nj.). because there are four atom. We also Jiave G =(E - H) Kwhere H is the host
orbitals per site. We diagonali~e this Hamniltonian nu. tight-binding Hamiltonian operator. The spectral density
meAicaily for each k, finding its eigenvahics -E). k, and, if Operator is 6E-1H)and, P denotes the prin~ipal-value
necessary, the projections of the eigenvectors f',k) (i initegral over all energies. For energies 'E ini the funda-
the Inj3i,,) hybrid basis: (,p,,kly,k). Here y is tit mental band gap of the superlattide, G is real.
band index (and ranges from 'I to 160 for .V,, = 2N,, = 10) A substitutional point defect it- bulk zinc-blende UdS
and k lies within the superiattice rnini-IBrillouin zone. has tetrahedral (rd) point-groop symmetry. Each sucht

s-and p-hon.!ed defect normally has onec s-like G 1) and
B,-Deep le*vels one triply degencrute p-like (r.) deep defect le'el near or

in the fundamental band gap. If we imagine breaking the
The theory of deep 11v66 is based on the Green's- symmetry of bulk zinc-blende CdS by making it into a

function themr of Hialmarson ci a).,' which-solves the zb-CdS/zb-CdS superlattice along the [Ill11 direction, we
secular equation for 'the deep-level energy E reduce the Td symmetry to Cie A substitutional point,
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defect in bulk wurtzite CdS also has C3. poini.group G(e;E)=' 114)
symfietry, and-0so in the zinc-blende-wurtzite superlat-
tice and-s.-and p.bonded-point defect will-have C., sym- fore levels,-and
metry.as well-and will produce-two-al levels-(one s-ike,
derived. from -the, A, lve. -nd one T2-derived-p0 G,' (Gs,s;E) P,-i G(saE),'] =0 (5
and One doubly deg .nerate e level (p. like). dei GE" ((o,5;E)V -

'The secular equation. Eq. (13), is reduced -by the C,,
symmetry to the follkv'ing two equations:, for a I levels, where w., have

G(e;E)- . (p,,6,kly,,)-(p.,6,kly,k)' 2 /2(E-Er.k), (16)

G(s,s;E) - Y,. 1(s,#,k[y,k )1 /(E -- E , ) ,1

y.k
G(a,a;E)- I, I(pxt, ,kl,,k) (pypO,kl,,k '+(p., ,kl',k) I /3(E-Eyk),()

and
G(s,a;E)= V[(s,8,kly,k)]Xr(,p,, ,kil,,k-)+(py,.kiy,k)-L-(p.,,6,kly,k)]*I-i~ E-Ey ,) ] . (19)

y~k

Here'G(&,s;E) is ihe Hermitian conjugate of-G(s,o';E) iblende-wurtzite superlattice structures are physically in-
and /3is the site of-the defect in the superlattice. distiqaishable when viewed only in the growth direction.

For 'each site P the relevant host Green's functions, The differences in three structures ",ecome 3,)parent only
Eqs. (16)-(19), are evaluated using the special points, whe,. viewed along directions deviating from-the growth
method,8 and the secular equationi (14) and (IS) are axis, Therefore, for wave vectors k corresponding to
solved, yielding E(e;V,) and two values of E(a1 ;V,), the growth direction, the dispersion relations E.(k)
and EI, 11; V). rhe defect -potential matrix elements V and effective masses are the same as for the constituent
and V. can be considered-as the same as-the defect poten. zinc-blende and wurtzite materials; Hence zinc-
tial in the zinc-blende structure. blende-v.-urtzite superlattices rhacelfrum direct.band-gap

zinc-blende and (ideal cla ratio) wurtzite materials are
11. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS also direct-band-gap semiconductors with the same value'

of the fundamental gap at the r point of the Brillouin
A. Superlattice band structures zone as the zinc-blende and the (ideal) wurtzite bulk ma-

terials: 2.60 eV fo, CdS. (Note that cla for CdS is 1.632,
Once the Hamiltonian is defined, the superlattice band only 0.05% different from the ideal ratio of

structure E,,k is determined by diagonali7ing it for each, (8/3) 1/2"1.633; 'hence the .pproximation of an ideal
wave vector k in its Brillouin zone 9 (Fig. 2), which is the structure should introdUce only small errors in the band
same as the wurtzite Brillouin zone. except that the r.. A structure, of order meV, the sai"ie order as found for
length is reduced by a factor- of 2/(Nb +2N,). InN.10) The lo.vest superlattice conduction band, as com-

Provided the wurtzite structure has the ideal c/a ratio, puted in the present model, is di.played for the 2X I
C',(8/3)"/,-the bulk zinc.blende, bulk wurtzite, and zinc- zinc-blende-wurtzite superlatticein Fig. 3; correspond-

ing results for the highest valence band are given in Fig.
4. In the r- A or [11! 1 direction, the dispersi,.n relations
E(k)are the same as for the zinc-blende or the (ideal)
wurtzite bulk materials, 'but in the r-M, or [2, T, T]
direction and the r-K, or[0,lT], direction the superlat.
tice band ,tructures deviate slightly from the bulk dec.

I A H tionic structures.
- A quasiparticle's resist..nce-to accelera.on by an ap.

3.-i Lplied electric or magnetic: feld is determined by its
effective mass. In Fig. .5' we displa)y the calculated

M conduction-band and v.]ehce-bmnd effective ma sses in the
'- A,J"-M, andd-"-K symmetry directions, versus layer

thickness- of the .un'vrlattice. In our model, the
conduction-band effective mass is unchanged in the su-

FIG. 2. the Brillouin zone for the 2XI zinc. perlattice, because the-lowest conduction band is nonde-
blende-wurtzite struczure.modulaied superlattice. gonerate-and-its dffective mass is isotropic for both zinc-
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Conduction-Band Structure
3.0

.-~ VALENCE

LO to - -

02NW .20 - N
I~&51.0

6ONDJOTION

34 ~0.0
0 10 20

EILEND 'HC$NESS Nb

2.5__________ __________ ___________ FIG. 5. Thej 'Iculaied reduce? effiective masses m /1m0 of
U r K r A. the valence ahu conduction t -nds of a N,b X N zinc.

Wave Vector blende-wurtzite superlattice in th' 'P- A4 (solidl, r-Af (dashed).

FIG. 3. Thecalculated lowest conduction-band stutre lnanderhikneotss ed Neciosa fucton of '4 '0l
the three symmetry-directions, I'- A, r-M, and srucftes W n - dtdse)drcin~sfntoso icbed
2X I zinc-biende-wurtzite superlattice (solid), biulk zinc-blonde
(dashed), and bulk wurtzite (dot-dashied) UdS. Note that the those of zinc-blende. The zind-blende mass is anisotropic

-three are the same in the r- A growth direction. (because t~e valence-bind maximum is triply degenherate
and zinc-blende is a cubic structure) while the %%wurtzite
,-mass is isotropic. The isotrooy of the wurtzite iValence-

blende and wurizite structures. The valence-band mass 'band mass is due to, the combined effects of th, lower
of the superlattice in the r- A growth direction is in- symmetry of the wurtziti structure and the ideal c/,a fai
dependent of I.-yer thickness and is the same as in either tio. (For an ideal c /a ratio, the wurtzite valence-band
zinc-blonde or wurtzite UdS. HoWeverin the directions maximum is triply degenerate, but for nonideal c/a'it is
perpendicular to the growth direction, tize 4alence-band nondegenet ate with a doubly dertenerate band slightly
masses: change from the effective masses of wurtzite to below it.)

9. Deep Impurity levels
Valence-Band Structute in iinc-bleade-wurtzite so'perlattices

'1 Deep ir.,purity levels are eValuated using Eq. (13) with
the relevant parts of the spectral density operator

43. 8(E'-II) expressed in terms of the Green's function
(16)-(9). Since these Green's fuinctions depend on the
superlattice band structure, which differs only slightly

-0.4 Irom the bulk zinc-blonde or wurtzite hand structures,
ZA the deep-level energies in the CdS zinc-blenrle-wurtzite
- 1% superlattice are virtually the same us for the same substi-

I' / tutional impurity in bulk zihic-blende or bulk wurtzibc
'I CdS."1 Hence shallow-deep transitions as, the layer

thicknesses vary)", are not to be expected for impurities in
zinc-blende-wurtiitc superlattices.

C. Long-ranged versus short-ranpid order
.10 -Although the bult. zinc-blvide and ideal'wurtzite

Mr K r A structures are very dilt-reiit %haen vie~wed at long ratige,
Wave Vector their short-runged orderk, are both tetrahedral and identi-

FIG. 4. The cal., uhaieJ highvcst valence-band structures in the cal (up to selcond-neares, neighbors). This short-raingeo
three symmetry direuli1 , rl. .4, --. and r-x, of the 2x I order leads to electronic siruc:turcs of the two bulk ma-
xinc-blende-wurtzi.- ..;.ctl1t.ice is 'oljd), bulk zific-blende teriaN. that are almost idenitical'. and to a zinc-
(dashed),aind bulk wurit.. wdo:dashlad) Ca'S, blende- wurtzite superlattice ciae':tronic structure that is
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almost the. same as the, bulk 4ihc-;blende or w~urtzifte. elec- significant dfferences in the long!,ranged, Cou lomhb forces
ironic structure. Cledrly the short-ranged, tetrahedral of zinc-blende and, wurtzite struictures, which should be
bonding; rather than any, lon'g-)inged infc-blende, wurtl- reflected in the phonon dispersion curves.
zite, or superlattice order. is-dcniriant- indete: inining tht*
electronic structure. While -.he concept;-of a ,structure- IV. SIMUMARY
modulated superlattice is interesting, and the topology of
the ambiguous zinc-blende-wurtzite interface is exciting, Th caultosrentd eeaew bivte
the practical com.-equences on electronic structure of first calculations of the electronic structures of structure-
growing such structures seem to -e'limited to introducing modulated semiconductor superlattices. We hope 'that
small anisotropies into the dispersion relations E4 (k). 'In this work will stimulate efforts to grow such interesting
particular, such.superlattices ofrerthe possibility of-intro- artificial materials.
due,:;g, changes into the valence-band effective mass ACKNOWLEDGMENT
without significantly altering the tonductiod-band, mass
or mass isotropy.' . We are grateful to the U.S. Air Force Office of

Finally, we,,,do expecu-somne differences between the Scientii Research (Contract No. AF-AFOSR;8S-J3331),
phonons--in zinc-blende-wurtzite superlattices apd the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (Contract
parent compounds. Although the materials~will biden- 'No. N030-0716-09), and the U. S. Office of' 'Naval
tical when viewed alohg the rl-A (growth) direction ; as- Research (Contract No. N00014-84-K-Q0352) for their
suming an )ideal cla ratio, there will nevertheless be generous support
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Theory of local bond-lengith relaxation in Hg, Cdx Te alloys
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Local-denify pseudofuhction calculations of local lig-te. local. Cd-Te, and a- -rage bond
.lengths in Hg0 5Cd0.5Te are reported and compared with ,data and with other theories. Our results
agree with extended x-ray-absorption fine-struct ure data and a phenomenological strain theory
which show that the perfect compound-crys!tal bond lengths are virtually conserved in the alloy, but
'conflict with previous theories which predicted large'bond relaxationsaway from the average bond
-1enrtlh. The calculations imply that charge triinsfer froml Cd to-Hg is quite small in these alloys.

I., INTR6DUcriON constant than HgTe. In 1985 and 198.7 -Sher et al. 2 and
Hass 'and N':p.nderbilt 3 presenmed theories proposing that

Vegard's ]iw for -pseudnbinafy ternary alloys such as the local bond lengths relax auvay fro~m -the average in.
Hga...-Cd4Te stntes 'that (:.e average bond length d,,,,(x), HgS,CdTe. Recently, Newman et di.' have developed

asmaue byxrydfrcin aislnal satic phenomenological strain theory for pseudobinary -ter-
tion of alloy -composition x: nary alloys and applied it to Ill-V alloys. 4n this paper

we eValuate the .theory of Newrin et al. for
dsa$W(X)(1xtdHjTe(0)+xdCdT,(1) . }ig,.,Te,.and find that it predicts very~small bond

Herethebon legth d re elaed o-te crreponing relaxation's toward the.average.
'Hek th-bod lngts darerelaed o-te crreponing Thus -there is a clear-cut disagreement among thelattice constants aL by a geometrical factor: theot ists concerning both the sign and magnitude of the

d(x )=V3,4oLW. In 1982 Mikkclsen and Boycel local Hg-Te and Cd-Te bond-length 'iclaxations inshowed that-the local bond lengths (or nearestninr Hg..dTeals.OoehnSertal, using a
distances) in pseudobinary alloys, as measured bY'-extend. tigh-bidn thoy nUs adrbilt,3 usna

ed -ra-aborpiofine-structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy, norm-conserving pseudopdtenial'method, have both pre-
do not obey Vegard's law, but instead are nearly con' dicted that thec-loca[zHg-T etind Cd-Ta bond lengths,
stant. -As applied io HSg,1dTe,,the Mikkelsen;Boyce dHgT,(X) and dci.j(x), Mi are si:nificantly different-in the
result for the local HS-Te and Cd-Te bond lengths x0.S. alloy (by -0.03 A) from ~the r~rfect!.crysta! limits
dHgT,(x) and dCJT(X)would be dHgT()=-2.796 A and dCdT,'l)=2.806,A, and (ii) relu-.

dcdT(x)= 1 x)dCdT(O)+xdCdTe( I) away from one another as* a function vf alloy compusi.
tion. That is, in the aloy we have, according te these

and theorie:., djj,1 , :< dfT,(C) ind dc.l.() > dCdI'- Onl
the ouaer hand, the model or N.-wnmn ot al., 4 which uses

.j()(-x)dHT,(OH-xdH;:T,(DI a phenomenological strain theory. implies that the bond
whee ddT~tO an dT.(11hav th phsia1 nteprea. langths art- almost unchanged in the alloy and relax

tions of a Cd-Te impurity bond lengtl- in HgTe and a sihl aadoe~ohr h rdcin fteNw
Hg-Te-bond length in CdTe. In a firs, approximation, man theory are given in Fi. .1. While the conclusion of
these bond lengths are unaffected by the alloy: Newman et o!. conforms with the inowztive expectation

that bond lengths in the alioy should relax towarcl the
dCdTc(X),tdCdTC( I) average. the Newman theory is lacking the essential ele.

and ment which Sher et al. and Hu.%%iand Vhn:dei bilt point ii-
as bving responsdi!e for the counteri:::. itive relaxa~ion.

dHgT(X)=:dHg,(i0. name! charge~ transfer in the alloy from: Cd to Hg. Such
char-t transfer alters the Coulomb fn:zces betwc.n ions

Milkelsen and Boyce. who studied Ill-V ailo..s,,did find and %-iuld cointract bond~lengths that would otherwise be
deviations from this uirst approx\imation which were expe~tcd to expand. Hoyever, both theorics which pro-
linear in alloy composition x, normally with the property pose relaxation aw.rY from the avterage l;.i'e employed
that the local bond lengths in thlt alloy --laxed toward the pheonomnenolocical notisedf-consistent repukive potentials
average. This idea, applied to Hg1j..CdTe, would have to simulate th effre. o of d ard core electrons and it) pro.
both the Hg- .-Te and Cd-Te local bonG lengths expand- duce (by construction) the obsert'ed 'hond lengths in the
ing with increasing x. becausc CdTe has a large;.r lattice x=O and I perfect -crystalI limits. It is-conceivable that

41 7744 @ 1990 TAhe Annieca. Physical Socict\
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FIG. I. CalculatedHg-Te bond lengths (squares) a nd Cd- 2.75 .
0.0 0.5Te bond lengths '(pluses) in the Hg,-,CdTe family'of com- C ocnrto

pounds. For x -0 and' I, the bond length is that to the zinc- HQT@ CdcnWtato de
blende compound; for x - 1, the ordered compound is luzonite
WL with three Hg-Te bonds for every Cd-Te bond,,or fama- FIG. 2. Calculated local bond lengths d~lT,(xj and dcg'r.(x)
tinite MF with two long and one short HI-Te bond(s) for every in Hg..,CdTe, vs alloy composition x (solid lines), assuming
Cd-Te bond. A similar result holds for x - Z.. For x inthe straight lines defined by dl,.1 .1O.5), dl,,(0ti), dcd,1 (O.S), and
jO01J-oriented superlattices (S) and chalcopyrite (C) corn- dgl.Tedse ie ersn esrdpret
pounds have equal nuMbersof Hg-Te and Cd-Te bonds. The crystal bond lengths daSTtO) in HgTe anid dcdr,(l) in CdT. for
solid lines are the values to be expected with -in the alloy, inter- reference. The EXA FS data are from Ref. 6. The phenotneno-
polated from the crystallite values, as discussed in Ref. . The logical straln theory of Newman et al. at X - is displayed as
dashed lines represent the perfect-crystal bond~ lengths of Hg- plu"es. Note that the present theory and the Newman theory
Te and Cd-Te, for comparison. (Cd-Te has the larger bond are consistent with the data. the theoretical results of Sher
length.) or a!. and of Hass and Vanderbilt are denoted by squares and

triangles, respectively.

these phenomenological potentials have obscure unphysi11 FVLUTOR OHE NEMAN HEOR
cal features which inadvertently produce thie large itnd
anomalous relaxation of the bond lengths away from the The Newman theory models the alloy locally at select-
average in the alloy. ed compositions x in terms of microcrystallites. For ex-

On the experimental side, the recent EXAPS data of ample, famatinite And luzonite crystal structlure corre-
Bunker et al.'-.' indicate that the Hg-Te and Cd-Te spond to local alloy compositions x andand TheT 7bond lengths in the Hg,,CdTe alloy are changed very strain energies of these crystal types are expanded to
little, if any, from the perfect-crystal values, and appear second order in the bond elongations and the bond-;.ngleto be consistent with the predictions of Newman et al-, distortions. with the coefciens .f the .ex son der
but not with those of Sher et al. and Hass and Vander. mined by elastic-constant data, similar to a Keating mod-
bili. (See Fig. 2). el.9 The rcsults of this thcory for M~1.-, Cd, Te are given

On the theoretical side, there is a clear need for a in Fig. 1. Details of the theory can be found in Ref. 4.
local-density-theory calculation, accurate enottli to pre-
dict the x -o and I perfect-crystal lattice constanlts and 111n. CALCUI.ATIONAL METHOD
to address the question of bond-length relaxation in the

,alloys. Such a theory should treat all of the atom-atom All of.the essential phys.ics of this problem is linear in
interactions self-consistently on afirst-principles 7basis, alloy vomposition x~, ajid so the issues involved can be

In 0,6s pAper we prcsont locul-density-theory7 calcula. resolved at any single composition w*e choose (other than
tions-if the bond lenigths in the s.'nie Hg ,5Cd0 .,Te micro. xinO or 1). Three nattural choices prescnt themselves:
crystal model of the alloy as used by Hass and Vander- x -0.5, x - 1 and x -0. The lattertwo choices corre-
bilt. 3 We implement the calculations using the pscu- spond to the single-imipurity limit. where the issue be-
dofunction method? Unlike Hass and Vanderbilt, we comes "is the bond length of a H- imrpurity in CdTe
treat the outermost d-shell electrons of H- and Cd as significantly smaller than thll pce fect-cryst;, HS-Te
valence eltectrons, on the same footing as the bonding s bond length, despite the fact that CdTe Ila% a larger lat-
and p electrons of HS. Cd, and Te; thus %v have no need tice constant than HgTe?" or "is the bar. length of a Cd
for a pheiiomenologic ,l potential to simulate the effects impurity in HgTe signtifcan:ly larger :,.ian dcdT MI?'
of d electrons and c. n-address directly the controversial However, it is slightly me convenient for us to deter-
issue in a c%,.Yipletely a priori self-consistent model: Does mine bond lengths theorvi'all>1 in the x-0.5 microcryv.-
charge transfer lead to major relaxa ti on of the bond tal mnod;.l, which also al~oN . a dIirect comparison with the
lengths in the alloy atcay from the average bond length? work of Hass and V'anderbilt and Sher et al. Hence we
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consider the bond lengths in Hg0.Cd0.5Te. 6.480 A (dcdt,{-l2_,.3 0 6 A] measured at room tempera-
Our Calculations are based oni-Iccal-dcnsity theory' and ture. 's These' latit'6ecbnstants were obtained by fitting

~e pseudofunction method's Local-density theory gen- calculated total cerg:c susui-elylmst
trally produces reliable changes of total energy, and io Murna,,ian's equation of-!.~t' ,1
can be e.~tet rJtsrcual propertics. Its abili-
ty to predct band japs, and conduction-band structurcs ii E ( V) = (Bo V/BO')(( Yo / l) - +-Bo - I ] /(BO' - 1)
well known to be ;,uspect, however.'10 The pieudofunc- +os
tion implementation of local-density theory has worked +~s
very well for a number of problems in semiconductor Here, V0 is the equilibrium volume; k- it -the 'bulk
physics: !t yield~d a bond length in bulk Si only 0.55o r ' 'ulus and Bo' is'its derivative.0
different from the experimental value and a bulk modulus Our calculated derivatives of the bulk mioduli ho,-wi'.h
and its derivative with respect to pressure very close to respect to pressure, Bo', are in -ood agreement with Avail-
the experimental ones." It correctly described the able data, being 6.85 for Hite-ind 6.70 for CdTe, versus
Curie-constant data," photoemission measurements,'3 , 6.4-60.6 measured at room te 4,, -erature0' for CdTe. We

and nvese hotemisio spetra 3 o Cd.~M~Te find bulk moduli Bo of 0.64 andO0.47 Mbar for HgTe and
semiconducting alloys. And it correctly predicte~d that a CdTe, compared with experimetal' values of 0.42 Mbar
monolayer of pota1ssium on the Si(00l)-(2 X 1) surface" 'at room temperature) (Ref. 11) and 0.4:i Mar tat 77 K)

woul fom ~:~llc cain eah wih S-K ond (Ref. 22) for CdTe and 0.43 NMbar (at room temperature)
lengths of 3.3 A. (Subsequent experiments confirmed the frH~.Hs n adeol bandbl ouio
predictions that the Si-K bond length is 3.14±0.1I A frH~.Hs n adrit bandbl ouio

andtha th Si.-K bnd s wakIsas is to be expected of 0.047 and 0.13 Mar for HgTe and CdTe, using an ab-ini-
an mtalli thainK ods eak tio method which confined d electrons to their atomic
an melc chient mtoV el.) rot -h letos cores. We-also calculatedthezone-cc:nter optical-phonon

nthe ptise g n-d art e otreraosd ashiell electrons,~ frequencies. They are 3.32 and 3.96 THz, respectively,
thecatons H an- C, ae reaed s vlec'teletros, for HgTe and CdTe, compared with experimental values

on the same fbotint as the bonding s and p electrons. The of .64 and 4.20 THz. 2 1 Our calculations employed 9747
remaining eition electrons are treated as a spherically plant waves to expand the interstitial parts of the basis
symmetric core. The electrons of the Te anions are wave functions. For :the nonspherical parts of'the charge
separated into s and p valence electrons and a spherical' densities and potentials. 72 557 plane waves were em.
core. The core charge densities of all atoms are obtained ploved.
by solving the Schr6dinger eqw::tion for the spherical part
ot the total potential; this is repeated each self-consistent B p.-~of lo
iteration. The inclusion of he core charge densities in .H..CoTaly
the iteration procedure is es.ential for obtaining accurate For the Hass;Vanjerbilt microcrystal model of
potentials and d bands, since the d orbitals have their Hg0,C4 ,Te we find an average lattice constant -of- 6.472
sharp maximhaJeep in the cu.re region. That is, a frozen- . dv A. i2'.802 A), essentially the same as the value ex-
core approximation does no:t produce adequately acc'J- tracted from measurements of HgTe and CdTe, .com.
rate potentials and bond, lengths. For the Hg0.5Cd4. 5Te bined with Vegard's law: d~v rnO.5dN8,(X =0)
alloy we use the same microcrystal inodel as that used by -O.SdCdTl(X - I )i2.SOI k (or 6.470, A for the lattice
Hass and Vanderbilt. 3 Two geometric parameters, a and constant).-- Hass and Vanderbilt 'also did well in com-
u, are adjusted to obtain the equilibrium lattice constant puting the lattice constant, having been off the experi-
of the alloy, *4L, which is obtained from x-ray-diflraction mertal value by only 0.5% for Hgn.1Cd,).Te. However,
data and is a linear interpolation of the lattice constants their result was predicted by an adjusteel 'heory that
of HgTe and CdTe. We use the same microcrystal unit tr,.ated the d electrons phenomenologically and., by con.
cell for HgTe and C~wre, but fix u so that Te at:ms are at itr-uvion, was exact for HgTe and CdTe. In contrast, the
tetrahedral lattice points. As is usual in recealt theoreti. pseudofunction method described here is a fully a priori
cal bar I-structure and total-energy calculations, -we u,-c. theory. We curmpute local bond lengths In the alloy- of
two special pointsMt to ipprojxirmate the integration over dH8,x =0.5)=2.795 A and d~dTg(.)-2.8l A. The.
the first Brilo'sin zone-. Relativistic effects, except spin* diffierence dctT.(x i.S)-dST.(x -0.5) is 0.015 A.,
orbit interactions, are inicluded for all atoms. close to the experimertal diffe~ence of 0.01 A -in

dcdTtM-dH1T. (0). The bond-length relaxation parame-
ter c is

WV. RESULTS dHgTe'x O0.5)-dCdT(x =0.5)

A. HgTe 3nd MeT crystals dI1,x-)-cT( )

We dctermined the zero-temperature, zero-pressure which is calculated to bt ictJ.83. From the EXAFS re-
lattice constant of !IgTe to be 6.455 A (or suits of Pang and Bunker6 on a numb.-r of pseudobinary
dHgT.(O)= 2.79S A), in comparison with the room- ternary semiconductor alloys, e typically lies in the range
temperature experimental value of 6,459 A (Ref. 18) for 0.6-0.8, but for H;,-,.Cd,,Te seems to be nea., unity.
dH,(O)=2.797 A]. Similarly, the calculated lattice con. Hass and Vanderbilt obtained 6=5.8 and Sher et al.
stant of CdTc is 6.496 A [dcJT,(D=Z.S3 A]. versus found e-2.
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IV. DISCUSSION CdTe, to within 0.001 electron. [The Te charge in CdTe
is slightly larg-cr than in HgTe, due to the larger -,Pauling)

A. Bond-length relaxation ionicity of CdTe.]. Thus, (i) the ionic c~argesare deter-
Thepreentcalulaion reucetheuncrtantyin he mined primarily by nearest-neighboring hnindinc,. (ii) aThepreentcalulaion reucetheuncrtantyin he virtual-crysital model of the Hg,.CdTe electroniiccalculated a priori bond lengths inHg1-..Cd,,Te alloys to structure is appropriate for the uppermost valence and'

about'0.01 X~ from 0.3 A. As a result, our local-density thloetcndtinbd, 2 ad i)wefdnovi
theory is consistent with the phenomnenological strain dneo nmlu rlrecag rnfra h
theory of Newman et al.,' the lattice~constant data,. g-Cealy Wie l ec ulttvland the EXAFS data of Bunker et al1- Because our Hg..C2ealy.(e ta.rac ulttvl
theory- contains physics absent from the models of Sher similar conclusion.'~

it al;andofHass and Vanderbilt, it implies that the ofIn summary, we believc that the extra self-consistency
thrtca l uerandie oftoecluaiosaeoo- o our calculations, compared with previous ones,,,imitstheretcaluncrtantis i thse alclatonsareof om- the charge transfer to 0.001 electron. Furthermore, theparable magnitude with -the'changes in bond lengths they poe ramn fdeetos hi rius n hi

predct.Thusthelarg bod-lngthrelxatins way hybridization with s and p valence electrons is an impor-from the average are no longer to bt expected in- tant feature of our approach. These two featuies com-Hg1.,Cd,,Te, and the apparent discrepancy letween bine to reduce the th.-or.-tical uncertanty for our locul-local-density theory and 'both the data and Newman's dniycluain n opoieamdcmo
theory is removed. justification for theories such as that of Newnian et al.We believe that the large -uncertainties of the theories which neglect charge transfer and consider only internal
of Shrer -. al. 'and Hass and Vanderbilt are due to their strainsi for computing bond lengths in alloys..introduction of non-self-consistent phenomenological
repulsive potentials,. a common-feature of both -theories.
Thesdootentials are adjusted~to produce the observed lat-
!ic - constants of HgTe and CdTe. (In the Hass. V. CONCLUSIONS
,finderbilt theory, the zone-center optical-phonon fre. Ora nio~edfnto
quericies were fitted as well.) 114 thle model of $her et al., ttleeg acltos
this phenomenological potential is rooted in 'Harri son'Is which treat the d electrons of Hg and Cd atoms -self-

23 ~~consistcnily and on the same food-' As vaecsanptheory of the total energy" and accounts for the repulsiveaecesndo
interactions between electronic charges. In the H..,s- eetos r bet bai h ;T n dT
Vanderbilt theory, the repulsive potential compensates bond lengths in HgTe, CdTe, and H., $Cd,$e accurate-
for having confined the d waves to the atomic cores. ly to within a few tenths of a percent. Our results show
Such a potential may be adequate for the perfect crystals that, to a good approximation, the Hg-Te and Cd-Te
where all atoms occupy perfectly tetrahedral sites, but it bond lengths are constant in Hg1...Cd~1e alloys, and
should be regarded with suspicion in alloys-especially taanbodlghrextinsvry.. I inJeed.
for calculations of bond lengths of four-digit accuracy. A muffin-tin charge transfer analysis shows that charge
We believe that our approach, with an a priori self- transfer from Cd atoms to Hg atoms in Hg0 1CdL%$Te is
consistent potential, is preferable for calculations requir- insignificant, about 0.001 electron. Within the applicabil-
ing accurate bond lengths. ity of the micro-crystal model for Hg1-,CdTe alloys,

our results indicate that the propert 'ies of the nearest-B. Charge transfer neighbor bonding of the limiting crystals HgTe and CdTe
The anomalous bond-length relaxatibn found by Sher are virtually preserved in ;hese surmiqondtucting alloys.
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The anomalous Curie-constant data for Cdl.xMnxTe alloys are explained in terms
of-spin-polarization of thevalence band and p-states byMn. The theory, which is
based on an a priori spin-unrestricted pseudofunction local-density approximation,
illustrates the consequences of Hund's first rule in solids.

1. Introduction The valence-band spin-polarization function q(x) can be
Recent magnetic susceptibility measurements of zinc- interpreted as the number of additional spins, beyond

blends Cdj.xMnxTe alloys revealed Curie-law behavior, the five spins associated with the d-electrens. in the
but with anomalous Curie constants that did not fol- vicinity of a Mn nucleus of zinc-blende Cdl.t.4nxTe.
low the expected dependence on alloy composition x for Note that zinc-blende Cdl.xMnxTe has not h,.e, grown
x>0.4 (I). for x > 0.7 [1], but extrapolation to x=1 (hypotheti-

cal MnTe) of a least-squares fit of Spalek's data pre-
C - A x S(S+I). (1) duces an experimental value qexP(x=l) - 1.2. More-

over hexagonal, NiAs-structure MnTe exists with a mena.
Here A is a coristant and S is the spin of the Mn ion, sured spin-polarizationi function of rlf./x1) = 0.16
which is 5/2 for the free Mn+ 2 ion in the (Sd)5 con- 131. (The smaller value of ql may be attributed to
figuration, according to Hund's first rule (2]. For small the larger Mn-Te separation, 2.91 A in the NiAs crys-
Mn concentration x, Spalck et al. fouind the~expected tal structure, versus 2.73 A in the zin.-blende struc.
behavior, C-AxS(S+1), with a spin almost equal to the ture.) Hence both hexagonal and hypoth.Lical zinc.
free-ion value. S = 2.47 : 0.05. for Cdl.xMnxTe. How- blende MaTe have "extra" electronic spins at each Mn
ever, the Curie constants increwted above their expected site than can come from Mn d-electrons. Clearly this
linear dependence on x'for high Mn concentrations. spin must be associated with spin-polarizi.-d s and p va.

lence electrons. While there exist other calculations of

2. Effcctive-spin and Hund's first rule the electronic structure of MnTe [4.7), to our knowledge

In this paper, We shall present calculations which none of those cu',culations have proluccd the significant.

explain the anomalous super.linear x-dependence of spin.polaxzati'- necessary to explain the susceptibility
the Curie constants of CdlxMnxTe in terms of spin- and Curie-constant dat&.

polarization of the valence bands by Mn. Wc shall'write In this paper, we report such a caIculatio,, based on
the Curie constant as the local-density approximation [S] as irnp;,eented with

the pseudofuniction method [9], which we have mod.

C = A x $(x) [S(x)+l], (2) ified to handle spin-polarization. The ,.sic physical
idea underlying the calculation is Hund's first rule (2]:

where we have the effective-spin A Mn atom in CdI.xMnxTe wil! adopt a ground state
that maximizes its total spin S(-). Although this rule

S(x) = (5/2) + il(x)/2. (3) strictly applies only to free magnetic atoms, it must
have an analogue in solids. With this in mind, we
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have developed our local-density theory with a spin. crystal models: an eight-atom unit cell with the (001)-
dependent basis set that naturally allows hypothetical superlattice structure and a sixtfs'n-ato 'm unit cell with
zinc-blende NMuTe to adoit a lowest-energy antiferro- the luzonite structure, respectivel 114;181.
magnetic Froufid-state'of arbitrary spin-polarization in
en4katomic.cell. 4. Resili

Nurlatom,5iic Min iidlipts a (3dT) 5 (4.tl(4.1) ground- By summing the net spin-duaisity of the localized .4,
state configuration, with'its 4.t shell being closed =nd p, and d orbitals centered on a MNl 1tam, we deter-
spinless. The Sol electrons of ato~mic Mn all have parallel mined the valence-band sjiln polarization: 17(1) = 1.30,
spins, according to Hund's first, rule: maximizing the to- q(0.5) = 0.36, and 7(0.23) = 0.04. The minority-spin
tal spin requires a highly symmnetrized spin state, and an d-electr':nts actually contribute a small negative amount
orbital wave function -tha: mninimizes the electrons' mu- to 1(x).
tual Coulomb repulsion j2;. A.similar correladonj effect 'We compare the results of our a priori calculations
exists in solids, although the clectroric configuration is for the spin S(xl in a Mn cell with data in Fig. 1. The
more complicated due to coupling between atoins: the smooth line for S(x) 6~ obtained by fitting to a parabola
dominitnt conflguratcon in zinc-blende %MaTe 16,11] i5 the calculated spin S(x) for three Ithie~s of x: x=1, 0.5,
(3dT) 5 (441)(4PT)- and 0.25. The resulting parabo!a is S(x)=So+ax+bx2 .

In atomic Mn tlt spin-7/2 (Md)5 (43)4PT configu- with S0=2.4i, a=0.34, and b=0. 10. Notr the* excellent
ration lies at too high an energy relative to the spin-5/2 agreement'bitween the a print iktheory ito d :hie data.
(Sdj l4j)2 configuration, and so does not contribute ap- Initially our studies of MnTc mind Cdi..x~inxTe were
preciably to the ground state. even though it has a larger motivated not by a desire' to understand mrnanetic'sus-
spin. But in condensed matter this large-spin configu- ceibitanCue-osntdabtbyptom-
,ration has to be considered for the ground state because sion experimeuts [10,11). Our spin-unpolarized calcula-
t~he energy necessary to transfer an s valence electron to ti0:1s produced density Of states spectral fc-atures, for the
a O-state is small. (This is anmalojous to the case of C, 4-bands in-particular, ~tAm- agreed with previous theo-
which assumes the (j.) 2 (.)-(2p)- atotic-gound-s' ate ries (4-71 but disagreed with the data by typically'>
configuratiotn, but finds a lower eneigy in condensed 1eV. The introduction of spin-polarization produced (i)

mofatte.b ing jp3 bonds th ron sthte of(inb1Ip) d-related photoemission peisks 3.8. 1 .0. and 0.8 eV below

isalna obnto fconfiguration.)I at h rud stat of MningMnThe the valence band maximum (in agrevnient with the data
is alinar cmbiatio ofconfgurtion, icauda~:he 110,11]), (ii) inverse photoernission spectrh with the rel-

spin-polarized configuration (SdT) 5(M4T(PT) and the ative positions of ., p. arid d features in at.reement with
closc-,i-shell configuration (3405'(44s-- as well as others. Athe data 110,11), and (iii) tripl-peaked Te 5s partial
Our calculations show that such a-spin-polarized state densities of states induced by spin-polarization, again
has a lower total energy, as expected from Hund's first
rule.

3. Method of calculation
We use the pseudofunction method [91 together with C nT

local spin-density theory !81 to compute the electronic - X
structure anid grournd state energy of zinc-blende MaITe,
Cd 0*5M\n0 .5Te, and Cd0.T5M\n0. 25 Te. This method3.
has correctly predicted the 0.5 Bohr magneton~ spin.
saturation magnetization of Ni (121 and has been ap-
plied successfully to a number of problems concerning .,

non-magnetic semiconductors 113,14).
Using a unit cell containing two Mn atoms and two Te2.

m.oms [4) to .cribe hMnTe, W'4 icnsidered 1.,th antifer-a
ronmagnetic (Air) and ferromnagneic (F) phases of Mn,
by alignng the sp~ins on nearest-wneighbor Mun ions either
antiparallel (AF) or parallel (F). Our total-eniergy cal.
culatins favored the (known) AF giound-state by 0.17 20---
eV/inolecule, with a Mn-Te bond length of 2.68 A (as 00.51.0
compared with the experimental valdue of 2.73 A (4,16)), Mn concernra on x
an indication that the calculations had adequi.tely con-
verged to orrect physics!16.17]. The resultiv.- conduc- ii.1 fetv otlsi ~)o n aitom in zic-

tion bani6, when proj-ected onto it particular Mn site, blencie Cd-.xMnjPT versuis MN1 conicuiatration x. The
were highly spin-polar.'ed. it result that we lue.l not an- solid line is the pmurabolic interpolation of the a priori
ticipated. calculations fi'r x=1/4, x=1/2, and x=1 -solid trhia-

We repeated the calcuLitions for Cd0 5Mae.. u and gles). Tihe Circles tire extrtictel from Curie-constant
Cd.0 -Mn0 e5Te, using the standard per~')ua micro- data 11.
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in agreement with the data [10,111. Thus the theorct- Cdl.xMnxTe and that such charge transf..:r, since it in-
ical iramework developed to explain the spectroscopic volves localized d.states, is better handled in a pseudo-
data explains the magnetic properties of these materials function basis than in a plane-wave basis: The pseudo-
as well. function method handles the spin-polarization and the

One might ask why the present theory produces physics of Hund's first rule in a natural, transparent

such dramatic spin-polarization effects when other local. way.

density theories have not. We believe that the difference
in theories ultimately is traceable to the basis sets. The The anomalous non-linear-in-x Curie constants of
pseudofunction basis allows one to obtain a Hund's-rule. Te a oys areariu e onstats of
like ground state because the basis contains realistic lo- of the valence, electrons by the Mn. The amount of
calized spin-unrestricted states. Plane-wave basis sets valence spin-polarization.is'correctly predicted by a pri.
emphasize the -iterstitial regions of a crystal, and so, o tly oredity theri.
many plane waves are reqnired to describe a locaized pin-ori sedorr nct o ca-dest thery.
d-function. To test our hypothesis that the difference in This theory also correctly preted that the ground

the results of the pseudoftinction and plane-wave meth- state of MnTe is antiferromagnetic rnd'emoved a num-

ods is attributable to the basis sets, we restrictr4 our bcr of significant discrepancies between previous theo-

basis orbitals to be the same for spin-up and spin-down ries and photoemission and inverse photoemission spec-

electrons. As expected, we reproduced the principal d- tra.

band feature at -2.4 eV below the valence band maxi-
mum found in previous plane-wave implementations of Acknowledemunts- We are grateful to the U.S. De-
local-density theory (4.5]; this feature lies _1 eV lower fense 'Advanced Research Projects Agency (Contract
in our unrestricted pscudofunction calculation and in No. N0530-0710-05) and the U.S. Office of Nav'l Re-
the data. Hence we concluded that charge transfer search (Contract- No. N00014-84-K-0352) for-their gen-
involving orbitals with different spins is important in erous support of this research.
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The new magnetotransport and magneto-optical propertics~of the seniagnetic Cd, _. Ij
semiconductor alloy series depend critically on the nature of the Mn-derived d States. We ex~amilne
he ,re the electronic structure of these alloys with a combination of inverse photoemissibnt
spectroscopy. core-level photoemission line-shape . analysis, vlence-band re!.ullant
photoemission. and local den:.ity pseudofunction theory. The spectroscopic data reflect the local
Mn-Te coordination and are in remarkable ag.1eement with our one-electron calculations. \Vesee
no evidence of Mn-derived d states in the gap, and observe an experimental d !-di exchange
splitting of 8.4 + 0.4 eV, i.e., almost twice as large as expected from earlier theorctical'estimates.
The ground-state conflguratioi, of Mn in the solid is primarily (d I ) (sl) (p1I), artd the super-
exchange interaction has an important role in determining the stability of such a configuration
relative to)(d

1. INTRODUCTION ed electron states of a sihimapnetic semiconductor by
Ternary semnimagnetic sezn~conductors- ' ar ie alloys in means of inverse phott'emissicn spectror..opy. We also ex-
which magnetic atoms such as Mn randomly replace some of tend earlier photoemission spl-;;roscopy studies of the elec-
the caiions in a JI-VI semiconductor lattice. The new phe. tronic structure, and interpret the data in the li:.ht of new
nomena that this class of materials bring to semiconductor self-consistent local-density pseudoftlaction c%:.-ulations for
science stem from the spin-spin exchange and super-ex- z;inc-blende MnTe. Our results-Ante a critic--d reevaiuation
change interaetions"*' that involve the magnetic moments of many-ctrre;a ideas about the el!:ctronin configiiradon of
localized or, the substitutional magnetic impurity, and the Mn. t he magnitude of electron-electiron correlation. --nd the
band and impurity states of the H-II- -host." Such interac- validity of the one-electron approximation in ternary -.mi-
tions result in arge g factors. giant magnetoresistance, large magnetic semiconductors. A short summa~ry of selected re-
values of the Faraday rotations, and novel magnetotransport sults has been reported earlier."
and magneto-optical properties.'

Critical parameters to model and understand the proper- 11. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
ties of these materials are the ground-state energy of the Mn The crystals used in the present studies we;.re grown at
3d5 cor iuration. the 3d hybridization with anion-derivedp Pudenirstthoha ode licmnmeo,
states, the CouloinbVcorrelation -energy of the Mn 3d elec. and characterizt.c1 through x-ray diffrmvtion *anid x-ray mi-
trons. and thle magnitude ow the super-exch:'-ge intcraction. croprobe analysit. as to crystallograzphic pluams.:nd Mn con-
Gunnzirsson ei al."~ recently pointed ow t ' a stimulating tent. All resuh's were ob-,ained on sin.Ck-pNISL. Single crys-

pape :h ;. ~ l~t:~iltis ivolvd a ca ;itan abifltiO tals cleaved in sit: (x = 0, 0.20. 0.35. G..45 :mId 0.610) in a
the ret orm.:!zd Coulomih integrals in Anderson's Hamil- suitable spectiometer at operanni p. .ares of about
tonian for t!~ .o. nmeialli- systems of interest here. Experi- - 5> x 0 -"Torr. The data suinns:.rized hete have been ob-
ment has to pioide the electronic informaition indispensable taind~ from a number of cleavage .urfawes of-iribl quali-
to model tli% properties of these materials anai test the theo- ty*, ranging r~ highl\ disordered to-fiat inrorlike. sur-
retica! approximations. faces. The Ldam~ appear independent of cleavL,, quality and

In thi,, pap;.er we examnine the prototypical Cd, -MnjTe provide information on !he bulk vlect. ronic structure.
alloy syszl ' . We have described in a recent review' the con- Inverse pliotoeik'ion nieasurezaentm. v%!re performed di-
troversy thw; surrounds the position and character of the d rectine a colimated mionochromatic electron i%,wn at the
states in this systern and emphiasi~ted how inverse photoemN'- cleaved surfiAce and monochromatizinu- tile einitted photons
sion may provide a crucial test of thle calculations of (lie with a (1.5-in Rtowland ,rcle monochrornator %, ih a cim.rtz
Coulomb interaction by sampling the density of unoccupied grating aud a rutcro~haunelplate detector." The .ombina-
electron stat:?s above the Fernni level E,.. Here we presenwit tion of the monoclhromator and a seff-supporting A' filter
what is. to our knowledge. the fir: investigation ofi I)-'excit- allowed only phions with energy- h-- = 1486.6 0%' to r~ach
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the detector. The energy of the emitted photons is deter-A
mined by the radiative decay of the incoming electrons from 0 Mnw3d emission x=0o.45
initial-state~energies E, of the solid to final empty states at W r
energy Ef (hv E - E, ). The final-state energies were U. .

scanned by varying the accelerating, voltage of the Pierce- U.I
type electron gun while keeping constant the monochroma-
tor pass~encrgy. The resulting spectra provide information I
on the total density of final states E1 weighted by an opticalW: 9 xO5
emission cross section that is a time-reversed photoemission 95
cross section. This experimental techniqfue has historically
been termed bremsstrahlung isochromat spectro- _

scopy'(BIS) and is finding application in the analysis of the C V02
excited electron states of metals, semiconductors, and solid
surfaces. " The overall energy resolution of the spectrometer.
was - 0.7 eV, as dutermined fromr #,he. experimental width of
the Fermi level cutoff in the BIS spectra from Mn or Au ndspe
thick film~s evaporated in situ on the sample. Ter "Ii

Photoemission measurements were performed- at the Ter : *

.Synchrotron Radiation Cer.aer of the University of Wiscon- ,

sin-Madison. Monochromatic synchrotron radiation ob- E Z ~ 2 T
tained using a 3-in toroidal grating inonochromator and the M EM~Y T

c6 Theory
800-MeV electron storage ring Aladdin was focused on the I
sample at an angle of -45' from the sample normal. Angu- .

lar integrated photoelectron energy distribution curves .I

(EDC's) were obtained-fbr,40_,,,hv< 120 eV by means of a '

commercial hemispherical energy analyzer. The overall en- F ne,ergy resolution (0. 15-0.45 eV) and the position of the Fermi Thy
level were measured with the same method employed in the Ter
BIS experiment. z

Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION I
A. Valence band 

____ &E
The use of synchrotron radiation photoemission allows B1N4 N 12RG 10eV64 )

one to choose photon vnergics in the region of the MnBIDN SRY(V
3p- 3d transition and examine the Mn 3d contribution to FI (a) Ternary--binary difference curvi-ror the valence-band emis.
the~valence bands. Resonant photoemission at the Mn 3p-3d sion otCd,,_Mn,j,Te-CdTe at the Mn 3p-3d resonancec (hi- SO5 eV).
,threshold yields a characteristic enhancement of the 3dcross Mb Reson.i,..c-antiresonance difiertnce curve Ui:s- = P( and 47 cV) for
secticon at resonance (0 eV) versus antiresonance (47 eV) Cd,.,Ma$ Temphasizing the in dcontributioitt~ienebaid.
that reflects the quanturnm-echanical qquivalence of differ- (c) Resonance-antiresonance difrercence curve. (1w 5() at-.- 47 eV) fr
ent processes leading from the gro und iiate to the same final Cd,.,Mn,,,,Te. (d) Theoretical -projected densityof%tai,- rhowing tile
state. We pioneered the use of this method to examine ter- Mn Md character in uniterroagnetic zine-bknide knTu. The ground
nary semnimagnetic semiconductors, 21' and more recently the staiv corresp~onds to a Mn configuration close to~ (d 1)'(s C pt) (-).

Bro~.tcnii,; with a Gaussian instrumental wt::,:, wvfunction C .. -) tacili.
same method has been applkcJ by us and by other authors to tates compariton with experimcnit. (c) kin sdcharaziur int antiterrornag.
Cd, .AMnTe. 4.'.2' One process is the dire ;t.excitation: netic zinc-bcnde MoTe ror th (dt)'iconfigurtion. Cf) Configurat-on

2,Ff interaction calculations at the photo.mission final states tor a MnTc,'
3ph3d *4(sp)- + hi'- 3p'3d'4 (sp)e cluster, trom Ret. 4.

The second process involves a 3p core excitation and a super
Coster-Kronig decay:

3pt 3d5(Sp2 +hi- 3~3d4(s) 2 3pt63d(s)e sity of the,-Cd 4d cores scaled by a (1 - x) factor derived
The interference of the two processes yields a characteristic from x-ray microprobe analysis. and subtracted from each
Fano line shape in the overall excitation cross section. other. The binding energias in Fig. I1(a) are referred to the

Two methods used to analyze thr Id contribution to the top of the valence-band maximum E,, as der; ed from a lin-
valence density of states (DOS) invove ternary-binary va- ear extrapolatiotn of the valence-band edue. Thle dip in the 9-
lence-band EDC difference curves' atnd resonance-an-iire- I I e" region reflects the variation in the absolute intensitycof
sona:nce EDC diffierence curves." In Fig. 1 (a) wve show an the Cd 4d emission going from thie ternary alloy to thc. hina-
application of the first method to a Cd,, Mn, 4Te alloy. ry. We did not perform a subtraetion oflthe. secondar: back-
Spectud for the ternary alloy and for CdTe at ;rc-onancc -round sinte sue'k : process yield, arbi-rary var-1tor 'it the
(hi, = 50 eV') have been normalized to the integrated inten- relative intensity of the features in the 0-9 eV ring-v. It. Figs.
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I (b) ahI ~(,c), ainfw xlications of rest- m.tc-antire- with the more-- dccutate tc:rnary/binary. normalizatiodprice
~sohance difierdrice cuzre iiethod tCd, 5 n 4 Tend dr.3fatires arc observed'at 0.7, 1,6, and ".;.eV. Corte.
Cd110 1Mzii,oTe s, ,jles. respectively. 'Such spectra have spondingl.teoweeto acuain;frcs dfa
been ob-tained front EDCsi at resonance (Iw = 50 eV) and tures ,-t 0.8 1.6. and'3.5 -eV jFig. -1 (f, I. Only the brid,
anti resonance (1 h 4", V) after norfnalization~uf the spec. -satellite ifi'the 6-1)eV range is not aeil'aunted for ii the ctaku,
tra- t6 the integratedCd,4d intensity. Such a irmaiiiatioh lations,.,
duoes not take intoa.ccounr tlic variation witliphoton~enetgy To examine the importance oif the NIir elect rohic configU-
orithe Cd 4d and orthc Te 5. emission. both present inthe 9- ration and or the resulting additional spin. polarization 6f
I1I eV bindiing-eneray range, or the small modulation in the valence and conduction bands, we calculiteda MnTe eke-
relative intetfsity of the Cd 4d surface/bulk comlponents. or tronic structuire in which restriction-oif the bais'et and-spin
the -va3rying experimental rcoluti6n,. w hhproduce features polarization, yicd I a %In grotind-state elvct rot: configura-
in the diffierence curves in thle 9.5-12 eV bindingx-energy tion closer to (d;)'Y(sr)(s-)-with some. coiittribut ioi 'from
range. the (dr)5 (st) ( pi),(d r)5 (sl)( pt). and,(d-;)5 (,p: PzI)

The diff.erent criteria for normalization notwithstanding, configurations. The resulting Mln 3d character is show-fi' in
Figs. 1 (a)-I (c) are remarkably consistent. The Mn 3d con- Fig. 1 (e). The results atf Fic. I1(e) are-similar to thos;e-of
tribution gives rise to a dominant emission feature S; 5 eV previous calculations.6'7 whien forecast a major.,.' featuire at
boiow E,,, a smaller low-binding-energy shoulder it the 0-2 2.4 eV that is not observed experimentally. The discrepancy
eV range, and a broad satellite in the 6-9 range. T ,t results- betwveen our results ror the grhund state and those of earlier
of Figs. I1(b) and 1(e)-are in agreement with those ofRefs. 4 calculations will be discus;sed in detail- in a forthcomiing-pa.
and 21. and similar to what has been found for the selenide per. but we anticipate heee:lat the increased total sltrin our
and sulfide series.'- The lack of an important concentration results allows a simple explanation of the anomalous Curie
dependence of the M-n 31d features suggests that they mostly temperature observed in Cd, - ,Nln*Te alloys."
reflect thi constant IMn-Te -bonding situation."~' The origin of the 6-9 eV satellite is, in our opinion, still

Previous localdensity functional and tight'birtding calcu- -controversial. Only the calculations by Fujimori 4 provide
lations of th~d contribution to the valencestts for structure in thisspectral region. In Fig. '1(f) we plot the

MTe and. Cdj _. mu *e alloys showed only limited agree- result of the configuration interaction calculation for a
mealt with photoemission resillts. This, together wvith the in. NMnTe" - cluster from Ref. 4. The multiplet lines derive from
terpretation of optical data,' suggested that large final-state d-'add3L final-state components, corresponding to an un-
effects might be present, and stimulated the introduction of screened 3d hole or to a 3 d hole icre.-ned by charge : i ansfer
the configuration interaction cluster model by Fujimori and from a Te 5p-derived ligand orbital L (r, or a) to a d orbital
co-workers.' Trhis semiempii-:al model can address the (e,, or t).Comparison of Fig. I1(f) wvith Figs. I ,a)-l (c)
screening of thel3d hole. but cannot incorl6rate directly Mfn. shows good agreement, and, in fact, the addition of lifetime
3d-Te 5p hybridization effects in the iiiial state. We have and experimental broadening' yields a perfect reproduction
performed ne p -nrsrctdlcldfst cluaini of the experimental results of Figs. 1 (b) and 1 (c). However,
of the band structure of antiferromagnetic zihjc~blende the model of Ref. 4 is semiempirical, in the sens,. that the
MvnT.-. Recent extended x-ray absorption fine-structure energy differences between the hrdit ' ate coigurations and
(EXAFS) studies',indicate that such a'hypothetical corn- the lifetime parameters in Fig. 1 (f) are iot known a priori,
pound should reflect the same Mn-T.- local coordination but are fixed through comparison with experiment.
found in the ternary alloys. The lack of a strong compo-.I ion The cluster model does forecast a 6-9 eV satelsite mostly
dependence in the results of Fig. I suggests that the 3d con. due to the unscreened d' final state. It is not clear, however,
tribution to the electronic structure should also be relatively why an unscreened satellite of thiskind would exhibit a rela-
similar in the ternary alloy and in the bina~ry parent comn- live intensity increasing with M'vn concentration, as observed
pound. in Fig. I and in arecent study of the electronic structure of

Our electronic structure calculatiqns employedaspin-un. metastable Cd, - ,MnjTe alloys formed in a wide range of
restricted "-space pseudofunction mithodz in- 4he local den- composition through reaction of Mn thin film with
sity approxiniation. Details on the method and a complete CdTe( 110). We find that the intensity of the satellite relative
discussion ofthe results will be given in alonger forthcoming to the main Min 3d 3.5-eV Ltiturc increases as C'x, with
p::per.25 We found that the -round state of system isan anti- C =0.50 +0.05 in the connposition range exp~lored (0
ferromagnetic plsc of \InTe %%here tlhe Mnt atomic configu. <X < 0.95).2" At this stage the specific origin of the satellite
ration is close to (d , ; (s I) ( prI), as predicted by Hund's remains to be ascertained, although one can state in general
rule. Relative to the customary (d 0"~(s)' state, the spin that in a band structure picture the 0.6-, 1.3-. and 3.5-iN
maximizationi -'iinces tesuper-exchange interaction and features, should be assigned to a fully screened one-electron
modifies the \fn ld and Te s binding energies. We show in final state wvhile the 6-9 eV features should be associated
Fig. I (d) th.: pr'.letL'd .d density of states for the ground with a multielectron satellite ana!,.gous to the one observed
state of Mnl', (solid linie). We also show (dashed line) thit at about th.- same energy in MNO" and NiO.2
same results convoluted with a Gaussian (o' = 0.30 eV) to
account for the effect of the experimental energy resolution. B. Core level deconvolutlon
The agreement between theory and experimen is remark- Anothier crucial test of first principle calculations for ter-
able. If we focus on Fig. 1 (a), i.e., on the spectrum obtained nary semimagnetic semiconductors appears the influence of
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sluper-exchanige on tlhe Te Ss states. Comparison of our cal-
a.O culationis with and without full spin polarization, shows ma-

:C- joroSo1.45dfferences ih the predicled'Te 5s line shape. The results
hv-&*OW -060 -are sh own in the bottom-imst section of Fig. 2. For the re-

duced spin polarization in the (d 0i )3scase Wdashed line),
theory predicts a single Te Sifeature located s.ome 11.5 eV

S - below-,g,, with a bandwidth of -0.5 eV. When thes,- polar-
., **.ization.is correctly taken into account (solid line) theory

- a -predicts a Ss band some 1.5 eV wide, shifted to higher bind-a ing energy and exhibiting structure at 12.7, 13.2, ad13.6.
The polarization of the Mn sp electrons in our results yields a

C~T.larger super-exchange interaction and acorresponding in-
0 hv-6o0V - aoann crease in dispersion and binding enet gy of the Te 5s states.

, pg This effect contributes substantially to stabilize the Mn
(d 05)(st ) ( P) ground-state configuration 2  As was the
Case for the DOS, the results of earlier calculations6 7 .23.24 are
similar to those we obtained for a (d : )Ys2 like configuration

b / -for Mn in MnTe.
The Te 5s line-shape characteristic of the spin-polarized

. tdT*(d ) 5(st ( pt) ground-state configura~tion appears to be
To Ss theone we observe, although compani'son wt xperiment i
hP v6OV complicated by the partial superposition of Tc 5s and Cd 4d

C X3 states in the photoemission spec.tra. InFigc.. 2 1(a) and 2(b)
Cwe show phvtoe -mission spectra in-the 9-13 eVbinding ener-

gy region for Cd1 , T alloys with x = 0, 0,20, 0.45,
c~N~T £and 0.60 and hv = 60 eV (57 eV for Cdo.0 Mn,),.3Te). The

To 5s ~ * spectra have been-normalized to the integrated intensity of
the Cd 4d cores scaled by the Cd concentration -(1 - x) as

x3d determined from x-ray microprobe analysis, the experimnen-
tal EDC's in Fig. 2(a) show a bro-d low-binding-energy
shoulder at -9.35 eV that reflects the Te 5s emission and

Cdc :A%,To
To 5I4n~ exhibits a co ' plex dependence on the-M~n content x of the

~w47V A ~ &alloy. in Fig. 2(b) we show a deconvolution of the Cd 4d
3 contribution in CdTe. A least-squares fit (solid line) to the

Isx experimental EDC (solid circles) wvas obtained in terms of
two 44 doublets (dashed lines) shifted 0.65 relative to each

13 12 It to 9 8other. The high-binding-energy ..oublet was- recently ob-
served by John et at.29 and associated with a surface shift-of

~,ethe 4d line. John et al. 9 associated the Te 5s~ feature with a
To Ss second Cd 44 surface component shifted in the opposite di.

rection. Although this suggestion and the arguments pro-
I vided to support it are quite ingenious, the Te 5s feature

ebtsd a cross section lakel ifrntro that of the

BININ 12 ii (.V rules out a surface~related character, and an x dependence in.
BINDNG EERGY('V)the ternary alloy that rules out a Cd-related origin."

FIG. 2. (a) EDC'srtthe Cd~d and Te5s emnission from Cd, - ,Mn5Te In the fittinig procedure of Fig. 2(b) each 4d doublet was
(x - 0. 0.20, 0.45, and 0.60) at 1w 60 eY fr all samples except obtained through convolution of Lorentz.un line shapes with
Cd0.0MnowTe (hi' = 17 eV). (b) Least. square fit (-) of the expeti. a Gaussian function to account for the experimental resolu-
mental EDC rot CdTe (0) int the " -13 cV range. Two Cd 4d doublet tion. Binding energy, width, intensity, [)ranching ratio, and
shifted 0.66 eV from each other reflect surface and bulk 4d compw~nrts.
WC Te 5s contribution to the EDC for CdTe in Figs. 2(a)-2(b) after spin-orbit splitting of the doublets were ad determined by
subtraction or the C.J .dcontrihution from the overall spectrum (A). Pot the least-squares fitting program. and are in good agreement,
comparison we show the result of a least-squares fit in tetms of a Lorent. witli~it experimental uncertainty." %kith those derived by
Zial function convolitted with a Gaussian I-). (d) Te Sscontribution to Tonc l~Teto4 oblt bandwr hnsb
the EDC for CJ,..,M%.jeT in Fig. 2(a). after su,taction of the Cd 4d Joract from9 The toerdlloEDCts oisolat ee the n Te s iu-.
contribution rrom the overall spectrum. 0 Te !4 contribution to the ton.e shon ile Fig.al 2 (sldC tr isange the expes rienta
EDC for .d4 M hnn.Tc in Fig. 2 (a), after .- :ractionortheCd4dcontri- Teon 5shcowi in in 2(c li rinacmnd Tsoxpringl
bution from the overall spectrum. (f) Cuilculated Te 5t line shapc fr the T scnrbto ntw iaycmon scmelni
(d t) (,r:) (pt) (-) and (d I )Yi(.coniuratin ofMnin antifero. similar to the one predicted by theory f.; the low spin polar-.
magnetic zinc-blende Nin~c. ization, lowv super-exchange (d I)1s2 emte, showing a single
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emission- 'aturc centered. -.me 9.35 eV below . (theory: C. Cone ictlon-bind states
I L5S eV). If we now use th.: !iting p..rame..rs obtained for The nature of the 3d contribution to the density of states
CdTe and, negecting ailoy broadeninig, scale down the Cd abvE,.ndtevleothCulmcoeltoeeryi

liontfrbo the( Ier -o x.C~ oe Fign 2uta. the ho ~othebu ternary semnimagnetic semiconductors has been quite coil-
rit- t he ernr y lo ECJ t'. 2 (a).T in Figow the) troversial.' In Fig. 3(a) uu- show MIS spectra for CdTe and

re~alrforCd, ~,zt .,T~ nd J1.,.Nn 1 NIC i Fis. (d) Cd,1*1 Mn,. .11Te in thc 0-I 6eV energy rangea:bove the Fi.rmi
an~d 2(e),,respect&v.:1y. The Te 5.s line in the ternaryvalloy ee ,.Tepsto fE..a hsraea06 0lc

exhbit ashit t hgh :!din enrg reatve o te inay, and 0.75 ± 0.1 eV above the vaience-band maximum for
im incecase inbandwidthanud the emergence of three major C, iM,,T n Je epciey .e pcrmi
emissionf eaturei. tFor Cd,,.u,Mn,,,Te structure is observed Fig. 31(a) wvas obtained as the sum of svrlquantitatively
at 9.6, 10.3. and I V'. .-ith a total Ss bandwidth of -2.5 eV. consis: ::t spectra from diffiartt cleaves. atit1' s.responds to
This is itt good agreemniat with the general trend expected atolosoe10hfdt'itrtinwhapimy
from our calculations. *ft%: calculationis. however, appear to '&crnba mr.to bot-0 L.Ecrnba
ov etiateste. ta idigeeg fth co eS induced contarna:ion was avoided, by obtaini ng a new

-bandfeattres.cleave every 6-8 h. Although special care was taken'to ob..
tain reli.ible contacts on each single crystal with indium and
conductive epony. charging effects were~observed for all
samplvs with xiQ-.4S. We were able to obtain reliable data
for samples with x w.0, 0.210, and 0.35.

12~C,,n In Fig. 3 (a) the BIS st I trumn for CdTc (solid circles)
0: X.O.2 shows structure at 4.0. 6i.7, and 9 WY above F.F. superim.

5- L posed on a smoothly increasing secondary photon back.
. ground deriving- from the decay of, inelastically, s~.:ttered

I electrons. The spectrum for Cdo,so Mo.2o-Te (open triangle)
~ 6[ g\Was normalized for comparison to the 6.7-es' DOS feat ure of

4,L J CdTe.'" A difference curve was obtained from the two spec-
~ tra. and is shown in an expanded scale (open sqt'ares) in Fig.

wit thos ao hx=.0aly r o rsne
Mn~d'sp3 (b t). Results for the x 0. 35 alloy are qualitatively consis-
Mn~d~sp) Tohere." The conduction-band.minimum E, expected at 09

~-1 b eV c for CdTe and at 1.2 eV for Cdo, Mn., ,oe, is seen in Fig.
I ~33(a) as the end point of a tailing of states extending from 2.3

A'- ~ to - 1.0eV.
010 New Mn-Te related feat-tres in the ternary alloys are ob-

% seuresi Fig. 3(b at 4.2, 102 12.2, and 1.8 eV (open
sqae)fnlgosfaue r observcJ for the x = 0.35

~ -1- .alloy."
3 An interpretation of these features is provided by the

ZI Iresults of our psetidofunction local density calculations. We
to T1 show in Fig. 3 (0 (Oolid line) the total DOS above EF forthe

~ pr~1;.antiferromagnetic zinc-blende ground state of MnTe. For
LU comparison we also give in Fig. 3 (c) the analogc'ns result for

Mn~ 5S2Tthe re:duced spin-polarization Mn (d r )-s can:;.. The calculat-
ed total DOS has been rigidly .-hifted to higher binding ener-

I gy to align the main spectral features (vertical'bars in Fig.
3 3(b) I to those observed experimentally, in accord with the

ClI usual practice of local-density thc::.' 4. We observe a comn-
~ 'I i ~ i,, ~pelling correspondence between htoretical and experimen-

'~ I tal features. /-projection of the theoretical DOS allows us to
.Et ,2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 identify the main 4.2-eV feature as M~n 3d.derived, and :he

ENEGYCoyreatve o ,)emission features at 10.2, 12.2. and 13.8 eV asprimarily asso.

Fla. I. (a) liremsstrahlung isochronw: (0llS) spectra from CdTt (0) ciated with Mn pstates with some admixture of Tep charac-
and CdOt,~tg Ai. The coniduction-bai'd inimzum , is 0.9 eV ter. We foun~d no evidence of d-related emission in the gap.
abo~etheFeritwdvE, rorCdTt. 1.2 cv frCd,,Mn,,:.Te. (b) A differ- Upon deposition of 3 A of unreacted Mn on the cleaved
ence curve (0) derived fromn the IlS spectra of ig, 3(a) is compared surface. we clearly deteted dominant 3demission in fl- -.gap
with the result oflivalu density functional calulations~ of the total density adtefrainoaFrictf.dmntai~ta u

of tats aove4 () ar iiii~roini~nti ziu~bend Mae. he expeirmental sensitivity wvould have been sufficient to detect
theoretical spectrum ha,; been ri-ridly .hirted to align the calculated fea.
tures I %rtu'iattc.practius.t)Tertclttldn Mn 3d states in the gpp. if present."l
sity of itates tiirauutiferrornugr.etic ?iiic-t'dL. MtiiTe where Mn i n the We can now estimate thedr-d! exchange splitting from
artificial low.%pit (d t )"s: configuration, the photoemissioti- and BIS-determined position of the main

1v UNC A V-1 -?U_ I ".I1-4.
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Mn 3d features and the position of the Fermi level. We ob- experimental determination of the position of the d~states in
tamn an exchange spitting of 3.5 - 0.7 -6. 4.2 i, 8.4 + 0.4 eV'. a ternary setnimagnetic semiconductor. The value of
Recet mifrt-principe calculations fr Cd,,..,Mn,,,,Te al. 4.8 0 .3 eVfor the positiondf thedl band is consistent with
Joys'7 predicted u Mn 3d tband only. some 2:5 eV below Ei.. early interpretations of the optical data which recently came
and a sh..rp di feature within 2 6? from E,,. withI a resulting under criticism on the basis of presumed discrepancies
d ;-di splitting of4.5 eV. Localized muffin-tin orbital calcu- between photoemission and optical results, and photoemis-
laktiu8% for antiferromagnetic zinc-bltundc M nTc by Podgor- sion and local density functionai t,.ufts.'%Ve find tio evidence
ny2" vivlded a value of 4 to 4.5 .,V' for the d :-d! splitting, of such discrepamncies in our rcsidihs. Front photoemission
Earlier calculations for paramugnetic zinc-blende MunTe by and BIS data we determnined a value of 8.4 - 0.4 cV for the
Masek. el al.:, yiclded a slightly larger value (5.5 eV). All of d I-ds exchange splitting. orthc same order of magnitudc as
the calculated v'lues are substantially lower than our experi. those assumed for Mlott insulators, and alni ..t twice as large.
mental value till 8.4 ± 0.4 eV or our cal, culated value of 6.8 as those predicted from earlier local density calculations.
eV, which is 24% too low. In the case of mn atoms in Aghln Finally, theory. and experiments indicate that Mn in
intermetas!!ics.'" the experimenmal splitting between major. Cd9 . Mn, Te ad. ipts awspin polarized ground state w~ith a
ity- and minority-spin states was also found larger (50%) (d t)( )(pt )-Iike configuration in the solid, a result that
than the value obtained from first-principle calculat ions (3.5 has important implications in our miodeling of the magneto-
eY). transport and tnia.-neto-ol-tical properties of these material6.

Better agreement is encountered with the resul' ts of earter
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By incorporating a I1-VI semiconductor into a strained-layer superlattice, it should be possible
to overcome the effects of deep hole traps near the valence-band edge and hence to dope the
semiconductorp type in many cases. This idea is illustrated for CdTe/ZnTe superlattices.

!. INTRODUCTION .40.25 eV above the valence-band maximum of their host

For many years, efforts to fabricate efficient light emit- semiconductor might be convered into p-type dopants by
ters, lasers, and other optical devices from large-band-gap subjecting the host semiconductor to a strain obtained by
(green to ultraviolet) II-VI semiconductors have been frus. incorporating the host into a lattice-mismatched superlat-
trated by the -resistance'of these materials to dolng, espe- tice. For example, the CdTe/ZnTe superlattice has a lattice
ciallyp-type doping. There appear to be four main explana. mismatch of 6.3% (Reis. 6 and 7) and the strain in the
tions that have been given for this problem: (i) superlattice can cause deep hole traps in the unstrained
Self-compensation: common dopants, such as column-I im- smaller-gap material, CdTe, to become shallow acceptors in

purities, are believed to simultaneously produce anion va- the superlattice.

cancies when they'occupy column-II sites, and the vacancies In this regard we note that acceptor.levels ir CdTe have
compensate the dopants; (i) large acceptor binding crner- ben r frted at 58, 59, and 60 reV ab.,c the valence-band

gies: because of the large. effective masses (typically maximum for Li, Na, and P, as well as ..I 147/and 108 meV
m* 1.35mo for CdS) and 'rmall dielectric constants for Cu and A." We believe thatthe Li. Na, and P levels are

(K- 8.9), the acceptor binding energies, Es -13.6 eV (m*/ genuine substitutional shallow acceptwr levels, because their
inop) -are often 60.200 meV vs 10-!60 meV for the more energies are almost equal, the small differences being attrib.
common III-V and group-IV semiconductor materials, and .uted to central-cell corrections. We identify the Cu and Ag
hence the acceptors are less easily.tWi~a~lly ionized"1-2; (iii) levels as deep levels (with qualitatively different wave func-
low incorporation probabilities: for Keasons that are not tions from shallow levels') that lie relatively close to the
presently understood, p-type'dopants may not incorporate valence band and act as hole traps. Becau- the strength of
efficiently-recent experiments- suggest that this incorpora, the ordinary central-cell potentials fo, T f:lectrons of Cu and
tion can be dramatically increased by photoassisted doping; Ag are intermediate between those of Li : lid Na on the one
and (v) deep-level formation: impurities, even the dopants hand and P on the other,"' we believe that the Cu and Ag
themselves in some cases, form deep hole traps and impurity energies are not shallow effective-mass theory energies.
energy levels in the gap that capture any free holes. Therefore, a goal of the present theory, as applied to CdTe, is

In this paper we focus on the issue of deep-level forma- to predict the layer thicknesses of CdTe/ZnTe superlattices
tionand prescribe a method for overcoming the eflects of in which the L-, Na, and P le'elr. remain shallow (in a CdTe
deep hole traps that are moderately close to the valence-band layer) but Cu and Ag become shallow acceptors rather than
maximum. deep traps. We shall see that this should occur, due to inter.

Theories of column-V impurities oL t'ipying colunn-VI nal strain, in small-period 'cJl "<. ,,T,. superlattices for

sites in II-VI semiconductors indicated that, for the wurtzite JCT,./A'z,,Tv < I in the case of [001] -uperlattices.
crystal structure, these expected shallow dopants oftenpro-
duce deep traps instead,' but in the zinc-blende structure 11. OUALITATIE PHYSICb
they produce shallow acceptors. The observation of a nitro. The application of hydrostatic prc:sure to a semicon-
gen level = 100 meV above the, valence-band maximuiro of ductor shifts the band edges with respect to nearby deep
ZnSe lent supp,:rt to the theory." Hence small changes in the levels.'' Likewise a uniaxial stress splits the valence-band
local environment of a substitutional impurity are perhaps edge and shifts the conduction-band cdge, relative to the
surncient to change the character of a p itential p dop.-n, energies ofdeep levels.'2 Furthermore, dear levels in super.
from a shallow ac':eptor which provides hole carriers and lattices, crudely speaking. have almost the same absolute
cnhancesp-type conductivity to a deep impurity which traps energies as in'the bulk-but the bond e uc of the ,,uperlat.
holes and tends to make the material somi-insulating rather tice are significantly perturbed from the bulk value."-"'
than p type. This sensitivity of imipurity character to envi- Thus. in a crude approximation, %%c may regard the dec,)
ronment suggests that :- range of pert urbations of the host energy iev ds asociated with impurities as almost constant
semiconductor may convert . deep hole trap into a p-type in energy. while hydrostatic pressure. unia.ial stress, or
dopant. In particular, this paper discusses fhe possibility quantum confinement in : superlattice cause the semicon.
that impurities tha" might otherwise pi oducedkep hole traps duciv':"s band edges to move consid'rtbl.. This viewpoint is
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illustrated in Fig. 1, where we show the fundamental band L

edges o de with a deep trap leve, and illustrate how the
band edges move when perturbed (assuming the absolute V VI\
deep-level energy does not change). An, importan: point is,, U] V
that when the valence-band-niaximum moves up enough in
energy to cover the deep trap level, the impurity changes ~
from a hole trap to a shallow acceptor. because the hole is-o --
iutoionized, and bubbles up to the valence-band maximum
where it is trapped by the long-ranged Coulao-iib potential ofAn
the impurity. (See Fig. 1.) Thus by "covering up" the deep
trap levels in the gap with the valence band, it is possible it -
convert the traps into shallow acceptors and achieve p-type

transition. r7

Ihedrstatic pressure causes the valence-band maximum IM- (b) (d)'I~
to move up slightly in ene.rgy while the conduction-band
minimum moves up even more. " The motionof the valence. FIG. 1. Schen. .tic energy.band structure (energy in. -- v wa~e vector) or
bend maximum reiative to the deep level is typically of mag. Cdl'e, illultrating the Clualitative 01111199s in the valve-band-ic~ul struc-
nitude =1I meV/kbar,'' and so hydrostatic presSUrL'can ture with rpectto he deepl 'pI energy. (a) The htlk emiconduct,~ % ith
only "cover up" deep levels ; O.l eV above the valence-band a deep level'within 0.2 eV or the valence-band ed.:. The r,, and r, hn.,ds

maximum, even if the pressures p are very large (almost were p-like banids that split due~ to the large spin-orhi: interactio.n in Cd re.
Mb The application of SO kbar hydrostatic prc!,surc decreascs the encr:'y

impractically Ware):p> 100 kbar. between thc impurity lv'el and the valence band slightl . (c) 10 kbar or'

Uniaxialsticss can be more eff'ective in inducing a deep. uniaxial st-ss splits the.. bandN and catn "cover up" th.. deep hiole trap and
to-shallow transition that converts a deep trap to a shallow mak'eit anacceptor. (d) A 2X4 suprha.-ice isev'en better thnlarge uniax-but~~~~~~~~~~ exenal aplestailstessmc i ress in that the deep level is-b-iter covered by the internal strain-in-acceptor, dutextrdalyaandedunsplittiesesmug '
greater than 10 kbar ordinarily tan fracture a semiconduc- ue adsltig

tor. Under t'niaxial stress, evensa l0-kbar stress can covet up
levels within -_044 eV of the valince-band maximum.

Internal strains in a lattice-mismatched superlattice would be unattainable when applied globally to bulk semi-
such as C4Te/ZnTe can move the valence-band edge tenths conductors. These enormous strains can move the valence-
of an eV. We shall show that small-pcriod superlattices can band maximum up in energy by -0.25 eV, covering up any
be grown wh -ich have such large internal strains tthat deep deep traps near thu-valence-band maximum of unstrained
trap levels within about 0.2.1 eV of the valence-band maxi. CdTe.
mum can be covered up, making them shallow acceptors. To simplify the discussion. we shaill ma'ke the assump-
This sb"'uld be -.u important mechanism for producing p- to tha the relevant deep levels have abse-luti. cnergies that
type doping, because in CdTe there are many deep hole traps are unchanged by internal strains. With this approximation,
with .energies around 0.1-0.2 eV above the valence-band we need only predict the shift and splitting of the valence-
maximum, including traps associated with Cu and AS.' band maximum caused by strainn. and determine if deep hole

For (001] superlattices, every iternal stress c can be trp0.-2eVaoehevln-bd xium fu.
represented as a combination of hydrostatic and uniaxial strained CdTe will be covcred up by the strain-induced shift
stresses: of the valence-band maximum.

a'hydro (q+oryy + q::)/3 (1) Ill. FORMAUtZFM
and In zinc-blende semiconductors the top ofl the valence

- ',.(2) band is threefoi-. degenerate and p like in a nonrelativistic
band theory. Inclusion of the spin-orhit interaction splits

In a typical.) X I CdTe/ZnTe super lattice the CdTe internal this degeneracy into a r, doubly degenerate J = 3/2 va-
strain corr-sponds to hydrostatic pressures of = - 10.7 lence-batid miximum and a nt'ndezencrate J = 1 /2 r 7 band
L! r and a uniaxial stress of =. 16.0 kbar., Hence the hetcroe- below it. Strain further splits the bands, leading to a tlamil-
pitaxy of the superlattice allows one to reach local pressures tonian matrix in the I44,> pseudo-angular momentum
and stresses (without damaging the setmiconductor) that basis for the val.nce-band maxima at k =0:

3/2. 3/2> 13/'2, 1/2 > 11/2, 1/2>
(6EI 1 - (5s)/2 0 0E,+(E/) (lv)E.) 3

0l')6~ - ',1-E, +/bs2
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Here we hay.- used the notation of Ref. 17: 4. is the spn U i-. ." (7)'
orbit interaction parameter, bEl, and 6Ev. are the energy and is
shifts of the reicvant bands induced by the isotropic strain or AE, 4ES12 -(d, +2d,)6E/2.()
dilation:

+ u,( (4) (See the Appendix.) Taking the deformation potential con-
+ ~+ U: ~stant for CdTe:o-be (d, -2d,) = - 4.59 eV, the value for

and 6Es and bEs. are the shifts due to the anisotropic part Of GaAs," 17We find the re-;,, ts of Fig. 2.
the g-rain, and the zcro of energy is the unstrained valence-
band maximum. Because the energy shifts (with respect to a VI. SUMMARY
nearby deep le:vel) induced by the isotropic parts of the Clearl-. internal strains can raise the valence '-and edge
strain" are aaOut. an order of magnitude imaller than the o de(ioh:1-Ieiodcos fwei~oa
anisotropic-%train shifts, the upward valence-band shift in. of whe(n th.1V semicossndwchedrin ae test ny

duce byintenalstran i ver nerlyer superlattice or hetcrostructure. This should fie enough to
AE~b 1 5ES12, (5) cover up the deep levels at vnergies = 0.1-0. 2 eV above the

and is due to the anisotropic strain. unstrained valence-band maximum and co-vert these deep
hole traps to p. type shallow dopants. (Of course, the precise

IV. (0011 SUPERLATTICES exte ni of this effect should be evaluated by computing the
valenceband i relat d idep trap levels in a strained-layer superlattice,' 3 ' ratll..'r

For 10011] superlattices, thevlnebd shift isrltd than assuming that the dety levels are completely unaltered
to the strain tensor components u.: - uxx by by the train. "s we have here.)

IE,b = E/ b b)U - U.' (6) By sandwiching a 11-VI semiconductorhbetween materi-
where b 1 and b, are deformation potential constants." Since als which have a diffierent lattice constant, as in a strained-
we have been unable to find tabulated values of b, and b, for layer superlattice, it will be possible to move ihe senndon-
CdTe, we estimate (b I + 2b,) =-1.76 eV, a value typiCal ductor's valence-band maximum up in energy, so that deep
of semiconductors (tlor example, in GaAs the measured'val- hole trapslynwih 01.2Voteusrandvec-
ues range from - 1.6~6 to - 2.0 eV; in Ge a typical value is band edge will be autoionized and uill become snallow' .c-
- 2.1 eV). The strains u. and u,, in CdTe can be related to ceptors, doping the II-VI semiconductor p type. We be'::eve
the bulk lattice constants aCdT. and az.. ,and to the layer that this mechanism of conditioning IT-V1 semiconchictors
thicknesses of the superlattice: 1V~.,, and VzT, as dis- forp-type doping is most likely to be successful in common-
cussed in the Appendix..Figure 2 shows the theoretical pre. anion heterostructures and superlattices, such as CdS.7.:iS,
dictions. CdSe/ZnSe, or CdTe/ZnTe. The reason for choosing com-

mon-anion heterostructures is to minimize the absolute val-
V. (I111 SUPERLATTICiS, ue of the valence-Sand offset. If tne CdT1- valence-band m:x-

In [ I111 superlattices, the valence-band shift is most imum lies abouc the ZnTe valence band, then quatitum
easiy reatedto he sear ina Cde laer:confinement will tend -drive the valence-band maximum
easiy rlatd tothesher Ein aCd~ laer:down in energy (and inhibit covering of the deep levels); but

if the CdTe valence-band, maximum lies below the ZnTe
maximu~m, holes will tend to be swept out of the CdTe layer.

0.3 WVe hope that experimenters will attempt to grow such struc-
a 10011tures, and determine if they are indeed more easily doped p
a ~1ltype, as we predict.
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Ra~lo of CdTt to ZnTe Layers

ldG'.t Energy ihift Ai.. in ev vs the ratio orCdTe to ZnTc APPENDIX
laver t ies. )omai-reni theory predicts that decreasing The relevant parts of the strain tensor u for evaluating
tt laycr thiciie~s .atio ~ o dTe/ZnTe superlattices in- AEb, can be calculated using continuum elasticity theory.'
creases strain, thertoy shifting the valence-band maximum up relative iothedeep level by uptoO.25 eV for 10011 superiatties (open squares). This For a [0011 superlattice, the relevant strain tensor ele-
c'ct is reI~tively weak in [i I uperlattices i %oliO circles). ments are u,,, and u.. (see Eq. (6)]. The boundary condi-
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tioirs te that the in-plane I.;tite constants a, oftheadjacent aCdT (l1 + A&Cd?, - ECJTI) aZ.T,( + '4nlre - EZnTe)

layes mach ne aothe: 'The increase in elastic energy of the superlattice is
aflCdTf = aiZnTe, wV = XCdT. WCdT. + Al.r HlzCF'

and are related to the bulk lattice constant through the strain where in each CdTe layerwe have
tensor u.,.: 

Wd, (/) Ic-.+2,.dAC
al!CdTe = aCdTo (1I + ilxx:CdTe)=(/)(cC~ + 2CI2.cdTc )Ad

The constraints are + 44 CcdTc'

U", = ,4YP By miniimizing the total elastic energy of the superlattice for
fixed NcdT. and Nz.,T., we find

=n X = = = -, DgcdTe 0~dt Z-,Te)/D,

aCdT. (1+ U.. ) - azT. (1+ U.Z.T0. wherec~e4:C~A7dt
We assume that the layer thickness 'es are sufficiently small D 1 =lNdr~4:dcad.

that we may take the strain tensors UCdr. and u7fT to e, l 2NzoiTCC44$Z,,Te/az,,Tc9
constants. The total elastic energy of the superlattice is D2 (c, t~CdTe + 2 cZ.CdT. + 4 C44zCdTe )i~cdTe/

W = N ~~ "'CdT, + AZlTC ZT, I (cj tcjTa + 2ctCT,)
where D11= (C2 IZTe +-;CI2ZnTe + 4 C44:Zire t)azflTC

"CdT, = (1/2);,cjT., (2u2,:cdT + u2.CdTK)(t:,~

+ C2At ( Uzxi;cd'r '1,xrCdTt and

+ 2uA.,CdT. U-,CdTt) D =D, 1P., - D31DA2.
is the increase of elastic energy in a CdTe layer (with a-simi-
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Ant explanation is :,roposed for the ,.ct that ZnTe is unique among the 11-VT compound semicon-ductors in th 'at it can bi doped p type rather easily: a p-like deep-level resohan.- lits within the

valence band of ZnTe and emerge$ into the fundamental band Sap with increas'ing Se content x inZnTe,.,Se, random alloys. This level generates free holes when it lies below the Fermi energy inthe valence band, making its parent defect a shallow acceptor. When the level mioves into 'he gap,the impurity becomes a deep hole trap. The native and foreign antisite defects ZnT, and LiT, at
suggested as possible parent defects of the relevant deep level: they are predicted to be shallow L.-ceptors in ZnTe, while the-corresptunding-defects are deep traps in cither-II-Vt compound semicon-
ductors. Tests of this proposal are suggested and the sub~tituticnal s. and p-bonded deep levels of
-ZnSe And ZnTe are predicted, extending the th.ory of Hjalr.arson tt al. [Pitys. Rev. Lett. 44, 8 10
(198). The possibility of doping ZnSe p type with (antisite) Be is also proposed and discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION or the relative solubilities of impurities in different hosts.
We propose that p-type conductivity is most easilyMost wide-band-gap 11-VI compoun~d semiconductors achieved in ZnTe of the Il-VI semiconductors becausecan be easily doped n type, but resist p-type doping. The defects that produce p-iike deep traps l,-ing slightly abo% emost notable exception is ZnTe which is easily doped p the valence-band maximum in most I.VI semiconduc-type, but not n type. The different and singular d'nping tors instead have these levels lying below the band edgebehavior of ZnTe is not presently understood. in ZnTe. Each such level for a-neutral defect is naturallyThe purpose of this paper is to offer an explaration of occupied by both e~ectruns and !. fle! whe.n it lies withinthis diffierence in terms of a defect that undergoes a the fundamental band Sap. a"IJ so can trap holes. Whenshallow-deep transition as a runction of alloy composition the level descends below t'-= vaimce-band maximum, itsin Zn'e 1 -,.Se,, so that it is an acceptor in ZnTe but a holes are autoionized and become carriers at roo m tern.hole trap in ZnSe. We present calculations that suggest perature. (At zero temperature they are trapped in shal-that such a transition occurs for the native and foreign low acceptor levels.) Hcee th.- - !fects generate holes in,antisite defects ZnT1 and LiT, in ZnTe. And we suggest ZnTe, but trap them in otl~er scrniconductots. .Morespecific tests of the explanation~, which Ihas a firm, but ad- spc~ifically. our proposal is that tlte native anti-site defectmit:u.dly not unshakable, theoretical fou..dation. Indeed, Zn on a Te site, ZnT, (and even the antisite dopant Li71)the reader should accept this work~ frnr its intended pur. is a shallow ;.a-ceptor in Wnie and dopes the material ppose: to sketch a simple model wa... -. can be tested ex- type, compenbating any n-type impurities that might oth-perimenwally a.id which appears tco ofler an explanation of erwise th-emselves compensate ucceptorr: In other 11-V'Ithe p-type- doping proclivity of ZnTe in terms of the nat u- semiconductors, nei.ther the cat ion-on-anion-site defectral occurrence of certain defects. The theoretical tools nor antisite L. V.-d halwacptr u nsedpoare presently not available to predict with 100%7 du:e.s a deq. ! ~level in the N-damental band gap. Theconfidence if these defects form in sufficient concentra. antisite defec.*s Zns5. land Lis,) neitker dope the material ption with precisely the electronic structures we find. Nev- type nor produce therm~ally inniza,'!. hoics; instead th.-'yerthcless, tho picture we proptse is simple enough to 'end trap carriers, holes in particulNar.itself readily to experimental tests, while presenting an at- W/e arrved at the conclusion that the defect responsi-tractive alternative explanation of the doping properties ble for the resistance of most 11-VI semiconductors to P.of ZnTe to mechanisms which rely on sell-compensation type doping might be the cation-on-anion -site defect after
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having examined predictions for deep levels of all the s- Unanticipated deep.level formation may occur, in the
and p-bonded substitutional impurities in all of the mnjor sense that impurities such as those from column V of the
I-VI semiconductors. During this examination we asked Periodic Table, when occupying a column-VI site, may
the questions (i) "Can impurities explain the different produce deep levels in the fundamental band gap of some
doping proclivities of ZnTe and the other II-VI semicon- wurtzite-structure II-VI compound semiconductors rath-
ductors" and (ii) "Does any impurity that is likely to er than the expected shallow acceptors.10 Indeed, it is
occur in significant concentrations have a deep-level corteivable that the I-VI semiconductor doping prob-
structure that is different in ZnTe from in the other 11-VI lem is a consequence of rather complicated defect and
semiconductors?" impurity dynamics. Currently there are many efforts in

i The classical mechanism that has been proposed to ex- progress to overcome the p-doping problem by improving
plain the resistance of II-VI semiconductors to p-type the quality of II-VI materials, for example, by employing
doping is self-compensation: The introduction of an ac- molkcular-beam epitaxial techniques of crystal growth;
ceptor such as Li or Na onto a cation site is thought to these efforts implicitly assume that impurities and de-
simultaneously produce an anion vacancy which is a dou- fects, not self-compensation, cause the p-type doping
ble donor and compensates the acceptor, leavingthe ma- problem.'
terial semi-insulating or doping the material ik type rather Clearly there are a variety of detailed mechanisms for
than p type.' - If the self-compensation mechanism is explaining the resistance of most wide-band-.ap II-VI
indeed operative in most I-VI semiconductors and can- semiconductors to the p-type doping. However, a satis-
not be blocked for at least some p-type dopants, then II- factory explanation of why ZnTe is almost singularly
VI semiconductors are unlikely to become important compatible with p-type doping is lacking-and could
electronic materials, regardless of the purity of the ma- provide a vital clue for doping the other II-VI semicon-
terials. The self-compensation is thought to be an intrin- ductors p-type.
sic property of the doping, regardless of the quality of-the The purpose of-this paper -is-to offer a simple but gen-
undoped semiconductor: p-type doping produces, com- eral explanation of the ZnTe doping singularity. This ex-
pensating anion vacancies. Therefore, the fact that ZnTe planation does not depend on any de:ailed model of
is naturally p type is an important clue to understanding dopan compensation or theory of the resistance-of II-VI
and overcoming self-compensation, tif it occurs)-and semiconductors to p-type doping. It merely asserts (on
perhaps the key to developing electronic-grade II-VI the basis of a theory of deep levels) that ZnTe is unique in
semiconductors. 'having a native antisite defect, ZnT,, that is a strong p-

The explanation often given for the singular behavior type dopant, capable of generating holes and compensat-
of ZnTe is that its band fap is smaller than that of other ing donors of any origin. ZnTe is also unique in that its
II-VI semiconductors, I- and so the energy generated by antisitedopant LiT, is also a shallow acceptor, not a deep
the self-compensation, which is approximately the energy trap. The electronic structures of these antisite defects
of the gap, is too small to produce a vacancy in ZnTe, but provide a simple, general, and experimentally ver~fiable
is adequate for vacancy formation in other Il-VI semi- explanation of why ZnTe is easily doped p type, and al.
conductors. At first, this argument appears attractive, low us to avoid the more difficult issue of specifying the
because it correlates with the fact that self-compensation detailed mechanisms by which most II.VI semiconduc.
is most commonly found in large-band-gap senr':onduc- tors occur n type. Hence, instead of asking "Why are
tors. Upon closer examination, however, the argument is ZnSe and most other II.VI semiconductors n type" we
difficult to reconcile with the fact that the band gaps of address the question "what unique feature of ZnSe and
ZnSe and ZnTe are not very different or with the fact ZnTe causes them to change their doping proclivities
that stoichiometric CdTe, which has a significantly small- from n type for ZnSe to p type for ZnTe"? We propose
er band gap than ZnTe, resists p-t:.'pe doping (although that the relevant.feature is the shal,,w acceptor character
less so than other II.VI compounds). Therefore we con- of the ZnT antisite defect.
clude that an alternative exp nation of the %ingular p. At first glance,; most of the -mechanisms that might
type character of ZnTe is needvd. frustrate p-tvne doping appear to be smooth functions of

Self-compensation by vacancies is not universally ac- the chemical v.oinposizions of the I-VI semiconductors,
ceptLd as the mechanism by which Il-VI semiconductors and s' it is difficult to understand why ZnTe can be
resist p-type doping. Some other explanations point to doped p type and most other II-VI semiconductors. can-
the different solubilities of impurities on differer" st,. no'. One might still expect that ZnT;..,Se, (Ref. i) or
and interstitial self-compensation: F,.r example, Na con (ZnTe)j_,(CdSe), alloys (Rcf. 16) would smoothly
occupy a cation site as an acceptor in ZrSe, but beco.'.:s change from p'vpe to semi-inulating to n-type conduc-
a donor at interstitial sites,' and so interstitial Na can tii:y as x increases. Ho wvevr the con ept of abrupt

compensate substitutional Na. Other mechanisms , de.,;%.shallow trans-tionr : 7 -3 of impurity character as a
also been suggested to account for the resistance of ,.VI function of host ohtfmical composition raies the possibil-

t semiconductors t. p-type doping: The acceptor binci:-g it' that a defect intimat-:y involved in obstiucting the p-
energies of some II-VI semiconductors can be rather type doping in most Il-VI sz miconductors might h.velarge, >0. 1 eV, making the acceptors difficult to ionize quite a different character in ZnTe. W- predict that the
therma ,' and frustrating p-type conductivity." The in. native antisite defect Znr. shoud be a shallow acceptor
corporation of the standard p-type dopants into a I[-VI shoud e a do eptr

t in ZnTe, but thcst its analoan Zb,. shyuiiebbhhmityorte.!host can be severel-.y limitedi by the chemistry of the hnost.'sol eade rpi
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ZnSe. At the extreme, even Li (a common dopant) has an periments 4' reveal a deep acceptor related to Li 0.2 to 0.3
antisite defect with thesame character, changing from eV above the valence-band maximum. Since interstitial
shallow in ZnTe to deep in ZnSe. The deep-shallow tran- Li is a donor,7 this acceptor can likely be associated with
sition of the antisite defects' characters occur abruptly as the theoretically predicted 0.4 eV antisite Lis, deep level,
functions of alloy composition x, and can naturally ex- and indicatesthat the theory lies only slightly above the
plain why ZnTe is p type while other II-VI semiconduc. data in energy;'' 49 Thus the Li doping data for ZnSe are
tors are not. well described -by the present theo:y, lending support to

the other theoretical predictions.
I. MODEL Since the spirit of the present work is to understid

global chemical trends, we limit our discussion to aOur model uses the well-established theory of deep lev- mean-field one-electron theory of neiral defects, and
els,1I9.24as.2$ which has successfully explained a broad omit the Coulomb effects norm.lly associated with small
range of data, including the physics of the N trap in to moderate splittings-of order 0.2 eV between different
GaAs1 -xP. (which produces an energetically "shallow" charge states of-a-defect. ' " -3  This simplification makes
level within <0.1 eV of the conduction-band edge in all of the- nergy levels associated with different charge
GaP, a deep trap more than 0.1 eV below the edge for stais of a defect degenerate and allows a simple discus.
x=-0.5, and a resonance in the conduction band of sion of global trends without concern for many-electron
GaAs),17 '19'13 rapid III-V-compound laser degrahation, effects. Furthermore, the effects of these rather small
bulk and surface core excitons 7- 31 i nSi,.and Ill-V com- effects
pound semiconductors, intrinsic surface states, 3'  . can be included a posteriori with very litteSchtrk-barie heght, 2 5 3' nd he eepshalowbe- diffculty.4s'3

Schottkyv-barrier heights, 25-3 and the deep-shallow be- Each of the s- and p-borded impurities has eighthavior (,f defects such asthe DX center in AIGal _,As "deep" spin orbitals with energies near the fundamental
semiconductors39  and GaAs'/AIGa..-,As superlat- band gap, two AI or s-like and , ix T: or p-like spin.
tices' 0 =3.40 orbitals. Normally, theenergieslof the T spin 0rbitals-lie

In this model, deep energy -levels are obtained-by solv. above the A, spin orbitals. In fact, spin-orbit splitting,
ing the secular equation which is included in the theory, causes the T2 levels to

det[1-(E -Ho)-l'VJ=0, split slightly into p3,3 like P" levels and p,:/-like r7 lev.
els. However, for simplicity we shalltrefer to both levels

where Ho is the host Hamiltonian operator, V is the de. as T2 in the text, while plotting:the spin-orbit split levels
feet potential' operator, arn the level's energy E is as- in the figures. (In the T7s double-group notation, AI be-
sumed to have an intinitesimal positive imaginary part. comes 16).
Hjalmarson et al. 11 have presented predictions of AI The predictions of the theory for substitutional s. and
deep leveIs based on this theory. In a'L~wdin basis" of p-bonded defects in ZnSe and ZnTe are summarized in
sp s' orbitals centered at each site'I the defect potential Figs. 1-4. These figures indizate the dophi'g character of
'is diagonal ann related to atomic energies.19 The host each element of the Periodic Table.
Hamiltonian is treated in an empirical tight-binding mod- A notable feature of the predictions is that the T, de-
el, the parameters of which have been fit to observed feet energy levels for Zn on either site in any host are vir-
band gaps in several semiconductors and follow chemical tually identical to those of the corresponding Li defect
trends from one semi-.'onductor to another. 1 Chare.- because these atoms have essenialy the same atomic or-
transfer effects, such as-those treated by Jansen and San- bital energies. This means, in particular, that Zns, and
ke) are not included explicitly in this model. Neverthe- Lis, hav,. about the same energy !evels and the same dop-
less the model produced excellent agreement with mena- ing character, except that Zn provides one more electron
sured surface sintes-of ZnSe and ZnTe," and so is expect. than Li.
ed to describe well.any localized perturbation asscziated Ficures 1-4 should be examined as follows: In general
with a defect. -Details of the model have been pub- the d-.ep levels move up (down) as one moves to the left
lis'ned........ \\' consider only substitutional defects be- (ri-ht) across a row of the Periodic Table. The host atom
cause-common ifiterstitials such as Li and Zn are normal- has .4 and T, levels occupied in the valence band and
ly donors7 and because most interstitials are notoriously AI and T, levels empty in the conduction band In the
sensitive to charge transfer and the local environ- case of the Se-site Si in ZnSe, all the defect's kvels liv
ment,ed'- i a property that we regard as unlikely to be above :he corresponding Se levels, but the difference be-
associated with the nearly universal doping properties of tween Si and Se is u;ot enough to cause any of the o.cu-
Il.VI semiconductors-although we recommen. the pied deep levels to. move up into the band gap. As a re-
work of Chadi and Chan Or a somewhat different suit, Si is a double acceptor (denoted 2.4) because it has
viewpoint, two fewer .lcctrons than Se, and th:se mkssing-electrons

or hc'es "bubble up" from the d.ep S: levels in the
111. RESULTS valence band to the valence-;-and edge. where they are

trapped in shallow acceptor lcvels by the Coulomb poten-As a test of the imodei's ability to describe defects in tial of tie ionied Si atom. Similar reasoning applied to
I-VI semiconductors, we first consider Li doping of the empty levei. indicates that Br on the Sc. site of ZnSe is
zinc-blende-structure ZnSe and find I.... to '"e a shallow a single donor. Because Br is more electronegative than
acceptor, in agreement with the data.4 ' Fur:O'erniore, ex- Se, its energy levels iie lower nthose o," Se; b:t the
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Impurities on Anion Site in ZnTe Impurities on Anion Site in ZnSe
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FIG. I. Predicted doping character of Zn-site substitutional FIG. 3. Predicted doping char. -er for Zn-site substitutional
s- and p-bonded atoms in ZnSe. The character is denoted D ftr atoms in ZnTe as in Fig. 1.
donor. A for acceptor, and I for isoelectronic defect (with no
deep level in the gap). If the impurity produces one or more
deep trap levels in the gap, this is indicited for each atom by tlhc cupied by five holes and one electron, and an A, state

number of holes and electrons trapped in those levels for a sin. below the valence-band maximum filled by two electrons,
gle neutral defect, e.g.. Sh it denotes S holes and I -lectron-in and therefore is denoted 5h Ic. In some cases the detect is
a p-like deep level. See the text for further explanation. so electroposi:ive that the relevant occupied deep levels

pass through the gap into the conduction band, as tor the
anion vacancy (which is infinitely elcc-tripositive:0 and is

Br-Se difference is not enough to pull one of the empty Se denoted as the element "Va" in the figures). The A I and

deep levels in the conduction band down into the gap. As T2 levels of the vacancy lie in the conduction band, with

a result, the extra electron of the neutral Br defect (rela- the six electrons of the T: level removed along with the
tive to the Se atom the Br replaced) falls out of the deep Se atom during vacancy creation. Thus the Se vacancy is
level in the conduction band, the Br is autoionized, and a double donor (2D) and has a false valence (F) with
the extra Br electron falls to the cond:tion-band edre, respect to Se, allowing it to donate +2 electrons rather
where it becomes a shallow donor electron orbiting tie than -6, because eight spin orbitals (2A I+6T:) .!ave

ionized Br impurity (denoted ID). As one moves to the crossed the gap into the conduction band as the Se host
left in the Periodic Table, the deep levels that were within atom has been "transmuted" into a vacancy. Similarly a
the valence band for the host atom move up. sometimes Zn-site Cl atom has deep levels derived from the empty
into the band gap, becoming deep traps-as for Css, conduction-band levels of Zr; the A ,lvel is pulled down
which (when neutral) has a p-like T, level in the gap oc-

Impurities on Cation Site in ZnTe impuritie,- on Cation Site in ZnSe
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FIG. 4. Predicted doping character for T.-i:. substi;tional
FIG. 2. Predicred doping character for Se-site substitutional atoms in ZnTe. as in Fig. I. Note :h3t the Zn antisite defc. t

atoms in ZnSe, as in Fig. 1. produc.s a shallow [quadruple Ret 5 1] uxcep;;.-.



into the gap because Cl is more electronegative tnax Zr Zn and Be Antisite-defect Energy Levels
while the T, levels remain in the conduction band. 'The
five extra electrons of neutral Cl distribute themrnv ves
with two in the A1 deep level and three in the conduciio-0
band; hence Cl produces a deep doubly occupied .41 cyt i o .s . . . . .,,,
(2 e) and a triple donor (3 D). Some defects, such as c,x)- 04
gen on a Se-site in ZnSe neither change the numter cf 1"8 , 7,,,""'
electrons nor introduce new deep levels into the gap, an' 0.3 •

Zn.no
so are termed isoelectronic (fl. .n *

By generating Periodic Tables such as Figs. 1-4 for a
wide range or 11-VI semiconductors, we have been able! to 0. or
determine how the predicted characters of defects are I..

different in various semiconductors. Here we discuss 0.0 .

only ZnSe, which has similar defect deep-level behvicr
to other II-VI semiconductors, and ZnTe, which exuibits 0.1
unusual p-type doping behavior. .0.2_____'___'___'_'

The theory predicts that neutral ZnT, in ZnTe is a clur- 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

druple5 i acceptor (4 A), whereas native cation-On-ar.ior-
site defects in other II-VI semiconductors produce T:- Alloy Composition x
symmetric deep traps in the band gap: e.g., (4h'2e) for FIG. 6. Predicted dependence on alloy composition x of t.i
Zns, in ZnSe. (See Figs. I and 3). Charge-transfer and energ) levels (in eV) for the anion-si'e defects Zn,.,o. (solid line)
Coulomb splitting effects omitted from the model may ac- and Be,,,, (dashed) in (ZnTe)_,(CJSe),. The p3/.,-like (p),:.
tually prevent the formation of the quadrupole acceptor like levels derived from the T, deep levels ar- labeled r" (F7).
state, but some level of acceptor character is nevertheless For x =0, and for a neutral Zn-, defect, the I? level is occupied
to be expected. (Sec. IV treats this issue in more detail.) by two electrons and the ri level by four holes.
This native antisite defect yi.-!ds four holes to the valence
band and is a powerful p dopant in ZnTe only. More-
over, as a function of alloy composition x in ZnTe_ , Se nature of the antisite-defect doping mechanism, which
or (ZnTe)1..,(CdSe),, the relevant deep level should perhaps can be detected by a sudden change of dopirg
move from below the valence-band maximum into the character with alloy composition x in ZnTe1 _xSe or
gap-and the character of the Zn-cn-anion-site defect (ZnTe)1_,(CdSe),, by optical spe:troscopy (allowing for

should change rather abruptly from a p-type acceptor to a the fact that both the valence-band edge and the deep lev.
deep trap which no longer dopes the material p-type. ei have T, symmetry), or by pressure o. strain measure-
(See Figs. 5 and ',. Hence the material should change, ments which cause the deep level to move into or out of
rather abruptly, from being p type to n type. The abrupt the fundamental band gap.
character of this transition should be an experintental sig- Zn is not the only antisite defect that is predicted to

produce a strong p dopant. LiT, (although unlikely to
Zn and Be Antisite-defect Energy Levels occur in large corcentrations) is likewise a shinallow accep-

toh yielding nominally five hole -' to ;; valence band.
The energy of the foreign antisitc L- d,-cp level is essen-

0.2 __________________tially 
the samne as that ofr n:?tive antisite Zn-and so sub-

stitutional antisite Li should also underg. a similar deep-
ZnTe 1XSe, shallow transition as a fu:,cticn of alloy composition.

F. (Note that this paper does not consider the questions of
Znanion _ r 7  whether the Li would be mechanically stable on su,:h a

site or whether it would naturally occupy such a site with
reasonable probability.) Thus, for example. ." we assume

S0.0
-- an oversimplified situation for the :J dopin, of ZnTe in

Benio"1  - - ... which there are no vacancies or other defects, and if w
--- denote the concentrations of interstitial-, Zn-site, Te-site,

.7  and Se-site Li by [Li,', [Lizj., [LiTJ, and [Lisj, then the
conditions for p-type character in ZnT e and ZnSe are

00.6 5 [. SLiT +Liz ]Lij ] >0 ,
0.0 0.2

Alloy Composition x
- Lis]- [Lizn]- Lifl]> 0.

FIG. 5. Predicted dependence on alloy composition x of the
energy levels (in eV) for the anion-site defects Zn, .. (solid line), Clen-ly the antisite Li could make a dircrence in the dop-
Li. (the same so!-" line). -"nd 13,,,, (dashed) in ZnTe,_,S',. ing character of t.- host, ,,uiided it. concentration is
The p,:-like level derived from the T7 deep level is labeled rF. large enough. Now, in an equilibrium situation, the LiT,



concentration is likely to be exponentially Sr ill-r thKLI ;.nSe Catlon-cite Impurity Levels
(Liz,,, and so Li by itself should not change tiv dopi'ng
character of a 11.VI semiconductor; but thi i e:(i ml'
lustrates in a simple case how the conceirai~rs, or h le MkJM ~ 4~
cifferent point defects determine the doping clie r: c: !

Another interestin~g prediction of the thtor is -.:t 11
%,n an anion site is a (quadruples') acceptor in :,oth :r.;: 30C131
ind Zn1'e, while remaining ;soelectronic whicr :ccurywir
a -n site, (See Fie. 5). This means that heav) 9( d.;ir;
miay also make Zn~ p1tpe

On the anion site, only Zn, Mg, Cd, Li, arc. H{ andI EtU
airt predicted to have diff~erent doping charxc t: s inZ~
and ZnTe. On the cation site Ar, F, 0, Bi, 31), Sn, Cie, Si
B, H and the vacancy have different dozing cht.rac ters, . YBMN
Ste Figs. 1-4. Pt.-dicted energy levels are givei in Fics.
7-22. (Impurities with no deep levels nea ' thc frinil
mental band ga±p behave according to the -.ovin:i cniai
rules and are rnt displayed.)

It is noteworthy that the anion vacancy s a dci~ble
donor for both ZnSe and ZnTe-as anicip,.tec by th: N"3 Al Si P S Cl Ar
extensive self-compensation literature. Th~s is a case of
fa!se valence," because the removal of a coiumn--VI ato-n F IG. S. Prcdkce, deep enere% ;evels in the gap of ZnSe due
should add six holes to the valence band, rot two edc:- :os. id p-b:)rdcd substitutional, impurities on the Zn site. The
trons to the conduction band. The removal or, say, 'rt n ~ mpri s einiAt ntea sa
ZnTe is achieved ti'eoretically by driving its atomic t%. -
gies to infinity as well as adding six holes. In the case ,
ZnTe and other 11-VI semiconductors, this causes an A I rcz' that produced an anion vacancy instead produced
and a T, level to move from the valence band into the an aion-site antisite Z-n, then in ZnSe evtery antisite de-
conduction band. fect w'ould compensate rounh'v tw,;o acceptors (or one va-

Within the context of the conventional self- cancy), but in ZnTe this would no, happen. Moreover, i-.
compensation picture, each acceptor in p-type doped znr.Te roughly every two vacancies would be compensated
ZnSe is compensated by a dlo-ble-dlonor anion vacanc". by one an*.:site defect, blocking the conventicnal self-
gtrnerated as a result of acceptor doping. If the same -n- compensation process. Antisite- defects are common in a

variety of semiconductors, as argued by Van Vechten and
others.!4 The formation energy should be less for the an-

ZnSe Cation-site Impurity Levels

ZnSe Cation-site Impurity Levels

3.0 6&% W 6M 4NW 406% 44+.Y. 44Wkg

CBM -4-6-

3. r it fl

-I .S4

Va H H-e B C N O F Ne

FIG. 7. Predicted dc-.p energy levels in the gap (striped) of \'a Ga Ge As St: Br Kr
ZnSe due to s. an-d p-bonded substitutional impuritues on the Zn
site. The impurities are inidicated on the abscissa. Their occu- FIG. 9. Predicted deep energy levels in the gap of ZnSe due
pancies, when ncu~ral. a:-- indi.:ited by open triangles for holes to s- and p-bondled suhstitution. impuritici 6n thr Z!. site. Thu,
and by closed circles for eiczrro:is. iMpU~i:i'.' 2. indicated on :he abscissa.
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-ZnSe Cation-site Impurity Levels ZnSe Anion-site Impurity Levels
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FIG. 10. Predicted deep energy levels in the gap of ZnSe due FIG. 12. Predicted deep enc. vy levels in the gap of ZnSe dut
to s- and p-bonded substitutional impurities on the Zn site. The to s- and p-bonded substitutional :rnpurities on the Se site. The
impurities are indicazed on the abscissa. impurities are indicated on the I. -,cissa.

tisite defect than for the vacancy, and the number of an- ing the T, Zn deep level in the gap leaving it with thret
tisite defects to be expected at equilibrium should exceed electrons and three holes). Th-.,-, n;.o p-type conducti% i-
the number of vacancies. Stated more simply, it normally ty. In contrast, the same situ: ion in ZnTe leaves the two
costs less energy to rearrange a bond than to break it. electrons from the vacancy -- -upying two of the five!
Hence in most crystal-growth processes, an adequate empty shallow orbitals c-7 b.-th Na and ZflTe, leaving
number of ZflT, defects should be created, and the self- three thermally ionizable. holes and p-type conductivitN.
compensation would be expected to be impotent in ZnTe Therefore, we propose that p -type conducTivity is rather
bcut not inZnSe. For example (Fig. 23', in ZnSe with one easily achieved only in ZnTe of the c,)rrnm'n, I'l-VI semi-
Na acceptor, one Se va3cancy, and one Znge antisite dz1- conductors becnise onlyI in ZnT. is the ancisite defect
fect, the shallow Na acceptor level is filhkj by one of the ZnT, a shallow acceptor rather than a deep trap.
vacancy's twvo electrons, with the other electron occupy-

ZnSc Cation-site Impurity Levels ZnSe Anion-site Imi~arity Levels

UM 4,~W" *44k 44"~ 44-S&
-4.-0

30 1IN I >

Z!Z
W 0.0 00 .fM

-4-4--4+- +64"- - ---- -44 44

___________________________Va K Ca Zn Ga Rb Sr ("1 In

Va III Bi Po0 At lRn
FIG. 13. Predicted deep enezrcv levcls in Ot- gnp of Z.Sc &t

FIG. t1I. Predlicted deep ctiergy levels in the cap of ZnSe due to s- and --bonded substituti-,nal in-1ruri;ics on ,he Se site. The
to s- and p-doped substitutional impuri:ies on ch.Zn site. The imr-.;nics are indicated on. .. :bsci:,s. Al (not shown) has a
impurities are indicated on the abscissa. similar e'.-ctronic structure tc Ga.
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ZnSe Anion-site Impurity Levels ZnTe Cation-site Impurity Levels

666666 6W&66 66AAA 46. ,M A W." .tVA
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3.0LI

>B CBM

Z.O 1.5-_ z

Z
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0.0 VDM

__ Va AI Si P S CI Ar
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FIG. 14. Predicted deep energy levels in the gap of ZnSe due FIG. 16. Predicted deep energy levels in the gap of ZnTe due
to s- and p-bonded substitutional impurities on the Se site. The to s- and p-bonded substitutional impurities on the Zn site. The
impurities are indicated on the abscissa. impurities are indicated on the abscissa.

IV. POTENTIAL PROBLEMS WITH THE MODEL ZnSe apparently is more easily doped r type. In our

Two concerns that we have about the theory are (i) an model, the n-type dopants must first compensate all the

explanation is required of why II-VI semicondu ctors oth- antisite defects, after which they produce donors---and

erxthanain hsarved n why g poclivitymicondtors)othe the physics is the same for ZnSe and ZnTe. However, we
er thao n of haveon n-edoing proclivity and (ii) the suspect that there are fewer Zns, defects in ZnSe than
omission of Coulomb effects from the theory could cause comparable antisite defects in ZnTe, basically because Zn
our level predictions to be in error more than we current- is more similar to Te than to Se, both in its a-omic sizely believe. smr iia oT hnt e ohi t ~mcsz

and its electronic energy levels. Doping the semiconduc-

tor n type with, say, Ga cou.' exacerbate such
A. n-type doping differences. Therefore we believe that the n-type doping

If the antisite defects alone occur in the same concen- differences of ZnSe and ZnTe can be plausibly explained.

trations in ZnSe and ZnTe, then one must explain why

ZnTe Cation-site Impurity Levels ZnTe Cation-site Impurity Levels

4 - 4 -M- 444M-- -4.48 ub-w VIA 4626

3.0 3.0

0.0 " " VM > . VBM

0. L'D% ~ N

Va H He B C N O F Ne Va Ga Ge As Se Br Kr

FIG. 15. Predicted deep energy levels in the gap of ZnTe due FIG. 17. Predicted deep encrgy 'evels in the gap of ZnTe due
to s- and p-bonded substitutional impurities on the Zn site. The to s- and p-botided substiturional impurities on the Zn site. The
in,.. "rities are indicated on the absci:sa. impurities are indicated on the abscissa.
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ZnTe Cation-site Impurity Levels ZnTe Anion-site Impurity Levels

Wo ~ ~ 4" *4M6 M
-46 - -44- -66-

3.0 fln 3.0t
ft . t I

zz
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FIG. 18. Predicted deep energy levels in the gap of ZnTe due FIG. 20. Predicted deep energy levels in the gap or ZnTe due
to s- and-p-bonded substitutional impurities on the Zn site. The to s. and p-bonded substitutional impurities on the Te site. The
impurities are indicated on the abscissa. impurities are indicated on the abscissa.

The first calculations, the ones we have described here,
B. Coulomb effects are based on an empirical tight-binding model of eluc-

tronic structure,, and -incorporate Couldmni effects only
-It is-very difficult to precisely dc" ermine the Coulomb implicitly in the parameters of the model. These calcula-

effects on deep levels in II-VI semiconductors. Therefore tions are, strictly speaking, for neutra: defects in the ZnSe
we have actually executed three rather different theorcti- or ZnTe host, and do not directly consider the negative
cal calculations which generally agree that the position of charging of ZnT., as the holes in the Zn deep level bubble
the ZnT. deep level with respect to the ZnTe valence- up to the valence-band maximum. This chu-Png will
band edge is about 0.2-0.5 eV lower than the energy of cause the deep level to move up in energy about 0.2-0.3
the Zns, level with respect to the ZnSe band edge (in any eV for each additional electron trapped in the deep level'
charge state). These theories do not agree, however, on (an effect omitted from the model)-hence the ZnTr level
the precise location of the neutral ZnT, deep level, which may move into the gap after the first or second electron is
the present theoryplaces in the ZnTe valence band, while trapped on the Zn (i.e., after one or two holes "bubble
the other two theories place the level near midgap (but up" to the valence-band maximum)-.aking Zn.r1 a sin-
with a theoretical uncertainty due to finite supercell size gle or double acceptor rather than a full fourfold accep-
of order I eV).

ZnTe Cation-site Impurity Levels ZnTe Anion-site Impurity Levels

4- O.0 -66"6

3.0 W1 3.
lo M, on, >' c¢s

0.0 V11M

-4",4- -44- -,41.- 4,4 ,4- -4- - ,4 ,44 -4444-

Va K Ca Zn Gu Rb Sr Cd In,Va Pb Bi Po At Rqn

FIG. 21. Predicted deep energy levels in the gap of ZnTe due
FIG. 19. Predicted deep energy level. in the gap of ZnTe due to s. and p.bonded sutbstitutional impurities on the Te site. The

to s. and p.bonded sob .stutional impurities on the Z;, site. The impurities are indicatcd on th, abscissa. Al (not shown) has a
impurities are indicated on the abscissa, similar elertronic structure to Ga.
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ZnTe Anion-site Impurity Levels ,r "'us he qualitative physics governing doping pro-
cliiiy wll be the same, although the number of frec
holev; per defect will be smaller, so long as the deep level

3.0 o th,. neutral ZnT, defect is correctly predicted to lie
be)oj' tl-,e valence-band maximum.

[Ci Nt Th,. ;ecord 7 and third: theories are local-density
- e-,C3" es for , defect in a supercell of finite size. and pro-

.5 lduces levels for the neutral defect ZnT, somewhat higher
t-an the levels of the present theory. However, due to
t'-e fnit: size of the supercells. the predicted levels are cc-

00tally bands of order I eV w'ide. Furthermore local-
der'sty theory is known to produce incorrect band
gaps-- and this can lead to errors in deep-level energies.

The second theory is the tight-binding-like version of
-66 local-density theory discussed by Jansen and Sankey,

while the third is a pseudofunction" implementation or
Va Cs Ba Hg TI Iccal-density theory. We executed the pseudofunction

calculations for supercells of A', = 16 and N, -32 atoms.
FIG. 22. Predicted deep energy levels in th !-ap orZnTe due and found that (relative to the valence-band ma.%imum)

tc s- and p-bonded substitutional impurities on the Te sire. The the deep level moved down in energy with increasing su-
impurities are indicated on the abscissa. percell size, as the level's width decreased. Perhaps the

local-density-theory levels of ZnT would also lie in the
valence band if the supercell size were increased unil

( a ) ( b ) conmergence were achieved.
We conclude on the basis of these theories that we can-

not definitively place the netutral ZnT, deep level belowZnSe Zn~e the ZnT, valence-band maximum-nor can we place it in
the gap definitively. Therefore the issue of the location of
this level will have to be determiaed experimentally.

? shallow In this regard we note that Li doping produces a mrvs-
shallw Igtericus deep level in ZnSe- just above the valence-bandsl maxirnum, and no corresponding level in the gap of

Zne-as the present (first) theory predicts. While this
fact lends credence to the present theory, it does not
confirm the theory unambiguously (because the nature of

. deep the Li-related defect is unknown).
shallow .. _o .A.'.. We conclude that there is good circumstantial evidence

444 for the ZnT, defect yielding a d. .7 level in the valence
deep-'-"-H-+s-- band of ZnTe, the kind of deep ,vel rieeded to explain

the p-type doping proclivity of ZnTe. The case is not air-
Nazn Vae Zflse Na VaTe ZnTe tight, appears to be unresolvable by theory, and calls for

careful experimental investigation. In narticular, c',reful
studies of the dependen.e of doping proclivity onFIG. 23. Illustrating (a) self-compensation in the presence of stoichiometry and on alloy composition in ZnTe_,Se.

a Zns, defect in ZnSe and (b) "ai::i-self-compensarion" by ZnT, might confirm or exclude the present model. (Note that a
in ZnTe. The selWcompensation mechanism assumes that dop- rather sudde:: chanei
ing with an acceptor such as Na,, leads to production of a com- of alloy content x is in dopig': proclivity as a function
pensating doublc-donor anion vacancy. For simplicity we as- i
sume that there are only three defects: Naz,. the ,iion vacancy
Va.,,,,, and the Zn-antisites Zns, and ZnTC. In both cases, an V. S M IA RY
electron (solid circle) from the anior. vacancy's shallo%, donor
level comper.-.es (solid lines) the hole (open triangles) of the
Naz, detect's shallos acceptor level. The remaining vacancy oversimplified in the interest o, Hustrating the essential
electron is trapped (dashed lines) (0 by the Zns deep level in physics of the problem. Nevertheless we hope that efforts
ZnSe or (b) by the shaliow acceptor level in ZnTe, because the to test this simple picture will be attempted because, if
holes of the Znr, deep T: level have bunbled up (wirely lines) to the picture is correct as we believe, then schemes for
the shallow acceptor !evel. The r.-maining three holes in the overwhelming the p-type doping problem in some other
ZnT shallow level are thermally ionizable in ZnTe, render the 1l-VI semiconductors that- ZnTe will bc feasibleAs Two
self-compensation by the vacancy impotent, and dope the ma. obvious schemes are (i) to grow ZnSe under conditions
terial p type. whereas the holes in the deep level of ZnSe are not unfavorable to Zns, formation, and t5i) to encirneer the
thermally ionizal,;e, so thar t t. Zns level traps bt,:h electrnr.s electronic str-:ture of a perturbed versi,': of ZnSc so
and holes, reducing conductivity, that the antisite defect's deep level is resenant with the
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Scanning tunneling microscope images of native antisitedefects at the relaxed -(-110) -surface of
ZaSe are predicted. The images of a particular sample depend on the sign of the voltege 'bias and
the voltage sweep of the sample relative to the microscope tip, and whether that sweep causes a
deep level to actively-participate in the tunneling. Under certain conditions the images give the
appearance of two defects at incorrect sites.

1. INTRODUCTION trons below the valence-band maximum E., and we inte-
In this paper we report the first theoretical scanning tunnel- grate from a=E - E0 to, = E,and add in the contribu,.-
ing microscope (STM) images of surface antisite defects on tion of any occupied dpepleve!stin the gap within the range of
t ZnSe (110) surface. This work *as stimulated by mea. the voltage sweep. Ifere~we compute the STM image ob-

surements imaging 11-VI semiconductor surfaces by scan. tained by measuring thec urrent I for a tip at a fixed distance
ning tunneling microscopy,' following earlier experiments z fove the x-y plane, which correspon~s'Lo the plane of the
on GaAs.") We folwteterofeofanHa nn unrelaxed-0 10) surface. In the pregient Work, we use the.
who have argued that an ideal STM obtains animj typical valute: sh1as where a",, " 0.53 A, and sum A

over 25:unit tls on the surface. (Subsurface contributions
1(r) =IfdE 11.101 are neiligible.)

-Ia Ouir calculations of STM images employed established7

X (ibR16(E - K) I ib,R) 101 (r - R -vYb) ;, empirical tight-binding HamiltoniansHi, and H'-'- to repre-
Herewe ave6(E H) I/r Im (E ,?jsent the relaxed perfect and~defective ZnSe( 110) surfaces,
Herewe ave5(E- H - - 1rn)Im (E i') were respectively. The relaxation* consisted of a rigid rotation of

i) is a positive imaginary infinitesimal and G irrftd Green's the anions up out of the surface-plane through an angle
function for the relaxed (110) surface. The:Xmdex i ranges w in 25.6. to 1 Details of theqcaic Ulational method, which is
over the basis orbitals,' with the values ,,P,,,,, and j* based on the ideas of Yogi el aL.,6 Hjalmaraon et a!.," and
(an excited-state orbital'); the position of an atom is Alle et! r vIlal lehr.
noted by its unit cell R, and itsitk.'Yb in the cell, where b
denotes either anion or "tion. The 01 (r - R - Y.) are
Lowdin orbitals cente'red on it + Yb. Electrons tunnel from I - IT
the tip to the WeS conduction band when the sample is bi- A. P~f@Ct surt ae
ased positive; and we integrate from a =E, (the conduc- The images calculated for the perfect relaxed (110) sur-
tion-band edge) to# E,. + Ei, where E,, is typically IeV face of ZnSe are given in Figs. 1 and 2 and, asexpected, show
and add in thecontribution fromi Any empty deep levels in bumps at the Se and Zn sites, for negative and positive bias
the gap Piat lie within t, 4V the voltage sweep. A (of the sample with respect to the tip), respectively.
negativiy biased ZnSe sampole refitive to the tip senses elec-

0

FIG. 1 Predicted STMl image lCr.)y.:) for a relaxed perfect ZitSc( 110) %ur- S .
race w12h a tip- aiplc diktauco.: = 5 ,., under negaive hiu'i. Note that FIG. 2. Predicted STM image I.\.)crra rclaxec' rot ZiSe( 110) %tir-
the Se atoms are prominent. The unts in the xv- and y-directtotts are A. face. under positive bias. Note that tite Zn atow.N are prominent.
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S vi. n#A die . w. Uww. idmivsuivWiiiViW mirrubrope images Will

S 5 . 0

0 0~
MAS __

Fic. 5. Predicted STM image Ix.t .:) for a relaxt.d ZiSe( I 10) surface with
FIG. 3. Predicted STM image I(xy.:) for a relaxed ZnSe( 110) surface with a Se. defect at the origin, under negative bias such that the deep level lies in
a Zn. defect at the cross, under negative bias such that the deep letvl is not the tunneling region (see the inset)..Note the two peaks at adjacent Se sites.
in the tunneling region (see the inset). Note the depression.

B. Defective surfe image are sensitive to the surface deep level structure and
depend on the sign of the bias Voltage.

The images of defective surfaces depend on the bias condi-
tions, band bending, -.,d the Fermi energy. Here we discuss
sorie representative images. 2. Sez

1. ZS The Sez, antisite defect behaves somewhat differently
When the Zn on Se-site antisite defect, Zns, is present at when imaged. The neutral surface defect has a doubly occu-

the surface, it produces an empty deep level, capable of con- pied deep level = 0.42 eV above the valence-band edge at the,
taining two electrons, 1. 18 eV above the valence-band surface, which, when above the tip's Fermi energy, produces
maximum at the surface. Under negative bias, if the deep a two-peaked image-with the peaks at neighbors to the de-
level is unoccupied, electrons from the ZnSe valence band fect. (See Fig. 5.) This happens becatse the neighboring Se
produce a tunneling current and Zns, is visible as a slight atoms have rotated up out of the surface and are closer to the
depression at its site (Fig. 3). Under positive bias such that tip and because the efect's electronic state has an antibond-
the deep level is unoccupied but resonant with the tip's Fer- -ing character, placing significant wave function amplitude
mi sea, two small peaks emerge at the sites adjacent toihe
surface defect site (Fig. 4). The qualitative featuresof the

0 0 "

-5 -5

,, '

.4.

=170i

Fic,. 6. fedm:led STM die fora r 7la ZnSe( I lOt surface '%ti
FIG. 4. Predicted STM Image I(., r:) for a relaxed ZnSe. 1 t0 urface wth a Se,. defect at the originx = t' - ti md.r posittve bias such that t,e deep
a Zn, defect at the cm,, under Pjxmitvc b.a.uch that tuineling into the lccl I, not tit the rangeof (nnegt.". ,.e the inset) Note tieslight
deep level mcurs (see the in'et) Noite the to ileatIk, at adjacent Zn %ties, depress',on at the defect %te.
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on the neighboring atoms. Finally, a positive bias as in Fig. 6. 'Perminent addre,.%.

leads to a slight depression at the defect site (Fig. 6). 'w. E'Pack-rd. Y-Liang. N:Dbai. J, D, Dow. R. Nicolaides. R. C. Jaklevic.
and W. J. Kaiser. J. Microc..-Proc."'Roy. Microc,;,ical Soc. (London)

23. Suppl. (in press).Ill. SUMMARY R. M. Feenstraind-. P. Fein. Phys. Rey. B 32. 1394 (1985):

We find that ihe ideal STM images of antisite defects Are 'I. M. Feenstra j. A. Str,,..io. J. Tersoff. and A. P. Feiri, Phys. Rev. Lett.
notalways bumps, but sometimes are depressions or even 58. 1192 (1Q87;uJ. Tersoff and D. R. Hamann. Phys. Rev. B31. 805 ( 1985).
two-peaked structures--depending on (i) whether or not 'p. S. Bagus. T. L. Gilbert. and C. C. J. Roothaan J. Chem. Phys. 56. 5195

the voltage sweep causes the defect's deep levels to partici- (1972).
pate actively in the tunneling and (ii) the proximity of the 'P. Vodi, H. P. Hjalmarson, and J. D. Dow. 1. Phys. Chem. Solids 44. 365
defect to the tip. Th,.sc facts complicate the analyses of STM (1983).

data, and indicate that areful experinients combined with 'S. Y. Ren, W. M. Hu, 0. F. Sankey. and . D. Dow. Phys. Rev. B 26, 951
(1982).

careful analyses are ne.'cssary. These complications are in "H. P. Hjalmarson. P. Vogl, D.J3 Wolford. and.J. D. Dow, Phys. Rev. Lett.

fact advantages, however, because they will help in the iden- 44,810 (1980).
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Doping Zn. ,nS n type
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The standard n-type dopant Ga is predicted to change its character from a shallow donor to a
deep trap with increasing alloy composition x in Zn1 -, Mn, Se. As &~result, Ga-doped
Zn, -, Mn~, Se alloys should be n type for very small x, but not for.Mn-rich material.

ZnSe is a wide band-gap 11-VI semiconductor that is nor-' 2 " descends from the conduction band of GaAs into
rather easily duped n type,' but has been extremely difficult the gap with increasing x, much as Ga does in
to dopep type until recently.2"'The standard n dopant is Ga, Zn, Mn, Se. The DX center is technologically important
which occupies a cation site. In thiE letter we conside:r the Ga because it limnits the fabricatiov of high electron mobility
doping of Zn , - ,Mn, Se alloys and predict that there exists transistors (HEMTs).
a crtical value of the Mn composindfi x, x,, such that for The experimental evidence suppurting the prediction of
X > x, Ga will not be a don&r in Zn , - iMn, Se and, hence, a Ga shallow-deep transition in Zn, Mn, Se is presently
will not dope Zn n, Se n type. fragmentary and qualitative: Ga dopes ZnSe n type but Ga

Our predictions arc based on the concept of a shallow- doping of Zn, Mn1, Se, even with only rriost amounts of
deep transition in whichau.; s-like,1 symmetric "deep" level Mn, :has not yielded a significant~n umber of carriers.'" Sys-
of Ga lies above the conducticn-band edge of ZnSe, donating tematic studies of ZnI - ,Mr,, Se alloysafre~ needed to tes: thf.
its extra electron to the conduction band (see ig).With picture presented here.
increasing alloy composition x, the conduction-brid edge One postible way to test the theory is to apply hydrostat-
moves up in energy with respect to the Ga .41 deep level and ic pr::.sure to Ga-doped Zn. - ,~ 4\n, Se and monitor the car-
passes through it, leavin- the level as a trap in the gap capa- rier density. For pressure of 30 kbar, the conduction-ban-
bit of capturing a second electron of opposite spin -(and re- edge should move'"~ above the Ga deepitvel for x>0.07,
moving a carrier from the conduction band). causing an abrupt drop- in the n umber of carriers.

The thecretical predictions for the energy of the Ga dep
]cv-el as a function of the Mr, concentration x are siven in Fig.
:, along with the conduction-band edge's dependence on x.
For x --x,, Ga is a donor and an n-type dopant, but forx > x.
neutral Ga is a deep trap. The theory is basically the Hjal-
marson et at. theory of substitutional deep impurity levels. ~
modified- to au-count for the d states of Min (Which do not
play a significant role. because the spin-up d states lie well
below the valence-band maximum and the spin-down states _______3
are well above the conduction-band edge'). The theoretical cl
uncertainty in the predicted deep level energy for the lljal- , ~ ~ "

marson model is typically a few tenths of an electron volt, I t
and so the predicted value of x, = 0.09 may be uncertain by t ...

b.

about 0.05. Nevertheless, the Hjalmarson model has a long
history of successfully predicting chemical trends, and the
qualitative dependence of the Ga level on alloy composition _______ _______

(Fig. 2) should certainly be observed. The major implica- a
tion of the pr-iiction is that growing Mn~rich, Ga-dooed. n-
type Znl , Mn, Se should be very dillcult, even thou-h
Ga-doped ZnSe itself is normally n type. Other column III ZnSe:Ga Zn0 .5Mn0.5Se:Ga
dopants should exhibit this same behavior, although x, will Donor Trap
be slightly larger by about 0.03-0.04 for the heavier atoms In (a) )
orTi.

Such shallow-deer, transitions of dezp !cveis are well FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the shallonw-dep transition of Ga in
known in semikonductors and profounidly alter the electrical Znt-, ,Mn, St. (a) For x =-0. the Ga , symmetric deep Wyel is resonant

or ~ticl poperiesuf he o~'~perapsthe eststuied with the conduction band. The extra clircirt;;soziated with this column
case~~~~~~~~~ isSi as hc rdcsa seeto III impurity or, ac'olumn 11 site spills oul .' .v and f.&ils to theconduc.

cas isX i Oas. whih podue., a iseletroic tion-band edge. ionizing the Ga. The potentiti of the ionized Ga
deep level in the gap for x > 0.2, but moves into the conduc. thea binds theclrctrun in a hydroltrit. _N-mv donor (at zero tern-
tiowt and for As-richniaterial. x <0.2. IQIIThis N level plays persture). (b) Forx %>x.. the deepart.: g. in the~ funamentalbsnd gap
a prominent role in the electrolumninescence of GaA.:- . . with the condu~t~inband edge at higtw- ene:gy. and tn .1 cutrati.a deep

rlevel contains one electron (circle) and onie hole OtlngiCt. -aid caii trap an
Te DX center in Al., Ga, *As is another case. Thi;s center. electr, of opposite spin. depleing a cannnr from tnec coduct-u., iind. The

which is very likely associated with Si or a similar do- energ-, scale or this diagram is distorted for illustrative purpobes.
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Thin quantum-well superlattices of GaAs and (GaAs)._x (ZnSe). With ZnSe:
Possibility of band gaps in the blue-green
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It is predicted thit thin quantum-well supr attices or spike super";ttices of GaAs in ZnSc will
produce band gaps in the yellow-green, and that (GaAs),, _, (ZnSe) spikes will lead to green
and blue-green gaps. These thin quantum-well structures should have better doping properties
than ZnSe for x < 0.6.

I. INTRODUCTION ZnSe parameters here to account for the determination of

Diffraction-limited optical storage on compact disks the (low-temperature) ZnSe band gap at r of 2.8 eV.'" 4

has stimulated the quest for light emitters with short wave- The resulting band-gap predictions for selected values of

lengths in the green-to-blue portion of the spectrum. The NPk and ., with Ns - 10, are given in Fig. 1. The gaps
semiconducting materials most often considered for such are direct, with the superlattice conduction-band minimum
applications are I-VI compound semiconductors' and N- at the point ofthe mini-Bgillouin zone; the quantum well is
based III-V semiconductors, such as In', _, Ga N.2 The N- Type I: The superlattice conduction- and valence-band

based III-V's are difficult to grow and dope, and have unde- edges lie at energies within the fundamental band gap of

sirmble large shallow acceptor binding energies, whereas the ZnSe. Hence, the spikes shou!d meet the conditions for lumi-

I-VI's generally suffer from the "doping problem"; it has nescehce (i) the carriers will thermalize to the

been very difficult to dope most II-VI'sp type, with the ma- (GaAs),-, (ZnSe), layers of the material; and (ii) elec-

jor exception being ZnTe, which resists n dOoing. While trons and holes will have the same wave vectors and there-

there have been some recent advances on the I-VI doping fore satisfy the crystal-momentum selection rule for recom-

problem, '' one cannot avoid wishing that a well-understood bination.

II1-V semiconductor such as GaAs had a band gap in the Having a direct band gap is a necessary, but not suffi.

green or blue, a material that is dopable both n and p type, cient, condition for a semiconductive ligNt-emitting diode

and integratable in p-n junctions and artificial microstruc- material. In additiohri the semiconductor mustv be dopable

tures. The purpose of this paper is to predict that thin GaAs both n andp type. Thi3 is not a problem iii bulk 3aAs, but, ,

layers or "spikes" embedded in ZnSe should have band gaps in ZnSe, which is diffiicult to dope p type. Th. ause of the p

in the yellow-green, and that interdiffusion of the GaAs doping problem in ZnSe is thought to be a distribution of

spikes with: the/ZnSe should increase the band gap to the deep hole traps within -0.3 eV of the valence-band maxi-

blue-green. Furthermore, we shall argue that the mum-' "Thereforeifour spike superlattices are to be dopedp

(GaAs) - (ZnSe) , spikcs for x <0.6 will be largely free of type. those deep levels must be covered up by the superlattice

the doping.problems that have traditionally limited ZnSe valene-band so that they cease trapping holes. To achieve

and other II-VI semiconductors, this, the superlattice must have its valence band maximum at
least 0:3 eV above the valence muximum of ZnSe (see Fig.
2). This implies normally that x must be less than 0.5 and the-

II. BAND wells must have widths corresponding to .,rL, = 2 or more
Our approach is based on the theory of the electronic diatomic layers.

structure of superlattices and deep levels in superlattices. 5"  The energy band lineups are displayed in Fig. 3 for
We consider N r,, Nz,,s [ 001 ] (GaAs) ,. , (ZnSe, )/ZnSe I X 10 GaAs/ZnSe. Note that most of-the band offset is in
superlattices where Ap,k, is small, typically less than 10, and the valence band, and that the energy of the conduction band
Nz,s is large, typically 10 or greater. (A I X 10 GaAs/ZnSe edge. when measured relative to the ZnSe valenc -hand edge
superlattice consists of one two-atom-thick layer of GaAs, (Fig. 2), is relatively independent of la er thickness and al-
alternating with 10 layers of ZnSe.) The lay composition. Therefore, by altering the alloy composi-
(GaAs) . (ZnSe)j is treated in the virtual crystal approxi- tion of the (GaAs) *_ (ZnSe) . we arm, in effect, tuning the
mation.' These superlattices are, for all intents and pur- absolute valence-band energy. With this approach we can
poses, lattice matched; hence, their theoretical treatment is cover up deep levels that might otherwise trap !oles and
the same as for GaAs/AI1,Gal -..As superlattices. " '0 The adversely affect '!.ep doping of the material. Once covered,
GaAs/ZnSe valence-band offset has been measured to be any holes in the deep levels are autoionized and become car-
0.96 eV," and is assumed to be a linear function of alloy riers. This'method for eliminating deep traps has been-pro -

composition x. The parameters of the superlattice Hamilto- posed for doping ZnSe p type, and explains ihe relative ease
nian are known for GaAs and ZnSe, 12 but we update the with which ZnTe can bedopedp type (in contrast with most
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24 -N,,x 10 (GaAs),.(ZnS*),1Zis@ 3.0

A075 2.01

2. . ZnSo: 2.V GaAs: 1.56V SL: 2.3 oV

2.0'

Is025 Ro.or ........... ....
5.0 00

2 1 1
0 2 4FIG. 3. Energy-band alignments for a I X 10 GaAs/ZnSe 10011 superlat-

Ns~otice. The band gaps of ZnSe, GaAs, and the superl.-ttice (SL) are 2.8, 1.55,
and 2.32 eV, respectively. The superlattice hand edge- are denoted by

FIG. i. predicted band gaps (in eV) of NV,,.,, X 10 (GaAs), 1(ZnSe,/ dashed lines. The zero of enzigy is the valence-band maximum of bulk
ZnSe superlattices vs N,,L,. Gaps forx = 00 0.25,0.5, and 0.75 are denoted, ZnSe.
by open squares, open triangle%. closed squires, and closed triangles, respec-
lively.

conduction band in GaAs, which becomes uncovered as the
gap widens in those alloys,"l so that N becomes a deep trap.

other 11-VI semiconductors).' 5  Similar behavior has b'een observe.d for the donor Si,,, (and
The ZnSe, when interdiffused with the GaAs, will pro- the related DX center) in Al,~ Ga1 - , As. 17 However, we do

vide GaAs with both donors and acceptors, and in the ideal hot find such behavior for Si or Niii, our spike superlatt;-es,
limit will yield perfectly compensated material. By carefully mostly because the conduction-band edges in these superlat-
controlling, the growth conditions, it should be, possible to tices are so independent of layer thickness and alloy compo-
dope thespike eithern type orp type with Se or Zn, which are sition. Nevertheless, some levels near the valence-band max-
shallow acceptors and donors in GaAs. It should' even be imumn d 'o undergo such a shallow-deep transition. For
possible, With-masking, to fabricate ap-n junction in a single example, Zn2, 10,, is a deep trap in the quantum well of a
spike. I X 10 GaAs/ZnSe superlattice (see Fig. 4) but lies in the

Impurities that normally do not adversely affect GaAs valence band of bulk ZnSe. Finally, the native point d -efects,
can be problems in spike GaAs. Because the GaAs band gap the antisite defects Sera nAad s0 ,ndteacance
has been widened so much, impurities that were shallow do- Vao. and VaA, can produce deep levels in the superlattice
nors or acceptors in GaAs might become deep traps in the gap, as shown in Fig. 4, and control of their concentrations
spike superlattices. Such shallow-deep transitions have been ma be required.
observed in IIl-V alloys. For example, an anion site N impu-
rity in GaAs, ,, P,, produces a deep level resonant with the

Deep levels in GaAs layer
WxO GaAs/ZnSe (001) superlattlie
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FIG. 4. Native defect deep levels in or near the band cap of I x 10
GaAs/ZnSe for (a) the cation site and (b) tihe anion site. Va denotc. a

FIG. 2. Predicted coniuction- and valedt -band edges (in zV) for vacancy. Open triangles (closed circles) dei.- c,. holes (elsxtrons) occupy-
.V.,x 10(GaAs), -. I(4n6c),, /Znse suplcrii-m:-s. for various x. usine ing the deep levels for a itentral defect. For tho* As-site vacancy, the electron

the notation o .. g. I. N'.that then major vari, ons .z.e in the valence band, in tal: deep level abo% c the conduction hz~nd edge is autoioinized and falls to
The zero ofcenergy is the valencebjr,' in ,',m~~fbukZnSe. The nmttri- the condluction-band vdge. be~oming a sitallow-donor electron. Stmttlari).
ais with valence-band maximum abs s*~'nou!J not be plagiied b 'he the Ga, holes bubble tip to the vaie,,ce-band ittavsinum. The zero ofenergy
p doping problems experienced by ZniSe (see Ref. 15). is the valence-band maximtim of bulk ZnSe.
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We have used the pseudofunction method to compute self-consistent spin-polarized energy bands
for La2CuO4. Thi ground state is found to be semiconducting and antiferromagnetic(AF) with a
moment of 0.35ju. The net moment resi.ting from the occupation of 82 itinerant bands is localized
on the Cu atoms only. Our resultsagree with experiments in which La2CuO4 is found to be semi-
conducting and AF with a moment on the Cu atoms of (G. 35:0.05)las (neutron scattering) or in the
range 0.2/s to 0.6,su (muon-spin resonance). Sr is found to produce holes on the out of plane 0
contrary to the assumption used in many strong-correlation theories of superconductivity.

The pseudofunction (PSF) method' with a local-density that the nonspherical part of the crystal potential'need be
potential2 has been successfully used to compute spin- expanded in at least 15 625 plane waves to obtain the AF
polarized energy bands for Ni and MnTe.3 The good ground state. We believe this to be the key to the
agreement with -experiment- encouraged the -use of this differences with other methods.
method for the new superconducting materials such as There,,are many proposals of superconductivity based
Sr-doped LaCuO4, hereby denoted in short as (2:1:4). In on the coupling via magnetic excitations both local and
this paper, we present self-consistent spin-polarized nonlocal. Such theories of superconductivity are well do-
local-density energy-band results for pure and Sr-doped -cumented 6 in the literature and will not bereferenced
2:1:4. The ground-state energy bands are sermiconducting -here. We will only point out that we find the d,2 band to
and antiferromagnetic (AF) with- a moment of 0.35/, -on be at the Fermi energy as postulated by Lee and Ihm. 7

the Cu atoms. One Cu-O hybrid state is split off by the They accounted for superconductivity with a two-band
AF correlation to give a semiconductor. The moment is model (broad band and narrow d 2 band) which we find to
nonintegral because of the strong hybridization between be appropriate. A more detailed two-band models using
0 and Cu at theFermi surface. A magnetic ground state local densities of states from the band theory for the
is found to be stable even in the metallic state when Sr is broad Cu-O band and a Cu-O band in the z direction can
substituted for La. For example, an AF state with a mo- phenomenologically account for the magnetic and super-
ment of 0.09,UB is obtained when half of th'e La atoms are conducting properties of pure and doped 2:1:4.
replaced by Sr atoms. Thus, contrary to widespread be- The spin-polarized PSF method has been tested for fer-
lief, bandtheory quantitatively accounts for the magnetic romagnetic Ni and antiferromagnetic MnTe.3 The re-
properties of 2:1:4 and suggests that the magnetic state is sults for Ni agree with those in the literature. ForMnTe,
not observed in doped samples as the disorder overcomes we find the antiferromagnetic state to be more stable than
the magnetic order. the ferromagnetic state in agreement with experiment.

The spin-polarized band model with a local-density po- Calculations for MnTe with the linearized augmented
tential has been used by several investigitors to attempt plane-wave (LAPW) method9 also find that the antiferro-
an understanding of the AF and semiconducting behavior magnetic state is more stable than the ferromagnetic
of 2:1:4." These spin-polarized calculations with other state. K on Si is anether example of success for the PSF
methods find the ground state to be nonmagnetic and me- method. The PSF method predicted the K-Si bond
tollic contrary to experiment. We believe the reason that length to be 3.3 A (Ref. 10) whereas the pseudopotential
these attempts did not yield the correct ground state is method predicted the bond length to be 2.59 A. 11 Subse-
that the bands at E1 are too broad. Specifically, for non- quent, surface-extended x-ray-absorption fine-structure
magnetic calculations, the 2:1:4 bands are doubly. degen- (SEXAFS) experiments 2 give a bond length of 3.15 .
crate on the hexagonal face of theorthorhombic unit cell. which is very similar to the PSF result.
Semiconductivity can be obtained only when this degen- The PSF method has a local'orbital basis set employing
eracy is lifted. These bands are only 0.17-eV wide for the'- the fuli potential including tie.core states (see the Appen-
PSF method.$ The other techniques find these bands to dix for details). The computation is done in Fourier
be approximately 0.5-eV wide. Thus, the magnetic corre- space for computational efficiency just as the time-
lation needed to split a 0.5-eV-wide band is far stronger consuming parts of matrix element. evaluation is done
than that needed for a 0.17-eV band. Finally, we show with the fast Fourier transform. Fmr 7..1 ,$, - .- --
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is expanded-in 15'625tplaneWaves, The.very acciratje-°. _ been- redone .-in entirety. with a general set of eight k
pansion.of the potential is essential in obtaining the 0.17- points. The moment is unchanged to ±0.01/sp and the
eV-wide band at. the-Fermi energy. A less accuratepo-. - bands are virtually. identical.
tential gives.broader.bands,. :Nine s, p, and d bais func- .In. Fig. 1, the spin-polarized bandi near Ef are plotted
tions were used on the La and Cu atoms with s,p setson. for 2:.4; .The band gap between, filled and empty states
the 0 atoms. The basis functions are.continually charged varies from approximately 2 eV at r to 0.06 eV on the
during iteration-to self-consistency in order to optimize: -, hexagonal face. The bands are relatively flat in the Z
the description of the charge,density.: Identical results direction because of the layered structure and are notare o whether or not: the. O atoms were started. shown. For theohexagonal face, the bands are narrow

with a spin state. The calculation was first brought to and' doubly degenerate for a self-consistent field (SCF)
self-consistency,'w itli 6nly a'siigle K point in:the iterit- 'non-spiln-polarized calculations.! -For spin-polarized
tion. A four-point sample ws:neit used: The final itera- bands, the- gap varies-from 0.35'eV-at X and M to 0.06
tions were done with eight k;poifits. The average devia- along' the M-to N and N to S directions. The necessity
tion in the potential between the input'and output poten- that bands be 'narrow on this hexagonal face thus be-
tial at 10% mixing was 1.1 toRy, with a maximium'devia- comes obvious since the spin effect which gives the semi.
tion of 7 mRy. The moment of the Cu, sites increased by conducting gap varies from 0.35 to 0.06 eV. This band is
about 0.02/s, on going from a four-point sample to an 0.17-eV wide for the PSF method and approximately 0.5
eight-point sample. Subsequently, the calculations have eV for other methods. 4 At internal poiits of the Bril-
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FIG. 1. Spin-polarized energy bands near the Fermi energy for (a) LaZCuO 4 and (b) LaSrCuO4 .
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louin zone, the-gap is large. This gap% existed: evenfor amountoof charge Within the Cu sphere (R!-0.98 A), La
non-spin-polarized energy 'bands. .. ;Thus, -the. -spin- sphere (R= 1.491), afidOisphere,(R-=0.86 A) is tabu-
polarization effect is;only, op ning-a gap.ata small:per- lated'for'spin-up and.spin-down bindsifor both the pure
centage of'the points within the- Brillouin, zone. An ap- and doped 2:1:4. The Oatoms'are:labeled according to
proximate measure of the number of poihts at. which- anti- the: type-,of6planar'metalatom, For. 2:1:4, the first. Cu
ferromagnetism opens a gap is a skin depth on the hexag- atom has anet spin down of 0.35 electrons (4.33-4.69).
'onil face divided by the-volume whichtwould-be a.small The.0 atoms are identical in spin-density indicating that
number. This is probably a unique feature of the layered the spin is localized, to the Cu atom. Even though the
Cu-O materials because the number of electrons is impor- band picture is an-itinerant picture,,moments localized to
tant. .- . ... the metal atoms are" obtained. .-For: 25%; Sr. doping, the

The indirect gap in Fig..°l(a) is as little as10.01 eV. We moments on the Cu are 0.35,ug and 0.324b,.which is indi-
were concerned that if the indirect gap -were. less' thin cative of small, ferrimagnetism. At 50% doping,- mo-
zero and a metallic state was- obtained' the moment on ments of 0.09/s4 are obtained on the Cu atoms with anti-
the Cu atoms might become zero. Thus, the bands- were ferromagnetic behavior. The 0 atoms within the Cu-O
iterated to SCF with an extremely poor sampling, of k basal plane do not have a moment at any level of Sr'dop-
space using the points-S, L,.N; M, -and-X..Theb.bndS ing. For 25%. Sr, 'the O atoms adjacent to the Sr and
remain essentially unchanged except that-the bands at L Cu(2) develops a small moment of 0.06s 5 . Thus, the mo-
overlap the bands at N by. 0.03 eV togive a, metal. The ment on the Cu atoms will remain at a large value for Sr
moment on the Cu atoms increases to 0.39Aj,. This result doping up to 25% with a slow decrease at higher levels.
indicates that our moment is not sensitive to small The 0 atoms may also-participate depending on the dop-
changes in band structure which, produce:metallic'over- ing level.
lap. Alternatively, we believe nesting does not have to be Spin-polarized energy bands cajculated for LaSrCuO4
exact to obtain the magnetic ground state as would- occur are shown in Fig. 1(b). The bands are quite similar in ap-
at small Sr-dopant concentrations. Since band theory pearance to-those for pure 2:1:4. Becau.e one-half of a
cannot be performed for small' deviations from band haj been depopulated, the Fermi energy falls in-the
stoichiometry, we suggest that the above. computations middle-of the.Cu-O'band associated with the d12 orbital
for a metallic state suggest that the intiferromagnetic- and 0 perpendicular to the' plane.
state is stable for small dopant concentrations. "Small Evidence for both spin and charge fluctuations via the
dopant concentrations of Sr.probably.,would: not yield a apex 0 can-be found in Table I. As the-charge density
metallic state because of, the:narrow bands, at Ef and and net spin on the 0 ato'ms in the base aU&independent
small overlap between carrieis. Disorder would also of Sr +content, we conclude that the basal 0 atoms do not
create a mobility gap at low carrier concentrations. participate in fluctuations. First, we consider fluctua-

It is important to understand the.magnetic behavior a tions for 25% doping since this is closer to exleriment at
a function of Sr doping. The optimal superconducting 0.15 Sr. Pure 2:1:4 has a charge of 9.03 (4.34+4.69) on
transition temperature -is observed at the large doping the Cu atoms.and 2.62 on 'all Q.' For 25%Sr, the net
level of 0.15 Sr. Calculations have been performed on charge on Cu atoms is rediced' ,to 8.98 electrons, an in-
2:1:4 where one-fourth and one-half bf the La atoms are crease in Cu valence of 0.05 electrons. The O(La) and
substituted by Sr. The dependence of the magnetic mo- O(Sr) have moments of 0.06p, by reducing its spin-up
ment as a function of Sr is thus obtained, character by 0.06 e. One could envision fluctuations

The AF moment is obtained by integrating over all among the O(La) and O(Sr) atoms via bands at El that Sr
spheres. A value of 0.351Ag is obtained. An important has caused to be depopulated. Fluctuations require emp-
understanding can be obtained by computing the charge ty states near El. Table I shows 'these states to exist on
within spheres about the different sites. In Table I, th, the out of plane 0.

TABLE I. Partial charge densities. The arrow indicates the spin directioh:

LaZCuO ..4  La.Sr0.SCuO 4  LaSrCuO4

Cu 4.34 4.69 Cu 4.31 4.67 Cu -" 4:33 4.42
Cue 4.69 4.34 - Cue 4.66 4.34'' Cu " 4.66 - -4.57
La 0.46 0.46 ' La . 0.46 0.46 :.0.a ' -" 0 4 5 , .. 0.45
La 0.46. 0.46 ; La - 0.44 0.44 .0La..' ' " 'O.45 '.- 0.45
La 0.46 "0.46 La "0.45-".0.45 L' .. La... . 4" .0;33' .0:33

La 0.46 0.46 Sr 0.34 0.34- "-- Sr:,. :.i ,' ;0.33- , 0.33..
O (base) "2:62-..2:62"-- .. 0 (btse)' 2.61 2;62 . O(hase),., .2.61. .. ' 2.61
o (base) . 2.62 2.62 O-(base) 2.61 ..- 2.62,' .: O2(base).2. 26 . 2.61
O (La) ... 2.62 _ 2.62 2.56 2.62 0 (Sr) .? -.. 

2 .49  2.49
O (La) 2.62 2.62 0 0 (Sr) 2.56 2.62- *+ , O (S1).- , : 2.49 . 2.49

0 (La) 2.62 2.62 0 (La) 2.61 2.57 .0 (Ma) .. 2.64 2.64
0 (La) 2.62 262 0 (La) . _2.62 2.60 0 (LU.a) 2.64 2.64

'S
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A similar picture is obtained for. 50% Sr'doping. The No AF ground state was obtained when the potential was
net charge on the Cu sites is 8.75 (4.33 +4;42) on Cu(1) expanded with 4913 or 9261 plane waves. An AF ground
and 9.23 (4.66+4.57) on Cu(2) as compared to 9.03 state was found for 24 389 plane waves. This calculation
(4.34+4.69). Another important feature of Table I is was not. run to SCF due to extreme compute- cost The
that the 0 that is the nearest neighbor of Sr losses 0.13 moment was 0.3 1lis and increasing when the job was ter-
electrons (2.62-2.49) Within its sphere. This 0 is also minated. Since the number of basis functions was con.
bonded to the Cu that loses 0.22 (8.98-8.75) electrons stant, therepresentation of the potential is critical.
within.its spheres. Thus, the Sr doping, at least at this There are other interpretations of the AF state of 2:1:4.
level, causes a hole to form on the Cu-O bond that is the The resonating valence bond picture16 assumes a spin of
nearest neighbor to the Sr atom. Similar but less dramat- S=0.5 on the Cu sites. An alternative strong-correlation
ic results occur for 25% doping. This simply reflects that picture17 is that doping produces holes of spin 0.5 on the
the band at the Fermi energy is composed mostly of the 0 sites in the plane. These local moment theories claim
Cu-O character in the z direction, not the planardirec- to account for much of the data but with adjustable pa-
tions. , rameters. Clearly a fundamental assumption is that Sr

The difference between the 25% and 50% behavior is doping produces holes on the 0 sites within the Cu-O
related to how the Sr is substituted for La. For 25%, the plane. Our energy-band results would place holes in the
Sr is substituted only on one side of the Cu-O plane. For plane only for low doping levels. For larger values of
50%, the Sr is placed symmetrically above and below the doping as in the superconducting region, our energy.band
plane. results show holes on the 0 in the La plane not the Cu-O

For very low levels of doping, a rigid-band model indi- plane.
cates that only, bands on..the hexagonal face would be Spin and charge fluctuations have been mentioned as a
depopulated'and these have very important contributions possible mechanism for superconductivity. Our band.
from Cu-O bonds within the plane of Cu-O. Thus, at low theory picture indicates a substantial coupling between
levels of doping, states on the hexagonal face are depopu- planes via the 0 holes. Fluctuations Aithin the-plane can
-lated and holes would be observed in the Cu-O plane. At- occur as a result of the fluctuations on (he 0. These fluc-
large dopant levels of 15%, we would predict that the tuations produce an attractive pairing interaction leading
holes are in the Cu-O bond perpendicular to the plane. to a T, =280 K for 0.15 Sr doping of 2:1:4. 18 An impor-
The exact spatial distribution would depend on the sym- tant feature of our band, results is the capability of cou-
metry of Sr dopants relative to the plane. pling within and between planes.

It is well established experimentally that 2:1:4 is ant- .To support our claim that the width of the bands at El
ferromagnetic with semiconducting behavior.t3 Substitu- are sensitive to how well the potential is represented, a
tion of Sr for La leads to superconductivity. Neutron comparison is made for two different representations of
studies t' indicate that the Niel state is destroyed by dop- the potential with the wave functions remaining identical.
ing and that the spin-spin correlation length is reduced Figure 2 shows the narrow band for 4913 and 15 356
from- 35 to 8 A as the Sr concentration is varied from
0.02 to 0.18. More importantly, the local order is found
to be the same for the doped and pure 2:1:4. Thus, it is
stated1 that no important differences in magnetic scatter-
ing were found in the normal and superconducting states.
It is important to note that the interpretation of the neu-
tron data is that doping affects the spin-spin correlations
leaving the moment essentially unchanged from that of
the pure state. Birgeneau et at."1 caution that an unam- -
biguous interpretation will require samples where the r 0
Meissner fraction far exceeds the 15% observed in the
currently available samples. Birgeneau et al. also indi-
cate that there are unexplained differences between sam- .1
pies. ,_,

Our calculations are in agreement with the above pic-
ture. A moment localized to the Cu atoms is obtained
theoretically. This moment is practically unchanged up
to a Sr concentration of 25%. We can similarly claim
randomly placed Sr will disorder the moments. Our com-
puted moment of 0.3511B is quite similar to the experi-
mental value from neutron [(0. 35:±0.05)ps (Ref. 15(b)) 0u
and muon-spin resonance ((0.2-0.6)AB]. S(&' It is certain 0 -

that the moment is much less than 1.0MB which would be
obtained for spin 0.5.

Finally, whether or not the antiferromagnetic ground M N,
state is obtained is closely related to the number of plane FIG. 2. Non-spin-polarized energy bands at Er for 4913 and
waves with which the nonspherical potential is expanded. 15 356 plane waves in potential.
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plane waves in the potential, respectively. The band is
narrow if the potential has many plane waves. Only the
band at Ef has been included for clarity. The band for Opsim" Ninm(q'(E, rn )+Colmqm(E, rn)), R, <r <R out ,
4913 plane waves is similar to that in the linear muffin-tin Ktm(k,r, Rout <r
orbital (LMTO) calculations. The agreement cannot be
exact because the LMTO calculation relies on the ap- The parameters a)m and Nm are chosen for continuity of
proximation of overlapping spheres and the PSF calcula- the function and its-radial derivative at Rout , The Neu-
tion relies on truncating the potential to 4913 plane man function Ktm has an energy parameter of -0.3 Ry.
waves. In further support of the accuracy of the PSF Within the distance Rin" the parameters anm and bnim are
method, previously we have shown that the correct ther- also chosen for continuity of the PSF function at Rin.
modynamic properties are computed for bulk Si (Reft 19) The energies for the Bessel functions Jim are k2=0.1 Ry
and that the correct bond length can be computed for a and k =0.2 Ry. The above procedure is followed for theCO molecule.' We have also-computed the correct sur-Colerctuleo. We havasocs, p, and d orbitals on the La and Cu sites and the s and p

Ie s rte Si t ed m l a orbitals on the 0 sites. The results are not sensitive to
In summary, the itinerant energy-band model yields a the choice of energy parameters kI and k2 within the ra-

band structure which has a moment of approximittely the dius Ri. The tail-parameter energy -0.3 Ry is the re-
correct magnitude on the Cu site. Calculations for Sr suit of calculations on many different systems. The resul-
doping support the notion of spin or charge fluctuations
on the Cu and 0 sites. No evidence for localized holes of tant energy bands are not very sensitive to the tail param-

spin 0.5 on the planar 0 sites is obtained. Our results eter if a value near -0.3 Ry is used. The above-defined
suport the nterpreatona put ths by obtneu resuPSF orbitals are smooth throughout space thus enablingsupport the interpretation put forth by Birgeneau et al. stagfowrFuietanomsspevulyhw.
that Sr disorders long-range spin-spin correlations leav- straightforward Fourier transforms as previously shown.

The criterion for the number of plane waves in the trans-
ing the local Cu moment relatively unchanged. form of the PSF orbitals is that RMT times the maximum
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plication to CO and Si. Here, we will provide an outline density is in terms of spherically symmetric parts within
of the method and all information that would be required the muffin tins and a Fourier series representing the non-
to repeat our calculations. The unit-cell parameters and spherical contribution. This plane-wave ium contains ap-
atom positions have been determined by Jorgenson et al. proximately eight times the number of plane waves in-the
The unit cell is divided into muffin-tin and interstitial re- wave function.
gions. The muffin-tin radii RMtT are 2.81 a.u. for La, 1.84 The self-consistency loop follows that o, -he standard
a.u. for Cu. and 1.62 a.u. for 0. The potential is divided band theory. The charge density is used to define a new
into spherically symmetric potentials within the muffin potential which is mixed with the old potential. New
tins and a nonspherical potential that extends throughout PSF orbitals are constructed and the Hamiltonian is
the unit cell including the spheres. To form the PSF solved again until the input and output potentials are the
wave functions, we construct linearized muffin-tin orbit- same to a small deviation. The PSF orbitals change as
als exactly as in the LMTO or LAPW methods using the one iterates to self-consistency. The PSF orbital molds to
radial solutions 6 and dh. 4 is the energy derivative of 4,, the charge density and changes as the charge density
the solution of the muffin-tin potential for a given energy. changes especially in the bond formation region between
The energy parameter is chosen to be an average band en- atoms. The applications described here and in Ref. 1 in-
ergy as in the linearized methods. dicate that the plane number waves in the potential is vi-

Beyond this point, the PSF method differs from other tally important for computation of properties. This
methods. First, we define two new radii Rin and Rout for dependence is shown in detail for a CO molecule.' In
all the muffin tins. Rin is chosen to be 0.95 RMT. Rout is this paper we have shown that a bandwidth similar to
chosen to be 1.25 R MT. The PSF wave function at site n that for other methods is obtained for a small number of
for angular momentum Im is now defined as plane waves.
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